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INTRODUCTION OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER
L. E. Root
President
Institute of the Aerospace Sciences

Our speaker was born in San Francisco, son of
the captain of a Sacramento river dredger. He has
a civil engineering dep, ree from the San Francisco
Bay Area's St. Mary's College. He has been a civil
engineer, travel agent, fish and game official. He
was a First Lieutenant of Artillery in World War I ,
and in the Rreat depression of the 30's was forced
onto the WPA and out in some time as a street
sweeper--a job which put him in contact with a lot
of people in his home county, and also into politics
where he was elected to the State Legislature in
1937. He has served l R years in Congress and has
pursued a moderate liberal line with a continuing
stron? interest in committee work . He is the senior
member from Northern California. He likes to take
jaunts in the v-JashinP,ton countryside and to hike in
the wilderness areas of our Sierra Nevada Range.

Tonight's main speaker is one of the key men
in the U. S. space effort. There is almost no one
of us here tonight, whose professional activities
will not be affected in some way by the work of
Congressman George Miller, Chairman of the Standing
Committee on Science and Astronautics of the U. S.
~ouse of Representatives.
I think it can be said without exaggeration
that we are fortunate to have "one of our own"
profession in this key spot in the national legislative branch. Congressman Miller is one of the
few engineers in Congress. In fact, he is credited
with needling his fellow Congressmen, most of them
lawyers, with the comment: "You peoDle all think
in circles. I am one of the few guys around here
who has been trained to th ink in straight lines."
And it seems clear enough that a technical background is very useful in framing legislation for the
s pace effort.

In 1927, he married the former Esther Perkins,
who had come from Nebraska to head personnel operations in a San Francisco department store. He
likes to say jokingly of her that she's the "real
sizer-up of people" and politician in the family.
Though the facts suggest that Congressman Miller
personally swings a highly effective if not obvious
political stick. He has one daughter and two grandchildren.

Our speaker also has a long standing interest
in science and technical subjects. He has long
served on the House Armed Services Committee. And
with the creation of the Science and Astronautics
Committee, one of the major committees of the lower
house, he switched over to that body. On the death
of Overton Brooks of Louisiana last September, he
took over as chairman.

Finally, Space Committee Chairman Miller is on
record as acceoting the race to the moon as inevitable and necessary. But he feels the scientific
results are at least as important as the race itself,
a view that I believe ~Qll find little quarrel in
this audience. He stresses he chairs the Science
and Astronautics Committee, in that order, and so he
strongly supports the Bureau of Standards and the
National Science Foundation, as both directly sustain the total national scientific capability. In
back-home speeches, he stresses quality scientific
education and equally hard the gap in production of
engineers, and the critical role of the engineerin g
professions in over-all national power.

However, perhaps equally significant was his
earlier Chairmanship of the House Subcommittee on
Oceanography. I suppose most of us are aware that,
like space, the oceans covering 71 per cent of the
earth's surface offer another frontier and that
growth of oceanography as a new science and base of
national power is inevitable.
One observer comments that Geor ge Miller has
done more for oceanography than any man in CongrdSS
and this says a good deal about his scientific
awareness. Our speaker has also broken the sound
barrier seven years ago in a navy fighter When
frankly he has damn well old enough to know better.
Personally, he is characterized by an easy-going,
story-telling manner and a quick, perceptive analytical mind. The book Californians in Congress
says of him that he makes no effort to obtain
personal publicity, that he is highly regarded in
his District of Alameda County, as attested by a
long series of sweeping electoral victories. The
same book adds that he is esteemed as a practical
politician and a hard worker.

I believe it can be said that as a Congressman,
George Miller has represented the engineering field,
as well as his constituents, in the way we would most
of us expect to see it represented by a competent
professional.
It is said that one of the axioms of the advertising business is that "a smart dime can never beat
a dumb dollar." In the space business, I think, we
have been proving this axiom wrong a good part of the
time. Our smart, cleverly-instrumented, small-payload dimes have often made a good showing. They have
frequently won out over the bigger, relatively dumber
payloads of the competition in the U.S.S.R.

According to a good many people, George Miller
seems best characterized by the law of conservation
of energy, or the most results for the least expenditure of resources. In election campaigns, he
employs no election headquarters, no large bill
boards. He does call on a large cadre of friends,
including people fro m both parties. He has a deadly
efficient post card ~stem, and relies on the long
memories of a gre at many constituents, of good
personal efforts in their behalf by their man in
Washington. He displays similar quiet efficiency
in other areas .

Nonetheless, in general, it seems that the rule
holds good. It is still better to get there first
with "the mostest."
And our guest tonight is a man who has a key
part in seeing that in space we do---here is tonight's Speaker, The Honorable Chairman George P.
Miller.
5
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Banquet Speech
THE NEW ERA OF EXPLORATION
by
The Honorable George Miller
The Congress of the United States of America

Today you have heard reviews of all of our
manned space programs - the X-IS, Project Mercury,
Project DynaSoar, Project Gemini, and Project Apollo.
You have also heard the carefully chosen remarks of
Mr. D. Brainerd Holmes, Director of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Space
Flight Program. You have heard a detailed report on
Project Mercury which reveals the enormous progress
this remarkable program has made in the 3i years
since its inception.

magnitude of the number of sciences which must be
utilized. Nevertheless, I would emphasize that all
scientific disciplines available today must be
harnessed and make their contributions in order to
successfully conclude the voyages which we have
planned. This is truly a monumental task and will
call for the best efforts not only from all of us,
but also from the free world.
The United States has found that scientists
allover the world are eager to associate themselves
with American space efforts. This overseas effort
among countries allied with the Western world will
become more arxi more important as Europe (and Asia
to a lesser degree) masses its own resources in the
tremendous endeavor which is now underway to probe
space .

I am sure that, like myself, you are impressed
with the scope of trese programs and the progress
which is being made. I am proud to- have had a close
association with these programs as a member and
Chairman of the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics. I am sure you will agree with me that
the Committee has been one of the most faithful supporters of the Manned Space Flight Programs.

Western Europe took a decisive step early in
1962 to become an active participant on its own in
However great the progress we have made to
space development and exploration. It established
date, it is a mere first step in the journey we have the European Space Research Organization, ESRO.
before us. Man is going to explore space just as
Twelve nations will be included in the organization
surely as we meet here tonight.
and each will contribute to the space research
budget according to its participation and capacity.
The observation has been made that nations are
ESRO's plans call for a first year budget of around
ei ther dynamic and grow, or they stagnate and fade
$15 million, increasing to a minimum of $50 million
away. I am proud that this nation has made the dewithin five years. It is expected that ESRO will
cision to push its frontiers forward. We are taking emphasize purely scientific research, beginning
steps to grow and to lead tre world by the example
first 1-'ith sounding rockets. Within four years, it
of our vigor. If we, tre wealthiest nation on earth, is anticipated that it will supplement this program
with earth satellites , space probes, astronomical
had failed to accept tre challenge of space explosatellites, and lunar satellites. Approximately
ration, and allowed this initiative to fall, by de800 people will be involved, plus an additional ISO
fault, to a more vigorous nation, our stagnation as
for tracking, telemetry, data reduction, etc.
a nation would have begun.
Four nations--the United Kingdom, Italy, West
Germany and France--have also signed an agreement
formally establishing the European Space Launcher
Development Organization. The agreement will remain open until April 30 for tre signature of other
nations and it is expected that Australia, Denmark,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, and perhaps Sweden,
Switzerland am Norway, will join.

I am proud that this nation has cOlTl!litted itself so strongly to the task. We are privileged to
be part of this effort. But we, both as a nation
and as individuals, must give of our best to
accomplish the formidable tasks we have undertaken.
Consider our space programs against the historical background of the period of about 1500 AD.
At that time, Europeans knew only dimly of the vast
land area of Asia and absolutely nothinp, of the
American continents. It was tre age of great
adventure and explorati on, Columbus and Magellan had
the foresight to conceive plans for voyages which,
in a brief period of years, literally changed world
histary.

This organization, known as ELDO, will seek to
develop a three-stage satellite booster. The
launching vehicle wi 11 be composed, according to
present olans, of the British Blue Streak rocket
for the first stage, the French Veronique as the
second stage, and the West German third stage. The
goal is the development of the launcher in time to
boost a satellite into orbit from Woomera in 1965.
It is estimated that the program will cost aoproximately . 200 million over the next five years, with
F.ngland furnishing a third.

The voyages of Coo lumbus and Magellan extended
man's vision as few voyages in history have - before
or since. The world was never the same again. Man
raised his eyes above tre horizon and was fascinated
and drawn toward what he envisioned. I am convinced
that Space Flight has again raised man's eyes. We
are embarked on a series of voyages across distances
incomparably far.

Besides this cooperative effort on the part of
Western Europe and Australia, various European
nations are going into sizeable space programs of
their own. The United Kingdom, for one, has established a National Committee for Space Research,
which has been placed in charge of the program.

Many sciences will contribute to this new
exploration. Most of you are well aware of the
6
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pation in the operation of NASA's global network is
~ncourag ed through a training program under the direction of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center at
Greenbelt, Maryland.

the, Edinburgh ~yal Observatory, the University of
London, and the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Farnborqugh. In addition, there will be launchings
at Wo omera and at Aberporth, England.

l

NASA believes that these nrograms have stimulated strong interest abroad in space research and
development. National space committees have been
organized in nearly two dozen countries. The
prospect of United States assistance for space
research has been of great importance to nations in
the ear~y stages.
Every effort is being made so that the civilian space program of the United States reduces
rather than increases the technological gap in the
Western world. This has the greatest long-range
implications for the economic well-being and the
security of the free nations.

In France, a National Center for Space Studies
has been created, to function directly under the
Prime Minister, but to be administered by Civilian
Scientists. Western Germany is reported also to be
launching its own space research program.
European space research experts, both on a
collective and individual nation basis, appear
anxious to keep in touch with the American space
program in order to avoid duplication of work as
well as keep up to date on the results of our
programs.
The international aspects of the program are
strong from the United states' point of view.
Existing agreements which call for the launching of
joint satellites and for mutual aid in tracking,
communications and otherfacets of the space effort,
will probably have to be widened aJ'ld implemented.
Simple geography is likely to demand this in the
more sophisticated future soace prof,rams. A good
example is the use of the Jodrell Bank radio-telescope in Britain, which both American and Russian
Scientists have used from time to time.

What will be the tangible benefit s to mankind
from the se space programs we have umertaken? The
exact benefits are hard to determine at the start
of the voyage. Will the earth establish colonies
on other planets? It obviously is too early to
answer this question; however, I can visualize with
some clarity some of the benefits ~ich are typical
of those we reasonably can expect.
As a first example, I point to the developments in the field of utilizing algae as an inexpensive and rapid method of providing a constant
supply of very nutritious food: The developments,
aimed at providing food for space crews on long
trips, appear adaptable to use in providing food
for the over-populated and under-developed nations
of the earth. It might be that the algae tank
could become as important to a family as the garden
plot is today.

No discussion of the International aspects of
space cooperation would be complete without mention
of the various educational programs in which NASA is
engaged. In the case of distinguished foreign
scientists, it is clear that they can made immediate
contributions to experimental space research.
Indeed, the leading research in a number of fields
was initiated abroad. But there is also a need to
train younger scientists, since space research by
means of instrumented satellites is only now
beginning in most countries abroad.
For carefully selected, recognized senior
scientists, the United States has established a
postdoctoral associateship program that provides
opoortunities to work on either theory or experiments at NASA centers. Twenty-nine foreign nationals from 13 countries have participated in this
program to date. Consistent with their senior
status, liberal one-year stipends are provided participants by NASA through the National Academy of
Science, which administers the program.

As a second example, I point out that today,
in order to manufacture some of the components
which are used in spacecraft, rooms of extreme
cleanliness (or "white rooms ") must be used. The
same techniques of removing dust and dirt from
these rooms are adaptable to the removable of germs
as well. Thus, it is reasonable that our hospital
operating rooms, and other rooms as well, could be
made almost completely germless. Thus, the chances
of infection during surgery would be decreased and
recovery from illnesses would be increased.
All of you Who followed John Glenn's flight
are aware that his pulse rate, heart condition,
respiration rate and blood pressure were constantly
telemetered back to earth. Variations of this technique are already in use for more routine medical
purposes today.

For younger scientists, NASA conducts three
training programs. Foreign graduate students
sponsored by their space committees or national
research councils may be nominated for fellowships
for periods of one to two years in American University laboratories carrying out soace-related
projects. The sponsoring agency abroad provides
transocean travel and rubsistence in this country
while NASA, through the National Academy of Sciences,
provides university costs and domestic travel. This
program is expected to accommodate up to 100 graduate
stude nts per year at 25 to 30 universities beginning
this coming fall. It may also be utilized to support
extended visits by American university professors to
lecture to appropriate groups of graduate students
ahroad.

It is possible that, in the future, nersons
suspected of heart trouble or key personnel of the
nation will carry with them micro-miniaturized instrumentation which will radio back to a cp.ntral
medical facility constant info rmation on their
physical condition. Automatic equipment at the
central facility would 'constantly monitor the readings coming in and sound an alarm at the first si~n
of an abnormality. Thus, the fi rst sign of a "bad"
heart would be instantly detected , and medical attention provided.

On-the-job orientation and instruction of
foreign technicians and scientists are also provided for varying periods at NASA laboratories and
at the launching station at Wallops Island, Virginia,
on a non-funded basis. Finally, increased partici-

The development of space suits, with provisions for not only countering the extremes of
the high and low temperatures Which will be
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encountered on t he moon, but which will provide
constant communications , is proceeding on schedule.
This development could lead to tre availability of
lightweight and comfortable "air - condi tioned"
clothing suitable for year- round use here on earth.
Constant communications could be maintained with
one ' s office, although this is looked upon as a
mixed blessing.

To receive these rewards as we push our frontiers beyond what we hao l iterally not conceived
several years ago will require a maximum de gree of
cooperation. Al l Government agencies mus t share
their technical developmen ts and information
learned in tests and flights . I am very gratified
at the efforts which have been made to distribute
the information gathered in Project Mer cury.

One of the most perplexing problems of space
flight is that of waste disposal . However, de velopments to date indic ate that this problem will
not be too difficult to solve . The solution shows
promise of being adaptable to the drastic reduction
of the pollution of our rivers and streams, and may
eventually lead to the elimination of costly community sewage disposal sYstems .

I am equally pleased to see the cooperation of
NASA and the Department of Defense . This free
interchange of plans, developments , and test re sults will allow each Agency to carry out its individually assigned responsibilities , utilizing what
has been learned by both .
Because of the extremely high cost of space
activity, particular at tenti on must be paid to the
elimination of unnecessary duplication . However ,
because the pro gram is of such significance to the
nation, it must be push ed vi gor ously .

All of us are t horoughly familiar with the
evolution of the aircraft seat belt or s afety belt,
and its adaption to automobile use. The contour
couches being used to day for acceleration and vibration attenuating devices appear equally useful and
adaptable for use for both military and civilian
pur poses in a number of modes of transportation.

In conclusion, let me say that I see t re world
on the verge of an extension of our frontiers which
will match or succeed any expansion ever experienced
before. "Te must proceed vigor ously with our space
programs both as a hallmark of tre vigor of our
nation and to accelerate our nati onal growth. We
must reap the benefits fro m t re s e pro p,ram s an:! the
technology which made them possi ble and dis tri bute
these benefits throughout tre Free Horld. As our
great President has so well stated , "We have a long
way to go in this s pace race . We started late.
But this is the new ocean , and I believe th e United
States must sail on it and be in a position second
to none."

This list could go on and on - new fuels, ne w
metal fabrication techniques , fuel cells, hi gh temperature glasses, all of these development swill
be accelerated. As has been wisely said - the funds
we will expend for our space exploration programs
will be spent here on earth, and not in space . The
entire nation will benefit in a material manner.

8
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Luncheon Speech

ORGANIZING FOR THE CONQUEST OF SPACE
Deliver ed for
D. Braine r d Holmes
Director , Office of Manned Space Flight
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
By

Geor ge M. Low
Direct or , Spacecr aft and Flif,ht Missions
Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA

Mr. Holmes has asked me to express his sincere r egrets fo r being unable to be with you today
to deliver thi s address. Unfortunately, there was
a last minute change in the schedule fo r our
Congressional Hearings and Mr. Holmes had to stay
in Washington to testify before the House Appropriations Committee.

technical talents on a task that is exceedingly
br oad in scope and high in complexity. By its very
nature , it will lead to a general advancement in
technology that has heretofore seldom been equalled.
This adv~cement will, of course, l ead to progre ss
in all fields . The manned lunar landin g program is
thus providing the catalyst and the to nic fo r new
advantures of the mind and spirit. Our Nation
squarely faced th is great technological challenge
last Hay when the President said, "I believe that
t he Nation should commit itself to achieving the
p:oal , before tr:e decade is out, of landing a man on
the moon and returning him safely to earth."

Today I will not talk abou t our manned space
fli ght program, about Projects Mercury, Gemini and
Apollo, since these subjects are thoroughly covered
in the technical presentations t o this Confe rence .
Instead, I will discuss the organizational structure we are creating in mus terin8 the efforts of
this Nation for the great task which lies ahead .

I will, for the remainder of my time, discuss
the organization of NASA and, more particularly,
the orpanizati on of the office of Manned Sp ace
Flip:ht, which has been established to direct our
effo rts to establish man's proficiency in operating
in soace , including a round tri D to the moon wi thin
this decade.

It is unfortunate that some seem to re pard our
current lunar program and the programs beyond as
stunts . Nothing could be farther from the truth;
on the contrary, we are fi rmly convinced that we
are embarked upon a venture which holns very deeD
significance for the future of this Country in
man's endless search for knowledge .

First, then, l et me outline very briefly the
thinking behind NASA's over-all orga~ization as it
relates ' to the Offic e of Manned Space Flight .

We can ill- afford to allow any misconceptions
as to our program, or any thoughts that the
program smacks of the theatr ical, to persist . I t
is up to all of us to hel p dispel any such errone ous views since we need the wholehearted support of
the entir e country if we ar e to accomplish our
mission .

No new department or agency in the rec ent
history of the Executive Branch of U:e Federal
Government was created through the transfer of as
many units from other departments and agencie s as
in the case of NASA . Three ~~d one- half years ago,
NASA did not exist. Today NASA comprises aDoroximatel y 20 , 500 employees , ten ma:'or fie ld centers,
and a proposed budget for FY 1963 of nearly $3.8
billi on.

The need for this support is, I believe , completely understand'able sin ce NASA is faced wi th one
of the most compl ex engineerin g tasks ever undertaken by man. The number of Amer icans who wi 11 be
directly i nvol ved in this program will be measured
in the hundreds of thousands, and the number of
industrial organizations in the many thousands .
In addition, the r e will be participation by
countless universities and research organizations .
If we do not execute t hi s effort with efficiency ,
it can cost our country dear ly . At wor~t, it mi ~ ht
cost us the mis si on ' s succe s s , al ong with a seri ous set- back in national pr estige, a loss of knowledge , and a loss of inter national l eader ship . At
t he l east , it would cost us thousands of m~-years
of t he Nation 's best technical talent and literally
bil l i ons of dollars in this decade .

From a purely organization al and managerial
point of view, it might have been much easier to
create an entirely new department or as!'nc.y t o
handle the Nation ' s civilian s pace urogram. This
possi bility, I understand, Has eXD1 nred anc rej ected becanse of the time requirea to recrui t and
organize the tecpnical and scientific talent required .
Instp.ad, there fore, NASA has been org ~'Lz ed by
melding t oget her a number of existing agencies and
parts thereof . The research centers of the NACA
formed the nucleus of the new organization. They
were soon .i oined by a gr ouD from the Naval Research
Cen t er, and 1a ter 0 n by the Jet Dropulsion laboratory and by the l1arshall Space F'lip.ht Center in
Huntsville.

Why do we want to go to the moon? I've tried
to suggest an answer to tha t question. A prOf'ram
designed to land a man on the moon and bring him
back to earth, will focus our scientific and
9

space flight endeavor.

Our current concept of organization and
management within NASA is based upon the establishment of Program Offices charged wit h tre responsibility of prot;ram direction utilizing the skills
and efforts of the various NASA Centers . The entire effort is then pulled to ~ether by a central
general maRagement organization. Such an arrangement permits top level focus on the "program
problems" while retaining the con tinuity of reporting, growth, and control of the skill centers.

It is our firm conviction that such a Systems
office is vital. We are also convinced that the
basic systems engineering decisions related to the
mission approach must be retained within NASA, and
exercised by employees of NASA. It would be desirable if we were able to find the total number
of scientific and engineering personnel to support
these key people, and employ them directly within
the organization. This prospect, however, was
carefully considered, and it was concluded that it
could not possibly be achieved within the required
time scale. Consequently, we have recently entered
into a contractual arrangement under which the necessary personnel can be supplied and their knowledge and assistance used by the key people within
the Systems Engineering organization in formulating
their decisions and recommendations.

The primary responsibility for each of NASA's
four maj or programs - Manned Space Flight, Space
Sciences, Applications, and Advanced Research and
Technology - is assigned to a specific Program
Office. The director of a program office is the
principal advisor to the Associate Administrator
in regard to his program area. He is also the
principal operating official in regard to management of his assigned program. His office directs
the program by working directly with the Center
directors and their project and systems managers.
In addition to handling such matters 'as budgeting
and programming of funds and establishing and
issuing technical guidelines and schedules, each
program director is also responsible for providing
continuing leadership in external and interagency
relationships related to his assigned program.

The contractor selected for this task is
called BELLCOMM, a corporation owned jointly by
AT&T and Western Electric Corporation.
BELLCOMM will provide an organization which
can lend adequate support in developing the factual
basis required to make the wide range of Systems
Engineering decisions necessary. For example, we
will draw upon this group for such things as studies of mission objectives and methods by which they
can be achieved; and for trade- off studies to provide data required to reach management decisions on
technical problems.

The Center directors are responsible to the
Associate Administrator for their skill centers,
but to the Program directors for their efforts
performed on the various programs they are undertaking.

I have gone into some detail with regard to
the conceot under which we will draw upon contractor sunoort in this instance. I think it is
imnortant to do this since this facet of our Systems Engineering operation is illustrative not only
of our approach to the specific problems, but also
of our basic management philosophy; that is, final
broad management control and decision-making to be
exercised by Government personnel.

Now I would like to tur n from tre over-all
NASA organization to tre management channels and
techniqnes we have established within the Office
of Manned Space Flight.
We are firmly convinced that the unprecedented challenge we are facing in the management
of all of the diverse elements required for the
snccess of our mission call s for meticulous
clanning, careful organization, and immediate
responsiveness.

In addition to the Systems Engineering organization, the Office of Manned Space Flight has a
project management directorate for each major area
of endeavor, including Aerospace Medicine , Spacecraft and Flight Missions, Launch Vehicles and Propulsion, Integration and Checkout , and Program Re view and Resources Management .

I am not suggesting tha t management problems
of this kind have never been faced before. They
have. They are faced frequently by r~vernment and
industry, but on a scale not usually so sweeping.
Neither am I suggesting that the organization we
have developed to meet the problems is unique. On
the contrary, we have borrowed liberally from our
knowledge of Government and industry organizations.

The directorates of Spacecraft and Flight Missions and of Launch Vehicles and Propulsion are
most closely associated with the two field centers
responsible for t~e spacecraft and launch vehicle
development: The Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston, Texas , and the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.

It was in the light of th is backf7round and
experience, and after considerable discussion and
soul-searching within NASA, tha t tre Pro gram Office
of Manned Space Flight was organized. This organization has been designed so that each of the important functional operating areas, particularly at
the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, the
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, and the
Launch Operations Center at Cape Canaveral, has a
correspondinp, home in the Program Office.

The directorate of Aerospace Medicine will
concentrate its efforts on the knowledge required
for manned space flight missions; it has no reSDonsibility for bioastronautics research that is not
directly in support of the manned snace flight program.

As a part of this Program Office, a basic
Systems Engineering organization has been created
and is being staffed. This organization will be
composed of scientists and highly-skilled engineers, physicists, and mathematicians who will
analyze the various missions, systeMS, and equinments which are being considered for the manned

The Integration and Checkout directorate will
have the over~all responsibility for the integratea
check-out of the spacecraft-launch vehicle combination. Responsibility for check- out equipment for
the sDacecraft by itself, and for the launch vehicle by itself, will rest with our spacecraft and
launch vehicle contractors. However, in order to
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meet our mission objectives ~thout undue delay, we
will require a major effort at the launch site;
there we will have to utilize new technique s, different from those in current practice. For examole,
we plan to assemble the spacecraft and launch vehicle in a building remot-e from the launch pad. There,
under controlled atmosphere conditions, several complete space vehicles can be assembled, checked and
tested. The entire vehicle will then be moved, vertically, to the launch pad. The actual time spent
on the pad should be quite small.

We have contracted with North American
Aviation, Inc., to d~sign, develop and construct
the thr ee-man Apollo spacecraft which is to land
men on the moon.

During the time in the vertical assembly
building, on the way to the pad, and on the pad,
the space vehicle will undergo a continuous high
speed check-out. The plans for this integrated
check-out, and the provision of the check- out
equipment, will be the responsibility of the directorate of Integration and Checkout, assisted by its
contractor, the General Electric Company.

Forty miles from Michoud, on the Pearl
River in Mississippi, we are obtaining rights to
140,000 acres of land which will be called the
Mississippi Test Facility. In this sparsely settled area we plan to construct captive tests stands
where we ~ll test-fire stages of Saturn, Advanced
Saturn and Nova.

We have -acquired the giant Michoud Plant
at New Orleans, Louisiana, and are converting its
1.8 million square feet of manufacturing space into
the largest vehicle assembly area in the United
States. The Saturn, Advanced Saturn and Nova vehicles will be assembled at Michoud.

T12 Chrysler Corporation is now under contract to NASA for the production of Saturn first
stages at Michoud.

The sixth directorate, Program Review and Resources Management, is t12 administrative arm of
the Office of Manned Space Flight.

The second stage of Saturn has been in development for over a year at t12 Douglas Aircraft
Company, which will also produce the third stage of
the Advanced Saturn.

Most of the contracting for the Manned Space
Flight Program is being carried on by two major
centers of the NASA organization. These are the
Manned Spacecraft Center and the Marshall Space
Flight Center. These centers will contract with
many industrial organizations and will serve to integrate the efforts of these companies. The third
NASA center, Which provides very major support to
the Office of Manned Space Flight, is the Launch
Operations Center at Cape Canaveral. The integration of all center efforts will be cbne by close
coordination with the program directorates of the
Office of Manned Space Flight.

We are negotiating a contract with the
Boeing Company to produce at Michoud the first stage
of the Advanced Saturn launch vehicle.
A contract for the second stage of Advanced Saturn is being negotiated with North
American Aviation, Inc.
The giant F-l engine for the Nova first
stage has been under contract for several years. A
contract for the Nova second stage engine, the M-l
hydrogen-oxygen engine is now being negotiated.

The general management of the Manned Space
Flight Program is carried out by the Manned Space
Flight Management Council. This C~uncil is chaired
by Mr. Holmes, the Director of Manned Space Flight.
Its members are the Systems Engineering and Program
Directors, Drs. Shea and Roadman and Messrs. Rosen,
Sloan, Lilly and myself; the Director and Deputy
Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center,Mr.Gilruth
and Mr. Williams; the Director and Deputy Director
of the Marshall Space Flight Center, Dr. von Braun
and Dr. Rees; and the Director of the Launch Operations Center at Cape Canaveral, Dr. Debus. Here,
then, are the men within Government who bear the
specific responsibilities for carrying out this
Nation's effort in manned space exploration. It is
they who establish the detailed policies and technical approaches to carry out our program. Together, they comprise the "Board of Directors" for
the manned space flight effort.

Throul;h our agent, the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, we are acquiring 73,000 acres along the
Florida coast and adjacent to existing Cape
Canaveral launching facilities. On this vast area,
five times the present size of Cape Canaveral, construction will soon start on the largest launch
sites in the free world.
We are also establishing close ties with the
Air Force, the Navy, and the Army, whose assistance
is vital to the accomplishment of our mission. A
formal means for coordinating our efforts with the
Air Force is currently being established with the
Air Force Systems Command. Our mutual interests
involve a number of important areas including procurement and contractor relationships; construction;
technical support of the manned space flight efforts
of NASA by the Air Force, and vice versa; the Atlantic Missile Range Operations; global communications
and instrumentati on; and, perhaps the most important
item of all, t12 continuous interchange of information concerning our space efforts and studies. These
matters have become sufficiently numerous and important to require more formalized working relationships than previously were needed if we are to proceed to work together in the most effective manner.

The organization I have described is now in
being; and the Management Council last week held
its fourth monthly meeting. Here are some of the
other recent accomplishments:
We have acquired a 1600 acre site in
Houston, Texas, and have started construction on
the Manned Spacecraft Center.
We have initiated the Gemini program as a
prelude to Apollo, by awarding a contract for t12
two-man Gemini spacecraft to McD'Jnnell Aircraft
Corporation; ana by work1ng out detailed arrangements for the Titan II and the Atlas-Agena launch
vehicles for Gemini with the Air Force.

Let me conclude by reiterating a few of our
basic concepts . We believe tha t we mjlst obtain the
very best efforts of t12 very best people we can
find, both in Government and industry, if we are to
achieve our National goal . We believe that our
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t ion of the people involved, we will be able to
carry out our responsibility to our Country to be
second to none in man's conquest of space.

organizational concepts and management techniques
must be no less excellent than our technical efforts. We believe that with constant attention to
these concepts, and with the hard work and dedica-
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Luncheon Speech
THE MILITARY CONTRIBUTION TO SPACE EXPLORATION
General B. A. Schriever
Commander , Air Force Systems Command

It is a real pl eas ure to be with you today. I
think it is very significant that the lAS and NASA
are holding a national meeting on manned space
fli ght . Onl y a few years ago , such a meeting would
have been a highly theoretical gatheri ng . It would
have attracted very l ittle public attention--except
perhaps some ridicule . The fact that the situation
i s different today, is a sign not only of increased
interest in space , but of concrete scientific and
technical progress .

gallan t l y in combat --but the planes they flew were
designed in Eur ope .
After Horld War II we made detailed studies of
caotured V- 2 rockets--but the basic princio1es had
been demonstrated by Robert r~ ddard in the 1920's.
Goddard's mrk was largel y neglected in this country, but during the 1920's and 1930's both the Germans and the Russians took his writings seriousl y.
Both Naz i Germany and Soviet Russia saw the pos sibility that the rocket might give them a decisive
breakthrough in weapons development.

Recently I was reminded again of the startling
progress that has been made . Winners from a high
school science fair were invited to show their dis plays in my headquarters at AndreHs . Tm of our
officers watched spell bound as one of the students
put his gadget through its paces . The student ' s
explanation grew more and more complex , till one of
the officers turned to the other and whispered :
liVery impressive --but wh at 's he talking about?"

Hitler nearly achieved this breakthrough . If
the V- 2 rocket --which was officially designated the
"A- l.;" --had been developed a bit earlier, it might
have led to more powerfu l and more accurate weapons
that could have inflicted direct damage on this
country . At the time of Germany's collapse the "A- 9"
and "A- lO" vehicles--which were designed to reach
New York--were already on the drffifing boards .

In science and technology we have come so far
and so fast that our children t oday are familiar
with concepts that we could not imagine when we
were their age --or even just a few years ago . There
is even a tendency to take for granted much of
man ' s progress in space . But that progress , as
this audience well knows , has not been automatic;
it has been the pr oduct of imagination , teamwork,
and sustai ned effort .

There is much evidence to suggest that the
Soviet Uni on has similar hopes in regard to space .
This is a new medium for potential military oper ations , and it offers the chance to achieve significant technical breakthroughs. In addition to t heir
possible mi+itary application, space achievements
are dramatic indicat i ons of a nation's prestige and
scientific capabilities.

Thi s afternoon I want to discuss with you the
military contribution toward man ' s pro v.ress in the
conquest of space . In looki n~ at the nature and
extent of the military contribution, we may be able
to make a few useful predictions about the course
of future space developments . At the same time we
may notice interesting facts about the Ame r ican
attitude toward technology .

The Soviets have long been aware of both the
power and the prooaganda asoects of space exo1o ration. Much of their scientific and engineering
effort is devoted to this area, and their space
shots have been used as arguments for the a11e?ed
superiority of the Communist system. For the Soviet
l eaders , obviously, the conquest of space appears to
have great pr actical value .

'.1e have long taken pride in being a very prac tical people . Until comparatively recent years ,
this attitude was responsible for a marked neglect
of basic scientific research . On the other hand ,
it has stimulated a fantastic rate of technical and
industrial gr mvth . Our basic preoccupation has
been with the application of knowledge , rather than
knowledge for it s own sake .

However, from a strictly scientific or commercial point of view, space does not appear to the
general public to have much immediate practical
value . The man in the street finds it hard to visuali ze the tangible benefits of space exploration- even though there have already been many .
I n this country the real public support for a
vigorous space program did not begin until afte r the
first Sputnik. As the Soviets continued to demonstrate their space capabilities, our national attitude toward space underwent a change . The nation
began to acquire the sense of urgency that is reflected in the decision to achieve a manned lunar
landing before 1 970 .

This concentration on the immediate benefits
of research and invention has paid off well . I t
has given us the highest standard of living in the
world , built on a powerful industrial base . Rut
there is another side to the coin . In our concentration on our interests we have often for got t~ to
l ook at what other nations were doing .

It was an earlier sense of urgency that laid
the foundation for many of the aspects of our national soace pro~ram . · This came from the realization that the Soviets were making an all-out effort
to deve10D the intercontinental ballistic missile .
To meet this challenge , the Air Force was assigned
the mission of developing the ICBN--a task that was
given to national priority.

The result has been a curious oaradox : Ameri cans discovered two of the most outstanding inven tions of this century--the airo1ane and the 1iquidfueled rocket . Yet in neither case did we realize
their significance to our national security until
after other nations had turned them to military
pur poses and directed them against us and our
allies .

Today ballistic missiles form an important and
gro,nng portion of t he nation's deterrent strength .

During Hor1d vlar I , Ame rican airmen flew
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highly impractical for repeated, routine military
operations.

In addition, ballistic missile technology has made
and is continuing to make essential contributions
to the national space program. Basically, it has
provided a pool of knowledge &~d experience that
can be drawn on as needed.

Dyna Soar, by contrast, is an Air Force program and it receives support from NASA. Its ~hief
aim is achievement of flexibility in re-entry,
which is primarily a military requirement. Undoubtedly the knowledge gained from Dyna Soar may
have future ap plications for civilian purposes, but
the real reason for the urogram is to test conceots
and sub-systems that may be needed for national
security .

In addition, a number of specific contribu~
tions can be identified. Space boosters are modified versions of military rockets, and they are
launched from military facilities. The Air Force
is assigned responsibility for range management,
and in addition 102 Air Force research and development officers are now assigned to duty with NASA .

In t~day's world we cannot afford to lose sight
of the intimate relationShip between technical advancement and national security. Our opponents in
world affairs seem clearly convinced that science
and technology will be decisive factors in the
contest between their system and ours.

This does not mean that military and civilian
technological needs are identical in space, any
more than they are in other realms. Military systems have a number of unique requirements, sltch as
quick reaction time, the ability to operate in a
hostile environment, and the high degree of maneuverability needed to intercept or avoid noncooperative objects.

If the Soviets Should attain a really significant breakthrough in space technology, they may be
able to deny other nations access to space--even for
purposes of scientific research. Soviet attainment
of this capability would pose a grave threat to our
national security.

In space development, we ~ll undoubtedly find
the same relationship that has proved true throughout the history of technology. This is the fact
that military systems often demand more urgent development and higher performance requirements than
their commercial or scientific equivalents.

In the face of the possibility that the Soviets
might try to pre-empt the use of space, our military
canabilities in this realm are of utmost importance.
We must have the necessary strength to insure that
space is free to be used for peaceful purposes .

This relationship has been quite evident in
the evolution of modern aircraft. A passenger airliner is developed from a bomber or tanker aircraft--not the other way around. ~any of the advances in civilian aviation have stemmed directly
or indirectly from developments that were first
required for military aircraft.

This is an essential military contribution to
the progress of space exploration. In order to
achieve success in our scientific endeavors, we must
insure that access to space is guaranteed and that
peace and freedom are preserved . Both the military
and civilian aspects of our soace pro gram are vital,
and both must be pursued with urgency. They share
a common aim--the security and well- being of the
United States .

I think we can find the same pattern when we
compare two programs for manned orbital fli ght.
Mercury, which is a tlASA responsibility, has received and continues to receive full military
support. It is clearly a civilian scientific pro gram, and the ballistic re-entry technique would be
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1DESIGN FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Robert R. Gilruth
Director, Manned Spacecraft Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

In approaching
tJhe subject, Design
asked myself - just
flight in space and

the task of talking to you about
for Manned Space Flight., I
what is different between manned
manned fli ght in airplanes?

Based on experience to date in the Mercury
program and the beginnings of Gemini and Apollo,
weighed a gai nst almost twenty years of airplane and
missile projects, I am convinced that these are
significant differences both in the design itself
and in the environment the designer finds himself
in.

The national range at Cape Canaveral
being expanded.

e.

A vigorous research and development
program in support of the lunar landing
mission is continuing.

Viewed from any angle, this is the beginning of a gigantic technical program. What are
the problems of designing for this mission? How
can an effort of this complexity be managed successfully? What have we learned from Project Mercury
that will help us know what to expect and what to do
about the problems?

Manned flight with airplanes develooed during
over half a century of time. In most of th i s period, the research laboratories were far ahead of the
operational vehicles. Design rules and flight procedures have been highly developed. The role and
risk of the test pilot is well understood. Flight
programs can progress in phases - usually without
publicity and public pressure and usually under
military classification.

Those of us who have worked on Mercury well
realize the size of that task, its complexity, the
painstaking system tests after assembly, the checkout time at the Cape, the ground complex, and the
network problems. Many of us feel that in Mercury
we were approaching a limit of sorts in checkout
time and procedures for obtaining total complex
readiness under the rules set down for manned flight
with this systan.

In manned space programs there is intense
public interest . The exploration of the unknown,
the cold war situation, the spendipg of large sums
of public funds, combined with our completely open
policy, keep the manned space pro~ram under full
public attention at all times. The designer must
learn to work and work well under this environment.

Yet the Mercury spacecraft is basically a very
simple vehicle, the booster has had a long period of
development, and the launch window is simply
dictated by weather and daylight landing considerations.

Unmanned space flight lacks one great element namely the man - a chief factor in the public interest. Much more liberty can be taken with reliability rules. Finally, the cost and scope of
unmanned programs have not anproached those of
manned programs and, therefore, they do not impose
the massive system and integration requirements
such as we find in Apollo .
The National pro~ram , of co urse , determines the
type and scope of desi~s for manned space flight.
In May 1961, President Kennedy estahlished manned
lunar landing as a National goal . During the months
that have passed since his statement, that program
has moved forward on a broad front in support of
this objective:
a.

The Saturn space booster has been placed
under contract by the Marshall Space Flight
Center, and initial flight tests have been
accomplished.

b.

Large booster development and test facilities have been sited and are being acquired.

c.

i~

d.

The Manned Spacecraft Center has been established. A vigorous pro gram is continuing on the Me rcury project. The Gemini and
Apollo spacecraft are under contract.
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~ contrast, Apollo will have an enormous 3stage booster, a spacecraft with a navigation
system, mid-course propulsion and steering, a lunar
landing and takeoff system, in addition to other
basic Mercury systans expanded in scope. It also
may have to rendezvous with another booster before
it can even leave Earth orbit for the Moon.
Judging on the basi s of either of several criteria
Apollo will be at le ast a full order 0 f magnitude
more complex than Mercury.

These criteria are ~hown in the slide (Figure
1), where the relative mission times, total energy
of the ::rfstans, and the costs are compared. These
are crude yardsticks but they indicate the size of
the step being made in all phases of technology in
this program. The missi on time reflects the differences between a one-dqy Mercury flight and a voyage
of exploration. The energy comparison shows the
advance required in propulsion technology. The
cost comparison may also be interpreted in terms of
the people on the job - the size of the team - the
management - coordination am integration problems.
What can be done to bring the task into reasonable bounds? I think all of us feel that the
technical problems can be solved. Such factors as
propulsion technology, guidance, reentry from escape
speeds, lunar landing, crew systens and human
factors will yield to intense research and development efforts.

have a direct influen ce in Apollo desi gn.

Othe r more intang ible problem s lie in the
integr ation of all these items into an o~erational
sys tem . As in all things , know- how comes from
experie nce. We therefo re need all the flight experienc e we can get to hel p in the se areas . For
this reason we are pursuin g additio nal Mercur y
flights . We expect Projec t Gemini to provide
direct suppor t for the lunar effort by explori ng
rendezv ous - long duratio n - and to provide for
extensi ve space fli ght experie nce with two - man
crews before the lunar voyage is attemp ted .

We are also explori ng the ~r eferred role of
man in the system . Proper ly used, man can contribute greatly to the simpli city of system interfaces . He has no equal as a mode selecto r _ for
commanding events in nontime critica l ooerati ons ,
and as a sensor - o~erator in di scrimin ating tasks
such as lunar landing and takeof f operati ons and in
rende zvous .
One other factor of gr eat importa nce is the
margin of perform ance . Certain ly a tradeo ff exists
between perform ance - reliab il ity - and schedu le.
Too many of our space system s have had to be
optimiz ed for absolu te minimum weight regard less of
assemb ly - checko ut - and mainten ance difficu lties .
In Apollo we have our first chance to use a booste r
desi gned for the mission instead of a mission designed for the booste r .

In Gemini we are also explori ng advance d
concep ts in system engine ering for space vehicle s
based on Mercury experie nce . Every effort is
being made to reduce system interfa ces - to package
system s to facilit ate their develop ment - access _
and checko ut - and to minimiz e problem s of final
assemb ly and mainten ance. This experie nce should
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THE X- 15 PROGRAM
J oseph A. Wal ker
Chi ef of Res ea r ch Pilot s Branch
NASA Flight Re s ea rch Center
Edwards , Californi a

Abstr ac t

comment of the escort -aircraft pi lot and photog raphy from the escort aircraft, and, on the ground,
tracki ng , photography, and telemetry .

The X-15 has essenti a l ly attained i ts des i gn
performance i n the flight resea rch program a ccompli shed to date .

Flight Test

The h i gh- temperature structural design
approach ut i l i zed for the X-15 configura t i on has
been successful; no ma jor de sign def ic i enc i es were
encountered nor major modi f i ca t i ons requi red .
Wi th but few except i ons , t he l ocal thermal pr obl ems
encountered have not a f fected primary structu ral
a reas .

Pr~ram

The X-15 was built with the objective of
a chi eving a maximum velOCity of at least 6,000 feet
a second, an altitude of 250,000 feet, and a struc tural temperature of 1,200 0 F. Also, the airplane
was constructed to be flown from launch through
l anding under direct control of the pilot . The
validity of this approach has been verified by the
successful progress of the research program. The
maximum speed performance of the X- 15 has been
achieved at a Mach number of 6.04 (4,093 mph); an
al titude of 246 , 000 feet has been exceeded; and a
maximum temperature of 1,160 0 F has been obtained.

I n genera l , the a erodynamic derivati ves ex tra cted from flight - test data have confi rmed the
e stimated der i vati ves obtained from wi nd - tunnel
tests and thereby provided increased confidence in
wi nd - tunnel eval uations a t hypersonic speeds .

Shown in f i gure 1 is the performance capabil ity
of the X-15, including a shaded area which indicates the portion of the profile covered by flight
test as of April 4, 1962 . In addition, this performance envelope shows the relationship of dynamiC
pressure to alti tude and velocity . As is apparent
from the figure , the flight test dynamic-pressure
has been intentionally limited to 1,500 lb/sq ft ,
thus allowing a margin for inadvertent overshoot .

The aerodynamic f l ight control system and the
simpl e stab i lity augmentation system of the X- 15
a i rplane have proved to be good technical des i gns .
The airpl ane can be f l own with satisfactory ha ndling qualities through the range of dynamic
pressures from about 1, 500 l b/sq ft to below
100 l b/sq ft through the range of Mach numbers
f r om about 6 . 0 to subsoni c landing condi tions .
Although only l imited f light experi ence ha s
been gained wi th the reaction- control system, i ts
ba s i c de sign a ppears to be compl etel y adequate .
This t ype of system apparentl y provides an adequate
means of attitude control for future space vehicles .
Pilot t rans i tion from aerodynamic control s to
rea ction controls has been accomplished without
p r obl ems .
Reports from the X- 15 pilots indi cate that
there are no piloting probl ems peculiar to the
X-15 fl i ght regime other than conventional pil ot
workload tasks .

Aerodynamic and Structural Heating
Heat - transfer data have been obtained on the
X-15 in flight at speeds near free - stream Mach
numbers of 3, 4, and 5, and at relatively low angles
of attack . Turbulent heat - transfer methods were
utilized and the results compared with X-15 flight
data . The l evel of heat transfer predicted by
reference - temperature methods is from 15 percent to
60 percent higher than the measured data, depending
upon the assumed total- pressure Level. Closer
agreement with measured data has been obtained when
the effective heating rate was neglected and
attached - shock total -pressure levels were used .

I ntroduction
Surface pressure and heat transfer which have
been measured on the lower wing surface about midsemispan and on the lower fuselage centerline are
shown in figure 2 . In the upper part of the figure,
measured pressures are compared with calculated
pressures for the lower wing and lower fuselage.
I n the lower part of t he figure, measured heattransfer data are compared with calculated values .
For the wing , t he surface pressures are c losely
estimated by assuming an attached shock and expanded
flow over the wing. Similarly good agreement is
shown for the lower - fuselage centerline where a
tangent - cone approximation has been used to cal culate the local-pressure level s . Whether the
approach shown by the solid l ine in this figure can
be generalized depends largely on measurements of
the actual total -pressure levels in flight over a
range of skin heating rates.

Since the first government flight in March
1960, the X-15 research program has been conducted
in accor dance with re quirements for determining
answers to the problems which the airplane was
primarily built to study--aerodynamic and struc tural heating, hypersonic stability and control,
control at low dynamic pressure, and piloting
aspects . I n addition, significant information,
which was not cons idered to be of primary impor t a nce initially, has been derived relating to
landing , aeromedical studies, simulation, and
flight control systems . Other valuable data have
been obtained on panel flut ter, structural defor mation, landing loads, structural effects on the
stability augmentation system, engine nozzle
erosion, and aerodynamic nOise . This information
was derived from several sources , i ncluding instrumentation of the X-15 airplane itself, postfl ight
inspection of the X- 15, medical data and commentary
from the X- 15 pilots , launch- airplane instrumen tation and comments of the launc h -airplane crew,

Some evidence of the manner in which boundarylayer transition takes place on the airplane in
flight has been determined by util izing temperature -
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sensitive paint . In figure 3 a plot of wing
boundary- layer transition for a selected midsemi span station on the wing is shown with a postflight
temperature - sensitive - paint pattern . The correla tion between the paint and calculated laminar and
turbulent flow is illustrated on the plot . Illus trated also is the critical nature of the shift
between laminar and turbulent flow . Results
suggest the advisability of c ontinuing t o use c onservative estimates for the transition location.

wind- tunnel results to flight Reynolds numbers,
provided the condition of the boundary layer is
known and a representative wind- tunnel model is
tested, even to the extent of includi ng all of the
protuberances found on a full - scale airplane .
Existing theoretical methods were adequate for
estimati ng the X-15 minimum drag . These theories,
however, underestimate the drag due to lift and
overestimate the maximum lift - drag ratiO, primarily
because of the inability of the theories to predict
the control- surface deflections for trim . The twodimensional theory which has been known to predict
base pressure on relatively thin wings with blunt
trailing edges also predicts satisfactorily the
base pressure behind the extremely bl unt vertical
surface of the X-15 .

Maximum temperatures measured on the X-15
show that speeds in excess of a Mach number of 6
have been a ccomplished without extreme structural
temperatures. Comparison of calculated and meas ured internal temperatures has shown that satisfactory thermal gradients through the structure
can be predicted from known heat input to the exposed surfaces, as illustrated in figure 4. In
general, the hot - structure concept used for the
primary structure of the X- 15 has proved to be
quite satisfactory . Structural problems have
developed during the flight program as a result of
local hot spots and discontinuities in the struc tural elements . Many -of these problems pertain to
the X-15 only; nowever, thermal problems with
windshield glass, airflow through openings in the
external structure, and structural discontinuities
can be expected to appear on all hypersonic
vehicles until adequate design information is
available in these problem areas .

Stability and Control
The X- 15 flight program has established
fairly well - defined derivative trends for Mach
numbers approaching the design limit. With few
exceptions, these trends have agreed well with the
wind - tunnel predictions (fig . 6). Also, many of
the basic stability and control design parameters
have been confirmed as a substantial portion of
the overall flight envelope . A gradual development
of these basic trends from one flight to the next
has , in fact, generated a high level of confidence
in proceeding to the more critical flight areas
during the past several months .

Landing

No serious flight control probl ems have been
encountered in the longitudinal mode . However, one
seriOUS deficiency in the lateral-directional mode
has been observed in the form of an adverse dihe dral effect at high Mach numbers and angle of
attack with the lower rudder on and the roll damper
off . This problem was not revealed until the in puts of the pilot were used with the airplane
stability to determine closed - loop stability . The
seriOUS implications of the lateral - directional
c ontrol problem are illustrated in figure 7, which
shows the range of angles of attack and Mach number
in which the controllability problem is expected
with the lower rudder on and the roll damper off.
Flight trim limits of angle of attack plotted
against Mach number and the uncontrollable or
extremely difficult control areas are deS i gnated.
Recovery from high - altitude flight will require
penetration of this uncontrolla~le region and, thus,
loss of roll damper during the critical portion of
reentry would be a significant problem. Two means
are available for improving the X- 15 controllability with the roll damper off : reduction of
angle of attack, which for an a l titude reentry
results in higher dynamic pressure and higher
structural temperatures, or a speCial technique
referred to as the ~ -technique . This technique
involves the use of manual aileron input to counteract the sideslip as indicated to the pilot .
Although these special control techniques have not
completely alleviated the problem, they have pro vided sufficient improvement, when the side stick
is used, to allow flight in the fringes of the
uncontrollable region . Removal of the lower rudder
appears to be a promising means of alleviating the
lateral - directional instability at high angles of
attack . Finally, additional reliability has been
obtained by dualization of certain components in
the stability augmentation system . Further studies
and tests are planned for the high Mach number and
angle - of -attack ranges to reveal any further flight
control problems that exist in these more critical
areas and to fill out the remainder of the flight

Landings with the X- 15 airplane have shown
that the main - gear loads measured during the second
reaction after nose -gear contact are several times
larger than the loads experienced during the ini tial phase of the landing, as illustrated in
figure 5 . The large loads during the second maingear reaction are attributed to the main- gear
location as well as to the large tail loads , the
negative wing lift, and the airplane inertial loads
after nose - gear touchdown . The high nose -gear
c ontact velocities caused by the airplane pitching
down result in high nose -gear loads and, conse quently, high accelerations on the pilot during
this phase of the landing . Calculated results
show that the main- gear reaction can be reduc ed by
proper control of the elevator angle during touchdown . Theoretical results show that increasing
the skid coefficient of friction reduces the maingear reaction slightly, but i ncreases the nose gear reaction . The present gear system of the
X- 15 has proved to be adequate in general and has
requi red very little attention .
Lift and Drag
G~nerally good agreement has been obtained
between flight and wind - tunnel measurements of
aerodynamic forces on the X- 15 for the low angle of - attack range covered . In the future, flights
will be extended to higher angles of attack where
interference and nonlinear effects are the pre dominant flow characteri stics . Throughout the
Mach number range considered, up to a Mach number
of about 5, and in the low angle - of -attack range,
wind - tunnel trim lift and drag obtained on models
showed excellent agreement with flight results in
the X-15 . Furthermore, at least up to a Mach
number of 3 and for the Reynolds number range
greater than 5 million, flight data indicate that
reasonable values of the full - scale minimum drag
can be obtained from extrapolations of the
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envel ope . In general , with the stabil ityaugment a t i on system functioning, the X-15 handles very
wel l (much the same as century series fighters) and
verifies that the established handling - qualities
criteria for aerodynamic stability and control
serve as good guidelines . Further quantitative
information must be obtai ned on the performance of
the a ttitude control rockets.
The third X-15 is equipped with a selfadaptive flight control system built by Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co . A self- adaptive flight
control system, as the name impl ies, monitors its
own performance and adjusts its gains to provide
essentially constant aircraft dynamics throughout
the aircraft's flight envelope without benefit of
air - data sensing or scheduling . Additional fea tures of the system include integration of aero dynamic and reaction controls and autopilot hold
modes in attitude and angle of attack .
It was found during development that the X- 15
adaptive system was more sensitive to structural
feedbacks than had been anticipated. Notch filters
were installed to reduce system gain at primary
structural frequenc i es . This modification, and
other minor development changes, have resulted in
average gain levels somewhat lower than had been
anticipated . The f l ight demonstration is continuing satisfactorily, with the current objectives of
decreasing reaction- control fuel consumption and
increasing the usable angl e - of - attack range.

performed until specified pitch angle was achieved.
Reentry could be accomplished by reference to pitch
on the attitude indicator, setting predetermined
stabilizer angle, or reference to the horizon .
However, all of these alternative procedures
resul ted in comparatively inaccurate flight pro files . Generous tolerances were allowed in performance when considering achievement of prime objec tives . Even on several successful flights, there
were probl ems similar to those noted.
A comprehensive evaluation of the X-15 flight
operations, performed by Mr . R. G. Nagel of the
AFFTC, has indicated that the program benefited
greatly from inclusion of a pilot in the control
loop and from redundant systems (figs . 9 and 10) .
These figures indicate the effects of pilot and
redundancy upon the prelaunch and postlaunch phaseo
of the X- 15 operation . In figure 9 the total
number of launches or attempts is shown for pilot
plus redundancy in the actual case as compared to a
hypothetical case for an unmanned vehicle with no
redundancy, while for the postlaunch phase, the
comparison in figure 10 includes the actual case of
pilot plus redundancy and hypothetical cases of
pilot only, redundancy only, and an unmanned
vehicle with no redundancy . Note that the impact
of pilot plus redundancy is more marked for free flight operations than for prelaunch operations
because of the prelaunch checkout procedure for
detecting troubles.
A comparison with an independent evaluation of
the Bomarc missile by the Boeing Co . is shown in
figure 11 . Whereas the unmanned X-15 is hypothetical , the manned Bomarc is hypothetical . The
similarity of success and failure percentages is
striking and serves to place further emphasis upon
the value of the pilot in the system and of redundancy for increased success in other aerospace
programs. I t is significant that the pilot has
been able to do the job, if not prevented by
factors beyond his control, and recovered the air plane in all cases. Of course, the flights were
planned for pilot operation, but the tasks were
challenging, even so. The planning and execution
of flights was generally successful and indicates
that the initial concepts were correct . It is
beli eved that even increased utilization of the
pilot will be possible in advanced vehicles.

Simulation
Pilot training procedures have proved to be
adequate for a program of the X- 15 type . The use
of the analog simulator to establish pilot cues and
timing and to allow the pilot to practice until the
techniques become routine has considerably eased
the total piloting task, thereby improving the
pilot's ability to obtain precise flight data in
the time available . Predictable emergency condi tions or off- design missions have been encountered
during the program and, in each instance, simulator
traini ng has contributed greatly to the pilot ' s
ability to complete the mission . The two most
valuable training devices have been a fixed -base
six - degree - of - freedom analog simulator and the
F- 104 in - flight landing - pattern simulator . Other
training devices such as the centrifuge and the
variabl e - stability airplane have contributed to
the overall pilot - experience level; however, they
are not considered necessary for continuous use on
a flight -by- flight basis . Expected problems,
primaril y in the area of aerodynamic heating , have
also been encountered, but neither pilot nor flight
vehic l e safety has been compromised by the
incremental - performance phil osophy of envel ope expansion testing.

Physiological Data

Operational Experience
Figure 8 presents a tabulation of the X- 15
mission success as of November 1, 1961. I n every
instance , failures to achieve the planned performance were the result of powerplant and propellant
system problems and pilot presentation defiCiencies;
stabil ity augmentation and cabin pressure!pressure suit systems problems contributed to the failures
in achieving the prime mission objectives. Alter native modes of operation were available with which
to obtain increased probability of mission success .
For example, if the flow -direction - sensor ball nose
failed after launch, a 2g pull -up could be
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To date, recorded physiological da ta from
X-15 pi lots have indicated only reasonably expected
responses . Heart rates during flight have usually
been from 140 to 150 beats per minute, about double
the pilot ' s resting preflight heart rate . These
level s have been confirmed by measurement of heart
rates of 150 beats per minute during operational
fighter landings. The data are useful, therefore,
in establishing physiological baselines for pilots
of high - performance vehicles.
Figure 12 presents flight time histories of
altitude, velocity, normal and longitudinal accel eration, breathing rate, and heart rate as measured
during an X- 15 flight . One can see the general
paral lel response of breathing and heart rate to
greater or reduced physical loading caused by
maneuvering and thrust and drag. The heart rate is
believed to be the more accurate indicator of work
load, since breathing can be intentionally varied
somewhat (by holding one's breath at high g, for
example) . Note that the last 4 minutes (time

I

J

400 sec to 630 sec) have the highest continuous
heart rate, coincident with a steep descending turn
with speed brakes extended, followed by pull - out
and landing - pattern maneuvering. The anticipatory
"spin -up" surges before launch and before descent,
followed by decrease to required load, can also be
seen .

ax

longitudinal acceleration, g units

Cz~

effective dihedral derivative

Cma

longitudinal stability derivative

CNa

slope of airplane normal - force coefficient curve

Future X-15 Program
directional stability derivative
The X- 15 program for the immediate future will
be oriented toward continuing research investiga tions in the following primary areas : flight
characteristics at high angle of attack; aerodynamic heating; reaction controls, including rate
damping; adaptive control system; performance;
displays; energy management; and bioastronautics.
As these programs are completed, follow-on programs
will explore some interesting new experiments such
as ultraviolet stellar photography, infrared ex haust Signature, landing computer, detachable high temperature leading edges, horizon definition, and
hypersonic propulsion.

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2
altitude, ft

h

heat - transfer coefficient,

M

Mach number

Btu
ft 2 - OF- sec

Prandtl number

Concluding Remarks

p

pressure

Pt,A

attached- shock total pressure
total pressure behind normal shock

In reviewing the broad aspects of the accomplishments of the X-15 program, the following con clusions may be made:
The exploratory flight studies have indicated
that hypersonic aerodynamic heating effects can be
predicted with sufficient accuracy to support the
design of a hot-structure vehicle such as the X-15
airplane . The high- temperature structural design
approach utilized for this configuration has been
successful; no major design deficiencies were encountered nor major modifications required . With
but few exceptions, the local thermal problems
encountered have not affected primary structural
areas .

Pt,CXl

free - stream total pressure

q

dynamic pressure, psf
boundary- layer recovery temperature,
-y -

TR = T Z( 1 + - 2T*

1 2)
1]MZ

reference temperature,
T* = T Z + O.5 (TW - T z) + 0.22 (TR - T z)
adiabatic -wall reference temperature,
(T*)aw = T Z + 0 .72 (TR - T Z)

I n general, the aerodynamiC derivatives ex tracted from flight - test data have confirmed the
estimated derivatives obtained from wind- tunnel
tests and thereby provided increased confidence in
wind - tunnel evaluations at hypersonic speeds .

v

velocity, ft/sec
airplane sinking speed at initial touchdown, ft/sec

W

The aerodynamic flight control system and the
simple stability augmentation system of the X-15
airplane have proved to be good technical designs .
The airplane can be flown with satisfactory handling qualities through the range of dynamic pres sures from above 1,500 lb/sq ft to below
100 Ib/sq ft through the range of Mach numbers from
about 6 .0 to subsonic landing conditions .

airplane landing weight, lb
length from fuselage nose, ft
length from wing leading edge, ft
angle of attack, deg
initial angle of attack at touchdown,
deg

Although only limited flight experience has
been gained with the reaction- control system, its
basic design appears to be completely adequate .
This type of system apparently provides an ade quate means of attitude control for future space
vehicles . Pilot transition from aerodynamic controls to reaction controls has been accomplished
without problems.

ratio of specific heats
horizontal - stabilizer position, deg
1]

recovery of factor (J Npr
flow,

~NPr

Subscripts :

Reports from the X- 15 pilots indicate that
there are no piloting problems peculiar to the
X-15 flight regime other than conventional pilot
workload tasks.
Symbols
normal acceleration, g units
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EXPERIENCE WITH MERCURY SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS

J. F. Yardley
Base Manager
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
1.

2.

Introduction

The basic primary structu re chosen
was a simple conventional semi-monocoque
shell of titanium. Figure 1 shows an
external view of the primary titanium
structure.
Welding was used as much as
possible to avoid leakage.
The primary
structure was designed to operate "c ool " ,
but the materials chosen had conSiderable
tolerance for elevated temperatures in
the event that the heat protection failed
locally. The decision to insulate the
load carrying structure eliminated many
thermal expansion problems which are difficult to predict analytically.
The
experience to date with this type of
structure has been excellent. The only
significant problem to date was an interface flexibility problem with the Atlas
missile which resulted in stiffening both
the Atlas and the adapter structure
between the missile and the spacecraft.

Design of a manned spacecraft in

1958 and 1959 required that many decisions be made with no background of
direct experience with similar vehicles
and very little background of experience
on vehicles of any type which had been
exposed to the rigors of space.
Under
such circumstances, it was necessary to
establish certain fundamental design
principles which were believed to represent the proper balance between the conservatism required by the unknowns, the
desired development schedule~ and the
extreme necessity to conserve weight.
One of the foremost of the program
objectives was, of course, safety.
Broadly speaking, the design principles
chosen to achieve the level of safety
desired in such an unknown venture were
very similar to those used for manned
aircraft design.
Summarized in simplified form:
a.

Flight safety should not be
jeopardized by single failures
of functional components in
probable failure modes.

b.

System requirements should be
met wherever possible through
the use of component designs
already tried and proven, so
that added risks of "state of
the art" developments would be
minimized.

c.

Structural design should be kept
simple and straightforward.
Materials should be chosen for
their reliability of performance
and tolerance for extended
environments insofar as possible.

d.

Vehicle design should be such
that the entire mission could be
completed without an active
pilot.

Structure and Heat Protection

The structural separation devices
are a good example of the redundant
design philosophy employed. All separation devices are designed to operate
satisfactorily in spite of any single
failure.
For example, the main Joint
between the spacecraft and the adapter
uses a three-segment clamp ring joined
by three explos ive bolts.
If anyone
of these bolts fire, the joint will
release.
Each bolt has two separate
firing means, and in one case, mechanical
firing is possible. The electrical
umbilicals between the spacecraft and the
adapter must also positively release for
satisfactory mission safety.
Each of
these wire bundles has a pyrotechnic disconnect and a mechanical disconnect in
series.
Figure 2 illustrates a typical
jOint.
In three separate flights, this
redundancy was needed to satisfactorily
separate the umbilicals. The failures
of the pyrotechnic disconnects were
caused by the main clamp ring fairing
which struck the disconnect during abort
separations, thus jamming it. The fairing was redesigned to eliminate the possibility of aft motion during separation.
This case is a good illustration of the
value of thi s redundant design philosoph~
Had no redundancy been employed in this
jOint, it is quite possible that these
missions would have been complete failures.

This paper will discuss actual experience with some of the Mercury spacecraft
systems and relate this experience to
these original design principles.
The
concluding remarks will suggest, in retrospect, how these principles should now be
modifted in the light of present Mercury
experience.
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Redundancy, however, can also cause
added problems. For example, if two
components are provided, either of which
can perform the desired function at the
desired time, then there is twice the
probability that a random actuation of
the component at the wrong time will
occur.
An example of this occurred on a
flight test from Wallop's Island. The
escape rocket was fired prematurely by a
malfunctioning limit switch.
In this
particular case, there were three
switches in parallel to fire the rocket
when desired. The basic proplem turned
out to be a vibration of the switch and
surrounding structure at extremely high
dynamic pressures, but if these switches
had been interlocked, the failure could
not have occurred. Thus, it is important
that the designer consider carefully the
problem of "negative" redundancy as well
as the problem of "positive" redundancy.

of a completely uncontrolled re-entry, ro
a heat sink approach was necessary to
allow for control system failure.
Figure
4 illustrates the condition of these
afterbody shingles subsequent to orbital
re-entry.
In the case of the window, redundancy was employed.
Protection from
failure of the outer window is provided
by an inner heat resistant window.
The
pressurization loads are also carried by
redundant windows. No problems have been
encountered with the window design.

3.

Electrical System

Basic direct current electrical
power is furnished by six silver-zinc batteries arranged to provide a main bus, a
standby bus, and an isolated bus. Suitable switching prOVisions are available
to isolate or parallel these batteries
and buses in a variety of ways, so that
maximum use can be made of this inherent
redundancy.
The batteries themselves
have proven very reliable in service,
as has the entire main power distribution
system.

Heat protection of the spacecraft
requires a considerable weight so complete redundancy was not feasible.
To
compensate for this, more conservative
design criteria were selected. For
example, the ablative heat shield is
designed to absorb the additional heat
produced during a re-entry where only two
of the three retrorockets fire.
In addition, the backup structure of the heat
shield uses material with some ablative
capabilities so that an extra margin of
safety is obtained without added weight.
Experience with the heat shield indicates
conSistent, reliable performance which
correlates . very well with analytical
predictions. The only problems encountered have been in obtaining sound structure during the manufacturing process.
Stringent process control coupled with
certain design changes have remedied
these fabrication problems.
Figure 3
shows the MA-4 capsule illustrating the
heat shield condition after orbital
re-entry.

Alternating current electrical power
is provided by static inverters arranged
into two separate A.C. buses.
A standby
inverter is provided that automatically
switches to the appropriate bus in the
event of an inverter failure.
Some
trouble was experienced on early models
of these inverters in the areas of starting reliability and overheating.
Later
model inverters have significantly
improved these characteristics. Flight
experience has illustrated again the
value of the AC redundancy provided.
On
the MA-4 flight, one of the primary
inverters failed during launch.
Without
a backup, the flight would have been
aborted.
In the actual case, however,
automatic switchover was satisfactorily
accomplished and the flight was successfully completed.

The afterbody heat protection
largely consists of "shingles" of .016
inch thick beaded Rene 41 material which
diSSipate the heat by radiation.
Exhaustive ground tests were made on these
shingles using conservative combinations
of heat, dynamic pressure, and noise.
These shingles have performed admirably
in all flight tests; in no instance have
any of these shingles buckled, cracked
or torn in any way. The heat protection
on the small cylindrical afterbody is
provided by .25 inch thick beryllium
shingles.
In this area radiation cooled
shingles are not sufficient for the case

The sequential system consists of a
number of sensors, relays, timers, etc.,
and actually is the "brain" of the automatic system.
System design was complicated by the necessity to allow manual
or ground command override capability. A
high degree of redundancy was provided in
this system, and experience has shown
this to be desirable for the unmanned
flights.
In a system of this nature, the
designer must give extremely careful consideration to the matter of "negative"
redundancy.
The first Mercury-Redstone
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launch illustrates the type of thing that
can happen.
The Redstone received an
erroneous cut-off command as it was lifting off.
It shut down and settled back
on the pad after rising one inch; this
cut-off signal was sent to the spacecraft
which automatically initiated the normal
sequence as though the powered flight had
been completed.
The first sequential
event was to jettison the escape tower.
In an emergency situation of this nature,
it might have been catastrophic to lose
the escape tower at that moment.
The
design was changed to provide suitable
interlocks so that this signal from the
Redstone could not be sent until a certain velocity had been achieved.
The general experience with the
sequential system has been quite satisfactory with failures usually confined
to isolated timer circuits or sensors of
a non-critical nature.
During the recent
MA-6 flight, however, a malfunctioning
limit switch required that a grave decision be made during flight to re-enter
without jettisoning the retro package.
Here again is an example of insufficient
negative redundancy.
The heat shield
release mechanism has two limit switches
which are actuated when the mechanism
is unlocked.
These switches were wired
in parallel giving good "positive" redundancy, but poor "negative" redundancy.
In this particular case, it is far more
important to know the mechanism is safely
locked before re-entry than to know it
has properly unlocked after parachute
deployment, since landing without the
impact system is perfectly acceptable.
For future flights, it is planned to wire
these switches in series so that a double
failure is required before a false indication is given.

4.

The detail design of the system, however,
provides a certain amount of desirable
redundancy.
For example, the basic attitude reference system consists of attitude gyroscopes which a re sl aved to horizon scanners.
Consideration was initially given to using the horizon scanners directly as the attitude reference
and thus eliminating some components.
This idea was discarded primarily because
of the lack of experience with horizon
scanners compared with attitude gyros.
Flight tests to date show that this was a
wise decision.
While the horizon scanners have performed reliably, they so metimes provide an erroneous attitude
reference due to certain atmospheric
phenomena.
For example, they sometimes
mistake high altitude clouds and hurricanes for deep space. Figure 5 illustrates this effect on the MA-4 flight
when the spacecraft pas sed over hurricane
Debbie.
These effects are not serious
when the gyros are slowly torqued to the
scanner reference, but could be quite
disconcerting if these erroneous signals
were used directly for control logi c
information. These effects have been
reduced in magnitude and frequency of
occurrence by certain internal circuitry
changes to the horizon scanners .
The digital nature of the control
logic also provides a de g ree of redundancy.
The orbit attitude is maintained
within desired limits by a series of five
sector switches for each axis.
Each
switch backs up the previous one so that
failures of any si ngle switch will result
in only minor variations from the normal
limit cycle.
The various modes of opera tion are also arranged to back up other
modes.
Thus, if for an y reason orbit
mode cannot be maintained, the system
switches into orientation mode.
This has
actually happened on several flights
because of malfunctions of some of the
small jets used for orbit mode control.

Automatic Stabilization System

The automatic stabilization system
consists of attitude reference components, rate sensors, logic electronics,
and suitable displays.
It is designed
to sense spacecraft attitudes and rates,
and send signals to the control jets thus
maintaining the desired attitude or
changing from one attitude to another.
Mode switching si gnals are provided to
this system from the sequential system.
It was not considered necessary to
duplicate this automatic stabilization
equipment since the astronaut provides an
excellent backup for all of its function~

Reliability of the automatic stabilization system has been exceptionally
good on all flights.
The only malfun ction experienced to date was the failure
of a 2 deg/sec signal from one of the
rate gyros.
This trouble was later
traced to a broken wire in one of the
spacec raft harnesses.
These have been
cases where it was initially suspected
that this system was malfunctioning; sub sequent investigation has always revealed
that the system was working perfectly,
and that the unu sual indications were the
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internal heat generation, external heat
balance, etc.
Of course, zero "g"
effects cannot be duplicated in the laboratory.
Thus it is highly desirable to
utilize actual flights for this development process.

results of unusual maneuvers.
For example, during the flight of MA-6 it was
reported that the attitude indicator was
giving erroneous attitudes when compared
to the visual horizon reference.
Later
analysis verified that this was a normal
situation resulting from manually yawing
the spacecraft without interrupting the
open loop orbital precession of the gyros
while the scanners were not slaving.
Thus the gyros were being precessed
assuming the spacecraft was traveling
blunt end forward while it was actually
traveling small end forward.
This naturally led to a discrepancy between actual
attitude and indicated attitude.

5.

Problems encountered to date include
corrosion, temperature control, system
cleanliness, and internal deterioration
of thrust chamber assemblies.
Internal
corrosion products have resulted in sufficient foreign matter to plug some of
the smaller orifices. Corrosion has
also caused solenoid valve malfunctions
and in one case the corrosion was so
severe that an actual leak occurred in a
plumbing line.
This problem has been
brought under reasonable control by
special vacuum drying techniques, purging techniques, changes to materials and
protective finishes, and by the addition
of suitable filters in the systems.

Reaction Control System

Spacecraft attitude control is
achieved through the use of small Hydrogen Peroxide jets.
Two completely independent systems are provided.
Each system has its own pressurant system, tankage, control valves, and thruster assemblies.
One system, called the Automatic
System, is energized solely by electrical
signals. These signals can be received
from either the automatic stabilization
system (automatic mode) or from direct
switches on the hand controller ("fly-bywire" mode).
This system has a set of
low thrust jets (one lb. thrust) and a
set of high thrust jets (twenty-four lbs.
for pitch and yaw; six lbs. for roll).
The other system, called the Manual System, can be energized entirely manually
through the use of mechanically actuated
throttling valves (manual direct mode),
or can be energized electrically by hand
controller motion (rate command mode).
The manual system has only a set of the
high thrust jets, but lower thrust can be
obtained by proper use of the proportional throttling valves.

Achieving satisfactory temperatures
for the hydrogen peroxide in the tanks
and lines has also presented problems.
At present, the temperatures are controlled passively by means of insulation,
conducting straps, etc. This passive
method has proven satisfactory 1n all
cases except for the lines and valves
close to the roll thrusters.
Temperatures in the area of the roll thrusters
have been adequately controlled for the
short missions by heat sinks; testing is
currently underway to develop methods of
adequate temperature control for longer
periods of time.
Any foreign particles of even minute size can plug up some of the tiny
orifices in the thrusters.
For example,
the MA-5 flight was terminated after two
orbits because of a malfunction in one
of the small thrusters.
Post flight
inspection revealed that the stoppage
was caused . by a small metal chip plugging
an orifice.
A filter had been provided
about two inches upstream of the orifice
which would have stopped this particle
had it been introduced into the system
upstream of this filter.
Subsequent
analysis indicated that this chip was
torn from the threads immediately
upstream of the orifice plate during
assembly.
It is probable that a slight
burr existed on the threads and was overlooked during inspection. This machined
thread has since been replaced with a
rolled thread.
Figure 6 shows a one
pound thrust chamber and solenOid valve

Experience to date with these systems clearly illustrates the value of
redundancy.
Development problems have not yet
been entirely eliminated; this results in
less than the desired component reliability and would probably necessitate
lengthy program delays if it were not for
the fact that sufficient redundancy
exists to achieve the necessary reliability for continued flight development
Ground test development is difficult and
time consuming because of the laboratory
problems of proper simulation of altitude,
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disassembled.
Foreign particles are
minimized by system flus bing, careful
procedures during assembly and servicing
of tbe system, strategic filter placement
and stringent quality control.
Anotber problem wbich bas caused
malfunctions of the small jets is the
disintegration of an internal screen
inside the thruster assembly immediately
downstream of the orifice plate.
The
combination of heat, errosive forces, and
corrosive environment destroy tbis stainless steel screen.
In some cases, these
small pieces of wire work tbeir way
upstream through the orifice and subsequently block tbe orifice; this is
believed to be the cause of the intermittent operation of one of the small jets
on the recent MA-6 fligbt.
These stainless steel screens are being replaced
with screens of platinum wire which are
further protected by a stainless steel
diffuser plate.
This configuration is
currently being tested.

6.

Environmental Control System

Spacecraft and pressure suit temperature, gas composition, and pressure are
regulated by this equipment.
The cabin
and suit circuits are independent and
designed so that either will provide a
backup for the other.
Pure oxygen,
stored at 7500 psi, is supplied to
replenish the oxygen used by breathing
and leakage.
Water evaporation is the
basic cooling method.
Carbon dioxide is
removed chemically with lithium hydroxid~
Water is removed with a periodically
squeezed sponge.
High speed compressors
provide the ventilating flow.
Pressure
is automatically regulated to a differenti al value of 5.5 psi.
The system has
many modes of operation and has internal
redund ancy in many areas.
Experience has
demonstrated the adequacy and gross reliability of the system; it has also shown
that many checkout problems encountered
because of the many automatic backu p
features which require close operating
tolerances for proper performance.
Flight experience has been quite satisfactory.
Problems encountered to date
inclu de cabin decompression, heat
exchanger freezing, excessive use of oxygen, and high cabin temperatures.
During the MR-2 flight, a postlanding ventilation valve inadvertently
opened due to launch vibration resulting
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in decompression of the cabin. A check
valve protected the suit circuit 50 the
flight was successfully completed, again
illustrating the value of the fail safe
design philosopby.
The inflow valve
operating linkage was modified and bas
given satisfactory service since tbat
time.
Some troubles have been experienced
in the past with freezing at the heat
exchanger steam exbaust outlets.
Tbis is
due to water flow in excess of the amount
required to remove the internally generated beat.
Freezing can be easily avoided
by the astronaut if he is given steam
exhaust duct temperature indications; this
was demonstrated during tbe MA-6 flight.
Excessive oxygen usage occurred on
some of the early flights due to vibration
of the emergency rat& valve linkage.
Redesign corrected this deficiency.
Some
trouble has been experienced with obtaining perfect dynamic seals on the 7500 psi
portion of the system, but such leaks
bave been of minute proportions.
Prelaunch testing has uncovered other subtle
mean s for using excessive oxygen.
For
example, the MA-6 ground testing indicated
excessive oxygen use, although normal system pressure testing revealed no leaks.
The trouble was finally traced to the
wrist seals on the pressure suit which
had no leakage at 5 psi differential pressure, but leaked badly at very low pressures of 2 to 4 inches of water.
Once
located, this trouble was quickly eliminated by improved seals.

7.

Other Systems

The Mercury Spacecraft has a number
of other systems (i. e., communications,
instrumentation, rockets, etc.) which have
not been discussed in detail.
In general,
most of these systems have given satisfactory service in spite of development difficulties, because of the general fail
safe design philosophy.

8.

Conclusions

Experience with Mercury Spacecraft
systems has been briefly discussed and
related to certain initial design criteria.
In retrospect, these criteria can now be
examined for their applicability to future
manned spacecraft design.

The "fail safe" design criteria has
definitely been demonstrated as a highly
important rule to follow which permits
safe flight testing in unexplored environments.
This rule must be applied with
considerable judgment to obtain the
proper balance between positive redundancy, negative redundancy, and complexity.

Fully automatic operation was
originally required for two reasons.
Firstly, because of the necessity for a
number of unmanned development flights,
and secondly, because of the uncertainty
surrounding man's ability to function
properly in the new environment.
In
retrospect, it is felt that the number
of unmanned flights can be reduced in
the future, but some will still be
required to eliminate the development
problems which cannot be solved without
flight test.
Manned flights to date
indicate that human performance will be
excellent in the new environment, and
full automation on future spacecraft will
not be required to back up the pilot.
Thus the experience to date suggests that
future manned spacecraft need not be
designed so that the entire mission can
be completed without an active pilot.
The design must, however, be such that
simple modifications will permit unmanned
flight testing of so me phases of the
total mission.

The use of component designs which
have been previously proven has definitely been beneficial.
In many Mercury
cases, this was not possible and experience has shown that more development
troubles and failures were encountered
in these cases.
Simple structural design has worked
well, but no information has been gained
to determine the degree of trouble which
would be encountered with a more complicated structural approach.
It is felt
that manned spacecraft of the future
could compromise in this area to obtain
benefits i n other areas without seriously
jeopardizing the end results.

MA-4 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE

TYPICAL MERCURY CLAMP RING AND UMBILICAL JOINT

Figure 2
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MERCURY OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Christopher C. Kraft, Jr.
Chief, Flight Operations Division
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Introduction

The Communications and Computing Center is
located at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Md., and high-speed data lines and v~ice
and teletype lines were provided from this center
to the Mercury Control Center at Cape Canaveral.
All of these facilities were provided with the
background of previous flight~test experience and
on the basis of the safest operational concepts so
that the safe recovery of the astronaut could be
assured and to provide sufficient capability for
controlling both unmanned and manned orbital
flights. A great deal of experience has now been
obtained from operating this complex network and
should prove beneficial to future space-flight
programs.

A number of papers have been given previously,
both to the IAS and other scientific organizations,
which deal with the operational planning for

I 2

Project Mercury' • This paper deals with the
operational experience gained from the development
of facilities to perform real-time flight control
and the experience gained from using these facilities. The discussion of this experience is primarily limited to the Mercury-Atlas orbital flights
leading up to and including the flight of Astronaut John H. Gle=, Jr. In addition, the over-all
recovery operation is discussed.
Network Stations

Based on the knowledge gained from the three
Mercury-Atlas orbital flights flown to date, the
follOwing conclusions can be drawn:

The orbital track flown in the three-orbit
Mercury flight and the location of the network
tracking stations established around the world to
maintain contact with the spacecraft are presented
in figure 1. This orbit and the supporting network were chosen for a number of reasons but
primarily on the basis of the following:

The facilities provided by this network are
in most cases, more than adequate to provide both
orbital information and data for perfOrming flight
control for unmanned and manned flights. Experience has shown that with the tracking and computing
complex at Cape Canaveral and WaShington, D. C.,
the orbital elements can be determined within a
very few seconds after launch-vehicle cutoff with
sufficient precision to assure control of the space
vehicle should some abort condition present itself.
Additional tracking obtained during the first half
of the first orbit refines these computations to
some extent and, together with the cutoff conditions, provides extremely accurate spacecraft
positions for at least a three-orbit mission.

(1) The desire to use the tracking facilities
already available in the southern United States
and the instrumentation on the Atlantic Missile
Range
(2) The desire to
and voice contact with
the powered flight and
and during the reentry

obtain continuous tracking
the astronaut throughout
the insertion into orbit
and landing phases

(3) The belief that radar tracking data
should be available from a number of strategic
locations around the world to establish the orbit
properly

The computer program provided essentially
real-time spacecraft position and, although complex, it has shown the capability of handling
almost any trajectory problem which could exist.
The radar tracking system has shown that lowaltitude orbits can be acquired and tracked with a
high degree of accuracy provided proper acquisition
data and systems are available.

(4) The desire to maintain voice contact
with the astronaut as often as possible during
the early phases of the flight and on the order of
every 15 to 20 minutes thereafter

In all cases, horizon-to-horizon coverage on
UHF, which provided excellent telemetry and voice
contact with the spacecraft, was possible. The
use of HF extended the contact times by about
2 minutes at each site and is considered an important adjunct to the spacecraft communications
system. The command capabilities to the spacecraft proved to be adequate and useful and, of
course, a necessity for unmanned operations. In
this case, the coverage from a given site was more
dependent upon ante=a patterns than the other UHF
systems, but with minor design changes horizon-tohorizon coverage is also believed to be possible
with this system. As noted previously, either
teletype or VOice, or both, were available to all
of the sites. However, experience has shown that
voice facilities to all sites are highly desirable.
The use of voice has proven to be very useful in
providing real-time flight control, as evidenced by
the rapid decisions required in the last two orbital
flights. In conclUSion, except for the voice
requirements, the network facilities provided in

(5) The need to remain within the temperate
zones of the earth so that the design requirements
on the spacecraft and the dangers of cold weather
to the astronaut after landing could be reduced
All of these sites had voice and telemetry
capabilities with the spacecraft. A large number
of the sites had either C- or S-band radar tracking capability with teletype data facilities back
to the Central Computing Center at Washington,
D. C. The sites at Cape Canaveral; Bermuda;
Muchea, Australia; Hawaii; Guaymas, Mexico; and
California had facilities for radio command to
the spacecraft. Teletype to and from the Control
Center at Cape Canaveral was available to all the
sites, and the capability of voice was provided
from Hawaii through Bermuda and to the two sites
in Australia. In addition, during John Gle='s
flight, voice was provided to the Canary Isl-ands
and by single-sideband radio to the ships in the
Indian Ocean and off the west coast of Africa.
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rules were thoroughly thought out through paper
stUdies, the simulation facilities provided the
best means of proving and improving these procedures and rules. In fact, a great deal of the
success of the Mercury flights can be directly
attributed to these simulations.

past flights appear to be in most cases more than
adequate to support manned orbital flights.
In order to perform real-time flight control,
the computing program and the computing complex
provides the heart of this capability. Experience
has shown that programs can be developed such that
rapid decisions can be made within a few seconds
of almost any foreseeable emergency situation.
However, careful attention must be given to the
data displays and the method in which these data
are presented. The displays must be simple and
the actual numbers of displays must be minimized.
The point to be made here is that only the final
decision-making processes should be displayed for
human judgment , and that any processes involving
arithmetic should be left for automatic computer
decision. One of the most significant lessons to
be gained from our experience is the need t o bring
the flight control personnel together with the
computer programers and the computing complex .
These engineers and mathematicians must work
together intimately to provide proper flight control. Also, the development and checkout of the
programs and displays require that all of these
elements be together in one location on a continuous basis. It might be pointed out that the computers were used in Project Mercury for making
only those computations associated with trajectory
information. Future space programs will require
computer programs and equipment to aid in making
decisions regarding spacecraft systems performance
and other tasks which may require rapid decisionmaking processes.

As previously mentioned, mission rules for all
phases of the operation beginning with the countdown and ending with recovery were established
previous to each operation. The development of
these rules and of the flight-control concepts
began at the same time, which was a considerable
length of time before any of the Mercury flight
operations . The mission rules were established in
an effort to provide for every conceivable situation which could occur onboard the spacecraft;
that is, consideration of both the astronaut and
the spacecraft systems and all of the conceivable
ground equipment failures which could have a direct
bearing on the flight operation. In addition,
rules were established in an effort to handle a
large number of launch-vehicle malfunctions. These
rules of course, dealt primarily with the effects
of a sudden cutoff condition and its effect on the
spacecraft flight thereafter. As pointed out,
these rules were established for the prelaunch,
powered flight, and orbital flight phases of the
mission.
Because of the complexity of the entire operation and the critical time element of powered
flight, it was felt and borne out by flight experience that such a set of rules was an absolute
necessity. Of course, it is impossible to think of
everything that can happen; but if most of the contingencies have been anticipated, the rest of the
time can be used t o concentrate on the unexpected.
Also, the simulated flights were an excellent test
bed for all of these rules and many changes came
about as a result of these tests. Furthermore,
through simulations of the malfunctions covered by
the mission rules, a much better understanding of
all of the operating problems and spacecraft
systems was achieved, and a number of problem areas
was uncovered . Because of the many operating
problems, the need for this type of operations
analysis cannot be overemphasized. As a matter of
fact, such a set of mission rules would be
extremely useful to the conceptual design of any
space flight program, and it would be beneficial
to have these rules during the initial phases of
the program as a set of deSign guidelines.

Flight Simulation
Tbe most powerful tool developed in conjunction with the Mercury network was the capability of simulating all phases of the flight.
The simulation provided training for both the
astronaut and the flight control team in all
aspects of the flight operation . In addition to
training, the simulation facilities provided an
excellent means of checking all of the network
faci~ities and allowed development of operating
procedures well in advance of an actual flight
test. This flight simulation proved to be an
important adjunct to the training of the maintenance and operating people at all of the sites in
that it provided realistic problems in many phases
of network operations.
The flight simulation was accomplished with
the use of two facilities, both of which were provided with a Mercury spacecraft procedures trainer.
One of these facllities utilized a complete simulation of a remote-site flight-control facility.
The second and most beneficial facility was the
one developed in conjunction with the Mercury
Control Center. With this facility, not only
could the astronaut and the procedures trainer be
realistically tied in with the control center to
simulate the powered phase of the flight, but a
complete trajectory Simulation was possible by
USing the actual launch and orbit computer programers. Also, by using taped procedures trainer
outputs, each of the sites around the network was
able to simulate in the proper sequence an entire
three-orbit flight. A complete description of
this system is not presented in this paper, but
the importance of this equipment to the success of
the mission cannot be too strongly emphasized .
Although the flight-control procedures and ground

Flight Control
The organizational setup to perform control of
the flight is presented in figure 2. This organization is limited to that group performing direct
flight control from lift-off to landing. Within
the Mercury Control Center the Operations Director
was, of course, the over-all director of the entire
flight operation with a Network Commander and a
Recovery Commander supplying the necessary commandlevel support to the operation. The Flight Director
had detailed flight-control responsibility for the
flight following l ift-off of the space vehicle. The
organization used to perform the flight control
activities is as shown by the block diagram. There
was a Support Control Coordinator responsible for
managing and operating the systems support to the
Control Center. The Assistant Flight Directors,
normally several people, provided necessary administrative and procedural support during both prelaunch
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specific time; and contingency recovery areas in
which the probability of landing was considered
sufficiently low to require only the utilization of
specialized search and rescue procedures.

and the flight operation. The Network Status
Monitor was responsible for the entire Mercury
network during operating periods and for conducting the net'Work countdown. The Launch-Vehicle
Monitor was responsible for monitoring primarily
the operation of the automatic abort system in the
launch vehicle. In the bottom rO'W of the diagram
are the main flight-control elements who sup:ported
the Flight Director and actually performed the
detailed control of the flight. The Flight Surgeon
was responsible for all of the aeromedical aspects
of the mis s ion. The Environmental Control Monitor
was responsible for the life-support system within
the spacecraft. The Capsule Communicator maintained voice communications with the astronaut
during the powered phase of the flight and when
the spacecraft was over the Mercury Control Center.
The Capsule Systems Monitor observed all of the
spacecraft systems, such as, the reaction control
system, attitude control system, and electrical
control system. The Retrofire Controller was
responsible for all of the times of retrofire
associated with both the normal and aborted
flights. The Flight Dynamics Officer had over-all
control of the computing complex supporting the
operation, monitored the various traj ectory displays indicating launch-vehicle performance, and
with the computer made the "go-no-go" decision at
orbital insertion. All of these primary flight
controllers had responsibility over their respective areas, not only during :powered flight but
during all of the orbital flight and reentry, and
made recommendations t o the Flight Director on
their particular systems.

The planned recovery areas were all located
in the North Atlantic Ocean as shown in figure 6,
and table I is a summary of the sup:port :positioned
in these areas at launch time for the MA-6 flight.
Special recovery teams utilizing helicopters,
amphibious vehicles, and salvage ships were located
at the launch site to provide rapid access to the
spacecraft for landings resulting from possible
aborts during the late countdown and the early
phase of :powered flight. Winds at the launch site
were measured and the locus of probable landing
positions for various abort times were computed to
facilitate :positioning of these recovery forces.
Areas A to E supported all probable landings
in the event an abort was necessitated at any time
during powered flight. Area A would contain landings for abort velocities up to about 24,000 feet
per second, and Areas B, C, D, and E would support
higher abort velocities where programed use of the
retrorockets become effective in localizing the
landing area. Forces as shown in table I were
positioned in these areas to provide for location
and retrieval within a maximum of 3 hours in the
areas of higher landing probability and 6 hours in
the area where the probability of landing was somewhat lO'Wer.
Once the spacecraft was in orbital flight,
Areas F, G, and H were available for landing at the
end of the first, second, or third orbits, respectively. Forces as shown in table I were available
to assure location and retrieval within a maximum
of 3 hours for most probable landing situations.

Figure 3 shows the organization of a typical
remote site. The Capsule Communicator at the site
acted as the Flight Director for a particular
location and was res:ponsible by voice and teletype
to the Mercury Control Center. He was the engineer
responsible for communicating with the astronaut
and for making any decisions affecting the flight
operation. He had a maintenance operations supervisor responsible for the detailed systems sup:port
at the Site, a systems monitor who observed all of
the major spacecraft systems, and, again, an aeromedical monitor responsible for the aeromedical
aspects of the astronaut and the spacecraft .

Thus, to assure short-time recovery for all
probable aborts that could occur during powered
flight and for landings at the end of each of the
three orbits, a total of 21 ships, 12 helicopters,
and 16 search aircraft were on station in the deepwater landing areas at the time of the MA-6 launch.
Backup search aircraft were available at several
staging locations to assure maintaining the airborne aircraft listed in table I. These forces in
the planned recovery areas were all linked by communications with the recovery control center
located within the Mercury Control Center at Cape
Canaveral.

Figures 4 and 5 present photographs of the
Mercury Control Center and a typical remote site.
~he Mercury flight experience has shown that this
size organization is about as big as can be coped
with and still perform the flight control task.
In the future, every effort must be made to automate as many of the systems outputs as possible so
that only the final systems performance parameters
are presented to the flight controllers and thereby
limit the number of engineers required to analyze
the flight performance.

Since it was recognized that certain low
probability situations could lead to a spacecraft
landing at essentially any point along the ground
track over which the spacecraft flies, suitable
recovery plans and support forces were provided to
cover this unlikely contingency. In keeping with
the low probabilities associated with remote landings, a minimum of support was planned for contingency recovery; however, a large force is
required because of the extensive areas covered in
three orbits around the earth. The location of
contingency recovery units for the MA-6 flight is
shown in figure 7. A typical unit consists basically of two search aircraft specially equipped for
UHF/DF homing on spacecraft beacons, point-to-point
and ground-to-air communications, and pararescue
personnel equipped to provide on-scene assistance
on both land and water. No retrieval forces were
deployed in support of contingency landings;

Recovery Operations
The recovery operations for Project Mercury
were, of course, one of the largest and more complex aspects of all of the operating plans required
for the test. The following discussion is given as
a description of the forces set up for the orbital
flight of John Glenn. The recovery areas setup for
this operation can be considered in two broad categories: Planned recovery areas in which the probability of landing was considered suffiCiently high
to require the positioning of location and
retrieval units to assume recovery within a
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however, procedures were available for retrieval
support after the fact. These search and rescue
units were stationed at the 16 locations shown in
figure 7 and were all linked by communications
with the recovery control center at Cape Canaveral.
Throughout the MA-6 flight, the astronaut was continually provided with retrofiring times for landing in favorable contingency recovery areas. However, the contingency forces deployed had the
capability of flying to any point along the
orbital track if required.
Weather
A£, the whole world now knows, one of the most
difficult operating problems encountered was the
weather. Early in the proj ect the NASA solicited
the aid of the U.S. Weather Bureau in setting up
an organization to supply pertinent weather information. This group developed means for obtaining
fairly detailed weather data along the entire
three-orbit track of the Mercury mission. This
information was analyzed in many different ways
to provide usefUl operational information. For
instance, detailed analysis of the weather over
the Atlantic Ocean for various periods of the year
was made to provide a basis of planning the flight
and to provide a background knowledge as to what
could be expected to develop from day to day once
a given weather pattern had been determined. As
a guideline, weather ground rules were established
on the basis of spacecraft structural limitations
and recovery operating capabilities. 'These
included such details as wind velocity, wave
height, cloud cover, and visibility. During the
days previous to and on the day of the operation,
the U.S. Weather Bureau meteorologists provided
weather information for all of the preselected
recovery areas and the launching site. The other
weather limitation was the result of the desire to
obtain engineering photographic coverage in the
launch area.

was begun. At T-120 minutes a built-in hold of
90 minutes had been scheduled to assure that all
systems had been given sufficient time for checkout
before astronaut insertion. During this period a
problem developed with the guidance system rate
beacon in the launch vehicle causing an additional
45 minute hold, and an additional 10 minutes was
required to repair a broken microphone bracket in
the astronaut's helmet after the astronaut insertion
procedure had been started. The countdown proceedei
to T- 60 minutes when a 40 minute hold was required
to replace a broken bolt because of misalinement on
the spacecraft's hatch attachment. At T-45 minutes,
a 15 minute hold was required to add fuel to the
launch vehicle; and at T-22 minutes an additional
25 minutes was required for filling the liquidoxygen tanks as a result of a minor malfUnction in
the ground support equipment used to pump liquid
oxygen into the launch vehicle. At T-6 minutes
and 30 seconds, a 2 minute hold was required to
make a quick check of the network computer at
Bermuda. In general, the countdown was very smooth
and extremely well executed. A feeling of confidence was noted in all concerned, including the
astronaut, and it is pr9bably more than Significant
that this feeling has existed on the last three
Mercury-Atlas launches.
The launch occurred at 9:47:39 a.m. e.s.t.
on February 20, 1962. The powered portion of the
flight which lasted 5 minutes and 1 second was
completely normal and the astronaut was able to
make all of the planned communications and observations throughout this period. Throughout this
portion of the flight no abnormalities were noted
in either the spacecraft systems or in the astronaut's physical condition. The launch-vehicle
guidance system performed almost perfectly, and
10 seconds after cutoff the computer gave a "go"
recommendation. The cutoff conditions obtained
were excellent.

The countdown for launching the Mercury-Atlas
vehicle is conducted in two parts. The first part
is conducted on the day before the launch and
lasts approximately 4 hours. During this period
detailed tests of all of the spacecraft systems
are performed and those interface connections
important to these systems are verified. This
part of the countdown was conducted with no major
problems or holds resulting. Approximately
17 1/2 hours separated the end of this count and
the beginning of the final countdown, and during
this period the spacecraft pyrotechnics were
installed and connected and certain expendables
such as fuel and oxygen were loaded.

Table II presents the actual cutoff conditions that were obtained. The altitude achieved
was 528,381 feet and the spacecraft velocity
achieved· was 25,730 feet per second. The other
significant quantity, flight-path angle, was
-o.04~ at cutoff. The other quantities shawn in
the table give more information on the flight
parameters. These values include a perigee of
86.92 nautical miles, an apogee of 140.92 nautical
miles, an orbit period of 88 minutes and 29 seconds,
and an inclination angle of 32.540 • Also shown
are the maximum accelerations achieved during exit
from and entry into the earth's atmosphere, both of
these values being 7. 7g. All of these values were
within the expected tolerances for the launch
vehicle and its guidance system. The Mercury network computing system performed flawlessly throughout both the powered and orbital phases of the
flight and provided complete information on the
orbit, spacecraft poSition, and retrofire times
necessary for all of the recovery areas. A c~
parison of the planned and actual times at which
the major events occurred are given in table III
and the times at which all of the network sites
acquired and lost contact with the spacecraft are
presented in table IV,

At T-390 minutes the countdown was resumed
and progressed without any unusual instance until
T-120 minutes. During this period additional
spacecraft systems checkouts were performed and
the major portion of the launch vehicle countdown

The flight test experience which had been
achieved on the previOUS Mercury-Atlas orbital
flights, that is, the MA-4 and MA-5, had given the
flight control team an excellent opportunity to
exercise control over the mission. These flights

Flight Control and
Recovery Operations
for MA-6
In order to illustrate how the over-all operation is conducted, the MA-6 flight of John Glenn
and the flight control and recovery operatiOns
utilized will be described starting with the initial countdown and ending with the final recovery
operation.
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at the end of 3 orbits . This indicated the accuracy of the orbit parameters. From this point to
the end of the 3-orbit flight, using all of the
available radar data, these times changed only
2 seconds . The final retrosequence time was
04: 32 : 38 as compared with the time initially computed at cutoff of 04:32 : 47 and the time initially
set i~to the clock on the ground before lift-off of
04: 32 : 28. All of the network sites received data
from the spacecraft and maintained communications
with the astronaut from horizon to horizon, and
everything progressed in a completely normal
fashion . Because of the excellent condition of the
astronaut and the spacecraft, there was no question
about continuing into the second orbit, and a "go"
decision was made among personnel at Guaymas,
Mexico, and the Mercury Control Center and
"foremost" the astronaut himself .

were, of course, much more difficult to control
and complete successfully because of the lack of an
astronaut within the spacecraft. All of the analyses and· decisions had to be made on the basis of
telemetered information from the spacecraft . The
presence of an astronaut made the flight test much
more simple to complete, primarily on the basis of
astronaut observations and his capability of
systems management . A manned flight, however,
makes the job of monitoring spacecraft performance
more complex because of the large number of backup
and alternate systems from which the astronaut
could choose.
After separation of the spacecraft from the
launch vehicle, the astronaut was given all the
pertinent data involved with orbit parameters and
the retrofire times necessary had immediate
reentry been required. Following these tra."lSmiSSions, which were primarily from the Bermuda
Site, the astronaut made the planned checks of all
of the spacecraft control modes using both the
automatic and manual proportional systems . These
checks indicated that all of the control systems
were operating s~tisfactorily . Also, the astronaut reported that he felt no i l l effects as a
result of going from high accelerations t o weightlessness, that he felt he was in excellent condition, and, as the two previous astronauts had
commented, that he was greatly impressed with the
view from this altitude.

Shortly after the time that the "go" decision
was made at Guaymas, the spacecraft began to drift
in right yaw . After allowing the spacecraft to go
through several cycles of drifting in yaw attitude
and then being returned by the high thrust jets,
the astronaut reported that he had no l-pound j et
action in left yaw . With an astronaut aboard the
spacecraft, this malfunction was considered a minor
problem, especially since he still had control over
the spacecraft with a number of other available
control systems . It should be pointed out, however,
that without an astronaut aboard the spacecraft,
this problem would have been very serious in that
excessive amounts of fuel would have been used; and
it may have been necessary to reenter the spacecraft in some contingency recovery area because of
this high fuel-usage rate. From this point on the
astronaut controlled the spacecraft attitude manually except for periodic checks of the automatic
control system .

The first orbit went exactly as planned and
both the astronaut and the spacecraft performed
perfectly. Over the Canary I s lands ' site, the
astronaut's air-to-ground transmissions were
patched to the voice network and in turn to the
Mercury Control Center and provided the control
center and all other voice sites the capability of
monitoring the transmissions to and from the spacecraft in real-time. This condition existed
throughout all three orbits from all sites having
voice to the control center and provided the best
tool for maintaining surveillance of the flight .

During the pass over the control center on
the second orbit, it was noticed that the telemetry
channel used to indicate that the landing bag was
deployed was shOwing a read-out which, if true,
indicated that the landing- bag deployment mechanism
had been actuated. However, because there was no
indication to the astronaut and he had not reported
hearing any unusual noises or notiCing any motions
of the heat shield, it was felt that t~s signal,
although a proper telemetry output , was false and
probably had resulted f r om the failure of the sensing switch . Of course, this event caused a great
deal of analysis to result and later required the
most important decision of the mission to be made.

Except for the control systems checks which
were made ~r iodically, the astronaut remained on
the automatic system with brief periods on the
fly-by-wire system which utilizes the automatic
control jets. This procedure was as planned so
that a fixed attitude would be provided for radar
tracldng and so that the astronaut could make the
necessary reports and observations during the
first orbit. During the first orbit, it was
obvious from the astronaut's reports that he could
establish the pitch and yaw attitude of the spacecraft with preciSion by using the horizon on both
the light and dark sides of the earth, and that he
could also achieve a reasonable yaw reference.
Aside from the xylose tablet taken over Kano, he
had his first and only food (a tube of applesauce)
over Canton Island during this orbit and reported
no problems with eating nor any noticeable discomforts following the intake of this food.

The flight continued with no further serious
problems and the astronaut performed the planned
1800 yaw maneuver over Africa to observe the earth
and horizon while traveling in this direction and
to determine his ability to control. FollOwing this
maneuver, the astronaut began to have what appeared
to be trouble with the gyro reference system, that
is, the attitudes as indicated by the spacecraft's
instruments did not agree with the visual reference
of the astronaut. However, the astronaut reported
he had no trouble in maintaining the proper attitude
of the spacecraft when he desired to do so by using
the visual reference. Because of the problems with
the automatic control system, previously mentioned,
and the apparent gyro reference problem, the astronaut was forced to deviate from the flight plan to
some extent, but he was able to continue all of the
necessary control systems tasks and checkS and to
make a number of other prescribed tests which

During the first orbit, the network radar
systems were able to obtain excellent tracking
data and these data, together with the data
obtained at cutoff, provided very accurate information on the spacecraft position and orbit. As
an example, between the time the spacecraft was
inserted into orbit and the data were received
from the Australian Sites, the retrosequence times
changed a total of only 7 seconds for retrofire
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allowed both the astronaut and the ground to evaluate his performance and the performance of the
spacecraft systems . As observed by the ground and
the astronaut, the horizon scanners appeared to
deteriorate when on the dark side of the earth;
but when the spacecraft again came into daylight,
the reference system appeared to improve. However,
analyses of the data subsequent to the flight
proved that the horizon scanner system was
functioning proper ly but the changes in spacecraft
attitudes that resulted f r om the maneuvers performed by the ast~onaut caused the erroneous outputs which he noticed on the attitude instruments.
It has been known that spurious attitude outputs
would result if the gyro reference system were
allowed to remain in effect during large deviations from the normal orbit attitude of 00 yaw,
0 0 roll, and _34 0 pitcht, and this was apparently
the case during the 180 yaw maneuver which was
conducted over Africa . This condition will be
alleviated in future flights by allowing the
astronaut t o disconnect the horizon scanner
slaving system and the programed precession of
the gyros which preserves the local horizon while
he is maintaining attitudes other than the normal
spacecraft orbit attitude .
As the "go-no- go" point at the end of the
second and beginning of the third orbit approached,
it was determined that although some spacecraft
malfunctions had occurred, the astronaut continued
to be in excellent condition and had complete
control of the spacecraft . He was told by the
Hawaiian site that the Mercury Control Center had
made the decision to continue into the third orbit.
The astronaut concurred, and the decision was made
to complete the three-orbit mission.

One other problem which caused some minor
concern was the increase in inverter temperatures
to values somewhat above those desired . It
appeared, and the flight test results confirmed,
that the cooling system for these inverters was
not functioning. However, recent tests made previous to the flight had shown that the inverters
could withstand these and higher operating temperatures. The results of these tests caused the
flight control people to minimize this problem,
and it was decided t hat this minor malfunction was
not of sufficient magnitude to terminate the flight
after the second orbit . Furthermore, a backup
inverter was still available for us e had one of the
main inverters failed during the third orbit.
During the third orbit, the apparent problems
with the gyro reference system continued and the
automatic stabilization and control system (ASCS)
malfunctions in the yaw axis were still evident .
However, these problems were not major and both
the ground and the astronaut considered that the
entire situation was well under control . This was
primarily because of the excellent condition of the
astronaut and his ability to use visual references
on both the dark and light sides of the earth, and
the fact that most of the control systems were
still performing perfectly . The one problem which
remained outstanding and unresolved was t he determination of whether the heat- shield deployment
mechanism had been actuated or whether the telemetry signal was false due to a sensing switch
failure. During the pass over Hawaii on the third
orbit, the astronaut was asked to perform some
additional checks on the landing-bag deployment
system. Although the test results ",ere ner;at ive
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and further indicated that the signal was false,
they were not conclusive. There were still other
possible malfunctions and the decision was made at
the control center that the safest path to take was
to leave the retropackage on following retrofire.
This decision was made on the basis that the retropackage straps attached to the spacecraft and the
spacecraft heat shield would maintain the heat
shield in the closed position until sufficient
aerodynamic force was exerted t o keep the shield
on the spacecraft. In addition, based on studies
made in the past, it was felt that the retention of
the package would not cause any serious damage to
the heat shield or the spacecraft during the reentry
and would burn off during the reentry heat pulse.
Also over the Hawaiian site, the astronaut
went over his retrosequence checklist and prepared
for the retrofire maneuver. It was agreed that the
flight plan would be followed and that the retrofire maneuver would take place using the automatic
control system, with the astronaut prepared to take
over manually should a malfunction occur. Additional time checks ",ere also made over Hawaii to
make s ure that the retrofire clock was properly set
and synchronized to provide retrofire at the proper
moment . The astronaut himself continued to be in
excellent condition and showed complete confidence
in his ability to control any situation which might
develop.
The retrofire maneuver took place at precisely the right time over the California site and,
as a precautionary measure, the astronaut performed
manual control along with the automatic control
during this maneuver. The attitudes during retrofire were held within about 30 of the nominal attitude s as a result of this procedure, but large
amounts of fuel were expended. Following this
maneuver, the astronaut was instructed to retain
the retropackage during reentry and was notified
that he would have to retract the periscope manually and initiate the return to reentry attitude
and the planned roll rate because of this interruption to the normal spacecraft sequence of events.
Following the firing of the retrorockets and
with subsequent radar track, the real-time computers gave a predicted landing pOint. The predictions were within a small distance of where the
spacecraft and astronaut were finally retrieved.
As far as the gr ound was concerned, the r eentry
into the earth's atmosphere was entirely normal.
The ionization blackout occurred within a few
seconds of the expected time and although voice
communications with the astronaut were lost for
approximately 4 minutes and 20 seconds, the C- band
radar units continued to track throughout this
period and provided some confidence that all was
well throughout the high heating period. As it
might be expected, voice communications received
from the astronaut following the i onization blackout period resulted in a great sigh of relief
within the Mercury Control Center. The astronaut
continued to report that he was in excellent condition after this time, and the reentry sequence
from this point on was entirely normal.
A number of spacecraft control problems were
experienced following peak reentry acceleration,
primarily because of the method of control used
during this period. In addition, l arge amount s of
fuel from both the manual and automatic systems had
been used and finally resulted in fuel depletion of

both systems just previous to the time that the
drogue chute was deployed. The results of these
flight tests have indicated that somewhat different control procedures be used during this period
for the next flight .

hatch . Original plans had called for egress
through the top at this time; however, the astronaut was becoming uncomfortably warm and decided
to leave by the eaSier egress path .
In making the pickup, the Noa maneuvered
alongside the spacecraft and engaged a hook into
the spacecraft lifting loop . The hook is rigged
on the end of a detachable pole to facilitate this
engagement and the lifting line is rigged over one
of the ship's regular boat davits as shown in
figure 9. A deck winch is used for inhauling the
lifting line, and when the spacecraft is properly
positioned vertically, the davit is rotated inboard
to position the spacecraft on deck . A brace
attached to the davit is lowered over the top of
the spacecraft to prevent swinging once the spacecraft is clear of the water .

The communications with the astronaut during
the latter stages of descent on both the drogue
and main parachutes were excellent and alloved
communications with either the astronaut or the
recovery forces throughout this entire descent
phase and the recovery operations which took place
following the landing . The landing occurred at
2:43 p.m. e . s.t. after 4 hours, 55 minutes, and
23 seconds of flight.
Recovery forces in all areas were notified of
mission progress by the recovery control center .
Based on mission progress, units located at the
end of the third orbit knew they were to become
involved, and figure 8 presents recovery details
in the MA-6 landing area. An aircraft carrier
with retrieval helicopters was located in the
center of the planned landing area, one destroyer
was located about 40 nautical miles dovnrange, and
a second destroyer was located about 40 nautical
miles uprange. Telemetry and search aircraft were
airborne in the areas as shown. After the retrorocket maneuver and about 15 minutes prior to the
estimated time of landing, the recovery control
center notified the recovery forces that according
to calculations, the landing was predicted to
occur near the uprange destroyer as shovn in
figure 8. The astronaut was also provided with
this information by the Mercury Control Center as
soon as communications were reestablished after
the spacecraft emerged from the ionization blackout . Lookouts aboard the UBS Noa, the destroyer
in the uprange position, Sighted the main parachute of the spacecraft as it descended below a
broken cloud layer at an altitude of about
5,000 feet from a range of approximately 5 nautical miles. Communications were established
between the spacecraft and the destroyer, and a
continuous flow of information was passed throughout the remainder of the recovery operation.

Each ship in the recovery force had embarked
a special medical team conSisting of two doctors
and one technician to provide medical care and/or
initial postflight medical debriefing . For the
MA- 6 miSSion, postflight medical debriefing was
the only requirement and was completed onboard the
Noa in about 2 hours after pickup . The astronaut
was then transferred to the aircraft carrier for
further transfer to Grand Turk Island, and he
arrived there approximately 5 hours after landing .
Additional engineering and medical debriefings
were conducted at Grand Turk .
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In this case, location was very straightforward in that a retrieval ship gained visual
contact during spacecraft landing. However, as a
matter of interest for future operations since
visual sightings are probably the exception rather
than the rule, other spacecraft location information available soon after landing is also
plotted in figure 8. The SOFAR fix was approximately 4 nautical miles from the landing point,
and the first two HF/DF fixes were within approximately 25 miles of the actual spacecraft position.
This landing information, along with the calculated landing position provided by the Mercury
network, would have assured bringing search aircraft within UHF/DF range . In fact, the airborne
search aircraft in the landing areas obtained
UHF/DF contact with the spacecraft shortly after
beacon activation at main parachute opening; however, it was the Noa's day and she was on her way
to retrieve .
Figure 1. - Neb-rork station distribution.

The Noa had the spacecraft aboard 20 minutes
after landing. Figure 9 shows the spacecraft as
it is being lowered t o the deck. Astronaut Glenn
remained in the spacecraft during pickup; and
after it was positioned on the ship's deck, he
egressed from the spacecraft through the side
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TABLE 1. - MA- 6 RECOVERY FORCES FOR THE PLANNED RECOVERY AREAS

Area

Number of
s earch aircraft

Number of
he licopter s

Number of
ships

Maximum
r ecovery time,
hr

Launch site

-- -

3

---

short

6

---

8 de s t r oyers

3 to 6

B)C)D)E

1 each

---

1 destr oyer each

3 to 6

F)G)H

2 each

3 e ach.

1 carrier each
2 destr oyers each

3

Total

16

12

21

---

A

TABLE I I . - FLI GHT CONDITIONS
Cutoff conditions :

528, 381

Altitude ) f t
Ve l ocity) ft/s ec

25) 730

Flight -path angl e ) de g

-0.047

Orbit parame t e rs:
Pe rigee altitude ) nautic al mile s

86. 92

Apogee altitude ) nautical mile s .

140. 92

Pe r iod) min:sec . . . .

88 :29

Inclination angle) deg

32. 54

Maximum conditions :
Exit acce l e ration, g units

7· 7

Exit dynamic pressure ) Ib / sq ft

982

Entry acce leration) g units . .

7.7

Entry dynamic pressure ) Ib / sq ft

472
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TABLE III. - SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING MA-6 FLIGHT

Planned Time
hr : min : sec

Event

a

,

Actual Time,
hr : min : sec

Booster- engine cutoff

00 : 02 : 11. 4

00 : 02 : 09 · 6

Tower release

00 : 02 : 34 . 2

00 . 02 : 33·3

Escape rocket firing

00 : 02 : 34 . 2

00 : 02 : 33 · 4
00: 05 : 01. 4

Sustainer- engine cutoff
(SECO)

Tail - off complete

00:05 : 03 · 8

00 : 05 : 02

Spacecraft separation

00: 05 : 03·8

00 : 05 : 03.6

Retrofire initiation

04 : 32 : 58

04 : 33 : 08

Retro (left) No . 1

04 : 32 : 58

04 : 33 : 08

Retro (bottom) No . 2

04 : 33 : 03

04:33:13

Retro (right) No. 3

04 : 33:08

04 : 33 : 18

Retro assembly jettison

04 : 33 : 58

(b)

0 . 05g relay

04 : 43 : 53

c04 : 43 : 31

Drogue parachute deployme nt

04 : 50 : 00

04:49 : 17 . 2

Main parachute deployment

04 : 50 : 36

04 : 50 : 11

Main parachute jettison
(water impact)

04 : 55 :22

04 : 55 : 23

apreflight calculated, based on nominal Atlas pe r formance .
b

c

Retro assembly kept on dur ing reentry.
The 0 . 05g relay was actuated manually by astronaut when he
was in a "small g field."
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TABLE IV . - NETWORK ACQUISITION TIMES FOR MA- 6 FLIGHT
Voice Reception

Telemetry Signal
Station
Ac~uisition ,

hr : mi~ : sec

Loss, hr: min : sec

Fre~uency

Ca naveral
Bermuda

00: 00 : 00
00: 03 : 02

00 : 06 : 20
00: 10:26

illIF

Ca nar y Islands

00 : 14 : 15

00: 21 : 23

UHF

UHF

HF
HF

Atla nti c Ship
Kano
Zan zibar
Indian Ocea n Ship
Muchea
Woomera
Canton

Not in r a nge
00 : 21 : 13
00 : 29 : 51
00: 40 : 02
00: 49 : 21
00: 54: 00
01 : 09:19

Hawaii
Ca lifor nia

Not in range
01 : 26: 41

01:31:23

Guaymas

01 : 26: 47

01 : 33:25

Texas
Eglin
Canaveral
Be rmuda
Canary Islands
Atlantic Ship
Kano
Zanzibar
Indian Ocea n Ship
Muchea

01 : 29 : 24
01 :32: 00
01 : 33 : 20
01 : 36: 38
01 : 47 : 55
01 : 51 : 54
01 : 54: 47
02 : 04 : 05
02: 12: 17
02: 22 : 51

01 :36: 18
01: 37: 05
01 : 40 : 03
01: 43 : 53
01 : 53 : 58
01 : 58: 31
02: 01 : 21
02:10 : 51
02: 22: 09
02: 31 : 23

Wocmera
Canton
Hawaii
California
Guaymas
Te xas
Egli n
Canaveral
Bermuda

02 : 27 : 36
02: 42 : 51
02 : 49 : 01
02: 58: 11
02: 59: 59
03: 03: 14
03 : 05 : 35
03: 06: 51
03 : 09 : 56

02: 35 : 45
02: 49 : 45
02: 55: 19
03: 04 : 48
03: 06 : 44
03: 09: 39
03 : 12: 07
03: 13: 4 6
03 : 17:03

00: 28 : 21
00: 37: 51
00: 48 : 31
00: 57 : 55
01 : 02: 41
01: 17:42

UHF
UHF
UHF
illIF
illIF

UHF
HF
illIF
HF
illIF

HF

Canary I s lands
Atla ntic Ship

Not in r ange
03 : 24: 44

03 :32: 25

UHF
UHF
illIF
illIF
UHF
UHF
UHF
illIF
illIF
HF
illIF
UHF
illIF
illIF
UHF
UHF
UHF

UHF
UHF

HF
HF
illIF

HF
HF

Kano
Zanzibar

Not in range
Not i n range

HF
HF
HF

India n Ocea n Ship
Muchea

03 : 4 6 : 55
03: 56 : 31

03 : 56 : 49
04: 04 : 12

HF
UHF

04 : 03 : 16
Not in r ange
04:21 : 49
04 : 31 : 17
04 : 33 : 44
04 : 36:53
04 : 39: 00
04 : 40 : 52

04 : 06: 19

UHF

04 : 28 : 49
04 : 37: 57
04 : 39: 4 9
04 : 42 : 32
04 : 42:52
04 : 42 : 55

UHF
illIF
UHF

HF

Wocrnera
Canton
Hawaii
California
Guaymas
Texas
Eglin
Canaveral
(Canton)

HF
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illIF
illIF
UHF

Duration, hr : min : sec
00: 00:00
00: 03 : 30
00: 11 : 00
00:15:00
00 : 12 :00

to
to
to
to
to

00: 05 : 30
00:09: 30
few sec
00:23:00
00:14 : 00

00:22 : 00
00:29 : 00
00:41: 00
00 : 50: 00
00: 56:00
01 : 09 : 00
01:03 : 30

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

00 : 29:00
00:38: 00
00:48 : 00
00:58: 30
01 : 03 : 00
01 : 15: 30
01:04 : 00

01 : 27 : 30
01:19: 00
01:26: 00
01:20: 30
01 : 28: 30

to
to
to
to
to

01 : 30:00
01:25 : 30
01:33: 30
01: 26:00
01:36 : 30

01:33: 30
01:37 : 30
01:48 : 00
01 : 53: 00
01:55:00
02:04 : 00
02: 13: 00
02:25 : 00
02:23 : 30
02: 28: 00
02: 42:30
02:49: 00
02 : 58: 30
03 : 00: 30
03 : 03: 30
03: 07 : 30
03:07: 00
03 : 09: 00
03: 16: 30
03 : 20 : 00
03:26:30
03 : 25 : 00
03 : 30: 30

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

01:40:00
01:42 : 00
01:55:30
01:58: 00
02:01:00
02:11:00
02:22: 00
02: 32:30
02:24 : 30
02:37:00
02:49: 00
02:55:30
03: 04: 30
03 : 0( : 30

03 : 30;00
03:40 : 00
03 : 44: 00
03: 47:00
03: 58: 30
03 : 57 : 00
04: 03 : 00
04: 15:30
04 : 20:30
04 :31 : 30
04:33 : 30
04:38:00
04:39:00
04:40:30

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

03:32: 30
03:41:30
03:44: 30
03:55:00
04 : 04 : 00
03:58: 00
04: 07: 00
04: 21: 00
04 : 30: 30
04: 38: 30
04 : 40:30
04 : 39:30
04 : 43 : 30
04:43 : 30

03:1J : 30
03:~2 : 30

03:14:00
03 : 16: 30
03:18 : 00
03:25:00
03 : 30: 00

03:26:30
03:32 : 30
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repeated operational flight simulations. These
test simulations used the most up-tO-date flight
procedures to represent the data needed and astronaut action required during each phase of flight .
Controls were moved when more positive availability
for operation was shown to be needed. Sizing of
the switches, spacing of one control from the other,
color coding of the groups of instruments, and
selection of the calibration on the face of the
instruments were studied to permit efficient action
by the astronaut while using the pressure suit in
both uninflated and inflated states . Couch, suit,
and crew station were treated as an integral problem. One or all were modified as necessary to provide a more efficient astronaut.

Introduction
Fifteen years of speculation and study concerning the problems of placing man into space
flight produced a mass of reports which contemplated the hurdles and suggested solutions needed
to permit safe flight . The accumulation of problems occurred in all disciplines. This could have
been expected because the area of study was in the
unknown, and speculation and calculation were the
only methods of attack until fli ght data could be
obtained .
The Life Sciences community was as prolific
in the identification of potential problem areas
as the other scientific disciplines. The arrival
of the era of manned space flight offers the opportunity t o assess the problems directly and to
define what is speculation and what is problem .

The design criteria for the life-support
systems aboard the spacecraft provided a sea-level
equivalent man, as far as function was concerned,
under normal flight operations. The environmental
system provided an atmosphere of 5 psia conSisting
of nearly 100 percent oxygen partial pressure. The
proposal to use this atmosphere raised the question
of man's tolerance to such an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Earlier studies had been made which demonstrated that oxygen toxicity would not produce
difficulty for the durations of flight proposed in
the Mercury program. l However, the problem of

This paper will discuss two areas of life
sciences activities during the Project Mercury
program. The first area will review the lifesupport activities associated with t he spacecraft
development and the provisions for the astronaut.
The second area will present a summarization of
the data concerning man's ability to live and work
in this new environment and will attempt to present
an analysis of the significance of the findings in
light of future flights .

atelectasis associated with prolonged 100 percent
oxygen exposure was found in early test programs .
This problem was due to the lack of the normal
atmospheric nitrogen within the small alveoli of
the lung and was aggravated by the position of the
astronaut in the couch and the compression of the
chest associated with launch and entry acceleration.
During the early studies on a centrifuge, the lung
areas affected were visualized through chest X-rays
and the methods of resolving this problem were
studied . It was found that scheduled deep inhalations and periodic voluntary coughs were adequate
for the prevention of alveolar collapse and would
permit reinflation after collapse. This easy solution for the problem permitted the continued use of
a 100 percent oxygen system. Therefore, the most
simple and reliable closed environmental system
could be used in the Mercury spacecraft.

Life-Support Activities on the Spacecraft
Early in the development program of Project
Mercury, the decision which established the astronaut as a vital and functioning segment of the
spacecraft systems and flight plan was made. This
decision affected the entire life support effort
more than any other single event. The required
provisions within the spacecraft were able to be
defined. All systems which had the astronaut as
an integral link were deSigned and tested to provide a reliable astronaut in the system. The crew
station was proviSioned to complement the expected
capabilities of the astronaut. A full display of
cockpit instruments was incorporated. The concept
of using a full cockpit of instruments was considered to be a better procedure than one which
called for refitting the spacecraft after the capability of man was demonstrated. If' flight experience dem~nstrated that instruments were not needed
or could not be used dependably by the astronaut,
they would be easily removed or inactivated. The
associated controls to permit the astronaut to
backup the systems manually or to select an alternate system were provided. Their orientation was
such that the relationship of one to another
allowed natural operation by the astronaut while
he was restrained within his couch and harness.
Additional study was made to assure normal function
of the pilot while wearing the full pressure suit .
Logical grouping of the instruments and their
placement in the panel were determined through

The acceleration-protection system, through
the development of the contoured couch and the
extension of the astronaut's tolerance to the levels
of the anticipated emergency accelerations, permitted the safe removal of the astronaut from a
failing booster under all flight emergencies. The
advances in the couch and tolerance data did more
to make manned flight possible, during the early
phases of the Mercury program, than any other area
of work. Early studies had shown that emergency
acceleration profiles would double the known acceleration tolerance levels. The contoured couch permitted manned centrifuge flights to reach acceleration of 2lg. 2 Even though physiological changes
were seen during the high levels of exposures, the
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changes were reversible and no re sidual damage
could be found. With this new level of demonstrated tolerance, man could accept all normal and
emergency flight accelerations. The solution of
this part of the problem left only the landingimpact forces to be studied. The impact tolerance
of man was established through the data from the
rapid deceleration tests performed by Colonel John
P. Stapp. His final series of tests 3 gave the
upper limits for injury with the ability for full
recovery. The design of the crushable structure
for use under the couch kept the emergency landing
loads imposed upon the astronaut to within these
t olerance levels. However, the anticipated rate
of onset of the landing accelerations exceeded the
known tolerance data. Programs were carried out
to demonstrate that these rates of onset were

SUJIIIllB.I"Y of Mercury Manned Flight Medical
Data and Implications for Future Flight

4

Detailed medical data resulting from the
manned flights in Project Mercury have been presented in Government technical documents and
conferences following each of the flights. 5,6,7,8
The purpose of this discussion is to review the
medical information and, more importantly, to discuss the implications of this experience on lifescience planning and future activities.

The prime requirement established for the
biomedical data-gathering system was the provision
of instruments for the assessment of the astronaut
status as part of the flight safety program. After
this requirement had been met, the remainder of
data collection was directed toward answering the
many biomedical questions which had been raised
concerning man in the new environment. The data
indicating the adequacy of the operation of the
environmental system were invaluable because it
complemented the information gathered from the
astronaut directly. The correlation of system
information and information provided by the man
was possible through the provision of a normal
sea-level functioning man. The data collected
plus the astronaut's voice reports have given an
excellent profile of the astronaut's status
throughout the flights. The clear, concise, and
accurate reports have confirmed that man and his
spacecraft did well while operating in the new
environment.

I

I

I

I

I

The astronauts assigned the responsibility
for surveillance of the life-support areas were
valuable in prOviding the technical and operational transition needed to assure that the
systems were adequate for flight. Their experience in aircraft was made available to the bioscientist and engineers working on the life
systems area. They frequently participated in the
testing of equipment and offered guidance on further improvements. As the specific astronaut was
chosen for a flight, the relationship on the flight
readiness of the life-support system became more
personalized and minor changes were incorporated
in the equipment which would aid the accomplishment of the flight plan. Postflight critiques of
the life-support systems were made, and new
changes such as the addition of wrist bearings and
the fingertip lights on the gloves of the full
pressure suit were incorporated after the astronaut had recommended their incorporation. New
ideas and the prototype units were discussed and
demonstrated t o the astronauts. Their representative solicited the group astronaut opinion and

I
I

L_._. _ _

Each decision concerning the addition of
support for man was based upon comprehensive discussions before it was implemented. Where conflict
between fUrther automatic or manual equipment was
encountered, the functioning man won. As the
program progressed, more backup devices became
manual. Through the combined effort of all of the
disciplines required for the development of the
spacecraft, man has been placed into the space
vehicle, and the vehicle has been ready to receive
him.

acceptable for water landings.
The required provisions for land landings dictated the need for
the addition of the impact skirt in order that the
multidirectional lateral loads could be kept
within the known data limits. The test programs
and measured landing loads from flight vehicles
have been assessed by Mr. Peter Armitage at the
Manned Spacecraft Center and the results have
demonstrated that the acceleration protection
system is safe for water and land.

I

then worked toward the integration of the desired
changes into the system.
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As a matter of convenience the medical data
have been divided into two source areas: (1) the
preflight and postflight physical and laboratory
examinations, and ( 2) the physiological information
from the countdown and flight, which includes the
astronauts' voice reports and the spacecraft bioinstrumentation. Comparative control data were
obtained from prior clinical examinRtions, centrifuge training sessionr>, procedure trainers and
launch countdown practices.
Physical Examination Data
Extensive clinical examinations were accomplished on the flight astronauts by a medical specialty group during the final days prior to launch.
A preflight physical evaluation was made by the
astronauts' Flight Surgeon on launch morning just
prior to suiting. The postflight examination consisted of two parts, a cursory checkout on the
recovery ship as soon as the astronaut was aboard
and a detailed appraisal at a down-range debriefing
site (either Grand Bahama or Grand Turk Island) by
the initial medical specialty group. All of these
examinations included the collection of blood and
urine samples .
MR- 3 Flight.- Astronaut Alan B. Shepard, who
made the MR-3 fli ght, had a preflight physical
examination at Cape Canaveral approximately
T-8 hours. (T represents launch time.) His postflight examinations were at T+45 minutes (sh1pboar~
and T+3 hours (Grand Bahama Island). Positive
findings were limited to a 3-pound weight loss, and
a few rales heard at the base of both lungs which
cleared with coughing. His general condition was
excellent. The physical findings and laboratory
studies were all within the control clinical observations made in association with Astronaut Shepard's
centrifuge training .
MR-4 Flight.- Astronaut Virgil I. Grissom was
examined for the MR-4 flight at approximately
T-7 hours (Cape Canaveral), T+30 minutes (shipboard)
and T+2 hours (Grand Bahama Island). A 3-POlmd
weight loss was recorded. The sinking of the

spacecraft and his subsequent exertion in the sea
during recovery were reflected in the fatigue and
elevated pulse and respiration rates observed
aboard the recovery vessel. All vital signs had
returned to normal at the Grand Bahama debriefing
site examination. No other significant physical
findings were observed .

Astronaut Shepard reported no disturbing
sensations with zero- gravity and both launch and
reentry accelerations were well tolerated .
MR- 4 Flight.- Physiological data for the MR-4
suborbital flight were recorded for approximately
3 hours and 35 minutes ; 15 minutes of which was
flight time. Pulse rates averaged 80 beats per
minute during countdown, 138 beats per minute at
lift-Off, and increased to 162 beats per minute at
spacecraft separation. A high of 171 beats per
minute was recorded at retrofire, declining gradually through reentry to 137 beats per minute at
los s of telemetry Signal . The electrocardiogram
revealed only sinus tachycardia. Rectal temperature did not fluctuate significantly during the
flight . Respiration rates varied from 12 to 24
breaths per minute during countdown, but because of
poor trace quality in- flight data were not obtained .

MA- 6 Flight.- Astronaut John Glenn's final
preflight physical examination for the MA- 6 flight
was completed at approximately T- 6 hours, 30 minutes (Cape Canaveral) . Postflight examinations
were at approximately T-t-6 hours ( shipboard ) and
T+12 hours (Grand Turk Island). The recovery
phySicians reported a clinical impression of mild
dehydration and fatigue . An approximate 5-pound
weight loss was recorded. Vital signs (temperature, blood pressure, pulse, and respiration rates )
were all within prelaunch values . There were
superficial abrasions on the second and third
fingers of the right hand caused by recoil of the
explosive hatch actuator :plunger . The remainder
of the physical examination was unremarkable.

Astronaut Grissom reported no umpleasant feelings while weightless. A brief t umbling sensation
was felt at booster engine cutoff which lasted only
a few seconds . Hearing and visual acuity remained
undisturbed .

In summary, the preflight clinical examinations revealed no abnormalities. The postflight
examinations all disclosed a healthy astronaut
with no findings that could be specifically attributed to space flight . Certain of the comparative
preflight and postflight blood and urine data were
interpreted as consistent with the occurrence of
stress while other values were believed to be
normal fluctuations .

MA- 6 Flight. - The total monitoring time for
the MA-6 orbital flight was 8 hours and 15 minutes .
of which 4 hours and 53 minutes was actual flight
time . Pulse r ate during countdown varied from 56
to 86 beats per minute with a mean of 68 beats
per minute. At lift- off , the pulse rate was
110 beats per minute, ri sing to 114 beats per minute at spacecraft separation, then apparently
stabilized through weightlessness' with a mean of
86 beats per minute . The highest pulse rate,
134 beats per minute, occurred during reentry at
the time of maximum spacecraft oscillation.

Physiological Data
PhySiological data were available from the
time of astronaut insertion into the spacecraft
until he disconnected the biosensor plug from the
suit as part of the landing procedure. Bioinstrumentation utilized in all flights consisted of two
electrocardiograph leads, a respiration rate
thermistor, and a rectal temperature thermistor.
A blood pressure measuring system, similar to the
clinical (indirect auscultatory) method, was added
to the MA-6 spacecraft . The countdown and flight
recor ds were generally of excellent quality with
the exception of the re spiration rate trace . In
addition to the biosensor data, the pilot's subjective evaluation of body sensations and the film
from the pilot-observer camera provided important
sources of information .

Analysis of the electrocardiogram showed some
variation in the origin of the heartbeat during the
countdown which was not present during flight .
These findings were believed to be within the range
of normal physiological stress responses. Respiration rates were within expected values throughout
the countdown and flight . Body temperature
declined during the countdown as a result of
external cooling of the suit circuit . There was a
gradual rise after lift- off, increasing about 20 F
for the entire flight, ref lecting normal body
temperature regulation .
Astronaut Glenn's in-flight commentary and
postflight debriefing remarks indicated that viSion,
hearing, food chewing, swallOwing, and urination
were normal during flight . Deliberate attempts to
stimulate the vestibular system did not produce any
disturbing symptoms .

MR- 3 Flight. - In the MR- 3 suborbital miSSion,
the total biosensor mOnitoring time was approximately 4 hours and 30 minutes. The actual flight
duration from lift- off to water landing was
15 minutes and 22 seconds.

As pointed out in prior reports, the Mercury
Redstone suborbital flights did not provide enough
time to establish phYSiological trends, and no
observed medical data could be specifically attributed to weightlessness . However, the Mercury Atlas
orbital flight of Astronaut Glenn provided sufficient time for physiological responses to apparently
stabilize, and trend information was obtained.
Perhaps the most valuable medical observation made
from each of the manned flights was that all the
physiological and clinical examination data were
consistent with normal function. This finding was
supported by the competent performance displayed by
each of the astronauts during space flight.

Pulse rates during countdown were well within
expe cted ranges. A high of 138 beats per minute
was recorded at spacecraft separation and a downward trend ensued during the following 5 minute
zero- graVity interval. Pulse rate rose to a high
of 132 beats per minute during reentry and was
III beats per minute at loss of telemetry Signal .
The electrocardiogram waveform showed no significant variation during the countdown and flight .
Body temperature remained near 99 0 F for the
entire countdown and flight. Respiration rate
during the countdown and flight was similar to
rates noted at centrifuge training runs.
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Discussion
As observed from the United States flights to
date, no specific medical problems peculiar to
weightlessness have been defined. No difficulty
has been experienced by the astronauts in tolerating the acceleration associated with launch and
reentry . Available Russian cosmonaut data9 indicate similar observations with the exception of
the symptomatology reported by Titov after about
6 hours of weightlessness . Although not definite,
the Russian reports suggest that some disturbance
in vestibular function did occur . This disturbance
apparently did not interfere with operational performance of the spacecraft . Whether this disturbance is a consequence of extended exposure to
weightlessness or represents an idiosyncratic
response of Ti tov is not known . There are several
pos s ibilities which might explain the relative
lack of physiological changes during weightlessness as observed in our flights. These include:

requiring many compromises. The goal of this
effort was the proytsion of equipment within the
crew station which would permit flight control by
the astronaut . The experience gained by flights to
date have indicated that the provisions are adequate for the task.
The biomedical assessment program associated
with flights on Project Mercury to date has produced no significant medical problems. The Russian
experience with Cosmonaut Gherman Titov has shown
some disturbance of the vestibular apparatus, however, symptoms were not severe enough to be incapacitating . The extension of knowledge, prilnarily
in the prolongation of exposure to the weightless
environment, is essential if the discrepancy
between the United States and Soviet data is to be
resolved . Presently planned programs of manned
fli ght will yield further data in this area. The
following factors will be active in the design of
the medical portion of these programs;
(1 ) Investigation of in-flight medical
responses will be extended as a function of time
in zero- gravity, utilizing the Mercury, Gemini, and
Apollo spacecrafts and existing techniques.

(1) Physiologic response mechanisms adapt
quickly and no functional disturbances are
produced .
(2) Tne bioinstrumentation utilized and the
astronaut's subjective eValuation are not sufficient t o detect subtle transient changes associated with short exposures.

(2) Capability will continue to exist for the
recognition of physiologic effects that might
re sult in compromised crew performance. Performance must be maintained of sufficient quality to
assure a safe reentry to earth from earth orbit.

(3) The exposure durations have been too
brief to elicit physiologic changes .
(4) The combination of brief exposure and the
restrained position are sufficient t o curtail the
appearance of adverse effects.
Additional space flight experiences ',rill determine
eventually which of the above explanations or
combinations thereof are correct .
The effects of weightles sness on human
physiology will continue to be a primary objective
in early space flight programs . Planning and
direction of ground- based and in- flight medical
research relating to zero- gravity will be influenced by observations obtained from longer missions
in the Mercury spacecraft . Plans for the two- man
Gemini spacecraft are to provide an increased
flight time, and thus to permit extended investigations . This exposure to increased space flight
(up to 2 weeks) will be approached with essentially the same bioinstrumentation and technique
as used in the Mercury program . Should physiologic problems arise which result in crew performance decrement, then detailed in- flight medical
investigations, including the use of animals
might become necessary . I f function abnormalities
appear when the crew is unrestrained, then the
Apollo earth-orbiting spacecraft or an earthorbiting laboratory might be required for more
detailed experiments. This approach then would
utilize the flexibility inherent in the Gemini
and Apollo deSigns , with the capability of earthorbital flights carrying medical re search equipment. Whenever valid, ground- based medical
investigations would be applied t o the solution of
weightles sness problems.
Summary

( 3) The design of on-going in-flight medical
studies will be dependent on the interpretation of
accumulated physiologic data.
(4) Ground- based medical studies will be utilized whenever possible in examining biologic
responses to weightlessness .
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DINA-SOAR BIOASTRONAUTICS
Robert Y. Walker, Ph.D.
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'!he Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
Pyna-Soar is a manned boost-orbit-glide vehicle.
Conventional booster and guidance systems will
place the glider on a course at the proper altitude and velocity with the resultant energy to
accomplish the planned mission. After boost termination, the pilot verifies the course during
orbit and controls the flight path during reentry, approach, and landing.
The flight profiles and over-all flight regime
for the Dyna-Soar's single-orbit mission will
impose no new or extreme environmental hazards
on the pilot. '!he environmental parameters of a
normal space flight will not expose the pilot to
stress magnitudes as great as pilots have experienced in the Mercury flights. Under presently planned flights, the pilot should be in an
environment that is well within known human
tolerances.
We will present the calculated environmental
stress to be imposed on the pilot in both normal
and emergency conditions and the design techniques .developed to provide a cockpit that will
keep the pilot well within his tolerance limits.
The various primary environmental parameters will
be discussef' separately. The solution for each
parameter lIill be discussed in a concurrent manner. No tignificance is attached to the order in
which the specific parameters of the environment
are considered. '!hese seven primary factors are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Acceleration;
Zero g;
Mechanical vibration;
Acoustic vibration;
Pilot's atmosphere;
Heat;
Humidi ty.

RPA never reaches 5 g's and is above 4 g's prior
t o second-stage burnout for less than 15 seconds.
The g prior to first-stage burnout is of much
lower magnitude, while third-stage g just attains
4 g's. '!hese forces act on the restrained pilot
seated in the boost position i n the transverse or
+gx (chest-to-back) direction.
Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of an abortoff-the-pad recovery maneuver. '!he RPA for this
maneuver never reaches 4 g's and is transmitted to
the restrained pilot in a transverse +gx direction
during the boost period. At termination of abortrocket boost, the pilot must pitch the glider over
from the vertical to the horizontal, subjecting
him to an RPA under 4 g I S for approximately 30
seconds in the positive +gz longitudinal (head-tofeet) direction. Following this, the pilot performs a roll-out and completes the prescribed
landing maneuver.
For an abort due to a premature burnout of the
first stage, the pilot could be subjected to a
maximum peak RPA of about 7 g' s in the +gz or
longitudinal direction during the recovery maneuver. Abort recoveries in succeeding stages due to
premature boost burnout would not be as severe.
'!he design objective of the Dyna-Soar glider is to
accomplish a controlled rate of re-entry into the
atmosphere. Re-entry profiles are slightly in
excess of 1 g. This acceleration is transmitted
to the pilot in a combination of positive longitudinal +gz (head-to-feet) and a negative transverse
-gx (back-to-chest) directions.
'!he design performance requirements for the subsonic escape system are well within the dynamic
pressure, Mach number, and altitude performance
envelope of present escape systems. 'lhe Dyna-Soar
pilot will actually be subjected to a less severe
acceleration profile during escape than during an
ejection from present fighters at supersonic
speeds. Figure 3 shows a typical performance envelope for an ejection-seat rocket catapult.
'lhere is well-established data demonstrating the
capability of pilots to withstand these forces.

The first parameter - acceleration - receives
most consideration. '!he fliBht profiles have
been analyzed to determine the physiological
stresses to be imposed on the pilot for each
phase of the mission. Acceleration time histories have been developed for the boost, glide,
and terminal phase, and emergency conditions.
Emergency conditions would be abort from the pad,
abort during boost, and ejection escl;l.pe from the
glider. '!he magnitude, duration, rate of onset,
and the direction of acceleration were studied
for these conditions.

'!he terminal phase and landing stress of the
flight profile is very similar in acceleration
forces to that of the present Century series of
fighter planes.

To determine the proper masnitude and direction

Human acceleration experience for the RPA's computed for the Dyna-Soar profile fall well within
demonstrated human tolerances. Tolerance to g is
contingent upon peak g, the direction of g, the
duration, the rate of onset, the seat-back position, and body restraint. By shifting the seatback position, it is possible to obtain quite a
range of human tolerance limits, all of which are
well above the computed g values and durations
that have been mentioned. It is particularly
significant that, while I have mentioned durations
of g fS in seconds, research has demonstrated that
man can tolerate these same g's for minutes under

of the accelerations that determine the resultant
external force acting on the pilot, we have used
the Resultant Physiological Acceleration that
would be significant in defining pilot performance and tolerance limits. The resultant physiological acceleration (or RPA) is the vectorial
sum of all the g-normalized forces to which the
pilot is exposed. 'Ibis is the g load he actually
feels.
Figure 1 i.ndicates the g forces to which the
pilot will be exposed during boost. '!he max1lnum
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particular seat-back positions or with anti-g
suits.

Before ejection, the seat back will be placed
automatically in the 13° aft position and the
feet must be withdrawn against the leading edge
of the seat to ensure adequate clearance . Since
the pilot initiates ejection, there is no reason
to believe he will not have his seat back and his
feet in the proper positions prior to pulling the
D ring. The shock impact of ejection is well
within human tolerance limits and constitutes no
problem.

In the Dyna-Soar, the pilot must be in an adequate physi ological condition to monitor, to
over-ride automatic controls, and to control the
vehicle manually. Even the limited g's computed
for this profile might impose problems on his
sensing of instruments or proper manipulation of
controls. Consequently, provision has been made
to ensure the pilot 's capability even with these
limited g's. Figure 4 illustrates the two positions of the seat back. During boost the pilots
seat back will be in a positi on more vertical
than in a normal seat, with his feet on the
rudder pedals.

There is indication from recent research that a
man undergoing stress from g in one axis has a
lowered tolerance to combinations of acceleration.
Such a combination could occur if the vehicle
were to start a roll around the longitudinal axis
during boost. In the Dyna- Soar, the Malfunction
Detection System will initiate automatic abort
before the spin or rol l rate reaches a velocity
that would affect the pilot.

Research on the AML centrifuge at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base with human volunteers had indicated p otentially dangerous vascular pressure levels in the subjects with angles aft of the vertical. AML recommended slightly forward angl es
during boost. The Air Force Dyna-Soar Pilot Consultant Group served as sub j ect s in subsequent
centrifuge t ests under the anticipated boost accelerations in both slightly forward and aft
angles with nQ evidence of degradation of performanc e in spite of the apparent high r ight heart
pressure. These and other investigations, however, initiated re-design consideration of the
seat-back angle for the boost phase of the fl ight
profile. A forward angle , not as yet fixed will
be select ed to provide phys iological protection
and adequat e operational capability. This is an
example of the excellent coordination and interdisciplinary team work in the USAF system development program.

Weightlessness or zero gravity is not expected to
be a problem on these single-orbit missions, insofar as known from flights to date. The restraint system mentioned earlier will hold the pilot
in the proper position to conduct all of his
pilot functions under either normal or weightless
conditions .
The next environmental parameter of significance
is vibration of both the crew stati on and the
pilot. Again the Malfunction Detection System
will be activated before any vibration or oscillation of the air vehicle can damage the pilot.
The vibration present in the crew compartment is
a random mechanical vibration rather than sinusoidal. The glider is designed to operate within
the vibration parameters shown in Figure 6.
Present design ground rules require any subsequent changes in the system to be designed to
stay within this present profile. The intensities are not considered severe and are of relatively short duration . The low- frequency portion
of the vibration envelope has its maximum intensity lasting about 10 seconds during the period of
high dynamic pressure. The high- frequency portion
of the spectrum occurs for about 5 seconds at
lift-off and for about 15 seconds during the
period of high dynamic pressure.

The upper arms are provided with rests (adjusted
to the pilot's forearm length) so the thrust
forces will not pull the arms back from either
the side-arm controller for the right hand or
the abort-control handle for the left hand .
A side - arm controller has been developed because
a center-type stick cannot be controlled adequately when the pilot is subjected to high
transverse g
The mere acceleration imposed on
the arm and hand hol ding the stick could impart
undesirable control actions.
The pressure suit does not have to be pressurized unless there is an emergency loss of air
pressure in the cabin. The restraint system
shown in Figure 5 is an integrated portion of
this pressure suit. Shoulder straps come over
the shoulder and attach to the suit on the right
and left front chest. The belt straps are
attached over the pressure suit at the lower
abdomen. " I would also like to point out at this
time the connection for the atmosphere servicing
system to the pilot. The helmet can have the
face plate opened, although f or reasons to be
explained later, it will probably be kept closed
with an air-tight seal until in orbit.

The low-frequency vibration band is made up of
from 1 to 20 cycles per second. The high fre quency band is from 5 to 2000 cycles per second.
The low-frequency vibrations (occurring largely
during the period of high dynamic pressure) are
attributed to air turbulence while the high fre quencies are caused by engine-induced vibration,
aerodynamic vibration, and other miscellaneous
sources including operating equipment aboard the
vehicle.
The limited experience on human tolerance to
random vibration is indicated by the dotted line
in Figure 6. If these random vibrations are
considered to have the same effect on the human
as sinusoidal vibrati on, they are well within
known human tolerance limits. It is questionable,
however, to interpret random vibration effects in
the same manner as sinusoidal vibration . Intensi ties are known to peak and could affect the
pilot's operation. For these reasons, the

Following termination of boost, the pilot may
shift the seat to 13° aft of the vertical if he
wishes. This will allow him to sit in a more
normal position , although he can control th~
vehicle from a more forward position without
discomfort.
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Air Force is undertaking research to provide
data for comparing the effect of sinusoidal and
random vibration of pilot performance. The first
manned Mercury flight subject ed t he pilot to sucb
vibration during the period of high dynamic pressure , but the vibration had no significant e ffec~
Subsequent change in a structural fairing reduced
this vibration signifi cantly .
Closely related and interacting with mechani cal
vibration is the acoustic environment. High
noise levels will be produced around the vehicle
from t he propulsion system, glider subsystem
equipment, and aerodynamic interactions. The
highest noise level s are external to t he crew
compartment. Consequently, t he compartment walls
attenuate the sound pressure to considerably
lower levels withi n the crew compartment. Figure
7 shows the acoustic environment during t he b oost
phase when the highest intensities occur inside
the crew compartment. It i s doubtful if the maximum values will be reached. I t wil l be noted
from the tolerance curves superimposed on these
levels that t here is only a 25-second period when
the noise level is above human tolerance with no
protection . There i s a period of possibly 20
sec onds at this same time when ,if a maximum noi se
level did occur , t here could be a slight degradation in performance with the helmet in place.
The helmet keeps the noise level well below t he
human tolerance l evel .
The acoustic envelope within the crew compartment
the~is a ttenuated s ignif icantly with the helmet.
With the earphones in place there wi ll be negligible communicati on interference, permitting more
than 98~ comprehension of speech heard through
the earphones during the period of highest intensity. Outgoing communicati on received on the
ground will have less disruption from t he same
noise profi l e because of filtering in t he communication system.
Orbital or glide-phase noise levels are considerably lower than those experienced during b oost,
and hence , no int erference i s expected.
The pilot 's atmosphere and thermal environment
constitute t he last ma jor consideration requi ring
spec i al development . The a tmospher ic contr ol
als o regulat es the heat and humidity, which may
be st resses on the pilot . Consequently, they
will be considered as inter ac ting stresses. The
a tmosphere of the crew compartment can undergo
pre-designed vari a tions in pressure, tempera ture ,
and compos ition . Variation in operating t emperature of different subsystems wi t hin the c rew compartment will influence the temperature of the
compartment, which calls for the abi lity of the
system to compensa te for these changes .
The design of the crew station calls f or a cabin
capable of maintaining pressure a t 7.35 PSI A (or
approximately that of 18,000 feet). The atmosphere will be 40~ 02 - 6O~ N2 by weight with
100~ 02 for emergency operation .
Controlled
cabin leakage will be 0 .25 pound per minute.
Under normal operati ons the pilot will be suited
and his suit and physiological sensing equipment
checked out about two hours before l aunch . The
pilot will also be kept in a controlled temperature and transported in a van to the l aunch site.

During t his period and until the pilot is connected to the glider's atmosphere system, t he
suit will be ventilated by forced circulation.
The helmet face plate will be closed before the
crew-st a tion hatch is closed.
The glider's atmosphere is supplied from liquid
02 and N2 tanks through a metering system t hat
provides the correct ratio of 02 and N2 . The
liqui d i s fed through heat exchangers tbat use
the low temperature of the liquid gases for cooling the various glider subsystems. The cool gases
now mixed are fed into the suit through the servi ce connection on the right s ide of the suit.
The suit contains a distribution system to cover
the entire b ody with the atmosphere exhaust ed in
t he area of the head . This distribution of cool
air cool s the body and removes moisture. All
suit air is vented from the helmet to t he cabin.
The cabin air is vented when cabin pressure is
above 7.35 PSIA. All cabin gases enter the
cabin via the pilot 's suit until the glider is
again below 15 ,000 fe et, at which t ime a reflief
valve permits entrance of ambient a i r.
The circulati on of cooled air keeps the cabin
t emperat ure down to operating limits f or the
subsyst ems within the crew compa rtment. The
pilot may control bis suit temperature and indirectly the cabin temperature by regulating
the t emperat ure of air flowing through the system.

Up to altitudes of 18,000 feet, the cabin i s open
to the external atmosphere. The cabin air valves
automatically seal a t 18,000 feet to hold the
cabin pressure a t 7 .35 PSIA. In normal operations tbe pilot's full -pressure suit operates
essentially at cabin pressure. The suit pressure,
however, is regulat ed s o that the pilot will not
be automatically exposed to l ess than 5 PSIA .
The crew compartment is provided positive pressure reli ef at 8 PSIG and negative relief at -1
PSIG.
Pilot tolerance and performance at the normal
compartment pressure is not considered a problem
as tbis pressure is a common operational level
in modern high-performance ai r craft. Under
emergency conditions, if the compartment pressure
drops from 7.35 PSIA, the pilot is automatically
put on lOO~ 02 at 5 PSIA . Cabin pressure may
slowly f all off from a l eak , but no explosive
decompression is anticipated . Actually, if leakage occurs , normal flow may keep the compartment
pressure s O!lleWhere between 7.35 and ambient PSIA.
In case of total loss of cabin pressure and with
only partial denitrogenation, there is some
p ossibili ty of a pilot experiencing bends. However , crew selection has been made f r om experienced pilots who have been indoctrina ted and are
experienced with this problem. With a suit pressure of 5 PSIA under emergency conditions with
100~ 02' there should be no b ends problem, but
the suit may be a little stiff for proper operation of controls. If control is difficult due
to the pressurized suit, the pilot may elect to
go on full automatic glider control during
periods of high control requirement or may reduce suit pressure to 3 . 5 PSIA.
There are two s ources of heat in thi s vehicle.
One would be the normal heat generated by

_J

equipment operating within the crew compartment
which, as stated earlier, is controlled by the
normal air flow through the pilot's suit into
the crew compartment and then vented to the outside through a controlled leakage rate. The
second major source of heat arises during the
later stages of orbital flight and the re-entry
of the vehicle. Surface heat generated during
boost will not significantly affect the crew
station.

after landing. The maximum estimated cabin t~Q
perature is 55°F below the maximum allowable temperature for 130 minutes of exposure. Here the
Tlilot Will be exposed to the maximum temperature
for less than 30 minutes.
Coupled with thermal control is the problem of
humidity, which is controlled by the temperature,
saturation, and flow rate of ventilating air
within the suit. Under the moderate work load
apd environmental temperature calculated for
these flights, the pilot Will rarely exceed a
water-production rate of one pound per hour which
will be removed by the ventilation of the suit.
The designed ventilation flow rates permit a mass
flow rate of 0.25 pound per minute and an emergency of 0.17 pound per minute. The volume flow
rate will vary with suit pressure and temperature.

The wall surfaces are designed with a water wall
that absorbs heat from the outer skin and dissipates it by evaporation of the water, which is
vented to the outside. The highest wall temperature could occur after depletion of the water
sometime after landing (the pilot will normally
be out of the cockpit). The forward windows will
be covered with a heat shield until after reentry to protect them from reaching high temperatures. The heat shield will be jettisoned after
re-entry. The side windows, which are not coole~
will attain a maximum temperature of 320°F due to
their l ocation and small surface area. The pilot
will be able--through his ventilated suit and
subsequent ventilati on of t he crew station-- to
maintain a cabin air temperature between 60° and
90°F at his choice.

The low-orbit mission profile of this vehicle is
such that no known radiati~n problems from outer
space are anticipated.
Experimentation has been employed t o evaluate
pilot capabilities under the calculated environmental stresses. Since it is not possible now
to expose a man to combined simulation of all
these stresses simultaneouslY. design for control
of the individual stresses has been such that
there is a ;rj.de margin of safety for each parameter. On this basis, it is assumed that the
pilot will be ab'_e to operate during the rel ati vely short peri rXis of combined stresses with
no degradation of his required performance level.

Figure 8 shows the temperature tolerance and
performance limit s established by the Air Force
for design of crew stations. These are t he
maximum temperatures and durations t o which the
crew may be subjected with a ventilated suit
meeting the Dyna-Soar ventilation conditions.

As I stated in the introduction, the Dyna-Soar
flight missions impose no new environmental
stresses on the Dyna- Soar pilot. Engineering
design has been able t o provide adequate protection for all of the seven major environmental
stresses. The design engineers have been faced
with a real challenge to provide this protection
and keep the vehicle configuration within other
mandatory design parameters with a limited
budget.

With a ventilated suit, Air Force design requirements permit a maximum allowance of 195°F external suit temperature for 130 minutes. The crewcompartment thermal environment is shown in
Figure 9 . The estimated Dyna-Soar maximum heat
profile will start building up after 70 minutes
from Bo°F to a maximum cabin temperature of 140°F.
Again thi s build-up occurs during the re-entry
peri od , with t he J11E).ximum t emperat ure occuring
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INTRODUCTION
attempting to select optimum atmosphere control
systems for specific mission times. Data and
information have been accrued which permit us now
to make tentative selections of systems for particular mission requirements. In Figure 1, the
areas of application of regenerative systems are
compared to those for storage systems. Some of
the major criteria which must be considered in the
comparison are weight, volume, and power requirements associated with a particular atmosphere system operating for a specific time and in a specific
mission phase. These criteria must be considered
as they relate to state of the art and projected
future developments.

The historic earth orbital flight of t he Mercury
space capsule on February 20, 1962 has illustrated
that man has the capability of creating instrumentation and equipment which permit him to survive
outside the protective earth atmosphere which, in
time, has served both as a shield and a barrier.
Because of this great achievement man need no
longer restrict himself to earth-space but may
direct his resources to expand his zone of operation to earth-moon space. However, in order to
exploit this new frontier many problems must be
solved which are not mere extensions or extrapolatiOns of those already treated. The problem
associated with providing man with an adequate
environment for extended periOds in the earth' 8
atmosphere, earth-moon space and on the lunar
surface is indeed extensive. Trapped radiation,
solar flare activity, meteoroid bombardment, solar
radiation and the hard vacuum of space are no
longer merely phenomena. of scientific interest;
they describe the operating environment of
manned earth-lunar spacecraft.

The basis for the future development of environmental control systems was taken to be the weight
of breathing oxygen needed for a given mission.
Missions considered have been divided into broad
categories, descriptive of those anticipated for
the next fifteen years.
As illustrated in Figure 1, completely regenerative

In order that man may effectively operate in the

systems cannot compete -- from the standpoint of
weight, volume, and power -- with chemical storage
systems or chemical partial regenerative systems
for missions requiring less than the order of 100
pounds of oxygen. Above the loo-pound mission
requirement, however, regenerative systems become
increasingly a ttracti ve • Based on projected mission requirements, storage systems show optimum
applicabili ty for the next few years. As mission
requirements change, however, stored superoxide and
partially regenerative systems will probably displace the simple storage systems. Chemical regenerative methods, such as ~ reduction of C02 folloved by electrolysis, will become opera tive by
about 1965. These systems will be most useful for
missions requiring between 100 and 2000 pounds of
breathing oxygen.

earth-moon space, myriads of systems and subsystems of varying types and functions must be
devised and integrated into an efficient, reliable
man-machine complex.
This paper will consider only one small aspect of
this problem--that is, the problem of providing
man with an adequate gaseous and thermal environment in earth-lunar spacecraft. Control of
atmospheriC gases in manned sealed environments
will be treated in Part I. Part II treats
thermal regulation and atmosphere control reqQirements of mobile life support systems for lunar
exploration.
PART I
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEM)
FOR ADVANCED SPACECRAFT

A.

Chemical regenerative systems may accumulate some
by-product wastes. Handling of these wastes makes
the use of such systems somewhat unwieldy for high
02 consumption. The area delegated to these chemical systems is therefore s hown as limited to missions requiring a total 02 consumption less than
several thousand pounds.

General Remarks

Providing man with a gaseous environment in the
earth-moon space must be considered wi thin the
framework of the sealed environment. The problem
is not restricted to prOviding breathing oxygen
and diluent nitrogen, removing metabolic C02,
¥, CH4' etc., at optimum temperatures and
pressures. For purposes of this paper, however,
attention will be focused on methods for providing breathing gases and removal of metabolic
products.

Completely regenerative biological systems will be
useful for almost any level of oxygen regeneration.
Their application to future missions will be limited
by (a) physical size, which is dependent on the
number of men in a mission rather than on length of
mission, and (b) type and magnitude of available
power. The results shown suggest that it is rather
important that efforts in the development of regenerative systems be maintained, especially when we
consider environmental requirements for extended
missions such as moon colonization or deep space
manned explorations.

Many methods may be used to provide oxygen and

remove metabolic carbon dioxide in manned sealed
environments. The problem is the selection of
the method which integrates into the vehicle complex in the optimum manner. For the past several
years much attention has been focused on analyses
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2.

Several storage, partially regenerative, and completely regenerative systems for providing a'bDospheric gases in manned sealed environments are
discussed below. Those methods to be considered
include:
1.

Storage of gases as liquids.

2.

Generation of oxygen and absorption
of C02 by means of stored chemicals.

Representative systems for these methods 'Will be
described below.
(1)

3. Regeneration of oxygen from waste
Electrolysis of vater.

b.

Regeneration of oxygen fran carbon
dioxide by chemical. means.

c.

Regeneration of oxygen from carbon
dioxide by biological methods.

the AbSOrption on Stored Chemicals
The chlorates and perchlorates of the alkal1 and
alkaline earth metals show great potential for
oxygen generation in space systems. Particular
applications include oxygen generation in emergency conditions, oxygen supply in re-entry
modules, and oxygen provisions in short-time
(1-12 hr.) lunar exploration missions by manned
overland capsules.

B. Methods for AbIIosphere Control
1.

Storage Systems
a.

Storage of Oxygen and Nitrogen as Liquids
and Gases

While pure oxygen at 5 psi is considered satisfactory for the Mercury spacecraft, for flights of
longer duration a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen
at a pressure of 380 mm Hg, vith a partial pressure of oxygen of about 160 mm Hg (correspo~ding
to that in sea level air), is recommended.
The
preferred diluent gas is nitrogen.
pressure vessel storage of oxygen are presented as
a function of mission time. Supplying the required oxygen from a pressure vessel at ambient
temperature is not advantageous because of the
large weight penalty. For example, for a l4-day,
3-man mission, with a consumption rate of 6.2
lb/day, a tankage weight of 1 8 lb. is required
to carry one pound of oxygen . 2 With cryogenic
storage, however, the weights are more moderate.
(By cryogenic storage is meant storage at temperatures and pressures that are above, but near,
the critical values. This insures that all
material will be in the gas phase, and avoids the
spearation problems that would arise with liquid
oxygen storage under zero gravity conditions.)
Results of cryogenic storage studies on oxygen are
presented in Figure 2.
Generation of Oxygen and AbSOrption of
CO 'With Stored Chemical Systems
2

The provision of breathing oxygen and the removal
of CO in space cabins from stored chemicals
2
appears quite attractive for missions requiring 02
cOIU!umption of less than 100 pounds. As indicated
in Table 1, the oxygen-C02 be.lance may be maintained by several methods utilizing stored chemicals • These include:
1.

The chlorates and perchlorates evolve oxygen
when heated to a sufficiently high temperature.
This reaction is usually slightly exothermic in
the case of the chlorates. In the case of the
perchlorates, the heat of reaction is less exothennic and in some cases may be slightly endothermic. Reactions of typical chlora tes and
perchlorates, together vith heat evolution data,
are presented below.
NaC10 3 - - NaCl + 1.5 02

,6. ~5 • -12.5 kcal/mole

LiC104 - - LiCl + 20 2
(Note: A minus ,6. H value indicates that heat is
evolved)

In Figure 2, systems weights for cryogenic and

b.

Oxygen Generation by the Thermal
De compos i tion of Oxygen Compounds and

products.
a.

Simultaneous generation of oxygen
and removal of CO2 by the chemical
reaction of stored oxygen compounds
'With metabolic vater vapor and the
absorption of C~ on the products of
the vater vapor - 02 compound reaction.

Generation of oxygen by the thermal
de campos i tion of oxygen compounds,
and the removal of CO2 by the absorption or reaction vi th stored chemicals .
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In general, the heat of reaction is insufficient
to raise the temperature of the chlorate or
perchlorate to the high temperature required for
the reaction. The temperature required for
sodium chlorate candles is 700 to Boo°c.3 To
supply the needed heat, a fuel is incorporated
in the candle. This fuel consumes part of the
oxygen produced. Metallic iron, the fuel most
commonly used, is normally oxidized to the
ferrous oxide (FeO) when the candle burns.
0v1ng to the fact that the decomposition tempera-

ture of chlorates and perchlorates is above that
of their melting points, it is essential to provide a fibrous binder to minimize the now of the
molten salts. Asbestos and fiberglass are
commonly used for this purpose 3, alth~Ugh steel
wool has been used vith good results.
One of the serious problems encountered in the
development of chlorate candles has been the contamination of the oxygen produced with varying
aIDOUI\ts of chlorine and carbon monoxide.
Since
these are both poisonous gases, their concentrations must be kept very low i f the oxygen is to
be used for respiration. It has been found
possible to keep the concentration of carbon
monoxide acceptably low by scrupulously excluding
carbon from the candle constituents. It has been
cOllllllon practice to add barium peroxide to the
composition to suppress the chlorine concentration in the evolved oxygen.
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TABIE 1

I

CHEMICALS THAT CAN SERVE AS OXYGEN SOURCES AND CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVERS IN SEALED CABINS

USE

Vl
Vl

OXygen
Source

FOR CARBON
DIOXIDE REIDVAL

AS OXYGEN SOURCE

CO 2
Removal

Mechanism of
Release

wt. Compound
Per wt. Oxygen

Catalytic
Decomposition

2.1

wt. Compound Per
wt. CO? Removal

CHEMICAL COMPOUND

FORMULA.

Hydrogen Peroxide

¥2

U thium Hydroxide

UOH

X

1.09

Lithium Oxide

U 20

X

0.68

U thi um Perchlorate

UC104

X

Uthium Peroxide

U 202

X

U thium Superoxide

U02

X

Magnesium Perchlorate

Mg(C104)2

X

loBgnesium Superoxide

Mg04

X

Potassium Superoxide

~O4

X

Sodium Hydroxide

NaOH

Sodium Perchlorate

NaC104

X

Sodium Superaxide

Na°2

X

X

~gen

REMARKS

Thermal
Decomposition

1.66

X

Reaction with
~ or CO2

2.88

1.05

Not Commercially
Available

X

Reaction 'With
H~ or CO2

1.62

1.77

Not Prepared in
Pure Form

Thermal
Decomposition

1.74

X

Reaction with
~O or CO
2

1.84

2.01

X

Reaction 'With
~O or CO2

2.96

3.23

I

1.82

X

X

ThernR1
Decomposition

1.91

Reaction with
~O or CO
2

2.29

2.50

Not Commercially
Available

(1.)

AIl optimized lithium perchlorate candle consists
of the following ingredients in addition to
li thium perchlorate:

In practice the RQ of the hunan component may ve:ry
from 0.7 to 1.0, with 0.9 being considered about
normal 2. The RQ of the sodium superoxide system
according to equstion (1) is 0.67. Thus the
reaction may produce excess oxygen and in any
event, cannot be controlled to conform to the
actual requirements.

a. A fuel to supply the heat of decomposition
of the lithium perchlorate and to bring i t
to its decomposition temperature.
b. A material to mechanically support the
canposition when it is in a molten state.

Lithium peroxide reacts in the following way:
c. A catalyst to facilitate the decomposition
of the lithium perchlorate.

(2)

d. A material to prevent the occurrence of
toxic ingredients in the evolved oxygen.

This reaction corresponds to an RQ of 2.0. Thus
by the use of m:1xed oxides and superoxides in air
regeneration equipment it is possible to devise a
system which compensates for any RQ variation
between 0.67 and 2.0.

The amount of lithium perchlorate required to
produce 2.0 pounds of oxygen is 3.3 pounds. The
schematic of a one man-day candle is shown in
Figure 3. If the a"bnosphere is continuously
maintained by adding oxygen from a stored source,
provisions must be made for removing carbon
dioxide. The amount of the lat~r that must be
removed is about 2.25 Ib/man-day-'-.

One approach which suggests itself is to provide

two cann1sters for atmosphere regeneration. One
would contain an alkali superoxide such as sodium
superoxide, while the other would contain lithium
oxide or peroxide. The atmosphere flow is divided.
depending on the air composition. A schematic is
shown in Figure 4.

Various possibllities of CO 2 removal have been
considered. These may be classified broadly as
regenerative and non-regenerative. The regenerative class includes those systems where the carbon dioxide is adsorbed on molecular sieves that
are regenerated by heat and vacuum. It also
includes regenerable liquid absorbers such as
monoethanolamine.

c.

Table 2 presents a systems comparison between
several representative stored systems for a 3-man,
14-day mission in which each man consumes 2.0 lb.
of oxygen and produced 2.25 lb. of CO 2 per day.
This corresponds to an RQ of 0.82. The tabulat:lon
indicates the weights of chemicals required to
produce the required 84 lb. of oxygen and remove
the necessary 94.5 lb. of CO 2 ,

In the non-regenerative category, chemisorption,
freezing out, and diff'usion separation with
exhaust to space may be mentioned. A list of
selected chemicals that may be used to absorb
C02 is presented in Table 1.

The mixed oxide-superoxide system shows a
moderate superiority on a weight basis. The
actual advantage of the superoxide system is
believed to be greater because of its inherent
s:iJJIplicity and potentially high reliability. It
is fUrther pointed out that if lithium superoxide
could be used to replace sodium superoxide, the
weight of the superoxide would be 121 lb., or a
total weight of 168 lb. for the conditions
specified.

IJ. thium hydroxide is perhaps the most widely

used of the chemisorbers for submarine and
space applications. Its characteristics and
performance have be~n ~ treated in published
reports and papers 1,2,4 and will not be
considered fUrther.
~gnesium oxide has ren studied by the Naval
Research laboratory ,but results showed that
the material absorbed too slowly for practical
use. Nevertheless this material may be worthy
of fUrther investigation in view of the wide
divergence in reactivity of magnesium oxide
depending on method of preparation and
subsequent treatment.

(2)

Campara ti ve Weights of Chemical Storage
Atmosphere Control Systems

2.

Regenerative Atmosphere Control Systems

Many methods have been considered for the provision of breathing oxygen by the regeneration of
metabolic products such as water vapor and C02.
These methods include the thermal decomposition
of water and CO , photoly~is and radiolysis of
2
water, electrolysis of carbonates and aqueous
solutions, the chemical reduction of CO 2 with
H2 followed by electrolysis, and the biological
regeneration of oxygen from CO 2 by photosynthesiS.

Combined 02 Generation and C02 Removal
wi th Stored Chemicals

The alkali metal peroxides and superoxides are
of particular interest because of their dual
role of removing CO 2 and supplying oxygen. The
lithium superoxide, theoretically of great
interest, has not been prepared in the pure
state in any quantity. It is expected that
work in this area will be intensified. Sodium
superoxide is also a most desirable chemical
for a"bnosphere control in sealed cabins. This
material,readily prepared from sodium peroxide 5 ,
reacts with CO 2 to produce oxygen and sodium
carbonate:

Because of the possibility of relatively low
weights, volumes ,and power requirements of chemical reduction and electrolytic systems, and
because of the potential and advantages afforded
by the integration of the photosynthetic method
into a completely closed ecological system, these
latter systems have received considerable attention.
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TABU: 2

STORED ATMOSPHERE COmROL SYSTEM:3
WEIGlfr REQUIREME:NTS FOR 1.4-DA.Y, 3-MAl'l MISSlOR

Na0

LiCI04 -LiOR

2

- Li 0 2
2

Cryogenic 02 - LiOR

Pressurized 02 (7000 psia) - LiOR

LiOH

LiOR

\J1
--J

Na0 2

LiOR

103 lb.

Li 2 02

ZT 1.b.

°2

84 lb.

°2

structure

20 1.b.

Structure

90 1.b.

Structure

150 lb.

Total. Weight

331 lb.

Total Weight

l

1.03 lb.

140 lb.

Structure

I

1.03 1.b.

LiCI04

25 lb.
268 lb.

Total. Weight

1.71 1.b.

21.8 1.b.

Total. Weight

277 1.b.

84 lb.

upon vehicle requirements. These values, however,
do indicate relative weights, powers, and volumes
required to provide the gaseous environment for
manned space cabins. It is evident from Table 4
that certain systems offer certain weight, volume,
and power ~dvantagesj for example, the hydrogen
reduction system and the LiOH system. Hmrever,
if one considers operating temperatures and hazards, other systems (such as the photosynthetic
system) may offer advantages ~hich offset the
weight, volume, and power advantages of the
hydrogen reduction or LiOH system. Both the
C02-~ electrolytic and the photosynthetic systems
have teen more than adequately described in previous publications. Brief descriptions are
included in the follo~ng for convenience in
(1) presenting the present state of development,
and (2) describing experimentation necessary to
insure availability of such systems for future
mission requirements.

Table 3 presents representative equations for
these systems j Table 4 presents volumes, power
and weight requirements exclusive of powerplant
weights.
The material presented in Table 4 should not be
considered as absolute for all suggested missions
since different values can be obtained depending

TABLE 3

PROMISING 02 REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS

1.

Biological

A.

Algae photosynthetic method
C02 + ~O + algae + light energy --- 02

TABLE 4

+ cellular material (C ~o) + ~O
B.

TOTAL WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWER REQUIREMENTS PER MAN FOR VARIOUS GASEOUS

Microbial-Electrolysis

REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS

CO 2 +2~ (H?) +hydrogen bacteria - cellular material (CH20) + H20
Electrolysis_
2 H_O
.-~ - - - - - - " - - i...
_2 E2 +02
2.

Anodic generation of 02 by electrolysis
of LiOH

..

Elec. Illum.

255

6.15

5·5

Solar Collector

227

9.45 a

1.7

b

IN

.35

LiOH

275

0.7

1.4

NaOH

340

0.9

7.68

75

1.3

0.36

CO 2 - ~

Generation of 02 by electrolysis of NSOH
4 NaOH Electrolysis" 4 Na + 202 + 2

Power,

Microbial-Electrolysis 110-130 ""2.2-2.4

2 LiE + CO _ _ 2 LiOH + C
2
2 LiOH Electrolysis 2 LiE + 02
B.

Volume
ft3

Photosynthetic

Electrolytic

A.

Weight
lb

H_

.-~

4 Na+C0 - - 2 Na 20+C
2

C.

2 N~O + 2 ~0--4 NaOH

a

2 ~ + 2 02 - - - - 2 ~O + 02

bElectrical power required for cooling not included

Folded collector volume

Hydrogen reduction of CO 2 and 02
generation by electrolysis of ~ater

a.

2 H_O Electrolysis
-~

Regeneration of 02 from CO2 by
Hydrogen Reduction and Electrolysis

This chemical system generates oxygen in a closed
environment by the reduction of C02 ~ith H2 to
produce solid carbon and ~ter. The ~ter is decomposed by electrolysiS to produce hydrogen and
breathing oxygen. A system design presently
under investigation is shown in Figure 5.

~

shown in the illustration, the oxygen regenerator consists of essentially three individual,
yet functionally interdependent, components:

Ai;
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1.

Chemical reactor for CO 2 reduction
with H2; produces H20 and carbon.

2.

Components for H20 transfer from
reactor into the electrolytic cell.

3.

~O electrolytic cell for generation
of H2 and 02'

5.

Each of these three basic components must function so as to provide an operation that satisfies
equilibrium conditions between the CO2 supplied
to the generators and the 02 generateu in the
electrolytic cell.
The system shown in Figure 5 incorporates the
following major provisions:
a.

Continuous carbon removal by a
rotating catalytic wire mesh belt.

b.

Continuous water transfer from the
reactor section into the electrolytiC
cell via porous membranes(water cooled).

c.

Hollow electrodes of porous material
for removal of gases from the
electrolytic cell into the gas phase.

In a system being studied at the Tapco Division
of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, double porosity
metal electrodes and ion exchange membranes are
utilized for the generation of gases in the gas
phase, thus avoiding the gas-liquid separation
operation. This is accomplished by the use of
a double porosity electrode system with fine
pores on the liquid side and coarse pores on the
gas side.

Low liquid flow rates

3.

High current densities

4.

High electrical and thermodynamic
efficiencies

Regeneration of 02 from C02
by Photosynthetic Methods

For each mole of 02 utilized by man, about
0 .8 5 moles of C02 are expelled. The ratio of
C02 intake by algae to 02 output can be regulated
to lie between about 0.7 to 0.9 by appropriate
choice of nutrients. If this ratio is set to
0.85 then a balance can be set between the algae
and all the 02 output of the algae available to
man . A sche~~tic representation of such a gas
exchange system which "ould provide 02 and
remove C02 photosynthetically in a manned vehicle
is presented in Figure 8.
In the system presented in Figure 8 , algae in an
aqueous medium i s pumped from a central reservoir
through a light system in which CO 2 is assimilated by the algae and 02 produced. The temperature of the algae culture is controlled by
circulating coolant through coils in the lighting
system. The algae is subsequently mixed with
Co2 -enriched air from the cabin. The gas-algae
mixture is then transported to a gas-liquid
separator where 02-enriched gas is separated from
the algae culture. The algae culture is returned
to the central reservoir and the enriched gas
saturated with water vapor is circulated through
an air-conditioning system to the cabin.
Hater vapor condensed in the air conditioner may
be used for drinking. In addition to providing
drinking water, the air conditioner also purifies
and regulates the temperature of the gas. The
reject heat from the conditioner and the reject
heat from the light system cooler is upgraded in
temperature and emitted by radiation.

In S1.lJJllllary, it may be stated that an electrolytic
cell for space operation should have the following features:

2.

Continued research is being conducted on the
critical components of this system, namely,
(1) the choice of appropriate catalysts for
the chemical reactor utilized in the chemical
reduction of C02 with hydrogen, (2) heat and
water transfer from the reactor into the electrolytic cell, and (3) gas phase electrolytic
systems. However, in order to critically evaluate the feasibility of this system as an atmosphere control device in sustained reduced gravity
environments, zero-gravity experimentation must
be conducted. Figure 6 shows the required
parameters which must be evaluated under zerogravity conditions. Figure 7 shows a 0.1 man
system integrated into a scientific passenger
pod for zero-gravity testing. Since there are
many missions in which the H2-C02 system. shows
maximum application, continued work must be
carried on to insure the availability of this
atmospheric control device for those missions.

Certain plants and micro-or ganisms, utilizing
C02 and other chemical nutrients, produce 02
by photosynthesis .

One of the critical components in the H2-C02
reduction system is the electrolytic cell. Since
this component utilizes the majority of the
electrical power required by the system,continued
efforts are being made to insure high efficiency
electrolysis. In conventional electrochemical
systems, gases are generated in the gas -liquid
interface; however, in zero-gravity operation,
provisions must be made for the circulation of
both gases and electrolyte, the separation of
the gases from the electrolyte, and the return
of the electrolyte to the cell.

No rotating components

- - -- - - - - - - - - - -

No gas-liquid separation problems.

b.

The actual performance of the oxygen regenerator
shown in Figure 5 is governed primarily by the
chemical constants such as the thermodynamiC
equilibrium, the chemical kinetics and the
catalytic activity of the materials participating
in the process of C02 reduction, the materials
regulating the water transfer into the electrolyte,and electrolysis rates.

1.

- -' , -- - --- - -

To maintain the desired algae concentration, a
portion of the algae mixture is pumped from the
central reservoir through a separator. The
medium is returned to the reservoir and the
harvested algae are either removed to waste
storage or reprocessed into nutrients. Nutrients
are also provided from a stored nutrient tank
which contains necessary chemicals to maintain
the nutritional balance of the algae.
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The majority of the energy required by the photosynthetic gas exchange system is light energy. To
increase the efficiency of such a device, particular attention must be given to the geometry of
the illumination system, and the method of providing light of required wave lengths. Of special
importance is the selection of an illumination
system which integrates with mission and vehicle
requirements.
Two possible lighting systems suggest themselves;
one utilizes fluorescent lamps, the other uses a
solar collector. In the solar collector illuminator, the algae media is illuminated as it passes
through a flat duct placed at the focal plane of
a semi-circular cylindrical solar collector.
Figure 9 presents a system, currently under investigation, which uses fluorescent lamps. As
indicated in Table 4, both fluorescent lights and
solar collectors are comparable methods of supplying light energy from a 'Weight standpoint, but
fluorescent illumination is somewhat more favorable from a volume viewpoint.

PART II
THE CONTROL OF THE THERMAL AND
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT IN LUNAR
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A.

The life support system for lunar exploration
must provide an eavironment for t he astronaut
conducive to the highest level of human performance. Since most of his physical functions as
an explorer could be fulfilled by an unmanned
probe, the astronaut will be of value primarily
in the roles of observa tion and decision-making.
These higher-order functions of the astronaut's
capabilities require optimum comfort. In order
to achieve an optimum comfort system, the des i gn
of the lunar life support system must be ba sed
upon a knowledge of the lunar eavironment, the
objectives of the exploratory mis sion, and the
physiological requirements of the astronaut.
B.

In any stUdies aimed at determining the optimum
manner of providing illumination for a specific
mission and vehicle system, one must take into
careful consideration the feasibility of integrating the illumination devices into the vehicle
comple~.
In order to provide the gaseous requirements for one man, the lower volume fluorescent
illumination device requires on the order of 4 kw
if one considers a 20~ efficient photosynthetic
system illuminated by means of 20% efficient
fluorescent tubes. However, approximately 3.2 kw
heat must be rejected from the photosynthetic
system at relatively low temperatures. Solar
illuminated devices,on the other hand, require
electrical power only for associated components
(such as pumps), and heat may be rejected by
radiation to space from the backside of required
solar collecting surfaces. Choice of this latter
type illumination is determined in part by the
availability of larger volumes and surfaces.
The photosynthetic systems offer great promise
as complete environmental control systems for
missions requiring an excess of 150 pounds of
oxygen. Their major drawback however, consists
in the large power requirements and the associated
weight penal ties of long-time power systems. The
biological systems which should be further investigated are those employing the reduction of
metabolic carbon dioxide with hydrogen, utilizing
hydrogen-fixing bacteria. Water formed as a result of microbial action is subsequently electrolyzed to breathing oxygen and hydrogen.
This system requires further investigation into
methods for matChing systems RQ to the human RQ.
The advantage of the hydrogen-fixing biological
system is its lack of a requirement for light.
Because illumination of microbial systems requires
large surfaces and associated volumes, the photosynthetic system may be restricted to large fixed
installations with large power stations or large
solar collector volumes.
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Introduction

Factors in the Design of Life
Support Systems for Lunar
Exploration

As shown in Table 5, the lunar environment is
extremely hostile to human life, and exhibits
many factors peculiar to itself which must be
considered in the determination of design requirements for lunar landing life support systems.
Figure 10 shows the temperature variation on the
lunar surface from the subsolar point to the limb.
Shown in Figure 11 are the changes of surface
temperature near the limb, during a lunar eclipse.
In 3-3/4 hours, the temperature may drop from
l56~ to -186~; since lunar night is 13 earth
days long, it is believed that the temperature
on the dark side must approach absolute zero
prior to lunar sunrise. 10
In order to provide an optimum thermal eavironment for the astronaut in the environment of the
moon, in any design analysis, attention must be
directed toward elucidation of those factors
affecting man's thermal requirements on the lunar
surface. These factors may include: (1) reduced
gravity; (2) rates of change of temperature;
(3) pressure level, atmospheric composition,
level of contaminants, atmospheric temperature,
humidity, and air motion, and mean radiant
temperature of protective garment; and (4) intensity of transmitted solar radiation through
transparent portions of the life support system
and subsequent heating effects on the astronaut's
body.

In order to utilize optimum design criteria, it
is necessary to consider the mechanism of thermal
regulation in the human body. For example, up
until recently, it was hypotheSized that heat
loss or production was in! t:la ted in response to
skin temperature. In 1961, Benzinger shed new
light on the mechanism of thermal regulation in
the htmJan. 11 ,12 Neurosurgical evidence led him
to believe that the temperature-regulating centers are located in the brain. By use of the
gradient calorimeter (for measurement of heat
loss), respiratory gas analysis equipment (for
measurement of heat production), and skin and
cranial thermometry (for measurement of the
stimulus), a unique experimental approach was
developed which verified his hypothesis. He

l
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TABLE

5

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS 8F THE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
Factor

0'

Value

Comnen ts

l.

Mean distanc e from earth

2.

~JE!an

3.

Rotatio nal period

27.322 rean solar days

4.

Intens ity of solar radiati on

442.2 Btu/hr -ft 2

5.

Albedo

0.01

6.

Radiat ion

1.

Gravity at surface

5.32 ft!sec 2

8.

Atmosp heric pressur e

10- 13 terres trial atmosp here

9.

He ight range of topogr aphica l
feature s

0-

diamet er

238 , 8 51 miles
2,160 miles

6
Indica tes dark colore d, dust covered surface .

?

Very little inform ation on magnitu de and type of radiati
on at
lunar surface .

Very nearly that in deep space. Moon may serve as
excelle nt
locatio n for high-va cuum experi rentati on. 6,1

+30,000 ft to -11,000 ft 1

10.

Surface texture

11.

Bearing proper ties of surface

12.

Surface temper ature

213~ to _460 oF 10

13.

Sub-su rface temper ature

< 320 F 5-10 cm below surface

Non-un iform; dust-co vered

?

Unknow n, but will be under intensi ve investi gation
in or~r to
define engine ering require ments of Apollo landing gear.

_220 F c. one reter below surface

= 10- 12

14.

Meteor flux

¢

15.

Penetr ating flux for aluminu m

'P = 5.2°'10 -12

m- lO / 9

pOlarizat~on curves of moonli ght are
typica l of powder y opague
surface .
Radar signals of 10 em wavele ngth indicat e partic le
size in micron to millir eter range. Variat ion of temper
ature
during lunar eclipse i~dicates therma l proper ties of
a powder y
materi al in a vacuum .
Non-un iform distrib ution due to hyperveloci ty reteor i tes impacti ng on surface and accele
rating much
of dust layer to escape veloci ty. 8

9

t- IO / 3

From long-w ave, infra-r ed analys is. 8
May be too 10w. 1

¢ = meteor flux (numbe r of particl es /met2 -sec)
m = particl e mass (gms)
Same flux as incide nt to earth atmosp here.
Tftis relatio nship verifie d by earth satell ite instrum
entatio n.

vl O/9 9

'I = penetr ating flux (penetr ations /met 2 -sec)
= thickne ss of thin sheet (cm)
= impact veloci ty (km/sec )

t
v

TABLE

found that evaporative heat loss is nearly proportional to the increase in cranial temperature above
a 37.110 C set point, and increases to four times
the resting heat loss for an increase in cranial
temperature of only O. 50 C. These findings are
shown in Figure 12. In addition, it has been
demonstrated that the relation between cranial temperature and sweat rate is independent of work rate
and skin temperature; thus it may be concluded that
a unique relationship exists between cranial
temperature and the powerful heat loss mechanism
of sweating. This finding should be explored further in order to ascertain the feasibility of
incorporating sensors in the thermal helmet portion
for control of the sealed capsule's regulation
system. In addition, further work in this area
is required in order to define the required state,
flow rate, and distribution of gaseous atmosphere
over each segment of the body in protective garments under reduced pressures and gravity.

6

HEAT EXCHANGE PARTITION,

TfF db
Partition

=

Heat Loss,Btu/hr

'fa of Total

Radiation

40.8

Convection

21. 7

Evaporation

150

400

37.5

roo:o

In a terrestrial environment (with natural convection) at an ambient temperature of 7~, the
average oody surface temperature is 8.-,oF .17 In a
reduced gravity sealed enviromnent, with air at
14.7 psia and forced convection with a velocIty
of 10 ft/min., the ambient air temperature should
be 750p in order to provide a body surface temperature of 870F.

In the design of lunar life support systems, attention should be given to matching work loads to
system requirements. For sedentary individuals,
the optimum environmental conditions have heen
thoroughly investigated. However, the required
thenaal condit ions for working individuals in
reduced pressure atmospheres and reduced gravity
conditions are not so well defined. It has been
f ound that in the terrestrial environment, the
required temperature for a wor k rate corresponding
to a metabolic rate of 850 btu/ hr (approximately
equivalent to walking at 2- ~ miles per hOur) is
690 F at an RH of 50 percent. 1 3 The radiation and
convection l oss will total 425 btu/hr, and evaporative heat loss will also be 425 btU/hr. Continued
theoretical and experimental work must be conducted
however, to determine relative effects under conditions simulating the life support system in the
lunar environment.

With an oxygen environment at 5 psis and forced
convection with a velocity of 10 it/min., the
amOient temperature should be 73Op. Although the
required amoient gas temperature is not appreciably changed, the proportion of radiation to
convection is appreciably altered. In the case
of the terrestrial environment, a decrease in
mean radiant temperature of lOp can be compensated
for by an increase in air temperature of O. 5Op.
In the case of air at 14.7 psia and a reduced
gravity environment, a decrease in mean radiant
temperature of l Op is compensated for by an increase in air temperature of 3.4Op. For oxygen
at 5 psia, the ratio is 10F mean radiant temperature change to 5.8Op air temperature change.

Another factor of prime importance in the design of
a thermal environment for lunar spacecraft is the
mean r adiant temperature. As shown in Table 6,
radiation exchange is the larger fraction of human
heat loss. Since in reduced gravity and pressures,
convective heat l oss is reduced* , thermal regulation oy control of radiant interchange becomes
ext remely important.

Huch 1vork remains to oe done in the design of
optimum thermal control instrumentation for lunar
life support systems. Obviously, the extrapolation of suojective comfort evaluations (as well
as objective phys iological data) from terrestrial

v
The free convection ~eat transfer coefficient for the human oody takes the form:
h = C . L (HGr • NPr ) "4 where: h., free convection heat transfer coefficientj C = a constantj
k = thermal conductivity of gaseous atmospherej L = a characteristic length = 1 ft. for a man in
an air atmosphere; NGr = Grashof number j and NPr = Prandtl number.

Assuming an air pressure of 5 psia in the lunar life support system, the ratio of heat transfer coefficient on the ooon as compared to the terrestrial environment is obtained from the definition of
Grashof number and the variables of interest: hm
Pm2 ) 1/4

=(gm .

he
where:
psia.

g: gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2 j e

Thus, hm/he

~ ,:(1/ 6g g . 15
~) f. ~

Se

p/

= earthj

m : moonj and p

= pressure

of atmosphere,

0.49

2

It is t her ef or e apparent that an appreciable amount of natural convection may occur in the lunar life
support system; however, it should be recognized that inertial forces on the gas mass induced by the
motion of t he system as well as by the gas flow and distribution system will cause forced convection
heat transfer to predominate .
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environments to the environment of the life support
system on the lunar surface, thrOU&l heat transfer
~~alysis alone, is open to criticism.
Additional
partitional calorimetrJ studies are needed to define
the effects of gas composition, pressure,nDd motion
on objective as well as subjective physiological
reactions • Although a great deal of fundamental
information is lacking, preliminary analyses of
requirements for lunar environmental control systems should be conducted in order to ascertain
critical problem areas. Such an analysis is presented in the following section.
C.

Analysis of Requirements for
Lunar Environmental Control
Systems

A preliminary analysis of the lunar environment,
the physiological requirements for sustaining man
in this environment, and the mission objective for
lunar exploration indicate that the lunar life
support system must be a mobile capsule - suit
combination. The requirements for this life support
system are shown schematically in Figure 13. In
order to determine the types of instrumentation
and equipment which would meet the requirements of
the lunar life support system in an optiJllUlll manner,
preliminary engineering analyses of expected loads,
and of methods for protecting the human component
from these loads, must be conducted.
1.

Se aled Cabin Atmosphere Selection

Several atmospheric compositions have been considered for space vehicle environment, such as ~~
oxygen-nitrogen mixture at a total pressure of
11 . 0 psia, oxygen-helium at 6 . 5 psia, oxygen at
11 . 0 psia, oxygen at 5. 0 psia, and oxygen- neon at
11 . 0 psia. 14 The physiologically acceptable partial pressure range of oxygen in the atmosphere is
limited by a decrease in human performance belo;'
a pressure of 1 . 64 psia, and by the toxic effects
of br e athine pure oxygen at a pressure above 8 .2
psia. To reduce the hazard of decompression sickness under conditions of slow cabin leakage, a
pressure of 3 . 5 psia is desirable . 15 Tae inert
component of the atmosphere is selected to minimize fire hazard, blower power requirements, and
vocal pitch change, and to maxindze heat transport
properties.

Super-insulation is considered due to its many
advantages in the lunar environment. These advantages include:
1.

Extremely low transmittance

2.

Light weight

3.

No need to evacuate the insulation
in the lunar environment

4.

Ease of application of selective
metal coatings

5.

May serve as shield to protect
against meteorite puncture.

The primary disadvantage of super-insulation,
however, is its fragility ~~d lack of flexibility .
Approximately 1/4 inch thickness will be required,
and this ~hickness may comprise 10 to 20 layers
of foil.l
It is desirable to select a surface
for the system that will provide minimum absorption of solar and infra-red radiation. A silver
coating, for exa~le, inll provide this function,
due to its 10,/ solar a nd infra-red absorptivities,
0 . 07 and 0 . 02 respectively.
Tne thermal load transmitted to the interior of
the lunar l ife support system is the net sum of
the load components:
~ystem : ~olar + ~lbedo

-

*"

~hermal-lunar

~po.ce

The heat transferred through the insulation surrounding the system is:
~ystem

It may be assumed that the volume of the lunar
life support system is small, and as a consequence
the decompression time in the event of meteor
puncture would be small, regardless of the initial
pressure. Thus, rapid decompression could best be
prevented by a self-sealing layer and an atmospheric gas supply sufficient to maintain pressure
until a return to the operational base. In order
to minimize leakage and insure flexibility of any
movable portions of the system, a total pressure
in the range 5 to 10 psia is desirable.

= U As (Ts - Te)
0 .02 • 25 . 4 (Ts - 537)
0.508 (Ts - 537)

where:

u = transmittance of insulation,
0.02 Btu/hr-ft2

As = system

An optimum system may incorporate a nec k seal which
permits ventilation of the helmet portion with 5.0
psia oxygen, and the ventilation of the balance of
the system with low-pressure nitrogen.
2.

addition, solar radiation reaches the lunar surface unattenuatedj thus both direct solar and
reflected solar radiation are incident upon the
life support system. In the following paragraphs,
a brief analysis is presented on the thermal loads
transmitted to a lunar life support system assumed
to have an area 1. 3 times the area of the lruman
component and insulated by means of super-insulation.

area

= 19 . 5

x 1.3

= 25.4

ft2

Ts = temperature of system exposed to
lunar environment, OR
Te

= environmental temperature
system = 77°F = 53 ~R

within

Thermal Shielding from Lunar Environment
The solar radiation absorbed by the system is:

The temperature of the lunar surface varies from a
high of 273~ at the subsolar point to perhaps as
low as -460~ before lunar sunrise. Consequently,
it is necessaI"'J to minimize thermal interchange
with the lunar surface insofar as possible . In

~olar

= Is Aps o(s

= 442.2
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• 3' 0 .07

= 92.9

where:
Is

And,

= solar intensitY20n lunar surface,
442.2 btu/hr-ft

0 .508 (Ts - 537) - 115 + 0.035 (

- irradiated area of system,
assume 3 ft2
O(s

(l~

)4 -

4

T

0 .105

~

)

- solar absorptivity, 0 . 07
on the sun side at the sub-solar point.

The albedo absorbed by the system is :
These relationships are plotted in Figure 14, from
which it is seen that the maximum heat gained by
the life support system at the sub-solar point is
50 btu/hr with the outside surface temperature of
the system reaching 175'7. On the shade side of
the moon, the heat loss is 45 btu/hr with the
surface temperature dropping to -lOOp.

<ia.l bedo = a Is ex s Ars Frs _m

= 0 . 07
= 22

. 442.2 • 0.07 • 20.3 • 0.5

btu/hr

where:
a

= moon

Since shading devices can be provided to minimize
heat gains from the transmission, and ultimate
absorption, of solar radiation passing through
transparent sections of the system at as low a
value as desired, this load source is purposely
neglected.

albedo = 0.07

surface area of astronaut x (sys tem
area/surface area) x (radiating
area/system area)

= 19.5

• 1.3 • 0. 8

= 120 . 3

sq. ft .

3.

9

= view

factor (system surface to
lunar surface) = 0 . 5

Bjork gives the fol l owing relationship between
penetrating flux, sensitive area, and time of
exposure for a 0 . 99 probability of no puncture in
the sensitive area,

The thermal interchange between the system and the
lunar surface is:

exp ( -

If A 7"') :

0 .99

where:

qthermal-lunar. 0"' Ars Frs -m o<.t
. (Tm4 - Ts 4)

= 0 .173

Meteor Shielding

A :: sensitive area, meters 2

• 20.3 • 0 . 5 • 0 . 02

1": time of exposure, seconds

'1f = penetrating

flux

Combining the relationship for penetrating flux
with the above yields the required aluminum thickness to protect with a 0.99 probability of no
puncture.

t

where:

() =
OCt

= 1. 9

• 10- 3

v l / 3 • (A 1") 3/10

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

= thermal

absorptivity

The above expression for t is plotted against A
in Figure 15 for the appropriate meteor velocities.

= 0.02

Tm = temperature of lunar surface, oR

For a life support system with a sensitive area of
1.90 sq. meters, in a six-hour mission
Al'

The thermal radiation t o space is:
4
~ = 0- Ars OC t Ts

=

0 . 173 • 20.3 • 0 . 02

=

0.0703

(~ ) 4

= 1.90

and 10glO A1"

(~)4

• 6 • 3600

= 40,800

= 4.61

and consequently,from Figure 15, the required armor
must be 0 .1 cm or 0.039 in. thick.

100

Multiple foils of thermal insulation will serve
the dual purpose of insulation and meteorite
shielding. Due to particle break-up with multiple
shields, it has been demonstrated that materi ally
less total shield thickness may be required than
the single 0.039 in. shield calculated above.

100
Summing the above equations provides

on the shade side of the moon .
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4.

might be placed in good thermal contact with the
lunar surface in the cleared area when the life
support system is stationary. During this period
the water would freeze. During mobile operations,
the bag would be retracted, and the heat generated
in the life support system would be rejected to it
by suitable means.

Atmospheric Temperature and Humidity Control

The individual in the lunar life support system
might induce a sensible load of 425 btu/hr and a
latent load of the same magnitude during maximum
work. For optimum comfort, the cabin atmosphere
and mean radiant temperature should be 65 0 F . An
atmospheric relative humidity of 50 percent is
desirable.

TABLE 7

The total maximum sensible load on the cooling
s ystem will be the sum of the conduction load
through transparent sections of the system, person
load, and equipment load. The aggregate of these
loads is 500 btu per hour. Assuming no moisture
sources in the system other than the man, the
maximum latent load is 425 btu per hour. The total
cooling load is thus 925 btu per hour.
The high temperature on the sun side of the lunar
surface precludes the direct rejection of the
sensible load to the lunar environment; therefore
some form of refrigeration must be provided.

SYSTEM SPECIFICA'::'IONS
Vapor
Cycle
EvaporaRefrig- tive
eration Cooling

Heat Transfer
to Lunar
Sub-Layers

Minimum heat exchanger surface
temperature, OF

40

40

40

Refrigerant
temperature ,oF

30

30

30

200

Methods which suggest themselves include:
1.

Vapor cycle refrigeration

Radiator
temperature, OF

2.

Evaporative cooling

COP

1.56

Compressor
power, HP

0.2

3. Regenerative ice refrigeration
Schematics of these three systems are shown in
Figure 16. System specifications are found in
Table 7.

Blower power,HP
Battery requirement for 6-hour
mission, w-hr

A psychrometric analysis of the atmos phereconditioning process discloses that the heat
exchangerosurface temperature should be approximately 40 F in oreer to remove the required
amount of sensible and latent heat.

Radiator area,ft
Fixed weight,lb.

The vapor cJ'cle system
for heat rejection. A
ature provides a small
efficiency and a large
compressor. Thus, the
optimized.

0.02

requires a space radiator
high radiator inlet temperradiator area, a low cycle
power supply for the
system weight must be

The optimum mounting position of a radiator with
selective surface coating would be on the top of
the lunar life support system. The equivalent
space temperature, assuming the worst condition
( normally i ncident solar radiationJ, for this
radiator would be approximately 86 F . Equivale nt
space temperature for a side-mounted radiator
would be higher, due to the fact that the unit
would "see" the high-temperature lunar surface.

As noted earlier, it has been postulated that the
temperature a few centi meters under t he lunar
surface is below the freezing point of water.
Assumi ng that the dust layer can be removed from
underneath the lunar life support system by jet
blast or other means, a low tempero.ture heat sink
would be available. A flexible bag enclosing a
substance of large heat-of-fusion such as water

2

90

0 . 02
90

17
12

2

Weight determined
32
by 6-hour mission,lb

10

2

Total wt., 6-hour
mission

12

20

*

If dehumidifico.tion by adsorhent bed or absorbent
spray is used, the surface temperature of the
heat ~xchanger can be naterially higher and the
coefficient of performance of the refrigeration
system can correspondingly be raised. Such systems
require high temperature reactivation, however,
and water reclamation is awkward.

1014

0.02

44

Assuming regeneration every 2 hours.

System weights as a function of mission length are
shmm in Figure 17. For the vapor refrigeration
cycle, the fixed weight items are the compressor,
radiator, heat exchanger, fan, and expansion valve.
The battery weight depends upon mission time. In
the Imter boil-off system, fixed weight items are
the heat exchanger and fan. Battery weight and
initial water inventory depend upon mission time.
The fixed weight items in the regenerative ice
refrigeration system are the heat exchanger, fan,
pump, and ice inventory . It is assumed that
regeneration is provided every two hours. Battery
weight depends upon mission time.
The secondary batteries of all three systems are
rechargeable at the operational base (or vehicle).
No working media are expended in the vapor-cycle
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TABLE

8

CHARACTERISTICS OF A LUNAR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

Suit-Capsule Combination

Form
Thermal shielding

Aluminum foil super-insulation,
t inch thickness witb silver
coating on outside.

Meteor shielding

For 0.99 probability of no puncture
in six-hour mission, 0.039 inch
aluminum sheet required. May be
integrated with thermal shield.

Atmospbere

In Helret
Composition

O2

Pressure

3.5 psia minimum
5.0 psia recommended

Regeneration

Passive mixed superoxide chemical

At Rest

Optimum state of atmosphere

Sensible
Conduction from lunar
environment

50 gain on sun side a
b
45 loss on shade side

Person load

425

Misc. load

25

Total max. sensible

500

Total max. cooling load
Probable heat sink

Hater boil-off

MobiHty provided by

Jet propulsion or land contact

= 175°F

Outer surface temperature

b.

Outer surface temperature = -10°F

5.0 psia
Dehumidification and
cooling by heatexchanger

Working

Cooling load: BtU/hr

a.

In Capsule

66

Latent

425

500
925

or regenerative ice refrigeration systems. In the
water boil-off system, water is lost; however,
excess water produced by the power and atmosphere
control systems in the mother vehicle can be used
for this supply. In conclusion, water boil-off
shows desirable weight and systems features for
thermal control of lunar life support systems for
mission times of at least 6 hours.
D.

4.

Miller, R.R., and V.R. Piatt (editors),
"The Present Status of Chemical Research in
Atmosphere Purification and Control on NuclearPowered Submarines", Naval Research laboratory
Report 5465, p. 119.

5.

Stephanou, S . E., W.R. Schecter, W.J. Argersinger, and J acob Kleinberg , "The Absorption
of Oxygen by Na202: Preparation and Magnetic
Properties of Sodium Superoxide", Journal
Am. Chern. Soc., II, 1819, May 1949.

6.

Ballinger, J.C., J.C. Elizalde, and E.H.
Christensen, "Thermal Environment of Interplanetary Space", 8AE Paper 344B, 1961.

7.

Campbell, Paul A., "Research Programs - IIi
The illnar Colony", Lectures in Aerospace
Hedicine, School of Aviation Medicine, USAF
Aerospace Medical Center (ATe), Brooks AFB,
Texas, January 1960.

8.

Shoemaker, Eugene M., "Exploration of the
Moon's Surface", American Scientist, 50, 1,
March 1962.
-

Characteristics of a
Mobile Lunar Life
Support System

In summary, it may be stated that tre results of
a preliminary analysis of a lunar life support
system indicate that the system must be of a
capsule-suit combination. Due to the texture and
topographic features of the lunar surface, it may
be desirable to propel the life support system by
both jet and land contact, as required by the
mission objectives. Mobility can be provided by
jet propulsion in order to explore topographical
features of considerable height range or areas
remote to the operational base. Provision for
over-land propulsion would be desirable in order
to allow vernier control of position for close
inspection and minimum disruption of surface detail.
From reliability conSiderations, it would be desirable to provide means of propelling the system by
muscle power in the event of component or subsystem
failure. The outer surface of the system may be
lined with a metallic foil, serving both as a
vacuum super-insulation and meteoroid shield.
In order to minimize leakage and rigidity of flexible parts, a low-pressure atmosphere should be
selected. The optimum system may incorporate a
neck seal to permit ventilation of the helmet portion with 5.0 psia oxygen, and ventilation of the
balance of the system with low-pressure nitrogen.
The environmental temperature should be adjusted
automatically over the range of 73~ to 65 0 F. The
adjustment of the optimum temperature would preferably be controlled by work rate. Manual overrides should be provided. Controlled water removal should result in an ambient humidity at a
value near 50 percent. Cooling by water boil-off
and the control of breathing by a passive mixed
superoxide chemical reactor appear promising as
thermal and atmosphere control techniques for
missions up to 6 hours in duration.
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ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
John L. Mason
Chief Engine er
AiRese arch Mfg. Co.
WII 1 i am L. Bu r r Iss
Staff Engine er
AiRese arch Mfg. Co .
2. The quant it i es of wate r requ i red for life
support are larger than require d quanti ties of any
other constit uent.

Abst ract
Atmosp here control s for advance d manned space
vehicle s will in some cases require techniq ues
differe nt from those selecte d as optimum for the
Mercury environ mental control system ( ECS ) . Water
conserv ation wil I be rigorou s for vehicle s which
use a solar or nuclear auxilia ry power unit ( APU ) .
Fo r mission s longer than a few hundred hours, CO 2
wil I be removed in a regener able process . Severa l
promisi ng regener able CO 2 removal systems are
present ed , inc Iud i ng freeze- out.

3. Water management is functio nally interre lated
to several other elemen ts of environ mental contro l,
such as energy -balanc e comfort in terms of
atmosph ere humidit y control } and CO 2 remova l.
Table I shows a t ypical human materia l
balance } as estimat ed for a space mission of
several days or longer. As shown by the footnot es
to the table, the numbers contain varying degrees
of arbitra riness; howeve r, they should be quite
adequa te for purpose s of system parame tric analysi s
and evalua tion.

Regene ration of oxygen from C02 is discuss ed
as the next step in atmosph ere control advance ment.
Test work on CO 2 hydrog enation by the Sabatie r
process is cited. The recommended makeup of ECS
elemen ts is present ed as a functio n of mission
duratio n.

Table II Is made up of the water entries
from Table 1. The listing shows a total of water
produce d of 12.25 lb/ man day, compare d with a total
consum ption of I 1.0 lb/ man day. The excess of 1.25
lb represe nts approx imately 1.0 Ib metabol ic water
( formed by oxidat i on of hydroge n in food ) and 0.25
lb of water present as H20 in the food supply.
( The 0. 25 Ib of water in the food supply represents a free source of water as long as stored
food is carried . Mission s for which food Is
reproce ssed are beyond the scope of this paper. )

Introdu cti on
Envl ronment al cont rol systems ( ECS ) i ncl ude
at least the followi ng functio nal elemen ts:
I . Thermal management
2. Water management

Given the objecti ve of closing the water
loop to the extent of providi ng all the drinkin g}
cooking and wash water needed, the favorab le
margin of 1.25 lb/man day is narrow enough to pose
a challen ging problem to the vehicle and ECS
designe rs. They must not only design efficie nt
water recover y equipm ent, but also minimiz e casual
losses of water from the system, as by leakage
overboa rd or migrati on into unrecov erable areas on
the vehicle .

3. Atmosp here compos ition management
4. Food management
5. Waste management
6. Power management

In terms of the equipme nt selecte d to perform
these functio ns, conside rable overlap exists because of multi-f unction elemen ts. Fo r example , a
cooler - conden ser -water separa tor perform s in one
component essenti al fun cti ons of thermal management, water management, and atmosph ere compos ition
management. Functio nal tie-ins exist between the
ECS and other subsyst ems. For example , thermal
management should extend to the thermal design of
power-c onsumin g equipm ent, to provide a suitabl e
path for heat flow from source to sink, compat ible
with low-pe nalty liquId cool ing media, ,2.

A more ambItio us water l oo p closure would
include oxygen recover y fr om the metabol ic water
as wei I as purific ation of the waste water. Th i s
is not recommended} even for a 3000 hour mission ,
althoug h on a mission of this length oxygen would
be recover ed from CO 2 . Some materia l losses are
inevita ble in a nomina lly closed system . Water
st orage can be provide d t o make up these losses.
Oxygen recover y wi II be discuss ed further under
CO 2 management.

This paper conside rs in detail the subject s
of water management and the part of atmosph ere
compos itIon management related to C02 removal .
Other ECS elemen ts are conside red only In a
summary chart which makes recomm endation s as a
functio n of mission duratio n.

The al locatio n of 5.7 Ib/ man day for production o f exhaled and perspir ed water vapor
merits some discuss ion· This water produc tion Is
cons istent with a metabol ic rate approxi matel y
150% of the basal metabol ic rate ( BMR ) for a 90
pe rc en til e ma n, and wit h a 50 - 50 s P lit 0 f t he
metabol i c heat out put between I atent and sens i b Ie
cooling . The assumed metabol ic level appears
reasona ble for space mission s of a few days or
longer, where physica l activit y will be inheren tly
somewhat I imlted. The 50-50 latent- sensib le spl it
of the metabo lic heat load is based on the assumption that the astrona ut spends about half his time
in a pressur e suit ( where the cool ing load is

Water Management
Water management is a key problem In space
vehIcle environ mental contro l, for three reas ons:
I. Water is essenti al to human lIfe over time
spans short compare d to duratio ns of presen tly
planned space mission s .
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A brief discussIon of water recovery techniques is now in order. Exhaled and perspired
vapor, together with any LiOH-generated water vapor,
is recovered by condensation and separation f rom
the space vehIcle atmosphere. Figure 1 shows typical atmosphere , water and water-glycol coolant
flow rates for handling cool ing and dehumidifyIng
requi rements of one man. The water-glycol would
of course be cooled in a space radiator.

about 65% latent ) , and the other half of his tIme
In a shirt-sleeve envIronment (where the coolIng
load Is about 65% sensIble ) . The cooling load for
suit occupation is largely latent because of the
restricted suit ventilation rates compatIble with
reasonable power consumption.
The 5.7 Ib/ man day fIgure is representative
of the average quantity of exhaled and perspired
water vapor available for recovery; the actual
desIgn of recovery equIpment could weI I be predicated on even higher peak rates.

For comparIson, a comparable process without
water recovery is shown in Fi gure 2. Here, the
l oa d on the water-glycol coolant is reduced by
ree vaporation ( to space vacuum) of the con densed
water, providing ful I thermodynamic recovery of the
heat of water condensatIon.

As far as the human water balance is concerned , any recover y s ys tem which comes within
(ap proximately ) 1.25 Ib/ man da y of recovering all
the produced water wIll be sat isfact ory. A hIgh
1atent load wIll Inc rease wate r va po r produced and
drinkIng water consumed by equal amounts.
The water sources I isted In Table II are
des ignated primary sources. They are: water
vapor ( exhaled and perspi red ) , waste water ( urIne
and wash water ), and fecal water. It has been
po inted out that ope rating at a break-even o r
favorable water balance is a feasIble but challenging problem, requiring highly efficient recover y
equipment. Fortunately, this problem will be
relaxed in space missions where by-product water
sources are available. Table III repea ts the
primary water balance of Table II , with supplemental entries for two by-product water sourc es
expected to be available in space missions in the
two-week class. The two enumerated by-product
sources are LiOH ( used for CO 2 removal ) and a
hydrogen- oxyge n APU, which could be either a fuel
cell or a combustion heat engine.
When absorbing C02 , LiOH produces water vapo r
accordIng to the reactIon

2L1 OH

+

CO 2

Practically all the water produced by this reaction
shows up as vapor in the gas flow out of the bed ,
and Is therefore rec overable to the same extent as
is the exhaled and perspired water vapor. The
quantity of water produced by LiOH ( 0.9 Ib/man day )
could be a significant entry on the plus side of
the water balance, were it not overs hadowed by the
much larger quantity of water available from the
APU.

Equipment capab le of functioning as indicated
by Figure I, Figure 2, or an intermediate case
where the water condensate Is partially recovered
and partially reevaporated has been built and
tested. Figure 3 is a photograph of a development
cooler-condenser-water separator. The unit is a
cor,ventional plate-fin liquid-cooled heat exchanger,
with the addition of bats of wicking material
between adjacent fin rows on the atmosphere side.
The cool ing 1 iquid keeps the meta l surfaces of the
heat exchanger below the dew point . Water from the
moist atmosphere thr oughflow is condensed on these
surfaces, forming a thin condensate film from which
it is drawn into the wicking material by capil larity. The wicking bats pass through a side wall of
the heat exchanger into a water-collecting manifold.
This manifold is packed with material which, when
wet, effectively bl ocks the flow of air, t hereb y
preventing air entrainment In the recovered water.
Tests of this device have been encouraging,
having demonstrated negligible air l oss and 100%
water separation efficIency with the atmosphere
flow downward . Performance with flow downward, the
least favorable directIon for full water rec overy,
indicates a probabl e performance margin under
zero-g conditions.
Deyelopment of this water recovery unit is
be 1 i eved to rep resent a sign i f i cant advancement in
the techn ology of zero-g water separation, f o r t he
f o llowing reas ons:
I. The device Is passive.
2. Negl iglble power Is requi red.

The water available from the APU has been
estImated t o be 8.0 Ib/man day, consistent with an
ave rage elect rica 1 load of 1/ 3 KW / man, and a specific fuel consumption of 1 Ib / KW hr. Lowe r rates
of APU water availabIlIty per man are bel ieved
unl ikely .

3. Weight penalty chargeable to separatIon is
small.
4. Water is removed at ths point of condensat lon, el iminat ing the need for back-pressure producing blowoff of the water fr om the coolercondense r.

Table IV shows the effect on water balance of
various combinations of water recovery sources,
primary and by-product. Combinations of the primary sources are 1 isted as column headings. The
first column depicts an all-out recovery effort
util izing all three primary sources ( fecal, waste,
vapor ) . The other columns depict successively less
rigorous rec overy schemes. The rows show the
effect on water balance of the two by-product recovery sources, alone or in comb in at ion . Unf o rtunately, neither the hydrogen - oxygen APU nor LiOH
fo r CO 2 removal is compat ible with long space missions (o f the orde r of months in duration ) ; so that
in the absence of by-product water, these missions
will require the most rigorous water management.

5. Ultimate performance in te rms of separati on
efficIenc y and air loss is achieved.
Order-of-magn itude estimates of the penalty
Invo l ved in condensing and rec overing water have
resulted in a penalty of 10 Ib of fixed weight per
Ib/ hr of water recovered. This figure includes the
port i on of radiato~ 1 iquid coolant system and
coolant pumping power chargeable t o water condensat ion. It does not include tankage for st o red water.
This figure indicates the desi rabil ity of rec ove rIng exhaled and perspired water vapor fr om the
space vehicle atmosphere in missions of duration
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beyond a few hours.
Urine -waste water recovery poses a number of
problems, the most important of which Is purity of
the product . Pretreatment of the feed with acid
to a pH of 4 or 5, processing at a low temperature,
and charcoal filtration ( and possibly ultraviolet
radiation ) of the product are recommended.
Although many schemes of waste water treatment are possible, batch distillation under vacuum
conditions appears to be the best. In the absence
of forced flow, both the evaporation and condensation portions of the process have to be designed
carefully to work in a zero-g envi ronment. The
distillation process is thermodynamically straightforward. For a nominally constant-pressure process,
a temperature difference of about 5°F (at 150°F ) Is
required; for a nominally Isothermal process, a
pressure 11ft of about .5 psi Is necessar y. These
I i fts are those required to overcome the vapor
pressure depression associated with the sol ids
dissolved in urine at the end of a batch recovery
process. An additional temperature difference Is
requ ired fo r heat trans fe r. F I gu re 4-a, b, and c
shows three ways of providing the required temperature or pressure I if~: use of an available heat
source and sink, vapor compression, and a thermoelectric heat pump . Because of the low flow rates
( in the range of lIb/man hr ) , power requirements
are low enough that comparison of these three
approaches on a formal penalty basis wil I not show
significant differences.
Figure 5 shows schematically a waste water
recovery device , now under development, which
util izes a spray condenser for the dual purpose of
generating the pressure lift required for condensation a nd for providing a g-insensitlve condensation
mechanism. Wat er is reci rculated by a small pump
through the spray condenser where it provides a
heat sink and sufficient ejector action to condense
the waste water vapor. The condenser outlet water
is circulated through a heat exchanger which furnishes heat to the waste water evaporator, from
which the flow is divided, part returning to the
spray condenser, part being drawn off as product.
The evaporator Is batch-type, packed with a spongeI ike material for g-Insensitivlty. The key to
successful opera tion of the cycle Is getting
enough pressure lift out of the spray condenser to
condense the vapor.
Prel iminary distallat ion tests, conducted In
glassware , have been successfully run at a temperature of 157°F, with 90 per cent recovery of a
product which when filtered with activated charcoal
met the U.S. Public Health standards for drinking
wa te r3 .
The following conclusions may be drawn regarding water management:
I. Manned space missions of duration from a few
days to a few weeks, using a hydrogen-oxygen APU
( fuel cel I or heat engine ) can operate at water
parity ( that is, consumption equal to production )
by recovery of APU water and approximately 50 per
cent of the exhaled and perspi red water . Recovery
of fecal water, water from urine, or wash water
waste ( the latter budgeted at 3.0 Ib/ man day ) is
not necessary in this case· The use or non-use of
LIOH for CO 2 removal does not materially change
t his pic t u re·

2. Manned space missions too long for use of a
hydrogen-oxygen APU (and therefore requi ring solar
or nuclear power ) wil I operate under rigorous water
management discipline. Water must be kept not only
on board the vehicle, but within the consumptionrecovery cycle. Water parity can be obtained in
this case without recovery of fecal water, if
slightly more than 90 per cent of the exhaled and
perspired water vapor is recovered, together with
90 per cent of the waste water, including water
from uri ne.
3. Water balance must be considered as a constraint on the design of related equipment, such
as CO removal equipment which concurrently
2
separates water and CO and is subsequently re 2
generated by venting both water and CO 2 overboard .
Such a CO removal system mayor may not be appl i2
cable to missions with by-product ( APU ) water,
depending on the amount of overboard water loss;
it will almost certainly not be applicable to long
missions which have no by-product water.
CO 2 Management
The human C02 production ( nominally 2.25 Ib/
man day ) must be removed in a way that avoids excessive C02 concentrations in the breathing
atmosphere. Figure 6 shows representative human
tolerance curves for CO 2 in terms of allowable
concentration versus time duration. Curve A Is
the desirable standard for normal ope ration.
Curve B sets emergency I imits, consistent with
maintaining astronaut performance at a functional
level 4 •
The many different ways of removing CO 2 from
a space vehicle atmosphere can be combined into
four basic processes, I isted here in order of increasing complexity:
I. Open-cycle

2. Non-regenerable
3. Regenerabl e
4. 02-recoverable
The open -c ycle system, in which CO 2 is
simply purged overboard by a relatively high
ventilation rate, has a definite place in backpack
or emergency breathing systems. Such systems wil I
be important for many manned space missions . In
spite of its high ventilating flow rates, the opencycle system has been found to be optimum for a
backpack emergency I ife support system of as long
as 4 to 5 hours duration, in comparison with a
non-regenerable CO 2 absorbent such as LiOH . The
open system has the definite advantage of greater
tolerance of leakage than the system using LiOH,
an important consideration in suit-backpack
appl icat ions.
The non-regenerable systems are mainly
chemicals of two types: metal oxides o r hydroxides, and superoxides. LiOH has been successfully used for CO 2 removal in the Mercury project.
Its stoichiometry is predictable. Util ization
efficiency is 90 per cent or better, requiring
about 1.2 Ib LiOH per Ib of CO 2 absorbed.
As previously mentioned, LiOH evolves water
when absorbing C02' If the evolved water cannot
be credited to the system ( and typically it
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F igure 8, suggests the possibility of absorption
of COz by AgzO at a temperature near 50°F and
vacuum desorption at a temperature near 175°F,
both temperatures being within the range of
temperatures available from the ECS. The decomposition of Ag20 to Ag and O2 during vacuum
desorption of the AglC0 5 is suggested by the dissociation pressure of Oz over AgzO, but there is
some evidence that the rate of decomposition of
AgzO is slow enough not to cause trouble . Tests
of Ag20 were not successful in achieving practical
COz absorption rates, even at gas concentration of
COz in excess of 50 per cent 6 • Apparently the
reaction of AgzO with C02 proceeds unti I the oxide
surface is covered with AgzC0 5 , after which it
becomes very slow. Clearly, a way of improving
the reaction rate is needed. If AgzO can be
brought close to its potential performance in
absorbing COz, and if it proves stable under vacuum
desorpt ion, it deserves ser ious cons iderat ion as a
regenerable absorbent, since it has no affinity
for water vapor.

cannot, because LiOH wi I I be used on missions
where the water balance is not critical ) there is
incentive to consider LizO. Tests on COz absorption with LizO are now in progress. If LizO
proves successful it will result in a 37.5 per
cent weight saving, since ( at 90 per cent
efficiency) only 0.76 Ib Li 20 per Ib of C02 wil I
be required. Unfortunately, there will not be a
corresponding volume saving. Li 20 is about 30
per cent less dense than LiOH.
By comparison, superoxides, such as Na02 or
K02 , absorb C02 and water vapor and produce
oxygen, according to reactions such as :

Idea l ly, the relative rates of these reactions should be control led to maintain an
02 - COz balance wi th man's metabol ism. For
example, for a resp i ratory quot ient Elf O. B2, the
proper over-al I reaction would be:

The synthetic zeolites ( molecular sieves or
microtraps ) are good regenerable adsorbents. They
show good dynamic efficiency, are stab le, and can
be regenerated by adiabatic exposure to vacuum.
Unfortunately, they adsorb water preferentially to
COz, so that water must be removed rather completely in advance of COz adsorption. The subsequent
processing of the removed water has an impo r tan t
effect on the water balance, as already noted.

A s imple material balance based on the
above reaction shows that NaOz appears to be
reasonably competitive with LiOH on a weight
basis:
2NaOz - 1.5 Oz
C02

Regenerable adsorbent systems tend to use
more power than the best proved non-regenerable
system, ( LiOH ) , because of the pressure drop
associated with flow through the extra equipment
wh i ch processes wa ter vapor and CO z, and ( in some
schemes ) because of the need for heat to carry out
the regenerative process. ( Development of a regenerable substance I ike AglO, specific to COz and
unaffected by water vapor would mater ial Iy reduce
the power consumption of the regenerable COz
sys tem. )

1.18
1.09

Detailed comparisons, reported elsewhere ,
s'how that NaOz is actually non-competitive with
LiOH for COz removal, even when NaOz is credited
with the Oz produced, and LiOH is not credited
wi th the water produced 5 .
AI so, it appears infeasible to rely solely on chemical reaction with
COz to produce breathing oxygen; the process is
too vulnerable to leakage, repressurization requirements , and unbalance in Oz - COz ratio. For
this reason , the superoxide would have to be used
as a supplemental oxygen source. On this basis,
the superoxide loses its primary potential advan tage, namely that of el iminating a separate
oxygen supply. In short, superoxides are non competitive with LiOH for COz removal, when
evaluated on an overal I basis .

F igure 9 shows schematically a regenerable
COz system using a molecular sieve as a COz adsorbent , with vacuum regeneration. The process
gas is predr ied by a s i I ica gel adsorbent bed ,
which is periodically regenerated by the dry,
essentially COz-free, effluent gas . Heat is re quired to aid in regeneration of the sil ica gel.
This system retains the water vapor ( temporarily
adsorbed in the s i I ica gel ) in the system; this
feature is essential for long missions with a
tight water balance.

Typical I~ regenerable COl systems util ize
a process which is reversible by exposure to
vacuum. The process must be periodic, to avoid
the seal ing problems inherent in a rotary regenerator. In simplest form, as shown in Figure ~
the device contains two sorbent beds with inter connecting valving to permit regeneration of one
bed by exposure to vacuum, wh i I e the other is
sorbing COz· Practical devices are somewhat more
complex.

Missions in the 300 to SOO-hour class wil I
be characterized by chemical APU's with relatively
high power penalties (of the order of 600 Ib/kw) ,
at least until a solar or nuclear APU is available.
For such mi ss ions, the high power consumpt ion of
the system of F igure 9 places it at a distinct
disadvantage compared to the non-regenerable LiOH
absor ben t.
F igure 10 is a photograph of a regenerable
COz system now under development. The same system
is shown schematically in Figure I I . The design
objective of this device is to be competitive with
the non - regenerable LiOH for missions in the 300
to 500 hour class, which, with a chemical APU , are
characterized by high power penalties and available by - product water. The system of Figure 10

LiOH is unsuitable as a regenerable absor bent, since i t requires excessive temperature
for its regeneration. A survey of al I common
metal oxides and hydroxides has not yet led to
any that are proven satisfactory as regenerable
absorbents. In this connection, AgzO is of
particular interest. The Oz dissociation pressure vs temperature curve for Ag Z C0 5 , shown in
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has therefore been designed to minimize power consumption, at the expense of water recovery. This
system differs from the system in Figure 9 in two
ways:

cold enough and adequate in capacity. The problem
of water management is similar to that with the
adsorbents, since water ice must be precipitated
either upstream or together with the C02'

I. S iii ca ge lis regenerated by vacuum desorption rather than by purging.

Figure 12 shows schematically a typical COz
freeze-out system, consisting of four therma lly
I inked flow passes, numbered for identification.
During the operating mode shown, process gas from
the vehicle atmosphere, containing both C02 and
water vapor, flows into pass 2 where it is cooled
by heat transfer to both pass I and pass 3. Both
the water vapor and COz from the process gas
freeze out on the surface of pass 2. The gas
leaving pass 2 is essentially dry and has a COz
partial pressure wei 1 under I mm Hg. This gas is
mixed with makeup LOX from storage, and the mixture
flows to pass I. The LOX, admixed with the col d,
dry, nearly COl-free process gas provides part of
the heat sink for pass 2. Discharge gas from
pass I is returned to the space vehicle atmosphere.
The remainder of the heat sink for pass 2 is provided by subl imation to vacuum of the COz and HzO
vapor in pass 3. Pass 4 is inactive.

2 . Heat is provided for regeneration of the
vacuum-exposed sil ica gel bed by conduction from
the other sil ica gel bed, which is absorbing wate~
Heat is transferred between the two sil ica
gel beds by virtue of their being located on each
side* of a conventional plate - fin heat exchanger.
In essence, the water adsorbed in the sil ica gel
on one side of the heat exchanger releases heat
which is partly transferred to the gas flowing
through the s iii ca ge 1 on the same side of the
exchanger , and partly transferred to the vacuumexposed silica gel bed on the other side. Calculations have shown that about 80 per cent of the
hea t re 1eased f rom the ac t i ve bed is conduc ted to
the vacuum-exposed bed, with only 20 per cent
being transferred to the gas.

The complementary operating mode reverses all
valve positions from those shown in F igure 12,
making pass I inactive, pass 2 open to vacuum for
desorption of water vapor and COz, pass 3 the
receiver of inlet gas, and pass 4 the regener a tive
pass.

The two molecular sieve beds are also packed
into two sides of a heat exchanger, primarily for
convenience in packaging.
Existing valves, I inked by Teleflex cable,
were used for flow switching in this development
unit. It may be desirable to vacuum-desorb the
water vapor from both ends of the s i 1 ica gel bed;
the present valve arrangement provides for desorption of both water vapor and C02 through the
same valve. One such valve is located between
the silica gel and molecular sieve beds on each
side of the unit.

Figure 13 shows the performance potential of
a regenerative freeze-out system using subcritically stored metabol ic oxygen as a heat sink. The
ordinate is the ratio of oxygen required to effect
freeze-out to the metabol ic oxygen. The abscissa
is total pressure, which controls the total quantity of gas circulated. Operation below an
ordinate of 1.0 is essential if the system is to
work on metabol ic oxygen alone. This is possible
for pressures up to 7 psia, 70 per cent COz recovery, and 3.8 mm Hg partial pressure of COz· In
practice, supplemental oxygen (and possibly
nitrogen ) wil I be used by the ECS for leakage
makeup, providing a performance margin.

Design conditions for the unit are shown in
Table 5. Prel iminary tests are now being run to
measure the completeness of vacuum desorption of
s iii ca ge 1. If s iii ca ge 1 does not vacuum desorb
adequately, one of the molecular sieves will be
tried as a water adsorbent .
Table 5 shows a water loss of 1.52 lb/man
day by vacuum desorption of the sil ica gel. This
water loss is quite tolerable if a chemical APU
is on board, thereby providing a by-product water
source. The system has a lower power consumption
than the purge-regenerated system of Figure 9 for
two reasons:

Cryogenic hydrogen is an excellent heat sink
for C02 freeze-out, if avai lable . A space radiator
heat sink is also feasible. A smal I, oriented
radiator panel is required. The radiator sink
would be used for long missions where cryogenic
APU fuel is not available, being precluded by the
use of solar or nuclear power, and where the supply
of stored oxygen is I imited by the existence of an
oxygen-recoverable COz cycle. In such a case, the
COz freeze-out system would give up its C02 to the
Oz-recovery system· The tolerabi I ity of water-ice
admixed with the C02-ice depends on the mechanics
of the Oz-recovery system; if a mixture is not
tolerable, the H20 and COz can be frozen out
separately at different temperature levels, and
therefore recovered separately.

I. Process gas flows through only two beds
( one s iii ca ge 1, one sieve ) . Hence pressure drop
is reduced.
2. No external heat is required to regenerate
the s iii ca ge I bed.
Another process of regenerative C02 removal
is by freeze-out. Temperatures in the range of
225 0 R are required to give adequately low C02
partial pressure. Given the avai labi I ity of
cryogenic fluids stored on the vehicle, either
for atmosphere storage or for APU fuel , the
potential exists for a heat sink which is both

Long space missions, greater than about
2000 hours, wi I I require such large quantities of
metabol ic oxygen that it wi II become economical to
recover Oz from COz· Such missions wi 1 I have
solar or nuclear power at reasonable penalties,
probably in the range of 200 to 500 Ib/KW. The
theoretical minimum power available for regenerat ion of 02 from COz is given by the free energy of
formation of COz, which is 1. 13 KWh/lb COz or
1.55 KWh/lb Oz· Practical processes can be

* In heat exchanger terminology, "side" refers to
a set of paral lei flow passages taken together,
as hot-side face area.
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expected to consume several times the theoretical
minimum energy.
Clearly, power from a chemical APU ( fuel
cel I or heat engine ) which produces no more than
about 1.0 KWh / lb of fuel consumed, is not attractive for regeneration of Oz, with a power requirement nO less than 1.55 KWh/lb. Oz recovery is
therefore definitely tied to missions with solar
or nuclear power available.
Direct thermal or electrolytic decomposition
of COz has been extensively studied, with only
I imi ted progress toward a system usefu I in a space
vehicle. As an al ternate, processes producing
intermediate products have been considered. A
promising example is the hydrogenation of COz by
the Sabatier process , fol lowed by pyrolytic decomposition of methane and electrolysis of water.
The reactions are:
COz

+

4Hz

CH4

CH,

C +

2HzO

2Hz

+

2HzO
2H z

+

Oz

(S abatier )
( pyrol ys is )
( electrolysis )

The sum of these reactions gives the desired
end resu It:
COz

Use of the water in the Sabatier reaction to
augment the space vehicle water supply is not
recommended, nor does it appear advantageous to
use methane as fuel for a chemical APU.

In a typical run on purge gas, 85 per cent
conversion of the COz to CH4 was obtained at 600°F
in one pass through the reactor, with a n ickel
catalyst. The effect of the uncOnverted COz on
the subsequent processing ( especially pyrolysis )
has not been investigated. Hopefully, smal I percentages of COz would be tolerable, passing
through the process and being recycled to the
sieve inlet with the produced hydrogen.

The Sabatier reaction has a favorable
equ iii br i um (99 per cent convers i on of COz at
400°F; 95 per cent at 640°F). Catalysis of the
reaction is necessary for any practical reaction
temperature; catalyst development is naturally
aimed at a reasonable reaction at a low temperature, where the equilibrium is favorable relative
to competing side reactions, such as:
+

CO formation should be avoided on principle.
This is one of the best reasons for keeping the
temperatures reasonably low, s ince CO formation is
thermodynamically favored at high temperatures.

2Hz

( This is the reverse of the commercial water gas
reaction used to produce hydrogen from coal and
steam. This reaction, catalyzed, proceeds from
left to right at about 1000oF. )

Figure 15 shows the elements of a complete,
steady-flow, 02 recover y system using H2-purge
desorption of the s ieve bed, a catalytic reactor
for the Sabatier process , a cooler-condenser to
separate the water produced, an electrolyzer for
the water, and a pyrolyzer for the methane.

Methane spontaneously pyrolyzes at 1600 0 F or
higher. The reaction is substantially complete
at 2000 oF. Reaction at lower temperatures is
is desirable for space applications. In particular, it would be desirable to pyrolyze methane at
a temperature low enough to absorb the heat produced by the Sabatier reaction:
COz

+

4Hz

CH4

CH4
C +

+

2HzO

+

The Sabatier reaction will not work in the
presence of appreciable oxygen because of the preferential reaction with hydrogen to form water.
Thus , space vehicle atmospheres, with only about
I per cent COz content, cannot be hydrogenated.
It is necessary to work with relatively pure C02'
In the test work reported in Reference 7, COz was
obtained by desorption of a molecular sieve bed
( Linde type SA) . Rather than desorb the sieve by
the usual process of exhausting to low pressure
( which in this case would require a pum0 the CO 2
was removed by purging with hydrogen at 300°F.
Approximately 75 per cent desor ption was obtained
in a once-through process. Complete desorption of
C02 from the sieve is unnecessary.
The advantage of Hz-purge desorption is the
power saved. Figure 14 shows typical power requirements for pumping COz (temperature = 100°F)
from a desorption pressure of 0.05 mm Hg to the
pressures shown. The disadvantage of Hz-purg e
desorption is the variable composition of the
purge gas, which was found to have an unfavorable
effect on the completeness of the Sabatier
reaction.

C + Oz

Except for a small initial and makeup
supply, the required hydrogen would be regenerated
by the process. Similarly, the intermediate
products , methane and water, would be decomposed
as shown .

COz

would have to be at least 600°F, with some sacrifice of completeness of COz conversion. Even at
th i s temperature , the equ iii br i um convers i on of
CH 4 to C and Hz is less than 10 per cent. To make
the CH4 pyrolysis complete at 600°F, carbon would
have to be continuously removed. Processdevelopment tests of low-temperature pyrolysis of
methane are planned as a supplement to test work
recently completed on the Sabatier reaction 7 • The
latter wil I be briefly summarized in the next few
paragraphs. It is of course not essential that the
heat to pyrolyze methane be obtained from the
Sabatier reaction, but it is desirable to do so.

The major power requirement would be for the
gas blowers and for the electrolysis of water.
Figure 16 compares the theoretical energy requirement for elect r olysis of water with that achieved
by actual electrolyt ic cel Is. Efficiencies of 50
to 80 per cent are typical. 02 is drawn from the
electrolytic cel I and returned to the breathing
system. The hydrogen from the electrolytic cel I
is dehumidified, combined with the hydrogen from
CH4 pyrolysis, and returned to the desorbing sieve
bed.

1640 Btu/ lb COz

2Hz - 830 Btu/lb COz

The Sabatier reaction has plenty of heat
available , but for this heat to have a chance of
being used to pyrolyze methane, the temperature
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Wor k to date on the Sabatier re action has
gone a long way toward establ ishing its feasibi 1 ity
for 02 recovery in space ECS, but substantial
development of the process rema ins .
Certain io n exchange resins abs o rb C02 from
gas streams. Si nc e these resins can be regenerated
electrically, the materials can be used in regen erable C02 removal systems using the fundamental
pr ocess of electrodialysis . Cationic and ani on ic
exchange membr anes which are permeable to ions of
oppos ite charges are placed in contact with the
ion exchange resin bed. These membranes, which
ar e essentially the ion exchange resins in fi 1m
form, pr ovide the means for C02 removal from the
resin bed.
Operation of an electr odi al ysis removal system
involves absorption of the C02 in a basic ion
exchange resin bed to form carbonate ions:

As sh own in Fi gu re 17, the carbonate ions migrate
from the absorption bed through an anionic membran e
i nto an adjacent reaction bed . Hydrogen ions
migr ate into this reacti on bed throu gh a cationic
membrane on the opposite side of the reaction bed.
The hyd r ogen ion s and carbonate ion s react to
1 iberate C02 and H20:
+

2H+

reflect an arbitrarily selected inventory for
makeup and emergencies . Where total water util ization differs from the makeup quantity required,
because of partial water recovery, both numbers are
shown. For example, on a 1000 - hour mis s ion, the
total water utll ized is 460 lb /man , of which all
but 75 Ib/man Is provided by water recovery.
There are few surprises in the table . The
longest mIssion shown ( 3000 hours ) i~ clearly in
the st o red food and sto red s ol id waste regime.
( The latter would probably be dehydrated to save
volume. ) Only the 3000 hour mission, of those
shown, utll izes oxygen recovery.
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TABLE I HUMAN MATERIAL BALANCE
CONSUMED

LBIMAN
DAY

FOOD

1.80

OXYGEN

2.00

DRINKING WATER 8.00

WASH WATER
TOTAL

3.00
14.80

PRODUCED

LBIMAN
DAY

CO2

2.25

WATER VAPOR
(EXHALED a PERSPIRED)

5.70

WATER (URINE)

3.25

WATER ( FECAL)

0.30

SOLID WASTE
(URINE + FECAL)

0 .30

WASH WATER

3.00

m

TABLE
SPACE VEHICLE
WATER BALANCE
LBIMAN
DAY

CONSUMED
HUMAN

11.0

LBIMAN
DAY

PRODUCED

12.25

HUMAN
BY- PRODUCT SOURCES

TOTAL

UOH

0.90

H2 10 2

8 .00

14.80
TOTAL

BASED ON :
I. AVERAGE METABOLIC LEVEL ANTICIPATED IN SPACE
FLIGHT.
2. RESPIRATORY QUOTIENT (C02 PRODUCEDI02 CONSUMED)
=.82.
3. 50-50 SPLIT OF SENSIBLE AND LATENT COOLING LOAD.
4. ARBITRARY WASH WATER ESTIMATE.

21.15

BASED ON :

I. CO2 = 2.25\ 2 UOH + CO = Li2 C0 3 + H2 0
2 . APU POWER = .33 KW/MAN
SFC

DAY (AVERAGE)

= 1.00 LB/KW HR

TABLE TIl SPACE VEHICLE WATER BALANCE
FOR VARIOUS RECOVERY SOURCES

PRIMARY WATER RECOVERY SOURCES

TABLE 1I HUMAN WATER BALANCE
CONSUMED

LB/MAN
DAY

PRODUCED

DRINKING
WATER

8.00

WATER VAPOR
(EXHALED € PERSPIRED)

5.70

WASH
WATER

3.00

WASTE WATER
(URINE € WASH)

6 . 25

TOTAL

11.00

FECAL WATER

0.30

BY-

TOTAL

VAPOR ( EXHALED
AND PERSPIRED)

VA POR (90%)

WASTE (U RI NE AND
WASH)
FECES

WASTE (90%)

10. 1

6 .6

3 .0

-2.1

APU

9 .2

7.7

2 .1

-3.0

LiOH

2.1

0.6

-5.0

- 10. 1

NONE

1.2

-0.2

-5.9

-11.0

LBIMAN
DAY

APU
AND
LlOH

VAPOR (90%)
NONE

PRODUCT

WATER

RECOVERY

12 .25

SOURCES

BASED ON WATER QUANTITIES OF TABLE I. EXCESS OF
1.25 LB REPRESENTS WATER TAKEN IN WITH FOOD (0.25 LB)
AND METABOLIC WATER (1 .00 LB).

POSITIVE NUMBERS DENOTE WATER SURPLUS, LB/MAN DAY
NEGATIVE NUMBERS DENOTE WATER DEFICIT, LB/MAN DAY
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TABLE V
OPERATING CONDITIONS, REGENERABLE CO z SYSTEM
30

ATMOSPHERE MOLECULAR WEIGHT

7.0

INLET PRESSURE
INLET TEMPERATURE

45

psia

of

INLET HUMIDITY

0.013

OUTLET HUMID ITY

o

AVERAGE INLET COz CONCENTRATION

0.0207

Ib/lb a tmosphere

INLET COz PARTIAL PR ES SURE

5. 0

mm Hg

AVERAGE OUTLET COz CONCENTRATION

0.0021

Ib/lb atmosphere

OUTLET COz PARTIAL PRESSURE

0.5

mm Hg

C02 REMOVAL RATE

7.5

I b/day ( 3 men )

C02 REMOVAL RATE

0.313

Ib/hr

16.B

ATMOSPHERE FLOW RATE

Ib/HzO Ib atmosphere ( saturated )

Ib/hr

WATER LOSS

0.19

lb/hr

WATER LOSS

4.56

Ib/ day ( 3 men )

WATER LOSS

1.52

Ib/man day

SILICA GEL BED WEIGHT

3.0

I b s iii ca ge I ( pe r pas s )

MOLECULAR SIEVE BED WEIGHT

3.3

Ib zeol i te ( per pass )

SILICA GEL BED

3.73

psf

MOLECULAR SIEVE BED

7.90

psf

20

DESIGN CYCLE TIME ( BOTH BEDS )

80

min

TASLE VI
RECOMMENDED Ees ElEHENTS

MI SSION
DURAl ION,
HOURS

POWER SOURCE
ANO PE HALTV I
LB/KII

ATMOSPHERE SOURCE

HEAT SINK

CO

OXYGEN

ESTlHATED

NITROGEN

2

REMOVAL

C02~~C~VERY
REGENERAf ION

H 0 REMOVAL
2

H 0 RECOVERY
2
FROM ATMOSPH ERE

'000
MANAGEMENT

WASTE KANAGEMENT
lNCLUDING
H 0 RECOVERY
2
'ROM wASTE

NONE

NONE

P~l

BATTERIES
3

60 LB/KW

CRYOGENIC 02

CRVDGENICALl Y
STORED (B LB ),

OPEN CYCLE

SET BY COOLING

BY O
2

COOLERCONOEN5ERSEPARATOR

VENTILATION

LOAD

NONE

CRYOCENICALlY
STORED

NONE

NONE

~

30

H -0 APU;
2 2
300 LB/KII

~

co
......

300

WATER (l.5 LB )
+ CRYOGENIC 02
ANO H2 AS

AVAIlABLE

H -0 APU;
2 2
600 LB/KII (SOLAR
NUC LEAR APU WHE N

RADIATOR +

AVAIlABLE:

AVAILABLE

CRYOCENIC 02
ANO H2 AS

200-500 LB/KW

CRYOGENlCALlY
STORED
(25 LB )

.L!£o!:

1000

3000

H -0 APU;
2 2
1200 LB/KW
( SOLAR-~CLEAA
APU WHEN
AVAILABLE:
200-500 LB/KW)
5K11

SOLAR-NUCLEAR
APU;
100- 300 LB/KW

liDH
NONE

CRYOGENICALLY
STORED: QUANTITY
DEPENDS ON
LEAKAGE AND
REPRESSURIZATI ON
REQUIREMENTS

LlOH

,

PARTIAL
RECOVERY

NONE

(34 L8 )

MOLECUlAR S lEVE
OR FREEZE-OUT

NONE

(B3 LB)

STORED

(3 . B LB )

( 10 LB)

(B LB)

NONE

(25.6 LB )

( 3 . B LB )

COOLER-CONDENSER
SEPARATOR, WITH
'URTHER WATER
REMOVAL PR lOR TO
CO PROCESSING
2

POTENTIAL
RECOVERY WITH
CHEMICAL APU,
NEARLY COMPlETE
WITH SOLARNUC LEAR APU

STORED

STORED

(22 LB )

( B5 LB )

STORED

(75 LB )

WATER REC OVERY
AS NEEDED FOR
WASTE WATER .
STORAGE OF
'ECAL WASTE ... 0
UR INE RES IDUE

HET BY WATER
RECOVERY: WATER
INVENTORY:

(11 7 LB )

(B5 LB)

(158 LB )

(4 2 LB )

( 525 LB )

(105 LB)

(35 LB )

460 LB ; PARTIALL
HET BY WATER
RECOVERY; WATER
I NYEN'JORY :
(75 Lf)

(42 LB)
STORED AS GAS
FOR "AKEUP AND
EKERCENC IES
RADIATOR

(75 LB )

STORED AS GAS ;
LEAKAG~ HU ST 8 E
LOW
(75 LB )

,

10 KW
NOTE ;

STORED
( 22 LB )

NONE

140 LB ; PAAT JAll

REGENERAS LE:
CRYOGENICAllY
STORED

TOTAL
EXPENDAS LES
PRODUCED
AND STORED

NONE

(ALL CONDENSED
WATER IS
RE-EVAPORATED )

(3 •• LB )

(2.5 LB )

TOTAL WATER
TOTAL EXPENDABLE
CONSUMED,
CONSUHED
( DRINKING. '000
(NOT INC LUD I NG
PREPARATION . WASH) POIIER PENALTY)

We ights In parentheses Indicate theoretical minimum quantity of Indicated expendables consumed
or produced per man for the mission le ngth Indicated. System selection Is based on I man for
the ~ and ~O hour mIssIons, 3 men for \ongu missions.

~~:~~~~~S

\

CH 4
H 0 ELECTROLYS IS
2

AS COHPLETE AS
POSSIBLE
STORED
(225 LB )

WATER RECOVERY
'ROIl WASTE
WATER. DE HYDRATlON 0' 'ECE.S
TO SIHPLI'Y
STORAGE
(105

1.1)

1.400 L8 : PAATIALL Y HET BY WATER
'ECOV ERY ; WATER
IHVEHTORY:

(150 LB )

I

WATER - GLYCOL
OUT

WATER-GLYCOL
IN

COOLERCONDENSERSEPARATOR

ATMOSPHERE
IN

ATMOSPHERE
OUT
CONDENSED
WATER
OUT

FIGURE I. COOLING, DEHUMIDIFYING,ANO WATER
RECOVERY PROCESS

OUT

IN

WATERGLYCOL

WATER VAPOR
OVERBOARD

VENT
,......."----_L-,..-....&.....,

ATMOSPHERE
IN

ATMOSPHERE
OUT
CONDENSED
WATER
RECYCLED TO
~--' EVAPORATOR
SECTION

FIGURE 3 .

Integral Cooler--Condenser--Water

Separator

FIGURE 2. COOLING AND DEHUMIDIFYING PROCESS

CONDENSED
WATER

COLD WATER
FROM RADIATOR
DISCHARGE (70· F)

WARM WATER
FROM RADIATOR
RETURN (80° F)

WATER VAPOR
COMPRESSOR

1

EVAPORATOR
EVAPORATOR

CONDENSER

~
CONDENSED
WATER

FIGURE 4. WASTE WATER RECOVERY SCHEMES
b. Vapor Compression

WATER
VAPOR

FIGURE 4. WASTE WATER RECOVERY SCHEMES
a. Available Heat Source and Sink
CONTROL

CONDENSE
WATER

~

THERMO ELECTRIC
ELEMENTS

CONDENSER

I

I

I

I
I

r"'"

I

J

WATER
VAPOR

lC})
EVAPORATOR

FIGURE 4. WASTE WATER RECOVERY SCHEMES

FIGURE 5. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
WASTE WATER RECOVERY SYSTEM

c. Thermoe-lectric
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THERMAL BALPNCE OF A r·wn~ED SPACE STATION
by

Geor ge B. Patterson - Advanced Development Engineer
Arthur J . Katz - Group Head, Ther mophysics Group
GRUlll·:AN AmCRAFT ErrGINEERING CORPORATION

INTRODUCTION

space station (W)SS) confifUTation, sug[ested by
NASA 's Langley Research Center . The feasibility
of this approach has been dem("lnstrated in terms of
required and available flovr rates, and the ranee
of allovrable equipment temperature s l •

The early artificial satellites, all unmanned,
had relatively simple temperature control r equire ments . In desifIli nG such systems it was only
necessary to prevent temperatures f r om exceeding
the maximum and minimum allowable limits of the
electronic equipment aboard . l~anned spacecraft,
on the other hand, imposed ne:1 and more severe
restrictions on the a11m-Table internal temperature
variations . 1fuile man can survive in an environ ment ran finr, f r om le ss than hOtPR to over 600oR,
his ability to perform useful Hork for extended
per iods of time is severely compromised unless
temperature, pr essure, and h~~icity variations are
kept to a ~imum .

GElJERAL PROC'IDURES OF THl': ANALYSIS
The methods applied to the space station
heat balance can be considered extensions of the
basic methods of transient temperature analysis
ap ~ lied to any lar ge or complex confif uration .
For the purposes of analoFY, consider the case of
non - steady state conduction heat fl('V] in a rod.
The rod is divided into differential serments of
len::t h dx, .There x represents the lonritudinal
axis ("If the r od . The equation fC'r the time derivative ("If tem?erature,

This problem is furt her ma~nified. in the
case of an orbiting vehicle, by the extreme vari- ·
ation in the external radiatiC'n "lhich it receives
as it moves into and out of the earth's shad0101.
Added to this are the variations resultinf, from
chane;e s in the orientation of the vehicle ;lith
res pect to the earth and the sun. It 1-TOuld seem,
then, that the temperature control of such spacecraft mi2ht pr esent sone difficulty . It is the
purpose of this paper to describe a scheme for
analyzing the thermal balance of a manned space
station and to propC'se a passive temperature con trol system for such a vehicle .

dT = i. d~T
at c,. d -x:,z

(1)

may then be written . Since the r ate of heat flm..
by conduction is proportional to the temperature
gr adient, dT/dx, the ~econd de ri vative represents
the rate of change of heat flmT in the x-direction .
The equation properly reflects that the time derivative of the temperature of a se Nment is proportional to the net heat flO1'1 into that se{:ment.
This equation may be solved analytically for m<'st
types of boundary conditi<'ns . Hr l1'Jever, the more
difficult problems represented by the t;.ro- or
three - dimensional form of the equati("ln must be
treated by numerical methods . In such a case, the
body is divided into a finite number of "differential" sefments, each of Hhich is assumed to be
isothermal (each of uniform temperature, varying
,·nth time) . A difference equation may then be
l'lTitten for the time ra te of change of the temperature .nthin any serment as a function of it s
temperature and the temperatures of the adjacent
serments . nnce the initial temperatures are
assirned and the bounda l~ conditions specified, a
numerical interration Hill yjeld the transient
temperature tiMe hi st~r y . Such a procedure can,
theoretically, produc e any desired derree ("If
accuracy , h"";·revcr the accuracy is governed by the
size of the se[ment s and the computinr interval .
In prac tice there is aluays some comorcmise behreen accuracy and th e amount of time and effort
expended .

A survey of the available literature on the
subject discloses considerable covera-e of the
thermal radiation environment of space. HOl'lever,
the SUEfested analytical techniques are usually
arplied to sjmple r eometric shapes and are restricted to determL~in~ equilibriur. radiation temperatures .
In order for any analysis to yield reasonable
results uhen a9plied to a realistic configuration,
it ~st account for convective, conduc t ive, and
radiative heat transfer throurh and "nthin the
vehicle, and, unless the vehicle surface is 1-J'holly
convex, for the complex interchanre of radiation
beti-reen ~xterna l surfaces . The follO\'l inr is a
compreh ensive view of the entire heat balance
problem, including internal and external radiation, conduction, and internal convect ion heat
trans.fer . In addition, a specific method of temperature cont rol, particularly suited to manned
space staticlDs is sUfC'ested . The method makes USE
of the "atm("lsr:-here" ',rithin the space station as a
major f.1ctc'T in the process of heat distr! ;,t:tion .
The vehicle air is circulated beh/Cen the livinr,
quarters and an area containing the bulk of the
heat reneratin(; equipment . By re rulatinf the flovr
rat e, temperature chan~es in the living quarters
are minimized at the expense of increased fluctuat ion of the eouioment area tem~ erature . This
technique has been applied to a' manned orbital

For this analysis, the entire vehicle i s
subdivided i nto sections, "There each sectiC'n is
assumed to be isothermal as defined above, and in
"thermal contact" by means of radiation, conduction, and/or convection .,ith other s ections. The
boundary c onditions for the system are descr ibed
in terms of the thermal radiation envir<'nment .
This environment is dependent ("In the position and
angular orientation of the space station vrith
respect to the earth and the sun. the two sources
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4.

of external radiation. The success of the analysis
dc?enos on the ability to adequately describe both
t he effe ct of this complex thermal environment on
the s pace station exterior and the physical relations hip betHeen the section which determine the
internal heat transfe r rates . Once this informa tion is compiled, the numerical int e ra t ion can be
pro f rac~ed for a hifh speed digita l computer .
The f eneral equation governing
analysis r epresents a complete heat
section . This equation, which must
and inteerated numerica~ly for each
station is given by

Co\, d.. T '"

Jt

Skin SectiC'ns
These sections, ..1hich compromise the entire surface of the vehicle are the
most critical since it is thrr>ugh them that the
vehicle receives heat from the earth and the sun
and dissi pates heat by radiating to space. The
t'\,o major criteria f, overning the division of the
skin into the different sections are the reauirement of a relatively uniform temperature over any
[,iven section. and a desire to maintain reasonably
simple reometrical outlines for each section. In
or der to evaluate what constitutes a relatively
uniform temperature it is necessary to consider
the effects of a temperature variation 'l-7ithin a
section. The assumption of uniform temperature
over a section affects the evaluation of the total
heat radiated by the section and the determination
of the rate of condvction to the adjacent sections.
A plate at a uniform temperature ..Jill radiate at
a rate 2% less than a plate at the same mean absolut e temperature but ,Jith a linear variation of
10% bet,Jeen its end temperatures. The error
varies with the square of the temperature variation with res pect to the mean. This would
indicate that a temperature range of 10°_20° is
ac ceptable for a mean temperature of the order of
SOOoR . In speaking of t emperature variation over
a section ..7e do not mean fluctuations in small
ar eas as mirht result from fittinrs or small
structural details. Rather , it is the variation
in temperature such as mir ht occur from one end of
a section to the "ther . A ~ond indication of the
variation within a section is riven b·' the temper ature difference beb'7een tHO adjacent section s.
On this basis, :;ectinns s h ~uld be established to
restr ict adjacent sect ion temperature differ ences
to les s than 50° .

the entire
balance on any
be evaluated
section of the
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( 2)
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t-QROW tQe;QUIP

where Cp is the thermal capacity of the section.
The different Q terms represent all available
means of heat input or exchange for any secti on.
Not all the sections Hill receive heat from
all the available sources . For example, Qsun,
Qearth, and Qalbedo-can only affect sections
which constitute external surfaces of the station.
The rat e of heat input will be dependent on the
space station configuratirm, the surface characteristics, and the orientation of the statiQn
with respect to the sun and the ea r th . For
mis , ions other than earth orbits, Qearth and
Qa~b e do rr~y be neGlected or used to represent
radiation from any other body Hhich ref~ects
solar radiation or is itself a s ource of t hermal
radiati"n . Qrad includes both the heat lost by a
surface throUFh r adiation to spac e, and the heat
exchan f ed betvreen sectims by thermal radiation .
The remaini ng terms describe the inter nal flow of
heat 1'1ithin the station. Qcond, Qconv, and C}flo ..7
are the rates at "hich heat i s exchan ged by conduction, cor.vection, and the mass tr,nsfer of air
Hithin t he station . Qequip is the r ate at .,7hich
heat is r enerated internally, both by the occupants of t he st at i on and cny heat ~ eneratin f equipment Hhich is on board

In addition to the error in radjation. we
must cons i der the method used to estinate the rate
of conductirJD behreen ad.jacent secti~n s . Since
the only inf("rmation about temperatt;re that is
availab~e durin£, t he analysis is t he nean t emperature of a section it is nec essary to assume
the gradient at the interfac e behreen tHO sections
is propC'rtional to the t emperature diff erence betHeen the sections. :,uch an as sumption becomes
pror r ess i vcly less accurate as the variation of
temperature ,Jithin the sections increases.

Subdivision Into Sections
The entire anal~rsis requires the judicious
division of the station int o a munber of s eparate
sections , eac h of Hhich exhibits a reasC'nable
der,ree of isothermal behaviC'r . The subdivision
must be the initial step in the procedure since
all the detailed information governing heat flm,
rates derives from the characteristics and inter relations of the different sections . Any alteration of the subdivision scheme later in the
analysis Hi~l require rec alculation of mo:;t of
these data .

The second requirement for skin division,
that of maintaininr simple feometric shapes wherever possible, ari ses from the inherent di f f iculty
of deter mininr t he rates of radiative heat trans fe r beb·reen t he sect i ons . This problem, Hhich is
discussed later in the pap er, is simplified to
some extent if the s ections have re r ular outlines
and only sli; ht curvature. ~ne impnrtant exception to thi f: situation is an axially symmetric
vehicle which rotates abnut its axis of symmetry.
If the vehicle rotates rapidly enour' h, the radiation in puts from the earth and the sun may be
averafed around the periphery. In this case, the
sections may be taken as circumferential rin, s.

T'Jhile all sections Hill be subject to the
same ceneral equation r ovE:rnin r heat flm'7, they
may be divided into four distinct types, for
l;hich diff erent terms Ttli~l have r reater importance
and :1hich may betreat ed Hith diffedn e depree s of
accuracy . The t ynes of sect i r>ns are :
1.

External sur f ace, or skin sec t ions

2.

I nter:1al structure and n"n- heatrenerat i n, cqui pr.ent

3.

Heat reneratinr equi pment

Air masses contained Hithin the station

The temperature [ radients which exist alC'ne
the skin sections have been discussed above . If,
in addition, a r radient exists throurh the skin
it may be accrunted for withrut additinnal subdivisir>n, as follo'l-7s. The heat flo',T rate thrr>ugh
the skin is lcn ovm frC'm the rates of heat fl"w into
and out of each face. The value of the temperature diffe renc e thrruf h the skin may be determined frnm this information . Since the mean temp87

exchange bet',een t hese air mass s ections i s then
dependent on the rat es of ci r culat ion and their
t emperature differ enc es.

erature is assumed to be the aver are of t he two
fa ce temperatures , the correct face t emperatur es
can be calcu12ted . These ,·Till be us ed for deter ~ining convection and radiation f rnm t he faces
,·rhile the mean temperature is used for c(mduction
through the edges .

Radi ative Heat Transfe r
In calculating the heat baJ.ance of a vehicle
i n a fluid medium, the heat f lux by radiation
usually r epr esents a min or , if not insjfnifj cant,
perc entaGe of the overall amount . '. ith space
vehicles , hOi-rever, as a r esult of th e vacuum in
"lhich they operate. radiation must act as a major
cont r ibutor to the heat t r ansfe r pr ocess . Indes d,
t he heat exchanGe bet'·,een the vehicle and it s
environment takes place s01ely by r adiative
t ransfer .

For some configuration s , there may be a
large por tion of the vehicle, such as a s ol ar
collector or shield , which is not an inter r al
part of the vehicle and transfers heat t o the
vehicle proper only by radiation . It is often
possible to separate such an i tem from the general
analysis and treat it as an external source of
radiation ,·rhose temper ature can be predicted
independent of the vehicle analysis . This situation vrill be discussed in a later section .

This environnent contains r adiation of thr ee
types , direct s olar r adia t ion, direct ear th r adiation , and solar radiation reflected fr om the
earth (al bedo r adiation ) . DurinI' each orbit,
there may be an extr eme variation in t he r ate of
hea tL~ g by direct s01ar and albedo r adiation .
This results f rom t he vehic l e "seeinf " varyinf
a ffio~t s of the day side of the earth , and passing
int0 and out of the earth I S shadOi-T . The varia t :bon
is so ~reat that ra diation equilibrium temperatur es
for the tv/o extremes r anr,e f rom 2S0oF . to _200°F .
Such a var iat i on is , of course, into ler able for a
manned vehicle . It may be controlled to a la r ~e
de[,r ee, hOl-leVer, by insulatinr the skin f r or:J the
station interi0r, usin r a shi eld aeainst solar
ra diation, or a p~lyinr sge cial coatinf s to al ter
the r ates at Hhich external r adiation is absorbed .

Internal Str ucture
This cla ssification
compr ises all portions of the station vrhich are
neither skin nor heat fene rating equi pment . ':Ihile
the bulk of this may Hel l be actual struc tural
fr amin g and internal panelin F, t he catefory als o
includes any equi pment vmi ch does not gener ate
heat , any storare tanks, f urnishinrs , or , in
general , any mass ,Tith a t hermal capacity which
cannot be neglect ed . The decisi on as to ,",hether
or not certain of these items are to be included
in t he balance depends on the heat transfer func tion t hey perform. The major c ont r i ~utinn of
internal structure items is thej r heat capacity.
The amount of heat that is conducted thr ou~h them
i s generally not of great impor tance except in
the case "There structural framinp: constitutes a
conduct i on path from high temperature equi pment
to some he at sink, such as the skin . Usually ,
t he heat transfer rates to t hese items are taken
into ac count only s o as t o alloH the effects of
t he heat capacity to appear in the balance . ~!hen
t he heat transfer paths to any of these items are
not sufficient to cause a varia t i on in their temperature of more than several de grees i-lhen the
t emper atures of the section Hith "lhich they exc hange heat vary gr eatly , t he i tems need not be
included in t he balance. It is difficult to state
any gener al r ules for structure subdivis ion since
c onfigurations can var y so r reatly, hOi-Tev"r, the
number of s ections should be r estricted to as fevr
as possible for the sake of expediency.

A sec ond ar ea where the vehicle heat balance
is af fected by radiati 0n i s that 0f radiant int er chan ge between the different s ections of the
stati on . This exchane;e occurs not only betvreen
skin s ectit'ns but also bet"reen the structur e and
equipment sections . The r ates 0f exchc:nf,e by this
method are usualJ.y of the same ~rder 0f ffia [ nitude
as those of conduction or convection between
sections .
The potential r ate
}'echani sm of Radiation
of emission of therma l r adiati on from an opaque
body is r iven by the St efan- Boltzmann 181·1 as :

Q

Pny r easonabl y
Heat Generating Equipment
compact group of components .,lhich can be represented by one mean temperature s houJ.d be tr eated
as a singJ.e section . The rate of heat pen eration
is assumed equal to the rat e at Vlhic h this equipment dissipates power . This is treated as a
direct heat input to the s ection and I·Till r esult
in t he temperature of the equipment section r isine
to the point Hhere this heat can be dis sipated by
t he nor mal means of conduction , convection and
radiation .

==

<yAT~

(3)

where A is the surface area and T i s the absolute
temperature of t he surfac e . Such r adiation is
called "black body" r adiati0n , and is·emitted over
t he enti r e electr omagnetic spectr um lvi th a particul ar spect ral distr ibutif'n 'Y7hich i s ?lFO a function
0f temperature . Ho r eal body ever completel y
attains thi s ideal m~~imum r ate of r adiation . The
surfac e of the radiatin r body and / 0r i ts molecul ar
structure have an attenuatinr. effect on the rate
at which this r adiati nn is emitt ed . The de~ree of
attenuatinn vC'ries '..rith vravel enrth and is primar j ly
a result of the sur fa ce characteris tics . The
f ra ction of " bl ack body" r adiatiC'n actually emitted
at any l.Javel en",th is kno'Ym as the spectral emi t t anc e, E." , ,.hile the f r action emHted over the
entir e spectr um is the total emittance , E:. The
surfac e charact er i stics have a simi l ar effect on
jnc0minr radiation, so t hat t he fract i m , 01.),.., nf
t he i m'l inri nC" radiati0n at '.·ravelenr-th A. is abs orbed and the remainder reflected . ThE f ract ion
r epres enti n c' t'1e amo1.l..nt r ef lec ted is calJ.ed the
r eflectivity , p ,Hhich may also va r y ..nth 1·,avelenfth. The spectr al aQsorptcnc e , oCA . of a sur face is equal tf' the spectral emHtanc e . E)c, at

~'l hile the atmos phere .rithin a
Air 1·1 asses
spac e station does not have a la r Ge heat capacity,
t he fact that it can be circulated bet:leen areas
of widely different temgeratures makes i t an
impor tant factor in the heat balance . Rather than
attempt to identify a c ert ain quantity of air and
folloH its movement bet..recn differ ent conpar tments.
it is best to subdivide it accor ding to location • .
The air in each compart ment is tr eated as a separate s ecti on , and, '-Thile its identity is con stmtJy
changinr as t he air is c i r cuJ.ated between differ ent cnnpartments , the quantity of air jn each
compar tr.ent r emains const~t . The r ate of heat
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any wavelength pr ovided no artifici al ly st i mulated
emissi on take s pl ace. However, si nce the inc oming
radiation may not ha ve the s ame spectr al distr i bution as a "black body" at the temper ature of t he
surfac e, total emittance and tot al abs or ptance are
not neces sari ly equal. ~'Th ile a comp.Let e de scr iption of the radiat i ve pr oper tie s of a surf ac e r equires a deter mination of t he spectr al emit tance
over the entire spect rum, i t i 3 usua.Lly suff i cient
to work "nth t he tot al emit t ance and the t otal
absorptances with r es pect t o each of, the var i ous
radiation s pect ra uh ic h Hill exist at the vehicle
surface.
The ear th radiates with the same int ensit y
and nearly the same spectral dis t r ibution as a
"bl ack body" at 45o oR. Since the spect r al distributi on of "black body" radia t ion does not change
great l y b e ~.e en 450 0 R and the expected temper atures on the spac e st at i on skin , the t otal absorptanc e of t hese surfac es to eart h r adiat i on
may be cons idered equal t o the tota l emittance.
The sun , on t he other hand , r adiates as a
"black body" at a temperature of 6000 oR. Thi s
repr e s ents a spectral distr ioution r adic a lly
different from that of the space station surface
r adi ati on , and therefore , the total absorpt ance
wi t h r espe ct t o solar r adiation , ciS ' i s, i n
gener al , diff er ent f r om the total emittanc e. I t
i s possible, by choos ing coatings ,nth a spectr al
emittanc e vThich i s l ow f or wavelengths s ho r ter
t han three microns , the r egion where mo st of the
s ol ar ener gy is radiat ed , t o obtain sur fa c es ,nth
~$I€ r ati os as low as 0 .1 . Gener ally the
r atio may be us ed as a r ou[ h measure of equilibr imum t emperature. By r educing t he amount of
s ol ar radiation abs or bed whil e maintaininr a high
r ate of surface heat loss by r adiation, the sur fa ce te~lpe r ature can be reeul ated .

by

-rz,

where
and I'Ylzare the anrles behreen the
n ormals to t he ar eas and the line bet,·reen their
centers, and r is the distance betHeen them. In
order to find the r ate of radiation fo r t.TO fini t e
surfac es, Al and A2, t his expre s sion must be i nte grated over bot h areas. The ratio of the r adiation which leaves the emitting surface, Al, and
init i ally impinges on A2, to the total radiation
emitted by Al i s ca.Lled the direct vie.·r f actor , or
angle f actor, fr om Al t o A2, and i s denoted by
Fl-2. The f i r st step in the proc es s of determining
t he r ates of radi ative he at exchange betHeen the
dLff er ent sect i ons of the space station is the
calculat ion of the se dir ect view f actor s bet>reen
all s ect ions whi ch can "see" each other. Any
method of evaluation of the direct view f a ctors
,·rill invol ve t he inteE'ration of Eq . 4, either
exact ly or by an approxi mate method . To perfor m
the integr ati on exactly, both surf aces must be
r epr es ent ed analytically and Eo. . 4 inteerated in
clos ed f orm between the r equired limits. This
procedure can be carried out for simp.Le shapes,
most of which have already been jnvesti~ated, and
the resul t s made available in fenera .Li zed form. 2 , 3
At the oppos ite extreme f r om exact intefTation i s
the simpl est appr oximation, both surfaces beinr
t r eated as "incr emental" plane areas and Eq . 4
applied dir ectly .nthout intefT ation . This i s a
good appr oximation ,Then the distance betvyeen the
surfac es i s l ar r,e relative to the surfac e dimensions . Inter~edi a te de Gr ees of appr oximation can
be used by s ubdi viding each surface into some
number of small "incremental" ar eas and summing
t he radiation betlveen them.
The di rect view factor s must be found in both
di rect i ons (i . e . both Fl_2 and F2_l ), and therefor e it is usually convenient to apply the r eciprocity r elation

Emitted and r efl ected radiation exbibit
direct ional pr operti es. The dir ectional distr i bution of emitted radiation is usually such that
t he intensity of r adiation in any di r ecti~n is
pr oport i onal to the cosine of the anele between
the direction of radiation and a normal to the
radiating surfac e . (lambert ' s Cosine Lavr ) Such
radiation is termed "diffu se" . ':Thil e deviati0ns
f r om diffuse emis si on vnll s ometimes occur vnth
pol ished surfac es , in general, these deviations
ar e small enoueh to be ifTIored . ~eflected r adiation may also be diffuse, in Hhich case the
cosine la11 fo r dist r ibution i s follO'tTed, r efar dless of the direction of the incident radiation .
The opposite extreme is "specular" r eflection in
Hhich the angle of reflection is eQual to t:-te
anele of incidenc e . - ,~ il e no sur face is a purel y
specular reflector at all 1.Tavelenfths , most polished surfac es Hill exhibit a sirnific ant deeree
of spe cularit y, particularly at 101·r anr-les of
incidence .

(5)
to find the one fr om the other. Another r elation
between the vie .. fac tors ..rhich must be observed
expres se s the conservation of ener gy . \',Then the
dir ect vi e>r f actor of space (fraction of radiati on
from a surface which does not i mpin r.e on another
surface) i s taken into account, the sum of the
direct vie>r factors for radi a tion leavin ~ any
surf ace must be unity .
'Then intef'Tatin" f,q . 4, it must be assumed
that r adiation is emitted uniformly ('vcr all of Al .
This may not always be the case . Pl'r example,
skin sections may either have str0ng r r adient s
thr~u rh them so that the inner and outer faces
r adiate at different temperatures , or else have
diffe r ent va.Lue s of emittance f"r the t,vo faces.
In such ca s es , s eparate viel., fa ctors :nust be
deternined for each of the porti"ns of t he surface
of a sectil'n whi ch emit at a different r ate

VieH Factors '-Thil e the rate at vrhi ch a
surface radiates i s easily determined from its
temperature and surface characteristics , the
determL~at ion of the eventual destination of the
emitted radiation, whic h may either "escape " to
s?ace or be reabs orbed by another surface , is a
c"m~)lex problem.

Once the direct vie,r factors bet; een the
secti0ns have been determined, one additional step
is necessary befor e the rate of radiative heat
t r ansfer betHe en the sections can be calculated.

Assuminr diffuse emission , the rate at Hhich
rad:2tion leave s an elene!ltal ar ea dAl and impin~es 0n a second el emental area dA2 is given

(JE\A\~41=",_~
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denotes the rate at 1Vhich heat is radiated from
Ai, impinges on A2, and is absorbed . However ,
the radiation which is reflected from A2 must
still be accounted for . This radiation may be
reflected back and forth any number of times between Al and A2 and any other nearby surfac es ,
some of it being absnrbed at each reflection .

TherefClre, tHO s ets of total vieH factors must be
generated . One set ,Till be us ed to determine the
r adiation between the skin sections, and the rate
at which earth radiati"n is absClrbed, rJhile the
s econd set .Till be used to determine the rate at
vThich solar and albedo radiation are absorbed .
Radiati on Heat I nput
"'1 hUe the heat
exchange rates betl.reen the sections are dependent
on the temperatures of the sections, the r ates of
heat input by external radiation are only dependent on the vehicle configuration, the radiative
characteristics of the skin sections, and the
relative positions of the earth , the sun, and the
space station. Therefore, these rates may be computed independently (If the overall transient heat
balance analysis. The heating rat es shCluld be
computed for a sufficient number of positions in
the orbit so that the r esult s may be tabulated and
interpolated accurately VJhen used in the actual
t r ansient calculations .

:;:-2'

The total vie" factor,
is the ratio of
the r adiation emitted by Al which is eventually,
after any number of reflections, absorbed by
surface A2, to the total radiation emitted by AI '
Unless the surfaces are completely absorptive (in
Hhich case the direct and total ViEn.; factors are
equal), the total vieu factors cannot be estimated
or calculated directly. However, once the direct
view factors and the surface absorptances ar e
knovrn, it is theoretically possible to trace the
paths of all emitted radiation, as i t is reflected,
by the repeated application of the direct view
fa ctors. This process has been formalized
s lightlYsdiffering Hays by Hottel,3 Eckert, and
Gebhart , all of whose methods are based on the
folloHing assumptions.

tn

The calculation of the rates of heat absorption by each sectinn is performed in two st eps .
First, the r ates at 1-1hich the radiation impinges
directly (before ref lections) on each s ection ar e
determined, after which, the rat es at which this
r adiation is absorbed can be calculated, t aking
into account the possible multiple reflections
between the different sections .

First, each of the surfaces must be i s othermal, a requirement which is basic to the entire
analysi s . Second, the surf aces must be "gray" .
A gray surface is one which has a constant spectral emittance over all wavelengths. "JhUe this
i s rar ely the actual case, most surfaces may be
treated as effectively gray if the emittance is
constant over the wavelength band in which the
major portion of t he radiant energy is concentrated. TNben this is not the case, the Havelength
range of interest must be divided into bands over
which the surfaces are effectively gray. The
calculation will be carried out for each band and
the r esults added together to give a final value
for the total vieH factor . The third assumption
is that the surfaces are perfect diffuse reflector s . In ,actuality, most materials deviate from
this condition. The external surfac es of a space
station would probably be given a highly reflec ting coating in order to minimize the rate at
rmich heat is absorbed . Such coatin gs are rarely
purely diffuse reflectors . If the degree of
specularity is too great to be iglloreg, a modif i cation to this method must be used .

In order t o determine the rates at Hhich the
earth a~d albedo radiat e to each s ection , Eq . 4,
the baslc relation for radiation intercha~ [ e bet1-1een tHO surfaces must be used . In general, it
is necessary tCl integrate Eq . 4 Clver that portion
of the earth which radiates to the station . Thi s
"visible cap" of the earth is treat ed as the emitting area , AI' and is divided geometrically into
a finite number of incremental areas. Each section
of the skin is treated as a rec eiving area, dA2 ,
and Eq . 4 is inte grated numerically by summin~ the
radiation f r om each increment of AI' For earth
radiation , <JE. T4 is taken as 68. B BTU/hr- ft 2 of
radiating surface . «(, is the angl e betrre en the
normal to the incremental ar ea and the line f rom
the ar ea to the station . ~~is the corresponding
angle for the normal to the skin section. Hhen
the skin section is t r eated as a s ingle incremental receiv.L~ g area, so that no integration over
A2 is performed, it is assumed that the section i s
a flat plate. In this case , cos 1'LdA2 of Eq. 4
represents t he area of the sectiCln proj ected into
a plane normal to the line of sight to the emitting earth surface . l!hen the skin section is not
a plane area it may be handled either by subdividing it further until it can be approximated by
plane sections, or by tr eating i t as a sin gle unit
in l'mich cas e the projected ar ea in the appropriat~
direction is substit uted for cos 'Yj?.dA2' THO additional f actor must be introduced intn Y,q. 4 when
determining radiation input. ', !hen "{t > 900, the skin
s ection is turned away f rom the incremental area
on the earth and can rec eive no radiat ion from it.
It is also possible that a section which is or ient ed so that it should be able to see the r adiating
area has its vie,T blocked by another part of the
stat i on. As a res ult of this possibility, each
sect ion has as soc iated VTith it a "shadow" f actor
which describes ~'lhether or not another section d:
the station casts a s hadow upon it "rhen radiation
comes fr om a particular direction, and if so , what
amount of the section is shadoHed. For a complex
configuration , these factors may be very difficult

vJhether or not the error s in the total view
factor s due to specular reflectance are too great
t o ignore depends on the ultimate use of the vie.1
fact oT$. If they are only to be used to determine
the rates of exchange betvreen the sections, a high
degree of accuracy is not required . Hm'Tever, if
they ar e to be used to deter mine the rates at
whic h the sections absorb radiation from the earth
and sun, gr eater accuracy is desired. If the
space st ation does not lend itself to the analytical procedures referred to above, either as a
r esult of extreme geometric complexity or difficulties with surface specularity, an alternate
method may be used to determine the rates of abs orption of external radiation. This method,
involving reflectance tests on a scale model, is
described in the followin g section.
It was pointed our previously that many
c oatings respond differently to solar radiation
and radiation from lower temperature sources .
Because of the difference bet He en the values of
cts and G for most coatings, the tHO types of
radi ation sources must be treated separately.
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model testinr , whi ch f ollo",s a pr ocedure published
by 'le a and J aker 8, r equir es a s cale model vrhich
dupl i cat cs the external conficuration and surface
radiat i on character i stics of the spac e st atiC'>n.
Radiation is s i mulat ed by a collimat ed light
sourc e, r:lec; sur er:lent s of ,·rh i ch are made ,·rit h li --:ht
s ens i.t ive cel l s such as s nl ar cells. Thes e cells
ar e plac ed nn th e model in ::>rsit irns ,-: hich ar e
r e?r es cntative nf the subdivision of the space
statinn sur .fac e . .ls the mod el nrientat i f)n i s
c hanged ~ T i th r espect to t he li[,ht , readin r s are
taken on t he cel l s and cnm:arcd with a monitoring
cel l to s hr"r the rad::'ation i nci dent on each sect ion as a per centa r e nf th e f ull :L'1tens ity of the
beam. These r eadin : s c-ive t he tot al nf dir ect ly
inci.dent radiatinn and r ef le :::ted r adi at im ulti:nat el y incident nn eac h s ect ion . 'i his pr ocedure
vTa S utilized -"nr th e liOSS st udy and wc; s sh01m t o
be accurate and p ra c ·~ ica ble .

t o det er nu ne anal yt i cally. In such a cas e, suffi ciently accur ate approximati ons may be obtain ed
by using a scale ;;!0dcl c:nd a c ollimdt ed vis i J l e
liGht sour ce to S110i'r the r adiat ion shadm·; pattern .
The " r OC GSS f or <llbe do r adiation i s simil ar
to ear th rCldiati0n, h0v;evGr , only that p"r ti nn of
the visibl e cap ',;hich i s lirht ed by t he sun i s
t r eated as emit t i nc area . To determine the i ntensity of r adiat irn f rf1m each incr ::r:lent "l ar ea
of :::q. 4 is r epl aced by 44 2~c o s 1.'!>S"fU/hr-ft 2,
l1l:er e '1.3 i s the C'n ;-le betm,en the n0rma l t o t he
incr cr:lental ar oa and the ear th - sun line , and p, is
t he aloedo r ef l ectivity of the earth , usually L
td,en as 0 . 38.
110 i nteGrat i on is r equi r ed fo r s ol ar r 2diati n n
s in ce the sun nay be t r eated as a point s ourc e .
Eq. 4 may be r epl aced by

Some individual consider at ions ,rhic h must be
obser ved are as f ollN1s :

"her e Cs is the s ol ar con stant , 4h2 BTU/hr- ft 2 of
vehic l e sur fa cc, for any l ocation Hithin sever al
t housc:nd mles of the ear th . The shado" f actor
must still be us ed, and in addi t i on , the r e i s t he
poss i bility that t he stat i on lies in the ear th 's
shadoH, vrhcr e it d. ll r ec eive no solar r adi at i nn .
The Geometr y i nvolved in determinin c the orien tat ion "f t he earth , the sun and the st at i on, and
the pr ocedure to be folJoHed in per formin g the
int eGrat i on over the visibl e cap of the eart h is
c over ed in Ref. ( 7)
The inf or matic'D resulti nG f r f1m thi s ,rnrlc is
a tabul at i on of the eart h, al bedo , and s olar radiat ion incident upon each secti nn of t he space
stat i on f or a number of positi0DS t hr OUGhout the
orbit . It r ema ins t o det erT.line ho" much of this
radiat i on is actually abs orbed . The i nit ial abs or ption rates ar e given bY cX~an d E., .,hile the
radiation r eflected f r om each s ect i on ;~ ll be
additionally absorbed as i t impi nres on ot her
s ect ions . If t he r ad i a ~ i on incident nn a sect i on
i s r ef l ected diffus el y , it s direct i onal dis t r i but ion 'Nill be t he same as if it ,.'ere be i ne emit ted by the s ect i on. Theref or e, the t ot al vi el-l
fac tors may be app lied to det er r.Jine the amount
absor bed by ea ch s ection as a r esult of mult ipl e
r eflecti ons . The amount of solar radia t ion absorbed by t he i th sect i on i s Eiven by

1.

The model must be in a sufficiently
"black" enclosure to elimi nate stray
radiation and prevent radiat ion ref lected
off the model from r eturni ng.

2.

The liCht s ource must i.Lluminate the
model wit h a fi eld of unifor m intensity
and s hould be sufficiently collimated or
far enough fr om the model so that the
beam is essentially uni directional.

3.

The cells must be small ennugh so as not
to interfere with the reflectance pattern
of the model.

4.

The response of the cell s should be
linear over the range to which they are
sensitive. tFi l terinr of e i ther celJ s
or source may be nec essary . )

5.

The surface coating of t he model must be
"fTey" in the spectral range which the
cells r espond to .

Since both the direct and reflected radiation
are measured to r ether in this proc edure, the
r eflectance of the model must match that of t he
space station. Specifically, t he model must have
the same total ref lectanc e over the spect rum to
which the meterin g c ells respond, as the stat ion
has to the solar or earth radiation spectrum. If
OC!, and E. of the station differ, t.TO test runs must
be made so that both may be duplicated. Ideally,
the tests s hould be run over a range or reflect anc es, and the results f itt ed with a power series
in terms of p. This "rill allow investigating the
effects of cn anges in the spac e station coatinr s
durinr. the analysis. In addition, if the desired
coating for the station is not "grey", it is possible, with this inf ormati on, t o go throuf h the
proper prC'>cedure of breakinf" the spectrum dOlm
into bands over vrhich reflectanc e is constant .

wher e Q1sun i s the solar radiation dir ectl y LDcident on a s e c tion ~ and the sunmat i on i s taken over
all t he sk in sections . Albedo and earth radiat ion
are t r eated in an id entical manner, "rith E substituted fo r "'s in the ca se of earth radiat i on .
In addi tion, since the tC'>t al vieu fact ors ar e
dependent on the surf ace absorptanc es, the t otal
vie,; f act ors used to det er mine t he rate of absor ption of eart h radiat i on ,·rill, i n gener al, differ
f r om tho s e us ed for solar and albedo radiation.

The data res ultinp from t he experimental
reflect ance tests .rill be tabulati0ns r f the
percenta f e of f ull intensi t y radiation on each
section of the station as a function ('If the angular orientatil'n of the radiation source Hith
respect to a coordi nate syst em fixed on t he
station.

This r elati vely straight forward procedure may
not be applicable, either because t he surfac es are
hi ghly s pecular, or because the t otal vi e1'1 factors
cannot be det ermined Hith suff ici ent accura cy.
Under suc h circumstances it i s nec ess ar y t o resort
to scale model testinr, to det ermine t he t her mal
radiat ion inputs . The basic theory of radi at ion
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ternal s ourc e, should be used to compute the
amount of radiation to each section from a hypothetical sphere surroundin g the station . The ratio
of radiation absorbed by each section to the total
amount emitted by the sphere will be equal to the
view facto:: fro:n space tc:> the section, ;;e spac e , i '
By the reclpr~clty relatlon, (E9 . 5) ,:F i, s pa ce
may be determmed. The express10n for~ i, space
derived from this procedure is

In calculating the radiatien from the incremental areas of the visib~e cap of the earth, the
term cos IYJ vTaS used to describe the percentage of
full intert;ity radiation directly incident on a
section as a result of its angular orientation
with respect to the direction of the incominf, radiation . Since the function evaluated in the reflectance tests gives the same informaticn for the
sum of both direct and reflected radiation, it
may be substituted for cos 1'1:1. in Eq . 4 to obtain
the total radiation incident on each section. The
fraction of this radiation which is absorbed,
according to the values of eX';, and f: of each section is the total external radiation heat input to
the section.
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Hi th this independent evaluation of ~ i space the
rough estimates of the total vievT factd-s may be
adjusted to satisfy Eq. 10 and then used in Eq . 9
to evaluate the radiation exchange. While the
errors in the total view factors .Till result in
some discrepancies in the radiation between the
sections, the heat l oss ·to space will now be
correctly represented .
Radiation bet1veen sections 1·rhich occurs .rithin
the spac e station is also determined from Eq . 9
and hence is completely defined 'IoThen the ra tes of
emission from each s ection and the total internal
vievr factors are kno1m. The rates of emi s Eion can
be determined from the mean temperature, emittance,
and surfac e area of each section . "'hile this
information is not difficult to "btain .f 0r the internal surfaces of the skin or Isrre panels of the
internal st ructure, the structural fr aminf and the
heat generating equipment usually have rather complex radiating surfaces . In additi0n, the analysis
must often be performed before the space stat ion is
thorour, h~y desirned, so that structural details may
not be avail e.ble . Therefore, r ou"h estimates of
the amount of emitting surface must usually be
made . Since most of the interna l radiation exchange occurs bet1'ieen the skil'l and compartment
walls, these inac curaci es for the detailed struc ture can fenerally be toler ated . The problem is
more critical for heat f eneratine equipment sinc e
a large portion of it s heat dissipation may oc cur
by radiation. Hhen the details of the equipment
are not available, an upper limit on its capacity
to reject heat may be determined, sinc e its
"effective" radiatinf! surface area may not exceed
the area of the surfaces to 'Thich it radiates .

The entire external surface of the station
emits thermal radiation according to the StefanBoltzmann La'H, modifi ed by the total emittance .
The emitted radiation may either "escape" directly
to space, or impinge on other sections of the
space station skin. The radiation which impinges
on other surfaces is partly absorbed and the remainder is reflected. This process is identical
to the reflection and absorption situation described for radiat ion inputs from external sources
and, c orrespondin gly, the fractions of radiation
leavin g a given section which are eventually reabsorbed are given by the total view factors for
the external skin. Applying these view factors
directly to the emitted radiation we obtain the
rates of radiation exchange for the external skin.
L

-= ;

e,~ o

Radiation Between Sections
In addition to absorbing ra diation from the earth, the sun, and the
albedo, the external surfac es of the space s t ation
re ject heat by radiation to space. At the same
time, all sections of the station are involved in
a mutual interchange of therma~ radiation. To
properly evaluate radiation bet1·reen sections both
the amount of radiation emitted by each section
and the total view factors which describe ho',; the
radiation is reabsorbed muet be kn01m. It is best
to consider the radiation between external skin
sections separately from radiation between section s
Hithin the vehicle .

Q.L ~- O"G· A L·Tl ++ L,~

-rr

(9)

The view factors of ~pace,Jfi space, the fraction
of radiation emitted by a section vrhich is not reabsorbed by any section, does not appear explicitly in this equation, however, it is related to the
other total vievr factors by

As Has the case with t he external skin, the
total internal vi6VT factors mus t be derived from
the direct vievr factors and the surface reflectances. The direct view factors of ereatest importance, those between the inner skin, structur al paneling, and compartment ,Talls, can usually
be determined by analytical procedures . Those
involving the less 'Hell defined structural component s and equipment must be estimated as Hell
as possible . However perfunctory these estimates
may be, both the direct and total ViBVT f actors
must satisfy the restri ction that

(10)

thus assuring that· all radiation leaving a section
is accounted for . ~'l hen the total vievT factors
between external skins sections have been evaluated to a sufficient degree of accuracy to assure
that t hey properly indicate the amount of radiation absorbed and cons equently, t he amount
"escaping", they may be used directly . However ,
Hhen these factors have not been evaluated 1-1ith
great accuracy , either as a result of too complex
a configuration or difficultie s 1nth surface specularity, it is necessary to perform an independent
calculation to determine the view factors of space .
The experimental proc edure used to determine the
external radiation input may be utilized to
evaluateJCi space. The results of these experiments, Hhich were used to compute the amount of
radiation absorbed by each section from any ex-

( 12)

in order to insure that no radiation is inadvertantly"lost".
nlike the space station exterior, the interior surfac es may have highly a bsorptive coatings in order to reduce temperature variations
and eliminate "hot spots" . If the surfac es are
highly absorptive , the procedure for derivinG
the total viBVT factors may be applied without
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great concern for the restricting assumptions.
When this is not the case, the restrictions must
be adhered to, particularly the assumption that
an entire surface is exposed to a uniform radiation environment . This may require further subdivision of the se ctions in order to determine
the vievr factors.

Convective Heat Transfer
Convective heat transfer occurs between the
air masses and the surfaces which they contact.
The basic equation for convection is
(15)

Conductive Heat Transfer

"here A is the surface area, Ts and Ta are the
surface and air temperatures respectively, and
hf is the convective film coefficient.

Conduction of heat will take place between
any of the skin, structure, or equipment s ections
which are in thermal contact with each other .
IVhen two sections are in contact through an interface of area A, the rate of conduction between
them is given qy

Q = dT
'dT

J-,:-

I_

I

~ i A = dT tj A

l.

J'?

~'ihile it is not absolutely necessary that a
manned space station contain an atmosphere, it is
assumed that this vdll be the usual case. In
this event, the effective operatine temperatures
of the station will be determin ed by the temperature of the air vdthin the different compartments.
Therefore, careful treatment of the convective
heat transfer process is necessary since it is the
only means by .rl1ich the air can absorb or reject
heat .

(13)

j

where a~ is the temperature gradient normal to
the interface and k is t he conductivity. I-/hen
the conductivity is different on the -opposi te
sides of the interface, the gradient is discon tinuous . T'/hile this equation is an exact representation of the conduction rate, there is not
sufficient information available from the analysis to correctly evaluate the gradient. The
major limitation on our ability to estimate the
gradient is that our knovrlede-e of the temperature
dist ribution .dthin a section does not go beyond
a !movrledec of the mean temperature. To obtain
any further information it would be necessary to
additi onally subdivide the sections .

The item vIhich introduces the greatest complication in the determination of the convection
rates is the film coefficient. The film coefficient is dependent on the composition of the
space station atmosphere, its pressure, the condition of the surface, and the velocity with
which the air passes over the surface. The most
difficult factor to determine is the velocity of
the air over the surface. This will be affected
by the r ate of air circulation betvreen compartments, the expected pattern of flow, the degree of
free acc ess of the air to the surface, natural
convection due to rotationally induced gr avity ,
and a host of other items. In general, the situation is very similar to the problems encountered in aircraft air conditioning and ventilation,
and liberal r eference should be made to the available literature on this subj ect.

A general procedure for handlin g this probl em requir es t he determination of the nominal
resistivity of the conductine path bet1-reen the
geometric centers of the two sections . It is
assumed that steady state conditions exist, the
mean t emperattITes occur at the centers of the
sections, and the only heat flm r pres ent is conduc t ion t hr our h t he sections and across the interface. Then, if L is the distance from the interfac e to t he center of a section, and A is t he
average cross section perpendicular to L, the cond~cti on rate is given by

Li.

ALii.

+ Li

~/hile the convective heat transfer to the
equipment is correctly described by Eq. 15, there
is rarely sufficient in..formation available to
allow a description of t he equipment in terms of
convective surfaces and film coefficients. 1rfuen
a rouf h estimate of t he effects of equipment heatin g is needed . it may be assumed that the equipment operates at a constant temperature and manages to re ject its entire heat load to its surr oundinfs . The rates of heat re j ection by conduction and radiation are then determined from
estimates of the effective radiating surface and
the conduction paths. The remainder of the heat
load is then assumed to be taken up by the air
within the compartment. From the analysis, it
may be determined vrnether the air remains at a
l ow enough temperature for such a heat rejection
rate to be possible.

(lu)

Aji j

The denominator of this expression, the thermal
resistivity of the conducting path, is essentially
a constant of proportionality between the heat
flryw rate and the temperature difference between
the sections. ';Thile the approach may seem to
leave something to be desired from the point of
view of rigor, it represents the same order of
accuracy as the assumption of isothermal sections.
In addition, this approach is usually a good
representation of one of t he more important conduction activities >-Thich occurs, the removal of
hea t from heat generating equipment . Here, the
fl~w is generally unidir ectional, from the hi ~ h
t emper ature sourc e , t he equi ?ment, throur,h struc tural members, t o a lovIer temperature sin..lc, the
skin . In t he prelilninar J' design sta ees , it is
often an important part of t he problem to deternine h m~ rood a conductinr path is required to
keep the equi pment temperatures at a reasonable
l evel . For this purpose, the thermal reSistivity
is t he simpl est parametric represent ation of a
generalized conducting path .

Air Mass Flow
iVh en the space station cont ains an atmospher e, the air mass sect ions exc hanr e heat Hith
t heir surroundinr. s by convect ion and vdth each
ot her by an interchange of mass fl01-15. The air
mass sections are initially det ermined by subdividinf! the volume vrhich is occupied by the air,
usually acc ordinf. to vehicle compartmentation.
T.'/hen there is mass exchan f e by flmf between the
sections, the identity ~f the air comprising any
s ection ,vill be constant l y chan,"in r . HOI-rever,
since the total mass of each s ect ion is constant ,
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a heat balance may easily be written . The rate
at 'lhich air leaves any section is equal to the
rate at "lhich it is returned f rom the other sec tions . The heat gained by a section is equal to
the heat c ontent of the incoming air, less the
heat content of the out goinG air.

The torus was given an aluminized surface
1-!ith an oC s = . 25 and an E = . 08. The cylinder
had a porcelain enamel finish ..rith an oCs = . 25
and an E =. 75 . ~'Ti th no circulation of air betvleen the torus and the cylinder, the torus
temperature varied from 50°F to 70°F during an
orbit, while the cylinder temperature varied
from 120°F to 170°F. In order to reduce the
fluctuation of t emperature in the torus, air ..las
circulated betvreen the torus and the cylinder
during the cold portion of the orbit. Hhen the
rates of floH 1,ere properly controlled, the
torus could be maintained at a constant temperature of 70°F ' Ihi1e the cylinder varied from
sooF to 170°F.

Some care should be taken to avoid a pos sible numerical intef rat i on difficulty 1qhich can
arise when hi gh flm'l rates betvreen the sect ions
are used. If a large portinn of the air in any
section is exchaneed in one inte gration inter val, a diver gent oscillation in the sections
t emperatur es may result. This may be avoided by
reducinr the inte[ ration interval or by eliminatinr rapid chan;;;es in the air flo'l rates.
tWSS Study

REFEREHCES

The methods described in this paper have
been applied to a manned orbital space station,
(l-1OSS) , in a study for NASA IS Laneley Research
Center . The confir-uration studied consisted of
an inflatable torus, 32 ft . in diameter, connected by inflatable spokes to a rieid cylinder
in the center . The torus ,la S to be used as the
livinb quarter s and work area for the cr81"
"'hile the cylinder housed the bulk of the equipment . An er ectable solar collector, ,.hich was
used as a source of pm,ler, prot ected the vehicle
fro m directly incident solar radiation. The
steady pOVier requirements resulted in an internally generated heat load of 10,000 BTU/hr .
The object of the study was to determine
a method for r e[Ulatinf the temperature .rithin
the torus .rithout res.ortin g to an active thermal control system "lhic h Hould require chan::; es
in the heat load, the use of variable surface
coatings or any method of alterine the thermal
radiati on input rates. The procedure developed
uas based on t he rerulation of air flO1, between
the torus and the equipment cylinder.
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LIFT CONTROL DURING ATMOSPHERE ENTRY FROM SUPERCIRCULAR VELOCITY

By Rodney C. Wingrove and Robert E. Coate
Res earch Scientists
NASA, Ames R~search Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Summary

The use of lift variations to keep the vehicle
within these constraints will be studied and the
manner in which range must be controlled to reach a
desired endpoint will be considered. Finally, as a
practical application, the control system is illustrated with a fixed-trim configuration in which
roll angle is used to control lift during entry .
The guidance characteristic of this system is shown
for entries from a lunar mission as well as for
entries at possible abort conditions.

This paper presents an analysis of a guidance
method which uses a reference trajectory. The four
state variables needed to prescribe the trajectory
are used as follows : Velocity is made the inde pendent variable, and the errors in the rate- ofclimb, acceleration, and range variables away from
the reference are used to govern the lift. A linearized form of the motion equations is used to
show that this represents a third- order control
system. First - and second- order control terms
( rate of climb and acceleration inputs) are shown
to determine the entry corridor depth by stabiliz ing the trajectory so that the vehicle does not
skip back out of the atmosphere or does not exceed
a specified acceleration limit . The destabilizing
effect that range input (the third- order control
term) can have is illustrated and the r esults indicate that a low value of range input gain must be
used at the high supercircular velocities while
larger values of range input gain can be used at
l ower velocities .

Control System Analysis
Dynamics of Entry Motion

The usable corridor depth and range capability
with this guidance system are demonstrated for a
lifting capsule (L/D = 0.5). The practical appli cations of this system are illustrated with a fixed
trim configuration wherein roll angle is used to
command the desired lift . The results show that
the guidance system requires only one reference
tra jectory for abort entry conditions as well as
for entry conditions near the design values.
Introduction
Current and future manned space flight projects
r equire the development of entry guidance methods
applicable to blunt-shaped vehicles ente ring the
earth's atmo sphe re at supercircular velocities.
These guidance systems must regulate small lift
changes in such a manner that constraints, such as
acceleration and heating, are not exceeded and that
the vehicle arrives at a predetermined destination .
Various entry guidance and control methods which
meet some or all of these needs have been considered 1 - 13 and although these studies do present
solutions to the problem, they do not analyze in
detail the control parameters which strongly influence the entry guidance system. It is the purpose
of this paper to demonstrate, by means of control
system analysis techniques, the influence of various control parameters upon the tra jectory motion.
A simple guidance method, using a reference trajec tory, will be developed from these principles, and
a linearized form of the entry motion equations
will be used to describe mathematically the traj ec tory dynamics resulting from this guidance method .

In order to study the dynamics of entry motion
a set of equations is needed which not only
describes the important aspects of the motion but
which also has simple analytical solutions for use
with control system analysis techniques. The equations of motion in the plane of the trajectory in
their standard form - two second-order nonlinear
differential equations with time as the independent
variable - can only be solved by a computer and
they do not, as such, lend themselves to a general
analytical solution. Chapman 16 has shown that
these equations may be approximated by one secondorder nonlinear differential equation with normalized velocity, u, as the independent variable .
Although his equation does indicate the important
control aspects in entry motion, its nonlinear
nature does not allow the use of standard control
system analysis techniques. Before the Chapman
equation can be used to analyze the trajectory
motion, it must be linearized. The linearization
given in the appendix will be used throughout this
paper to illustrate the effects of various trajec tory parameters that might be used to govern lift
variation.

Fig. lea) shows a block diagram of the
linearized equation of motion derived in the appendix . The equation of motion is a second- order
differential equation in either altitude, acceleration, or temperature along the trajectory. However ,
when range is considered, the equation becomes a
third- order differential equation. To illustrate
the dynamics graphically in terms of the variation
of trajectory parameters with velocity, u, a simpli fied representation of the motions at the bottom of
skip is shown in Fig. l(b). When the altitude,
acceleration , and temperature are near a maximum
(or minimum) their corresponding rates of change
must, of course, change Sign. Also near this point,
the range curve has an inflection point . The curves
on Fig . l(b) indicate graphically the integrations
( l/S) shown in the block diagram.
It is interesting to note the loop s inherent
in the motion equation shown in Fig. 1. The upper
loop, (1 - 2 )/A2, corresponds to the spring constant of the second- order differential equation,
and, therefore, it determines the natural frequency
of the trajectory oscillation. This loop i s stabi lizing when velocity, U, is less than 1 (local circular velocity), but it is destabilizing when
velocity is greater than 1 . The lower loop, l/u, is
a first - order damping term that adds damping to the
traj ectory oscillations.

This guidance technique will be demonstrat ed
for entries of a low-lift (L/D=0 .5, w/cDs= 48 psf)
vehicle with entrance conditions (a velocity of
36, 000 ft/sec at an altitude of 400,000 ft) that
are to be expected in the return from a lunar mis sion . As previously shown 1 4 ,15 the entrance velo city requires that lift be varied in such a manner
that it does not l et the vehicle skip out of the
atmosphere or exceed a given acceleration limit .

u
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This simplified representation of the dynamics
gives some insight into the terms a lift control
system should incorporate. For instance, lift var iation controlled by range measurements represents
a third-order system. It can be reasoned that this
third-order system, like any other classical thirdorder control system, needs first - and second- order
feedback terms for satisfactory dynamic response .
The first-order term in this case is represented by
the rate of change of altitude, acceleration, or
temperature and the second-order term can be represented by the value of altitude, acceleration, or
temperature. It appears that simple entry control
techniques can be conceived by consideration of
these system dynamics. One method which will be
demonstrated here is the guidance about a stored
reference trajectory . The system chosen uses the
difference in range from that of the reference trajectory as the third- order feedback term, with
errors in acceleration and in rate of climb used as
second- and first-order feedback terms . The command equation for lift - drag ratio is

function of rate of climb, to stabilize the trajectory j and, finally, at subcircular velocities,
about half of the maximum LID available is commanded, thus giving a trajectory within the center
of the subcircular maneuvering capability of the
vehicle . The r eference trajectories in Fig . 4 have
a particular variation of rate of climb, acceleration, and range with respect to velOCity which can
be used for the reference values in the complete
control equation

LID = (L/D)ref + K~6h + K~ + K~
The (L/D )ref is that LID used to describe the
reference trajectory, (L/D)ref = K~nref' A simpli fication can be made in this equation by noting
that with this particular reference trajectory

so that the equation reduces to

LID = (L/D)ref + K~6h + K~ + K~

Trajectories, also shown in Fig . 4, represent
limiting values for the constraints used in this
study. The overshoot trajectory (r~ = _4.60 )
defines the skipout limit since the maximum negative lift, in this case LID = -0 . 5, fails to keep
the vehicle within the atmosphere . The steepest
entrance angle r~ = -7 .50 shown in Fig . 4 is determined by the acceleration limit (-lOg) which is a
function of the maximum acceleration force that can
be tolerated by the vehicle or crew . The -lOg
acceleration limit is shown~7 to be a realistic
value for humans. The effect of the permissible
acceleration level on the corridor boundary will
be demonstrated.

where ( L/D)ref is the LID function used to
describe the reference trajectory, and the error
quantities, ciJ, 6A, and 6R, are the difference
between measured variables and the stored reference
variables as a function of the velocity, u, along
the trajectory. A block diagram of this control
system is shown in Fig. 2.
The trajectory dynamics associated with each
of the feedback terms in this control system will
be shown . Comparison of the tra jectory motions
resulting from simulated controlled trajectories
will be made with the lineari zed analytical expression of the motion taken from the appendix. The
use of first - and second-order terms (h, A) to control the trajectory and thus assure a satisfactory
corridor depth will first be discussed . Then the
manner in which the third- order range term must be
used will be demonstrated and the maximum value of
downrange and crossrange available will be
determined.

Control System With Acceleration and Rate- of-Climb
Inputs
The effects of the various feedback quantities
upon the entry trajectory can be shown by using the
input quantities independently and in combination.
The first quantity to be considered is acceleration
feedback which is used to control LID in the
following manner,

DeSign Reference Trajectory

LID = (L/D)ref + K~

The reference trajectory to be used must be
precomputed for the desired path through the atmosphere to the desired touchdown . The entrance conditions for the reference trajectory are limited to
those within the safe entry corridor . This corri dor, which can be defined in terms of possible
initial entrance angles, is presented in Fig . 3 in
relation to the overshoot boundary, where the
vehicle will just stay within the atmosphere, and
the undershoot boundary, where the vehicle will
reach a specified deceleration limit . The reference trajectory is computed for a prescribed LID
variation which gives the desired path through the
atmosphere. In thi s report the computed reference
tra jectory is expressed as an LID function
proportional to rate of climb .

Fig . 5 shows trajectori~s for various entry
conditions where LID was controlled only by the
acceleration error . It can be seen in Fig. 5 that
the resulting trajectories are very oscillatory
about the refer ence tra jectory . The oscillatory
character of this control is to be expected because,
as was pointed out earlier, the acceleration feedback is of second order and would thus modify the
frequency, but not the damping, in the equation of
=tion .
Since the trajectories are highly oscillatory
when only acceleration feedback is used, it would
seem reasonable that the addition of rate of climb,
which is essentially a first - order feedback quantity, will damp the motions . The combined acceleration and rate-of- climb trajectory control is
specified by the follOwing equation

Fig . 4 shows typical trajectories obtained
LID is controlled by a constant - gain
( K~ = -o.ool/fps) feedback for various initial
entry angles . With this program for LID the maximum value of LID i s commanded for the initial
portion of the entryj LID is then varied, as the

when

This method of control i s illustrated in Fig . 6
whe rein the acceleration error 6A is shown versus
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velocity for various constant K~ gains in the
trajectory control equation. The effect of the
rate- of-climb control is particularly evident in
this figure because, as can be seeq from the curve~
when the K~ gain is increased, the r esulting
vehicle acceleration damps quite rapidly to the
acceleration pr ofil e of the reference trajectory.
When r ate - of- climb feedback gai n is approximately
- O.OOl/fps, the damping , as can be seen in Fig . 6,
is a lmost critical and the vehicle accel eration
reaches the des i gn trajectory acceler ation with a
small amount of overshoot by the time the vehicle
vel ocity has decreased to local circular vel ocity
(ii = 1).

An approximate analytical description of the
trajectory dynamics fo r this combined r ate of climb
and acceleration feedback can b e obtained f r om the
linearized equations in the appendix . From the
appendix the linearized characteristic equation
with combined rate of climb and acceleration
feedback is
s2 +

G-

25,800K0s + 900

(\~e~2

- K2)

=

0

from this equation
2sWn

= ~ - 25 , 800K~, (radians/ unit of u)
u

and
2

900 ( 1 ; ii

_ K2)' (radians/unit of ii)2

Aref
I f K~ and K2 are set equal to zero , these expres sions for damping and frequency reduce to the values inherent in equations of motion with no L/D
variations . It can be seen that if KL and K2 are
negative numbers, t hey will increase the damping
and the f r equency of the tra jectory oscillations .
I f, for exampl e, we set KL = - O.OOl/fps ,
K2 = -0 . 33/g at u = 1, the comput ed damping factor
is S = 0.78. The corresponding curve of Fig . 6
compares favo rably with this re sult . The approxi mate formulas for damping and natural f r equency can
be seen to give a quantitative as well a s a quali tative insight into the effect of the rat e - of- climb
and acceleration gains upon the vehicle trajectory .
Typical rate-of-climb and acc elerationcontrolled trajectories a r e shown in Fig . 7 for
vari ous initial entry angles. It can be seen t hat
fOr the usable range of entry angles, the vehicle
trajectory damps to the r efer ence trajectory by the
time the vehicl e vel ocity has decreased to
approximately local circula r velocit y .
Usable Corr idor Depth
The limits of entrance angle within which a
specific vehi cle will enter the atmosp he r e wit hout
viol ating any of t he constraints placed upon its
trajectory determine the u sabl e corridor depth . A
comparison is made in Fig. 8 of the usable corridor
depth for t he three control combinations considered
thus far . From Fig. 8 it i s seen that with L/D
variation controlled by combined accel er ation and
rate of climb, the usable corridor depth i s almost
equal t o the available corridor depth. When L/ D
variation is controlled by acc eleration errors , t he
usable corridor depth is approximately 10 miles
l ess than the available c orridor depth r egardless
of the acceleration constraint placed upon the

trajectory. When LID is controlled only by rate
of climb, the usable corridor depth is about
13 miles l ess than that availab l e. The dat a in
Fig . 8 represent the maximum usable corridor depths
to be expected with the given K~ and K2 gains .
The usable corridor is primarily a function of the
f irst - and second- order feedback terms . Additional
effects of range , t he third- order feedback term,
upon the tra jectory characteristics Will next be
considered.
Control System With Range Input
A control system using range measurements in a
fashion that Will assure the vehicle's arrival at a
des ired destination at the end of the reentry is
prescribed in the following manner:
L/ D

= (L/D) ref

+ K~6h + Ka6A + K36R

or, for the particular case considered herein,

The range error term, 6R, is the difference between
range to the destination and range the reference
traj ectory wi ll traverse. If this error is zero by
the end of the trajectory, then the vehicle will
reach its destination. The terms Kl6h and Ka6A
are those described in the previous sections and
are us ed to give acceptable control of L/D.
The effect of range input gain, Ks, i s shown
in Fig. 9 for a given initial range error about a
gi ven reference trajectory. Using a low value of
gain does not correct entirely the range error by
the end of the trajectory . On the other hand,
large values of range input gain will overcontrol
the vehicle and can cause it to skip out as shown
in the figure. In order to gain a better understanding of the problem, an approximate analytical
expr ession fo r t he trajectory dynamics derived in
the appendix can be used to assess the effect of
range - error gain. From the appendix the linearized
motion equation at l ocal points along the
traj ectory can be stated:
sS +

(~

_ 25 ,800KL) S2 + 900

(\~e!2 - ~)

s

+ 3 .~106U

Ks

0

Aref
Thi s is a linear third- order equation and the standard methods of control analysis can be used to
gain insight into the trajectory dynamics . One
s imple method of analysis is to determine the values of Ks Which make this equation stable. From
Routh' s criterion for stability, Ks must be
positive and also
2
( \ ; ii _ K2)
25,800K~) A~ef
Ks <
r ef

G-

The above expression can be u sed to determine the
upper limit on Ks (i. e., the upper limit based on
stability consideration) and can be used t o observe
the qualitative interaction of K~ , K2, Ks , and u
on trajectory stability. From the above equation,
increaSing the magnitude of K~ and K2 will allow
the upper limit on Ks to increase and it is
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important to note that the upper limit of K3 will
increase as u decreases . To maximize range capability and drive the range error to zero by the end
of the trajectory it is desirable to have a large
value of range input gain , K3 , but still maintain a
margin of system stability . This value of gain
must be small, then, when u is large (i.e., u 2_1 )
and larger values of gain can only be used when u
is small (i.e., u < 1).

of attack that produces a ratio of 0.5 between the
force normal to flight path and the drag force
along the flight path . The vehicle roll angle is
then used to control the lift force in the vertical
plane during entry. Thi s roll- angle command method
will be illustrated for entries from a lunar mis Sion, as well as for entries from abort conditions .

The maneuvering longitudinal range capability
boundaries as a function of initial entry angle
tha~ result from various range input techniques are
presented in Fig . 10. In this figure the range of
the reference trajectory is 3400 miles and rate-ofclimb feedback gain and acceleration feedback gain
are held constant. The curves labeled range input
from U ~ 1 were obtained with K3 = 0 when u > 1
and K3 = O. 006jmile when u ~ 1, and the curves
labeled "range input" from u = 1. 4 mean that
K3 = o.0008/mile when u> 1 and K3 = 0.0061mile
when u < 1. It can be seen that if range control
is exert~d only when velocity is less than local
circular velOCity, the vehicle has a range capability of approximately 2000 miles for any entry angle
within the usable entry corridor. In contrast,
when two-step range input is used from u = 1. 4 the
range capability is increased 500 to 2000 miles,
depending upon the initial entry angle. However,
for shallow entry angles and for flight ranges
greater than the reference trajectory, there is an
approximate 6-mile reduction in the usable entry
corridor. This is because, if for shallow-entry
angles an attempt is made to extend range when
u > 1, the range input will overpower the first and second-order input terms and cause the vehicle
to skip out . Even though there is this slight loss
in usable corridor depth, this use of a small range
input gain at the higher velocity adds considerably
more usable range.

The control method described in this study is
'used merely to null errors in the tra j ectory variables. It is therefore reasonable to expect that
the full transformation that relates r oll angle
to LID [LID = (L/D)max cos ~ l need not be used in
the command equation. Instead, the following simplified command equation, which was found to be
adequate, will be used.

Roll-Angle Command

The predetermined reference trajectory that is
needed for this control system is computed by controlling a trajectory with I ~ I - 90 0 = K~n
exactly as was done in the previous section .
During an entry, the K~n and K~ terms in the
command equation cause the vehicle trajectory to
converge to the de sign traj ectory; the range input
term, K!,6R, can be used to null the range error so
that the vehicle r eaches a prescribed destination .
In the command equation a low value of range gain,
K~, is used when vehicle velOCity is greater than
local circular velocity . Larger values of range
gain, compatible with the previous stability conSiderations, are used when vehicle velocity is less
than local circular velocity .
The command equat ion determines the magnitude
of the roll angle, and the s ign of the roll angle
is determined by crossrange . The method of determining the Sign of the command roll angle by crossrange to the destination is shown in Fig . 12 . The
method is to l et the vehicle fly to one side until
the crossrange to the destination exceeds a value
specified by a design envelope at which time the
Sign of the roll-angle command is reversed . The
allowable crossrange design envelope is made a
function of u2 which is shown 18 to be a good
approximation for crossrange capability of a
vehicle, particularly when its speed is less than
local circular velocity . For the control system
used here the crossrange to the destination is
allowed to become equal to approximately one-half
(100 u~miles) the maximum crossrange capability of
the vehicle, at which time the sign of the rollangle command is reversed . This procedure usually
entails a maximum of four to six roll reversals
during typical entry trajectories.

The attainable ground area for two different
corridors is shown in Figs . ll(a) and ll(b). The
conics in these figures represent the vacuum trajectories for the ~treme entry angles at the
boundaries of the corridor in each case and the
shaded areas represent the ground area that can be
r eached from any entry angle within the corridor .
In Fig . ll(a) for the 34-mile usable entry corridor
0
depth between 11 = - 5 . 3 and h = -7 . 50 the attainable ground area is about 2200 miles of downrange
capability and from ±250 to ±350 miles of crossrange capability. In Fig. ll(b) for the ll-mile
usable entry corridor depth between 11 = - 5 .8 0
and 1 1 = - 6 . 50 the attainable ground area for the
vehicle is 3900 miles downrange and ±250 to
±550 miles crossrange. These data illustrate the
trade off that must .be. considered between the
specified corridor depth and attainable ground area.
This demonstrates that the largest ground area can
be attained if the entry can be made wi thin the
smallest specified corridor . These data also show
the capabilities that can be expected for the
supercircular entries . The following section
illustrates the application of these contrOl-system
principles to a particular vehicle.

Entry From Lunar Trajectory
Both automatic and piloted control have been
studied for this type of roll-angle command system .
Fig . 13 shows a typical trajectory in which roll
angle is controlled by the automatic system . It
can be seen that the crossrange error becomes zero
by the end of the trajectory, and the downrange
error, which is initially -1500 miles, converges to
zero at the end of the trajectory. The attainable
ground area and usable corridor depth obtained with
this roll command system is essentially the same as
given by Fig . 10, where a similar 3400-mile design
trajectory was used. It is important to note that
this range capability is achieved with one design

Control-System Application
The control-system principles described in
this study will now be demonstrated by application
to a particular entry vehicle . The vehicle chosen
is a lifting capsule configuration trimmed by
center- of - gravity position to give a constant angle
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that for a 34- mile usable corridor depth, attainable downrange increment is on the order of
2200 miles, and for an ll-mile usable corridor
depth, attainable downrange increment is on ~he
order of 3900 miles .

trajectory. I f greater ranges are required than
those shown in Fig. 10, another design trajectory
will have to be used. The range capability is
essentially the same for either automatic or
piloted control because under normal conditions the
task of following the command roll angle can be
accomplished by either with nearly equal facility.
However, the pilot will strongly influence the
successful completion of an entry mission when an
emergency situation occur?
For instance, simulation studies with NASA test pilots indicate that
this particular roll-angle control task can be
accomplished even when the short - period stability
augmentation system fails .

This reference trajectory system was demonstrated for a lifting capsule configuration where
roll angle is varied to modulate lift. The control
system using only one reference trajectory gives
satisfactory guidance for entries from design supercircular velocities as well as entries from abort
or emergency conditions.
Appendix

Entry From Abort Trajectories
An approximate equation that represents the
dynamics of the equations of motion about a reference trajectory can be derived by a linearization
of the following Chapman equation18

The possibility of an abort during a lunar
mission poses the most stringent requirement that
can be placed upon a guidance ~ystem - that it be
able to cope with those conditions which are
extremely far from the design trajectory . Typical
abort trajectories were flown using this roll
cOmID?nd guidance system and are shown in Fig . 14 .
These trajectories represent reentries at
26,000 ftlsec and 32,000 ftlsec where the destination is 1,500 miles from entry into the atmosphere.
Many extreme abort conditions were investigated.
The sensitive situation for this guidance system,
and one which would be difficult for most guidance
methods, was found to be emergency entry in which
the vehicle at the bottom of the first skip is near
circular velocity and range extension is needed
from this point to reach the destination . The
entry at 26,000 fps in Fig . 14 illustrates such a
sensitive situation. Although these entry conditions are quite different from the reference trajectory, the guidance system is able to govern the
trajectory so that the vehicle reaches its destination and none of the acceleration constraints are
violated.

(1)
where

z = -2-(m/-"-P-~D-S-)

fl

Z' and Z" are the first and second derivatives
with respect to u.
Let t;l", t;l ' , and t;l denote the variations
of the vehicle trajectory from a reference trajectory; then equation (1) can be written in the
following form:

(Z"

ref

+

t;l")

_

1:(Z'

u

ref

+

t;l')

+

Zref + 6Z
u2

.Fr (LID)

The ability of this control system, which uses
only one reference trajectory, to handle these off design entrance conditions is due primarily to the
fact that the four state variables needed to
describe the trajectory are contained in the guidance law. This is equivalent to the fact that a ll
three of the feedback loops are used in the thirdorder control system described as a function of
velocity . This control system therefore is able to
damp out the oscillations along the trajectory and
guide the vehicle to a desired end point .

u

(2)

Now if this equation is linearized by neglecting
(6Z)2 compared to Z~ef' it becomes:
6Z" - ~' +
u

(.1:.
if

_2)

1

-

U

Zref.

U

+~

A'7
Ll.U

ConclUSions
It has been shown in this paper that reentrytrajectory control systems can be r epresented as a
third-order control system described with respect
to velocity . The first - and second- order feedback
terms determine the vehicle ' s usable corridor depth
because they damp the vehicle trajectory to the
reference trajectory in such a way that the vehicle
does not skip out of the atmosphere or exceed spec ified acceleration limits . Range error feedback,
the third- order term of the control system, must
have a high gain at velocities less than local
circular velocity to insure that range errors are
zero by the end of the trajectory, and the feedback
gain must be low at higher velocities to insure
trajectory stability .

This is a linear differential equation in t;l with
variable coefficients. The left side is the "characteristic equation" that describes oscillations of
the trajectory about the reference trajectory
defined by the right side of equation (3) When
LID = ( L/ D) ref' Then when L/D = (L/D)ref the
right side of the equation is the Chapman equation,
(1), for the reference trajectory and may be set
equal to zero.
".,

ffr

By noting that UZref = Aref and that
is small compared to (1 - u2)/(u2z~ef) "
equation (3) may be written:

l /,P

A syst em using one reference trajectory was
investigated for a low LID vehicle and supercircular entry velocities . The results indicate

t;l" _

~r + !3r(l - ii

2

u
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A~ef

)

6Z = _

.JFr 6 (L/D)
u

(4)

The operator transform of equation ( 4) may be
written : (Note that du in eq. (1 ) is negative
during solution of an entry trajectory.)

At each local point along the trajectory, the
dynamics may be approximated by:

2~wn ~~u , radians/unit of u
1

;:: I3r ( ~ - K2
Aref

W2

n

- 2

)

, ( radians/unit of

The dynamics of this characteristic equation
will be described for various functions controlling

It is apparent then that if K2 is negative, the
natural frequency is increased and K2 will not
affect the damping .

b.(L/n) .
Rate-of-Climb Input

Range Input

The expression for rate of climb in the Z
function notation ~6 is h = .J gil?> (Uz' - Z), fps;
L/n is controlled by h errors about the reference trajectory in the following manner:

The expression for range in the
is
R

b.(L/n)

2

(1

2

~) s + I?>r(l 2- u

+ ~ - K~~gr

)

_

K~ _.JP

Aref

The L/n is controlled by range errors about the
reference trajectory in the following manner :
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Then at each local point along the trajectory, the
damping and natural frequency can be approximated
by:

f,'

= _~r,--_
5280.nrr

This {:;(L/n) can be substituted into equation ( 4)
to obtain the following result :
s

Z function

notation~6

C<

~ From these approximate solutions, important features

•

>- c5
cc:. <:."3- .....;
Ci§ " -~

of the dynamics can be noted. The gain K ~ must
b e negative to increase the damping of the trajectory and this in turn increases the natural fre - ~ :. quency. The increase in wn2 is very slight,
~ ~ ~. ~ however, for the K~ l arge enough to give near
~ ~ .1' critical damping ( ~ = 1); so then rate of climb is
~ _ essentially a simple first-order feedback term,
~.
e ~ that is, affecting the damping only. In future
~
derivations the K~ contribution to natural
~.
<0
frequency will be omitt ed .

~

n

=

-K3

~ef
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r

5 280 %
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This value of {:;(L/n) may be substituted into equation ( 4) and the equation becomes

l \
~ ....~ ~

i

~-z..,

c

'~

For thi s third-order equation not to have a positive root, K3 must be greater than zero and u
must be less than unity. An upper limit for K3
may be determined by using Routh ' s criterion fo r
stability; that is, the trajectory will be stable
if

Acceleration Input
The expression for acceleration in the Z
function notation W is A = - ffr liZ, g . Acceleration errors control L/n about the reference trajectory in the following manner:

As is shown in the text, other inputs ( i . e . , accelerations and rate - of- climb contr ol) will add damping
to the control system and permit a larger value
of K3 than the one shown here for range err or
input alone .

This value {:;(L n) can be substituted into equation ( 4) to obtain:
S2 +

~
u

S + I3r

(1 ; u

2
- K2) = 0

Aref
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Notation
A

horizontal acceleration, g units
D

drag coefficient,

Cheatham, Donald C., Young, John W., and
Eggleston, John M.: The Variation and Control of Range Traveled in the Atmosphere by a
High-Drag Variable-Lift Entry Vehicle.
NASA TN D-230, 1960 .

4. Assadourian, Arthur, and Cheatham, Donald

C.:

Longitudinal Range Control During the Atmospheric Phase of a Manned Satellite Reentry.
NASA TN D-253 , 1960.

D

drag force, Ib

g

local gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2

h

rate of climb, fps

L

lift force, Ib

m

mass of vehicle, slugs .

r

distance from planet center, ft

R

downrange value along a local great circle
route in space, miles

S

surface area, ft2

u

circumferential velocity component normal
to radius vector, fps

ii

dimensionless ratiO,
u

5.

Foudriat, Edwin C.: Study of the Use of a
Terminal Controller Technique for Reentry
Guidance of a Capsule-Type Vehicle.
NASA TN D-828, 1961.

6.

Young, John W.: A Method for Longitudinal and
Lateral Range Control for a High-Drag LowLift Vehicle Entering the Atmosphere of a
Rotating Earth. NASA TN D-954, 1961.

7.

Lawry, James H., Jr., and Buehrle, Clayton D.:

Guidance and Control of Point Return Vehicles.
Proc. Nat. Specialists Meeting on Guidance of
Aerospace Vehicles (Boston, Mass.), Inst.
Aero. Sci . , May 1960, pp. 28 - 33 .
8.

White, J. A. , Foudriat, E. C . , and Young, J. W.:
Guidance of a Space Vehicle to a Desired
Point on the Earth's Surface. Preprint
no. (61- 41) American Astronautical Soc.,
Jan. 1961.

9.

Wingrove, Rodney C., and Coate, Robert E.:
Piloted Simulator Tests of a Guidance System
Which Can Continuously Predict Landing Point
of a Low L/D Vehicle During Atmosphere
Re- entry . NASA TN D-787, 1961.

u

circular orbital velocity'

v

resultant velocity, fps

W

weight of vehicle, Ib

~

,atmospheric density decay parameter, ft - ~

10 . Wingrove, Rodney C., and Coate, Robert E.:
Piloted Simulation Studies of Re-entry Guidance and Control at Parabolic Velocities .
Paper no. 61-195-1889, Inst. Aero. Sci.,
1961.

flight path angle relative to local
horizontal; positive for climb
p

atmosphere density, slugs/cu ft

cp

roll angle, deg

.,

11 . Dow; Paul C.,Jr., Fields, Donald P., and

Scammell, Frank H.: Automatic Re-entry Guidance at Escape Velocity. Preprint no. 1946-61,
American Rocket Society, 1961.

damping factor
natural

fre~uency,

radian
unit of ii

12. Bryson, Arthur E., and Denham, Walter F.:
A Guidance Scheme for Supercircular Re-entry
of a Lifting Vehicle. ARS Space Flight
Report to the Nation, Oct. 1961.

Subscripts
ref

respect to reference trajectory

~

initial value

13. Morth, Raymond, and Speyer, Jason: Control
System for Supercircular Entry Maneuvers .
lAS Paper No. 62-3, Jan. 1962.
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HE1iDEZVOUS GUIDANC E TEX;HNOLOGY
Robert S . S\-Ianson , Consultant
Peter W. Soule , Senior Scientist
~:orthrop Space Laboratories
SUlHRY

JNTRODUCTION

The literature on rendezvous guidance technology
is reviewed and 11 biblioeraphy of about 160 documents is presented . The importance of the proper
selection of the ascent trajectory and of the
orbit for a maru1ed space station or an orbiting
launch complex is emphasized . The way the launch
delay problem affects the selection of the ascent
trajectory and the target orbit is discussed . A
specific ascent trajectory and an orbit for a
Lanned space station or an orbiting launch complex is recommended on the premise that launch
delay problems will continue to outweigh most of
the other orbit selection criteria .

One of the essential requirements for a strong
National manned space effort is a satisfactory
rendezvous capability. By means of this capabilitY"le can assemble , supply, and maintai;
manned space stations and orbital launch facilities ; and can expedite our most important current
l:ational space project , the Apollo , by at least a
:year . Over the last four years the deve l ooment of
the analytic portion of rendezvous guidanc~ technolo cy has been proceeding, and now two experimental rendezvous projects , the Air Force 1s unmanned "Satellite Interceptor " and the National
and Space Administration I s manned "Gemini " are
in progress .

A new method for deter mining the velocity correc-

While this review of the rendezvous [1llQance
literature naturally has some application to these
current projects , the specific proposals which are
presented herein for ascent trajec tories and for
mid-course guidance apply primarily to more advanced systems , such as those associated ,lith a
permanent manned space station and/or an orbiting
launch complex. A fairly complete biblioeraphy
of about 160 rendezvous guidance technol ogy
reports was prepared for this report . During the
last four years at liorthrop Corporation alone ,
over 50 technical reports on various aspects of
rendezvous technology have been written (in addition to numerous progress r eports and proposals) .
Two years a go Rob1rt E. Roberson presented a comprehensive review of rendezvous guidance in which
he listed 22 selected technical r eports (about
half of the reports available at that time) . A
similar "selection" fro m the re ports available
today would total about 65 reports . This gives a
rough indication of the current nature of rendezvous studies (and of the percentage decrease
in quality of the published reports) .

tions required for mid-course guidance is pr oposed . The proposed methods consist of an
"exact-numerical" solution of the relative equations of motion in the "Shell-coordinate system."
The proposed "exac t-numerical" method extends the
applicability of the mid- course equations to a
much greater range than that of the currently
available linear methods .
TABLE OF CmlTmTS
SUJ.JllARY
TI, TRODUCTION
ASCmT PHASE
System Variables and Criteria
SumLary of Past Studies
Recommended Ascent Tr ajectory and Target
Sa tellite Orbit
EID-COURSE GUIDllllCE PHASE
nequirements for J.:id-Course Guidance
Sumrnar;r of Past Studies
Equations of l:otion and Coordinate Systems
Impulsive Techniques
Guidance Simulation Studies
Cri teria for "Best" Eid-Course Guidance
Proposed "Exact-J:umericaJ!' l;ethods for NidCourse Guidance Using the "Shell-Coordinate
System"
TERNTIlAL - HOHING PHASE
roCKTIl G PHASE
COUPLmG PHASE
EQUIPHlliT l-lJ'X;H1lN IZATION STUDIES
ERROR ANALYSES
CONCLUDIN G RDiARKS
REFERENCES AllD BIBLIOGRAPHY
FIGURES

The problems associated with guiding a maneuverable astrovehicle (to be called a "space ferry"
in the following discussion) either from the earth
or from another orbit , to an orbiting space statin
or orbiting l aunch complex (to be called the
"target satelll te " in the following) , cover a number of astronautical technologies . For example,
some of the more important considerations in r endezvous operations are : the characteristics of
the launch vehicle s , the trajectories to be followed , the sensing equipment , the mathematicaJ
models used , the ~omputing equipment used , the
propulsion syster., and attitude control system
used , tho docking and coupling system used and ,
most important, the over-all mission of the
system.

APmlDICES
A. The "Exact-llumerical" Solution of the
ikndezvous Equations of Notion in the
"Shell-Coordinate" System
B. The "Exact-Ilumerical" Prediction of the
Velocity Component Requirements for TwoImpulse Rendezvous Guidance Using the
"Shell-Coordinate" System
C. Summary of Rendezvous Equations

The developr.lent of a strong r endezvous guidance
technology is important for both civilian and
r.dli tary applications . The special features of
military applications of rendezvous techniques
will not be discussed here , a lthough it should
be noted that many of the logistics problems
associated with military oper ations in space
ar e substantially identical to the civilian space
logistics problems .
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equipment , for example). The propo sed method
a lloHs a great extension in the ran@8 of applicability of mid-course guidance -- above that of
currently available linear systems. The scheme
does , hOHever , require greater spaceborne digital
COMputer capabi lity than 'Iould be required by the
linear system. Greater r adar ran€,"8 (usin g
ceacons , of course, for the friendly r ende zvous
case ) is also de sirable to fully utilize all the
potential of the proposed sc heme . It is believed the desired sensors and computer equipment will be available for the sugge sted applications .

The word , "rendezvous," ha s many meanings
even when used in a strict astronautic sense .
"In- transit-rendezvous" is the rende.zvous between
vehicles "'hile in route to the lunar surface or
the planets . The te r m, "pl anetar y rendezvous,"
denotes the rendezvous of a r.tan- r:lade astrovehicle
and one of the planets in t he solar system
(usuall:--- a pl anet other t han "earth" unless the
astrove hi cle ,las launched from another planet) .
"Rende zvous" ,;ill be used in this paper to denote
t he process of bringing a maneuverahle astrovehicle , or space ferry , into gentl e contac t with
a non- maneuvering orbital vehicle in a near-earth
orbit .

As was previously mentioned , the mid-course
guidance phase of planetary rendezvous is similar
to the mid-course guidance phase of orbital rendezvous . For this reason the proposed new procedure for calculating t he velocity correcti ons
required for or bital rendezvous mid-course
guidance may have direct appl ication to planetary
rendezvous operations. Further investi gatio,l
will be required to establish the relative usefuJness r:£ the methods proposed in Appendices A
and B with t ho se currently sugge sted for planetary rendezvous mid-course guidance.

Hote also that t he mid- course guidance probl ems
associated ,lith the rendezvous be tween a space
ferry and a tar ge t satellite , and the mid-course
guidance problems associated with "pl anetar y
r endezvous" are very similar . In t he te r oinal
phases of planetar y rendezvous the i nfl uence of
cravitationa l field of the planet and the influence of its atr~sphere are of predominant importance , while the gravitational attraction
between a space ferry and a target satellite is
cOI.1pl etel y negli gible, and they have no atmospher e . 1ecause the mid- course GUidance problems
are similar , the bibliography presented in this
report contains some papers dealing with the midcourse guidance probl ems associated with planetary r endezvous.

Although the main emphasis in this re por t is on
the ascent and mid-course guidance phases , some
consideration is also given to the terminal
homing phase , the docking phas~ , and the couplin g
phase . While it is certainly necessary to pe rform
t he se maneuvers accurately and with high reliability , it is expected that t he selection of a
specific method of performin g the se naneuvers
Hill, in general, have little effect on the overall performance characteristics , i . e ., t he total
payload which can be placed in orbit . The discussion of the studies available on equipment
mechanization and error analyses is also rat her
limited, since few such studies are currentl y
availabl e for the type of r endezvous applications
mainly under consideration herein .

The cost of rendezvous operations , even the success or failure of s uch operations , depends to a
r~jo r extent upon the proper selection of the
target satellite orbit and the ascent trajectories used by the space ferr y . As a result of
s tudies of the way the rendezvous problems affect
the over- all system optimization, some s pecific
r ecorrunendations for the over- all staGing design
of l ar ge launch vehicles will be madc . The
sta gin g and , in ceneral, the ascent trajectories
will be discussed in some detail i n the section
enti tled , "ASC EI1T PHASE."

This paper has three appendices . The first two
appendices (A and B) discuss in some mathematical
detail t he "exact-numerical" solution of the
rendezvous equations of relative motion in the
"Shell-coordinate system," and the methods of
usin g the numerical solutions of these equations
for two -~np ulse mid-course rendezvous guidance .
Because the formulation of the equations and the
method of solution are new , it was felt desirable
to present it in some detail. The essence of
t hese two appendices is, however , summarized in
the body of the paper for those not di r ectly
working in the field. In Appendix (C) is given
a summary of the various forms of the rende zvous
equations of motion whic h are used. The material
in this appendix is included primarily for convenient reference.

In the secti on entitled , "UD-COURSE GUIDAIiC E
PlL'lSE," are presented SOr.1e of the re quire:aents
for mid- course cuidance and a swrunar y of past
studies . 'lhc !,ud- course Guidance phase is considered herein to include all operations from the
noment of l eav i ng the wa it ing orbit (or another
orbit) until the terminal homing phase starts .
The initia l range may be of t he order of 450
nautical niles and this , of course, requires the
use of powerful beacons in the tar@8t satellite .
This definition i nclude s what has sometimes in
the past been called terminal- impulsive guidance .
Since substantially .the same techniques are required for both terminal- impulsive and mid-coursei mpulsive guidance , it is be lieved mo re desirable
to broaden t he definition of mid-c ourse .guidance
to include substantially all near- impulsive corrections given to the maneuvering vehicle . The
authors also present a propo sed neH method for
mid-course euidance , using t he "Shell-coordinate
system," whic h they have pr eviously proposed 2 , 3,
anJ an "exact- numerical" solution of t he relative
equations of motion (se e Appendices A and Il ) .
The solution is so arranged that the velocity
components required fo r re ndezvous at a specified
time can be calculated mo re accurately than "Jill
be re quired when consideration is given to the
errors due to the sensing equipment (the radar

Three "Fli ght Performance Hanuals for Orbital
Operations" have recently been pre pared for the
Hars hall Space Fli ght Center/l5ASA, and contain
many useful design charts 4,5, b. The material
contained in eac h of the three handbooks is
somewhat different, but it is all valuabl e . It
was not felt desirable to reproduce her ein the
material on rendezvous given in t he se manuals
but , rat her, the recommendation is made that
any serious student of rendezvous technology
acquire access to these three unClassified
handbooks .
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ASCENT PHASE
System Variables and Criteria
The rendezvous of a vehicle launched from the surface of the earth with an orbiting target satellite in an orbit with arbitrary inclination, altitude, and epoch angle involves lar§3 performance
penalties and severe guidance problems . While
this is the normal military interception problem,
and the inefficiencies must be accepted in the
military situation, it is certeinly intolerable
for the routine , but expensive , logistics operations associated with a manned space station or an
orbiting launch complex. Although it is possible
that we will have a major launch base near the
equator at some future time or that we may develop oceanic portable launch sites, it is most
likely that the free- world establishment of a
manned space station or an orbiting launc h complex will take place from the Atlantic Ydssile
Range. The orbit of these systems should thus
be selected in such a way as to optimize the required rendezvous operations for launches from
the Atlantic J/dssile Range.
It is quantitatively very difficult to measure the

"cost" of a rendezvous operation ",hich is not performed because adequate allowance was not made for
possible aborts, launch delays, etc. The overall cost is probably much more than that of the
cost of the single launched vehicle . It may involve some dan§3r to the well- being of the whole
space station or , if additional back-up launch
capability is maintained at all times, the rather
tremendous cost of such an additional capability
must be char ged against the unreliable, poorly
desiGned rendezvous system. The numerical evaluation problem is difficult but, fortunate1y, . it
is not the purpose in this paper to make a quantitative operational research study of rendezvous
operations but , rather, to point out some of the
fundamental system variables that must be considered.

13. Payload penalties for ferry vehicle associated with tar§3t orbit altitude .
14. Payl oad penalties for ferry vehicle associated with earth rotation effects .
15. Personnel morale probl ems associated with
rescue capability.
In the selection of the optimum ascent phase consideration must be given to all of the system
variables specified above . Certain qualitative
criteria can be postulated which are , for the most
part , rather obvious . It is desirable to have a
high probability of a successful rendezvous , and
usually it will be worthwhile to have a r ather
conservative design , for the factors relating to
the high probability of a succ essful rendezvous
mo st likely outweigh the performance criteria.
On the other hand , it is very possible to "have
one 1 s cake and eat it too" by careful selection
of the tar§3t satellite oTbit and ascent trajectory along with the selection of the staging of
the l aunch vehicle . For example , if all of the
characteristic velocity margin (required to overcome some of the factors that would decrease the
probability of a successful rendezvous) is placed
in t he space ferry , then this margin , when not
actually used , can be considered useful payload ,
since it will always be desirable to accumulate
fuel in orbit . The launch delay problem mentioned in item number 6 is quite important . To
avoid unnecessary repetition the launch de lay
pr oblem and the other criteria will be discussed
in more detail in the next two sections .
Summary of Past Studies

t:f'

"Rendezvous- Compatib1e- Orbi
are a class of
orbits which ar e designed 7to allow efficient
rendezvous operations . An example of a desirable
rendezvous-compatible-orbit is shown in Fig. 1 .
A rendezvous- compatible-orbit is one in which the
satellite traces over the earth are synChronized
with the rotational period of the earth. This
synchronization is obtained by the proper selection of the period of a satellite in a nearcircular orbit and of the orbital inclination .
It is necessary, however , to maintain the period
of the satellite by a station- keeping procedure
Since , otherwise , there will be a continuous but
varying drift due to the various perturbations
acting on the satellite .

The expected "cost" of rendezvous operations thus
depends on the follOWing:

1. Probability of a successful rendezvous.
2 . The over-al1 payload capability of the
launch vehicle .
3. The relative size of the launch vehicle
sta§3S.
4. The way the ascent phase errors affect the
mid-course and terminal guidance phases .
5. Payload penalty required for corrective
guidance.
6 . The operational problems associated with
launch (these probl ems can be measured both by
the statistical distribution of launch delays
and the monetary cost of launch operations) .
7. The weight and size of the required 1ifesupport system in the space ferry (as it affects
the time in a waitin g orbit) .
8 . Launch base location and facilities
available .
9 . Safety provisions during launch.
10. J.:ission of manned space station or or biting
complex.
11. Characteri stic velocity requirements to
reintain vehicles i n the tareet orbit .
12 . Radiation hazard associated with target
orbit altitude.

If the satellite is placed in any synchronous
or bit in the proper epoch angle relative to the
l aunch base , one efficient rendezvous per earth 's
rotation is possible. If the orbital inclination
is simultaneously selected with the orbital altitude, it is possible to select points on the earth
where one of the ascending (relative to the equaUr
crossing) intersect . If these intersections are
placed over a launch site , two efficient rendezvous are' possible each day .
In actual practice the vehicles cannot rendezvous
directly over a launch base ; therefore , when it
is desired to determine the orbit which allows
two possible rendezvous per earth ' s rotation , it
is necessary to make some assumptions concerning
the trajectory of the launch vehicle . A simple ,
surprisingly realistic, assumption which can be
made is that the injection point is a given distance downstream from the launch base -- regardless of the direction of launch. That is , the
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inje ction point is ass~~ed to lie on a small
of constant radius from the launc h base .

cir~

I

It was pointed out in the re ports 7- 13 on rendezvous-compa tible-orbi ts that the more important of
the over-all system requirements for the selection
of target orbits can be met by having the target
sate llite in an orbit with an altitude so selected
as to give a synchronous ratio between the rotational period of the satellite and of the earth of
exactl y 15 to 1. In nef . 7 , the problems associated with the selection of the inclination of the
"rendezvous-compatible-orbit" were discussed and
a low inclination orbit was recommended, primarily
based on the belief that a pessimistic view should
be taken of the precision with which the ti.J~ing <f
launch operations will occur. It ,.,ras pointed out
that a l ow-inclination orbit is more tolerant of
launch delays than is a high- inclination orbit .
It should be noted that lar ger orbital plane in-

clinations allow rescues from ground-launched
vehicles a much creater percentage of the day wi tJ.
moderate plane anGle chance capability. 0 For
example, a plane inclination of about 35 and a
100 plane angle chance capability allows six hours
per day rescue capability. However , it seems
prefe rable to provide "lifeboat" type return
capability in the space station, rather than hope
to "rescue" the personne l -- mainly because of
the tremendous cost of maintaining a fully
equipped l aunch facility for rescue. Thus, a
lower inclination orbit plane of about 29.2 0 is
recommended.

requirement for the accurate selection of the
orbital altitude . In general, the plane angle
changes required for this technique are about
half of the difference between the inclination
of the target orbit plane and the launch base
latitude . The plane angle change can thus be
maintained quite small with a small orbit inclination.

W. H. Straly17 has discussed the general problems
a ssociated with launc h timing and has recommended
a technique which utilizes a small plane angle
change and the "phasing techni que ," which is
essentially a waiting orbit . The technique he
r ecommended was thus, in effect, an extension of
that r ecommended by Bird15 and Houbolt16 to include
the use of waiting orbits to avoid the accurate
launch time restriction. Straly17 did not place
any restrictions on the target orbit altitude,
no r did he suggest any station-keeping technique
to control the epoch angle. The orbital inclination was merel y suggested to be only slightly
greater than the launch base altitude. Because
there was no restriction on the altitude and thus
the epoch angle, relatively long waiting times in
orbit could be required.
The technique of using waiting orbits is by no
means new. Various aspects of waiting orbits are
discussed by Swansont8 Steinhoff,19 EhriCke~20,21
Keller,22 Brunk and Flaherty,23 Paiewonsky, 4 and
Pierce . 25 A number of other papers which deal with
the problems associated with the ascent phase,
including discussion of the actual Saturn guidance
system, are listed as Refs. 26 through 33, and,
of course , much useful information is inc~uded in
the three Flight Performance Manuals. 4,5,

Since these rendezvous- compatible- orbits are described in detail in these six references, a detailed description will not be repeated here . It
should be noted , hOHever, that the prime advantage
of r endezvous-compatible-orbits is that two efficient rendezvous can be performed each day
(more exactly each "effective" earth1s rotation,
~e ., the time re quired for the earth to rotate
one revolution with respect to the tarcet satellite orbit plane). If launches are made at precisely the ri ght time these two rendezvous are
made without any plane angle change. If there is
a slight launc h delay , a small orbit plane angle
chan ge is required -- the magnitude of t he plane
angle change depending on the amount of the delay
and of the particular inclination rendezvouscompatible-orbit chosen.

Re commended Ascent Trajectory and Target
Satellite Orbit
The logistiCS requirements associated with a large
manned space station or an orbiting launch complex
a re sufficiently great so as to demand a great
deal of care in the selection of the optimum orbit
and the selection of the best nominal ascent trajectory. This selection should take due account ,
not only of the optimum conditions, but also of
the various possible errors or tolerances associated with the logistics operations. While there
are many Who believe that launch timing problems
can be made non-existent in the 1970 time period,
it appears desirable to select the target satellite orbit so that not onl y can efficient launches
be obtained for on-time launch operations, but
also the penalties associated with launch delays
are minimized.

A rendezvous-compatible-orbit clearly requires
that the initial errors in orbit establisrunent of
space station be corrected and that the proper
epoch angle be maintained by a station-keepin g
control system. These problems were discussed
by the authors 14 and a recommended "zero cost"
station-keeping technique was sugge sted.

The recommended orbit is the lowest possible inclination "rende zvous-compa tible-orbi t. " The
basic concept of rendezvous-compatible-orbits is
believed to be very sound for multi-rendezvous
operations. In a negative sense it simply appears
to be very foolish from a logistics viewpoint not
to establish and maintain the target satellite in
an orbit which optimizes the logistics system,
since even, at best, maintaining space stations
and or biting launch complexes are very expensive .
The selection of the specific rendezvous-compatib~
orbit out of the multitude that are available
depends on many criteria. A synchronous ratio
15:1 orbit with an altitude of about 260 nautical
miles is selected as a best compromise. The

It has been suggested by John Bird, David Thomas ,
and John Ibubolt 15,16 that only a very small plane
angle change would be required to pe rform a rendezvous once-a-day, provided the inclination of
the tarset orbit plane was only slightly greater
than the launch base latitude. The scheme, as
sugge sted in these references, requires an accurate launch time (when the target is in the
proper epoch angle), although it clearly could be
modified by the use of waitin g orbits . Utilizing
this technique, there is no requirement for
station-keeping of the target satellite and no
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alternates for two- per-day rendezvous are a Sj~
chronous ratio of 14:1 rendezvous-compatibleorbit with an altitude of over 440 nautical miles
which is in the lower part of the Van Allen radiation belt, and an altitude of 98 nautical- milesorbit associated with a synchronous ratio of 16 : 1 .
The lower altitude , .,hile ideal for a short duration parking orbit, is too low for a permanent
manned space station . The cost in characteristic
velocity to maintain a space station at this low
altitude on a continuous basis is prohibitive .
Intermediate altitudes can be obtained by using
synchronous ratios allowing two rendezvous every
two or three days . These lower intermediate altitudes (150, 175, and 205 nautical miles) have only
slight payload advantages for launch vehicles whkh
are properl y staged to utilize the 98 nauticalmile parking orbit and general ascent trajectory
recommended herein , and would require much longer
times in the ,~aiting orbit for both optimum and
non-optimum days. The intermediate orbits would
have the same general payload penalties associated
with launch delays for launches scheduled for the
optimum days , but the possible penalties on the
other days would be much lar ger . The payload
advantage of the intermediate altitudes is, however, quite pronounced for current two- stage
launch vehicles. The intermediate altitude trajectories may thus have real advantages for the
current experimental program , Project Gemini .

relatively small payload penalties associated with
the two-thirds-of-a-degree plane angle chan ge are
expe cted to be more than compensated for by the
increase in payload capability oQtained by utili~
ing a low-altitude (98 nautical miles) . parking
orbit .
AlthOUGh this scheme allows a launch window of
about two hours and twenty minutes , there are
clearly some times for which it is more optimum
to launch than others . The specific rendezvouscompatible points are obviously the desired times
for ·launching. It is believed desirable to partially close this 2 . 3-hour window . The exact
readjustment would require a detailed study of
the possible sources of launch delay and of the
propellant boil- off cost associated with the
specific launch vehicle . (A possible compromise
closing of the launch window is suggested below . )
It is desirable to examine in somewhat more detail
the specific recommended orbit and the trajectory
to be followed as a function of the launch delay
time . The target orbit inclination is 29. 2 degree~and the nodes of the target orbit are so
oriented that the injection point for a launch
from Cape Canaveral lies exactly in the plane of
the orbit in two successive passes over the launch
base . Since the launch vehicle and space ferry are
desicned with enough margin to allow a minor boostturn and orbit plane angle change capability (about
0. 67 degrees) , the launch can actually be sc heduled
23 minutes (about one- fourth orbital period) prior
to the ideal rendezvous-compatible launch time .
If the epoch angle is made compatible with this
early launch period , when the launch actually
occurs at 23 minutes prior to the condition of
zero plane angle chan ge , the time the vehicle is
re quired to remain in the 98-nautical- mile waiting
orbit will be only that time re quired to separate
from the second stage and acquire the target satellite on the radar and compute the desired midcourse trajectory , and start a near - Hohmann transfer to the target satellite . If the launc h delay
is 23 minutes late r then no plane angl e chanc;e
Hill be required, but the space ferrJ" must remain
in the waiting orbit for four- parkin g-orbit
revolutions prior to injecting into the Hohmann
transfer . Additional launch time delays will require plane angle corrections and. additional time
in the waiting orbit until a maximum of 94 minutes
of launch delay results in 16 waiting orbit
periods (or one effe ctive earth 1s rotation) . For
launc h delays of 94 minutes , it is no longer necessary to wait in the parking orbit but , rather ,
conditions are once again compatible for a zero
t~ne in the parking orbit .
The time in the waiting orbit again increases continuously as additional launch delay occurs, but for the neA~ 23
minutes the orbit plane anGle chan£8 requirement
decreases to zero . For launch delays greater than
117 minutes , the plane angle chance r equired increases nearly linearly to the maximum of twothirds of a degree at 23 minutes after the zeroplane-ancl e re quirement and a total time in the
waiting orbit of 140 minutes (or 2 hours and 20
minutes) . Betwe en the times of about 47 minutes
after the first opportunity for a launch until 94
minutes from the first opportunity is the most
unfavorable launch time . Nearly the full twothirds-degree plane angle chan ge is re qui red alone
with a time in the waiting orbit in excess of onehalf day . It would generally appear desirable to

Note that if a Hohmann transfer is used from -the
parking orbit and the mission is an orbital- launch
refueling operation, then part of the additional
characteristics velocity required by the 260
nautical miles orbit 07er that of , say , the 175
nautical miles orbit is regained due to the small
escape velocity required from the higher altitude .
The net penalty for this exampl e is about 100
feet/second of characteristic velocity (for the
orbital launch vehicle) . For permanent orbital
launch facilities this is more than compensated
for by the fact that about eight times more
characteristic velocity (about 250 feet/seqyear
for the whole facility i f it .,eighs 100 pounds/
square foot frontal area) is required to maintain
the lower orbit against air drag than to maintain
the 260 nautical mile ~rbit .
The selection of the orbital inclination depends
on the specific mission of the space station but ,
in general , one may expect that any orbital
inclination from 28.5 degrees to 35 degrees will
meet most of the purposes of the space station .
The selection of an inclination of 29. 2 degrees
for vehicles launched from the Atlantic J·lissile
Range (Hith an assumed latitude of 28.5 0 ) gives
an offset angle (i . e . , a difference between the
orbital inclination and launch base latitude ) of
about two-thirds of a degree . This inclination
of 29.2 degrees allows zero plane anele chanb9
rendezvous for two successive satellite paSses .
The use of parking orbits and a two- thirds degree
plane an gle chance capability (.,hich can be par tially accomplished by t he r.lore efficient boostturn trajectory during the first and second launch
stages) allows a rendezvous to be accomplished at
any tine within a period of tv,o hour s and twenty
~nutes .
It is believed that this time period is
more than ade qua te for launch delays to be encountered in the next few :j'ears , and certainly
more than adequate in the 1970 time period . The
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postpone launch during this time , if possible, and
reschedule launch for 94 rninutes after the original
schedule . If this is done , a total launch time
of 94 minutes, nearly equall y spaced around the
two efficient (zero plane angle change) rendezvous is obtained . (It appears completely unreasonable to expect to perfor m launch operations
of manned rendezvousing systems with launch vehicles which are sufficiently unreliable that a
total tolerance launch time of about an hour-anda- half- per-day is unsatisfactory . ) In this case ,
the maximum time in a waitin g orbit is one- half
day or eight waiting orbital periods . This is
considered quite satisfactory, since in the advanced time period considered and the complex
operations involved in space , if there is any
appreciable de crease in the reliability of this
system associated with one- half day spent in a
\'Jaiting orbit , then the whole logistic system is
too marginal to be considered.
One can characterize the recommended target satellite orbit as a station-kept ,14 "rendezvouscompatible- orbit" \~hich utilizes an ascent trajectory containin g most of the best features of
the one-rendezvous-a-day scheme of John Dird 15
and John Houbolt,16 and of the phasing technique
described mo st recently by H. H. Straly17 for
those launc h operations which involve possible
launch delays . The target satellite orbit and
recommended ascent trajectory allow efficient ontime launches but are also extremely tolerant of
launch delays , and these delays can be as great
as hlo hours and tHenty minutes "Ii thout exceeding
a penalty of more than about 250 per second of
characteristic velocity. The propellants associated with this characteristic velocity .Iill be
acctunulated in orbit , for other uses , if the
l aunch is on time .
The trajectory has been selected to include a
parking orbit in order to account for launc h delays . It is desirable to stace the launch vehicles so as to fully utilize the characteristics
of the parldn g orbit so that the maximum payload
may be carried to the manned space station or
orbiting launch complex . The use of three - stace
vehicles (where the space ferr y is consider ed to
be the third sta ge ) seer.ts to be ;,Jost desirable for
such space loGistics operations . The first t'IO
sta ge s are re quired to boost the space ferry to
an apogee of 93 nautical miles , the parldng orbit
altitude . The flieht path should be so arranged
that the first two stages burn all their propellants, the flight- path angle beine so control1rl
that the apogee is equal to 98 nautical miles .
The velocity jecrer.tent at that altitude required
to inject in a circular orbit .Iill be provided
by the space ferry . The amount of this decrer.tent '~ill , of course , depend on the specific
characteristics of the first hlo staGes . Such a
procedure is allo"lable , since the vehicle is
going into a parking orbit and ex..1.ct til ling
during the operation of the first t\IO stages is
not required. The relative position of the space
station and of the space ferry in the parldng
orbi t must be so arranged that under the 'Iorst
tolerance conditions 1'.ssociated "ith the first
t\;o sta be s that adequate time is still available
for a near- EohJ;1ann transfer behleen the parking
orbit and the space station rendezvous-cor.tpatible
alti tude orbit when the launch ',JaS on- tir.te .

III

By means of such staging it is possible to have all
of the propulsion margin placed in the space ferry
and , thus, propellants will be accumulated in
orbit for other uses such as station-keeping,
attitude control, refueling of astrotugs and refueling of lunar 1aunched vehicles, etc . The
other distinct advantage of this type of staging
is that we do not require a ' two-stage launch vehicle to injec t directly into a high 260-nauticalmile or bit , since the degradation of the performance of a two- stage vehicle with orbital altitude
is notorious . Because the space ferry must have
propulsion capability in order to perfor m the rendezvous , it is highly desirable to utilize it in
other ways to make sure the maximum payload is
carried to the space station or orbiting complex.
It generally appears to be undesirable to utilize
parking orbits which are above the rendezvouscompatible-orbit. First, because they require
more characteristic velocity and, second, because
under the conditions which we would normally like
to utilize a high-altitude parking orbit, a plane
angle change is also required to further increase
the characteristic velocity penalty. The additional time which must be spent in a low-altitude
waiting orbit seems preferable to the large increase in characteristic velocity associated with
the high-altitude parking orbit -- at least for
routine l ogistics applications.
It should be noted that there is a difference infue
precessional rate of the orbit plane of the space
ferry in the 98- nautical-mile waiting orbit and
the target satellite orbital plane in the 260nautical-mile rendezvous-compatible-orbit of about
one degree per day . This difference in the precession of the orbit planes must be accounted for
in such a way that the launch azimuth into the
waiting orbit will allo"l a near- Hohmann transfer
without any required orbit plane angle change
"hen the transfer from the waitin g orbit to the
final target orbit is accomplished . With a lowinclination orbit , such as the recommended 29.2
degrees' , rather minor changes in the launch
vehicle flight path result in an azimuth angle
at injection which produces a very large change
in the nodal angle and, thus, there are substantially no penalties associated with allowing
for differential precession angles as much as one
degree .
EID-COURSE GUIDANCE PHASE

Requi rements for

l,:id~ourse

Guidance

In the discussion of the friendly rendezvous for
the purpose of supplying a manned space station
or orbital launch facility, it was shown that
parldng orbits are required to cope with moderate
to large lIDcertainties in the timing of launch
operations . Even if parking orbits are not used,
it is generally most efficient to stage the lalIDch
vehicles such that the space ferry is injected into
a near-Hohmann transfer from a low altitude of
from 60 to 100 nautical miles . In either case,
with a coasting trajectory of nearly 180 degrees
and with an altitude difference of over 160 nautical miles, it is very desirable to utilize longrange mid- course corrections in order to minimize
the re quirements on the final terminal-homin g
phase and, in general, to accomplish a rendezvous
with the maximum efficiency and safety. In fact,

it would be de si r able to leave the parking orbit
f or t he 260-na utical-m ile r endezvo us-com patibleor bi t onl y after the r adar guidanc e has acquir ed
and l ocked on the tar get satelli te if the radar E
in t he space ferry . (For routine operati ons it is
expected that r adars will actuall y be availab le in
bo t h vehic les for improved r eliabi lity. ) This
re quires a total radar r ange of about 450 nautica l
mil es , a r ange which is not availab le with curren t
radar s but which does not require large increas es
i n t he state-o f- the-ar t for the cooper ative rende zvous situat i on in which the target ca r ries a
beacon. If the tar get satel lite orbit is wellknown and the ascent guidanc e fairly accura te ,
t he i nitiat i on of the near- Hohmann transfe r could
almo st be based only on range inform ation withou t
r egard to range rate or angle rate inform ation,
pr ovided the mid-cou r se corr ections were within
about 10 minutes . This would give more than
adequat e time for radar data smooth ing.
Once on the transfe r orbit , it is desirab le to
have a form of mid-cou rse guidanc e logic , which
would requi r e no correc tions at all if the data
.Ier e perfec t and the satelli te was on a collisi on
course with the target . Unfort unately , as some
detail ed com)ut er studies by the authors and by
Eggle s ton 34 , 5 have shown , the popula r lineari zed
8
guidanc e formula 2 , 3, 34- 3 do not work too well
far below the target orbit
as
are
which
bits
fo r or
as these will be . Here it would seem that some
impr ovement in guidanc e techniq ue is require d , and
a propose d procedu re for sol ving this problem will
be discuss ed below, as well as in Appendix B.
When the range between the interce ptor and the
target decreas es the closed loop logic using
l inea r ized equatio ns (simila r to that desc r ibed
by Eggl es ton34) proves quite adequa te .

even when they are cl ose togethe r , the effects of
gravita tional forces will result in signifi cant
modifi cations of the motion ; and if the bodies are
far apar t then the gravita tional differe nces may
produce signifi cant forces . These two cri teria
have differe nt implic ations . The fact that the
bodies are cl ose togethe r mer el y defines that it
i s the very termin al phase of the motion for which
this approx imation can app~~, but the fact that ths
time must be short implies that rather large thrust
for ces are utilize d to make the rendezv ous , so
that these forces will be lar ge relativ e to the
differ ential effects of gravity . This very well
may have the connot ation of ineffic iency , since
the gravita tional fo r ces a r e neglig ible in a percentage sense only, and if the thrust for ces are
very large it may require a tremend ous quantit y
of pr opellan t to perform the maneuver .
One excepti on to this iule is when the closing
veloci ty is large because it is obtaine d from
previou sly require d impulse s and/or because the
motion of the interce pting satelli te is at a much
lower veloci ty than that of the target satell ite,
so that the target satelli te is catchin g up with
the interce ptin g satell ite. Under these conditi ons
a large force is not require d to initiat e the
motion , but only to stop it, and there are no
great ineffic iencie s associa ted with this type of
use of the free- space equatio n concep t . Thus , the
free- space approx imation to the equatio ns is most
useful for the homing guidanc e equatio ns .
The free space concep t was discuss ed by Er . R. A.
Hord , 39 and H. Oberth . 40 The errors involve d in
using the free space concep t are best discuss ed
by evalua ting the differe ntial gravita tional
effects (which are also termed "tidal accele rations" ).

Summary of Past Studies

If the first-o rder effects of the earth ' s gravitationa l potent ial are include d in the equatio ns
of motion the range of validit y of the equatio ns
is greatly extende d . This was first shown independen tly by three differe nt groups: Albert
Wheelon , 36 Clohes sy and Wiltsh ire , 3? and Louis
Spradli n . 38 All of these three studies used the
re ctangu lar rotatin g coordin ate system . The
r ectang ular rotatin g coordin ate system is less
accura te in genera l than the shell- coordin ate
system develop ed by Swanson , Peterse n, and Hoover, 2
and by Soule . 3 Indepen dent studies showing the
advanta ges of the shell-c oordin ate system were
conduc ted by Egglest on and Beck41 and Staplef ord.42
The fact that the shell- coordin ate system is appreciab ly better for rendezv ous studies than is
the rectang ular coordin ate system can be seen
most easily for those cases where the x coordin ate
is large , where the x directi on is along the fli ght
path. If two bodies are in precise ly the same
orbit, . they will have the same altitud e in the
shell-c oordin ate system (see Fig. 2) , but will
have a differe nt altitud e in the rectang ular
system depend ing on the value of x. The time
interv al of t he motion is no longer of quite such
importa nce as in the free- space case , but the
relativ e displac ements between the two bodies are
import ant, since the first-o rder gravita tional
effect type of an approx imation is directl y associate d with the geomet rical relatio ns between
t he two satelli tes and the earth. Further more ,
greater efficie ncy is obtaine d since the "natura l"
gravita tional forces can be used to advanta ge .

Equatio ns of Notion and Coordi nate Systems . It
i s ver y desirab le to have availab le and to use
appr oximate equa·t ions of motion when studyin g the
r endezvo us pr oblem; fi r st , because a cleare r
unde r standin g of the physica l situati on is then
possibl e ; and , second, because the actual computations require d for the rendezv ous must be performed with a space- borne comput er . If approx imate equatio ns can be used t he comput er can be
made simple r and of lighter weight . It is , of
course , necess ary to know the range of validit y
of the approxi mate equatio ns . If the approxi mate
equatio ns ar e not valid over the range for which
t hey must be applied , then methods of solving the
more exact equatio ns must be develop ed . "Exact numer ical " solutio ns of the exact equatio ns are
pr esented in Append ices A and B.
The fi r st approx imation to the equatio ns of motion
(and their solutio n) to be discuss ed is t he "free space" approx imation . The assump tion is made
that the two vehicle s are suffici ently close together so that the effects of the earth's gravitationa l attract ion are almost the same on both
vehicle s and , therefo re , we can assume that the
net effect of the gravita tional attract ion terms
is neglig ible and the equatio ns of motion in iner tial free space apply . Such an assump tion, it
is clear, will only apply when the two vehicle s
are rather close togethe r and, further more, when
the time interva l for the comple tion of the maneuver is relativ ely ~hort . If the time is long,
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Impulsive Technigues . The two- impulse rendezvous guidance technique has been developed by
Clohessy and Wiltshire , 3? Soule , 3 and Eggleston. 34
\.Jhile the two-impulse technique is by no means
optimum , its simplicity makes it very attractive .
The first impulse is given shortly after booster
burn-out , and the second is usually replaced by
a t erminal-homing phase . When t he characteristic
velocity required for r endezvous is small, then
t he use of a simple non-optimum scheme suc h as the
t wo-impulse technique is muc h to be r ecorrunended.
The technique is also very useful as a se condar y
correction procedure. 2 Useful design curves are
given in the Fli ght Performance Ha ndbook. 6
A three- impulse technique suggested by Irvin g, and
di scussed by \'lheelon , 3 6 consist s of a tangential
velocity increment just suffi~ient to neutralize
any steady drift, later fo llowed by two radial
velocity increments; t he first, when the vehicle
crosses the same radial altitude as the target
vehicle; and the second , just befor e impact with
the target vehicle . This sc heme is mo re expensive in final r equir ements than the two- impulse
sc heme .
A four- or five- impulse technique , called 11 QuasiOptimal Rendezvous Guidance System'~ or IqlRGS,1I
was devel oped 2 -- which gives a near-optimum rendezvous in that the impulses are given tangentially so that the minimum character istic ve locity
is re quired to achieve rendezvous within e:xactly
one or bital period . The four- impulse method requires less char acteristic velocity t han the f i veimpulse method ; however, the five-impulse method
is considered more optimum when t he guidance
sensor accuracy requirements are considered, as
well as the characteristic velocity requirements.
Guida~ce Simulation Studies. The only orbital
rendezvous mid-course guidance problem which has
been simulated on digital computer is that of
Eggleston . 34 This study clearly s hows some of
the shortcomines of the rec tangular coordinate
system and lineari zed equations of motion for
lon g-ranee mid- course guidance . Egel eston also
studied the effects of dead- band and of radar
inaccuracies (a study similar to that of Eggl eston 34 but usine the guidance law sUegested in
Appendix D is very desirable) .

Other reports ,,,hich discuss the !'lid- course wdance problem are D-ven in the bibliography . 43-55
Cri teria for "Be st" I:id-Course Guidance .
The "best " mid-course guidance to use is hardly a
subject that lends itself to dOGmat ic statements.
The nultiplicity of factors enterinb into the
de cision mkes it difficult to say an;:rthing impor tant unless specific infor mation on the space
system in question is avail abl e .
Anticipating the' major characteristics of future
space systems will , however, bring out some facts .
In the friendly, logistic rendezvous emphasized
in this paper, future rendezvous vehic l es will
become considerably r~o re massive , '''hile computer
capability pe r unit of computer mass Hill inc r ease
so that the cost of improving the quality of
£:Uidance infor mation by means of additional computin g (smoothing plus exact equations of motions)
will be a much smalle r fraction of total vehicle
nass than is now required wr~ le the potential
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savings will be greater. Furthermore, large digital computers can be boosted into orbit during
the initial assembl y of t he space station and can
be used for subse quent rendezvous operations (with
a radio communications link). Again, the increased efficiency of rendezvous operations more
than offsets t he larger computer installation.
It is a pparent , t hen , that ' as sensors are improved more accurate guidance equations than have
been sugge sted previously will be re quired to
bring desirable over-all improvements in the
system.
In homing systems similar to tho se proposed for
the Air Force Satellite Interceptor System, the
guidance formulas are derived on the a ssumpt ion
of free space (no force-field gradient). The
rendezvo us guidance systems typified by the
Olohes sy and Wiltshire paper 3? and by Swanson,
Petersen and Hoover 2 derive guidance formula on
the basis of lineari zed force-field gradients.
In each of these types of guidance formulas the
a ccuracy deteriorates with increasing r ange, but
with closed-loop , guided trajectories t he s e guidance laws will, of course, actually produce a
r ende zvous even when applied far beyond the limits
that make the guidance formulas ll good assumptions. 1I
The question to be answered in the choice of a midcourse guidance scheme is whether the waste of
thrust is compensated by the simplicity of the
guidance system. And the answer clearly depends
on the operational time period in ques t ion .

Appendix B gives a basis for a guidance scheme
which is one step more advanced than the two basic
types referred to previousl y. This system gives &
lIexactll solution under the assumption of a cent ral
force field and, therefore, brings about another
improvement in accuracy. Still more accuracy would
require the consideration of very minute forces
acting on the sate ill te - such as aerodynamic
forces, those due to oblateness , and so on. Since
these forces are ver y small and not too greatly
different from each other in order of magnitude,
a great number of them would have to be considered
in order to bring about a unified treatment. The
accuracy to be gained by these additional considerations is very small. Some of the effects of
oblateness and the slight'eccentricity of t he
orbit may be ta ken into account by the use of a
reference orbit. The requirement in the selection
of such a reference orbit is that the position of
the reference poi nt in the r efer ence orbit will
coincide with that of the target at the time of
rendezvous.
The method proposed require s a successive approximation to be computed until a satisfactory numerical convergence is obtained . Once started, this
method re quir es no evaluation of trigonometric
functions so that the increase in required comput ational labor just fo r the operations of Appendix
B is less t han an order of magnitude when compared ",ith previous methods . When l ooked at in
the li ght of all the computa tion required (i .e.,
data smoothing, data conversion , etc.), the actual
over-all increase in computer complexity is expected to be relatively minor.
In general, t he factors that affect the choice of
the mathematical model to use for the guidance
system are:

The quality of the sensed information .
2. The r ange over which the system must
oper ate .

refines it in a series of steps (see Appendix TI) .

1.

The proposed procedure , then , is to star t the nearHohruL~ transfer maneuver from the parking orbit
at the optimum time which is indicated by the
orbit altitude difference and the epoch angle bet ween the tar get and the interceptor. Once this
optimum position is arrived at , the time to r endezvous of al~ost I SO degrees of target travel is
selected and the exact impulse required t o establish a collision course is computed by the
method given in Appendix B. This impulse is
given to the interceptor and then at periodic
intervals along its ascent to the target , its
relative vel ocity is measured and compared with
the cor rect relative velocity as computed from
the time to go and the exact methods given in
Appendix B. As the rendezvous vehicle gets closer
to the target the method of Appendix B degenerates
to the more common linearized equations . From
this point on into the final homing phase the midcourse guidance is achieved by conventional
methods (discussed in detail by Soule 3 and
Eggleston 34) •

An increase i n either of these two tends to promote the se l ection of a more accurate guidance
f ormula , and vi ce versa ; there is little point
in t r ying t o make improvements beyond a certain
l imit in sensor accuracy for a shor t-range system.
In thi s case the crudest of models , force- free
s pace , i s adequate.
Proposed "Exac t-Numerical " Nethods for Nid-Course
Guidance Using the "Shell-Coordinate System"
Efforts t o obtain a more accurate model of the
r el ative motion in a rendezvous maneuver than that
of the linear gravity Gradient , culminated in the
ana l ysis given in Appendix A. The fa ct that the
use of shell coor dinates allows one to obtain two
exact first integrals of the equations of motion
is a stron g point in its favor , but the more important consequence is that the "exact" equations
of motion can be written in such a manner as to
only have functional dependence on one (the altitude coordinate) of the dependent variables (the
word , "exact," in this case implies the solution
of the equations of motion for a central- force
field and neglects the s~~ll perturbations due to
earth ' s oblateness , atmospheric density , solar ,
lunar and planetary perturbations , etc . vlhile
some of these effects are of importance -- when
one is in a waitin g orbit, for example -- they
are quite negligible during the mid-course guidance phase . In fact , the magnitude of these
quantities can be used to estimate a limit on the
r equired accuracy of the numerical calculations
as performed in Appendices A and B. It is the
f ac t that the equations have a functional de~
pendence only on the altitude coordinate which
allows the rapid numerical solution of the exact
r elative velocity required to produce a collision
with the target in a specified time as is done in
Appendix B. In addition , an improved version of
the linearized equation has been derived by the
rather obvious device of discarding (i . e ., including i n the non- linear part of the equations for
numerical integration) only second-order small
variable quantities . The resulting new linear
equations are mo re accurate , in general , although
a few specific instances have been found ",hen they
have made no i mprovement . These new linear equations , however , are not as easy to use as the
previous ones for GUidance purpo ses . The reason
for this is that they contain the initial conditions in the coefficients in a complicated manner . The use of these equations for guidance
would re qui re a numerical iterative solution .
The details of this are not given , however , since
it is felt that if numerical integrations are to
be used the non- linear terms should also be included (as in Appendix B) to give an exact solution to the rendezvous problem.

TEm:mAL - HOI :mG PHASE
There have been more analytic studies and more Sll~
lator work done on the manned and unmanned terminal- homing phase of rendezvous gvidance than on
any other aspect of rendezvous . 56-80 Althoubh
the various papers differ in specific details of
the method of mechanization of the closed- loop
terminal- homing g~idance problem, they universally
agree that fairly efficient homing guidance schemes
can be developed . It is desirabl e that the midcourse guidance be so designed to bias the initial
conditions fo r the terminal phase , that closing
velocities are already established and the primary
purpose of the terminal- homing system is then to
decrease to zero these already established closing
velocities .
The differences between the var ious proposed terminal guidance schemes depend upon the basic assumptions made as to the availability , accuracy and
reliability of various types of equipment and the
proposed scheme s to minimize the errors . Schemes
which require a throttleable pr opulsion system
have been sugge sted in a number of papers by
Sears and Felleman , 56-5 8 while schemes that invol ve constant thrust but requi r e restartable
engtnes have been proposed by several authors . 66 ,
67 , 73 Another variation of the basic propulsion
system which has been sUGGested by Kidd72 a.nd
Soule 70 is to use a constant thrust engine on
throughout the homing phase and achieve guidance
by controllin g the dir ection of the engine thrust .
The various proposed homing guidance schemes may
also be specified by consideration of the methods
they suggest for computation , i . e ., Whether analog
or digital , and the particular coordinate axis
system they suggest using during the terminalhoming phase . Stapleford7 3 has suggested an
equipment mechanization scheme designed for minimum complexity . Such a scheme is believed to be
very useful for unmanned rendezvous , but for the
type of operations wInch is envisioned herein , for
an advanced time per iod , and where both ascent
guidance and mid-course guidance as well as other
operations a r e to be performed with rather high
capacity digital computers , it is doubtful that

The work in Appendix A led to the application of
the numerical method of successive approximation
to the solution of the equations with rendezvous
in a fixed time as a boundary condition . The
formulation in Appendix A whic h makes the de rivatives functions of only one dependent variable ,
makes the application of this me t hod straightfon/ard . This method takes an approximate curve
which exactly fits the boundary conditions and
1 14

such a scheme need be used .
The capability of man to conduct the te~mina l
phases of rendezvous has been studied . 78~4 However , it is not clear that there is any advantage
to Iris participation in the terminal phase of rendezvous as a part of the closed loop . There is
obviously a great need to have him aboard the
vehicle to increase t he over-all reliability by
performing monitoring and maintenance functions .
Obviously, he can onl y satisfacto~ily perform
maintenance functi on s if adequate propulsion
capability is available for him to interrupt the
rendezvous se quence for several orbits '.Jhile repairinG the equipment and again make a satisfactory approach and rendezvous . The problen of hO"1
to best utilize man in space has been extensively
discussed to c:ate and clearly requires still further thought and experimentation before satisfactory answers can be obtained.

sys tems Hill not oppose each other . r;ote that
any maneuverin g rockets whose jets are pointed at
the target satellite must have been shut off a
sho r t distance before contact was made. As t he
two vehicles meet the coupling mechanisms of each
will meet and engage . S6 The proper parts are
aligned and then locked . All unnecessary anGUlar
and linear motion perturbations present after
coupling is completed are removed , and the phase
is complete .
A different guidance scheme for the couplin g phase
must be "lor ked out for each coupling scheme that
is sugcested. A proper error analysis should
show the probability of success of each. Those
scher.les \.Jhich seer.! to have the highest probability
of success should then be laboratory- tested . The
best scheme is determined on the basis of test
success . Upon contact the latchinc must be positive and solid to prevent t he space ferry from
shakin g loose and beconung separated .
EQUIJUllT

The do cking phase beGins either when the interceptor satellite is noved as close to the target
satellite as is practical Hith the terminalhomn[ Guidance and the moderate to large maneuve ~
inc rocleets , or when the docking guidance and control syste1:J can adequately take over (even though
the teminal phase homing system may still be performing well) . The distance between the two vehicles will have been reduced to only hundreds of
meters at the start of this phase. The docking
phase has been discussed for both manned 85 and
unmanned G6 systems .
The docldng phase may require the space ferry to
approach the target satellite from a particular
azimuth and elevation for some operations . Additional sensory information would then be necessar))
and would probably be obtained from measurements
made from the tart;et satellite and transmitted to
the space ferry. Vernier thrustinG would be r equired to utilize this added information .
The docking maneuver is less complicated than the
terminal maneuver from the standpoint of the
equations of notion used to GUide the dockinG proce dure . The equations can be , if desired, reduced
to their free - space forms with negligible loss of
accuracy due to the relatively small distances
involved .
In some other respe cts the docking phase is rather
difficult . The interceptor satellite must usually
be able to approach the tarcet satellite at a givEIl
azu,luth and elevation . The selection of the best
sensory and guidance equipment to handle this requirement is a problem that depends on the specific space station configuration , etc . In addition , the design of an effective docking system
must be done concurrently Hith that of the sensory and couplin g mechanism system because of
their interdependence .
COUPLmG PHASE
The terlJlination of the dockinc phase and the
start of the couplinG phase beGins with the
initial contact between the two rendezvousinG
vehicles . At this instant the interceptor
satellite no longer actuates its maneuverin g and
attitude control rockets so that t he two control

1
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STUDIES

Stapleford and Je~3 r.lade a comprehensive study of
the requirements wInch are placed on the flight
control system during the terminal phase of orbital
rendezvous. The report not only specifies some
of the requirer.!ents but presents a prelL~inary
analysis of several possible methods of achieving
satisfactory fli ght control systems, using both
manual and automatic systems;
As a part of an over-all study of orbital launch
operations being conducted by Chance Vought under
contract to the Harshall Space Flight Center of
NASA , a rather complete study not only of the
theoretical aspects of rendezvous but also many
of the me chanization probl ems associated with the
attitude control s:rstem and the instrumentation
sensors, ,,,as conducted by the Raytheon Company. 30
Considerable information on the guidance sensors
is presented in the STL FliCht Perfo~ance Pandbook5 along with methods of processing the signals
to smooth out the noise.
Propulsion system restart problems are discussed
by Radcliff and Transue. C7

Analyses of the errors made in each of the major
guidance phases are among the most important parts
of any rendezvous program. In fact, before any
pr opos ed over-all rendezvous guidance scheme
(ascent rnid-course, terminal, coupling and
dockinG) and the corresponding specific equipment
proposed can be seriously considered for adoption,
a careful error analysis of a ll aspects of the
system must be made.5,67,88,89
Error associated with inaccurate thrust magnitude ,
duration of thrust, neasurement , computation , etc .,
is the first tJ~c to be analyzed. These errors
fall broadly tmder the classification of "mechanical errors ." Errors of this type must , first, be
examined upon an accurate physical mode l under
simulated conditions . Even though most of the
errors of this type produce only small results on
an individual basis, they often combine to create
laree over-all errors . If ac curate analysis is
desired , it Hill be found necessary to make use
of digital computation .

The second type error encountered is that associated with t he guidance law . Even with the most
perfect equipment, the thrust computed under the
guidance law and the thrust actually required for
the space ferry rockets will not be identical.
This is especially true when simplified equations
of motion are us ed to derive the guidance law.
This type of error has greater effect during the
mid-course maneuver phase than it does in the terminal and docking phases , where the simplified
equations more nearly approximate actual operating conditions.

3. Soule, Peter W., "Rendezvous with Satellites
in Elliptical Orbits of low Eccentric i ty ," AAS
Preprint No . 60-71, presented at American Astronautical Society Thi r d Annual West Coast Meeting,
Seattle, Washington , 8-11 August 1960.
Townsend , George E., "Satellite Rendezvous,"
VIII of Orbital Flight Manual, ER 11648 ,
Martlll Company, July, 1961-

4.

Chap~e r

5. Wolverton , Raymond W. (ed.), "Flight Performance Handbook for Orbital Oper ations,n Space Technology Laboratories (prepared under contract NAS
8-863 to NASA ), September, 1961.

The performance for such error analysis often learn
directly to improved systems. For example , the
scheme proposed herein for an "exact-numerical"
guidance law r esulted directly from an error
analysis of linearized guidance laws whic h pointed
up the need for an improvement and further showed
that numerical processing of computed errors
could l ead directly to a near-exact mid-courseguidance lay.

6 . Gedeon , Geza S. (Project }lanager) , "Flight
Performance }lanua1 for Orbital Operations,"
ASG-TH-61-68 , Norair Division , Northrop Corporation , Hawthorne , Cal~forni a, revised January, 1964
7. S1Janson , Robert S. and Petersen, Nor man V.,
"The Influence of Launch Conditions on the
Friendly Rendezvous of As t rovehicles," Advances i n
the Astronautical Sciences , Vol . 5 (Proceedings of
the Second \.Jestern Neeting of the American Astr onautical SoCiety, Los An geles , California, 4- 5
August 1959), Plenum Press , Inc ., New York, 1960,
pp. 218-236 . Also published by Astrosystems and
Research Laboratories, ASRL-TI,I- 59-8 , NB- 59- 1% ,
Norair Division , Northrop Corpor ation , P.awthorne ,
Califor nia , 1959.

CONC LUDmG REMARKS
The first 90 publications listed in the references
and bibliography deal pr imarily with the ascent
and the mid-course guidance phase , the terminalhoming phase , the docking phase , the coupling
phase , equipment mechanization problems and error
analyses. About 70 additional items ar e in the
refer ences and bibliography on related subjects,
suc h as orbital transfers in space , the effects
of the oblateness of the earth on the or bital
motion, and system studies of space complexes.

Swanson , Robert S. and Petersen , Norman V.,
"Rendezvous-Compatibl e-Orbits ," ASRL-TM- 59-6 ,
Norai r Division , Northrop Corporation, Hawthor ne ,
California, 1959.
8.

In addition to a summary of the general status of
rendezvous guidance technology, the specific contributions of this report are:

1. A recommended ascent trajectory and orbit
for a manned space station or orbiting launch
compl ex, which not only allo~Ts efficient ontime launches but is tolerant of launch delays
up to two hours and twenty minutes . The implications of the use of this ascent trajectory for
the efficient staging of launch vehicles are
pointed out.
2 . A pr oposed "exact-numerical" method for
long-range mid-course guidance using the "shellcoor dinate system. "

9. Petersen , Norman V. and Swanson, Robert S.,
"Rendezvous-Compatible-Orbi ts ," Astronautical
Sciences Review , October-December , 1959.
10. Petersen , Nor man V. and S1Janson, Robert S.,
"Rendezvous in Space - Effects of Launc h Condition;'
Proceedin s of the Hanned S ace Station S rm osium,
Los Angeles, 20- 22 April 1960 sponsored by lAS,
NASA and Rand Corporation) , Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences , Inc., New York, 1960 , pp . 165170. Also published in Aero/Space Engineering,
Vol . 19, No . 5, Hay, 1960, pp. 72- 73 , 106 .
11. "Rendezvous-Compatib l e-Orbi ts ," NB-60-166-R,
Astro- Systems and Re searc h Laboratori es , Norair
Division , Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne ,
California , April , 1961.
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Di(ferenti ~~~u~~~o ns,

APPENDIX AI THE "EXACT-NUAERICAL" SOLUTION
OF THE RENDEZVO US EC<UP.TIJN S OF HOTION
I N THE "SHELL-COORDINATE" SYSTEJ4

It has bec ome. commo n practice 2 ,,) ,54-')8 to linea rize
t oe exact e~uations and s olve t h e resulting linea~
constant-coef f i cient, differential equations,
anal ytic nll:r . Th e linearization i s performed
un c er the assum ption t ha t t he dj stance and veloCitie s , when nond i mensionalized by t he reference
orbit r a di us en d v elocity res pect iv ely, are
first- or der small when compared wi th unity . The
product s , squa res, a nd h ig her powers of terms
1 ike this are neglected. The b pproximati ) r,s !lade
result in an a ccura cy that is unknown and which
deteriorate with increas ir.g scale of t h e mo tion.
The f oll OWing a na lysi s will atte ll pt t o im pr ove
on t he basic equation s s nd ? rovide a llethod of
comput ing the exact moti on which in turn will

Th e "exact" equati ons of mo ti on of a po int !Jl8SS
in a central f orce fi e l d rel a t i ve t o e reference
circular orbit sre exa~in ed. The effe cts of
earth's obl a teness, air drag, lunar and s olar
gravitati onal perturbations, etc. are neglected.
Since the out-of-plane ~otion is very weakly
coupled with the in-plane mo tion, t he case of coplanar ill oti on is singled out f or study an d the
resulting differentia l equati ons of motion e re
reduced t o linear a nd nonlinear p~rts. The
linear pa rt is solved a nalytically , wh ile the
solution to the nonlinear pa rt i s of second-
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l

provide an err o r analysis of the approximB. te
solution.

where a pri~e indicates differentiation witn
respect to theta,

In this work t he ~~st general forill of the linear
equations will be so ugh t; th a t is, the nos t
gen er a l linear, constant-c oeffici ent equation
without regurd to t he o rder of ~agnitud e of the
ter'!ls incl'J ded . The dif:::' erence betwee n the
solution of this e quation , wh ~ ch is analytical
in natu re, and t he exact solution, which iJ
impli ed by the differ ential equa tio n, is termed
t he pe rtur bation solutbn. Thi s pertur bation is
second-order s~~l l and h~s its own ciff erential
e quat ion whic h ~ay be solved by a nu:nericlll
integration proc e du re. In actua l fact the probl em of determining th e s olution is practi c ~ lly
one of quadratures whicl-j :!lakes the num eric[: l
analysis inherently ~o re accurate.

Soluti~n of the Differe ntiel Equations.
The differential e quations a bove ere really no
m:>re than the conv e ntional equations of two-body
motion with a t r ansformation of variables. Th eae
equations can be solved in th e SHme ~anner as
orbit equationa , ' ho'.ever , this is not satisfact ~ ry for rendezvous studies.
What is desired ,
of course, is an e quation for ~ and '(, as
f unct ions of
(Someth ing like this has been
d')n e and bpp ears in ,40ulton l61 on p. 171. Moul t')n'6 equations , unfo rtunately, cannot be evaluated readily when only the motion rel ative to the
target is known . ) When U :e target and interce pto r ar e close it is known that the ~otion
app r oxi,aat es that i n f ree space and it is desi red
to hav e t~e equatio ns of rendezvous hav e ~his
behav ior.

Ei .

e.

Ana lys is

The solution to the two dif~erential equations
ab )v e may be po rtly bccomp1ished by the two exact
first - integrbls available. These correspond to
the conservhtion of bngu1ar momentum and vis-v i va
integrals respect ively . The constants of integ r ation will be denoted by small.-i.
IS.

Equati on s for Relative
The si tuation to be s tudied is shown
in Fig. 2
;, r;ference po int is '!loving uni forally at a r ate
i n a circulsr orbit of
r ad ius
yAs t his is the target satellite
th e relations h i p beh: ee n
and
is fixed
by . ~h e t\~o-body re sult for a circular oroit
y-3:: G.
The coordinates of th e position
of the spac e f erry with res pect to t h e refere nc e
point (may be t oe target sat ellite if th e target
satellite is in a perfect ci rcula r orbit) are
)\ , arc length along the reference ortit,
and =2:- r ad ia lly out froC! the reference o r bit.
Dif~ ere ntial

~otion.

e

e

r

e

(6 -A)
comes di rectly from the fi rst differential equation (4-A). To get the second first -integral
.
t this relation into the second equation '
~nser
(5 - A) :

To derive the differential e suations of notion
by Lag r a nge's e quations the expre ssion for t he
kinetic and potential energy ('I' and V) are set

0',"t (IT ;y"- .1/(1 t

~:wi t(it-trtt:) J~ ~rt ~) d/cit (e -+ 'X/r) ] '2}

-;

yl

=0

(7-A)

Th is e quation may be integrated by ~ultiplying
thr ough oy.z~'which produces an exact differential.

=(M/2.)[ il.. + (r+~)"LU~T')(/Y')l. ]
V= -Gm/(n:r)

(8-A)

:::.

This last equation, howeve r, is not used by the
pr oced u re outlined in this note, but the equation
f r J/ll which it is derived is used instead . The
differential equations then become:

Letting L=T- V, t he following two differential
esuatio ns result:

(aL/o')()- d/dt laL/o~ )= 0
Czm/y- ... )d/dt[(r·+CjLCe+'f.-/d]::o

(oL./O-t;)- d/dt CaL /o~) =0
1'1~ - m (r'H:){ e't X/r)'t_ mel. r 3 (1"4 t

-{' ,/

(I-A)

'? + ( I T ~

r 2-= 0 (2-A)

/

)-Z

-1,

l

~ + I - ""', (

The e quat.ions muy' be nondimensio nalized cy the
new varia bles ,

It

l.

{I t

~f

~

r=
3

0

2.
::=

0

(9-A)
(lO-A)

J,

wher e
is to be eve luated by the initis 1
c::>nditions.

C)-A)

Introducing additional notation to distinguish
betwee n orders of magnitude of constants, let

and becbme, after simplification:

K,~)(,-I

( ll-A)

(4-A)
11

1.

1, -(I+'~)(I+~ ) + (l+t;Y
I

1..

(l2-A)

=0

(5- A )
If this notation is used the differential equa tions become:
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(l3-A)

In order to write the linear so lution ex plicitl y
the followi ng notatio n is employ ed:

(l4-A)

where all symbols appeari ng are first-o rder. It
is now possibl e to separat e the differe ntial
equatio ns into their linear and nonline ar parts
by the followi ng substit utions I

(23-A)
ao that the linear so lution become s:

(l5-A)

wherel
wherel

(16-A)
and

(l7-A)

(25-A)
Substi tuting these into tr.e comple te differe ntial
equat ion along with the unknown nonline ar oe rt of
the solutio n, one gets the differe ntial eq~a tion
of t he nonline ar pa rts I

(26-A)
(l8-A)

(27-A)

15

The differe ntial equ atio ns are now written in
two parts belowl

[t;tt-t-'(IT3K~)-K.J+[~-Y(\+14)

J =0

(19-A)

~ 0

(20-A)

[E;'t2..1~(\+k,)-I-<.,lt[-~(\H<,)J

(3

are a s defined
and
where the functio ns
before and are functio ns of t he comple te
If, in the equatio ns above, the
solutio n 7;
linear i?stead of the co~pJrte solution were used
these functi:J ns
to substl. tute in 0' and (.,:)
would ~ e in error only by term s that are firstorder small wAen c omp~ red with the true value of
This means that the perturb ay and (~
tion s o lution would be off by an amount one order
small~r than the si ze of t he true perturb ation
solutio n itself. The perturb stion so luti on
would be add ed to the linear t o res ult in sec ondorder snaI l errors in th e tota l solutio n; therefor e, the problem is pra cti call y one of quadra tures. The actun l soluti on of th~ nonline ar pertur bation equa ti on s above, h01'leve r, was carr i ed
Jut on a IBM 7090 by a numeri cal method that
permits error control to uithin one part in one
hundred thousan d for no rmal applica tions. The
equatio ns above were solved (using the comRle te
solutio n to eval uat e the ,~ and 5p functio ns)
by e method which is limited in its accurac y
only by the number of signifi cant digits carried
in the calcula tion . The nu~erical i ntegrat ion
was carried out by an Adsms- )foulton fourth- :Jrder,
fix ed-inte rvsl ~ethod.

Each equstio n is the sum of a linear and a nonlinear pa rt, and each e qustion is also exact in
thst no simplif ying assump tion s hav e been in
additio n to the basi c assump tions.
The linear part of t he differe ntial equatio n
diff ers from t he usual equatio ns only in that ,
the constan ts contain , in additi on t o th e usual
first order terms, some quantit ies which are
us ua lly neglect ed becaus e they are e n o rder of
magnitu d e s~ller than the basic part of the
term. Th ese extra terms in the consta nts, however, do effect an improve~ent in the accurac y
of the linear ap p roxi~~ ti on to t he motio n which
is most noticea ble in the analys is of very long
time motion s.
Let If L. anc "CL be the comple te solutio ns to
the linear pdl'ta of the equatio ns above. The
then
c o mp~ete solutiu n to the equetio ns will
ba"pertur
a
end
linear
a
of
aum
the
as
appear
tional" part, e S shown belowl

The linear equ ations can be reduced to the more
comillon for~ cy elimir. f'ti'J n of a~l qu" ntities of
second o rder in t he consta nts.
The comput er program calcula te d t he value of t he
"old linea r" equatio ns a s e check on the ca lcu lations. In additio n, it celcule ted the "new
linear" s o lution, the pertu rbation s ol ution and
their sum, the exact s olution . The program can
take any set of initial conditi ons in eit~ er t ne
non-dim ensiona l form written here or in dimen-

(21-A)
(22-A)
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APPENDIX 81 THE "EXACT-NUW-~IC A L" PREDICTION
OF Til E VELOCITY COMPONmr REQUIREMENTS
FOR TWO-IMPULSE RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
USING THE "SHELL-COORDINATE" SYST&~

sional form, End give the answers either in
dimensions 1 or non-di:nensional form.
An inspection of t he perturbation equations will
show that the "forcing function" has an amplitude pr oportion&l t o the square of the coordinate
~
I ntuition would say, then, that the
error in the linear s olution to the equations
wo uld be pro porti o nal t o the squa re of the
aver&ge excursion from t he origin and would
increase directl y with the time of fligh t in the
\i Orst instance. The prelblinary investigstions
with t he program have been carried out with the
model above in mind, and some of the results are
shown in t he next section.

In Appendix A is presented a method for determining the "exact-numerical" motion of a space
ferry provided the initi~l conditions, i.e.,
position and Velocity, are given. In order to
obtain a set of guidance equations, it is necessary to be able to calculate t he velocity components required for rendezvous at a specified
time and position in terllls of the initial
position. In other words, one must have a soluti on to t he equations of mo ti on between fixed
boundary conditions (the end points of t he
motion). The linear equati ons of relative
lDotion 2",,2-,8 are easy to arrange in gUidance
laws. The more exact numerical solutions, such
as presented in AppendiX A, require an iterative
procedure such bS described in this Appendix in
order to invert the solution of the motion into
a guidance law.

As a sidelight, the equivalent operation of
splitting into a li n ~a r and ~ smeller nonlinear
differential equation can also be acc omplished,
using the sec ond int egral availa ble. The constants are adjustedl

The need for a more exact guidance law is dependent on the accuracy of the relative position and
rate inf ormation and on the range and altitude
distance between the two rendezvousing vehicles.
Even if accurate relative position and rate
information are availa ble at t he start of a longrange rendezvous maneuver (e.g., at the start of
ascent from a parking or bit) use of the linearizedrendezvous guidance equations will result in
large errors to be c orrected later. Anticipating
large sy stems of the future where computing complexity is a minor cons idera tion and guidance
efficiency is a major item, t he following sc heme
computes an a ccurate numerica l a ppr o xi~e t i on to
the exact im pulse required t o put a vehicle on a
collision course wi t h t he t a rget at a s pecified
time.

The tollowing SUbstitutions madel

(l+?;;rl=I-~T(:E.

e= tYcl't-Z;)

('+sf1.;:: I-t~t 3~2._~

&= &3(4+3~)(I+~r1-

[('r:/)'-+S2..-2.~k2.1-(K1-~\<:') ] +[2£ - 6 +3'~Z.K1- - SKt.J

=()

The ex pression in brackets on the left has as its
solutio n t he linear rel ati on outlined above,
ho we ver, i t ca n be seen t ha t the t ype of perturbation ana lysis used ea rlier is not applicable
here.

The different i al equations adva nced in A ~ pendix A
have proven themselves good for t he problem for
which they were deSi gned, that is, given certain
initial conditi ons t o compute t he relative motion
that t hese initiEl c onditions produce. This
append ix c o ns~ d ~rs a problem which is somewhat
the inverse, nerae l y , what initial conditions will
produce a relative motion that ends in rendezvous.

Results
The eq uati o ~s in t he previous section were
programmed f or s :J luti on on an I i3i'~ 7090, as was
previously mentioned. As a chec ~ on t he accuracy
of t he program the "interceptor" was placed in
the initial cond iti on equivalent to an orbiting
body at ptrigee wi t h r espect t o a reference
orbit wit h t he same ~ ean ~o tion. The initial
conditi ons f or three cases, e • . 001, .010,
.100, were run an d the traj ect Jry for one orbit
co:nputed. The "exact" s o luti )n repro duced t he
initial cond i tions one orbit later t o t he order
of accura cy of t he in put cond ition s. In a ddit ion , t he er ro r in t be l i nea r s) l ution ch ec ked
th e pred i cted err or of Ref. (54) , th e err or in
t he l i neb r s oluti on gr owing a s th e square of the
ini t ifd distance, Agreement between so l uti ons vlaS
Good for e = , 001; see Figs , J&4 f or othe r ca s es ,
Th e impro "reme n t ov e r t he "o ld linear" by t he
"new linear" is a lso quite clear in t he larger
case of mo tion, tre error being re du ced c:'" a
fa ct or of f ou r.

Solutions like th ose in Appendi x A might be used
t o epproximEte the nonl i near pe rtur bation and
then a linear ccrrecti on ap plied t o t he initial
conditions to get a new, corrected, im pulse.
Such a proce dure, however, rails t o get a t t he
root of the problec since the case of interest
is one in which t he non l i nea rities playa major
role. An attack whi ch produce s a good answer,
regardless of the dista nceo involved, lIIa y be
more com plicated but may a l s o be a pract i cal
necessity .
The differential equations in A p ~ en d ix A can be
used, but in order to s olve t hew with fixed
boundary conditions an edapta tion of t he numerica l m~tho d of successive a ppr ox imat io n i s required. A descripti on of t his method i s given
in l~ilne I s Numerica l SOlutgon of D iffer~'l!:ial
~~ations on po. 106-109. 1 ~ adaptat io n of
this ~ethod to the met ~ ema tical situation of this
a ppendix i nvolves s om e general i zati on of this
::J ethod f o r a s omewLat more si,np le s ituat i on.

The inith, l condi tio ns were c omputed by a series
e xpansion given on page 171 of Ref. 2, so the
chec k i s in d epen c e ~t .
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The two integrals in this equat ion are quadratures
which may be evaluat ed in our case by numerical
methods. ihen this is done the first app r oximation
to k may be found, say K, ,whe re:

The general idea is to establish an approximat e
trajectory which exactly fulfills t he boundary
conditions and successively refines it by repeated substitution into the differential equation, adjusting the constants of integration to
assure the satisfaction of the boundary condition
at each step. In order t o illustrate the appli cation of this method the proble~ will first be
formulated in general terms.

'5

0

So

t;
(

8*"

0

0

equals

then

end

J

de}

(a-6)

The second boundary condition requires that

t(e.)~o - to •Ca, ·IL!"d'e

equal

So that tr.e first approximation to
computed as:

e

~:

(B-7 )

may be

(r;J, - J (,,. K:Ur.le)]d'eJ

tD ,

elf-

Of course, $<> ,
and Q .... are all given.
is equal to the product of the time to
re~dezvous and the angular velocity of the r otating coordinate system). The proble~ is to find
the velocity ~ol and
that will satisfy the
boundary conditions.

( eft-

(e)

f-

Boundary conditions

G

-t

9
r
h [t. ee)] de
)$£0

The' independent variable is t;) , and the two
dependent variables are l;
and 7;
The
boundary conditio ns are given belowl

When

~o .£:~K-£ l (,

)(, = _ [

(8-8)

With the first approximations to the bo undary conditions now at hand a new, and presumably better,
approximation functi on can be computed by the
formula below:

to'

/~ 1s a constant of integration that is a
functio.n of the ini tia 1 cond itions . Written
symbolically:
Repeating this procedur e should result in successive refinements of the correct solution. It is
not possible to prov e with rigor that t he solution
will converge except for a very limited class of
functions, ho wever, the behavior of t~e sequence
Z:~
of initia l values should convince on e of
tne validity of t~e solution since the existence
of t he solution is known from physical reas oning.

(B-1 )
Note that with this formulation of the equations
of mJtion (see Appendix A) that k: is not a
function of -Z;;, ; and that S" and 51 .are
functions only of 7; and k as shown by the
followi ng differential equationsl

",1

1

~

Sf:

t. [?;) Kl

f '1

The formula below giv es the actual computational
a lgorithim used in their pr ope r or der .

(B-2)

t~[~J+Kt3l~J

Definitions I

~=~"Z. (~t2~)(I+'Z;')-l.

(B-) )

"'(=

t; ~

So that if the initie l value of
and the
correct value of ~ are found one ha s an im plicit solution to the problem of determining
the correct S~ and

t. (0')

= (

.

t. (9*)

=

(G:.-t-e,~t3~7.)(I-t~t3

B,: ( \- 7..-t;" -t- ~C> f
02.':: B I (2 L; '" - ~" )
k-z. '" 2 K -r 1< "L

st .

First, form a first trial "s olution"
such that

Z;2.

t: (e)

(B-IO)

z. . . . refe rs

The su bscript L , [ : /,
values obtained fr Jm the L
function .

0

Of course, the ao rei, (e) is like the true
soluti on , the faster the s olution will converge.

l

Given
equati O'n s,

, f.,

snd

9"f

to the
th approximation

, th e differ ential

{'/= 1.( -~(li31{1. )+Yll+ 1(1.-)-(3
~J = l< [1-(2t-~)J-(2.~-f)
and an approxiJlation functi 'ln

0, CD) = tv
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(B-11 )

(B-12)

;, (8) such t het

t. (e.) ~ 0

~~~-

L:,

of the numerical integrat i on formula. It seems
clear that none of t hes e factors will be nearly
8 S l &rge a a meBsure~ent errors will be in a
pract ical gu i danc e system. Therefore, the
practicality of such a method ultimately rests
on the ans:<er to the question, "Does the fuelsaving that may be realized with the measurement
and impulse erro rs t !.a t a real syst em will have
wsrrant the extr~ computing capability required?For long range midcourse guidance using computing facilities on board the spac e station
(so t hat it need be carried into orbit only
once ) we believ e the answer is clearly that
the fuel saving is definitel y worth while.

The logical choic e for
is one predicted by
the linear ized tw~-impulse ren dezvous fo r~ul a .
Other fun ctional app r oximation s can be used,
how ever. For convenience the formul&s fo r thi s
"first guess" a re given at the en d of t his
a pp end ix.
(B-1? )

I-<~ = (F~-~o)/(e*"-!="L)
(f:) II
( , l (e J KL ) -= j 0 ' ( ( (. J t ) d Zt}

j'

Cz;: t = - [G L(8.) )<J
(~~ ) L

(K~ - B2- ') /13

Co

J/8*-

T(

(B-14)

(B-15 )

Simp lification of the computation proc edure for
actua l syst ems to, say, eliminate the computation of trigonometr ic fun c tions may certainly
be made. For eXbmple, on e could limit the
com putation of impulse to specific points,
store the sine and cosine f or adequat e interf6 1s to fit these points and computations then
would all be linear arithmetic . The number of
iterations cou l d , possibly, be reduced to only
one for most cases. It is very eas y to make
many runs in stud iea on t he groun d to arrive
at practical minimums for these quantiti es . As
t he distance get s smaller no iterations need
t ake plac e, and the computation stops when the
linearized gu ess for the velocity has been obtaine d . These formulas, in turn, reduce to the
"free space" for mula when the time to rendezvous
is small. In this manner t he guidanc e scheme
suc cess i vely linearizes it se lf as it gets
closer, making com pu t ation time much less when
information is needed more rapidly .

(B-16 )
( 8-17)

I

(LTI (e)= '( +('~ L8 1- G ~ (e) K")

(FH8)

return t o Eq. (B-]3).
The linear approximation f unct io n is the "old
linear" solut ion to the two -impuls e ren dezv ous
problem. The sequ ence of initial velocities is
se~n to converge num er~ca lly by observing the
(L)i.' (15~);,. fo r L = 1,2,3 . . . until
the c.rbitrary numerical bound for U~~)lt' -(r,~)i.J
and [('f:;:')':+I-LF,~),l
i s satisfied.

F ,

For integrat ion of
Si'llps on' s r ule way be
used, whil e fo r the integration of G ,a
version of Sto r mer's ~ eth od may be used.

APPEND I X 0, SUM.4ARY OF
RENDEZVOUS EqUATIONS
The coordinates of an interceptor relative to
the target reference circular o rbit are shown
in figure 2. ~e reference orbit has an angular velocity
and is at a distanc e
from t he eart.h center. 6
is a constant for
t he heavenly body in question such that

a ) Fo r sta rtingl

'/0

=0

V,

==

'( 2. :;

e

(h"lis7b)040Y~T 2ZBY~ -/08 y~ t2~y'3J

2Y, +~2AL)[ ,{''l.

t-

10/: +'I: J(8-19)

8:Jr ~=

If

b ) For continuing:

\]"

r

C,

~s the reference circular orbit velocity

( Yc ~ ("8

) the n the rendezvous variables are
no n- di mensionaliz ed by the following formula I
(along an arc)

Formulas fo r the fi rst ap pr oximati on function are
given belowl

(alo ng an arc through the
target norm&l to reference
orbit plane)

t,es)'" (4-3(ose)(t2lHose)S~ ·t(~inB)(~

$~=[Sjoe*~.tU4(1-(DS8;.)-l£¥S)Ot4-J

~~

:0 [

D=

-

2(I-LOSe... )

~~ +

'to 1/D

(4 ~1()8.oj- - ~e*(osc¥)7;o

1; -:. r/r

1ID

~

t;/ :;
If the subscript

{):;. 0
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1=

'1 /~

381\- S10S t - 8(\- (056*)

The accuracy of the s olution, if no errors are
present in the initi ~ l condi tion s , is gove r ned
by four fact ors: (1) the accu racy of the differentia l equations in representing the real
situation; (2) the number of points along the
curve that are used to def ine the app roxim ation
functi on numerically; (3) the oumber of digits
carried in the com putati on; end (4) the accuracy

-~~~-

(outward from force center)

0
refers to conditions at
then t he linearized motion is I

~:: ~0"t(o(~i(lf)'8)~0 + (4sif)e-38)f: -tLl-(o~e)-;~

b=

(4-3 (ose)~o+l(I-(OStr)~: ~sine ~~

~ 1= - ~ (H05~)r + (4CDSe-3)f: b

f:

~/:: 0'5ine)~" t-~Sl()e\
~

target orbit travel apart. The fi rst impulse is
giv en ~60 deerees from collision . These i~ ~ ulses
are, as functions of the initi~ l conditions I

::: (COS e)~o -t-(Slrj e)

11 =

-

(zSir18) ~ ~

;60 0

-t((05e)~~

270

IJ ~

~ i(lQ)y}o i~o5e)17~

(I - C0584)50 t)( nff.-,v

~) Fladsr coordinates.
dis tance from c.)o rdin!:. t e syst em center. g
ang le fr o"1 '2- :n ea6ured os posit:' 'l e t o\;a rd X

R.

1

C /D

The trunsfo rmation between rectangular and radar

coordina tes cl a rifies t heir re lutionship.

l' ~::: f(tlSiYl&-f--3~t)fo +-Ll H.659~) {~/O
3@-;tslnG--¥-

ibtation I

-Be I-Cof'{;)i' )

In the com putation there a re five coefficients
that a ppear. Due t:> the zero in D at Q1\" 0
the s e become diff i c~lt to eva luat e f0r smal l
t;)*. For this pu rpo s e, power s ~rie9 o r
~~
La urent series shou ld be used for small
The series below may be used up to
=410 0
with an erro r never mo re than

=
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~" [c It-t: ')2-t-)(2
(for s'Dtl.ll 12. co nvert 'f.. and L to r eda r
coordina tes b nd us e form ula below . )
~::: [ 1H It ~)L_ l ( It'~) ( f ],h.:=, [~z-+ Z.Vf (It;-)j I/z (*)

l'h_1

l4sine~ - 319* );b.:= -IJe..;}/- 5ti8"L t ~~g'i~j~Q;J

= ~*

5

X::; QSe

sine~ -38. Cos 8fJ /D.: - I@.. ~ 1'/ 2/~ t)itz- -17/t;;b9,/t }

CO-t t3*

inc(J

5i.f

sta rred formula e re to be us ed when
smell.

elf

1- 1/18':- +7/908(4 ."

G~ (1-(O.s~)-c:'e.siO~) ID: -

~(I- C.O)-t) ( ) II) =

r

2) Re ctangular coordinutes. X
~ ee sured
tangent t o orbit and i
along l ocal ver tica l
thr ough the coor dinate syste ~ center.

~~:: ~s C9*)~o
where 1) =

-0~)~
'\ ('/!i)~ t- (IJ.nri~)S:

1 ) Shell coo rdinates def in ed in Figur e 2.
is along the or bit,
is a long local
vertical.

f.

The value of the velocity e t the collision can
also be computed 2
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The initial value of the velocity which will
produce a collision ~~ radisns later is given
by

t:~

tangential impul s e, 6.~

time t o rendezv ous
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Inspecti on of the formulas above Dhow the free
space a pp r oximati on holds wh en
~
is very
sma ll.
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The QORGS guidanc e scheme 2 has five impulses
tangential to the orbit spaced at 90 degree
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THE RESTRICTED THREE - BODY- PROBLEM AS A PERTURBATION OF EULER'S PROBLEM
OF TWO FIXED CENTERS AND ITS APPLICATION TO LUNAR TRAJECTORIES
by
Richard Schulz - Arenstorff
Mirt C. Davidson, Jr.
Hans J. Sperling
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Abstract
The restricted Three - Body- Problem considers
the motion of an infinitesimal mass under the gravi tational attraction of two finite masses, which
revolve about their common center of gravity in
coplanar circles. It is well known that Euler's
problem of two fixed centers, consisting of the
motion of an infinitesimal mass under the gravi tational attraction of two finite masses fixed in
space, can be solved by elliptic fun c tions.
The idea presented here is to take the solution
of Euler's problem as the solution of the restricted
Three - Body-Problem by allowing the initial values
to be functions of time now . Differential equations
for the perturbed initial values are established .
These equations can be given in closed form by
using the fact that the transformation to the perturbed initial values of Euler's problem is canoni cal. Thus, an approximation can be obtained for
the solution of the restricted Three-Body- Problem.
The method can also be used to represent classes
of neighboring trajectories for guidance purposes .
Notations
dot :

differentiation with respect to time t, e.g.
= dx/dt

x

x~ = dx ~/dt,

small circle:

J

x3

with the matrix J =

lX31

[ ~X4 ~ ~ ~J40
-1

o
system x~ = dH/d X3, X2

0
-1

0
0

Theorem on Canonical Initial Values
The following theor em will be used essentially
in the subsequent developments; it will be formu lated here without proof. As already me ntioned,
it states that in certain cases the initial values
of the solution of a system of canonical differential
equations are canonical variables fpr another canoni cal system.

dH/dX~
dX

a canoni:::

0
0

d H/d X4, x3 = - d H /dX~ ,

X4 = - d H/dX2 is written as

x=

Theorem:

Let

a = J( dH/da)

J(dH/dX).

Introduction

LetH

For the purpose of guidance of lunar vehicles
it would be useful and convenient to possess
analytical expressions that g ive position and
velocity at a certain time as functions of position
and velocity at an earlier time; in addition, the
formulas should be as simple as possible and of
sufficient accuracy. This general problem was one
of the incentives to a study that shall be outlined
in its basic ideas in this paper. Only the simplest
case of the problem of motion and gu idance in the
real earth- moon space has been attacked so far,
idealizing as much as possible. Accordingly, in
the following the restrictediliree - body problem in
a plane will be considered, treated as a perturba tion problem of Euler's problem of two fixed centers,
which can be solved in closed form by elliptic
functions.
130
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The object of this study is not so much the
approximation of the true trajectory by another
simpler trajectory - mathematically usually an
initial value problem - ,but the development of
methods towards the solution of the above - mentioned
prediction problem - mathematically closer to a
boundary value problem.

partial differentiation with respect

4_vect::s~im:.:: ,e~g~[;:f,d::d: r~~1,·~. ~~;~~~

i

The procedure of attacking the problem is the
following : Represent the restricted three - body
problem in a rotating coordinate system in which
the two finite masses are at r est . Then the
Hamiltonian H of the r estricted problem can be
written as the sum of two t e rms, H = H ~ + H2 , one
of which, say H ~ , is exactly the Hamiltonian of
Euler's problem. Solve Euler's problem - this can
be done in principle - and consider the initial
values of the solution of Euler's problem as the
new variables of the restricted problem . It can be
shown that this transformation of the dependent
variables is canonical, and that the new variables
satisfy canonical differential equations, such that
the Hamiltonian of this system is the other term
H2 of the Hamiltonian H = H ~ + H2 of the restricted
problem. This process is applied once more to
H2 = H3 + H4 , and the problem is reduced to the
soiution of a system of canonical differential
equations with the Hamiltonian H4 . The solutions
of this last system of equations are slowly varying
functions for not too large intervals of time.

be a canonical sys tem
with the Hamiltonian H = H(t, a )
and initial value s to, ao .

H ~ + H2 and let 13 = B(t, 130 ) be
a solution of the canonical system
~ ': J{d ih /d13 ) with the Hamiltonian
Hl( t, 13 ) and initial
H ~ = H ~( t, 13 )
values to, 130 .

Define functions y = f(t, B) = B(t, B)
and det e rmine the functions
B = 6( t, Bo ) so that the f are a
solution of the (original) canonical
system 7 = J(d H/dY ) with the
Hamiltonian H = H(t, y) = H(t, y)
and initial values to' Yo
ao .
Then the functions 6 (t, Bo ) are a solution
of the canonical system ~
J(dH~/dB )
with the Hamiltonian H~ = H~(t, B) =
H2 (t,f(t,B» and initial values Bo=ao.

so that the coordinates of ml and m2 are constant
and xI( l ), 0 and x 2 (1), O. In this new coordinate
sys t em we get:

The Restricted Three - Body Problem in the Plane
Y2

specific kinetic energy
"' Xl
m2 .
(1 )
( 21
( Y2 ,Y2 ')

T
=

.
2l[ (Xl

' + nXI )2 ] ,
- nX2 ) 2
+ (X2

Yl

s pecific potential

whe r e
r i ='V(XI Let Yl, Y2 be car t esian, barycen t ric, and
space fixed coordinates in the plane of motion; let
the finite masses ml and m2 revolve in circles about
their common center of mass with angular velocity n.
The differential equations of motion of a particle
with mass zero and position (Y l , Y2 ) in the gravi tational field of ml and m2 read
(2)
Yl - Yl

(1)
Yl - Yl
- )'Tn 1

Yl

- )'Tn2
PI
Y2 - Y2

- )'Tn 1

x~

,

L

T - V,

and the differential equations of motion
2n*2

n2XI

X2 + 2nX l

- n2x 2

dV
~
OV

- ~

(2)
Y2 - Y2

(1)

Y2

+

the Lagr angian

xl

p~

x~i» 2

- )'Tn2
pI

For the following we will writ e the diffe rential
equations of motion in canonical form; introduce in
the usual manner the generalized momenta x3 and X4
by

p~

where

i

l, 2.

and the Hamiltonian

The specific kinetic e ner gy is

H

T

the specific potential

v

1
1
- )'Tn l PI - )'Tn2 P2

The canonical equations of motion read

and the Lagrangian

L

T - V.

or in matrix form * -- J dH
ox'
Let the init ial values be to' xO'

The equations of motion can also be written as

YI

dV
dh';

Y2

Euler's Problem of Two Fixed Centers

dV

- dy;

Introduce new coordinates Xl , x2 by the
rotation

where HI

YI cos net - to) + Y2 sin net - to)
- YI sin net - to) + Y2 cos net - to)
HI is the Hamiltonian for Euler's problem of two
f i xed centers, as can be derived directly or from
13 1

the fact that H~ = H(n = 0). Introduce new coordi nates w instead of x fo r the (formal) solution of
Euler ' s problem, and define a Hamiltonian H~ by

Wj = Wet, S).
The w. are the sol ut ion of Euler's pr ob l em
and conse quant l y s at i s f y t he fo l low i ng se t of
equations:

The differential equations of motion are
(1)

d V(W1 J w2 )
w3
and denote the initial values by to'

wJ - wJ
rI - ')'ll12 d

2\w~
dV(W 1 , W2 )

WOo

W4
Let w = Wet, wo ) be the solution of this system of
differential equations, i.e. of Euler's problem;
it follows from the theory of differential equations
that the Wj~t, w) are holomorphic functions of the
variables wi in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the point wo = wo0 Since W(t o ' w) = W, one finds,
expanding W in a powe r series of t - to:

- ')'ll1 1

2\W2

where

(1)

w ~ -w~

- fl11~

w2
r2

w2

;r - ')'ll12

~

w~i), 0 is the fixed position of mi, and
~------~--------

r

i

=\I(W ~

i
- wi )) 2 +

w~

It follows that

-

dH2

and therefore

Cit

0

=

~W . (t, w~

\ - ]6&. -)
1

to

+

w~3

n(w4w3 +

W~3

0

0

- W1w4 - W1W4 )
0

0

w3W4

W1W4)

0

n( w~ 3

and this holds especially for

0

0

n( w~3

W1W4)

w = WOo

Perturbation
Introduce functions n j, j = 1, .. . , 4, by

W

n et, ;)

Wet, ;)

sinc e

and determine the functions Sj = ~j(t, x o ) in such
a way that W is the solution of the original
restricted problem, i . e. that

in th e used baryce ntric coordinate system.

o
W

Inte gration of H2 with resp e ct to time t (the S
ar e considered as constants) yie lds

o

t

with the Hamiltonian
values to' Wo = xo·

H = H(w)

H(w) and initial

H2 (t o " S)

+ nfl111W

p) }~~
to

According to the theorem formulated at the
be g inning one finds that the functions
Sj = ~j(t, x o ) are determined by the canonical
system

£:

Second Perturbation
with the Hamiltonian H2
H2 (t, s )
and initial values to, So = Xc.

where H3 = n( £2s3 - £1£4 )

New Expression for H2

t

Let us derive another explicit expression for
the Hamiltonian R2 (t, S) in order to be able to
split H2 into the sum of two terms and to apply t his
perturbation procedure once more. From the
definition of H2 it follows that
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dt ;

n')'ll11Wp)

.

J~<~
t

o

_.-

As in the first perturbation process, we will solve
the canonical system with the Hamiltonian H3 and
introduce the initial values of the solution as
new variables into the full canonical system with
the Hamiltonian H2.
Introduce new variables gl, g2, g3, g4 and
solve the canonical system
dH~ ·

g

=

.

Concluding Remarks
By the foregoing developments the restricted
three - body problem has been reduced principally to
the computation of the functions Aj = Aj(t,Xo) as
the solutions of a system of canon1cal differential
equations.
One can try, for instance, to expand A(t,xo )
in a power series of t-t o or in a series of suitably
chosen polynomials in t. It is easily seen that

dg

with the Hamiltonian

(~)t

= 0,
o
therefore the power series reads

and initial values to' go. The solution g = G(t,go)
can be given explicitly as the simple rotation
cosn(t-t o ) sinnet-to)
g

0-

0

sinn( t-t o ) cosn(t-t o )
0
0
0
cosn(t-t o ) sinnet-to)
0
0
0
-sinnet-to) cosn(t-t o )

go

i . e., the linear term vanishes. This indicates
that A ~ Xo is a good approximation in some neighborhood of to.

or

The coordinates x of the restricted threebody probl em can now be written as

g.= R(t)go·
Now introduce functions 7j = r ·( t,A) = Gj(t,A)
and determine the functions Aj = Ajit,x o ) so that
the functions fj_are solutions of the full canoni cal system with H2, i . e . of

x = x(t,Xo) = W(t,R(t) A(t,X o »
and, solved for A,
A = A(t,Xo) = R(-t)W(-t,x(t,xo

».

The formulas for the coordinates x in the
restricted problem show - as one expects of course
from the construction -, that x is represented by
the solution W of Euler's problem with varying
initial values. Thus, the tr ajectory of the
restricted problem is not approximated in the usual
manner by one solution of Euler's problems with the
same fixed initial values, but by a one -d imensional
point set of a one parameter family of solutions of
Euler's problem.

with the Hamiltonian H~
initial values to' Ao .
Again it follows by the theorem formulated in
the beginning, that the functions A = A(t,Xo) are
determined by the canonical sy stem

The differential equation for A is of a very
complicated form and it has not been tried yet to
approximate its solution analytically. However,
the last formula can be used - and it has been
used extensively - to compute A numerically and to
fit it then by suitably chosen functions. The
results are very promising so far, and the numerical computations show clearly that A is a slowly
varying function of time for the first half (outbound le g) of a circumlunar trajectory; A is also
a slowly varying functfon for small changes in the
Lnitial values, so that families of trajectories
can be represented by one expre ssion for A.

- 4 (t,fCt,A»
with the Hamiltonian H:
H*
4 (t,A) = H
and initial values to, Ao = xo . The Hamiltonian
H: can be written also as
H~(t,A)

where wand ri have to be expressed as functions of
t and A ( A is a constant for the integration).
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DESIGN COMPARISON OF LUNAR RETURN CONFIGURATIONS

*

BY
E. Offenhartz, C . F. Berninger, W. Zeh, and M . C . Adams
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division, Wilmington, Mass .

Abstract
Parabolic manned re-entry design compari sons are made between two classes of slender and
blunt configurations capable of conventional hori zontal and vertical earth landings. Aerodynamic
modulation using flaps and control augmentation
requirements are discussed in terms of their
effect upon re-entry trajectories and landing footprints. Within the environment defined by the
re-entry trajectories, the convective and radiative
modes of heat transfer are compared, their
differences discussed, and the problems associatEd
with the configurations for planetary return
missions indicated. Thermal protection systems
are discussed and the factors influencing the
selection of a given sys tem for the re-entry
environment are indicated. Comp arison between
reflective and absorptive systems are made and
the merits of each for a given flight time indicated .
A thermo-structural analysis is presented which
shows the trade-oft between structural operating
temperature and heat protection system thickness
requirements. Total heat shield and structural
weights are compared for the landing footprints
presented and their variation with range shown .
Finally, the areas of uncertainty in the aero thermo structural design analysis are indicated
for each class of configuration studied, and t he
weight differences between conventional horizontal
landing and vertical descent configurations are
given.
Introduction
Manned circumlunar flight and its associated
re-entry phase presents new and novel problem
areas. While many of these problems are within
the state of the art for solution, the extrapolation
of existing types of space vehicle and re-entry
vehicle systems to this applicati on requires careful consideration. The problems associated with
parabolic re-entry have been treated in detail in
the literature (references I, 2, and 3). These
studies indicate significant design parameters but
do not enable direct comparison of configuration
requirements as needed in determination of final
system requirements.

volume of 350 ft. 3 was assumed to be sufficient
to house and support three astronauts and their
associated equipment for a period of approxima tely
two weeks . Two classes of configurations were
then studied . The fir st wer e blunt configur ations
capable of vertical or parachute landing s and the
other was of the lenticular type capable of hori zontal or conventional l anding . All configurations
considered were to have a hypersonic LID capability of at least 0.5, considered adequate for
maneuverability . Each configuration was designed
to use the same basic heat protection system,
structural operating temperature, and be operable
for the same re-entry corridor and landing area
by using a flap arrangement for modulation.
Configurations
The very blunt or high -dr ag configurations
suitable for parachute landings and blunt, moderatedrag bodies suitable for conventional landings were
studied . Figure 1 shows the outline and general
dimensions of the configurations considered.
The cone had a bluntness ratio of 0.55 and a
semi -vertex cone angle of 12 degr ee s. The calcu lated hypersonic lift-to - drag (L ID ) capability was
approximately 0 . 7. The center of gravity was
located along t he axis of symmetry and the vehicle
trimmed at zero -de gree angle of attack without
flaps. Pitch and roll control were obtained with
flaps located on the aft portion of the blunt cone.
The controls operate differentially for roll control
and in pairs for pitch control. At an LID of one half, the trim angle of a ttack was calculated to be
approximately 19 degrees.
The 30-degree half - blunt cone configuration
has a maximum calculated LID of approximately
one - half and trim s wit hout flap s at an angle of
attack of approximately 4 degrees, the angle being
measured from a plane parallel to the top flat
surface of the vehicle. Pitch, yaw, and roll
control is accomplished by four flaps; two of which
extend aft from the top flat surface of the vehicle,
the other two extend from the aft conic portion of
the body.
The third blunt face configur ation studied is
shown in figure 1. An LID of approximately one half is calculated for this configuration which
corresponds to an angle of attack of approximately

In order to discuss the problems of manned
re-entry and compare configur ations, certain
ground rules were established. A fixed internal

"This work was done at the AVCO Resear ch and Advanced Development D ivis ion partially
funded by subcontract NAS - 5 - 304, GDA 203 - 429-A, and AVCO Corporate Funds.
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35 degrees. At the trim condition the afterbody
is not in the flow. Four chin flaps are used to
provide pitch and yaw control.

feet to 1. 8 x 10

The shapes discussed do not have capability
for landing without auxiliary drag and/ or lift
devices, such as a parachute or a Rogallo Paraglider (reference 4). A configuration which has
promise as an acceptable re - entry body with con ventional glide landing capability is the lenticular
shape (reference 5) where the cross section is
elliptical and plan form is circular. The lenticular
shape re-enters as a blunt body. After re - entry,
the body is pitched to a glide position for landing.
Altitude control is provided with flaps as indicated
in figure 1.
Trajectory Studies
In order to determine the heating and loads
associated with re-entry at parabolic velocities,
trajectory studies were undertaken for flight
along both the over shoot boundary at an L/ D of 0
and by Chapman's 109 undershoot boundary at an
L/D of 1/2. The entry corridor so bounded is
approximately 30 nautical miles. Figure 2 shows
a plot of altitude vs. down - range for re-entry
trajectories on the over- and undershoot boundaries. The re-entry flight corridor is established
by the range overlap which can be achieved for
entries made on both the over - and under shoot
boundaries. The maximum range shown is
established by flight on the 109 lifting under shoot
trajectory. Entry is made with an L / D of t 1 / 2
to pull-up. When the flight path angle reaches
0
/-1.6 , the lift is removed and a ballistic flight
is followed to an altitude of about 300,000 feet.
At this altitude an LID of (. j / 2 is again applied
and held constant to impact. This maximum
range can also be reached by flight on the
ballistic overshoot boundary. On this boundary
entry is made with L / D of 0 to impact.
The altitude of near 300,000 feet was chosen
as a limiting value for skip - out, since at this
altitude aerodynamic forces start to become
important for control considerations.
The minimum range is obtained by entry on
the ballistic over shoot boundary using a negative
lift, trajectory. A modulation is made to limit
the load at some point in the trajectory to 109.
This minimum range can also be achieved on the
under shoot boundary by a modulation from the
pull-up altitude. Ballistic flight from the bottom
of the pull-up comes close to providing this range.
Due to the trajectory analysis studies,
certain design restraints were established. These
restraints are based upon trajectory sensitivity
to flight path a ngle. For example, the initial
ballistic overshoot re-entry angle is _5.37 0 •
If the re-entry angle is just. 02 degrees shallCMer
or _5.35 0 then the resultant peak altitude after
pull-up is increased by a factor of 6 from 300,000
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6 feet.

Furthermore, for the 109 lifting undershoot
boundary a similar sensitivity exists. However,
in this case, the flight path angle associated wi th
the second (ballistic) portion of the flight is the
critical parameter. For example, if the lift is
0
removed when the flight path is 3.2 instead of
o
1. 6 then instantaneous, full negative lift will not
prevent the vehicle from skipping out.
Hence, these sensitivities to flight path angles
and changes in modulation form the basic inputs
required to define the guidance and control system
(reference 6).
The flight corridor established by the above
procedure provides an overlap in down-range of
roughly 2, 800 n.m. Results of investigations of
the requirements of the system , the capabilities
of the vehicle, and the guidance and control
system indicate that this flight corridor appears
to provide a reasonable approach for vehicle
design criteria.
Design trajectories of this type were computed for each configuration studied in order to
determine the environment which formed the basis
of configuration comparison. Altitude-velocity
graphs for the ballistic over shoot and 109 lifting
undershoot trajectories are indicated in figure 3.
The region of high convective heat flux and nonequilibrium radiation phenomena are indicated
and are discussed in the re-entry heating section.
The landing capa"'2ilit~ of a vehicle with
W / CDA : 50 lbs . 1ft . whlch enter s the atmosphere at the ballistic overshoot and 109 lifting
under shoot bounds was examined. The footprint
for a given re - entry angle is obtained by suitably
banking the vehicle with in the trajectory constraints . Once the landing footprints, associated
with both entry boundaries, have been established
their intersection represents the landing capability .
The maneuver capability was investigated by
generating trajectories wherein the LID and roll
angle were represented as step functions. Tre se
changes were initiated at the pull-up point and at
the top of the ship phase. The landing footprint
obtained is indic<l.ted in figure 4. The results
indicate a down-range maneuvering capability
of 2,380 nautical miles and a cross-range
capability of
420 nautical miles measured from
a minimum down-range impact point which is
870 nautical miles from entry.

t

If the skip-out altitude requirement is relaxed,
the landing footprint c an be extended as indicated
in figure 4. For an L I D of one-half, increasing
the skip-out altitude to 500,000 feet enables the
down-range capability of the vehicle to be
increased by a factor of approximately 2. Care

must be exercised in the choice of re-entry

trajectories and resulting landing footprints . These
considerations must include the guidance and
control a ccur acy, total heating to be absorbed
as well as many other system requirements.
Re - entry Heating
The convective and diffusive stagnation
point heat transfer rates were calculated using the
results of Fay and Riddell (reference 7) correlated
as,'
OJ.. /~ ,_ J 0 , 1 / /?
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The convective and diffu se heat transfer
distributions wer e calculated u sing the resu lts of
Kemp, Rose, and Detra (reference 14) given as :-:~
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The factory
has been used to calculate
the correction for the stagnation point velocity
gradient for asymmetric configurations. "K" is
defined as the ratio of velocity gradients along
the principal radii of curvature (reference 8) .
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Angle - of - attack studies indicate that equation
2 can be applied to nonaxisymmetric flow by
considering t he flow t o be pseudo - axisymme t ric
and evaluating the distribution along streamlines.
Experimenta l studies (reference 15 a nd 16) have
shown that the heat transfer distribution along
meridians located at
90 degrees cir c umfere ntially from the windward plane of symmetry are
essentially constant for moderate angles of attack.
Because of a ngle of a ttack, the shift in the position
of the stagnation point cre a tes an uncertainty in
heating calcul a tions. However, comparison of
Newtonian predictions with existing data resulted
in empirical estimates of the stagnation point
movement.

For a sphere, the stagnation point velocity
gradient is accurately predicted by Newtonian
theory. Vinokur (reference 9) evaluated constant
density solutions for bodies with elliptic crossse ction noses . Comp arison of the data obtained
for various blunt bodies (reference 10) w ith
Vin okur 's results (figure 5) indicates an overestimation of 20 percent in the predicted velocity
gradient, hence, 10 percent in heat tr a nsfer rate.
In the results to be presented, Vinokur's constant
density solutions we re used to evaluate the
stagnation point velocity gradients.

t

Equati on 1 has been used with great success
for corr elating data for satellite flight velocities
and altitudes less than 250,000 feet. At near
escape velocities, however, the electron concen tr a tions and temper atures in the boundary layer
are large enough so as to effect transport proper ties of the ai r. The results presented in referen:e
11 indicate that a vehicle entering a t parabolic
velocity will experience a pproximately a l5percent
in crease in stagnation point heat tr a nsfer rate
over that predicted b y equation 1.

In a ddition to the convective a nd diffuse modes
of heat tr a nsfer, considerations of equilibrium
and non - equilibrium radiation were included in
the study. For calculation of equilibrium
radiation stagnation point heat transfer, Kivel's
method (reference 17) was used in conjunction
w ith shock deta chment distances which were
estimated using Serbin's (reference 18 ) and
Vinokur's (reference 8 ) results.

These results have been compared with
experimental data (reference 12) at velocities
between 3 2,000 a nd 39,000 ft. / sec . Within the
a ccur a cy of the data
15 percent) the theory is
in good agre ement wi th the data a nd because the
inte gra ted electronic effect on heat transfer
throughout the entire tr aje ctor y results in a
smaller increase, this effect was not included in
the analysis .

The temperatur e and density gradients in the
shock wave enveloping a re-entry configuration
act to increase the collision frequency which
results in the excitation of the vibrational,
dissociative, and electronic states. The reaction
r a tes which govern the excitations are functions
of local density and temperatur e . The temperature,
density, and concentration profiles become
asymptotic to equilibrium values downstream of
the shock wave .

,~

Non-equilibrium

(t

Heat tr a nsfer distributions require a
knowledge of the pressure distributions. WhereV6:'
possible, available data applicable to the configu rations studied Was used . The prediction of
pressure distributions for axisymme tr ic and/o r

Radiation

~, Reference AERL Report RR 112, "Radiation
from the Non - equilibrium Shock Front, " by J. D .
Teare, S. Georgiev, and R . A. Allen; presented
at the Octob~r 1961 ARS International Hypersonic
Conference In Boston, Mass .
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two dimensi onal bodies is established in the
literature. An approximate b lunt body s ol u tion
and the method of characteris ti cs for equili b rium
(reference 13) were em pl oyed f or a p plicable
configurations. In many cases, simple approxi mations, which have been found to correlate wi t h
data, w ere used . An approximate me t hod used
for the blunt vehicles was the technique of Lees
wherein the Newtonian pressure distributi on was .
assumed until the pressure gradient matched fue
gradient obtained from a P r a n d t l - Meyer expansi o n .

Both shock thickness and relaxation distance
vary inversely with density. Up to altitudes where
the shock thickness and the average relaxation
distance are approximately equal, equilibrium
conditions exist immediately behind the shock
wave. At higher altitudes, where relaxation
distances are much greater than the shock thickness, a temperature overshoot will occur due to
the high translational temperature . At the same
time, the density increases from its ide a l gas
value immediately behind the shock wave because
dissociation increa ses the number of particles
per unit volume. This reaction zone gives rise
to the non - equilibrium radi a tion effects. As
indicated in figure 3, non-equilibrium radiation
is expected to occur in an altitude region between
150,000 and 200,000 feet at velocities greater
than 30,000 ft. /sec . The significance of this
effect can be illustrated by the fact th a t for a
velocity of 36,000 feet per second, and an altitude
of 200,000 feet, the peak overshoot temperature
is approximately four times the equilibrium
temperature.

was calculated for each of the flaps associated
with a given configuration. In general, the flaps
arranged a long the forward blunt portion of the
body were subject to stagnation point heating
whereas tr ai ling edge flaps were subject in part
to separated flow as we ll as the oblique shock
ahead of the flaps. Although t he flap arrangement
presents a difficult local problem, they were
designed to meet maneuvering requirements.
Certainly maneuvering techniques which eliminate
the necessity of flap arrangements result i n
gr eater efficiency and les s weight.
Thermodynamic Analysis and Materials

It is interesting to note that the manned
lunar return flight becomes one of the first
problems wherein non-equilibrium radiation
phenomena may play an important design role.
To illustrate the results of the heating calculations, the stagnation point time history for the
12 degree blunted cone configuration is shown in
figure 6. The convective, equilibrium, and nonequilibrium values are shown indicating that for
this case, the peak radiative contribution is
approximately 82 percent of the peak convective
rate . The pulses associated with the radiative
contribution are short in time and occur slightly
earlier than the convective pulse.
The integrated stagnation point he a ting is
shown in figur e 7 wherein the integrated non equilibrium heating is 26 percent of the convective
value.
The results shown for the cone are typic a l of
the stag nation point calculations completed for all
the configurations studied. In general, the results
indicate the relative order of magnitudes of heatirg
associated in decreasing order with convective,
non - equilibrium radiative, and equilibrium
radiative fluxes.
in addition t o the stagnation point calculatio~
equation 2 was used to generate heating distributions and the resultant total integrated flux
determined for each re - entry trajectory considered.
The results of these studies indicated that the
maximum heat to be absorbed by a given configuration wa_s determined by the maximum down - ra~
achievable by flight along the lifting undershoot
trajectory. Therefore, t h e heat protection system
was designed for this case and its performance
evaluated for the other flight conditions.

I
I

Although results are not presented, heating
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The two - pulse heating environment previously
described requires a detailed analysis of the
thermal protection system capable of dissipating
the energy generated during re-entry. In general,
two systems capable of achieving this end are
concerned with either absor bing or radiating the
energy . The absorption systems considered for
ballistic missile re-entry have been the heat
sink and ablation concepts. The latter system
uses heat a bsorption with phase change and for
par a bolic re - entry total weight considerations
indic a te it is prefer able to the heat sink. The
difference between ablative and radiative heat
protection systems is asso ciated with the exposure
time an d level of aerodynamic heating. Ablative
systems are generally restricted to short duration
exposure because of the total mass loss. Pure
radiation systems are capable of longer exposure
but restricted to relatively low aerodynamic
heating because of the limitation of materials
capable of operating at high surface temperature.
The combination of ablation and radiation in a
heat protection system has certain possibilities
for the two - pulse heating ass oc iated with parabolic
re - entry. Detailed discussions of the merits and
performance of these systems are indicated in
references 19, 20, and 21.
The thermal design of a heat protection system
requires knowledge of the environment a nd loading
conditions as well as specific materials properties
and desired performance. Ablation materials are
available over a wide range of ablation temperatures. Epoxy-base plastics are typical of low
temper a ture a blators restricted to an operating
o
range between 1,200- 1, 700 F. These materials
have low densities and thermal conductivities and
are suited to satellite re-entry where their
performance as pure sublimers with large transpiration contribution to the heat of ablation is
desirable . Intermediate ablation temperatures
0
between 2,800 and 3, 500 F can be achieved wi th
charring plastics which are reinforced to reduce
the r a te at which the char spalls during re-entry.
High temperature ablators operating between
4,300 and 5, OOOoF vary in chemical composition
and thermal properties and include such materials
as nylon and quartz reinforced plastics.

Using the half-blunt cone vehicle for
illustrative purposes, examination of the isotherms
shown in figure 8 indicate that during the first
modulation period a conventional radiation design
using a refractory metal or ceramic is not
feasible. The lower surface temperature on both
boundaries during the second modulation indicates
the feasibility of radiation design during that
portion of re-entry. This then indicates the
possibility of the use of a combined ab1ationradiation design.
Because of the many ablation materials
available, parametric studies were undertaken to
determine the influence of variation in both
density and thermal conductivity variations on
thermal design. Furthermore, variations in
design performance due to ablation temperature
were also studied. For purposes of design it was
assumed that the basic structural member was a
honeycomb structure. As will be shown later,
the material used in the honeycomb structure
influences the thermal history of the structural
members used for longitudinal and circumferential
support but does not directly influence the heat
shield selection or thickness evaluation. Therefore, evaluation was made using a honeycomb
structure backed by a semi-infinite thickness of
a typica110w strength, low density fibrous glass
insulation designed to limit the temperature rise
o
at the vehicle interior to approximately 70 F.
The ablation material was an epoxy based reinforced resin capable of operation at 5, OOOoF.
With these ground rules the results of the thermo dynamic design are indicated in figure 9. The
figure indicates the ablator thickness required to
restrict the honeycomb structur e temperatur e
to the prescribed values. From a thermal point
of view, the advantage of allowing the structure
to attain a high operating temperature is obvious .
The required thickness of ablation material
increases with increasing aerodynamic heat input
and decreasing structural operating temperature.
Structural Considerations
Preliminary structural designs and analysis
were conducted to determine the relative structural
advantages of each configuration. Variation of
maximum operating structure temperatur e and
the associated structural material selection was
introduced as the only other significant parameter
which was independent of vehicle shape.
Structural integrity was provided, in all
cases, by a metallic structure behind the ablator
which was designed to withstand all loading conditions without consideration of the load-carrying
capability of the ab1ator . Each vehicle structure
was designed for both 14.7 and zero psia internal
pressure during re-entry. Honeycomb sandwich,
reinforced with frames and longerons as required,
was selected as the basic type construction. The
high rigidity to flexure of this type design provides
for structural stability and minimizes deflections
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between frames and longerons and the associated
bending stresses induced in the ablator.
The use of aluminum, titanium, stainless
steel, and Rene 41 were each considered as
structure behind the ablator. The required
honeycomb sandwich design and weight was
computed for the blunt face vehicle for each
material using load and temperature data
corresponding to the worst design condition in a
109 lifting undershoot trajectory of 2,800 miles
down - range distance . The unit weight of structure
and heat shield are shown plotted in figure 10.
Structural design comparisons of other large
areas of the reference vehicles indicated a
sim.ilar result . It should be mentioned that in
certain cases -- particularly using steel and
Rene - - minimum available sheet gages became
a governing factor and structural weight was net
directly related to operating temperatures.
FigurelOillustrates that appreciable over - all
weight saving are possible by operating struc1ure
at higher limits, i. e., the savings in ablation
material required for insulation more than offset
increased structural weights over the temperature
range considered. The maximum temperature
that may be used in a practical design depends
greatly on the maintenance of the heat shi eldsubstructure bond or attachment integrity . This
depends upon a number of factors such as detail
design and the criteria for maintaining the heat
shield on the vehicle and over-all system
reliability.
A complete structural analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper, however, a few comments on
the differences and similarities of the design
problems between vehicle shapes and the use of
differ ent structural materials is in order.
The half - blunted cone and lenticular shapes
required substantial frames to resist the bending
moments due to internal pressurization. Difficulty
was experienced with thermal gradients and
yielding within the frames for the higher temperature structur al de signs and tension - tie m ern ber s
across the vehicle compartment were used to
reduce bending moments and frame depth requirements in order to avoid excessive thermal stresses.
This problem was due primarily to the shapes and
the internal pressure loads . The full - cone and
blunt face type body with the non - symmetric
aerodynamic loading did not present a comparable
design problem .
Landing impact attenuation with crushable
material behind the structure was also considered.
Here blunt cone and half - blunt cone have an advantage over the other configurations since in the
former the point of impact, on the vehicle, under
different vehicle attitudes occurs over a smaller
area thus permitting more efficient usage of a
limited amount of crushable material and smaller
internal volume used for this purpose .

The launch arrangement and tie-do wn
systems studied showed substantial advantages
for the axial symmetric bodies (blunt cone a nd
blunt face type vehicles). The half cone and
lenticular shapes resulted in more complex and
generally heavier booster transition section.
The lenticular shape entails considerable complexity for abort requirements and escape pods
were considered necessary.

It is necessary to consider the relative thermal coefficients of expansions of the structur es
and ablators. The values given below

The choice of the structural material had
little significance on the nature of the design
problems. The membrane stresses in the
composite shall (structure and ablator) distribute
themselves in the ratio of their modulii;
6' abl/Eabl : 6 str / Estr. Since the structural
materials considered have approximately the
same strength-modulus ratios, each metal may be
utilized at approximately the same percentage of
its allowable stress for a given maximum ablator
stress. The structural materials considered
also have approximately the same modulus- weight
ratios, and strength-weight ratios, and, since
each was designed to the same loading conditions,
the rigidities of the sandwich structures were
comparable. The lighter materials having lower
modulii an d strengths had correspondingly thicker
sandwich face sheets.

indicate small differences between the structural
materials compared to the difference between
the structure and ablator. This, together with
the comparable structural rigidities already
discussed, explains why the nature of the thermal
stress problems in re-entry were fundamentally
the same for all the structures.

To explain the nature of the re-entry thermal
stresses, consider the typical stresses in the
a blator shown in figure 11 which corresponds to
a "full restraint" such as would occur with a rigid
substructure. It c an be seen that the internal
force (f?~) occurs primarily due to stresses
over a °sm a l1 layer of material (la beled A ) whi ch
corresponds to temper a tur es over a range where
E d-.Ll T is apprecia ble, where E(T) is Young's
Modulus, a-... (T) is the therm al coefficient of
expansion, and LJ T the temperature rise from
the zero stress temperature. Small stresses
exist in the outer region B due to the low modulus
of the degraded (char) material. Small stresses
exist in the inner region C due to the low expansi m
term d.-.. L1 T in this "cool" region.
The thermal stress behavi or for different
ab l a tor thicknesses is further illustrated by the
stress-time curves shown in figures 12, 13, and
14 whi ch are obtained from a shell solution
including the effects of a steel substructure. It
will be noted that the stresses on the outer surface
(0. D.). mid -point, and inner surface (I. D.) of the
ab l ator a ll peak a t about the same value* (a pproximately Ed-.- Ll. T). The peak abla tor stresses for
different thicknesses (vehicle locations) are all
a pproximately of the same magnitude, although
occurring at different times. Qualitatively, the
peak of figure 11 "travels through" the ablator and
decreases slightly in magnitude as t he "restraint
of the ablator" decreases wi t h increased penetr a tirn.
of the degraded plastic layer.
*The effects of external pr essure cause the peak
stresses to be slightly greater than that of
figur e 11.

d...J 10- 6 /oF)
Aluminum
Titanium
Steel
Ablator

0

@ 200 F

12 .9
5
7
61

The contactpressure or bond stresses al e
shown in each case to be small. The contact
pressure due to therm al stresses is, however,
dependent on the radii of curvatures of the shell
and therefore vehicle shape dependent. Estimates
of contact pressures can be made by taking ratios
of radii of curvatures. Contact stresses 10 to 20
times the values shown were found in the study
but even these values do not a ppear to create
de sign difficultie s.
Weight Comparisons
The results of t he aerothermodynamic and
structural analysis can be summarized in terms
of weight . The weight of the heat shield and
structure for each o f the vehicles studied are
shown in T a ble I, based upon the use of a I, OOOoF
Rene structure and charring ablator.
Within the accuracy of the design analysis,
the weights of all blunt bodies capable of conventional parachute landing are the same . It was
not possible to determine a n obvious advantage
between configurations base d upon the assumption
of a fixed internal volume and identical he at shield
and structural operating temperature. Other total
system requirements may determine an optimum
configur ation for the total mission which was not
possible from the present analysis .
The weight penalty associated wi th the lenti cular confi guration capable of conventional landing
is clearly indicated . It was found that a lenticular
configuration having a 350 cubic foot v olume cwld
not develop sufficient subsonic L/ D for landing.
Therefore, a 16 foot diameter configur a tion was
studied and t he penalty shown.
The relative increase in heat shield we i gh t is
a function of do wn-r ange distance is shown in
figure 15. Also shown as a design parameter are
lines of consta nt deceleration from 4 g's to 10 g's.
Confining attention to the 6 g curve, it is apparent
that increasing down-range generally produces a
heat shield weight penalty up to a range of 13,000
miles. This corresponds to a skip - out altitude
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of approximately 750,000 feet. This results from
the fact that increasing the range tends to increase
the tim e for heat penetration into the structure
and the time for radiation heat loss from the
vehicle surface. Beyond this range, the radiation
loss exceeds the heat diffusion effect and the
weight requirement decreases. It is also apparert
that for constant range, increasing the deceleration decreases the relative heat shield weight .
Consequently to reduce heat shield weight, the
trajectory would be restricted to shorter ranges
or greater deceleration levels.
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Conclusions
Blunt bodies capable of vertical descent
when compared on a fixed volume basis offer
little difference in terms of structural and heat
protection system weight. The lenticular or
conventional landing configurations studied require
greater volume than blunt configur'!tion and hence
show a weight disadvantage by comparison. For
vertical descent vehicles, the choice of configuration may be largely dictated by total system
considerations, such as abort requirements,
booster interface design, and rendezvous and
docking with other vehicles in space.
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SELF ERECTING li4.NNED SPACE LABORATORY
R. Berg lund
Aerospace Technologist
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
and
E. A. 'deber
Project Engineer
North American Aviation, Inc.

station could be automatically inflated. There are
two primary disadvantages of inflatable s pace stations. The first is that equipment ca nnot be installed prior to launch; i t must be s t ored in a
hub area and moved into position by the crew. The
second is that the inflatable s t ructure is not
sufficiently resistant. to pene t r ation by meteorite
particles for long duration missions.

The Langley Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration is currently involved in several research programs on manned orbital space stat ions. This research effort is
focused on s eeking out and s olving the problems
which lie in the ,lay of the eventual development
of such a vehicle for use as a space laboratory.
In conducting this research activity, it has been
necessary to consider many vehicle configuration
designs and operational concepts in some detail .
The Langley Research Center space station study
program has been in progress for several " ears,
and it was consisted of both in- house activities
and contracted efforts with industry. In the early
Langley Research Center studies, only zero-gravity
configurations were considered; however, the requirement for artificial gravity simulation for
experimental purposes was soon added . Human
factors considerations indicated that large diame t er vehicles with slow rotational velocities
generally permit the most comfortable living condi tions for the crew. The configurations l{hich
were :;tudied vlere required to be compatible with
the planned launch vehicles such as Saturn, and
manned spacecraft such as 11ercury.
The most familiar space station configuration is
one which is.composed of a tubular rim or torus and
a central hub which is joined to the rim by a seriee
of tubular spokes . However, it is obvious that a
vehicle \d th sufficiently large diameter to permit
a moderate level of artificial gravity to be simulated with a low rotational velocity is no t capable
of being boosted into orbit in on~ piece because
of geometric factors. It has often been suggested
that such a vehicle be disassembled, launched into
orbit, and then reassembled by the crew members.
,lith this concept , all equipment can be installed
in its proper place in the various sec t ions before
launch, and, since the vehicle can be constructed
of any ma terial, adequate protection from the space
environment can be provided . To obtain an early
operational vehicle, it was apparent that emphasis
must be placed on a means of obtaining a large
volume, large diameter station without the necessity of havinp the crew assemble a number of
smaller units which are launched into orbit either
individually or collectively.
Inflatable or expandable spacecraft designs are
distinctly advantageous from the standpoint of
beinr able to be packaged as a small-volume booster
payload . The Langley Research Center has done a
great amount of work on the design and construction
of inflatable s pace stations.
Recently , a 24 foo t
diameter inflatable station was constructed for
test purposes. This station plus a !·1ercury reentry vehicle, could be launched into orbit by a
single booster, and after orbit is established, the

The Langley Research Center recently develo ped a
concept of self-erec tine manned space station
which combines the bes t features of both the rigid
and inflatable space station conce pts: i.e., the
compactness'of inflatable/expandable designs and
the pre- launch equipment installa tion features of
the rigid configurations .
The concept is a large, multi- manned space station
composed of six rigid cylindrical sections joined
by inflatable sections and arr anGed in a toroidal
configurations . '1'hree r adial elements of inflatable structure join the torus to a central, nonr otating section. It is sized to be folded into
a compac t payload which can be launched by a single
Saturn C-5 booster (5-IB and 5-11 stages). The
Apollo vehicle, launched with the space station ,
serves only as a personnel transport and resupply
vehicle. After the orbit is successfully established, the station can be automatically deployed
without the necessity of havinr. men assemble a
number of smaller uni ts in orbit . ~o/hen fully
extended, the station can be rotated to simulat e
gravity in the torus. The crew, launched with
the station in an Apollo vehicle, will enter the
station after it has been deployed, to set up
and check out equipment and begin orbital operations.
Some of the characteristics of the basic NASA design
are shown by the photogra phs of the model in Figure 1.
This arrangement \{as used as a "basepoint" configuration for the North American Aviation, Inc. s tudies
which were performed under NASA contract NASl-1630.
During the study period , a close working relationship
was maintained betreen North American Aviation and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to
insure the evolution of the configurat ion could incorporate the best ideas of both organizations.
The general arrangement of the space station is shoV{fl
in Figure 2. Struts, connecting the hub with each of
the six ri gid cylindrica l sections, are used to assure
uniform deployment from the launch configur ation to
the orbital confieuration. The orbital configura t ion,
with the non-rigid sections inflated, results in a
space station ;Ii th a lOO-foot diameter, a lthough the
diameter could be treated as Ii variable. The hub
provides non-
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1- rotating docking facilities for the two Apollo
vehicles which serve as the crew escape vehicles
as ,lell as the personnel trans port and resuppl y
vehicles . One end of t he hub has been enlarged
to house a small zero- gravity laboratory.

creates an undesirable launch configuration. Most
of the difficulties in the cylindrical module can
be overcome by use of a stepped floor as shown in
Figure 5 to approximate the floor in the curved
module . This has been exaggerated in the figure
to illustrate how this might be accomplished.

This space station l?unch configuration is
shown in Figure 3. The modules are cluster ed, as
indicated by the cross - section A- A, and the enlarged section of the hub serves as the inte r stage
between the space station and the one Apollo vehi cle which is l aunched with the station. This payload can be l aunched by a single Saturn c- 5 boost er (S- IB and 3-11 stages) , while the cr ew t r ansfe r
and resupply mission can be accomplished by means
of Saturn C- l or Titan III launch vehicl es .

A l SO - foot diameter space station, using
cur ved modules, was desi gned. It i s s hown in
Figure 6 . I t has six modules, connected by inflatable material, and there are three inflatable
spokes connecting the hub to the modules. This
space station is deployed by means of controlled
pneumati c pressure in the spokes, rather than by
mechanical actuators which were discussed previously. It was subsequently concluded that this was
not a suitable deployment mechanism because the
motions of the modu.+es could not be closely cont r olled. Each module of the confi euration has a
section of inflatable material at its midsection
which is used t o reduce the module curvature in
the l aunch configuration as shown on the righthand side of the figure . If t he curvature were
not reduced, the payload cross-section would extend as far as the dashed line and it would tend
to c r eate aerodynamic buffet during launch.

While the diameter of the initial configuration was sized by the l imited payload capabi lit y
of the Saturn C- 2 booster , it became appar ent
early in the investigation that the r otational
effects on the crew members might be int oler abl e .
In Figure 4 , a number of the parameters affecting
the manls tolerance to the conditions aboar d a
rotating spa ce station have been plotted in a
manner such that a II comfort zone ll is defined . The
bounds of this comfort zone are determined by four
parameters - the percent change in gravity between
the manls head and feet; the space station angular
velocity; the r adial velocity; and the radial
acceleration . It is believed that the change in
gravi ty or accel eration bet1-1een the man I s head and
feet should not exceed 15% in order to prevent impairment of blood circulation and to reduce t he
discomfor t fel t when the man chang es the relative
posi tion of hi s head and feet by bending over or
lying down . 'I'he recommended upper l imit on t he
space station angular velocity is approximatel y 3
rpm to minimize the effects of Co r iol is a ccel er ation . Experiments Hi th a rotating room have indicated that 3 r pm, with the human subject at a
radius of 40 feet is a tolercble condition . The
radial velocity of the space station should be no
less than 20 fps in order to minimize the change
in gra vi ty the man .lill expe rience when he walks
along the rim of the station . The uppe r limit on
radial acceler ation , or gravity, was set at 0 . 5 g
to reduce fatigue; the 10Her limit is somewhat
arbitr ary, it being t he mi nimum acceler?tion under
which normal body processes ca n continue to func tion .
It can be seen from Figure 4 that a space
station radius of 50 fe et does not fall .lithin the
comfort zone. Conseouently, a radius of 75 feet
was selected f or subseouent space station desi gns .
1·Tith the increased payload capa bility of the Saturn
C- 5 booster, t his l ar ger di ameter station can
readily be launched into a lot, alti tude or bit .
An addi Uonal factor in t he design of the
self - erecting space st ation i s the optimum shape
of the module . A mo dule can be either a right
cylinder or curved, i . e., a section of a torus
whi ch has a c i r cular cross - section, as illustrated
in Fir ure 5. A man , walki ng t hr ou[h a cylindrical
module, will experience a change in gravity be cause his ~Q stance from t he center of rotation is
Chang i ng . Also, t oward t he e nd of the mo dule, he
will fe el as if he "ere on an i nclined floor be cause his body alibns it self .nt h t he radius vec tor . A curved module overcome s these problems ,
but it is more difficult to manufacture and it

The space station will be continuously subjected t o meteoroi d bombardment during its lifetime in orbit. Si nce the inflatable material
which is used in the design has very poor penetration resistance, j t has been minimized on all
designs . li !her ever inflatable material is used, it
would be l ined with penetra tion-resistant panels
by the crew members after t he station has been depl oyed. The meteoroid environment which was
assumed for this study is based on lvhipples 1957
estimate as illustrated in Figure 7. The majority
of particles are very small, and cause only a
gradual erosion of the exterior surface. Of particular concer n are t hose ,.,hich are sufficiently
large to cause a penetration of the structure.
Thr ough , the use of emperical data on hypervelocity
particle i mpact , a mul thIall structure was designed
to reduce the number of penetrations of the space
station structure as much as possible. This
structure is S h 01ID i n Figure 8. The outer two
layers of aluminum skin and glass wood (or polyurethane foam) are used only f or the meteoroid
bumber . They do not carry any structural loads.
All of the structural loads i n the modules are
carried by the aluminum honeycomb. Secti ons of
the inner wall are welded toget her to form a
pres5ure tight vessel; consequently, penetrations
of the outer three l ayers of aluminum "ill not result in a los s in pre s ure within t he space station.
If t h is s trvcture 'de re used throufhout the space
station , it i s es t ima ted that t here would be only
about 10 to 20 penetra tions pe r year of the inner
pressure .lall of the entire station.
After an int e ns i ve design effort, i t was concluded that a self - er ecti n& space station could be
desi[ ned wi t h a completel v r igi d rim if the modules
He r e pr operly hi nged. This confi gu r ation, Figure 9,
i s depl oyed by mechani cal actua tors l ocated at each
hi nge po s i t i on . Si nce the ~oti on of t he modules is
cri t i cal, t he deplo \~ent must be carefully phased
to pr event binding of the hinres. Seve ral crude
models of t hi s confi [ uration have been made in an
attempt to demonstrate t he fe asibility of the concept .
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The spokes, leading from the hub to the rim,
are of inflatable material and must be lined with
panels of rigid structure to prevent meteoroid
penetration. The hub of this space station configuration is very large because it is designed
to carry all the loads encountered during launch.
'The lower po rtion of the hub i s utilized as a zero
gravi t y laboratory compartment. Zero gravity is
created in the compartment by mounting it on bearings and driving it in a direction opposite to the
space station rotation.

station. The A1)ollo vehicle s hould have a nonr otat ing (with ~e spect to the space station) docking attachment. Also, the Apollo vehicles should
be stored in a position near the plane of the
modules so that the moments of inertia of the spac e
station more nearly resemble those of a disk than
those cf a sphere . '!'hese two requirements l ead t o
the conclusion that the hub should be as short as
possible . At the same time , the zero gravity laboratory must be isolated from the normal movemen ts
of crew members between the r im and the hub. In
Figure 10, the r ecommended space station configuration i s shown. It incor porates all the refinement s
vlhich have been discussed herein.

Certain requirements, established early in
the North American Aviation study had a particul ~r influence on the evolution of the space station configuration. One of these stipulations was
that the space station laboratory should be available as early as possible in or der to pr ovide information on a variet-, of subjects whi.ch could
gr eatly affect future operations in space. Anothe r was thRt the station must have a one year
operational lifetime. To accomplish this with
such a large vehicle meant t hat a very conservative design app roach should be taken. The equipment "Ihich is used must be wi t hin today's stateof-the-art. Since the space station will be the
first long-duration manned vehicle to be placed
in sp ace , reliability of operation is exceedingly
important. Consequently, one of the major characteristics which was devel oped was that of a completely self- sufficient life sup~ ort system in
each module . Each module will have its own environmental control s ystem and :,:lower supply. Ihth
this ap9roach, a fai l ure in one module \~ould not
jeoparidize either the mission or the lives of the
crew members .

A docking facility to accommodate maximum of
seven Apollo vehicles is illustrated in Figure 11.
When the Apollo app roac hes the space station, the
docking attachment is driven opposite to the space
station rot ation. The Apollo . lhic h was launched
with the station is moved to one side . The second
Apollo docks, and is moved to a position diametrically opposite the f irst. The dockin[ attachment
then is permitted to approach the station r ota tional velocity and t he crew m e~ bers exit to the hub by
means of tubes whi ch are extended to the Apollo airlock .

'The concept of a "s hirtsleeve" environment
has been utilized throughout the space station
because of the necessity to provide a comfo r table
working environment for the cr ew members. Since
the t our of duty fo r t he crew members of the space
station will be a ·minimum of six wee ks, t hey canno t t olerate living in a pressure suit as do the
crew of Nercury, Gemini , or Apollo . Pressure
suits would be worn only in emer gency situations.
The crew nlembers will have free ac cess to all
parts of t he space station . Tnere will be pressure tigh t doors a nd airlocks between e ach of the
adjoining sections of t he station; however, so
t hat if t here is a major f ai lure in anyone section
i t can be sealed off from the remainder of the
s t ation until it can ~e repaired.
The di-Jensions of t his station are such that
an int ernal vol ume of a;;'::'r oxin:ately 60 , 000 cubic
f eet is available . Wi t h su ch a large volume , it
is now reas o n ~ ble t o consider a muc h l arger crew
t han vJaS ori!:inally planned for t he l OO- f oot di a meter s ta tion. Hith an increase in crew size ,
all sy stems must be resized and do cking facilities
must be pr ovided fo r additional Apollo vehicles,
s i nce there mu st be one Apollo ve hicle at t he
station fo r every t hree men aboard. Studies have
s hown t hat a crew of 27 men can r eadil y be accom modated by the space station ; howe ver, a nomi nal
si ze of 21 was selected on t he basis of anticipated duties and ' Io rk load on the space l aboratory
mi ssion.
The multipl e vehicle docking f acility and the
zero gra vi t y l aborat ory compartment have a t r eat
influence on t he design of the hub of the space
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Figure 12, a cross-section of the hub , shoHs
how the zero f ravity laborato r y compartment of the
hub can be isolated from the normal flow of traffi c
between t he rim and the hub . It occupies the l ower port ion of the hub . As in the previous hub
design , t he compartment i s suspended by bearings
and mechanically driven oP-'-'osite to the direction
of the s pace station r otation . The exact method
for the suspension and dr ive has not yet been
worked out, but it is app arent that the system must
provide some means of isolating the compartment
f r om low magnitude distrubances in the mot ion of
t he s pace station .
Although ]\iAA placed pr imary emphasis on the
confi[Uration anal ysis in t his study, the many
systems which would compose the operational soace
station were also deSigned. In all t hese technical
areas , particular effort was devoted to developinr
an app roach 1-lhich vlould pr ovide the utmost relia bility in a very early time ,eriod. Only systems
which are \o1ell within the state-of-the-art \~ere
considered.
A t ypical exarrple of this a:)proach is fc und
in t he des ign of the environmental control se,'stem.
Ea ch module has a complete sys tem, independent of
t he ot he r module s, so t hat a fa i lure in anyone
module will not result i n the loss of t he crew
members sboa rd t he sta tion . The envi r onmental
cont rol s· stem is semi - closed, i. e ., i t mus t be re suppli ed. on a pe riodic basis vii th oxvr en, ni trog en ,
and a sma l l amount of Hat er . Consid eration wa s
Liven t o the use of a completely clo sed system,
vThic h has t wo pr imil ry advantages - li[ hter vJeight
and no resupply r eOlJi rement - f or long- duration
missions . I t \~a s found t ha t for a si x-Heek 17':: ssion
on the spa ce stat i on , t he weifht of t he s emi - closed
s:!st em was eeua l t o the \~eig ht of a closed systen ,
i nc l1'din[ t he additionill weight in t he power system
reqvired fo r t he electrolysis of wa t er. ])ospi te
t he obviously desirable characteri st ics of t he
clos ed system, i t was c oncluded t h;- t the semi clo sed system Has !'lor e desir2ble fo r pse in an
early time period. Oxyf en regeneration e OlJ i oment,

aoout 121, 000 pounds, includi nc all t he equipment
which would i ni tia lly be placed in the station .
The Apollo vehicle - command modul e , service
modul e , and l aunch a bort to,,,er - ,.,.hich is launched
,dt ~ t he space s t a t ion plus the r equired interstage s t ructure bring the total launch weight t o
a pproximatel y 150, 000 pounds . Thus , the Saturn
C- 5 (S-I B + S-II stages) can r eadi ly launch the
space station i nto a low alti t ude orbit, and a
Sa t urn C-l or a Ti t an III boost er can be used to
r esupply the s t ati on and to transfer cr ews at
schedul ed intervals . For short crew mission duration , large nl~b ers of C- l boos t ers are requir ed
for crew t r ansfer on the 21- man stat ion , as shown
i n Figure 13 . In order to mimimize the number
of booster s r equir ed, t he crel.,. missi on durati on
must be i ncr ea sed or t he cre'.,. s i ze must be decrea sed. The other means of overcoming t his problem i 'l t o develop a multi- man l ogi sti cs vehicle
whi ch coul d be us ed t o t r a ns port a l l crew members
to the station in one l aunching.

j ust now in t he ear ly s t ages of development , will
no t have had suffici ent oper a tional exper ience
by the 1966 t i me per iod t o completely establish
its r eliabi li ty .
Bach module has its OIoffi pe,fer system to pr ovide
the nec es sary elect r ical ener gy fo r al l t he equi pment wi t hin the module . Several power s ources f uel cells , solar cel ls , nuclear r eactor s , and
so l ar dynamic units - wer e s t udied f or possibl e
applica tion to t he s race station . Only the s ol ar
cell sys t em was able to meet the r equi r ements f or
availabili t y and r eliability as ,'ell a s the' many
other f a ctors associa t ed ,d. t h t he s elect i on of a
s,- ·s t em . A solar cell pOl, er ,~y s tem i s very expens ive and r equires a very la r ge array area in
or der to provi de t he 17 kw peak power load for
t he space station : consequent ly, i t is no: r ecO:'lmended f or use in a l a ter t i me peri od '.v hen the
reliability of the other sys t ems would be est abl ished . The designs of the other sys teMs were
simi larly es t ablished: hOI-lever , t hese were not
par ticul ar l y unique and will not be discussed
fur t her here .

NAA has taken a very conservative design approach
in this s tudy.
The us e of more advpnced sys t ems
or t echniques woul d result i n a decrease i n the
s pace 'ltil.tion weight , but only at the expense of
a decrease in t he level of conf idence as sociated
'.d t h its oper a tion.

It has been f ound t ha t t he space :o; tation ,esL'n
;vhi ch lv-a s pr esent ed hCl "e in ~·:,'l B n. ":'0 S r ~ ,ryi. ..~) 'J :
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PROTECTED CONSTRUCTION FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
Wilfre d H. Dukes
Asst Chief Engin eer
Vehic le Struc tures
Bell Aerosy stems Company
The struct ural proble ms of re-en try
occasi oned by aerody namic heatin g are now
gener ally well known. Typic al of these
heatin g proble ms is the enviro nment experie nced by the manned liftin g vehic le
re-en tering from a low altitu de orbit.
Figure 1 shows typica l curves of lower
of time
surfac e tempe rature as a functi on
for a wing loadin g of 25 Ibs/ft 2 , and a
lift-d rag ratiO of 2.5. The two curves
cover a pract ical range of re-en try
angles , the lower curve repres enting an
angle
ideal re-en try path with zero dive
0
and the upper curve assum ing a 2 error
in the re-en try angle. Maneu vers for
course change or correc tion are also
added to the upper curve.
Signi ficant factor s from this curve
are the relati onshi p betwee n the maximum
tempe rature s and the capab ilities of
availa ble metal lic mater ial, and also the
long re-en try time an d its effec t on total
heat load. If a very shallo w re-en try is
made, maximum lower surfac e tempe rature s
reach 2000 0 F which is just within the
range of conve ntiona l super alloys . To
accomm odate practi cal re-en try angles
and maneu vers, howev er, the tempe rature
capab ility must reach about 25000F which
requir es refrac tory metal s. The re-ent ry
t i me may be as high as 100 minut es, which
gives total heat loads of approx imatel y
40,000 BTU/ ft 2 • A heat load of this magnitude , with equili brium surfac e tempe ratures of the values shown, sugge sts that
a lighte r airfram e can be constr ucted by
dissip ating the heat by radiat ion from
the surfac e, rather than by absorb ing it
with a heat sink, or surfac e coolin g, or
ablati on.

radiat e almos t all of the heat back to
the atmos phere. This system is shown
schem atical ly in Figure 2.
The progra m to be discus sed in this
paper follow ed earlie r Air Force and
compa ny-spo nsored effort s to develo p this
type of constr uction and was direct ed particula rly at the develo pment of method s
for manuf acturi ng the variou s struct ural
eleme nts. It began in December 1959 and
was compl eted in the Summer of 1961 with
the streng th and therm al testin g conducted at Wrigh t-Patt erson Air Force Base
of a typica l full-s cale airfra me sectio n.
The work involv ed analy sis develo pment
and testin g, of the variou s compo nents,
the mater ials and the assoc iated manufactur ing techni ques. Small assem blies
were then built to check the conce pts
and develo p additi onal data, and finall y
a full-s cale specim en was deSign ed, construct ed and delive red to Wrigh t Field
for testin g. Most of t~e progra m was
devote d to develo0pment of the constr uction with a 2000 F tempe rature capab ility.
Initia l steps to extend the capab ility to
2500 0 F were also made, but since this part
of the develo pment is not yet compl ete it
will not be discus sed in this paper .
Refer ring to Figure 2 it will be seen
that the insula ting system which prote cts
the alumin um airfra me consi sts of a layer
of insula ting mater ial, which is suitab ly
packag ed, and a series of extern al surface panels which are fabric ated from
high tempe rature mater ials. Becau se of
the long flight times it is necess ary to
use very effici ent insula ting mater ials
such as powde rs or fibers , and these have
no struct ural capab ility. Accor dingly ,
the surfac e panels provid e the vehic le
contou r and resist aerody namic forces .
Panel constr uction is used rather than a
compl ete shell in order to accomm odate
therm al expan sion relati ve to the suppo rting intern al struct ure, which is maintained at a tempe rature of approx imatel y
200oF. The insula tion is suffic iently
effici ent to dissip ate by radiat ion, approxim ately 98% of the conve ctive heat.
The remain ing 2% of the heat, which does
penet rate throug h the insula tion, is more
than can be accomm odated by the intern al
struct ure, howev er, so that a low intensity liquid coolin g system is integr ated
into this struct ure.

Air Force progra ms to provid e airframes for this type of enviro nment have
involv ed the paral lel develo pment of a
numbe r of differ ent struct ural conce pts.
The develo pment to be discus sed here was
carrie d out by Bell Aerosy stems Company
for the Fabric ation Branch , Manuf acturin g
Techn ology Labor atory, Direc torate of
Mater ials and Proce sses, Aeron autica l
System s ' Divisi on, Wrigh t-Patte rson Air
Force Base, Ohio, under Contr act
AF33( 600)-4 0100 (Doub le-Wal l Cooled
Struc ture).
The Bell concep t involv es the use of
an alumin um alloy airfram e which is of
essen tially conve ntiona l constr uction and
which is protec ted from the effec ts of
heatin g by an extern al insula tion system
and an integr al coolin g system . The insulati on serves to keep the heat away
from the alumin um airfram e thereb y generating surfac e tempe rature s suffic ient to

From this point it is conve nient to
discus s separ ately the develo pment of the
three prinC ipal compo nents of the construct ionj the primar y struct ure with its
coolin g system , the insula tion mater ial
and its conta ining packag e, and the surface panel s.
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The cooling system consists of a
closed loop circuit running through all
elements of the primary structural skin
and carrying a low freezin g point propylene g lycol coolant which is circulated
by a small pump. The coolant picks up
heat from the skin and transfers it to a
heat exchanger which is also part of the
circuit. Water is introduce d i nto the
open side of the heat eXChanger, the heat
is absorbed from the glycol mixture by
evaporation of the water, and the resulting steam is expended overboard . A cooling system of this type is very efficient
since the heat absorbing capability
matches the heat input precisely at all
points in the structure and at all times.
Since it is essentially an act ive mechanical system, how eve r, it requires consideration of reliabillty, and appropriate
provisions in the design. In the present
work such provisions include duplication
of pumps, seals and certain elements of
the heat exchanger.

In addition to the tubed sheet, a
method of brazing aluminum tubing to the
structural skin was also developed using
6951 alloy. Elemental tests were made on
small samples incorporating both cooling
systems, and these included compression
and shear tests on small stiffened speci mens to study the effect of cooling passages on local buc kling strength, acoustic
tests, and coolant flow tests to measure
pressure losses. The data obtained from
these element tests were used t o e stablish
the basic structural sizes for the primary
structure of the end item test specimen.
Such details as skin thicknesses, stringer
geometry and spacing, frame ge ometry and
spacing, and cooling system circuitry were
established, and then a more extensive
mechan ical test program was set up, on
large panels of both fuselage and wing
construction, to determine the effect of
the cooling system on the load carrying
characteristics of the structure, and the
effect of structural loads, buckles and
deformati ons on cooling system performance .
The program consisted of a number of c ompression a nd shear panels each of which
was 3' square , and both inflated tubed
sheet samples and brazed tube-on-sheet
samples were included. Control specimens
involving the same structural sti ff ening
but with plain skins were also included .

A number of methods of integrating
cooling passages into the aluminum load
carrying skin have been investigated and
two of these methods were developed extensively. The most promising is shown
in Figure 3. The cooling passages, which
are about 7/ 16 " wide and .05 " deep and
spaced about 3 " apart, are integrated
into the structural skin and this has
been accomplished by using inflated tubed
shee t in which two thin sheets of material
are metallurgi cally bonded together by hot
rolling, except in the areas where cooling
passages are required. These unbonded
areas are then hydraulically inflated to
the required passage shape. This type of
material is commonly used in the refri ge ration indus try for which soft aluminum
alloy s suffice. For the airframe application, in which load carrying capability
is required, it was necessary to develop
the technique using the higher strength
aluminum alloys. This work was carried
out under subcontract by Reynolds Metals
and was accompl ished with 2024-clad
material. The soft cladding served to
form the metallurgical bond between the
two sheets, and it also provided protection of the inside of the cooling passages against corrosion by the glycol.

Figure 4 shows the results of these
tests in terms of failure l oading. From
these results it will be apparent that the
introducti on of the tubed s heet material
did not reduce the load carrying capaCity
by more than 5% . The braz ed tube -on-s heet
panels ga ve substant i ally reduced strength
values prinCipally due to brittleness resulting from the brazing operation. A
typical shear panel under load is shown
in Figure 5. Coolants were circulate d
through these spec imens during the tests
an d pressure drops were de termined. After
several loadings to limit l oad in whi ch
the skins containing the integral passages
were buckled, it was foun d that permanent
reductions in coolant flow rates did not
excee cl 5% .
A larger specimen, as shown in Figure
6 , was then constructed, principally to
check coolant flo w distributions and the
methocl s to be used for designing the cool ing system circuits. The specimen contained curved sheets typical of the proposed fuselage so that it served also to
devel op the manufacturing techniques for
stretCh-forming the inflated tubed sheet .
This was accomplished on a Hufford stretch
press and it was done after the cooling
passage had been inflated. Hydraulic pres sure was contained within the passages to
prevent collapse during forming of the
sheet.

Another aspect of the tubed sheet
development program involved modifications of the inflation methods so that
passages of different hei ghts could be
produced in an individual sheet. The
large variations in passage area which
were possible by adjusting both height
and width permitted the incorporation of
both cooling passages and distribution
manifOlds within the skin. In a ddi tion
it was possible to incorporate various
lengths of passage of restricted cross
section in order to control the flow distribution. As a result of the work conducted by Reynolds these sheets have been
made available in the high strength aluminum in sizes up to 8' long and 2' wide
and with a minimum thiclmess of . 040" .

The test specimen shown in Figure 6
was 6 ' long and 4' wide and contained
primary structure skin with both inflated
tube d-sheet and the brazed tube-an-sheet
forms of cooling system. Typical structural stiffening was also added on the
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In order to contain the insulation
powders, metal foil packages 24" sq. and
about 3/4" thick were developed. Oxidation tests were conducted on potential
foil materials using different alloys and
thicknesses, and in conjunction with the
insulating powder to check for chemical
reactions. As a result of these tests
.003" thick annealed Inconel material was
selected.

underside of the specimen. The specimen
was heated with radiant lamps at low intensity corresponding to the heat load
that would normally penetrate through
the insulation. It was also coupled to
a pump, heat exchanger, and a propyleneglycol reservoir, and measurements were
made of coolant flow rates, pressure
drops and temperatures. From these tests
it was found that aluminum skin temperatures were below 250 0 F and coolant flow
rates and temperature increases were
essentially as predicted. Accurate prediction of the coolant distribution in
the various passages was not achieved,
however, due to variations in the passage cross section and variations between
laminar and turbulent flow in various
parts of the circuit due to differences
in passage shape, flow rate, viscosity,
etc. Fortunately, with this type of
cooling system, large safety factors
can be applied to analyticall~ determined flow rates at no cost in weight
of coolant material and at negligible
cost in pumping power. The coolant
pumps for a complete aircraft, for instance, weigh only about 2 Ibs. and require less than 1 HP so that overdesign
in these areas is not critical.

Figure 8 shows a typical package in
its final form. Holes are provided so
that the clips which support the external
surface panels can pass through the insulation. Special filters, which can be
seen as elongated shapes in the figure,
were developed and installed so that the
package could be vented of pressure during vehicle boost to altitude. This was
accomplished, after a number of experiments, without loss of the very fine
powders and without the entry of moisture.
Since the air diffuses only very slowly
through the fine powder, it was necessary
to use a relatively large number of filters and to arrange each one to penetrate
the full thickness of insulating material.
Methods were developed for welding the
foil gauge material using special wheel
type electrodes, and methods for filling
the insulation package with the powder
were also devised. The filling process
was based on fluidizing the powder with
an airjet, in conjunction with vibration
of the package to cause powder settling.
The required denSity of powder was determined by weighing.

The second phase of the program involved the development of insulating
media to be used between the outer wall
and the primary structure. The work proceeded in two parts; the development of
insulating powder and the development of
metal packages to contain the powder,
both for 2200 0 F operation.

Initial package concepts were based
on the use of an unstiffened fOil bag,
but it was found that venting to achieve
zero pressure differential between the
inside and the outside of the package
could not be accomplished. Accordingly,
very light stiffening consisting of beads
and hat-section stiffeners was incorporated into the Side, or cool surface, of
the package. This is the top surface in
Figure 8. The hot side of the package is
not stiffened but instea d is maintained
in contact with the inner surface of the
external panels . This is done by utilizing springs to keep the packages pressed
aga in st the surface panels. The springs
serve also as the package support and they
accommodate fabrication tolerances and
thermal distortions, and provide a long
conduction path to minimize the leakage
of heat into the aluminum structure.

The powder development, which was
carried out for Bell by Arthur D. Little,
Inc., was based on the use of very fine
powders to exploit the low pressures at
altitude to achieve what is effectively
a vacuum insulation. The work began with
theoretical studies of the conduction of
heat through fine powders and included
such items as selection of material constituents and examination of material
stability at various temperatures, pressures and densities. The principal
material was aluminum oxi de powder and
other materials were added to reduce
radiant heat transmission by absorption
and scattering. Studies were made of
powder settling under mechanical vibration to determine the minimum acceptable
denSity, and conductivity measurements
were made on the final mixture over a
range of temperatures and pressures .
Figure 7 shows the results of this work
for a powder density of 12 Ib/ft 3 . A
typical value of lower surface pressure
experienced during lifting re-entry is
0 .7 mm of mercury and an average surface
temperature is about 1800 0 F. For these
conditions the product of conductivity
and denSity for this material is about
one-third of the value attainable with
typical commercial insulati ons for the
same temperature range.

The final i tem of development was concerned with the outer wall panels which
form the exterior vehicle surface. A
typical panel is shown in Figure 9 . It
is 12" sq. x 1/4" thick, of brazed honeycomb construction, with .0045 " thick faces
and a stepped edge so that adjacent panels
can ove rlap . Each panel is supported from
the aluminum primary structure by four
sheetmetal clips spaced on 6" centers and
which accommodate thermal expansions by
flexing while still positively reSisting
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occurs at the inside faces of the material
due to the inadequate supply of oxygen. As
a result the i nferi or oxi dation resistance
of the Haynes 25 alloy, indicated in the
above table, becomes less significant, and
the Haynes 25 elements showed over twice
the load carrying capability of the Inconel 702 elements.

any applied loads. Adjacent panels are
positioned with a .2" gap to accommodate
thermal expansion due to the 2000 0 F surface temperature.
Brazed honeycomb construction was
selected as the lightest form of panel
construction on the basis of a number of
design studies involving welded and
riveted constructions, corrugation stiffening, etc. The brazed construction is
believed lightest for a panel which must
have bending strength in all directions.
If the panel is supported continuously
along two edges, so that bending strength
is necessary only in one direction, then
corrugation stiffening may be satisfactory but the continuous edge support
permits an unacceptable amount of heat
leakage through the insulation.
With emphasis on oxidation resistance
rather than strength the materials selected for panel construction were Haynes
25, a cobalt base alloy, and Inconel 702,
a nickel base alloy. Material testing
was conducted to develop strength, oxidation, and embrittlement data at various
temperatures and after various exposure
cycles. Some typical results are shown
in the followin g table which gives ultimate strength and elongation values for
the two materials after a thermal exposure representative of total vehicle life.
Oxidation, of these materials, is intergranular rather than surface scaling and
the degree of oxidation is therefore
expressed as a reduction in useful thickness of the materials, measured at the
point of maximum oxidat i on penetration.
PROPERTIES OF INCONEL 702 & HAYNES 25
AFTER 5 HOURS AT 2000 0 F
Inconel 702

Haynes 25

70 0 F
FTU(pSi)
e(% in 2")

90,000
24.5

123,000
21.0

2000 0 F
F~(PSi)
e%in2")

6,100
13.0

12, 000
3.5

2.0

42.0

% Intergranular
Oxidation

Typical flat and curved outer wall
panels were also fabricated and thermal ly
tested as a final check of materials and
fabrication processes. A special multistation brazing facility was constructed
for this purpose. Four stati ons are provided for simultaneous assembly, purping,
brazing and cooling so that four panels
can be in operation simultaneously. A
t ra velling furnace moves t o each station
when the panel is ready for brazing and
the total panel fabricat i on cycle takes
30 minutes.
With the development of individual
elements complet e, the 6'x4' test specimen which was described earlier was modified by the addit i on of a complete set of
insulation package s and outer wall panels
and the complete assembly is shown in
Figure 10 . The second phase of testing
with this assembly was conducted to check
the ove rall conductance of the entire protection system with various constant temperatures applie d to the external surface.
The test program included surface temperatures of 1600, 1800 and 2000 0 F and heating
\~as supplied by standard GE filament type
quartz lamps mounted in water-cooled aluminum reflectors . The heat flux through
the protection system into the aluminum
was determined by circulating coolant
through the cooling system in the aluminum skin, and measuring the coolant
flow rates and temperature rise. The results expressed in terms of heat flux at
various outer wall temperatures are shown
by the appropriate curve in Figure 14
\~here a comparison is made with analytical
predictions using the measured thermal conductivity for the insulation powder . The
test results and the corresponding analytical curve are based on sea level thermal conductivity values.
In itially , the target temperature for
the entire program was 2000 0 F and initial
testing of the 6'x4 ' speCimen was conducted to these temperatures. Excessive
oxidation and warpage of many of the outer
wall panels resulte d from these tests. Extensive detail ed investigations were con duc ted to determine the cause of these
troubles. It was found that the oxidation
was caused partly by overheating , due to
faulty control of the heating elements,
and partly by contami nation of the panel
material by residual brazing flux. The
warpage was traced to a combination of
excessive temperatures, nonuniform temperature distributions across the panel
surface and braze softening and remelt
temperatures which were lower than had
been expected. These problems were

The table s hows the strength superiority
of the Haynes 25 and the superior oxidation resistance and ductility after exposure of the Inconel 702 .
Bending tests were conducted on elements of brazed sandwi ch material i n
order to select brazing alloys and to
verify the brazing procedure, and on the
basis of this work GE-J-8100 was selected
for brazing of all panels. The bend
specimens indicated that in a brazed
sandwich element very little oxidation
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eventually resolved by instituting panel
cleaning procedures to remove the residual brazing flux, and by reducing maximum test temperatures to 2000 0 F to avoid
the remelt problem and to provide a
t olerance f or heater operation.

capability of the system was also determined for comparison with predictions .
This was done by measuring the c oolant
flow rates and the coolant tempera t ure
rise and making appropriate c orrections
for heat leakage ar ound the edges of the
specimen .

As was mentioned previously, the high
temperature surface of the insulation
package is unstiffened and after the
tests on the 6'x4 ' specimen this surface
of each package was found to be wrinkled.
This was expected since provision was not
made in the design for thermal expansion,
apart from wrinkling of the metal . It
was found, however, that these wrinkles
creased sufficiently in limited areas to
cause pin holes in the package material
with corresponding loss of insulating
powder . Modifications were introduced,
therefore, to incorporate beads into the
hot surface and along the package edges
in order to accommodate thermal expansion. Considerable improvement was
achieved but the problem was not completely resolved.

The constant temperature tests were
followed by transient heating and loading
representative of the conditions experi enced during a complete f l ight . The heat
and load cycles which were applied are
shown in Figure 13 where it will be seen
that the effects of pilo t induced ma neuvers have been included . Five such
re - entry cycles were applied to the test
specimen .
Results of the test were generally
satisfactory although slight scaling type
oxidation of some of the surface panels
was experienced and very local areas of
braze separation were noted in some of
the surface panels. Local panel damage
was also experienced at two places due
to electrical shorts in the heating system and arcing to the test specimen surface . Maximum temperatures experienced
in the aluminum structure vlere 234 0 F and
no significant hot spots were found at
the points where the surface panels are
attached to the aluminum structure.

Using the data accumulated during the
development programs described above, the
final test component was designed and
fabricated. This component is a full
scal e section of a typical glide reentry vehicle, containing a portion of
wing and fuselage . It is 15' in span,
8' in chord and approximately 5' high .
It consists of an aluminum airframe, with
skin stringer construction for the wing
and frame stiffened skin and longeron
construction for the fuselage . Inflated
tubed sheet in 2024 alloy is used as the
skin material. Figure 11 shows the pri mary structure under construction. One
upper side of this specimen was covered
with packaged insulation and external
surface panels, fabricated from both the
cobalt base and nickel base alloys.
Eighty - six panels were used to cover the
test section . The cooling system was
connected to a pump, heat exchanger and
reservoir assembly, and the specimen was
instrumented with thermocouples, to
measure surface panel temperatures and
temperatures in the aluminum structure,
and also with flow meters, pressure pickups and thermocouples to measure the perf ormance of the cooling system. Figure
12 is a photograph of the complete speci men as it was shipped to Wright Field for
testing.

The performance of the heat protec tion system is summarized in Figure 14
which shows a comparison between the predicted heat flux into the aluminum struc ture at various surface temperatures, with
measured values. It will be noted that
the predictions a gree well with measured
values from the fuselage of the final test
specimen and also with measurements made
on the 6 'x4' test specimen . Data taken
from the wing of the final test specimen
' gives higher values of heat flux than the
analytical predictions, and although many
possible reasons for this discrepancy are
being investigated no satisfactory answer
has been found. Since all testing was
done under sea level conditions and pres sure has a significant effect on the insulation performance, the figure also
shows the analytically predicted heat flux
to the aluminum structure for a pressure
of . 5 mm of mercury, typical of that experienced on the lower wing surface during
glide re-entry. This analytical curve is
based on measured conductivity values .

The test program involved loading
without heat, representative of the cri tical conditions experienced during the
early stages of boost, with loads applied
to fixtures attached to each wing tip and
to each end of the fuselage. Load tests
were followed by heating tests at various
maximum temperatures to 2000 0 F, during
which temperatures were held constant
with time. These constant temperature
tests served to check the oxidation and
thermal expansion characteristics of the
protection system, and the insulating

The final measure of performance · of
the thermal protection sys t em, which is
being developed in the program under discussion, is the weight required for particular applications . Figure 15 shows
wei gh t values of the complete protection
system for various constant surfa ce temperatures and times of flight . The weight
values include all elements of the protec tion system and assume a s quare wave heat
pulse . For applications where the external heating is not c onstant with time,
it is satisfactory for preliminary weight
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Measured we ights of the cooling system
have no significance since many of the
units were laboratory equipment and were
not designed for aircraft applications.
Design studi e s of the cooling system,
however , show a weight of .46 lb/ft 2 of
cool surface, a value which includes the
heat exchanger, tanks, pumps, plumbing
and the residual coolant in the system.

estimates t o use the maximum surface temperature that is expected and to use an
equivalent time of flight whtch would
give the same are a under the temperaturetime diagram .
Figure 15 is divided into two areas .
Below the broken line the lightest weight
is achieved if insulation is used alone,
without the cooling system, while above
the line the minimum total weight is
achieved by using the optimum proportions
of insulation and cooling . From this
figure it will be apparent that typical
protection system we i ghts for lift~ng re entry vehicles are about 2.5 Ib/ft ,
which must be added to the weight of the
load carrying aluminum primary structure .

The program also involved initial
devel opment work of refractory metal surface panels as a step in the development
of the concept for a 2500 0 F tempe rature
capability . Other programs supporting
such a development are presently under
Air Force sponsorship while preliminary
development work to increase the capability to 4000 oF, using nonmetallic
materials , is being carried out under
Bell sponsorship.

Measured weights of the outer panels
are . 97 lb/f t 2 and the insulation package
complete with powder wei ghed 1. 04 lb/ft 2 .
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RE-ENTRY MATERIAlS

D. L. Kummer
Ceramic Group Engineer
HcDonnell Aircraft Corporation

(Continued)
for relatively long times in an oxidizing atmos phere . Assuming a material emittance of 0 . 8 a
flux of approximately 130 BTU/Ft 2/Sec . wil l '
cause a well insulated material to attain this
limit of 42000 F. Therefore , above this flux an
absorptive or combination absorptive- radiative
system is required . l1any re- entry vehicles
or portions of re- entry vehicles , particularly
of the glide and shallo,l re - entry type, encounter fluxes below this lL;nit; therefore , i ncreased emphasis is being placed on the radiative method of thermal protection .

H. J . Siegel
Hetallurgical Group Engineer
~-IcDonnell Aircraft Corporation
Introduction
The major requirement for a re - entry material
is that it protect the vehicle from the aerodynamic heating associ ated ,lith re - entry. A
relatively short time ago , the term re - entry
brou~~t to mind a ballistic type trajectory and
its characteristic heat pulse . Today, hOHever,
a variety of thermal re- entry conditions are
common due to the various types of vehicles currently of interest . Extremes of re - entry heating- time conditions vary from the relatively low
heat flux-long time pulse associated with glide
and shallow orbital re - entries through high
flux- short time ballistic re - entry to the very
high heat flux- moderate time pulse ass ociated
wi th super orbital re-entry . Hat .; rials for
providing thermal protection, therefore , vary
considerably depending upon the type of reentry heat- time pulse . From a functional standpoint, thermal protection materials may be divided into two types; absorptive and radi ative .
The absorptive material dissipates heat by stora:;a (heat sink) or mass transfer and chemical
change (ablation , transpiration or sublimation).

l'1aterials for Radiative Protection Systems
The higher the t emperature at which a r adiator can operate the higher the flux at which it
can be used . The basis for design of efficient,
radia~ion cooled components must , therefore , be
materlals capable of oper ating at hi~h te~pera
tures. The cobalt and nickel base super alloys
such as HS - 25 , Inconel X, nene ' 41, etc . , provide the highest temperature resis ~ant materials
of the conventional alloy systems . The melting
point of alloys of this type ran ges from approximately 23500F to 25500F. The necessity for
extending opera tine tempera~ures past this range
has led to the co~ercial development, with considerable support from Government acencies , of
more refractory materials sJ stems .
Consideration of materials systems Vlhich
might provide the basis for the mo re refractory
materials required was based initially upon
meltin8 point and availability . Some of the
material systems fulfilling th8se ::ritcri a, thei r
melting points and an esti~ate of their a~p roxi 
mate maximum useful te~pe rature are indicated i~
Figure 1 . Development and utiliZ2.tion or these
refractory materials for structural or se;nistructural purposes is beset by m~nJ problems .
These problems are beine stud':'ed at the present
time and there are indications that they Hill be
resolved, at least in part . The present state
of development of these materialf; , the pr oblems
involved in their application in structur·es and
areas in which additional development is required wil l be described .

Ablation materials have been fully investigated for ballistic re- entry conditions; however , much less effort has been expended on ablation materials for the 101-1 flux- long time heating condition associated with the glide and
shallow orbital re- entry vehicles. The long
time pulse increases the importance of the materials ' resistance to heat transfer and at the low
flux the relative ablation or heat dissioation
efl'iciency of many materials is greatly :n-fected .
Cons iderable material development and testing is
currently being conducted for this low flux-long
time heating condition. ~lany of the materials ,
:omposites and techniques showing promise are
:onsiderabl y different from those utilized fo r
ballistic re-entry; however, details cannot be
discussed at this time .

~101ybdenum

Hith the radiative method of thermal protection, the re- entrJ heat is dissipated by
radiation from the material's surface to the
cooler surroundings such as the surface of the
earth, clouds, etc . This is, in general, a
very effective method of heat pr otection with
high reliabi l ity and weiGht efficiency due to
its simplicity and the f act that no mass is l ost
as with ablation . Also the materials can, in
many cases , be reused for subsequent flights.
Utilization of the radiative method is limited
to the lower heat fluxes due to the ;nayJJnum
temperature resistance of avail~ble materials .
At equilibrium, the material attains a ter,l perature suffici ent to raJiate all the incident reentry heat , less the small &~ount of heat which
flows into the vehicle . Approximately 4200 0 1"
is currently the highest te;nperature at ,mich
any moderately proven f light material can operate

Due to its abundance , particul~rly in this
country and its high melting temperature
(47300F), molybdenum was the first of the more
refractory metals to which attention was direc ted . Structurally, alloys of molybdenum have
many acivantaees
a high elastic modulus (approximately 45 x 10 psi at room temperature) ;
r easonably high strength both at room and elevated te.:;peratre (FiGure 2); moderate density,
0 . 369 LB/IN , at least compared to some of the
ot her refractory materials; good thennal conductivity; and a low coefficient of thermal
expansion . As the developr1ent of molybdenum
base alloys proceeded , oroblems in applying these
alloys to engineering structures vlere presented.
Today, some ten years after many of the problems
were defined they have not yet been r esolved .
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One major problem is that the ductile- tobrittle transition temperature of ~olybdenum and
its alloys is near or above room temperature . A
plot of impact strength, reduction of area and
bend angle versus tempera vure is p resented in
J<'igure 3. This transition is ch aracterized by a
pronounced loss in ductility, a striking decrease
i n fracture strengt h and a chanGe in mode of
fai lure from a ductile shear r up ture to a brittle
cleavaEe or gra i.n bOlll1dary fr ac ture. This be havior imposes pro b le ~ s in handling and fabrication . To avoid brittle fract ure durinG forming,
all but the most simple operations must be performed at elevated temperature, significantly
adding t o the difficulty and cos~ of pr oducing
structural assemblies .

At the present time , reliable protection by
the silicide type coatings, which are the best
thus far developed , is limited to temperatures
of about 31000F. This temperature is below that
at which molybdenum alloys could presently be
utilized .
Molybdenum alloy structural assemblies can be
fabricated and used successfully if the limitations of the material are considered when t he
design is developed . A small mol ybdenum alloy
assembly which was successfully tested at 25000 F
under load is sho.m in Figure 5.
Columbium
The previously described pr oblems which limit
the use of molybdenum base alloys have caused
materials engineers to investi[ ate other of the
refractory metals . Col~~bi um, which has a sli ghtly lower melting point than molybdenum (4475°F
compared to 47300F ), is less dense (0.310 compared to 0.369 LB/IN3), exhibits ductile behavior
at sub- zero temperatures (Figure 6) and is oxidized more slowly, has fo r about the past five
years r eceived the attention of metallurgists.

A second major limitation in the application
of molybden um alloys which is related to the
mechanical behavior previously des cribed is the
brittle behavior of fusion welds. Inability to
produce structurally acceptable welded joints
severely limits de sign and almost invariabl y
res ults in structures .,hich are less efficient
and more difficult to fabricate .
An additional problem area arises from the
chemical activity of molybdenum . At temperatures a bove about 12000 F, molybdenum begins to
oxidize at a significant rate . At approximately
14500 F the oxide melts and provides no protection t o the metal. At t er,:pera t ures above this ,
the oxide sublime s and oxidation proceeds at a
catastrophic rate. In order to utilize this
material at elevated ter;]perat ure, oxidation
pr otec tion mllst be provided.

A large number of columbium base alloys have
been developed . These alloys generally can be
divided into two classes, the moderate strength
alloys which are being produced commercially and
for which, in some cases, there are guaranteed
properties and t hose alloys which appear to
offer much highe r strength but vlhich cannot be
purchased at pr esent. These two classes of
alloys might better be described as firs t and
second generation; the second generation has
not yet matured.

A number of reasonabl y good protective coatings have been developed, all basically silicides , similar in nature and a ~p lied by somewhat
similar pr ocesses . Unfortunately, the application of t hese protective coatings is not simple
and req~ careful preparation of the parts to
be protected . Coating gr owth occurs nOrI:lal to
the surface and any abrupt changes in section
or sharp corners or edges lead to devel opment of
cleavage planes in the coating in these areas
and lack of protection as illustrated in
Figure 4 . To prevent this , all corners and
edges must be rounded and in addition the parts
and assemblies must be adequately cleaned and
kept free of contamination prior to coating
application .

The available columbium base alloys have
only moderate strength at room and elevated temperature as ShOIID in Figure 7. HO'Hever, these
alloys are weldable, are fonnable at room temperature and in general are not difficult to produce .
The newer, higher strength alloys provide
some indication of the growth ~o tential of columbium . These alloys have two to two and one-half
times the strength of the first generation
alloys at elevated tempera t ure (Figure 8). Unfortunately, this increased strength is not always achieved without loss of other properties.
For example , F48, one of the earliest high
strength alloys developed s t rength by sacrific ing fusio n weldability and room temperature
fonnabili ty . Also, preliminary tests indicate
that fusion welds in the C-l29 alloy are not
ductile . A great deal of additional evaluation
will be required before the high strength alloys
can be applied to structures.

Some of the pr otective coatings developed
for molybdenum utilize the pack cementation
process which involves packing around the par t
or assembly a powder containing the constituents
required to form the silicide coating. The retort containing the powder and parts is then
heated to the temperature required to produce
the desired reaction . The throwing pOHer of
this coating method is limited . Complex assemblies such as corrugation stiffened panels containing internal openings whose ratio of length
to cross - section is high cannot be adequately
coated . Adequate protection of formed sheet
assemblies of this type is best pr ovided by
coating all of the detail parts and fasteners ,
assembling the structure and then r ecoating to
repair any areas of the brittle coating l·lhich
may have been damaged during assembly.

The mechanical behavior of the moderate
strength co l umbium base alloys is s uperior to the
molybdenum alloys in that the columbium alloys
are weldable and easily formable , however, the
strength of these alloys certainly leaves something to be desired . The high strength columbium
alloys approach the structural effiCiency and
also r eflect some of the poor fabrication characteristics of the molybdenum alloys.
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The chemical activity of colu.'Tlbium, so f ar as
oxidation is concerned, is lower than molybdenum,
but columbium alloys are not sufficiently inert
at elevated temperature to pr eclude the requirement for oxidation protective coating. The
oxidation of columbium results in two different
types of reactions . The first involves the
formation of an oxide layer on the surface of
the metal, gross oxidation. The second involves
diffusion of oxygen into the base metal, internal oxidation, and results in significant
hardening of the affected area and embrittlement .
Any oxidation protective coating for columbium
must provide protection against both types of
oxidation.

The mechanical and chemical behavior of
tungsten is similar to that of molybdenum . It
has a very high ducti le- to- brittle transition
temperature as sho'Nn in Figure 14, welds in
tungsten are brittle , it oxidizes rafidly at
elevated temperature and has a high elastic
modulus as shorm in Figure 15 . High strength,
fabricable tungsten base alloys have not yet
been developed nor have effective hi~h temper ature oxidation protective coatings been develope~
The mechanical and chemical behavior of
tantalum is similar to columbium. It has a ver y
low ductile- to- brittle transition ter.-,perature ,
lo ..-er than that of columbium, as shovm in
Figure 16; it is "Heldable; has a moderately
high elastic modulus as was shown in Figure 15,
and like columbium it suffers from gros s and
internal oxidation and Inust be protectively
coated .

Two basic types of high temperature resistant
protective coatings have ~e en developed for
columbium base alloys to date; aluminide and
silicide coatings. The aluminide coating is
pr oduced by applying an aluminum alloy slurry,
somewhat like an aluminum paint, to the surface
of the columbium, air drying and then diffusing
at about 1900 0F to develop the protective intermetallic coating . The siliciJe coatings are
applied by the pack cementation process similar
to that used for molybdenum alloys.

Recently sOlne high str ength tantalum base
alloys with reduced density have been developed
rlhich, on a strength/weight basis , compare quite
favorably with the higher strength columbium
alloys. Preliminary properties for one of these
alloys (Ta-30Cb- 7 . 5V) and t he older Ta- 10W alloy
are compared with a high strength columbium
alloy in Fi gure 17 . A present restr iction in
the use of tantalum alloys is the lnck of protective coatings . Based upon its close chemical
similarity to columbium, it is anticjpated that
the coatings developed for columbium will also
be app licabl e to tantalum, but very little test ing has been done thus far .

The aluminide coating at present is limited
to maximum operating temperatures of about
27000F, whereas the silicide coatings can be
used at temperatures up to approximately 31000 F.
The aluminide coating, as a result of the method
of application can be used for protection of
complex assemblies such as those shown in
Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12. The silicide coatings
have the advantage of producing a ver y uniform
coating thickness, but current pr oc esses limit
the complexity of components that can be reliably
protected to relatively simple configurations .
In applications requiring very close dimensional
contr ol such as threaded fasteners, the silicide
coatings perform. very well . Ex~ples of the
unifornity of this type of coating are shown in
Figure 13.

An aluminum- tin coating has been developed
for application to tantalum base alloys, but
only limited testing of this coating has been
co ;~p l ete d .
This coating appears to be selfhealing, however, this is accompl ish ed by the
presence of a liquid phase at hi gh temperature
which somewhat lL~ts its use .
I n general , the early stage of development
of both tungsten and tantalum base alloys limits
most present app lica~ions for radiation cooled
structures .

As in the case of molybdenum, adequate oxidation protection of complex columbium assemblies
starts with the design . All edges and corners
must be rounded and the completed assembly must
be clean at the time it is presented for protective coating. Due to their complexity, many
components cannot be adequately recleaned after
assembly, therefore, the detail parts are cleaned
and must remain clean during assembly. This is
by far the most difficult aspect of the pr oblem.

Graphite
Graphite is a common mat~riE~ and has numercus industrial uses ; however, it is also one
of the most refractory of materials , being
limited by its sublimation t~mperature of approximately 6600oF. Although a variety of graphites
are available , high density, fine grained , conventionally formed; hot pre5~ed ; and pyrolytic
are the three types of graphite of primary interest for aer ospace use . Conv~ntional gr aphite is
currently being evaluated at !{hC for nose tip
and leading edge applications for hypersonic
glide re- entry vehicles . Conventional graphite
vIas selected over the pyrolytic and hot pressed
tj~es primarily due to cost, availability, and
in the case of pyrolytic gra?hite , superior
thermal shock resistance .

Tantalum and Tungsten
The two remaining refractory metals, t.antalum
and tungsten, are of considerable interest because of their potentially higher useful oper ating temperatures, in the order of 4500 0 F and
52000F respectively . Neither of these metals
has received the attention previously afforded
to molybdenum and columbium. Both materialj
have a relatively high density , 0 . 600 LI:jIN fo r
tantalUIT. and 0.697 LB/IN3 for tungsten. This
high density limits the structural efficiency of
alloys developed from these bases.
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General characteristics of graphite are:

(Continued)

(a)

Very high temperature resistance.

(b)

Easily machined.

(c)

High strength to weight ratio at high
temperatures (strength increases ,rrth
increasing tempergture).

(d)

Good thermal shock resistance.

resistance greatly limits their usefulness.
Various investigators are working on means of
overcoming these two limitations and considerable
advances have been made. Some of the approaches
showing promise are very low expansion bOdies,
metal r einforced ceramics, modified foams and
bodies made from controlled grain size powders.
Continued advances in some of these areas should
result in production of bodies satisfactory for
use to 5000oF.

(e)

'3rittle.

(f)

Low strength.

(g)

Must be used in thick sections.

(h)

l1ust be protected from oxidation (oxidation at high temperatures, however,
is not catastrophic).

(i)

Parts must be machined from molded
blocks or cylinders except in the case
of pyrolytic where it is deposited on
a mandrel.

A method for utilizing currently available
oxide ce ramics for hypersonic glide re-entry
vehicles nose tips has been investigated at MAC.
This method utilizes adjacent, small diameter
oxide ceramic rods held in a graphite or molybdenum retainer as shown in Fi gure 20. In this
case, the ceramic rods are utilized at the area
of maximum temperature, thus the retainer attains
a somewhat lower temperature. By utilizing the
oxide ceramic material in the form of individual
small elements, the thermal shock problem is
greatly alleviated. A coarse grained, relatively
porous and partially stabilized zirconium oxide
has proven to be the most satisfactory oxide
ceramic investigated and is useful to at least
4200oF. Figure 21 shows a 6" diameter test specj.men after rapid heating to 4100 oF, exposure to
150db white noise at room temperature and reheating to 4100 oF. Heating rates were approximately 50 0 F/Sec. in both cases and the test time
was 15 minutes. This specimen contained some
300 zirconia r ods 0.250" in diameter and four
1" cube zirconia blocks . The two primary functions of the blocks are to provide a lip over
the retainer for added thermal protection and to
form a hexagonal recess ~nich is the best pattern
f or ins talling the rods . Normally the blocks
would extend around the entire retainer periphe~
A chemically bonded zirconia cement was used to
fill the interstices between the rods in order to
provide a smooth surface. The blocks, rods and
retai ner .are mechanic ally locked together at the
base by a complex method .

The inherent brittleness and low strength of
graphite can be accounted for in the design of
the part, with the attachment provisions requiring particular attention. A graphite leading
edge incorporating an effective attachment
design is shovffi in Figure 18. This leaves oxidation protection as a primaF! problem to be
overcome in order to effectively utilize the
high temperature resistance of graphite. Silicon
carbide, produced by siliconizing graphite, has
proven to be an effective oxidation protect ive
coating for gr aphite up to 31000 F with the oxidation pr6duct , silica, being the actual oxidation pr otective film. l'ieans of increasing the
temperat ure limit of silicon carbide coatings
have been investigated at HAC and an overcoating
of zirconia has pr oven to be effective. The
zirconia interacts with the silica formed when
the silicon carbide is heated in air and forms a
mixture ,)hir:h is more refractory than the silica.
This composit will resist removal by aerodynamic
shearing stresses at temperatures "ell above the
31000 F softening point of silica. Dased upon
considerable testing, this composite coating will
prevent oxidation of graphite at 4000 0 F for
periods of at least 15 minutes, will satisfactorily withstand very high heating rates, high
noise levels, at least two cycles of rapid heating to 4000 0 F and moderate surface erosion
forces. Ho,16ver, in order to reliably withstand
the a bove environment, the zirconia coating must
be scored or applied to undercut graphite due to
the appreciable differential expansion coefficient between graphite and zirconia. }lgure 19
shows a typical nose tip specimen after testing
at 3800oF. Although brittleness is one of the
major disadvantages of graphite, a thermal
shock or mechanical failure of a test part has
yet to occur in the many tests conducted to date.

Summary
Present and f uture vehicle temperatures
exceed those at which th e nickel and cobalt base
super alloys can be used for radiation cooling.
It will be necessary to utilize more refractory
materials in these applications. The use of
these refractory materials is limited by the
reliability and maximum operating temperatures
of the available oxidation protective coatings.
Development of protective coatings which can be
applied to complex assemblies and which provide
reliable protection at higher temperatures is
the most pressing problem in the field of refractory materials at the present time.

Oxide Ceramics

Refractory materials are not generally offthe-shelf items, lead time for delivery is long
and close coordinaLion with the producers is
required to obtain material Hith required
pr operties.

The oxide ceraMics are very desirable for
use at high temperatures due to their exce11ent
chemical sta\)ility and temperature resistance;
however, brittleness and lack of thermal shock

Hany hardware items normally taken for
granted such as nuts, bolts and rivets are not
available in these materials as standard products. These items must be designed and custom
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tContinued )
made .
long.

Haintaining tight schedules in develoiX:lent
progrruns utili zing refractory materials is d i ~fi 
cult and can he accomplished onl y by working very
close ly wi th c·ne ~at eri al Droducers.

Lead time for these pr oducts can be quite

COMPARISON OF MELTING POINTS, USE TEMPERATURE LIMITS
AND APPROXIMATE COST OF HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS.
DENSITY
(LB/ IN ' )

MATUfAL

'1IYNT

MELJING
POINT (. "

TEMPlRATUR£
LIMIT ( - F) IN AIR

POTfNTIAL
TlMPERATURI
LIMIT(·')

APPROXIMATE
COST/ POUND
(S)

GRAPHITE

0 .081

6600"

4000

5000

2- 1000

TUNGSTEN

0 .697

6170

3100

5200·

35-70

TANTALUM

0 .600

5425

3000

4550·

50-120

ZIRCONIA

0 .190

4800

4200

4300

3-10

0 .369

4,30

2900-3100

3950'

S~12S

0 .310

44"

2500-2700

3750·

75- 150

0.297

23~2SS0

1800-2000

2000'

3-10

EFFECT OF SHARP AND ROUNDED EDGES
UPON THE FORMATION OF PROTECTIVE COATINGS

tSTABIUZEO)

MOLYBDENUM
COLUMBIUM
(NIOBIUM )

SUPER AllOYS

CLEAVAGE IN COATING

I.
0 .330

• Based upon 8S% of absolut. melting point .

• ·Subli mation temperotuN .
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ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH (TYPICAL) OF
HIGH STRENGTH COLUMBI UM BASE ALLOYS
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
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SOME AroRI' TECHNIQUES AND PROCEIlJRES FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
John M. Eggleston
Aerospace Technologist
Manned Spacecraft Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Introduction
This paper is concerned with our present state
of knowledge on the procedures and effectiveness of
aborts from manned orbital and lunar missions. Ey
abort is meant a deliber ate or unintentional termination of the primary mission followed by 'an
expedient return to earth of the payload (spacecraft and crew). A deliberate abort may be initiated if a critical component failed and thus
impaired the probability of mission success or the
crew's safety . Examples of this kind of abort are
failure of the launch guidance system or the oxygen
and cabin pressure system. Also, an unintentional
abort may occur during the launch phase due to the
complete or partial failure of one of the launchvehicle stages to operate. For each mission every
conceivable set of circumstances must be considered
and evaluated to see if an abort of the mission is
called for and to determine what sequence of events
should occur to bring the spacecraft and crew
safely back to earth with the highest probability
of success. Factors which must be considered are:
how to specify and sense an abort condition , how
much fuel should be put onboard the vehicle for
abort purposes, what size and kind of rocket
engines are best suited for each mission, and what
compromise is incurred due to other mission requirements? If an abort occurs , the optimum time of
application as well as the magnitude and direction
of the velocity changes must be determined beforehand and the crew must be clearly informed of what
a ction is required or what the situation is so
that they can decide the proper action .
It follows then, that mission abort considerations are not simply of academic interest, nor do
they play a minor role in the overall requirements
of the vehicle design. For example, in the Mercury
program the mission analysis group spends four
times as much effort on planning for abnormal missions as. they do for the normal missions. From
their experience we know that in the atmosphere
the most critical factor is the lateral and negative accelerations that may occur if the spacecraft
tumbles during abort at high dynamic pressure .
Once outside the atmosphere, the reentry decelerations may be high but usually are not critical,
and the more important consideration will be in
landing the vehicle in a specified recovery area .
Regardless of what happens, both the spacecraft
and pilot must be conditioned to survive a wide
spectrum of emergency conditions. While the people
who obtain funding for space projects must opti mistically point out what can be achieved if the
mission succeeds, a group of pessimists must con sider what to do to save the crew and the space craft if the mission fails.
In this paper some of the abort considerations
applicable to manned missions such as Apollo and
Gemini will be discussed with occasional reference
made t o the techniques used in the present Mercury
program. It should be clearly understood,
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however, that the information to be presented represents research data obtained by many groups and
does not necessarily represent any final deciSion
on the abort techniques that may be used in these
programs. A number of published reports on the
subject of extra-atmospheric aborts are listed at
the end of the paperl to 11. Many other papers not
suitable for general publication (such as Mercury
and Apollo Working Papers) have provided background
material. While only a rev i ew of the subject is
given herein, most of the details can be obtained
from the referenced papers .
Atmospheric Abort
The atmospheric phase of launch will be treated
only briefly since a great deal has already been
written and said about procedures for the abort of
a manned spacecraft at the two most critical conditions within the atmosphere: Off-the-pad and at
high dynamic pressures. For the purpose of abort
at these conditions, the Mercury spacecraft uses a
set of tower-mounted solid rockets. The tower and
rockets went through an extensive series of tests
early in the development program and are now considered one of the most reliable systems connected
with the Mercury spacecraft. However, two important changes have been considered for improving
this system.
The question often arises as to whether an
escape tower with rockets that pull the spacecraft
off the launch-vehicle is the best way to do the
job, or whether pusher-type rockets should be used.
After investigating the various alternatives to the
escape tower, the conclusion to date is that no
better alternative exists for the contemplated
Apollo configuration. However, the Gemini space craft will probably not use the escape tower but
will use ejection seats for the crew in the event
of an abort at altitudes below 20,000 to
40,000 feet.
One aspect of the present abort tower, however,
will probably be improved. An illustration of
this aspect is the case in which the launch-vehicle
and spacecraft have reached a launch velocity of
2,000 or 3,000 ft/sec and an abort is required.
The fuel flow to the launch-vehicle is shut off and
by u sing the tower-mounted rockets, the spacecraft
is separated from the launch-vehicle with an initial separation velocity of say 400 ft/sec. Immediately following separation then, the spacecraft
is subjected to a dynamic pressure somewhat greater
than that of the launch - vehicle while the weight
or inertia of the launch-vehicle is about 100 times
greater than that of the spacecraft . Even with a
tumbling launch-vehicle, thi s difference in inertia
and dynamic pressure would be enough to cause the
launch-vehicle to overtake the spacecraft in 5 to
10 seconds . For this reason the "thrust line" of
the escape rockets does not pass through the center of gravity (eccentricity), and thus a pitching
moment is produced and the spacecraft is given a

component of velocity away f rom the t r ajectory of
the launch - vehicle .
The present shortcoming with this arrangement is
ill ustrated in figure 1 . I f the launch- vehicle is
t umbling , then the pitching moment appli ed by the
separation rocket (9c of fig . 1) may be completely
or partially cancelled by the pitching momen~ of
the launch- vehicle -- spacecraft combination ab and
t he result will be a subsequent collision. On the
other hand , if the spacecraft were able to sense
the direction of rotation (pitching and yawing
velocity) at the time of abort, and the rotational
velocity imparted by the separation rocket were
applied in approximately the same direction
9b + 9c , then sufficient clearance would be pro vi ded . This type of control would be a refinement
to the atmospheric abort system and studies of such
a sy stem are now being made .
Suborbital Abort (Extra -Atmospheric )
Decelerations during ent ry.- One aspect of the
Mercury launch program whi ch may not be too well
known is the fact that if an abort occurs at a
launch velocity of 14,000 to 16 , 000 ft/sec , the
spacecraft, without lift capability, will undergo
as much as a 16g reentry . Although 16g i s not
critical for r eentry from a launch abort, it may be
of interest to examine how even lower values can be
obtained .
An indication of the maximum entry decelerations
follOwing an extra - atmospheric abort is shown in
figure 2 . This figure , taken from l with some
details deleted, shows the maximum deceleration
that will be reached for a nonlifting entry when
the trajectory conditions a re measured at an alti tude of 39 4 ,000 feet (120 km). Although the fig ure does not cover a sufficiently wide range of
flight -path angles and applies only to nonlifting
entries , it does illustrate the sensitivity of
deceleration to flight -path angle over a wide range
of velocities . (Similar curves are also given in 2
for flight -path angles up to 20 0 based on a refer ence altitude of 300 , 000 feet and for values of
LID from to 2.) For most orbital or lunar
launch trajector ies, the critical area of this fig ure lies between velocities of 14 , 000 and
18 , 000 ft/ s ec for it is here that the combination
of state variables (altitude, velOCity, and flight path angle) usually leads to the highest decelerations on entry follOwing an abort . Exact values
of deceleration will vary with different launch
profiles, but for manned missions this is not a
desirable regi on to undergo launch -vehicle staging
if it can be avoided . Some considerations of prob lems of this type are discussed in 3 ,4

°

Optimum time and direction for corrective
thrust .- If a n abort does occur outside of the
atmosphere at suborbital velocities and the space craft is equipped with a rocket engine and fuel ,
then the decelerations at entry may be reduced by
proper use of the fuel available . The pr oper time
and direction for the thrusting maneuver can be
illustr ated with the aid of figures 3 to 5 taken
from5 .
In figure 3 is shown a typical variati on of
altitude with time for a spacecraft follOwing a
suborbital abort . For thi s example, the spacecraft
can produce a lift -to - drag ratio L/D of 0 . 5 once
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inside the atmospher e and, in addition , i s equipped
with a rocket engine capable of thrusting fo r
11 . 05 seconds and pr oducing a velocity i ncrement of
3,000 ft/sec . This ~V may be appli ed i n any
direction, and at any time along the coast t r ajec tory up unti l the time of entry . Seven possibl e
positions a r e indicated on the figure where t he
rocket could be ignited . The last pos i tion coin cides with the i nitial buildup in decele r ation ,
whi ch occurs at a relative low altitude due to the
large flight -path angle ( _20 0 ) and low vel OCity
(14,000 ft/sec ) at entry .
The effect on the entry decelerati ons of applying
the thrust at these various pOSitions is shown on
f i gure 4 . On the left of figure 4 i s the maximum
deceleration measured during the entry pl otted
against the dir ection of thrust application for
four of the seven positions considered in figure 3 .
The curves for positions 4, 5, and 7 lie in between
those shown for positions 3 and 6 and have been left
out for simplicity . The data show that the decelera tions are minimized if the thrust is star ted at pos ition 6 and applied at an angle of about 1000 t o
the initial velocity vector . The results also show
that applying the velocity change at the time of
abort (position 1 ) is the least effective of t he
cases considered .
On the right of figure 4 a formula is gi ven for
the impulsive velocity change 6V producing the
maximum change in flight -path angle 67 . The values
of ~ obtained by this formula are shown with ticks
on the curves of figure 4 and, as may be seen, give
a good representation for the minimums of these
curves .

The data of figure 4 indicate that the optimum
time to apply this thrust is just prior to the
buildup of dynamic pressure during the entry . However , sufficient time must be allowed for ( 1 ) the
rocket to finish thrusting, (2 ) separating the
rocket from the spacecraft ( if required ) , and ( 3 ) t o
reorient the spacecraft for entry prior to an exces sive buildup of dynamic pressure with the associated
high rates of heating and deceleration . Therefor e ,
it is necessary to know, among other things , how
sensitive is this "optimum" condition and how do
these results change with various sizes of rocket
engines . In order to answer these questions , the
data from figure 4 have been plotted in figure 5
showing maximum entry deceleration as a function of
dynamic pressure at the time of rocket ignition .
Figure 5 also shows similar data for several other
thrust levels . In all cases the total velocity
change was 3 , 000 ft/sec , the i nitial vehicle weight
was 7 , 000 pounds, and an LID of 0 . 5 ( or 0 ) was
used during the atmospheric pullout . Since t he
lower thrust levels require the longer burning times ,
the data indicate that low- thrust engines must be
started at a higher altitude than the higher -thrust
engine. The exact values will , of course , change
somewhat with different entry conditions .
Vehicle attitude control .- If a set of assump tions are made as to the shape, etc . , of the manned
spacecraft , then a sequence or procedure for reori entation can be postulated fer aborts at suborbital
velocities , and a study can be made of some of the
factors involved in the use of a rocket for maneuvering prior to entry .
Such a study was recently performed at the NASA
Langley Research Center and will be reported in

more detail in6 .
that:

For this stu dy it was assumed

1. The manned vehicle was a blunt - faced
spacecraft .
2 . The rocket engine discussed in the preceding
section was located on the face of the heat shield
of the spacecraft similar to the retrorocket now
used on the Mercury spacecraft.

3. The spacecraft center of gravity was offset
so that, in the atmosphere, the spacecraft would
trim at an angle ~ of 330 with respect to the
relative wind . The resulting aerodynamic force
would produce a ratio of lift -to - drag L/n of 0.5.
The vehicle would be rolled to direct this lifting
force in the proper direction for both side - force
and for "negative" lift .
An instrument used in this study to describe the
motions of the spacecraft to the pilot is shown in
figure 6 . The instrument is simply -a two - needle
synchro with an image of the spacecraft on one
needle and a "velocity vector" on the other needle.
This instrument gives information on the angle of
attack ~, the flight -path angle /, and the angle
of the spacecraft with respect to the local hori zon e and covers a range of 360 0 with a read-out
accuracy of about 1 0 or 20 . Such an instrument
supplements the normal flight instruments and is
generally referred to as a " situation display . "
It is indicative of the feeling of many researchers
in this field that new situations often require new
instruments to describe adequately the flight conditions to the pilot .

The minimum time required to make these maneuvers
is primarily a function of the control pover of the
spacecraft's attit~de control system. In the simulation program of J it was found that when pilots
were presented with the aforementioned reorientation
problem, they used the maximum pitch rate capability
of the spacecraft even when the spacecraft's automatic damping system was inoperative. A typical
time history of one of these maneuvers is shown in
figure 8. In the case shown, the spacecraft had a
rate command system with a maximum pitching rate of
6 . 2 deg/sec. Similar results were also obtained
with maximum rates of 12 .4 and 18.6 deg/sec. In the
example shown in figure 8, the heating rates would
have already become extremely high by the time the
maneuver was completed. However, in simulation
programs, it is usually necessary to give the pilot
an incentive for high performance. For this reason,
the pilot was forced (in the simulation) to perform
the maneuver ve~J close to the atmosphere. If he
failed to complete the pi-tch maneuver before the
buildup in dynamic pressure, the spacecraft became
aerodynamically unstable and uncontrollable. In
actual flights the high heating rates would precede
this condition of instability and would undoubtedly
provide the same incentive.
Range after suborbital abort .- Exact values for
the rWlge traveled by the vehicle following the
abort will depend on the launch trajectory and characteristics of the spacecraft L/n and wienS.
However , some results on a blunt-faced spacecraft
with L/D of 0.5 are indicati'le of the general
trends that can be expected. (see 6,7.) Figure 9
shows a typical launch trajectory with- the trajec tories that WOQld be followed if aborts had occurred
when the launch velocity was 12, 15, 18, 21, and
24 thousand feet per second. Associated with each
abort tr~jectory, there is a footprint of available
landing sites which can be reached by varying the
L/n and the corrective thrust 6V prior to entry .
Only one such f ootprint i s illustrated in figure 9.
These fo otprints can be characterized by shape,
width, length, and the down - range distance from the
launch site to some reference point on the foot print. Taking these characteristic s in their given
order, some r ange and cross-range data are given in
figures 10, 11, and 12 . In figure 10 is shown the
general sha:pe of the available footprint obtained
by a pilot using an L/n = 0.5 and restrained to
not exceed entry decelerations of iOg. The differ ence between the maximum and minimum availab le
longitudinal range L determines the length, the
maximum l ateral range B determines the width, and
the longitudinal distance traveled while achieving
maximum lateral r ange A determines the reference
center of the footprint.

A typical sequence of maneuvers following an
abort at suborbital velocities is illustrated in
figure 7. A typica l trajectory profile is shown
in the upper portion of the figure with the ori entation of the capsule shown at several key positions
on the trajectory. In the lower portion of the
figure the pilot ' s display at these same pOSitions
is shown . If the pilot and crew are in an upright
position* with respect to local horizons at the
time of abort, then a positive pitch maneuver of
about 1000 is required in order to fire their
rocket in the optimum direction. The pilot will
normally have several minutes in which to make this
maneuver while coasting well above the earth's
atmosphere. During this time , the vehicle should
also be rolled 180 0 (the sequence of pitch + roll
or r oll + pitch i s. optional) so that, following
burnout of the maneuve r r ocket , only a pitching
maneuver will be required to orient the spacecraft
in the proper attitude for entry. This final
pitching maneuver requires an angular change of
about 67 0 (from an angle of attack of 100 0 to an
In the cases studied, corrective velOCity changes
angle of 33 0 ) and may have to be done very rapidly.
of 0 , 1,500, and 3 , 000 ft/sec were applied in the
Since the available thrust is most effectively used
direction giving a maximum reduction in entry angles
just prior to entering the atmosphere , the elapsed
(see fig. 4) just pri or to entry. It was found that
time between the end of the thrust and the beginthe ratios of A/L and B/L were not affected by
ning of the high atmospheric heating rates may have
the thrust maneuver. Furthermore, the ratio of A/L
to be kept necessarily small .
remained constant at 0 . 67 ± 0.02 regardless of abort
velocity and the ra~io of B/L varied as shown in
*During the boost phase and under "zero - gravity"
figure 10.
conditions, t here is nothing unique about an
"upright" position. On the other hand, there does
In figure 11, the variation of L with the
not appear to be any overpowering reason to change
velocity at abort and with 6V is shown . Since
the position of the crew to any other position
each degree represents about 60 nautical miles, it
either.
can be seen that at 18,000 ft/ sec the maximum footprint is 240 nautical miles long L and ±48 nautical
miles wide B if a 6V of 3,000 ft/sec is used and
only 1/2 that size if no 6V is used.
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In figure 12, the maximum down-range distance
obtained is plotted on a semilog scale against the
velocity at abort . The curves with symbols are
distances measured from the position at abort while
the dashed curve gives the distance from the launch
site to the position at abort. It can be seen that
up to 24,000 ft / sec, we are concerned with recovery
sites on the order of BoO to 90 0 down range from
the launch site.

One useful application of these data could be
made by plotting these footprints along the nominal
ground track of the vehicle during launch to determine the desirable location of recovery sites for
a lifting vehicle. A further study is also necessary to determine how much 6V should be used by
a pilot from range considerations since, as the
figures show, both the entry decelerations and the
range will be affected by the onboard propulsion.
Of the two, range considerations and the simplicity
of procedures will probably predominate over considerations of reducing the decelerations on entry .
It may be of interest to note that in the operational procedures for the Mercury spacecraft the
retrorocket normally used for deorbit can also be
used at suborbital abort to shorten the range .
However, this rocket produces a velocity change of
only 450 ft/sec and procedures call for its use in
a retrograde direction from 30 to 250 seconds after
abort . The proposed larger velocity capability of
Gemini and Apollo offer considerable more choice
in the field of range control. Complexity is,
however, the price to be paid for this freedom of
choice.
Superorbital Abort
General.- Probably the most difficult region in
which to establish an ironclad abort procedure is
the region between orbital and escape velOCity.
Depending upon the amount of fuel carried and the
time required to use that fuel, an immediate return
to earth can be executed only up to a certain point
during the launch; beyond that point, an immediate
return cannot be made and the procedure for using
the available fuel becomes entirely different .
Once superorbital velocities have been reached,
the centrifugal acceleration due to velOCity will
exceed the acceleration due to gravity and the
vehicle will move away from earth on a Keplarian
ellipse even though the launch-vehicle is shut
down . Because of this fact, any increa se in veloci t y, altitude, flight-path angle, or time will also
increase the velocity change r equired to deflect
the vehicle ' s trajectory so that it intersects the
atmo sphere before apogee is reached. If sufficient
fuel to accomplish this velocity change is not
available, then the vehicle must continue to
apogee, using the available fuel along the way to
change the orbit so that perigee lies within the
earth's atmosphere. These considerations are necessary both for direct launches and launches from
orbit and we will not distinguish between the two
in this paper. Some of the s e factor s have been
covered i n8 f or impulse thrust applications. Also,
a very comprehensive parametric study giving the
impulsive thrust requirements for immediate return
to earth from superorbital aborts is given in2 •
Howexer, to t he impulsive velOCity requirements
of2,~ must be added the additional velocity cost
due to the time required to reorient the vehicle
and to apply the thrust . We will consider only
these factors here .
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Vehicle attitude control. - In figure 13, a typical reorientation procedure designed from an
immediate atmospheric entry f ollOwing an abort at
superorbital velocities is illustrated . I f the
pilot is in an upright position at the time of
abort , the sequence of figure 13 can be described
as essentially that of a forward somersault . At
the signal for an abort, the pilot (or automatic
control sequcncer ) has several choices . I f the
abort is not caused by the launch-vehicle and the
pilot can override the launch-vehicle control sys tem, then he may use the launch- vehicle to change
his trajectory back toward the atmosphere before
separation . I f the abort is caused by a failure
of the launch-vehicle control system, a launchvehicle thrust failure, or by an impending explosion, immediate separation must be made using an
abort or separation rocket. If sufficient fuel is
available for an immediate return to earth, the
sequences shown in figure 13 are applicable . Upon
separation, the pilot should immediately pitch
down about 96 0

~

(

according to the equation

cos - l 6V) and fire the maneuver rocket .
Vo
This procedure will produce a maximum negative
change in flight -path angle for the given avail able 6V. Following the firing of the maneuver
rocket the pilot will p r obably continue the pitch down maneuver to an angle of attack of - 330 in
preparation for the atmospheric entry . This atti tude will produce a negative L/n of 0 . 5 and
should hold the spacecraft in the atmosphe r e until
near orbital velocities are reached, at which time
a roll- out of 90 0 to 1800 can be made . Since the
6V requirement for immediate earth return changes
vary rapi~ during the superorbital phase of the
boost (see B), an excess of velocity may be available to the pilot and if this is the case then
pOSitive lift may be required at entry . This situation is similar to the undershoot and overshoot
boundaries as described by Chapman12 and others ,
and care must be taken at abort to stay within the
accepted corridor for supercircular entries .
=

1800

-

Pilot response times .- The maneuvers just
described have been examined in6 from a pilot
response viewpoint, and a typical time history is
shown in figure 14 . A critical case was chosen in
which atmospheric capture depended upon the pilot ' s
response time following the abort signal. Allowing
for the 3- second burning time of the separation
rocket, the time T required to hit the separation switch, reorient, and fi r e the maneuver rocket
was evaluated for a numbe r of test pilots . The
results are shown in figure 15 along with results
obtained from the suborbital aborts of figure B.
The data are presented as the probability of the
pilot exceeding a given time T for the maneuver
where T is given on the abscissa . The critical
values of T for the two flight conditions considered are given on the figure .

An indication of the additional velOCity require ment imposed by the time to reorient and fire the
maneuver rocket is given by figure 16. Taken
from5 , the figure gives the ratio of propellant
weight Wp to total initial weight Wo of the
spacecraft as a function of delay time T at two
different abort conditions and for three different thrust levels . The reason for haste in making
these maneuvers and using maxi mum available thrust
levels is apparent in this figure .

1 -

The orientati on time between the firing of the
maneuver r ocket and entry does not appear to be
critical even for launches from low-alt.itude orbits .
This fact can be illustrated by consi dering a case
in which the spacecraft is in a capture condition,
say V = 30,000 ftjsec, l = 0 0 , h = 250 , 000 ft ,
and Lj D = - 0 . 5. I f we then compute ba ckward in
time , the trajectory leading up to this capture
condition is obtained . Ea ch position on this tra jectory r epresent s a possible condition of state
foll owing an abort and the firing of the maneuver
rocket . The time required to go f r om each of these
state conditions to the fi nal capture conditi on is
shown in figure 17 . I t may be seen, for instance ,
that it takes 150 seconds to go from 300 , 000 feet
and 233 seconds to go from 400 , 000 feet to the
final condition at 250 , 000 feet . When considering
a maneuver requiring 10 to 20 seconds , sufficient
time appears to be available for reorientation
prior to entry .
Range availabl e for energy management . - Due to
the wide range of entry conditions following aborts
between orbital and escape velocities , it would be
a formidable task to establish the range capabili ties of the spacecraft throughout this entire
region . No such analysis is known to exist and may
not be merited until more information on the launch
trajectory, the available fuel , and the abort entry
conditions are established. On the other hand, a
less extensive study does appea r t o be warra nted .
Although it may be difficult t o guide the space
vehicle from a superorbital abort to a direct
return to the atmosphere with a prespecified set of
entry conditions , it should be possible to achieve
these desired entry conditi ons accurately if the
spacecraft is allowed to coast to apogee fir st .
For this reason, it may be desir able at thi s time
to investigate what the range envelope for the
"middle - of -the - corridor" conditions at superorbital
velocities might be .
Abort From Translunar Trajectories
Although not as probable as an abort from l aunch,
it may be nece ssary on occasion to abort from the
translunar trajectory. Penetration by a meteor oid ,
solar flares , or sudden illness may j ustify this
type of a n abort . Also , closely associated to this
problem is the case (referred to in the preceding
section ) in which the vehicle is aborted at super orbital velocities , coasts to apogee and uses the
avai l able thrust to insure a safe return to earth
on the next pass. Since it will take from 2 to
24 hours (or more) t o return to earth from thi s
type of an abort , the element of t ime is no longe r
as criti cal as in the preceding cases conside r ed .
Furt hermore , the guidance logic f or making the
proper velocity correct i on for these types of
aborts shoul d dovetail with the pr ocedures used for
midcourse corr ections f or t he nomina l return tra jectory from t he moon .

Aborts From Lunar Landings
An elitirely new field of study has recently
developed with the consideration of lunar l andings
and lunar rendezvous. Since there is very little
difference between an abort from a lunar landing
and the problem of launching a rendezvous operation
from the surface of the moon, these two problems
are currently being studied jOintly. It is too
premature to discuss any detailed results now but
papers on these subjects may well become quite
numerous in the very near future.

Concluding Remarks
To date the United States' only manned venture
into space has been made with the relatively simple
and reliable system of the Me rcury spacecraft .
Without lift control and with only a small fixed
thrust rocket , the procedures for abort and recovery
have not required a complex guidance and control
system . The next generation of vehicles will have
both lift control and considerably more maneuver
thrust capability. Just how these capabilities will
be used will depend on the continued desire to keep
the procedures as simple and reliable as possible.
It seems possible that atmospheric and suborbital
aborts can be kept relatively simple . The computa tions for superorbital and translunar aborts appear
to be compli cated by the necessity of highly accurate veloc ity changes. However, even these types
of abort can be kept s imple by using stored programs
such as the abort way stations. At the moon, it now
appears that onboard computations of the optimum
thrust maneuver will be a virtual necessity in the
case of an abort during some phases of the lunar
landing . However, since onboard computations will
also be necessary for the basic landing maneuver,
an abort may not place an undue burden on the guidance logic system. The lack of an atmosphere at the
moon should, in some ways , greatly simplify the
choices and the computations of the optimum course
of action .
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HUMAN CONTROL PERFORMANCE AND TOLSRANCE UNDER SEVERE CCMPLEX HAVE FORM VIBRATION,
\{(TH A PRELD1INARY HISTORICAL REVIEH OF FLIGHT SmULATION
by Carl C. Clark, Ph.D.
Manager, Life Sciences Department
Martin Company
Baltimore 3, Maryland
Acceleration Terminology

Introduction
As man travels, he vibrates. For as he
travels, he generally experiences accelerations
not perfectly uniform in magnitude nor direction,
and these he feels as va~Jing forces or vibrations. As he first travels faster, these
vibrations became more severe, until he learns
new ways to reduce them: the clearing of foot
paths, the paving of roads, t he welding of railroad tracks, the use of gust alleviation autopilot
controls in aircraft, the improved spacecraft
"adapter ring" attachment fairings to reduce
trans-sonic buffet of multi-stage rocket vehicles.
He will insure that the grandmothers, going to
tea, booming across the oceans in rockets, will
have smooth trips. But the pioneers, the pathfinders, lVill vibrate, .mile travelling faster on
or near the earth, or penetrating through the
atmosphere, or using thrust.
\~at can we do, preparing for these pioneers,
to insure that these expected vibrations will not
jeopardize their lives nor their missions? This
paper will describe one approach, of attempting
to simulate the expected and more than the expected complex wave form vibrations to determine
tolerance and pilot control capabilities, to
attempt to find solutions in simulation before
the first flights in reality. The experimental
work to be described was done in November, 1959,
and June, 19to, on the Johnsville Navy human
centrifuge, at the Aviation Medical Acceleration
Laboratory, U.S. Naval Air Development Center,
Johnsville, Pennsylvania, and in June, 1960, on
the North American "G-seat", the vertical accelerator of the North American Aviation Co., Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, while the author \-ras Jostle Program Of ficer at the Aviation Medical Acceleration
Laboratory. The experimental werle was the subject
of the confidential reports NADC-~1A-I.6oo5 and
NADC~-1A-6l2 8 , U.S. Naval Air Development Center,
and NA6oH-444, North American Aviation, Inc.,
Columbus. Unclassified aspects can now be reported.

Use of these large simulator facilities can
only be made with the cooperation of many people.
Particular acknowledgement is expressed for t he
efforts of Capt. F. K. Smith, MC, USN, and
Hr. Robert Snyder, Aviation Medical Acceleration
Laboratory, U.S. Naval Air Development Center,
Harold Tremblay, Edward Loller, Tom Fole-,f, and
HaroJd Do enel, Aeronautical Computer Laboratory,
U.S. Naval Air Development Center, Dr. Robert
Laidlaw, Mr. Charles Halli, Dr. Edward Marlowe,
and Hr. Jack \-.li ller, North American Aviation,
Inc., and the pilots, Lt. James "'lillis, USN,
Lt. Paul Weitz, USN, Lt. Charles Caricofe, USN,
Lt. Paul Easton, USN, Lt. j. g. C. Garber, USN,
Lt. David Glunt, USN, Capt. Robert Solliday, USMC,
Lcdr. William Murphy, USN, Robert Smyth, Richard
1-lenzell, and Donovan Heinle.
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In the first papers I lm;,s
which accelerations were measured in fli ght ' a distinction
was made between the accelerometer readings,
called "accelerometer ratios", and the changes of
velOCity, which I call the displacement accelerations. In straight and level flight at constant
speed, an accelerometer mass is deflected an
amount which may be called lG due to the gravitational attraction, but the displacement acceleration is zero. At other flight path angles as
well, the gravitational components must be subtracted to determine the displacement accelerations. Unfortunately in t he early Unitt:P
s
papers measuring accelerations in flight ~ 0' ,~
this distinction betHeen gravitational attraction
and displacement acceleration was not made, with
the consequence that today it is the unusual
rocket engineer who is quickly certain when you
tell him that you have a 2g liftoff whether the
velocit,r change is 32 or 64 feet/second 2 •

sja1r

In rocket vehicles, the crew are no longer
necessarily in the typical airplane transverse
seated position. Accelerations are no longer
primarily along the transverse (2) axis. Rotations
may be more severe than with aircraft, and should
be speci f i ed with more convenience than , for
example, "2.0 radians per second squared about th~5
2 axis". A physiological acceleration terminology
has therefore been established with ~ommendations
for its adoption in the United State~ and inclusion in a Table of Equivalents of Acceleration
Terminologies37 recommended for international use.
This t enninology has the following key points :
1. The unit for the physiological acceleration shall be G to distinguish this acceleration
from the "true" displacement acceleration, generally de si gnated by aerodynamicists with the unit
g. The physiologi cal acceleration represents the
total r ea ctive f orce di vided by the body mass, and
hence includes both displacement and resisted
gr avitational accel e ration effects. Note t hat the
physiological accel eration or total reactive load
acceleration G rather than the displ acement
acceleration g is vmat is measured by accelerometers.

2. The physiological accel er ation axes
repre sent directions of t he r eactive di splacements
of organs and tis sues wit h re spect t o t he skelet on.
The 2 axis is down t he spi ne, with +G z (unit
vector) designa tions for ac cel erations causi ng the
heart, etc., t o displ ace dOHm-ra r d (caudally) . The
X axis is front t o back , wit h +Gx designati ons for
accelerations caus i ng t he heart to be displ a ced
back toward the spine (dor sally). The Y axis is
right to left, with +Gy designations for accelerations causing the heart to be displaced to the
left. For accelerations in which effects on the
entire body are of concern, the origin of the axes
17 6

shall be half way betHeen the anterior (rostral)
surfaces of the iliac crests, Hith the Z axis
passing through the midpoint betrleen the supras ternal notch and the dor sal surface of the dorsal
spine of the last cervical vertebra to this or~g~
Tl:e X and Y axes are mutually perpendicular to
this Z axis .

then , if positioned transverse to the vehicle,
Houl d experience IGx i f the vehicle is climbing
vertically or IG if the vehicle is flying
horizontally, an~ these l'JDuld be the values read
by accelerometers . An alternate name for the
"physiolOEical acceleration" G might be the
"total reactive load," but t he former term
emphasizes that the pil ot body axes are used,
,·matever his orientation to the vehicle .

For acceleration effects on t he vestibular
apnaratus, the ori!j.n of the head axes shall be
the Midpoint betveen the external audi tor;r
~eatuses (on the Y axis), rlith the X axis passing
from the ventral medi al margin of the nasal bones
through this origin.

It is necessary to here ext end this terminology for the jostle acceleration situation. For
aperiodic jostle motions of moderate duration,
time histories of the nine linear accelerations,
angula r velocities, and angular accelerations
should be e iven . Until more is kno.m, all~ng
thl'> 'lse of body motion mathenatical model s~ 42,07
em~irical experience in the actual or simULated
envir onment .rill be required to determine
tolerance and control capabilities, if this ~n 
"I,-ironrnent is more severe than previously studied
environments . For "stationary random" jostle
moti ons , due for example to turbulence, six linear
accel eration and angular acceleration pmTer spectra, versus f r equency, may in addition to the time
histor ies be specified, summarized by "root mean
squared" or RHS values. Note that the RMS values
al one are not sufficient specification of the
jostle ; these must be accompanied by the power
spectral frequency distributions. For vehicle
r esponses and forcing functions of moderately
similar frequen~' distributions, YTith acceleration pOVIer spectra peaks between 1 and 10 cycles
per second, initial comparisons of the severity
of jostle may be made on the basis of mls values
al one , but power spectra should be compared before
fina l decisions of tolerability are made.

3. Angular accelerAti ons •.rdch cause the
hecrt to rotate (roll) to the left ,,'1. thin the
skeleton shall be s?ecif~ed by the ~ un~t vector,
representine radians/se~ about the t a~s .
Angular velocities in the same sense shall be
specified by the +Rx unit vector, ~ epresenting
radians/sec about the X axis . Similarly, +~7
rel)resents pitch do"'71 of the heart ...'1.thin the
sk~leton , and +~z represents yaw risht of the
heart within the skeleton .
40 Linear accel eration environnents may be
reoresented bv the three acceleration components
(aione the Gx: Gy and Gz unit vectors) or by a
resulta nt accelerAtion and the azimutr. and
altitude aneles of the r esultant rlith r espect to
the body axes . Azimuth is measured from the +X
axis (to the back) , rlith positive rotation cl ock lrise as seen from above . Attitude is measured
from the horizontal (XY) plane , rlith positive
angles when in the hemisphere of t he +Z axis
(d01,mvard) . Thus a man recl ining in a chair
tipped back 45° is experiencing 0. 7 Gx and 0. 7 Gz ,
or IG/Oo , 45° .

To emphasize the displacement aspects of the
j ostl e environment , it is appropriate to represent
the jostle by an RHS g, l·rith the urrlerstanding
that this is superimposed on a specified G, YTith
a vaDring degree of transmission and phase shift
into specific organs of the body, as repr esented
by t he mathematical models .

5. 1'.'henever rottitions accompany l inear
accelerations , the reference point for the linear
accel erations should be specified, and the time
histories of the angular velocities and angular
accelerations should accompany the time histori es
of the linear accelerations , to alloll the computation of linear acceler ations at other points .
(Note : For complex motions , measurements vs . time
of these 9 ~arameters (nx, Gy , Gz , Rx , Ry , Rz ,
Rx , Ry , and I~z) should be ma de . . \lith imp:o:rer:ents
of instrumentation and the s p ec~fJ~ng of ~n~t~al
conditions , angular velocities may be adequately
determined by the integration of angular accelerAtions , r educing the required channels to six,
~~ich may indeed be three pairs of linear accelerometers, .ri til the accel erometers of each pa ir
separa ted by a knOVlD distance. For the specification of vehicle fli f~t paths and the determination of the displacement accelerations , the three
~ler angles must also be determined, generally
by inteGration of rate gyro signals . )

An Histori cal Review of Flight Simulation
The origins of flight simulation are obscure .
Indeed, one of our anthropoid ancestors perhaps a
million years ago probably ran about ,ri th his arms
out - or jumped from a tree - and grunted, "Look,
I!la , I ' m flying . " The first pilots , having built
thei r planes, sat in the seats and moved the
controls, thinking through their flights - the
beginning of "fixed base" or "gt.atic" flight
simulation - then , as Ste1-1art 1 puts it, "Men
who had never been in the air in their lives befor e
took their seat in the cockpit and opened the
engine and took off to find out in a few desperate
minutes l·mether they could fly or not." The
\\'right brother s (1903), J. C. Ellehamer (1906) ,
Albert Santos- Dumont (1906), Charles Voisin (1907),
Horatio Philli ps (1907), Louis Bleriot (1907),
Robert Esnault- Pel t erie (1907), Henri Farman
(1907) , L. Del agran&e (1908), A. V. Roe (1908),
Glenn Curtiss (1908 ), Sarr~el Cody (1908), Glenn
Hartin (1909 ) and others learned their fl:ring in
this l-lay . In 1908, the first airplane flight
with a passenger 40 was made by \vilbur Wright
and Charles ?urnafi (Nay 1.-4), and in 1908 the fi r st
airplane fa tali ty 0 occurred during a training
fli ght, Hi til Orville 1'Jright being seriously injured

This ph~r si olo[;ical accelera ti on terminologyis illus t r at ed in fi ~~e 1 . Fi gure 2 provides a
compa rison to the NASA vehicle acceleration
t erminol oEY . It is suggested that the hybrid
"normal l oa d" t erminology be dropped, to avoid
the confu sion pos sible, for exampl e , when stating
that a fli ght vehicle at constant velocity has a
normal load of I g. Let us restrict g to displacement acceleration, so t hat a vehicle at
constant velocity is experienCing Og . The crel'T
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power driven human centrifuges lvere buil t 2~ but
their initial use was to provide pre-programmed
rather than pilot controlled flight simulation
accelerations. Further refinements in simulated
vehicle characteristics awaited the development
of the electronic canputers following "Torld vTar II.

and Lt. Thomas Selfri dge killed (September 17).
It is interesting to note that in April , 1962, ]fe

have yet to see our first two man rocket flight,
!lOY,' planned by the United St~tes with the Gemini
spacecraft and Titan launch vehicle for 1964.
I

In the summer of 1913, Adolphe Pegoud per-

::;l.laded his eMployer, Louis Bl~riot , to allo~1 him
to attempt the first intentional upside-dovm
airpl ane fli Ght . He prepared by strengthening
the airplane lnngS and tail, developing shoulder
straps as an addition to the available lap belt,
and trained by inverting the airplane on trestles
and practicinG operating the controls ~mile exreriencing the -lG z , an early flight simulation
In th acceleration effects added. On septem~er 1
1913, Pegoud successfully flm-1 upside do~m., ,40 ,el
and subsequently (September 21) made full loops,uO
shortly after Nesterov l ooped in Kiev (August 20)
an event much less widely kn01ID at the time. As
Vedrines said about P~goud, "He taught the world
how to fly" ,d th his demonstaatiOns of the
maneuverability of aircraft. 1 Fe have yet to
see the intentional looping of a rocket vehicle,
that is, the demonstration of its full maneuver
and emerbency recovery capabilities, although I
understand that an unmanned Atlas vehicle looped
during thrust during an early development fli ght .
Tr.is is quite analagous to thp accidental inverted flight of H.R. Reynolds4 in 1911 and of
Pegoud's abandonned airplane follo,dng his parachute jump, which caused P~goud to reason that
with training, inverted flight could be treated
as a recoverable rather than a "bailout"
emergency flight condition. In the same way I
looy. forward to the first intentional looping
~lith thrust - not just tumbling with attitude
control, although this should occur first - of
the X-IS or Hercury or Gemini or Dyna-Soar, to
break the bonds of vie~~oint which still bind
!'Ianned rocket fli ght to the precise dull
mathematical non-adaptive essentially ballistic
launch fli ght paths, and show that manned
maneuvering rocket flight "design path" deviatims
are not a cause for aborting the flight.

The rocket flight pioneer s , from Sanders (192B},
von Opel (1929), and VTarsitz (1939) to Nilbum Apt
(19S6), who was killed in his first flight in the
X-2 after reaching 207B miles per hour, and indeed
the rest of the proud line of test pilots in any
new airplane up to this period,made their first
fli ghts in vehicles which could have quite
different characteristics from any they had previously experienced. It was in this mid-19S0
peri od that flight simulation began to catch up
with the complexities of actual flight, so that
now our X-IS pilots , our Mercury pilots, and
apparently our Vostok pilots are intimately
familiar ..i.th the handling qualities and fli ght
loads of their vehicles under normal and emergency
conditions before their first fli ghts. Thus
Robert v'hite after his X-IS flight to 217,000
feet, stated89 , " ••• the static simulations and the
Johnsville centrifuge program contributed to very
good training for these conditions so that the
actual reentry did not result in a completely new
or uneA~ected fli ght experience." other moving
base or dynamic fli ght simulators for the X-IS
included a T-33 variable stability aircraft- 7 and,
of particular use, an F-I04 landed with dive
brakes extended to simulate the lift-drag
characteristics of the x-15JO
Hith the development of electronic analog computers after i'Jorld l',' ar II, both computations of
aircraft performance and the use of airborne
electronic components to change control responses
and improve auto-pilots were greatly expanded. An
historic moving ba.se, pilot controlled flight
simulator of this period was the NACA Langley
Aeronautical Laborato~9"51~vator seat", developed
by Hilliam H. Phillips , '. Ming an hydraulic
analog of an aircraft response to control a seat
moving vertically on rails in response to pilot
control stick motions. By the mid-19S0's,
electronic control of aircraft responses was such
that one airplane could have its responses modified to feel like another airplane, and the
variable stability airplane '-13S created, particularly by •.'ork at the NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory (far example, reference SB) and the
Cornell ~eronautical Laborator,y (for example,rp.f.S5)

In 191B, recognizing that many crashes were
due to vestibular disorientation leading to
"ear deaths"S2, the Ruggles Orienter was
developed 3 to tumble pilots in all three rotational axes and introduce them to the range of
their vestibular sensations, the anticedent of
the "Nulti-_6~"'(is Spin Test Inertia Facility" used
to tumble the };ercu:r.f astronauts at rates up to
So revolutions per minute about all three
rOk1tion axes and train them in theBuse of the
~:ercUT'J attitude control equipment. 3 The
Rugbles Orienter, with a covered cockpit, was
used by .Hilliam C. Ocker in early simulations of
blind fli ~:ht using the Sperry turn indicator,
developed in 1917.S? For more extensive field
use, David Hyers and Hilliam Ocker utilized the
"turning chair ,lith the instnunent box", (fig.3),a
Barany chair and a turn indicator, to train pilots
in the distinction between their subjective 5p.elings of rotation and their actual rotations. 2
The development of th e LinY. trainer in the mid
1930 ' s gave pilots a quite detailed "closed loop"
pilot control moving base (or "dynamic")
simulator, in which pilot contr~ continuously
modified cockpit instnunent readings and simula tor angular moti ons, limited in r ange in roll
and pitch. In this same period, the first of the

In 1948, William Phillips68 had theoretically
predicted the decreasing stability problem of
short wing aircraft at higher speeds which came
to be called the "roll coupling" problan . This
and other stability problems associated with
thrust misalignment and limited control effectiveness at high altitude were being faced by the
rocket ai~lane pilots . Charles Yaee er vividly
described'72 a flight on December 12, 19S3: "You
reach a maximum speed of 16.50 miles an hour twice the speed of sound 1 Your fuel exhausted
then , you pull out through the same violent
buffeting and shock into the transonic range
again. Then suddenly you l ose control of the
ship •••• Your mind is half blank, your body
suddenly useless, as the X-lA begins to tumble
through the sky. There is something terrible
about the helplessness with which you fall.
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system were made75 , ~artly with the use of the
U. S . Haval Air De-lelopment Genter "Typhoon" analog
computer, which had been devel oped in cooperation
uith the Eoore School of the University of Pennsylvania.

There's nothing to hold to and you have no strength.
There is only your weight, knocked one way a m
another as the pl ane drops tumbling through the
air. The 1.hole inner lining of its pressurized
cockpit is shattpred as you 're knocked around,
and its skin where you touch is still scorching
hot." ElseHhere 91, he added , "The airplane
fina lly pulled about ll g' s upward ," (that is,
I lG z )," tried to s tabilize i t s elf, and of course
then started snapping and I was pr etty Hell
blacked out due to the high accel er ation forces ."
The pilots were beginning to have fli Ght experiences for ",hich their previous training was inadequate .

September 27, 1956, Milburn Apt vras killed
his first flight of the X-2 rocket airplane ,
when he initiated a turn at too high a speed, and
l ost co ntro132 . He had not previously trained in
thi s type of motion environment . In 1956,
North Ame rican Aviation Inc . repre sentatives, who
had been awarded t he developme~t contract for the
x-15 research airplane, approached the Navy to
use the Jolmsville centrifuge to determine the
consequences of accelerations SL~ulating those
computed for the x-15 under certain extreme
fli ght condHi_ons (figure 5) on pilot control
capabilities16
The first study, carried out in
Harch, 19S727 ,~3 , used pre-programmed cam control
of the centrifUGe . Pilot tolerance to the expected
accelera tions ~ras cOnfi:::med, and aspects of cockpit desi gn "ere stucl,ied. Fig . 5 shorrs one of the
cam control runs.
But the consequences of pilot motion on vehicle
control modifying subsequent motion and control
could not be studied b;r pre-programmed centrifuge
opera tion. A project Has therefore initiated by
John L. BrmfO and the author to control the
centrifuge through the Typhoon analog computer,
such t ha t as the pilot moved his fli ght controls,
the cClr.Jputer 1fould continuously determine the
changes of fli ght path, provide signals to the
cockpit display instruments to Sh01'1 the changing
f liGht conditions (as lfith the usual fixed base
simulator) , and a t the same time pr ovide drive
signals to t he centrifuge so that the pilot experienced the acoelerations that he would have
experienced i f he had made the same control
mot ions in actual flight .
On

durin~

The F-1OO was the first production aircraft
in which severe roll coupl ing l'ras a probl Em , although the F- 86 had a "pitch- up" characteristic
under certain fli ght conditions 30. First flo,m
in Hay, 1953 , the F-100 had already "become uncorked" am killed test pilot George ' :elch l'men
in late 1954 it came to the NACA Flight Test
Center, where the r~Ol coupl ing problem was
evaluated in f light •
At about the same time, a fixed base pilot
controlled displ ay si lnulator , l.;ith five degr ees
of freedom el ectr onic anal og fli ght mechanics
computation 1,ras developed to s eek solutions for
the F-100 inertial coupling problem, under the
direction of Leonard Sternfi el d at t he NAGA
Langl ey Aeronautical LaboratoIJ,80 . This simulator
r~presented major r efinements over the airplane
procedures trainers of \' orlo. :.-ar II in utilizing
far more detailed computations of flight performance. Today we have many fixed base pilot controlled display fli ght sDnulators or procedur es
trainers, with electronic analog computation of
de~iled fli ght response and display changes as a
consequence of pilot control motions. !-Iany more
"flights" can be made in the simulator than in
the actual vehicle. Hazardous bounda r ies can be
explored both from the safe and from the unsafe
sides, to establish cockpit design, pil ot technique, and training before confirmation of the
data in actual fli ght. As a r esult of simulator
and fli ght studies, a lar~ er tRil was put on the
F-I OO, to reduce the inertial coupling problem.
Sir Geor ge Cayl ey ha d writteU in 1846 about
the remaining pr oblem s of flight 0, "A hundred
necks have to be broken before all the sources
of accident can be ascertained and guarded
against." N01, pilot control simulation had
reached a preci sion such t hat many sources of
accidents could be identified and eliminated before the first fli ghts. But t he consequences of
pilot motion could still not be adequately predicted . In the early 1950 's, an autopilot was
under developmen t by the Bell Laboratori es to
allm! automatic tail-chase tracking. This would
subject the pilots to considerable jostle during
lJhich they might have to take over fli ght contr ol.
In 1952 the Navy Johnsville human centrifuge 1-TaS
dedicated . Ttis centrifuge (figure 4) has a
doubl e gimbal :>JStem at the end of a 50 foot
centrifuge arm, allOlving three degrees of freedom
of motion control. The fir st moving base fli ght
simulation ~tiliz ing this g D~balled centrifuge
capabili~34 determined that pilots experiencing
the pre-programmed computed motion could tolerate
the automatic interceptor control ~ ode. Subsequently, computer refineme nt s of the int erceptor

1·.'i th the active participation of the Aeronautical Computer Laboratory staIf of the U.S.
Naval Air Development Center, and of representatives from the Hoore School, Universi ty of
Pennsylvania, the fir st moving base pilot controlled motion and display f light simulation, with
three degrees of freedom of centrifuge motion, was
carried out in July , 195717 .• 6?hfith the encouragement and participation of RAGA, particularl y of
Le onard 3ternfield and his stability and control
group of the Langl ey Aeronautical Laboratory, this
neli tec~~o?p y~s applied to two further studies of
the X-15 ' 0,
with extensive participation by
representa ti ves of North American Aviation, Inc.,
in the final study . Over 600 centrifuge moving
base flight simulations of the x-15 (and tens of
thousands of fixed base simulations with the North
American Aviation simulat on were made befor e the
first actual flight. Fig. 6 shows one of the pilotcomputer control runs.
Hith three x-15 aircraft, and over 50 flights,
Hith altitude and speed advances made in small
increments, centrifuge training at the beginning
of the program, rather than on a flight by flight
basis, has been adequate. With experienced pilots,
with traini~~ maintained by periodic actual flights,
detailed flight planning is adequatel y done using
only the fixed base simulator. i'lith vehicles
going into orbit and beyond, initially one man will
make less 2~equent fli ghts. In this early "sling
shot era"
of ro~ket travel in rmich most of the
thrust is delivered in the first few minutes of
17 9

eration control, in order to provide t he simulation which feels the most r ealistic within the
capabilities of that simulator .

travel, design and emergency accelerations are
high enou ~h that training in the straining procedures 20, and in continuing control and display
monitoring in spite of di scomfort, should be
maintained.

For certain aspects of training i t may not be
required to provide a precise simula tion of the
acc elerations , so l ong as the simulated experience
feels like - or the evoked performance is like or
more than adequate for - the real flight exper ience. Thus after obtaining initial tolerance
experience , repeated trai ning f or emer gency conditions might be carried out for the most part at
less than the emer gency accelerations . Jostle
control capabilities may be judged as adequate
following demonstration of capabilities in a more
severe albeit not precisely Simulating jostle
environment . It is just this c ap a ci~ of the
human to evaluate present experienc e in t erms of
remembered more stressful pa st experience that
allm'ls the greatest part of the training to be
made on fixed base or very l imited motion flight
simulators. But the frequency that the moving
base simulator or actual f light vehicle must be
used in order to retain this "transfer" exper i ence has not yet been evaluated.

Over lOO~t.ca'O'" centrifuge moving base flight
simulations ' I.) of NASA project Mercury were
carried out before the first fli ght, but it is
not yet established what frequencie s of the
various moving base simulations should be used to
maintain astronaut proficiency in this early
period in which actual f lights by a particular
astronaut will be many months apar t . Indeed, the
actual fli ght s lrrll hopefully never involve the
extreme emergency accelerations , for which training should also be maintained. Moving base flight
simuJa tion should remain a periodic task of this
pioneeri ng rocket era so that the astronauts,
like their successful brother s of the pioneering
airplane era , can step into their vehicles and
fly them correctly the f irst time , and each time .
It is emphasized that the centri fuge cannot
provide a perfect moti on simulation of a fli ght
vehicle, nor can any simulator which does not
pr ecisel y follow the fli ght path of the vehicl e of
concern. Unconstrained fli ght , Hith six degrees
of freedom of motion, may be anal ysed in terms of
three linear acceleration and three angular acceler ation time histories Hhich must be matched for
perfect motion flight simula tion. The Johnsville
centrifuge has independent controls for arm
angular velocity (limited to 0 to 3. 6 rad./sec.,
giving 20G , when t he gimbals are used) and the
inner (usuall y limited to +85° to _85 °) and
outer (limited to 0° to 90°) gimba l angle
positions .

The refinements and use in combination of other
aspects of simulation, incluqtng low pressure 21 ,
gas composition , temperature ~4noise , out- t he1undow visual appearancetJprerun rest, food, and
f light preparation activities, etc . must all be
added to the cockpit confi guration , control and
displ ay actions , and moti ons to minimize performaYlce ar tifact due to simulator training. HOI';
soon will we be able to avlaken an astronaut ,
transport him to a device, and "launch" him with
such fidelity that he is unable to tell whether
he is in real or si!"!lulated flight? l::ith the c osts
of one manned rocket fli ght i n this early period
pr obably more than the costs of all pilot control
simulation studies to date , simulation improvements which even slightly reduce the probability
of real accidents ar e justified.

These limited range , three degrees of freedom
of motion may be controlled to simulate the three
linear accelerations (see for example figures
5 and 6) but at the expense of incorrect angular
accelerations, alt hough the position of the pilot
can be regulated to at least provide critical
angular accelerations in the same sense if not the
same magnitune in comparing flight to centrifuge
simulation l~ Vehicle aerodynam ics affects the
simulation precision; Hith an approximate simulation of the linear accelerations, angular
motions of the gondola exceeded those computed for
the x-15 but \Ver e less than those comput ed for the
Mercury vehicle.

Moreover, now that we are developing refined
simulation t.echniques , all future "environmental
pioneering" 2q or the first entering by man of
pr edicted new environments, should first be made
in simulation so that consequences can be evaluated with help at hand. Hany more people should
study the effects of new environments in simulation than in an early period meet th~ in
real itor. Thus our "simulo- astronauts" q who only
"go boom in black boxes" r athe r than in real
fli ght, have a part to pl ~f in present day space
pioneering . Today there are f i ve people who have
made five actual flights above 100 miles altitude;
there are perhaps 50 people lIDO have made perhaps
2000 "flights" i n moving base simulators to a
simulated orbital condition.

For any moving base simulator, the importan<;:e
of these "motion artifacts", or inaccurately
simulated motions, must be judged, i dea lly by ~l
R:ro!'lirlJLbl.i10~ of "flight valiuation" experience
cr~,7~,4~,
• Under certain circumstances the
artifact motion cues may provide an incorrect
training experience or produce an artifact performance effect, l eading to incorrect conclusions
made on the basis of simulator experience alone .
In the future, this validation experience should
be used to establish psychophysi ological equations
r epresenting r eactions to motions . Computations
of the six degr ees of freedOM accelerations of the
fli gh t vehicle can then be modified by these
psychophysiological equations in controlling the
l imited degree s of freedom of the simulator, in
order to minimize these artifact motion reactions
and consequent artifact performa nce effects. This
may involve a continuous change from linear
acceleration to angula r position or angular a ccel-

It is emphasi zed that this is a preliminary
historical review of flight sLmulation, pa rticularly of moving base flight simulation . The
extensive development of pilot- computer cont rolled
pr ocedure s trainers, and the increasing addition
to these of at l east some minimum cockpit motion,
warrants a thorough documentation . Fi gur e 7
diagr ams the motion capabilities of a number of
types of moving base simulation £~cjlities . Reports of the Acceleration Panei3~ , ~b , 5) of the
Armed Forces - National Resea rch Council Co~ ittee
on Bioastronautics , and of the informal inter national Acceleration Group continued under the
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oratori6~' G~ilivaukee51; the Boeing Company,
Hichi to. ' ;<J~h e Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Co ., BethpPcre(-; the Bell Helicopter Co.,
Fort \'.'ortlY' ; the U. S. J,rmy Ordnance Tank Automotive CppJmand , Detroi t 70 ; Ohio State Uni versity,
Col umbus50; and the RAF Insti~e of Avi ation
Hedicine , FarnborouE;h , Engl amfH ; in addition to
Hork at th~ U S. Naval Air Developnent Center,
Johnsville>9 , 18 and the North Ame rican Aviation,
Inc ., Col umbus , fur ther described here.
Russian b4, t54 , 7~ German33, 'G'rench 43 and Japanese 64
studies a ~e noted .

Chairmanship of Dr . J ames D. Hardy after the
disbanding of the Committee on Bioastronautics ,
with one meeting50 under the sponsorship of the
National 4cademy of Science Space Science Board
Nan in Space Committee and t he National Aeronaut ics and Spa ce I,dministration , and with
addi tional meetings under consideration, provide
detail s about these facilities and progr ams .

5

In conclusion of this pr eliminary review i t
is sugsested that at least the follo1'ling aspects
of a fli ght simulati on should be specified when
referring to it :
~)

I dentify the simulator used.

b) Is i t a "fixed base" (stationary cockpit) or
"moving base" (moving cockpit or pilot control
area) simulation? The terms static or dynamic
simul ~ tion should be dropped because of confusion
by some as to whether these l atter terms refer to
the cockpi t or display motions . c ) If it i s a moving hase simulation, give the
number of degr ees of freedom or i ndependent control par ameters of the motion.
d) Does it have pilot cont~ol? Does the pilot
control (throWll the vehicle r esponse equations)
both t he cockpit motion and the display chnnges , or
does he ride a pre-progr ammed motion and control
only the displ ay? The pr eviously used te~_ s of
clo sed loop and open loop simulation for these
coneli ti ons should be dropped because of the confusion by some people, since in both cases display
ch anees ar e in a clos ed l oop relation to pil ot
control actions.

Previous work has dealt primarily with effects
of steady sine wave vibrations. For such vibra tions of elastic (and biological) structures near
r esonance fre quencies, large resonance amplitudes
of the elastic structures can be built up for
small amplitudes of the forcing structure. 1~th
"complex wa',ef orm" excita tion, Much of the
vibrational energy .Till be at frequencies other
than those of resonance, resulting in a 10Her
R'lIplitude of the el astic structure than if all of
the ene r gy ],ere at a resonance frequency . On the
otl1er hand with complex 'Navefo~ excitation,
po rtial resonances of adjacent structures at
different f requencies can occur simultaneously.
Pith the expectec. non-linearities of biological
interactions , excitation ..:1. th complex waveform
givinG multiple resonances mieht produce more
damaee than si:1e ].ave exci t a tion. In addition,
,vith complex ..Iaveform excitation, individual
accel eration peaks shoh" a variation from the steady
sine ..mve amplitude from much l ar eer to much
@nall er, with the forw~r possibly producing more
damage .
Previous Hork l·lith sine ,.,ave vibrations in the
1 t o 10 cps reeion had indicated a consid erable
spread in peak accelerations ~1 ich subjectp ref use to tolerate, from about a 0 .3 gz peak 42
(or O.?gzffi!S) for 5 to 20 minu te expo~fis iVith
moderate motivation to cbout a 2g z peak
( l.hGz~·}jS) in the frequenc:r r ange of 4 to 8 cps
for a fe .. second1i exp osure Hith greater motivation.
Park s and Synder 66 report the "alarming" level of
sine l.faveform vibrations as 0 .). to 0 . % (0.3 to
0 . 6g z R!-IS) at 1 cps , and 0.3 to 1.05G (0 . 2 to
0.7ez ~~) at 5 cps , for different subjects. On
the other ~and , single acceleration events of even
10G z and higher at a frequency of 1 cps or higher
are quite tolerable. BDl. often could these l ar ger
amplitude events be repeated in a gi ven time for
the motion still to be acceptable, i f they occurred
with a complex waveform, hence iVith periods of rest
between the high acceleration events? 1'_'ith the
general increase in blood press ure and pulse rate
follo1n ng a moderate accelera tiop- event, tolerance
to a l eter acceleration event might for certain
conditions of t ime and masnitude be increased by
pr evious exposure to a "conditi oning" acceleration
event.

e ) Give the number of degrees 0: free dom of
the flight nechanics comput ation.
f ) State additional aspects of the simulation ,
such as noise , 1 0Vl pr essure , temper ature effects ,
ont- the- ,-lindm-T dis play , pr e- fli ght activities ,
etc .
Consi der t,-l0 examples: 1) The Harti n- Ralti more f i xed base pil ot controlled display lunar
landing simulator, with five deer ees of free dom
of ~i ~ ht mechanics computation, and 2) t~ e
Navy Johnsville centrif uge moving base three degrees of fr eedom of motion pilot control led motion
and displ ay NercurJ simulator , ,-lith six dee;r ee s
of frf~ edom of fl i ,~h t me chanics computation, and
with pre- l aunch diet , r est , and pr epar at ion ,
fli ht noise , l ow pressure , and gas conposition
simulation.
Vibration Studies
No attempt .lill bt~G.Re here to review t he
vibration literature " o.! ,nor give the
characteristics of vibra tion devices8~ Early
\lo r k Hi th l ml a'llFli tude (less than 19 it!'IS) ,
modera te frequency (5- 20 cps) devices ,vi th sine
wavef orm vibr ators is nOH hei ng extended by devices capa hle of higher accelerations at 1 01-ler
frequ ences , havine gr eater amplitudes of motion,
and in some cases having complex ,-raveform contr ol
systems . Vibration progr am s are pa rticul arly
noted a\the ilan l Hedical Research Institute ,
Bethesda ,{ t he "_erospace Hedi cal Laboratories ,
Dayton4 2 ,)'4,73; me 'umy Hedical Research Labor atory, Fort Knox , 72 ; the Bos trom Research Lab-

72
Vibr ation can pr oduce damage . Riopelle et al
had one monkey die in one hour and tlVO survive
ei ht hours of 10 cps, 0 .~5 inches double amplitude
sinusoi dal motion, or 0 .9 gz ru1S . At 0.5 inches
double amplitude, one monkey died after 7 hours of
vibration , one died the next day , and tlVO survived
8 hours of vibration (1.8 gzID-1S measured at the
s eat) . Se'rere chest pairl3t:l has developed in some
humans after 25 second s of sine Haveform vibration
at a double amplitude of about 0.15 inches in the
frequency range of 10 cps (about 0.5 gzm1S) and
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and '..hite himself 88, a!ter 15 minut es 1-rithout
pain at 20- 25 cps IQth a double amplitude of 0 .17
inches (about 2.4 gzill-1S) later obs~rved blood in
t he soft stools. !1edical monitoring is recommended for environmental pioneering studies. It is
emphasized th<l t "tolerable" and "dama eing" levels
of vibra tion Nill vary depending Q1l t he nature of
th e bO ~J suppor t -restraint system "() _
Performance is also affected by vibra t ion. VJ:ith
a sine wavef orm motion of frequency below 10 cps.,
t he pilot can anticipat e or bra ce aga in the
uni formly repeated changes of acceleration in
making his cont.rol mot ions. l:ith canplex Haveform
motion on t he other hand t he phas e s and ampli tudes
of successive acceleration events are not uniforml y r ep eated, and involuntary pilot control motions
110uld expectedly increase.
Brief studie s Here t heref ore initiated on the
Johnsville centrifuge and the No:rth l\merican
Aviation "G seat" to determine the tolerance and
performance decrement effects of the severe complex wavef orm 'nhrations of concern.
A "Ghronological Bibliogr aphy on the Biological
Sffects of tibration", by Carl Clark and Keith
iicCloskey 2, similar in format to the "Chronological Bi~io grap hY on t he Biological Effects of
Impact.,,22, , is in pr eparation.
Jostle Ivi th the Navy Johnsville Centrifuge
Centrifuge j ostle is obtained by varying arm
and gimbal aneular velocities, usi ng a "white
noi se" electrical source shaped electronically
to give the desired Gz power spectrum. ~hese
variations must be precisely controllecf 5 in
amplitude and phase in order to simulate particular time histories of the three linear accelerations. The simulation may be described as
follows: moving base Navy centrifuge jostle
sL~ulation, with three degrees of freedam of preprogrammed jostle motion and pilot controlled
maneuver motion, ivith pilot controlled display and
three degrees of freedom of flight mechanics computation.
As shom in figures 5 and 6, it is difficult
to eli~inate the Gx acceleration artifacts. For
large and rapidly varying linear accelerations,
the angular motions of the centrifuge gondola
are also large, as illustrated in fi gures 8, 9,
and 10, for a 5Gz haver sine waveform of 10 second
period. These aneular motion artifacts can be
nause~ting , producing performance artifacts.
The
centrifuge is most useful for simulati ng fli ght
acc elerations above perhaps 3G, for variations at
hizher accelerations require smaller gimbal
motions.
On the oUrer hand, flight jostle generally involves aneular as well as linear motions. Jostle
.Ii th the three degrees of freedom of control of
the centrifuge does indicate SOMe of the restraint
and control problems which might not be apparent
on a vertical accelerator with only one degree
of freedom of motion. If low amplitude jostle is
considered acceptable on the centrifuge, it ••ould
probably also be accep table in the less severe
actual flight conditions.
Although -G z accelerations can be provided on
the centrifuge by tipping the subject's head

"outboard", rapid oscillations fram +G z to -Gz ,
passing smoothly through 00, can only be provided
at points away from the center of the gondola ,
using rapid gondola rotations out from under the
subject to give brief moments of true 00 or -Gz •
The potential of this technique is illustrated in
the bottom tracing of figure 11. Although the
centrifuge ann begins to have amplitude loss near
1 cps., the gimbals can follow motions to about
5 cps.
Under usual conditions, when the computer
commands a resultant accelerati on of less than lG ,
the centrifuge simply stops . In order to avoid
this continual starting and stopping, a "bias
acceleration" of 2 or 2.% Has utilized, a technique first suggested for use at the Johnsville
centrifuge by the NASA Ames group (B . Creer,
M. Sed off, G. Rathert , R. Hingrove, et al . ) . Hence
wi th a jostle or pilot maneuver input, the centrifuge would speed or SlO1-1 about the 2G level. Thi s
provides acceptable simulation of low amplitude
jostle, but at higher amplitudes the very important
non- linear effects of lifting out of the restraint
systan ~en passing through 00 are not provided
on the ce~trifuge except with the offset seat
position7~. A vertical accelerator provides a
better simulation of flight jostle than the present
Johnsville centrifuge.
A brief examination of tolerance to acceleration
events repeated within seconds was made . Three
subjects were used . One blacked out with a 4 . 2G
haversine of 30 second period and the other two z
greyed out at a 4.0G z peak . The first again
exper ienced blackout with the first cycle of a
4.OG z haver sine of 15 seconds period but had clear
vision for the second cycle . The other two, with
dimned vision on the first cycle , had clearer
vision on the second. There is a conditioning
effect of an acceleration event .
vnth a 4.OG z haversine of 10 seconds period,
the first subject had a visual di1T1ming on the first
and third cycles; a fatigue or decompensation
effect may be setting in. The s econd subject had
a dimming on the first cycle, but clear vision on
the next t..'O cycles. Fith a h. 8G haversine of 5
seconds period, the first subjectZhad no visual
dimming for 6 cycles , and the second subject had a
similar experience with h. 5G z peaks.
Centrifuge response capabilities limited study
with higher haver sine peaks of shorter periods,
al th ough the Johnsville centrifuge has been used to
show human toleranGe to a single l 5G 11 spike" of
1 . 75 seconds width 4 , i-lith the gimba!s prepositioned.
A curve showing RNS g tolerance versus
frequency would therefore rise from the 2G peak for
24 hours point 2h toward the 4G z peak blackout level
to some higher Gz value for repeated acceleration
spikes near about 1 cps (with the maximum tolerance
expec~edly - on a teleological basis - in the 0 . 5
to 1 cps range of Walking) then falling again as
t he torso resonance frequency (h- 9 cps) is approach ed, then rising again at higher frequencies of the
seat motion . As specific points, the first subject,
discussed about , experienced a 2. %z peak haver sine
TNaveform (1. 2g RMS oscilla ting about 1 . 7%z) of
3 second peri;;a for 5 minutes Hi t.l-} only moderate
post- run nausea, and the second subject experienced
a 1.6 Gz peak haver sine waveform (0 .2g z ~ffi
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As at Johnsville, the jostle command signal
was generated by shaping a "wr.i te noif'~" electric
source with a filter of proper t ransfer function.
In addition, the pilot. opera ted a usual center
control stick in pitch and roll, witr. pitch
commands affecting through the vehicle response
equations both the G-seat motion and 0isplay
changes, and roll commands affecting only the display.

oscillating about 1.3G ) of 2 second period for
5 minutes Hi th only slfght pos t-run nausea.
It is interesting to note that head motions in
these multiple rotation jostle environments did
not seem from brief observation to be as disorienting as head motions in a pteady rotation
situation. In the latter case 24 , for a body
rotation of 10 rad/sec (2G centrifu gation) head
motions such that the vector product of the head
angular veloci~ and the body angular velocity
exceeded 0.06 rad 2 /sec 2 were discernible as a
Coreolis illusion 44, and (in brief observations
with one sub~ect) if the vector product exceeded
0.6 rad 2/sec nausea developed. In the jostle
si tuation, perhaps the short duration of any
particular rotation rate or perhaps the lack of
distinguishability of a rotation illusion from
an actual rotation a moment later seems to
suppress the nausea level, although eventually
centrifuge jostle becomes nauseating.

Because of the limited travel of the G seat
5 feet for regular use), maneuver loads would
initially be felt, but would be rapidly "washed
ou t," with the G seat having a bias drift back to
the center position. This can be seen in the
lower part of Figure 15, in which the command
channel shows maneuver loads, but the response
channel does not. Indeed with large maneuver load
commands it was possible to briefly bump the G-seat
against its top or bottom limits, as shown in
Figure 15.
(~

Jostle with the t!orth American Aviation "G-8eat"
A moving base simulation of flight jostle was
carried out in June, 1960, with the North American
Aviation, Inc. "G-seat" (figure 12) with one degree of freedom (vertical acceleration) of preprogrammed jostle motion, pilot controlled maneuver
motion in Gz , and pilot controlled display (roll
and pitch changes), with three degrees of freedom
of flight mechanics computation. Fig. 13 shows
the frequency res ponse capabilities of t~e G-seat,
and Fig. 14 shows the power s pectrum31 , 56 of the
jostle motion of concern. The power spectral
densi ~ ordinate of this Hgure is given in units
of sec -1, representing <:lensi ty in units of g2 per
cps normalized by the square of the ~S jostle,
in g units, times a constant with the value of
20 sec.
Dimensionally:

~

(KgRl1S)2

g2 s c
(cycles1 sec2g2

=

l
sec-

In actual fli ght 57 , jostle level (represented
by an RMS g level, and also possibly a changing
power spectrQ~ shaae) will vary with time 31 •
Indeed, if this change is too rapid (less than
perhaps 20 sec. of fairly consistent jostle) the
power spectrum description of jostle is not adequate, for this description assumes a "stationary
random" process independent of phase relationship.
In such cases, it is urged that the entire time
hi stories (ideally of three linear accelerations,
three angular accelerations, and three angular
veloci ties) be given. l'loreover, until the power
spectrum description is more familiar to biolo gists, representative actual acceleration time
histories should be presented even in cases in
which the power spectrum description is adequate.
There are cases in fli ght in which the complex
wave form jostle is not a "stati onary random"
process, with continuously ("randomly") varying
amplitudes and phase relationships of the different
frequency components, but is a true periodic complex waveform. It then has constant phase relationship and amplitudes of the different freq uency
components, suitably represented by a Fourier
analysis of these amplitudes and phase relationships, often with narrow band resonances of
particular vehicle structures clearly distinguishable.
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The RMS gz values used in this report are the
expected response values. Unfortunately, equipment was not available to determine the actual EMS
accelerations. The measured seat acceleration time
histories are however quite reasonable for these
expected response values, with peaks of 4 times the
Rl1S g value every few seconds for example. The
panel accelerometer values are means of many readings which, of course, represent maximum seat
response maneuver plus jostle loads during an
entire run. These maximum values may not be
observed during a particular brief time period of
an accelerometer recording (for example, Figures
15 and 16).
The pilot wore a Navy torso restraint system,
with attachments at the shoulders and s ides of
the hips. His primary display was a five inch face
oscilloscope. His task was to follow a command
line moving in r esponse to three sine waves with
44, 19, and 13 second periods with relative amplitudes of 6 to 4 to 2. Pilot anticipation of the
task requirements were provided by two additional
scope lines, of decreasing length, which indicated
the task positions one and two seconds later.
Vehicle roll was indicated by another line on the
scope. The task was to track in pitch and hold
rollO, correcting for any involuntary or unintended inputs in roll.
A green light above the panel oscilloscope was
on if the tracking error was less than a relative
amplitude of 1 (i.e. 1/12th of the task range);
the time this light was on during a typical 100
seconds of jostle was recorded. A red ligh t came
on if the tracking error exceeded about a relative
amplitude of 10, i.e. 5/6 of the task range; the
number of these events were ~ounted. See the
classified reports for further details of these
tasks.
The pilots tracked without motion, then with
maneuver l oad s only, then with increasing levels
of jostle of 0.15, 0.35, 0.50, and 0.70 gz ID1S.
Subsequent exposures with the same SUbject did not
repeat this entire set. Fourteen subjects made 70
moving base runs; this can only be considered as a
preliminary study. Three runs were of longer
duration: 0.35g z R}~ for 15 minutes, 0.50gz RMS
for S minutes, and 0.35g z RMS for 30 minutes
(Solliday) .

Complex 1':aveform Jostle Tolerance
For the a ccel eration power s'">ectrum used (Figure 14), the jostl e was not uncomfortable Q~til
t~e soinal axis load went below OG , and the
pilots beEan to lift out of t h eir ~eats . Tabl e I
summarizes the jostle levels used, and
Table 1:
Computed
Jostle
Acc fllerations

J ostle Conditions

I1easured
Cockpit
G }Jeter

Oto 2G

0

Pil ot
Corrunent

Tolerance

r!aneuvflr loa ds A pl easure.
only .

z

turbulence.

Not uncomfortable.

-1.2 to 4 .00 z

Very severe
turbulence.

Fatigue limiting in 30
minutes.

0.50

-2.5 to 5.OG

Never more
than one of
these jolts
in flight.

Not limiting
in 5 minutes.

0 .70

-3.0 to 5. 5G

0.15g RMS

z

0.35

Oto 2.5G

~! ild

z

z

z

Still flying . Not li.'11iting
in 100 sec onds.

their effects . FollOwing 0 .35g R11S , the panel
a ccelerometer with maximum and J1iiniIPum needles recor ded -1.2 to 4.00. The torso restraint system
was inadequate, evefi with very tigh t straps, to
hold the subject in Hs s eat . The pilot "lOuld
therefore be p;in to " splint" in place , pushing on
the rudder pedals to force the sh oulders a gainst
the seat back and redu c e bo::ly "slap" in the restraint. To the exp erienced pilots the 0 .15g RJ-iS
level felt like flying a fishter aircraft in ~ild
~urb:uence, and the 0 . 35gzRMS l evel felt l ike flykng kn very severe turbulence . Highe r levels, except for perhaps single jolts had not bea~ experienced by the pilot s in fl i Ght .
These higher levels could however be tole rated.
The 0 .5g RMS level, with accelerome t er s,,~s from
- 2 . 5 to
required vigor ous splinting . Some
subjects als5 forced their helmets a oai nst the
seat back, to re duce head "slap" Hhi~r. would expose
the head to far higher accelerations than the s eat .
Oth er subjects, ':Jy tipping their he ads f onTard and
1nth perhaps faster neck reflexes , did not attempt
to lock their heads in posi tion until th e 0 . 73 mlS
level.
z

S.OG ,

For these hiGhly motivated subjects doing a
tracking task Hhich held their entire attention,
"tolerance" of these jostle levels seemed e s sentially f a tigue l imited . Even the O. ?Og IllIS level,
"lith accelerometer sl.;ings from - 3. 0 to ~5.5u. , had
as its primary discomforts the head and bodr
"slaps" due to motion "rith respect to the seat and
the fati f,ue of trying to s plint or lock t h e body in
place, not limit ing in 100 s e co nds . One pilot tolerated the 0. 50e ~-lS le v~ for 5 minutes and could
have gone long er~ Anoth er subject tolera t ed
0 . 35g PJlS for 15 r.lin11tes and could have gone longer.
P.J1oth~r subject , after 30 minutes at o . 35g ?lIS , was
gl ad to sto p , a'1 d fp.lt that this duration *as close
to his fa t i gue limi.t unle s s he ha d extreme motivati on .

THO subjec ts experience:] cli J:'r:l'?2 during the
eA.? eriment , attributed to other causes. One subject exper'.. enced a "pulling" sens"ltior. t:.."lder the
seventh rib on the l eft side f~om 30 minutes
(delayed onset) to 5 hours af ter a set of jostle
runs. Several subjects experienced bri ef headaches
during their runs, "Ittributed t~ heL~et contact
a ~ ainst the co ckpi t.
The G-seat runs Here n either
nau seating nor disorientinG (although the cer.trifll~e jostle runs often were). Nicroscopic examination of the urine indica ted no blood due to the
josU i ne .
,It was,felt that tolerance could be extende? by
uSl.np.: an lJ1lproved restr aint , as h~5 been shm-Hl 3,
p~rh:ps . usinG inflated air bagsl ,
to allow rap id
tlghvem.n G of t~e restraint just prj.or to use. A
foam restratnt s }~tem (Figure 16) is also under
development' 7.
The tolerance observed in this exneriment is
cOlllr:!ensurate with other experi8nce 42 ', 12 that above
0 .3g hlunans are increilsingly unco:nfortable , with
?ifferent " to ~e r ance" values explainable perhaps
l.n tenlS of dl.fferences of task compl exity and
motivation. Bri ef observation sug;;c ats that
O• .1g R:·lS of ,COMplex waveform is less comfortable
z
than 0 .35 PJ,iS of a low frequenc:r sine TN'aveform,
because of body and head "slap" pr oblems. A sy stematic comparison ?ro~ram would be ap propriate .
Performance
. Fieure ~7 sammaries the tracking perfor:nance of
r.he nine pl.J.ots . They exr.~r i enced the low jostle
levels fi r st ; they learned to snlint in place mi nimiz8 involuntary control inpu
. ts and not be '
star t led or t:.."lduely distracted by t~e jostle experi8nce . Learnill[', "plateaus" were probably not
rea ched hm-lever .

,

The pilot 1vl. t~ the best tracking Has able to
SVlY wi t hin the loos e error tolerance even at
O. S'Gz",m but his time 1,r ith in the ti!jht error tcle.r"Ince Has cut from 51! to 26/~ . The !'lean scores on
t'1e other ha nd m01·1, at O. 5g :(HS , error s beyond t.he
loose tolerance about every
seco:.ds and ti!'le 1nthin the ti. --:h t tole r ance cut fran 32 to 1 3%. The
p ilot, e'C1'Je ri enci."lg acc elera tions in the range of
- 2. 5 ':.0 5 . 0G , could not be said to be flyin f" with
pr e cision, a~ he exneri8nced considerable in~olun
tarJ control input in both roll a nd pitch .

5

The displ ay , 1vl.th its four moving line s on the
scope. face, was not always readily interoreted by
the, Pl.1.0t.8: a l though "double vision" due to vibratl.on59 dl.d not occur . ~en c e du ring severe jostl e
d~cision delays expectl y increDsed (althouE;h not '
dlrcctly measured) and vo l un t ary control action in
the "Trong dir ection increa sed . The pilots found
t ;1e panel ligh ts indicating ti ght and loose tolerance error helpful in making control decisions .
It Hould be appropriate to develop th is usc of
lights to reduce the r equirenent f or clear vis ion
by the pilot. In a severe motion e nviron:nent the
disp12Y should be useable even i f the pilot is
jouncing within the cockpit. An ideal displa y for
a previousl y planned flight path muld provld~ him
with indications of the opti.'11um control for him to
make to follow the desired path , with a one to one
r elati onsh i p , without crosstal k , of the displa y
parameter and the particular control ~ara~eter
required.
18 4
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For an acceleration pcmer spectrum

The task used was severe, requiring constant
nttention by the pilot. In a number of cases,
questions to too pilot during jostle, or statements to him roch as "The movie camera is starting now" led to his devcloping la::ge flight ~ath
deviations. Questions which requlred repeatlng
back numbers in the ans,rer Were . answered incorrectly (at 0.35g P.MS), dne to the necessary
z
task concentration. Glances to other parts of too
instrument panel or outside the simulator often
preceded large fli ght path deviations. Pilot control during severe jostle is jeopardized, and requires his full attention.

frequencyf, RMSg

=

CJ'I

If '

vs.

Jf].r
f

1

t

ioJe may then define
biological effect. llMSg ..
RJ'8ff d
using the appropriate relative jostle biological
effectiveness frequencY function for the particular
effect of concern, and
a\
the biological effect power spectrum .. %tRJ'8~
,]e may also define
If'.
total spectrum RJBE = Jf.,~:r6f.A;~'f,oIf
whim eJq)eriment may show is adequately represented
by
total spectrum RJBE .. Rl1Sg at 5 cps
RMSg of t.'1e jostle
for those RMS g values required to give the same
biological effect.

rJ

[[,1+

r.

Control
Figure 18 shows typical pilot pitch and roll
controls. At o. 35g m1S, involuntary input s are net
obvious to the pilot. At 0.5g RMS involuntary inDuts veco'Tle obvious. In too l~wer part of Figure
is involuntary pUm and particularly roll inputs
ar~ shown accompanying acceleration peaks. For.G z
motions, invol1mtary roll control becomes eSpe?lally troublesome when a jostle peak occurs dunng
a roll input, and hence when the weight of the.
stick acts with a moment arm about its floor plVOt.
In the jostle environments ryarticularly, abrupt
control "pulses" are frequently termina ted with
overshoot in the opposite direction (Figure 19).
A side arm controller1 5 would pro~ably give le93
invol'llltar;y control input. A "digital control"
(? i uure 20) proposed by the author18 could be used
wi th even g rea ter certainty of making defini te
control signals in the pr esence of jostle "noise".
Push button operation gener ates a signal of precise magnit'..lde preci sely terminated Hithout overshoot when the button is released (Figure 19).
This digital or switch control is particularly
useful when the pilot is pr oviding stability au.gmentation, damping oscillatio ~s at 0 .3 to 3 cps.
Control gain is changed b;r a to ggLe switch on the
controllers. One of these also has tril'l knobs for
providing IaN frequency analog control.

Note t hat for two different acceleration power
spectral sources, whenSJ, I?JBEct-&,$Sl~

RJBEd-f;

that is when the biological R11S g l S are equal, t he
same biological effect should be observed. Equations of thin form must be adjusted to give the most
suitable relative jostle biological effectiveness
fUnctions; it is expected that the use of the 5 cps
sine wave as a standard may not be adequate for
many biological effects.
Until furtoor inf erma tion is available, a p reliminarf tolerability RJBEr~~nction might be based
on one tenth of the reCiprocal Qf th~ vibration
tolerance for military aircraft J9 , 4 , extep-cied in
frequency range, hence with the following values:

Frequency

Table II
Preliminary Relative JostlP.
Biological Effectiveness

o - 0.2 cps
0 .07
0·. 07 increasing to 1.0*
0.2 - 1.0 cps
1.0 to 20 cps
1
20 - 100 cps
1.0 decreasing to 0.07*
0.07
>100 cps
-:?" Tith linear RJBE changes when plotted as log
RJBE vs. log frequency.

Comparison of the Effects of Different Jostles
It would be desirable in specifying a randOOl
jostle for biologi sts to give not only the RMS.g
level and the acceleration power spectral denSl ty
but also to give a more readily reco gnized distribution of acceleration peak hei@,!ts, in the
form of the standard devi.ation of peak heights,
and some "relative jostle biological effectiveness"
frequency weighting function to allor., the comparison of the biological effects of jostles with
different frequency components. This "relative
jostle biological effectiveness" (RJ::3E) wei@'! ting
fur..ction is analogous in concept to the "relative
biological effectiveness" concept used in high
en ergy radiation bi olc~, and ha s analogous
limitations that the effects with different jostle
frequencies, or different radiations, may not be
comparable. One must specify the effect, such as
lethality, nausea, body core temperature elevation,
tracking control performance, visual resolving
power, etc.: the relative jostle biological effectiveness functions vs. frequen~J will presumably
differ for the se dif ferent effects. The "tolerabili ty" RJ13E function for a seated man with lap
belt and shoulder s traps '.]Quld have the general
dependence on frequency discussed in the Vibration
Studies section, with a minimum at the body
resonancc frequency range of 4-8 cps.

Further work must establish the improved form of
this function. As noted above, in the 0 .2 to
1.0 cps range, acceleration tolerance may actually
show a peak, or RJBE may decrease ~elow 0.07
before retllrning to 1. Between 1 and 20 eps
a c u rve more accuratel Jr indicating body resonance
may be required. Likewise at some frequency above
100 cps, the tolerance RJBE presumably further
decreases, since tra~smi ss ibility decreases, although skin damage rather than cieeper internal
discomSort becomes the basis of tolerance estimatio~
Unfortunately we are still in an early period
of acceleration measurement in which measurements
must be analyzed .with caution because of the
frequency chara cteristics of the transducers.
Certain accelerometers Hill n ot respond to frequencies above 20 cps, and others will not respond
to frequencies above 30 cps, for example. One can
concei ve of a "biological accelerati on" meter, with
a .J.·elati ve jostle biological effectiveness weighting function filter. It can be seen that accelerometers recording the frequency range of 0-20
cps give a better measure of biological tolerance
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than those recording just frequencies above 20
cps . Using the "biological acceleration" meter,
one could then determine a biological ID'IS g and a
standard devia ti on ~ of this RMS g. Then 99.7% of
the acceleration peaks L~portant to the biological
effect of a time history Hould fall within the
r ange of the biological HMSg ! 36. This acceler ation description may be used with greater ease
than one which requires interpretation in terms of
a power soectrum. However, until the more precise
form of the relative jostle biological effective ~ess function can be determined, RMS g values
should be specified with an associated power
spectrum.

iveness" concept is s ugge sted for tes t as a means
of comparing the biol ogical effects of j os t le
environments with differ ent f r equency components.
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Addendum
Anoth er pre- v!orld vJar I moving base flight
simulator has cane to my attention: the "oscillator", an airpl a ne like devise pivoting on t.!)e
Cround with large control surfaces moved by the
pilot in a strong ..ind, t o give him the feel f or
a irplnne responses (at small angl es of atta&<) . See
figure 121 of reference 82 .
In the historical vein, it is appropriate to
name those instrumental in the first controlling
of the Johnsville human centri fuge through a computer , the first high acceleration moving base pi19t
controlled motion and dis play fli gh t simulation17 , bO
for which the author was "pro ject officer". Aviation }ledical Accel eration L~boratory: Dr. John L.
Brown, rtichard Cr osbie , Carter Collins, Dr. Carl
Cl ark . Aeronautical Conputer Labor atory: Morris
Pl otkin , Jay Rabb , Cdr. C. Fi~~ Fischer , Harold
Tremblay, Victor Doesch, Harold Doerfel , Ed'lard
Loller , Dr . Edl.a.rd Knobelaugh. Moore School,
University of Pennsylvania: Frank Nichol s on,
'illiam 1'achter, Elizabeth Schoff, Dr. Emil Gross.rald.

- End -
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(Directions Are Those of Heort Displacement, With Respect to the Skeleton)
Linear Acceleration Modes
Description of Heart Motion
OTHER DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

Eye -bolls-in

Towords spine
Towords sternum
Towords feet

Towords head
Towards left
Towords ri9ht

Eye-bolls-out

ChfSHO-bock
Bock-to -c hrst

Eye-bolls-down
Eye-bolls ' up
Eye- bolls-left
Eye-bolls' riQht

NG • %. N.

UNIT VECTOR

·G.

:I<'l.sure 3:
The "instrument bax on the turning chair", and airplane with hood for
blind flight. (From Isaac Jones: Flying
Vistas: The Human Being as Seen Through
the Eyes of the Flight Surgeon. J. B.
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1937, by
permission.

-G.

Head-to' foot

'G,

Foot - to-head

·G.

-G,

-Gy

Gx • Nz Gy• N, Gz

Nt. Ni'. Nt

'

•

Nat.

Angular Acceleration Modes
Acceltfotion obout X-ollis (Tilt h~r1 rolls left in ttlt Chtst)
Acceleration obout V·oJtis (The heort pitches down)
Acceleration obout Z'oxis (The heort yows left)

Figure 1:
The physiolo J ic~l acceleration
terminology. (Official U. s. r:avy
photoGraph)

Figure It :
The :iavy Johnsville Human Centr ifu ge . (Official U. S . Navy ph oto ~raph)

Linear Acceleration Modes
Symbol
Descri ption
Aircraft
Physiological
Aircraft
Physiological
Forward
Backword

Supine G
Prone G

Upword

Positi.e G

Downword
Negoti.e G
Straight and le.el flight ot constant speed
To right
Lateral G
Lateral G
To 1.11

.0.
-0.
-0,
.0,

.N, Gx

Of 0-, nllg

Nf>z.IGz

oOy
-Oy

oNzG y
-NzGy

-N,

Gx

oN3 GZ
-~Gz

:f--;-

Angular Acceleration Modes

A

I

0... .. . .

ROll right

The heart rolls lel1

Pitch up

The heart pitches down

o/l
oq

oN~fly

Yow right

The heart yaws I.ft

or

-Neflz

o

oN.Rx

I

F i ~u ~e

2

3

4

5

6

I
i

I
7

8

9

10 II 12 13 14
TIME - SECONDS

I I
I
15

16

17

18

19 20 21

22 23 24

5: _~ ~~lerations c om~ute d for an
X-15 re-entry with s peed brakes closed
and pitch dampe r off, and Navy cen trifuje
simulat ion by ca m control. (Official U. u .
Navy ph otograph)

Figure 2:
A comparison· of the physiolo gical
and ITASA aircraft acceleration techniques.
(Official U. s. navy pboto.2;rap h)
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Oy COMP. (AIRCRAFT)

X-15 CENTRIFUGE
PROGRAM ·3 - JUNE, JULY

Oy MEAS. (CENTRIFUGE)

\
C al COMPo

f

2.5 Q/inch

~ O' MEAS.

I

Figure 6 :
Accelerations computed for an X-15
reen try with dampe rs off, and Navy centrifuge
simulation by pilot-computer control.
(Official U. S. Navy photograoh).
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9: Navy centrifuge gimbal velocities and
accelerations for a 5Gz peak haversine waveform.
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Figure 7:
Acceleration vs. time capabilities
of various motion simul a t i on devices.
(Official U. S. Navy photo graph).
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Pi gure 10:
Physi ologi cal anoa ular velocities
(R) and angular accelerations (R) for a 5G
peak haversine waveform on the Navy c en trlfu ~e .

IImeinafl:o''';t.

I

Figure 8 : Navy centrifuge gimbal responses for a
5Gz pe<JJc hzversine waveform .
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CREW SAFEl'Y AND SURVIVAL ASPECTS OF THE LUNAR- LANDING MISSION
Hubert M. Drake
Chief of Programs
NASA Flight Research Center
Edwards, California

Abstract

safety and survival problems . The presence of man
in the lunar - landing vehicle both complicates and
simplifies the problem because, although the
requirements for provision of safety and survival
are much more severe, the man can be relied upon to
take a personal and active interest in the matter.

Some of the safety and survival aspects of
the manned lunar - landing mission are examined.
The conditions requiring abort to the earth, lunar
orbit, and lunar surface are determined . Some of
the possible design requirements to permit abort
to lunar orbit or surface are indicated. Lunar
orbital and surface survival kits are described,
and the stationing of such kits in lunar orbit and
at the intended landing site is proposed.

Considerations of safety are limited to
phases 1, 2, and 4, inasmuch as these phases
involve powered flight. Phase 3 is discussed in
the following section on survival.

Introduction
A manned lunar - landing mission includes all
of the safety and survival problems of earth or bital and lunar orbital missions, plus problems
that arise from flight phases peculiar to the
lunar landlng . For example, the lunar landing
involves several additional powered phases and the
danger of landing accidents on the moon, with
resulting problems of survival. Phases common to
other missions, such as boost, earth orbit, trans lunar flight, lunar orbit, and earth recovery are
not considered in this paper, since these areas
are covered adequately in other investigations.
The lunar-landing mission is considered from the
standpoint of the initial exploratory missions;
that is, no permanent lunar base is assumed to
have been established.

System Failures
Some of the critical system failures that
might occur in phases 1, 2, and 4 are shown in
figure 2. A general safety requirement might be to
always provide a way out following one failure
(preferably two in series). Figure 2 lists how
this requirement might be met for several systems.
EmergenCies are presented in 9rder of increasing
urgency: those requiring no immediate abort; those
which may require immediate abort, depending on the
conditions prevailing at the time of the failure;
and, finally, one which requires immediate abort.
These, of course, are not all of the systems in the
spacecraft, but are representative of the various
types . It might be noted that under safety provi sions, redundancy and repair are the most important
factors for all systems except structure and propulSion, for which repair is the primary provision.
Redundancy is generally the only acceptable safety
provision for failures occurring during power-on
operations such as in phases 1, 2, and 4, but when
conditions provide adequate time, it is possible
for the crew to take action to perform repairs.
Thus, on the surface of the moon or in lunar orbit,
the original capability and reliability of the
systems may be regained if suitable equipment,
parts, and skills are available.

In this paper, the term "safety" refers to
the escape and survival of the crew should an
emergency or accident occur . The term "survival"
refers to the long-term aspects of the crew exist ence after an emergency . Rescue would be included
in the survival area .
An indication of the extent of the problem
and the flight phases to be considered is given in
figure 1. A small sector of the moon is shown,
and the trajectory of a vehicle landing from Lunar
orbit, then taking off to return to earth is
indicated. In general, the four flight phases
are, as indicated: phase 1, the lunar deorbit and
approach; phase 2, the actual lunar landing;
phase 3, lunar residence, which includes all the
time spent on the moon; and phase 4, the lunar
take-off which extends from the firing of the
take-off engines to injection into lunar orbit.

Abort Requirements and Goals
Abort requirements and the goals of abort
should also be considered in a discussion of safety,
inasmuch as abort is the last resort following
emergency . Figure 3 shows the characteristic
velocity requirements for abort to each of three
possible target areas: the earth, lunar orbit, or
the moon. These three locations, of course, have
different levels of desirability and attainability,
depending on the flight phase when the emergency
occurs. For example, if an emergency occurs just
as deorbiting is initiated, it is obviously possible to return to the earth or to the lunar orbit
with much less expenditure of energy than is
required. by an abort to the moon. Conversely, if
an emergency occurs during the final phases of
landing, aborting to the moon involves much less
energy than to the earth or lunar orbit . Omitting
the earth, the choice between abort to the lunar
orbit or surface is dependent upon design, supply,
and survival considerations to be discussed.

Also included in figure 1 is a list of perti nent items such as the altitude, the characteristic velocity increment involved in each of the
four flight phases, and the approximate duration,
in minutes, of the flight phase. Phases 1, 2,
and 4 are characterized by the operation of the
main propulsion system; maneuvering, and possibly
staging. Phase 3 is primarily characterized by
long duration, while phase 2 has the added problem of lunar impact.
Obviously, any number of emergencies and
accidents could occur during a mission such as
that illustrated in figure 1 which would result in
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It might be noted 1n !'lgure 2 that only f ail ures of the propulsi on system require immediate
ab or t . Various propulsion configurations can be
utilized to obtain the 17,000 ft/sec velocity
potential required to land on the moon from lunar
orbit and return to earth . Figure 4 shows examples of some of these confi gurations, with comments on the results of propulsion fai l ures . The
first configuration ,consists, essentially, of a
single stage for lunar landing and earth return .
With this configuration, any failure in phase 1
and 2 results in a crash on the moon . I n phase 4,
if a failure occurs below orbital velocity, a
crash results; whereas , at velocities above orbital
speed, the vehicle can remain in lunar orbit . With
the second configuration, a separate stage is
indicated for earth return and lunar l anding .
~ ilure of the lunar- landing stage in phase 1 or 2
permits the use of stage B to abort to the earth,
lunar orbit, or the moon, since sufficient velocity
potential exists in this stage. I f stage B fails
subsequent to a stage A failure, there is st i ll a
possibility that the vehicle will remain in orbit
rather than crashing on the moon . Phase 4, in
thi s instance, is the same as phase 4 for the
single - stage vehicle . The third configuration has
three stages : lunar landing, l unar take - off, and
earth return. In each phase there are two propul s i on systems that can fail without a resulting
crash . I t might be noted that for all three configurations, failures in phase 4 preclude abort to
the earth .
Safety considerations of another possibl e
operati onal technique and group of propulsion configurat i ons for the lunar landing are shown in
figure 5 . A small vehic l e is assumed to leave a
mother vehicle in lunar orbit, make a landing on
the moon, then take off from the moon to rendez vous with the mother vehicle which will be used
for earth return . Three configurations are also
shown in this figure . The first again consists of
a single propulsion system capable of the
14, 000 ft/sec requirement for this mission . Any
propulsion failure in phase 1, 2, or 4 with this
configuration will cause the vehicle to crash on
the moon . In the second configuration, two par a l lel, independent propulsion systems are utilized
which operate throughout the flight . The propel lant supply systems can be i nterconnected at the
pilot's discretion, as required . I f either pro pulsion system fails, the mission can be completed
or an abort can be made to the moon or to lunar
orbit in all flight phases . The third configu ration is similar to the second, in that two
independent propulsion systems are used . In addi tion, a second stage is provided having a capa bility Qf approximately 3,000 ft/sec, for a total
capability of 17,000 ft/sec . Both A and B pro pulsion systems can fail, and system C will stil l
permit an abort to either the moon or to lunar
orbit. I f desired, the l ander can be designed for
a 14, 000 ft/sec total capability and lunar surface
refueling used to provide the required redundancy.

probably depend upon the rel a tive r eliab i lity of
the propulsion systems . I t woul d appear that
serious consideration might be given to the third
configurati on in the direct l unar l and i ng and to
the second confi gurati on for the l unar r endezvous .
Effects on Design
I n all of the forego i ng , a tac i t assumption
has been made that abort to the luna r orbit or t he
moon is preferabl e to the emergency be i ng experienced at the given time . However, the effect of
such an abort requi rement on the design of the
actual lunar vehicl e must be considered . Some
effects have been indicated, such as the add i t i onal
stagi ng or paral lel staging . Again, the possib ility of aborting to the moon with a stage that i s
not the primary lunar - landing stage introduces the
necessity of having two lunar - landi ng gears on
successive stages, or a ~ingle landing gear capabl e
of two l andings mounted on the lunar take - off
stage . Although it might a l so be possible to build
sufficient shock- attenuation capability into the
capsul e itsel f to withstand lunar - landing impact,
thi s capability does not appear to be la solution
because of the danger of fire and explosion .
Safety considerations would appear to require that
the lunar take - off engines not onl y be extremely
reliable but a l so lbe throttleable or otherwise
capable of performing emergency lunar landings .
The capability of emergency landing, of course ,
would be inherent in the parallel propulsion configurations mentioned previously .
Survival and, Rescue
I n speaking of survival , it i s assumed that
the crew have escaped the immedi ate emergency and
have been ab l e to attain a place of relative
safety . I n this paper, this safety area is considered to be l unar orb i t or the surface of the
moon . Each of these survi val ilocations offers a
number of survival supply and rescue possibil ities,
as shown in figure 6. Each survival area has
different requirements in regard to launch rates,
vehicle development prob l ems, and operational
feasibility . Some of the particular problems and
operational considerations are discussed in the
following sections .
Lunar Orbit
The l unar orb i t might be considered desirable
as a location for long -term survival because less
expenditure of energy is required for rescue; that
is, a vehicle in lunar orbit is in a much more
shallow energy well than it would be on the lunar
surface . Also, as indicated in f i gures 4 and 5, it
is frequently the onl y survival area available .
I f it is assumed that a survival type of
emergency has occurred, that is, the l i ving module
of the vehic l e is essent i ally undamaged but cannot
leave l unar orbit, the basic problem is that l i fe
must be sustai ned until a successful rescue attempt.
can be mounted . As indicated in figure 6, rescue
may be by a vehicle already in orb i t , whi ch would
present no supply problem, or by a vehicle from
earth, which would require suffi cient supplies on
the lunar lander or a lunar orbital supply ship .
I t is, of course, \preferable that sufficient
supplies be contained in the l unar l ander , if
possible, thereby avoiding the necessity of providing a second vehicle; however, the amount of

Considering the various possible confi gurations and operational techniques presented in
figures 4 and 5, selection of the best balance
between complexity, rel iability, safety, and
efficiency is dependent, of course, upon the hard ware involved . It would seem that the first
configuration in each figure could not be considered because of safety requirements . A choice
between the second and third configurations would
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supplies required depends upon the time for rescue
and may be excessive for the lunar lander .
Consideration of the supplies required indias discussed in reference 1, that the pro visiO~ of atmosphere is most critical for survival,
because the crew can survive from 30 to 40 days on
the supplies of food and water carried on a 14 - day
lunar mission but can survi ve only a few minutes
without breat~ing . Thus; from a survival stand pOint, any excess payload capability should be used
for atmospheric supplies: oxygen and CO2 absorb -

means of a special vehicle, as discussed pre viously (fig . 5) ; thus, a special rescue vehicle is
not required, since the mother vehicle fulfills
this rol e .

cates

ent . A minimum of about 110 pounds of oxygen and
lithium hydroxide (plus container weight) per man
would be required to match the total survival
period possible with the food and water carried on
a 14- day lunar - landing mission. This weight does
not appear to be too great a p~nalty to pay for
the increase in survival potential .
Another hazard, however, precludes reliance
solely upon supplies stored in the lunar lander .
This is the high probability of encountering a
major solar f l are . Normally, insufficient shield ing would be carried on the lunar mission for
solar- flare protection, reliance being placed,
instead, on prediction and statistics . Th~s:
lunar - orbit survival will require the prov1s10n of
additional shielding by a supply ship or rescue in
a very short time. The improbability of being able
to launch a rescue ship in a short time makes the
provision of a supply ship in lunar orbit quite
attractive. Such a supply ship would be capable
of carrying sufficient shielding and supplies to
permit survival in lunar orbit for a period of
several months until a rescue ship from earth
could arrive . This orbiting supply ship is
discussed further in the next section .
Rescue can be performed by providing a
manned or unmanned rescue ship in lunar orbit
(fig . 6); however, it appears that the manned
ship is undesirable because its duration on sta tion is limited . An unmanned ship, it is be lieved, would be much less reliable than the
simpler supply ship discussed above . There fore, it is felt that the provision of a supply
ship in a permanent lunar orbit is to be pre ferred to the orbiting rescue ship .
The third rescue possibility, that of using a
lunar - launched rescue vehicle, will not be prac tical until a permanent base with suffic ient
facilities exists on the moon . At that time, it
may be the preferred base for rescue operations
because a velocity of only 10,000 ft/sec will be
required to perform the rescue and proc eed to
earth, or 14,000 ft/sec to rescue and return to
the moon . An earth-based rescue would require
about 41,000 ft/sec velocity .

Lunar Survival
Problems resulting from an accident or emer gency late in the lunar l anding, during the lunar
residence, or immediately after lunar take -off
(phases 2, 3, and 4 of fig. 1 ) could eliminate the
possibility of attaining a lunar - orbit condi tion .
Therefore, survival on the moon itself must be
considered .
The high l evel of energy expenditure required
for a lunar landing creates complex supply and
rescue operati on problems; therefore, it might be
well to regard survival on the moon operationally
in the same light as survival during polar expedi tions . I n the past, it was not considered catastrophiC or even unexpected if the return of an
arctic or antarctic expedition was delayed 6 month~
to a year by their ships being frozen into the ice .
Similarly, it would seem that if adequate preparation were made, a lunar accident which prevented
immediate return of the crew should not be considered a catastrophe or cause extreme concern .
Six months' survival potential would probably be
adequate if the planned second lunar-landing
mission had rescue capabilities. This second
mission would probably be scheduled for launch
2 months after the first . Thus, allowing for fail ure of this mission, 2 months to launch a third,
and a 50 - percent safety margin, a 6 -month survival
time should probably be provided.
Two general survival areas must then be considered, as shown in figure 6 : the intended
landing site, and a remote site. First, consider
survival following accident or emergency at the
intended landing site . Accidents and emergencies
are most likely to occur in this area, since it is
here that landing impact is made and the longduration lunar residence occurs. As indicated in
figure ' 6 , there are four possibilities for supply
at the lunar - landing site . In this instance, it
would appear to be advantageous to place the
supply vehicle at the landing site before the
lunar landing was attempted . This can be done
during vehic l e development just prior to the
landing attempt. Although, as will be discussed
later, supply by a ship in lunar orbit is also
attractive, it offers somewhat less assurance of
success . The supply ship could fail to operate
properly when called down, then reliance would
have to be placed on supply from earth .
The first requirement for long - term survival
on the moon is adequate shelter for protection
from radiation, micrometeorites, temperature
extremes, and vacuum. Since the stay on the ~oon
is to be possibly as long as 6 months, there 1S a
virtual certainty of encountering multiple solar
flares of sufficient intensity to be hazardous.
Similarly, micrometeorites of appreciable size
can be expected . Although no detail design has
been made, a possible form of shelter to provide
adequate protection against these hazards is shown
in figure 7. This shelter would be buried under
8 to 10 feet of lunar rock for protection from
radiation and extremes of temperature. At this
depth, the rock is estimated to have a constant
temperature of _40 0 F. With proper insulation,
the internal heat generated by the occupants and

I t might be noted that all of these procedures for rescue in lunar orbit involve the
assumption that the problems of orbital rendezvous
have been solved and that rendezvous is essentiallya normal operational technique . It is
believed that this capability will probably have
been achieved during the time period under cons ideration .
One final point might be mentioned with
regard to rescue in lunar orbit by an orbiting
rescue vehicle . This is the normal procedure of
operation if the lunar landing has been made by
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equipment wi ll maintain a comfortable temperature .
Burial of a lunar shelter of this type would be
performed by blasti ng out a hole, installing the
shelter, then mounding the lunar debris over the
shelter. It is possible that good fortune would
provide a crevice or cave in the vicinity of the
landing and thus greatly reduce the effort re quired . In figure 7 the astronauts have been
fortunate to find sufficient loose soil to bury the
shelter without an excavation . The shelter illus trated has two air locks; one is normal ly used for
a sanitary facility, but provides also an emergency
air-lock capability . The general dimensions are :
length, 22 feet; width, 9 feet; height, 7 feet;
and volume, 1,070 cubic feet. It might be of
interest to compare these dimensions with those of
the hut in which Admiral BYrd spent 6 months alone
in the antarctic. This hut 2 was 9 by 13 by 8 feet
high, was designed for three men, and was similarly
buried for protection from the environment .
The supplies and systems required for the
proposed shelter are listed in the follOWing table:
Supplies for Lunar - Landing "Survival Kit"
(Six -month duration, three -man crew,
pressure - 7 .5 psia)
Weight,
lb
Breathing atmosphere:
Oxygen (2 lb/man/day, 10 shelter cycles,
500 air-lock cycles, 10 percent leakage, 400 lb for space suits) .
• • • • • .
O2 storage •
Nitrogen (10 shelter cycles, 500 air - lock
cycles, 10 percent leakage)
N2 storage •
CO2 absorption (LiOH)
Atmosphere decontamination (catalyst
burner, charcoal, fuel) •
Food (2 lb/man/day) . . . . •
Water . . . . • . • • • • . .
Water reclamation (condenser, 2 stills,
filters, etc.)
. ....
Sanitary facilities (fixtures, storage,
etc.) • • . . . . . . . • • . ••
Electric power 1 kw (2 fuel cells,
1 photo voltaic system, battery)
Hydrogen
Hydrogen storage and system
Oxygen
Oxygen storage •
Shelter . . . • •
Miscellaneous supplies (suits, communi cations, tools, recreational equipment, etc.) • . . . . • • • . •
Total

2,05 0
1,280
900
680
2,040
430
1,100
300
320
200

500

216
200
1,944
1,200
1,560

weight of the shelter and a l l supplies would ' thus be
about 20,000 pounds . Most of these supplies would
not be stored within the shelter, but, instead,
would be stored above ground in a shel ter provided
by the nose cone of the supply ship.
The survival shelter would be shipped to the
moon in two parts for ease of assembling and
handling . As mentioned previously, it would prob ably be best to land the supply vehic l e on the moon
prior to the manned landing so that the supplies
would be available for use at that time . If the
supplies were not required by the lunar- landing
party, they would be available for the next landing
crew in the same manner in which supplies have been
left by antarctic expeditions for use by later
expeditions .
Survival in a landing away from the primary
landing Site, that is, immediately after take - off
in phase 4, poses special problems . The distance
may be too great to permit the crew to return to
the landing site and use the stored supplies at
that pOint . Although this is, perhaps, the most
difficult of all lunar survival problems, the
probability of an emergency in this area requiring
survival provisions is fairly remote. Most mal functions requiring abort can be expected to occur
in the first few seconds of powered operation when
the ship is still very close to the base . For
example, if the emergency occurs at less than
1,000 ft/sec, the landing will be made within about
20 miles of the base, probably within walking dis tance . An emergency occurring at a later point
requires that a survival kit be provided at the
emergency landing site within the time during which
survival is possible with the stored atmosphere on
board the lunar - landing vessel. Survival, in this
case, is critically dependent upon having a supply
vessel ready for launch on earth, or in orbit about
the moon to be called down to the proper landing
site. It would probably be preferable to have a
survival supply ship in lunar orbit for call down
to the emergency landing site. This vehicle would
contain essentially the same "survival kit" de scribed previously and would thus serve as a backup for the normal landing site . The vehicle would
probably be most accurately and favorably positioned if it were landed by radio control from the
lunar lander . Thus, it could be landed at a
location near suitable shelter locations and still
suffiCiently remote from the lunar lander to avoid
damage from flying rocks and other debris dis lodged by the /supply ship landing rockets.
Proper design of this survival vehicle would
enable its use as the supply ship for aborts to
lunar orbit. To perform this function, it would
be necessary for the survival vehicle to incor porate adequate . rendezvous capability and the
addition of the large amount of shielding for
solar - flare protection. As indicated in references 3 and 4, water shielding weights on the
order of 5,000 pounds to 10,000 pounds may ge
required for protection . This shielding could be
provided in an auxiliary compartment which could
be jettisoned if the "survival kit" is to be
landed on the moon, thus not interfering with the
lunar- landing performance . Having the kit already
in orbit rather than on the earth would greatly
increase the chances of successful supply as well
as reduce the time required for supply .

3,000
18,90 0

No attempt has been made to optimize this "survival kit;" therefore, considerable weight reduc tion would probably be possible, particularly in
the electrical power system . A heat - engine system
operating on the temperature difference between
the lunar surface and subsurface might replace the
fuel cell required for night - time power with a
considerable saving in weight. Similarly, the
life-support system assumes no regeneration of
oxygen, but futur~ developments will probably make
this feasibie. Only a small water reserve is
supplied because regeneration of waste water and
the additional water resulting from the fuel cell
will insure an adequate supply . The total payload

The orbiting supply ship might be used for
emergencies occurring at the normal landing site
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cussed would consist of:

~nd remote sites , thus re qulrlng only one survival
vehicle rather than two . However , it would appear
to be much more effective to have the suppl ies on
the moon at the intended landing site as discussed
previously, particularly when the probability of a
malfunction at this location is considered .

a . An unmanned supply ship at the
planned primary landing site and
b . An unmanned suppl y ship in orbit
ca pable of orbital rendezvous for orbital
suppl y and capable of l unar landi ng for
supply of unplanned remote landings .

One final point that might be discussed is the
possibility of a form of lunar - surface rendezvous
being utilized to improve the safety and survival
potential of the mission . A 'rendezvous of this
type could t ake the form of a duplicate mission
vehicle landed automatically at the intended land ing site prior to the mission . This is particularly attractive if the lunar- orbit rendezvous
technique is employed because of the extremely
small vehicle required and the fact that the mother
ship is already waiting in lunar orbit . Similar
possibilities exist to provide propellants to avoid
marginal fuel conditions at lunar take - off . The
best combination of facilities, supplies, and
equipment in the survival kit will vary greatly,
depending on the chosen lunar -mission flight pro cedure and will require extensive study and evalu ation ,

I n each of these cases rescue would be performed
by a rescue shi p sent from earth.
Provi sions of increased safety potential may
pl ace unusual requi rements on vari ous spacecraft
systems , parti cularl y for the propulsion system
and the l anding gear where safety requires some
form . of redundancy . Additional important design
requlrements are the provision of rescue capa bility in the bas i c lunar lander a nd extension of
~utomatic lunar-landing capabilities to large
payloads .
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PHASES OF LUNAR-LANDING MISSION

FLIGHT PHASE

ALTITUDE, FT

CHARACTERISTIC VELOCI T Y
INCREMENT: FT/SEC

DURAT ION,
MINUTES

I. LUNAR DE-ORBIT AND APPROACH

50,000 TO 1,000

6,400

7 TO 20

2. LUNAR LANDING

1,000 TO 0
0

3. LUNAR RESIDENCE
4. LUNAR TAKEOFF TO LUNAR
ORBIT

o TO

50,000

400
0

I TO 10,000

6,500

5 TO 6

-INCLUDES 10° ORBITAL-PLANE CHANGE AND I MINUTE OF HOVERING
FIGURE I
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SYSTEM FAILURES AND SAFETY PROVISIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

SYSTEM

SAFETY PROVISIONS

GUIDANCE
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
COMMUNICATIONS

REDUNDANCY, REPAIR
REDUNDANCY, REPAIR
REDUNDANCY, REPAIR

NO IMMEDIATE ABORT

CONTROL SYSTEM
AUXILIARY POWER
STRUCTURE

REDUNDANCY, REPAIR
REDUNDANCY, REPAIR
REPAIR

MAY REQUIRE IMMEDIATE
ABORT

PROPULSION

PARTIAL REDUNDANCY,
REPAIR

IMMEDIATE ABORT

FIGURE 2

CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ABORT
VELOCITY, FT/SEC
ABORT TO -

FLIGHT PHASE
EARTH
DE-ORBIT

1

LUNAR ORBIT

o TO

3,500 TO 10,500

7,000

1

MOON
6,500 TO 100

LANDING

10,500

7,000

100

RESIDENCE

10,500

7,000

0

TAKE-OFF

10,500 TO 4,000

6,500 TO 0

FIGURE 3

2 00

o TO

6,500

---------------~ .

PROPULSION CONFIGURATION EFFECTS ON SAFETY
FOR DIRECT EARTH RETURN TECHNIQUE
CONFIGURATION

REENTRY
VEHICLE

PHASE 2

PHASE I

FA I LURE -CRASH

SAME AS PHASE I

LUNAR
LAND
AND EARTH
RETURN
STAGE

PHASE 4

FAIL AT V<Vc-CRASH
FAIL AT V>VCREMAIN
IN ORBIT

V = VELOCITY
)
( Vc= LUNAR ORBITAL VELOCITY

REENTRY
VEHICLE

N

o
......

B

A

EARTH
RETURN

LUNAR
LAND STAGE

A FAfLS-ABORT TO EARTH,
ORBIT, OR MOON

SAME AS PHASE I

B FAILS-V<Vc-CRASH
V>Vc REMAIN
IN ORBIT

B FAILS - V>Vc-REMAIN IN
ORBIT
V<Vc-CRASH

SAME AS PHASE I

B FAILS-V<3500 FT ISEC
ABORT TO MOON

REENTRY
VEHICLE

A FAILS -ABORT TO EARTH,

C

EARTH
RETURN

A AND B
FAIL - V>3500 FT ISEC
ABORT TO ORBI T

V>3500 FT ISEC
ABORT TO LUNAR
ORBIT

B

LUNAR
TOUCHDOWN

V<3500 FT/SEC
ABORT TO MOON

C FAILS-REMAIN IN ORBIT

~ LUNAR
I
LAND STAGE

FIGURE 4

I
PROPULSION CONFIGURATION EFFECTS ON SAFETY
USING LUNAR RENDEZVOUS TECHNIQUE
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EFFECTS OF HIGH G CONDITIONS ON . PILOT PERFORMANCE
Randall M. Chambers, Ph.D. and Lloyd Hitchcock, Jr., Ph.D.
Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory, U. S. Na val Air De velopme nt Center, Johnsville, Pa.

The general development trend in space vehicle design suggests the desirability of maximally using the occupant to both control capsule
attitude and to monitor vehicle systems during the
boost (and reentry) acceleration phases, as well
as during orbital flight. Consequently, much
more information is needed concerning man's
ability to perform certain control functions under
conditions in which he is exposed to accelerations
which approach not only his physiological tolerance limits, but also his performance tolerance
limits. In addition to the need for more data concerning the acceleration stress that man can en dure and still retain the ability to perform c ontrol
functions, there is a need to know specifically the
nature of performance errors which can arise,
not only as the direct result of acceleration, but
also as secondary effects of acceleration inter acting with other conditions such as the type of
control task , the type of control device, the damping and stability parameters, and the pilot's physiological endurance 8 . Current concern o v er the
performance capabilities of the human pilot imxner sed in certain acceleration environments is
well founded since there are v ery few experimen tal reports describing the effects of these con ditions on performance. The present paper attempts to summarize some of the results of recent
studies c onducted at the A v iation Medical Acceleration Laboratory (AMAL) in which specific pilot
performance capabilities were studied under several conditions of acceleration stress.
General Experimental Method
The primary apparatus was the human ce n tri fuge, located at AMAL, Johns v ille, Pennsylvania
(Figure 1). B y applying suitable signal inputs to
the ser v o systexns controlling the radial ve locity
of the centrifuge arm and the xnotion and position
of the two gimbals , the centrifuge provides the
capability for exposing a pilot positioned in the
gondo l a to acceleration fields which xnay vary
along the dixnensions of direction (vector), axnplitude, duration, rate of onset, and coxnplexity .
Equations of xnotion and related ve hicle charac teristics, stored in a coxnputer system, also may
be programxned to present acceleration and control display conditions to the pilot as he "flies"
realistic flight problexns using a display panel
such as that shown in Figure 2. The accelerations and displays thus received are functions of
the pilot's perforxnance interacting with the aerodynaxnic equations and vehicle characteristics
stored in the coxnputer . A relatively lar ge varie ty of studies have been conducted utilizing this
facility and general approach. Soxne of the
studies ha ve been concerned with basic human
abilities within certain specified acceleration

environments. These types of studies are to be
contrasted with the vehicle simulation studies
which were xnore oriented towards studying man's
interactions with specified flight tasks and predicted vehicle conditions.
Linear acceleration is sixnulated on the centrifuge by using angular ve locity. Three linear acceleration coxnponents xnay be simulated and exnphasis is placed upon these. So far as the pilot is
concerned, it is convenient to consider the acceleration environment in terxns of the three components (Figure 3). These components are G x (acceleration along the pilot's dorsal- ve ntral axis),
G y (acceleration along the pilot's side-to- side
axis), and G z (acceleration along the pilot's longitudinal body axis). Since the relative orientation
of the pilot with respect to the resultant acceleration vector can be continuously controlled, any
given vect o r may be positive, negative, or zero,
depending upon the pilot's position with reference
to the prixnary acceleration vectors. The acceleration nomenclature used in this report is the
physiological-heart-displacement system 5, 16
Regardless of whether the subject is in the seated
position, the supine position, or the prone position,
this nomenclature system refers to the physiological displacement of the heart within the chest when
a particular acceleration force is applied. In the
current report, we are concerned primarily with
positive G x (heart displaced towards the spinal
column), minus G x (heart displaced away from the
spinal column), and plus G z (heart displaced downward). Sometimes these vectors are referred to
as eye-balls-in, eye-balls-out, and eye-ballsdown, respectively.
To date, a consistent terminology for representing acceleration and its v arious components
has not been adopted for univeral use by engineering, biological, physiological, and psychological
groups. There is much variation in nomenclature,
even within the same laboratory. More detailed
discussion of the problems of acceleration nomenclature may be found in Dixon and Patterson 18,
Gauer 22, Clark, et al 16, and Chambers 5.
For this report, the G system of units proposed by Dixon and Patter son 18 is used throughout, as the measure of acceleration force, although it is recognized that there is much confusi on in the field regarding this terminology. In
practice, therefore, G is considered as a unit of
force and observed accelerations are expressed
as so many "G's". For example, terms such as
"6 G units" or "a force of 6 Gil are frequently
used to represent a f orce magnitude six times the
weight of the body in question. It is important to
note that the symbol .8. is used only for the
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acceleration due to gravity, while 9 is used in
aviation Illedicine to represent the unit of reactive
f or ce 23 .
Physiological Tolerance and
PerforIllan ce Tolerance
One o f the IllOSt iIllportant concepts in acceleration research is that of physiological tolerance,
or the ability of the hUIllan subject to physiologically withstand acceleration stress. Physiological
tolerance is a cOIllplex concept and encoIllpasses
a wide variety of both physiological functions and
environIllental factors. In reviewing the ability of
Illan to perforIll a task within an acceleration en vir onment and to maintain c ontrol over his perceptual, intelle ctual, and emotional facultie s, it
is essential that the general physiological stamina
of man be considered as defining the upper limit
of acceleration force within which he may be required to perform a piloting task. The c oncept of
physiological tolerance includes all of the co=on
physiological responses which are functions of the
intensity and duration of a stress stimulus. Theoretically, therefore, the point of response may be
separated from the point of no-response by a
simple stimulus strength-duration curve. Figure
4 presents a summary of the authors' survey of
the scientific literature and presents the current
accepted physiological tolerances defined as
fu nctions of duration and G load. It should be
pointed out that the points on this curve do not
necessarily reflect the ma ximum exposures which
have been experie nced by human subjects.
There are some excellent reviews on physiological problems within acceleration fields in the
scientific literature and the reader is referred to
these for a more detailed consideration of the
problem of physiological tolerance of acceleration
19, 28, 12, 14, 1, 23, 27, 4
As pointed out in the early part of this section,
the upper limits of acceleration loadings under
which a given person may perform a piloting task
are primarily determined by the limits of physiological tolerance. Howe ver, in addition to these
physiological tolerance liIllits which define the
maximal endpoints f or safe exposure of a p"a rticular physiological system to acceleration stress,
there are also performance tolerance limits which
define the upper limits of reliable functioning of a
particular performance-ability system under
comparable acceleration exposure. Although
physiological and perfor=ance tolerance limits
are often functionally related, they need not be of
the same Illagnitude since each is dependent upon
its defining criteria. Performance tolerance
limits are of major importance in the allocation
of man-machine functions.
Prior research has indicated that as G increases, there may be an initial improvement in
performance of the piloting task, fo llowed by a
gradual decline, until a performance tolerance
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limit is reached. Beyond this point, performance
deteriorates extreIllely rapidly. The point of
maximum efficiency is usually at a lower G than
the upper performance tolerance limit; however,
to date, this point has not been specified directly.
Under conditions of moderate acceleration, ex perienced pilots may utilize motion and acceleration cues in performing their tasks and these cues,
along with reasonably high concentration and motivati on, may e nabl e the pilot to do better under
mOderately high acceleration than under static
conditions. At high G, performance proficiency
deteriorates markedly. This deterioration generally reflects impairment of vision and the ability
to breathe, physically strain, or a reduction of the
pilot's ability to resist the physiological effects of
acceleration. Summar ies of the effects of acceleration upon performance may be found in Brown 2
and Chamber s 4, 5.
G tolerance may be expressed as a function of
at least five primary acceleration variables: (a)
the direction of the primary of resultant G force
with respect to the axes of the human body, (b) the
rate of onset and the decline of G, (c) the magnitude of peak G, (d) the duration of peak G, and (e)
the total duration of acceleration from time of
onset to termination. There are also other auxilIary conditions which influence a human subject's
tolerance. Among these are: (a) the types of endpoints used in determining tolerance, (b) the types
of G protection devices and body restraints, (c)
the type of environment in which a subject is tested,
such as temperature, ambient pressure, noise and
lighting, (d) age, (e ) psychological factor s such as
fear and anxiety, competitive attitude, and willingness to tolerate discomfort and pain, (f) previous
acceleration training and exposed accumulated
effects, (g) the type of acce le ration device used
for exposing the subject to acceleration, and (h)
muscular tensing and effort 23
Effects of Acceleration on Vision
During exposure to high positive, negativ e,
and transver se acceleration, visual disturbance s
occur. During positive acceleration, the se disturbances result primarily from ischemia; however, mechanical distortion of the eye may also
occur in severe cases. G enerally , a period of
grayout exists before blackout occurs. Grayout
is characterized by general dimming and blurring.
Total visual disturbance occurs approxiInately one
G unit below the le v el at which blackout occur s.
During exposure to high transverse acceleration,
the effects on the visual systeIn depend largely on
whether the acceleration force is + G x (eye -balls in) or -G x (eye-balIs-out). When the acceleration
is +G x ' no major visual disturbances ha ve been
reported up to loads of + 14 G x for 5 seconds at
peak G. At levels between plus 6 and plus 12 G x '
howe ver , there Inay be SOIne tearing, apparant
loss of peripheral visi on, and difficulty in keeping
the eyes open. For -G x (eye-ball s-out accelera tion), SOIne pain Inay be experienced and sInall

petechiae may o ccur on the lower surface of t he
eyelids. Vision may be temporarily impaired ,
although t o date, no internal damage has been re ported f or accelerations as high as +15 G x ' For
-G x acceleration, howe ver , the kind of re straints
provided for the anterior surface of the body i s a
major c ons i dera ti on.
The problem of seeing und er transver se accelera t i on appears to be largely a mechanical
problem, due partially to mecha nical pressures
on the eyes and the accumulation of tears. In
addition to G amplitude and the direction of the
p rimar y G vector, the duration of peak G is of
major importan ce . Total time in which a human
subject can endure exposure to acceleration stress
and maintain good v ision depends largely on the
s y stem o f G p rotecti on. Using a system of G protection developed by Smedal, et a1 25 , ithas been
possible to achieve the foll o wing record runs by
trans verse and positive G on the AMAL ce ntrifuge : 90 seconds at +7 G z , 127 seconds at +14 G x ,
and 71 seconds at -10 G x ' These record runs
were c onducted on the AMAL centrifuge using the
adv anc ed restraint system developed by the Ames
Research Center. They do not necessarily establish limits of visua l performance, however,
sin ce the relationship be tween amplitude of G and
duration at peak G has no t been established. For
exa mple, in an earlier experiment at AMAL , one
subject , using a cont our couch restraint system
developed at AMAL, was able to perf orma v isual
task during an extremel y high G run which took
him to +25 G x for 5 seconds.
Visual ac!tJity decreases as the magnitude of
G increases 2 , 29. This oc curs during exposure
t o both positive and transverse acceleration. As
G i n creases, a given le vel of visual acuity may
be ma intained by increasing the size of the tar~et
or the amount of luminance. White and Jorve 9,
f or example, found that at +7 G x the target had to
be twice as large as it was at one G in order to be
seen. In another study, White 30 obs erved that a
test light had to be nearly three times as bright
at 4 G z as at 1 G z in order to be seen . Thus, a
pilot's ability to read his instruments is influenced
by acceleration. However, the magnitud e of this
effect is a partial function of the le ve l of illumi nation. At high luminance, the i mpairment due
to G is not as great as it is for the same G at
lower le vels of luminanc e. White 30 has shown
that at moderate tolerance limits, increasing the
amplitude of positive acceleration increases the
absolute fovea l visua l thresholds. In most situa tions in which a pilo t is going to be expos ed to
acceleration, it is important to !<now the amount
of contrast required by the pilot in order to insur e vi sual discrimination . As acceleration in crease s, an increase in contrast is required to
detect a target. This has been shown in a recent
study by the autho rs and Drs. Braunstein and
White at AMAL. In this study , it was demon strated that the minimally acceptable (thres hold)
c ontrast was greater f or positive acceleration

t han f or transverse acce le rati on. For example, a
16 perc e nt contrast b etwee n the target and its
ba c kground was re quir ed at +5 G z and a 12 percent
contrast was required at +7 G x ' For static conditions, an average luminance differential between
target and ba c kground of a ppro ximately 8 .5 percent was required for discrimination. In this particular experimen t, vi sual b rightness discr imination was studied at four le ve ls of background lumi nance, at four levels of positiv e acceleration, and
at five l evels of transverse acceleration. For this
study, a stimulus display generator (see Figure 5 )
was mounted in the gond o la-. This generator presented a circular te st patch against a diffuse background . The display was viewed monocularly
through an aperture which was 17 1/2 inches from
the eye. The vi sual angle s subtended by the cir cular test patch and its background were 1 degree
and 28 minutes, and 8 degrees and 4 minutes , respective ly. The background was generated by eight
25 watt light bulbs behind two sheets rf flashed
opal by a 500 watt slide projector. A frontal view
of the display is shown in Figure 6 . Voltage to the
projector bulb was c ontrolled by a motor-drive n
variac which altered the operating v oltage at the
rate of v olts per second. A neutral density filter
was pla ced behind the v iewing aperture to produce
the desired background luminance . A response
button, provided to the subject, was used to indicate the appearance or disappearance of the test
patch. Figure 7 shows the installation of this
vi sual response button . After activation of the
response button by the subje ct , the direction of
r o tati on of the motor driving the variac which controlled test patch luminance was automatically re versed with the time between subject response and
motor rev er sal programmed to range from 1.25
to 3.75 seconds in a random delay orde r . At the
instant of the subject's response, the v oltage
across the projection bulb was stor ed and dis played upon a digital v olt meter located at the experimenter's station. Approximately 15 resp onses
were made during the peak G of each run. With
this apparatus, it was possible to repeated l y
measure a subject ' s ascending and descending
vi sual discrimination thresholds. Using 6 healthy
adult :males with 20/20 vis ion, brightness dis crimination thresho lds were determined at trans ver se acceleration levels of + 1, 2 , 3, 5 , and 7 G x
and positive acceleration le ve ls of + 1, 2 , 3, and
5 G z . D eter:mination s were made at each G l evel
with ba ckgr ound luminance of . 03, . 29, 2.9 and
31.2 f oo t -lamberts. F igure 8 shows the observed
relationship between brightness discrimination
threshold and background luminance for each of
the f our levels of positive acceleration. Similarly,
Figure 9 shows the obtained relationship between
brightness discrimination threshold and background luminance f or each of the 5 l evels of transverse acceler-a tion .Figure 10 shows the effec ts of
positive acceleration (+ G z ) on brightness discrimination thresholds f or perceiving the circular
target against each of the fo ur background le vel s.
These figures show that f or each of f our positive
accelerati on condition s, the m ean required contrast
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I
present the results of some recent work in which
this l atter aspect of performance was studied i n
some detail.

increased as the background luminance decreased.
Also, f o r any given ba c kground luminance level,
the higher acceleration levels required more
brightness co ntr ast. Similar results were shown
for the transv erse G exposures as may be seen in
the figures although the differences due to background luminance were more than those due to
acceleration levels . As previously mentioned ,
positive acceleration stress consistently imposed
higher contrast requirements than did transverse
acceleration . These data clearly show that
marked increases in the brightness contrast re quired for discrimination as G increased in both
the positive and transverse axes .
It is important to indicate that the physio logical conditions under which the pilot performs
a task such as this greatly influences the data
which are obtained . For example , some of the
subjects in the above study also !?erved in a n ex periment to determine whether or not positive
pressure breathing of 100 percent o xygen facili tates brightness discrimination at the upper G
levels 9 . The subjects performed under three
breathing conditions; breathing normal air, 100
percent oxygen, and 100 percent oxygen under
positive pressure. Given a background luminance
of . 03 foot -lamberts, the subjects were required
to repetitively operate a switch (see Figure 7) to
maintain the target (Figu re 6) at the minimally
discriminable brightness contrast level. The re sults obtained under pO.:3iti v e (G z ) acceleration
exposures of 90 seconds duration each under ac celeration loads of +1, +3 , +4 , and +5 G z are
shown in Figure 11. These data suggest that at
the +3, +4, and +5 G z le vel s, the positive pressure plus 100 percent oxygen required less visual
contrast than was required under the other ex per imental conditions . Similar re sults were
found for the transverse G. The contrast required
for discrimination appeared to be the same for
both the 100 peccent oxygen and 100 percent
oxygen plus po siti ve pre S sur e breathing conditions.
Oxygen would appear to play an important role,
since subjects breathing normal air under positive
pressure required increasing amounts of contrast
for discrimination as G increased .

The two investigations just described were
presented primarily to illustrate the sort of investigations which are conducted using the AMAL
human centrifuge in w hi ch basic sensory capacities are being studied. Similar investigations
have been concerned with the effects of high accelleration upon pilot ability in such areas as
discrimination reaction time, complex psychomotor performance , and higher mental abilities.
Dis crimination Reaction Time Perf ormance
In addition to influencing the pilot's ability to
per ceive stimuli, ac celeration ,modifie s his
ability to respond to them as well. Many maneu vers which pilots must perform frequently re quire not only the discrimination of but the reaction to visua l stimuli. In this section , we

Many investigators have studied discrimination
reaction time beha vior on human pilots during exposure to acceleration stress. Although it is
generally agreed that some acceleration environments do influence discrimination reaction time
beha vior , thus far it has been impossible to designate all of the underlying mechanisms which
mediate the se effects. During acceleration, the
changes observed in reaction time could be associated with pilot impairment in a variety of physical
loci. Acceleration might well reduce the capacity
of the peripheral system to receive the stimulus,
or of the central nervous system to process already received stimuli and to initiate discriminatory choice , as well as reduce the ability of the
neuromuscular system to coordinate the motor
components which translate the response into the
manipulation of the appropriate control device. In
addition , some studies have indicated that discrimination time under G is indirectly affected by
the protective equipment and related components
present in the situation in which the tests are c onducted . There were also several types of discrimination reaction times, depending on the
stimuli, re sponses, and the types of tests.
Frankenhauser 21 , using red , green, and white
light signals, measured complex choice reaction
time during expo sure to + 3 G z and found the subject took significantly longer to respond under acceleration than under normal (+ 1 G z ) conditions.
This was true for exposures of both two minutes
and five minutes duration. Her conclusion was
that visual choice reaction time was increased by
positive acceleration. Similarly, Brown and
Burke 3 found highly significant effects of positive
acceleration upon discrimination reaction time.

In contrast, relatively little information is
available concerning the effects of transverse
acceleration on discrimination reaction time. At
our laboratory, a discrimination reaction time
test apparatus was developed which consisted of
four small stimulus lights, a small response
handle containing four small response buttons, and
a programmer device which could present a large
variety of random sequences to subjects on the
centrifuge 11
Tests conducted on discrimination
reaction time behavior of subjects statically and
while submerged in water showed that subjects
could respond steadily and reliably on this device.
A typical example of data from this experiment is
shown in Figure 1 2. However, mounting the device
upon the centrifuge revealed that transver se acc ell~ ration expo sure s significantly influenced per formance of the discrimination reaction time tasks.
Figure 13 shows the installation of this apparatus
in the centrifuge . As each of the lights came on,
the subject was required to press the associated
finger button with his right hand as fast as he
could . Both the a utomatic program which activated
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the stimulus lights and the subje ct' s re sponse s
were fed to an analog computer where initial data
reduction was accomplished. Following pre acceleration training to a stable baseline per f orma n ce level, each subject received three blocks
of twenty - five trials each while exposed to 6 G x
for five minutes . Each subject received three
such acceleration trials. Since speed and ac curacy are both involved in this type of response
behavior , times and errors were normalized and
added. The results are shown in Figure 14. This
figure shows that during the first block of twenty five trials, the average response scores were
slower than the overall ' average. During the
second/ series of trials , the response scores were
even, slower than for the fir st block of trials. For
the third block of trials under G, however, per f ormance was significantly improved over that
exhibited during the earlier trials . T.he results
of t h is study suggest that acceleration initially
impaired perfo rmance during the first and second
series of acceleration trials but that by the third
series of trials , the subjects had learned to
maintain their physiology and performance under
acceleration stress and , consequently, their dis crimination reaction time scores improve , suggesting that learning how to perform during ex posure to acceleration stress is a primary
factor in determining pilot performance ability.
It may well be that the process of learning could
account f o r some of the differences in findings
which have been reported by earlier investigator s
who contrasted static and dynamic conditions with
taking into account the possibility of rapid adapta tion to the experimental conditions.
Another approach to reaction time investiga tion involves the use of an auditory rather than a
visual stimulus in order to avoid the problem of
visual interference which is known to accompany
acceleration. One such task 17 required the subject to add pairs of numbers which he heard via
an auditory magnetic tape system and then to
describe the sum by pressing the small odd and
even response buttons which were mounted upon
his left and right hand grips , respectively. P ri marily , work with this apparatus during positi ve
G z exposures to grayout levels indicated that the
time required to make these responses increased
during exposure to positive acceleration .
Complex Psychomotor Performance
The ability to perform a complex psycho motor test is impaired in most cases by ac cel eration . A typical example of a relatively
simple ca se is shown in Figur e 15 in which the
skill with which six subjects performed the hori zontal and vertical components of a tracking task
response at one minute intervals during each of
two +8 G x trials is plotted as a function of ac celeration. The accelerati on profile is dotted at
the bottom of the graph . During these test runs ,
the subjects operated a control device in respons e to the coordinated pitch and roll tracking
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maneuvers which were pre - programmed and pre sented to the subject by means of the os cillosc ope.
The apparatus and the contour couc h on which the
subject was accelerated is shown in Figure 16.
The graph shows steady performance levels f or the
horizontal and vertical components of the tracking
tasks prior to exposure to acceleration . When
peak G was reached , decrements in both comp onents were obtained but as acceleration receded to
normal , both performance components rapidly re turned to the normal skill level. Figure 15 also
shows the effects of acceleration following submersion in water to the neck level for 12 hours ll
These subjects showed approximately the same
performance curves , even after an unusual and
prolonged intervening experience , suggesting the
relative stability of the control decrement associated with acceleration stress .
In other recent work at our laboratory the
author s , in cooperation with M r . Creer and D r.
Smedal of NASA , used the ce ntrifug e to simulate
sustained reentry tracking control problems. It
wa s demonstrated that well trained te st pilots
could successfully perform a moderately complex
tracking task while being subjected to a relatively
high and varied acceleration for prolonged periods
of time . A special re straint system 25 was used
to minimize physiological discomfort during this
particular study. Tracking efficiency was calculated in percentage units based on the accumulated
tracking error divided by the accumulated excursion of the target in this study. Pit c h and roll
control inputs were made with a small two axes
pencil controller and the yaw inputs were made
with the toe pedal which was operated by flexion
and extension of the foot about the transverse axes
of the ankle joints . The restraint equipment used
in this study is shown in Figure 17 . In this par ticular study the rate of onset for all the accelera tions was approximately . 1 G per second . Each
tolerance run was preceded by a static run which
was intended to serve as the baseline for the pre diction of performance under a cceleration . Tracking performance was impaired at the high G le vels;
however, the pilots were able to maintain pro ficiency above the minimum le vels considered
necessary to continue the run, as determined from
a per centage scale of -100 to + 100 per cent der ived
from the division of actual control output by re quired output. S medal , et a1 26 have published
some of the results from this experiment and have
related these performance boundaries to the ac celerations anticipated during reentry from both
circular and parabolic (lunar return ) orbits . They
concluded that a man properly restrained can with stand the acceleration stress imposed by reentry
from minimal circular orbits. The subjective
findings obtained during this study emphasized the
visual , cardio vascular , and respiratory effects
accompanying acceleration . One major advantage
of -G x acceleration over +G x was indicated by this
study, namely that during - G x acceleration , the
forces of acceleration assist in breathing by increasing the interior and posterior diameter of

the chest, the normal functions of inspiration ,
whereas during +G x these same forces impede
inspiration through chest compression.
In a more recent study with NASA/Ames,
conducted at the AMAL centrifuge, Chamber sand
Smedal tested pilots able to reach phenomenal
transverse acceleration endurance records and
still maintain a relatively high level of performance proficiency on a complex tracking task. The
most striking centrifuge runs for +G x steady state
acceleration was +14 G x for 127 seconds. The
outstanding run for - G x steady state was - 10 G x
for 71 seconds . This was accomplished by using
the special restraint system shown in Figure 18 .
In another AMAL study , test pilots who had
performed a complex tracking test at transverse
acceleration levels of 1,3 , 5 , 7, 9 ,1 2 and 15 G x
were asked to estimate the amount of performance
decrerrlent which occurred under each acceleration load . In mCl,king their estimations , the pilots
used their performance at 1 G as the base referant and attempted to contrast their performance
at other levels against their own 1 G performance .
The average estimates for performance decre ment are shown in Figure 19. At the 12 and 15
G x levels , the outstanding problems which the
pilots reported they encountered were impairments of vision , difficulty in breathing, as well
as difficulty in operating the control device used .
To study the effects of acceleration on the
ability of pilots to perform control tasks during
simulated boost accelerations , Chambers and
H olloman exposed pilots to staging acceleration
profiles characteristic of both a two- stage launch
vehicle and a four-stage launch vehicle. The
analog computer facility used generated and con ver ted into vehicle dynamic s the pilot' s display
and control problem as well as the commands for
driving the centrifuge. In this particular series
of runs , the longitud inal mode (pitch) required
almost continuous control whereas the yaw control required only monitoring and correcting for
disturbances. Figure 20 summarizes some of
the findings and provides an example of pilot per formance in which some features of the piloting
task were greatly affected by acceleration while
others were not. In this particular study, the
pilots indicated that they were unable to concen trate on more than one or two things at the same
time at high G . Thus, they found it necessary to
neglect some parts of the four dimensional tasks
shown here while under acceleration. Subjective
ratings made by the pilots showed that under low
accelerations, only normal physical effort was
required to JErform the launch control task.
However, at the highest acceleration tested ,
100 percent effort was required. The 100 per cent effort rating was applied to a series of
special runs which sampled abilities to perform
under acceleration loads extending up to as high
as 15 G. Such limit testing only augmented the
primary portion of this inve stigation which

involved a computer controlled simulation of a
hypothetical four-stage launch vehicle. Figure 21
shows a typical launch curve for this simulated
condition. The pilot's task was to fly the vehicle
through the orbital injection "window". At the
acceleration level studied (all below 7 G x )' there
appeared to be little effect of the acceleration on
the control task as determined by the pilot's
ability to manage the primary control quantities.
These results are shown in Figure 22.
Effects of Varying the Type of Control Device Used
In addition to both the direct effects of acceleration upon human performance and the less obvious interactions between performance and acceleration already mentioned, there is a growing
body of information pertaining to the somewhat
secondary role that other flight conditions play in
determining a pilot's performance during exposure
to acceleration 7,8. An important example of this
is the contribution made by the type of control device that the subject is using. Control devices
have many characteristics which may influence
performance under acceleration conditions. Some
of the varia b les found to be important are: (a) the
relationship between the axes of controller motion
and the acceleration vectors imposed upon the
pilot's hand , (b) the number of axe s of motion,
(c ) the stick force gradient along each mode of
control , (d ) the centering characteristics along
each mode of control, (e) the basic location of the
control device, (f) controller breakout forces,
(g ) control device friction, (h) damping characteristics, (i ) the magnitude of control throw, (j)
control response time, (k) control harmony, (1)
cross coupling, (m) the amount of kinetic feedback provided by the controller, (n) controller
shape and size , and (0) the dynamic and static
balancing of the control device. The combination
and interactions of these characteristics requires
a very complex and extended discussion. Therefore , the present report will cover only those
aspects found to contribute most to controllability.
In the cour se of early simulations of pr opo sed
space vehicles , several types of right hand side
contr ollers have been tested. Figure 23 presents
a diagram of four of these controllers: a three
axis balanced controller with all three axes intersecting; a three axis controller (unbalanced)
having none of these three axes intersecting; a
three axis balanced controller; a finger tip controller having two intersecting axes with yaw
operating via toe pedals; and a two axis controller
with axes that do not intersect, coupled with toe
pedals for yaw control. In Figure 24, the effects
of two specific acceleration fields upon pilot performance during the pitch and roll maneuvers involved in a tracking task are shown for each of the
four types of controllers. While the pilots performed in one acceleration field, their error performance on all four controller s was essentially
the same . However, when these same pilots flew
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the same problem under a different acceleration
vector, performance on Type II controller greatly
increased while performance on the other two controller s remained essentially unchanged. A simular change in G field resulted in an increment in
error for Types II and III controllers and reduction
in error for Type IV, resulting in a shift in rank
order of the controllers . The differential effects
upon performance induced by different types of
acceleration controllers are shown in Figure 25.
Here, the mean tracking efficiency scores for
test pilots who perform the same tracking tasks
using each of the four different types of side arm
controllers within given acceleration fields and
under varying amounts of cross coupling and
damping are shown. This figure shows not only
the effect of using different specific G fields on
particular tracking tasks but also illustrates the
effects of damping and cross coupling when the
effects of acceleration are held constant.
In studying the effects of acceleration, one
must also consider the complexity of the task to
be performed by the pilot since t ask complexity
is magnified under G 2
Basic research upon the
effects of high G upon complex task performance
is frequently complicated by the need to control
the numerous variables associated with task difficulty. Aerodynamic stability, damping frequency ,
time constant, and other vehicle response charac teristics strongly interact with acceleration to
determine pilot performance at high G. If the
simulated vehicle is highly stable and well damped
within the desired frequency ranges, the pilot may
find performance under high G relatively easy.
However, the same general piloting task may be
impossible at lower G levels with a simulated
vehicle having less desirable aerodynamic characte r i stic s.

Effects of Acceleration on Higher Mental Abilit ies
To date, there is a severe lack of reliable and
valid tests of higher mental activities which can
be administered within the basically restrictive
and time-limited conditions encountered in centrifuge operation and still retain the measurement
sensitivity required . A way to monitor the intel lectual functioning of the subject while he is being
exposed to acceleration conditions is sorely '
needed. Several reviews of this problem have
been pre sented 5 , 6, 7, 24. It is a generally accepted fact that exposure to high or prolonged
acceleration may produce confusion, unconsciousness, disorientation, memory lapse, loss of con trol of voluntary movements, or prolonged vertigo.
However, the tolerance limits of basic intellectual
functions are unknown, and there is very little
quantitative information which would indicate
which of the specific higher mental skills may
suffer impairment.
An astronaut or scientific observer during
some phases of flight may be required to perform
tasks such as monitoring, reporting, flight guidance, and other tasks which require irntnediate

memory and the processing of information. To
date , there is no conclusive information available
regarding the effects of acceleration upon the basic
intellectual abilities required for such functions ,
i. e ., immedia te memory and the ability to pr oc e s s
information.
Using the human centrifuge at AMAL, Ross
and Chamber s conducted a study on the effects of
both positive and transverse acceleration upon the
ability to perform a task which placed demands
upon the se psychological abilitie s. A continuous
memory testing apparatus was developed which
could be used under both static and acceleration
conditions. This te st requir ed the continuous and
repetitive memorization of a portion of a sequency
of random symbols. As each symbol occurred, the
subject was required to compare it with his memory of the symbol which had been presented to
him two, three, or four presentations previously.
New symbols appeared continuously so that the
subject continuously had to forget earlier symbols
as he added the new ones. Basi cally , this task
involved both the immediate memory and the facil ity for handling an "information load" of symbols
under conditions in which opportunity for symbol
interference was at a high level. The "running
matching memory" task used was simple to grasp
and administer but difficult to perform without
error. The subject was presented with a plus or
a minus sign by m.ans of a digital display tube
mounted in front of him and was required to judge
whether the sign he saw was the "same" as "or
different from" the sign he had seen either 2, 3, or
4 presentations previously . These three memory
spans were interspersed throughout a test series
and were known as the 2-back, 3-back, and 4-back
condition, respectively. Simultaneous with the
presentation of the plus or minus sign, the subject
saw the numeral 2, 3, or 4 in another tube, indicating whether a 2-back, 3-back, or 4-back match
was to be performed . The subject made the required matches for each sign as it appeared. Each
sign was presented for four seconds with a onesecond interval between presentation. A series of
fifty signs was presented within any given run.
The G-l evel selected for investigation was 5 transver se G for 5 minute s.
Data analysis indicated no significant differences in percentage of correct memory matches
between static and G conditions. Twenty-four
subjects completed the required series of four 5 G
runs of five minute s each, however, there was an
increase in the latency betweenpresentation and
time of response. Also, the subjective comments
concerning performance on this task did not correlate well with the actual quantitative measures
(Figure 26). The number correct for each series
was converted into a percentage since the number
of matching responses made were not quite the
same for each condition 48 matches for a 2back condition, 47 matches for a 3-back condition
and 46 matches for a 4:"'back condition. Subj ects
reported that their performance deteriorated under
G and they regarded this exposure as an extremely
stressful experience.
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Related research has suggested that the previously discussed measures of discrimination reaction time reflect intellectual performance, and
that one may use such measures as a general indicator of higher mental functioning. The results of
some studies at AMAL suggested not only that discrimination time was impaired under G, but also
for some time after the termination of G. Figure
27 summarizes the results of one such study. In
this figure, the abscissa is quantified in standarderror-of-mean units. Using a one tailed t-test,
it was shown that performance was significantly
impaired not only under +6 G x acceleration but
that this decrement persisted after the centrifuge
run was completed and the pilot returned to the
normal (+1 G x ) acceleration field.
In a more recent study conducted at AM..I\L, a
second attempt was made to explore higher mental
functioning of human subjects exposed to acceleration stress. The task required the subject to monitor two small display tubes which were located
directly in front of his normal line of vision. The
left-side tube presented numbers, and the rightside tube presented plus and minus symbols. The
task was to continuously make matches for these
two presentations simultaneously as the runs proceeded and to select one of two buttons to indicate
whether both the number and symbol which were
then appearing were the same as or different from
those which had occurred a specified number of
trials previously. Nineteen male subjects volunteered to perform this running matching task
while sustaining transverse accelerations of 1, 3,
5, 7, and 9 G's. Each test was 2 minutes 18 seconds long. The results of the experiment suggested
that proficiency in immediate memory was maintained at least through 5 transverse G. However,
at 7 G and 9 G, some impairment in imm . ~diate
memory was observed.
During prolonged exposure to acceleration,
the continuous concentration necessary for performance maintenance is difficult, fatiguing, and
boring. For example, during an extended 2 G
centrifuge run which lasted for 24 hours, the subject started out with a somewhat detailed set of
procedures to follow in making medical observations upon himself, recording his subject comments, and writing and typing 13, 15. However,
the subject found that, in spite of his initial high
resolves, he took naps and listened to the radio
instead and suffered primarily from boredom and
fatigue. Areas of contact with the chair in which
he was seated were the sources of the greatest
localized discomfort. At 16 hours elapsed time,
the subject reported the onset of aesthenia of the
ring and little finger and outer edge of the palm of
the left hand. The subject found it impossible to
maintain his originally prescribed maintenance and
obser vation schedules.
In an attempt to obtain specific information
concerning the effec ts of extended, mode rate acceleration upon hig,her mental abilities, a shorter
study (+2 Gx for 4 hours) was performed. The
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subject was secured in a contour couch and required to perform the two-symbols running matching memory task previously described every 10
minute s. The subject was able to perform this tas k
throughout the entire period with only minor performance impairment. Furthermore, task performance during the 4-hour acceleration exposure was
not significantly different from performance either
before or after the centrifuge run. Throughout the
test period, task performance was highly correlated with the pilot's subjective estimations of his
pr oficiency.
The Effects of Acceleration Upon
Specific Mission Tasks
The performance measurements described
thus far have emphasized the effects of acceleration(s) upon the expression of rather general psychological and / or psychomotor abilitie s. Recent
data indicate that even highly specific and well
practiced skills are not immune to the effects of
acceleration. For example, performance measures
collected during a recent astronaut training program, Mercury Centrifuge IV, conducted jointlyby
NASA and AM<I,.L, revealed several significant effects of dynamic simulation upon pilot performance
and response.
Two primary modes of centrifuge control may
be used during such a dynamic simulation of the
accelerations associated with space vehicles and
high-speed aircraft: (l) open-loop and (2), closedloop centrifuge command systems. In open-loop
control, the centrifuge commands are preprogrammed either on punched tape or within the com puter proper. These programm~d commands are
not subject to pilot control short of termination of
the simulation by activation of the abort switch. In
closed-loop centrifuge control, the pilot overlays
the effects of his control actions upon the preprogrammed acceleration profile. The actual accelerations imposed upon the pilot thus reflect not
only expected system characteristics but pilot performance as well.
By combining the control motion outputs with
the preprogramm,~d acceleration commands, the
computer's coordinate converter system presents
drive signals to the centrifuge which directly reflect the pilot control outputs.
During both modes of operation, the pilot's
instruments and panel displays, particularly those
concerned with the vehicle's rates and attitudes,
are usually controlled by a closed-loop system to
provide the pilot with immediate and continuous
feedback regarding his control activities. However,
certain displays such as event-times and/or sequences are often controlled in an open-loop manual
or preprogrammed fashion. Figure 28 is a schematic pre sentation of the centrifuge / computer
interface during open-loop acceleration command
(solid lines) and closed-loop panel display (open
line s).
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For the simulation to be discussed here, a
punched-tape program was used to drive the centrifuge in an open-loop command fashion. The sidearm controller, the computer, the ins tr ument
panel, and the pilot formed a closed-loop system
of display activation. The acceleration profile
(Figure 29) was a real-time approxim'3.tion of the
accelerations predicted for the orbital mission .
For the runs to be discussed here, the orbital
time was collapsed with retrofire closely following
the completion of the boost phases and capsule
turnaround. D uring static simulations, only the
closed-loop display system was activated, thus
providing a real-time simulation of the control
tasks with their associated panel displays and telepanel sequence indications. The dynamic simulations used the same displays and controller tasks
but were accompanied by the open-loop driving
commands to the centrifuge which superimposed
the acceleration profile upon these pi.loting tasks.
The data to be discussed here are based upon
a series of twelve simulations (four static and
eight dynamic) which were flown by each of the
se ve n astronauts . These twelve simulations sampled performance under most of the possible combinations of acceleration, suit, and cabin pressurization conditions .
D uring such simulation programs, pilot performance is continuously monitored and evaluated.
The facihty primarily responsible for this phase of
simulation assessment, the Engineering Psychology Laboratory, is equipped with an analog computer and associated equipment including graphic
plotting, digital print out, and FM-tape recording
capabilities. The primary unit of measurement is
the analog error as represented by the voltage differential between inputs representing the existing
controller and/or vehicle positions and the preprogrammed inputs representing the appropriate or
desired attitudes. Figure 30 graphically summarizes the techniques of analysis and summarization
available within this facility. This figure also portrays the capability for discrete task and event recording as well as for recording the latency of
pilot response to displayed event indications .
In the course of an orbital mission of the
Mercury type, in addition to his other duties the
astronaut is required to monitor the telelight portion of the capsule instrument panel and to confirm
booster and/or capsule response(s) to a programmed sequence of flight events. If an event is not
performed at the scheduled time, the telelight
panel displays a RED-LIGHT condition (indicating
capsule receipt of the event comm,l.nd not accom panied by internal confirmation of the required
operations) or a NO-LIGHT condition (indicating
panel and/or internal telemetry system failure ). It
may then be necessary for the pilot to manually
initiate (o ve r-ride) the operation(s) normally instigated by the automatic, programmed circuitry .
D uring training simulations such as the recent
Mercury IV program, an externally mounted control panel (Figure 31) is used to monitor and control

the inputs to the telelight display which is along the
left side of the pilot's control panel (Figure 2) .
When RED-LIGHT or N O- LIGHT indications were
given, a . aI-second timer recorded the time between normal automatic instigation and its associated telepanel warning and the performance of the
required over-ride by the pilot.
It should be noted that only one of the required
telepanelover-rides, manual operation of the Escape Tower Jettison ring, occurred under G. E ven
this over-ride involved only moderate acceleration
loads of approximately 2 G. However, for pur po ses of the following discussion, telepanel responses
which were made in the course of simulations involving ce ntrifuge acceleration are classed as Dynamic responses even though little or no acceleration loads were present at the actual moment of
response.
The following three general categories of ac celeration effects were among those noted during
the course of this program:

1. Acceleration resulted in the insertion
of specific control inputs of which the pilots were
often unaware.
2. Acceleration generally disrupted the
timing and precision of pilot control.
3 . Discrete task functions such as an operation over-ride were affected by accelerations
which preceded and/or followed them though the
operations themselves were performed under minimal acceleration loads .
These three effects of acceleration have been
treated ge nerally e lsewher e 5, 10. The purpose of
the following discussion is to show how these gen eral effects are expressed within a specific system
configuration .
Inadvertent Control Inputs
At rest, a side-arm controller such as that
used in the Mercury capsule is adjusted to maintain the central position in all axes and is balanced
to retain this inactive, central position under a c celeration . Any displacement of the controller, in
excess of the central inactive range or "dead-band",
serves to activate the capsule's control jets
(nozzles) which impose reorientation accelerations
upon the capsule. Dynamic conditions are not infrequently accompanied by controller deflections
of which the pilot is unaware. Any control deflections occurring without the knowledge and intent of
the pilot can seriously complicate the control task.
Such inadvertent control inputs can even result in
complete loss of control, since the limitations upon
nozzle velocity are such that inadver tent inputs can
easily reach sufficient magnitudes and/or durations
to impose reorientation rates beyond those which
can be damped within the time limits established by
the mission profile . These inadvertent inputs often
mirror the acceleration profile under which the
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control tasks are performed. Figures 32 , 33 , and
34 are representative examples taken from actual
records, which display such inputs in the roll, yaw,
and pitch axes respectively . As illustrated by these
sample records, these involuntary control deflections generally appear in a single axis though Figure 35 illustrates the less frequently observed simultaneous appearance of inadvertent inputs ill two
axes: roll and yaw. The fact that the pilots are often unaware of such inputs is illustrated by the fact
that the excessive fuel utilization associated with
such sustained deflections was interpreted upon
several occasions as a simulated fue l l eakage prob lem and not as the result of con troll er activation.

tions. Therefore, roll control during reentry can
be used to illustrate this dynar.'lic effect under conditions of equivalent error. Figure 39 illustrates
not only the correlation between incurred roll rate
error and compensatory fuel usage [fuel used/lbs.
= k · ( . 00012. Integrated Roll Rate Error in Degree
seconds /sec . )]but also that fuel utilization was
approximately 33 percent greater under dynamic
(k = 1 . 328 )than under static conditions (k=1. 00)
though integrated error was of the same approxi mate magnitude under both conditions. It is highly
unlikely that the additional fuel usage predictable
from these results would interfere in any way with
a mission such a s the Mercury three or bital flight
sinceadequate fuel reserves were available. However, it is conceivable that the failure to take into
account a potential increment in fuel expenditure in
excess of 30 percent could have serious consequences in future missions of longer duration. Data of
this nature emphasize the advisability of obtaining
both dynamic and static performance evaluations
for any system configuration before placing estimated values upon such design parameters as !'equired fuel reserves.

General Control Effe c ts
In addition to inadvertent inputs which accompanyacceleration , other more general effects of
dynamic condition s may be observed. A cceleration
appears to generally reduce the sensitivity and
timing of all controller movements. Figures 36 and
37 are sample portions of the recorded static and
dynamic performance of the same pilot taken within twenty minutes of each other. These records
serve to illustrate the general effects of acceleraupon the frequency and amplitude of control movements . Certainly no one shou ld be surprised to
learn that the task of flight control is made more
difficult by the imposition of acceleration forces.
However, the authors are willing to risk the accusation of pedantry in order to emphasize the extent
of such effects as well as the need to assess such
effects by dynamic simUlation before attempting to
estimate actual flight performance parameters .
The fact that dynamic conditions do affect pilot
effectiveness is amply illustratedby the percentage
of simulated reentries in which the rates of capsule
oscillation were kept within the limits of control
capabili ty under static and under dynamic conditions (Figure 38 ). S ince the simulations upon which
these percentages are based imposed pitch and yaw
oscillation rates drawn from the upper extreme of
the range of expected values, and insofar as Friendship 7 successfully reentered even though the oscillations were quite large, these percentages do not
represent the probability of success of an actual
Mercury flight or similar missions. However,
these figures may be considered repr.esentative of
the general effects of acceleration upon the ability
of pilots to dynamically perform control tasks
which they perform easily under static conditions.
As previously mentioned, the tendency to use
less discrete, more frequent control inputs (Figure 3 7) under dynamic conditions is associated
with an overall increase in fuel utilization . A m~st
important aspect of this relationship rests upon the
fact that differential rates of fuel usage were observed even when no significant differences in ade quacy of control as measured by integrated attitude
error were present. As previously indicated, pilot
ability to damp the ree ntry oscillations ill pitch and
yaw was reduced under dynamic simulation . In
contrast, control capability in the roll axis was not
significantly affected by dynamic reentry accelera-

Other aspects of pilot performance also confirm
the value of dynamic performance evaluations. As
may be seen in Figure 40, the hard suit ( 5 psi differe ntial pre s sure) conditions res ulted in a reduction in relative piloting performance as measured
by the percentage of the reentry simulations in
which capsule oscillations were successfully
damped during static simulation of the reentry control task, but appeared to assist performance under
dynamic conditions. The performance va lues presented in this figure are not absolute but represent
relative performance using the conditions of
STATIC / SOFT-SUIT, lUlder ",hich control most
often retained throughout the reentry profile, a.s a
bas e -line referent. The additional forearm support
provided by the pres s urized suit appeared to reduce
the frequency and/or magnitude of the previously
described inadvertent inputs which accompanied dynamic simulation. As the tendency to insert such
inputs was reduced through practice, the stabilization provided by the inflated suit appeared to become
less and less of an advantage and the interaction between suit and run conditions was markedly less
during the latter stages of training. Verbal reports
obtained toward the end of the training program
indicated that the pilots considered SUIT-HARD
conditions more lUlcomfortab le and perhaps even
less effective.
Discrete-Task Responses
As can be seen in Figure 41, the overall mean
response time to telepanel indications was not affected by acceleration. However, dynamic simulation did significantly increase response variability
(F = 2 . 9, P <. OS). This latter finding could be of
operational significance in system configurations
requiring precise manual sequencing on the part of
the pilot. Also, of interest, is the observation,
implied by the large variance in the response times
obtained under acceleration, that individual pilots
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react differentially to the stress(es) of dynaInic
acceleration conditions . Table I, which SUInInarizes the perforInance of the five astronauts for
whoIn cOInplete data were available, serves to
deInonstrate the extent of this differential reaction.
As shown in this table, pilots No. 1 and No. 4 displayed shorter reaction tiInes under dynamic conditions to all but one Inaliunction indication. At the
other extreIne, the response times of pilot No.2
to all indications were retarded during dynaInic
siInulation. Under acceleration, the other two
pilots exhibited consistent but Inixed response
tiIne alterations as a function of the indication
involved.

used to assess higher Inental ability under acceleration are presented as are SOIne of the probleIns
which cOInplicate such IneasureInents. Data froIn
such studies are presented to illustrate the reduction in iInm·=diate memory and inforInation processing capabilitie s of pilots experiencing both highlevel, short term and moderate, extended accelerations.

Table 2 sUInInarizes the relative response
tiInes to the NO-LIGHT and RED-LIGHT panel
indications under both static and dynaInic conditions. As can be seen, response tiIne was considerably longer when no indication was given
than when iInproper sequencing was displayed to the
pilot by the RED-LIGHT panel indication. R esponse
variability was significantly (F = 88.53 p<. 01)
greater under the NO-LIGHT condition. There was
SOIne tendency for acceleration to increase reaction tiIn e to the NO-LIGHT condition more than for
RED-LIGHT presentations though response vari ability was such that this interaction was not found
to be statistically significant. However , additional
evidence of an interaction between type of indication and acceleration is available froIn a tabulation of totally missed telepanel indications. Upon
only seven occasions did the pilots fail to make
any response whatever that would indicate recognition of an existing sequencing probleIn. All
seven of these response failures occurred under
the NO-LIGHT and DynaInic conditions.

The known effects of acceleration upon the
ability of pilots to IIfly" both siInple and whole system siInulations are cataloged with special
attention given to the ways in which such vari ables as systeIn cOInplexi ty, controller construction, restraint and life-support equipInents, and
subject learning serve to C'. ugInent or reduce these
effects .
Brief introductions describing the relevant
nOInenclature, siInulation techniques, and data
handling processes precede the discussion of
research findings.
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Table 1
Malfunction Indication
Main
Chute

Pilot
Number

Jett.
Tower

Sep.
Cap.

Jett.
Retros

Ret.
Scope

.05 G

1

-

+

-+

+

+

+

2

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

•-

+

-

-

+

4

+

+

+

-

+

+

5

-

-

+

-

+

+

(+) = Pilot took longer to respond
than DYNAMIC conditions.

under STATIC

Table 2
Average Response Times as a Function
of Indication Mode and Acceleration

RED-LIGHT

NO-LIGHT

TOTAL

STATIC

2.102

5.126

3.383

DYNAMIC

2.236

6.683

3.537

TOTAL

2.733

5.988
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PH YSIOLOGICAL

DESCRIPTION OF ACCELERATION
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FIGURE 1. The AMAL centrifuge chambe r showing the 50-foot arm, th e gimbal mounted g ondol a,
the cont rol blister, a nd the l oading platform .
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FIGURE 3. PhY Siological displacement nomenclature used in describing the physiol ogical effects
of acce ler ation .
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FIG URE 4. Average acce l eration tolerances for
positiv e acce l e r a ti on ( t-G z), negative acceler a tion
(-G z ) , transverse supine accel eration ( +Gx ),
a nd transverse prone acceleration ( - G x ).
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FIGURE 16 . Subject positioned in contour couch,
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a control device during a tracking trial.
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The Hercury Capsule Attitude Control System
J. V. Twombly
Section Manager, Guidance and Control Nechanics
J1cDonnell Aircraft Corporation

In accordance with the basic design concepts of
the Hercury Capsule, the manual and automatic control systems were developed to provide a redundant
and integrated method of controlling the capsule
ata tude. Tbe s 'istems were designed to meet the
requi rements of ballistic and orbital flight , for
normal and abort missions . Since the orbital mis sion includes all modes of control, it will serve
as a basis for the system description. This mis sion profile is sho,m in Figure (1), and its atti tude control system requirements are summarized as
follows :

The manual control system consists of a three-axis
hand controller, which is connected by me chanical
l inkage to throttling valves . These valves provide fuel flow such that output thrust is essentially proportional to controller deflection and
has a maximum value of 24 pounds for pitch and yaw
control and 6 pounds for roll control. Several
sources of attitude information are available to
the astronaut . A 360- degree vieH of the horizon
may be seen through t he periscope and a window
ci ves direct but more limited vie,l of the earth.
[n addition, a more quantitative display is pro vi deG by t he r ate and attitude indicator. The displayed attitude information is derived from the
ASCS attitude gyros , and the r ate signals are
taken from a separate set of rat e gyr os . These
same rate gyros are a part of the Rate Stabilization and Control System (RSCS ) . This semi - automatic system will , if selected by the astronaut , previde angular rates proportional to controller de flection, and in the absence of r ate COMmands pro'Qdes rate damping about all three axes . Like the
ASCS, the RSCS is a n on- off system which actuates
solenoi d- controlled valves, but it uses fuel from
the manual system supply,

A. Provide a 180 degree yaw maneuver following
separation from the booster, and achieve a zeroroll, minus 34 degree pitch attitude. In this at titude , the r etro-rockets are properly aligned and
beacon transmi ssion from the cylindrical portion
of the capsule is not blocked by the heat shield.
B. Haintain attitude with + 10 degree accuracy
until time of retrograde rocket firing.
C. Haintain attitude with + 5 degree accuracy
during retrorocket firing .
D. Achieve r e- entry attitude of + 1.5 degrees
pitch, then maintain it until 0.05g deceleration
is experienced.

One other manual system, knOlm as "Fly- By-vlire"
(Fffiv) , is also available to the astronaut as a
means of utilizing the automatic fuel supply in
case of a malfunction of the ASCS . ~i croswitches
actuated by the hand controller linkage energize
low and high l evel solenoid valves of the automatic fuel system. Lm; level thrust is obtained at
app roximately 1/3 of total controller travel;
hi gh level thrust is obtained at 3/4 total deflection.

E. Provide re-entry roll rate of 10 degrees
per second to minimize touchdo.m dispersion, and
lit:Jit pitch and yaH r at e oscillation to 2 degrees
per second during re-entry .
The control system may be divided into automatic,
serri- c'.Utomatic, and manual subsystems all of which
utilize the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide fo r
genera tion of thrust necessary for rotation of the
capsule .

It can be seen, therefore , that each of the inde pendent hydrogen per oxide fuel supplies may be
used by two separate systems of attitude control.

As sho.m in Figure (2), two completely separate
and in dependent fuel supplies are provided. One
is primarily for the automatic control system and
the other for the manual control system, although
each may be used by auxiliary means .

The physical locations of major systems, including
the control system components , are shown in Figure
(3) . Gyros and ASCS electr onic equipment are
mounted on shelves which are located on each side
of the astronaut . The nscs electronics package is
located uneer the astr onaut's ri ght arm; the hand
controller and linkage are a2so displayed . The
pi tch and yal'l thrusters are located in the cylindrical section of the capsule, and the roll thrusters are located on t he side s of the capsule near
the ~~mum diameter. The horizon scanners are
also mounted in tne cylindrical section of the
capsule.

The automa tic control system, which has the capa.bility of meeting all attitude control require ments thro~hout the miSSion , consists of an attitude reference utilizing two hori zon scaD~ e rs and
tHO attitude gyros, three rate •.sensin[ gyros , and
control logic, which comr.ands on- off ope ration of
reaction control thrust. un pitch and yaw axes,
I - pmmd and 24-pound thrusters provide angular accelerations of 0. 5 deg./sec . 2 and 12 deg ./sec . 2,
respectively. On the r oll axis , I-pound and 6pound thrusters provide 0. 5 and 3 deg ./sec. 2 respectively.

The astronaut's instrument panel is sho,m in Figure (L) . At the top is the rate and attitude indicator . Th:i s instrument was designed to minimize
eye motion byplacing r at e and attitude needles for
eac': axis in close proximity. The i nstrument i s
located so that the rate indicator can be used in
conjuncti on with either the window or periscope
display. The ASCS/ nsCS selector switches and reaction control fuel supply valves are on the left
console. Automatic , semi - automatic , and manual
control modes may be selected on any or all of the
three axes, and super-position of manual and automatic control is possible.

The reaction control ~-stem is supplied by Bell
Aerosystems; the horizon scanners are manufactured
oy Barnes Engine ering; and the remainder of the
electrOnics, the Automatic Stabilization and Control System (ASCS) , is supplied by the HinneapolisHoneYVlell Regulator Company.
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De 3~i te t he control capability of the astronaut ,
norrnal att itude control is provided by the ASCS,
and of course in unmanned flights , it must operat e u!lass isted . Thi s system, therefore, Hill be
des cribed more extensively and so~e early flight
t est re sults .nll be presented.

Fif,-:.tre ( 5), a block dia['Ta1'l of the ASCS , shOlvs it
t o cO:1si st of a set of r ate gyros , having outputs
at di screte rat es rather than proportional r ates ,
a. set of two, t 'No- deer ee -of -freedom attitude
~ ro s , '3.n O. OSg accelero:neter sHitc h and a major
el ectronics unit , kno;m as the ~1p lifier-calibra
t.or. '/Jithin t he "amp- cal" are fou r r.tajor se cticns,
mode logi c, control logic, GYro slaving loops and
atti tude repeater servos. The ampl ifiers and
logic systems use solid stat e devi ces throughout ;
appr oximately 500 diodes and transi stors are requi red. The mode lo?ic responds to commands from
capsule wiring and pl aces the ASCS in an appropriate mode of control . The control logic maintains attitude control i n one of several modes :
orientat ion, orbit, retro-fire, or ra te damping.
The attitude repeat er servos take the attitude
f'Yro output synehro signals representing pitch,
roll and yaw angles and drive multiple outputs ;
attitude sector switches for control logic , pote "1t i ometers f or t eler.tetIY, and s;mchros for att itude indic3.tion t o t he astronaut . It is by
biasi ng the pitch axis rep eater that pitch attit ude is changed fr om orbit to re-entry attitude .
Sh01ID i n Figure (6) : the slaving loops are
used t o slave the vertical gyro eimbals to the
r oll a nd pitch horizon scanners , to s ] ave the di rec t~onal gyro roll ~imbal to the veI"tical eYro
roll zirr.bal, and to slave the yaH gimbal of the
directional f!YTo to a yaH reference si gnal de rived from the vertical gyro slavi ng loop . This
yaw reference signal i s taken from the i nnut to
the roll ( i nner) gir.tbal torquer, since the average torquing rate of t his gimbal is propoI"ti onal
t o the yaH anGle of the capsule . This may be
more readily visualized from the vertica l gyro
gir.tbal diagram of Figure (7) .

Two examples of the control lorric are shown by the
phase plane dia~ rams of Figure (8). In the upper
portion of the figure , the "retrograde attitude
hold" mode is displayed. The control logic applies
hi gh positive or negative torque depending upon
the combination of existing rates and attitudes .
I n this example , the positive disturbance torque
initially adds to the control torque to reduce the
negative rate . Following a period of zero control
torque , negative torque is aDplied. The phase
plane trajectory then continue s to converge to\lard
zero rate and attitude, but may reach an equilibrium point at 3- negrees of error i f the disturb~nce torque is sufficiently great.
In the lower poI"tion of Figure (8) is shown the
orbit mode of control. In this mode, only attitude error signals are used to develop a series of
tor que pulses ..hich increase in width as attitude
error increases. These pulses produce sufficient
i mpulse to damp original ra ~ es of 0. 5 degree per
second and provide a convergent limit cycle oscillation , whic h will normally exceed the + 3- degree
boundarie s only intermittently. The typical
steady state oscillat.ion shmm has a period of approximately four minutes and requires less than
o. h !lound of fuel per hour. As a precaution, hOrlPover, the ASCS is programmed to revert to the
maneuver ing or "orientation mode" of control if
attitude errors continue to increase beyond the
values corresponding to the out er orbit mode
pulses .
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control modes are the orientation mode,
utili zes bot h high and low thrust and is employed durinp the capsule maneuvers , such as the
l ()O- da er ee yaw rotation aft er separation, and the
rate damping mode , used for re-p.ntry. In the
latter mode , both high and 101-1 torques are used,
i n r esponse to rate "yro output signals.
Ot~e r

w~i ch

FJ iGht testing to date has consisted of five ball ~ sti c traj ectory fli ghts and three orbital missions . In general , the contr ol systems have performed as designed, that is , satisfactory attitude
control has been provided despite the occurrence
of reaction control malfunctions. Figure (9) illustrates the system performance during the first
manned ballistic fli ght, with Commander Shepard
at the controls . A r ortion of the yaw axis flight
t est data is sho,m in Figure ( 9 ) . Following capsule separation, the ASCS provides 5 seconds of
rate damping, then the 180- degree yaw maneuver.
The ASCS then drons into the orbit mode of control
for a short period. In accordance with the flight
plan, manual control is achieved by turning off
t he automatic fue l supply in a pitch, yaw, roll
s equence .

In its normal, or zer o ym, angle c ondition, 'lhich
is shown in Figure (7a) , the veI"tical gyro inne r
gi mbal requires no t orquing rat e to maintain the
spin axis vertical. For a 90- degree yaw angle of
t he cansule, as Sh01ID i n Fi gure ( 7b), the hori zon
SC @k~er slaves the inner glinbal at the orbital
rate i n or der to maintain a vertical spin axis.
At any intermediate yaw angle, the torquinG rate
is proportional to the sine of the angle. For
small yaw an~les, therefore , the roll gi mbal torquin;:; sienal, whell multiplie d by (lin), is approximately equal to t he capsule yaw angle and is
the yaH reference to which the directional gyro
is slaved. For economy of el ectrical power, the
sl avi ng loops are energized aoproximat ely 8 minutes of every half - hour in orbit .
'.i'he control logic, which is made up of transistor
and diode circuits not critically dependent on
voltace, rece i ves t he step function outputs of
the attitude repeaters and the discrete rate sign ~3 from the ASCS r ate gyros .
Usinr, these stepwise indicat ions of attitude and rate conditions,
d oug with the out put of the mode switching secti on defini nG the current phase of the mi ssion,
"decisions" are made Hhich result in the actuatien
of a~propriate reaction control valves .
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.-)c>Dnal yaw centrol is obser ved at t=331 seconds,
and t hereafter yaw rates are manually controlled
to les3 than three degrees per second, even during
the retro-rocket firing period. Average yaw error
during the rocket firing !leriod is approximately
six degr ees , a satisf actory value for an orbital
mission since the resultant dorm range error would
have been less than 10 nautical miles. This error
had no appreciable effect on the ballistic trajectory of Capsule No . 7 hOlvever.
Captain Grissom's fli ght was equally successful,
and he was the f i rst to make use of the RSCS .

--I

I
There followed the three orbital flights of oneorbit unmanned, two-orbit, with Enos aboard, and
the three- orbit mission of Col. Glenn 's. In all
of these orbital flights the systems have operated
sat i sf actorily, but their performance has been
marred by one recurring malfunction. In every
case, during the first or sec ond orbit there has
occurred an apparent orifice blocka ge of one or
more of the one-pound thrust chambers. ~fuen this
OCCl ITS in the orbit mode , the capsule c ontinues to
deviate fr om the desi red attitude until it reache s~
in the case of the yaw axis, a value of thirty def rees. At this point the ASCS r eturns aut omaticull;\' to the orie ntati on mode and utilizes t he 24po~~d thrusters to reduce the error to zero. The
system then continues to cycle i n and out of the
orbit mode and consumes fuel at the rate of about
eight pounds per hour. After a numbe r of such
cycles were noted i n Enos' flight, the decision
was made t o terminate the mission at the end of the
sec ond orbit. In the case of Col. Glenn however
attitude control could be maintaihed som~"hat mor~
efficiently by use of t he Fly-By-l-lire and Manual
Pro~ortional mode s of control so t hat he was able
t.o cO!'1nlete the 3- or bi t mi ssion . Dur i nI' the retro-
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Based upon Col . Glenn's fli ght, it is apparent
that future spacecraft can di spense with the
"fully automatic" desi gn of the Mercury Capsule
and revert to the concepts of providing effective
manual control modes for astronaut control, and of
i ncluding pilot-s electable automat ic modes which
provide pilot relief or precision control when
t he;.' ar e r equired.
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In 3ummary, it can be conclude d that the Hercury
cont rol systems have provided both automatic and
manual attitude cont rol of the capsule. Hith respect to the s olid-state electronics system, it can
be sal d that a high degree of reliability has been
ach i. eved; there has been no i n-f li ght failure of
any of the control system electroni cs components.
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In addition to the continuing emphasis on system
cleanliness , modif ications to the orifice plate
and to the thrust chamber catalyst bed are expected to overc ome the thruster pr oblem; te sts of
these modifications are currently und e~ay.
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r oclmt firing period, Gol. Glenn did employ the
as the primary means of maintaining attitude
while also applying manual proportional control.
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SJNULATION EQUIPMENT USED IN THE TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS
AND FLI GHT CONTROL CREWS I N PROJECT MERCURY
Stanley Faber
Head, Flight Simulation Section
NASA - Manned Spacecr aft Cent er
At the beginning of the Mercury Program it
,Tas realized that the entire preparation of the
man for piloting the spacecraft would have to be
done by use of simulation techni ques . I t was also
realized that no single all- inclusive flight simulator could provide the astronaut with practice in
all phases of the mission i n a sufficiently real istic environment . To determine the simulation
needs , the Mercury -Atlas flight was broken down
i nto areas of astronaut mission responsibility and
into areas of physiol ogi cal and psychological fac tors affecting the astronaut . A study was made of
existing and proposed devices to determine require ments , suitability, feasibility, and availability
of these devices . The simulators and devices
finally selected are listed in Figure 1 . Omitted
from this list are several devices that are not
actually simulators, such as mockups and visual
devices} disorientation devices such as the one at
Pensacola, and airplane 0 g famil i arization
flights . The listings in Figure 1 are not by
order of importance or time availability but
rather in groupings of fixed -based and dynamic or
moving-based simulators .
The first two devices, Control Simulators No .
1 and No . 2, 'fere part -task trainers consisting of
a pilot support, a hand controller, a simplified
display panel, and an analog computer programmed
;vith six -degree -of -freedom equations of motion .
I n Trainer No.1, the pilot was upright in a chair
and used a research type three -axis hand control ler . I n Trainer No.2, the pilot used a couch
support and a Mercury type hand controller . Both
of these training devices were used for initial
indoctrination and training in the manual control
of the spacecraft attitudes during orbit, retro fir~ and reentry .
Control techniques, display
configurations, and manual control with inflated
pressure suit were all evaluated on these devices.
The devices '·Tere retired upon receipt of the
Mercury Procedures Trainers .
The Mercury Procedures Trainers are complete
flight trainers that allow practice and evaluation
of all procedural and inflight tasks . Figure 2
shows the trainer, the instructor ' s station in the
foreground and the capsule in the background . Two
trainers were produced by the McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation, one for Langley and one for Cape Ca~
veral. The trainers are nearly identical ,vith the
exception of the computing equipment used to
define the vehicle motions . The Langley equipment
is capable of solving for all motions including
those caused by the aerodynamic effects during
reentry . The Cape equipment, however, can only
reproduce the vehicle rotary motions of space
f light . The trainers are relatively high-fidelity
simulators of the operation of most of the onboard
systems, especially those that involve direct
astronaut activity . The major items not simulated
are the spacecraft noises and the view out of the
capsule through the window and the periscope . The
periscope display in the Langley Trainer has been

animated to allow some attitude control practice
using this reference system . The instructor from
his station can introudce directly approximately
275 separate vehicle failures and indirectly,
countless more .
The design of these trainers follows that of
most airplane flight trainers in the limited use of
actual vehicle hardware and to the use of electron ic techniques to animate all displays . The use of
actual or pseudo -actual vehicle hard"are is limited
to that required to produce the physical environ ment, that is, the enclosure, the panel, the hand
controller and associated linkages, the couch, the
switches, and so forth . System hard"rare such as
for the Automatic Stabilization and Control System
or for the Life Support System is not used . The
operation of these systems is duplicated trxough
techniques making use of timers and diode function
generators and analog computing amplifiers, i nte grators, and servos .
The next group of devices listed in Figure 1
are those in which physical motion is involved .
These motions were used either to subject the
astronaut to an inhospitable environment, reference
the centrifuge or Multiple - Axis Spin Test Inertial
Facility; or where motion cues are considered to
be important; or where a moving base was the simp lest method of generating satisfactory displays .
The first of these moving-based devices was
the Pilot Egress Trainer . This trainer is a
boiler -plate mockup of the spacecraft with similar
hydrodynamic characteristics and similar escape
path obstructions . The trainer was used in both
tanks and open seas to develop the preferred recov ery and egress procedures . Procedures were '
formulated for egress from all probable vehicle
conditions including very rough seas and a completely submerged spacecraft. The trainer is also
used to train ground teams supporting the flight .
Helicoptor and ship retrievals were made in which
the communications and recovery procedures "'ere
practiced .
The next device is the MASTI F (Multiple -Axis
Spin Test Inertia Facility) . This NASA-Lewis
built simulator is shown in Figure 3. Very brief,ly
it consists of three gimbals individually powered
by compressed nitrogen gas thrusters . Angular
rates from near zero to over 60 revolutions can
readily be generated . The astronauts were whirled
to rotational speeds above those where disorienta tion occurs to become familiar with this
disorientation and to practice sto'Dping the motions
by use of the Mercury hand controller and angular
rate instrument displays . The tests served mainly
to build confidence that in the event of a gross
Automatic Control System failure, the astronaut
could regain control of the vehicle and stop all
tumbling.
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Next on our list of simulation devices is a
facility considered one of the most important for
the program . The Centrifuge at Johnsville has
been used in astronaut training ~d in engineering
evaluations of man and equipment . The gondola of
the centrifuge was equipped with as much vehicle
hardware as was required to support the astronaut
in the launch and reentry phases of the mission.
This vehicle equipment included the support couch,
display panel, hand controller and linkages,
Environment Control System, pressure suit , and the
biomedical instrumentation . To further duplicate
flight conditions, the gondola was evacuated to
reduced cabin air pressure of the actual flight .
Six -degree - of -freedom equations of motion were used
to animate the display pane l however the accelera tion prof iles were predef ined . In the final
training sessions man, equipment , and procedures
were evaluated by simulation of the complete three orbit mission starting with the preflight phys ical
examination through countdown, launch, three orbit~
reentry, recovery, post mission debriefings and
physicals . Base line medical data for comparison
with the flight data was a very important byproduct
of these astronaut training periods .
The last of the devices listed is the ALFA
Trainer. Figure 4 shows the present form of this
trainer. It is basically a pseudo -Mercury space craft mounted on a spherical air bearing . This
nearly frictionless support coupled with a com bined astronaut -plus-trainer center of gravity at
the center of the ball, produces an almost perfect
simulation of s paceflight, as far as attitude
control is concerned . The structural support sys tem and the effects of the 1 g field on the
trainee limit the yavl and pitch motions to plus
and minus 35 degrees . Roll is unlimited. All
three attitude reference systems are avai lable to
the astronaut including the .)erisco pe, panel
instruments, and the window. For the per iscope
dis play, a lO-foot diameter screen is viewed
through optics simulating the ,oTide -angle view of
the vehicle periscope . A moving earth scene of
the orbital track is back prOjected onto the
screen. This display is relatively accurate for
deviation angles up to 25 degrees . For the panel
displays, actual vehicle hardware is used to meas ure the attitudes and rates and to display these
to the astronaut. For the view through the windo~
a lighted horizon and a generalized star field are
provided . Motion of the trainer is controlled by
astronaut use of compressed air jets . Either the
manual proportional jets or the manual low-level
fly -by -wire jets can be used. Disturbances which
can be produced by misalinment of the retror~ckets
are 'also simulated by compressed air jets .

developed in order to supply the required facili t i es to exer c i se procedures and to verify
readiness .
As in astronaut training, no one device or
technique could supply all the required training
and indoctrination to bring the Flight Controllers,
the astronaut, and the entire Mercury Network into
a well - integrated team . To accomplish this integration, two simulation facilities were constructed
and a technique of world-wide simulation developed.
The first of these facilities, and by far the
simpler, was constructed at Langley and was used
to give the remote site Flight Controllers their
i nitial fami liarization with the displays and with
t he team aspects of flight monitoring. The facili ty consists of the procedures trainer and the
displays typ i cal of a remote site . Figure 5 shows
a schematic of the facility . Vehicle data is
obtained from the trainer, conditioned, and sent
directly to the Flight Controller displays. All
intra and intersite communi cations are simulated .
Before each Mercury mission, exercises are run to
evaluate site procedures and to exercise the Flight
Controller - astronaut interface in both normal and
abnormal situations.
The second facility, the mission simulator ,
was constructed at the Control Center and consists
of the Procedures Trainer, interface equipment, and
of course the Control Center facilities . When
operated to animate Control Center displays only,
the simulation is considered to be operating closed
loop . This means that any real time astronaut or
Flight Controller action wil l affect the simulated
mission exactly as it would an actual mission .
The complex is also operated in an open loop mode
in connection with world-wide simulations.

This paper has thus far described the simu lators developed for astronaut training. The
astronaut, however , is but one member of the
flight team . The operational plan for Project
Mercury includes a network of telemetry, command,
and tracking stations around the world directed by
the Mercury Control Center at Cape Canaveral . As
the design and construction of the network proced ed, it became evident that procedures to operate
the network and facilities to test these proce dures were required . This was especially true for
the Control Center with its large staff who moni tor many varied input s . At the same time, it was
evident that a need existed for verification of the
readiness of the net-york to support a particular
fli ght . The techniques of mission simulation were
2 33

Figure 6 i s a photograph of the simulation
area and shows the data conditioning equipment,
the data control panels, the trajectory displays,
and controls i n the foreground . The procedures
trainer instructor ' s station, the trainer capsule,
and the trainer analog computer are in the background. Figure 7 is a schematic detailing the
simulation equipment and the tie-in to the Control
Center . Spacecraft data, approximately 50 func tions, are taken from the trainer , conditioned to
look like telemetry, and transmitted to the opera tional telemetry receiving equipment in the form of
the t2lemetry compos ite before conversion to radio
frequency . The reverse path, commands to the
spacecraft, are simulated be sensing switch closures in the Control Center and using these closures
to effect changes in trainer operation . TI1e UHF
and HF air - ground voice communications ~re also
simulated . The intermediary equipment can modify,
interrupt , or cause false readings on any of the
channels . This equipment also generates the
remaining 40 telemetry parameters (including the
biomedical parameters) which come from the vehicle
during flight .
The voice aspects of the vehicle ·c ountdown and
the range operations are simulated so that pre launch and launch procedure s involving these communications paths could be exercised .
The trajectory - -and at this time we will speak
only of the powered flight phase- -was generated by
either of two methods. Both methods make use of
the high speed operational data transmission

systems and the Goddard Computi ng Complex . The
f ir st method which utili zes the "B" Simulator was
used during most of the simulations . This machi ne
use s magnetic tapes containing all necessary data
to simulate the launch area tracking . These data
i nclude the outputs of the Atlas Guidance System,
the outputs of the Impact Predictor Computer , and
raw radar data . Also on the tapes are the di s crete commands of booster and sustai ner burnout
which control the procedures trai ner operation.
The tapes used on the "B" Simulator can and have
been made to produce both normal and problem
launches and orbits . A typical problem mi ght be
an overspeed cutoff which restricts the possible
l anding areas .
The second method of powered flight trajectory
simulation is used on launch day to verify the
complete launch area trajectory data flow subsys tem . Taped inputs to the guidance and to the
impact computers are used to exercise the comput ers, the launch area data conversion and I
transmission system, as well as the high speed
data lines to Goddard . Wi th this second system,
the discret~ launch events can onl y be sent to
the trainer via manual action of the trainer
operators .
Simulation of radar tracking after capsule
separation was not necessary from the flight
control procedures standpoint as the operational
programs of the Goddard Computer can define the
entire flight path and generate all Control Center
displays from just the insertion vector . Remote
site radar tracking was simulated however to exer cise the teletype system which is used to transmit
thi s data to Goddard . The teletype tapes were
generated by Goddard for replay at the remote
sites during simulations .

The s pecial telemetry tapes were pre pared by
having an astronaut fly a complete mission with the
trainer personnel simulating all ground stations .
A master telemetry tape was recorded and the site
tapes were prepared from this master by copying
data for only those periods the spacecraft would be
over that particular site . The recorded data was
reviewed to evaluate the suitability of the data
from the standpoints of calibration accuracy, con formity to last minute vehicle modi fications, and
adherence to the mission rules . I f any of the data
vras not suitable, the telemetry ground station
decommutators were repatched so that the flight
control displays would be close to the des i red
readings . Repatchings were also used to produce
further spacecraft failures . The use of this
repatching technique allowed one telemetry tape to
serve as the basis for several simulated missi ons .
The scripts for the simulation of the air - to - ground
voice were based on the astronaut ' s voice reports
as recorded and on the objecti ves of the mi ssion .
As vrith telemetry repatchings, the voice scripts
allowed considerable flex i bil ity of operation .
Mission simulations are conducted in a manner
similar to the actual launch . The entire network
goes through a three- to six-hour countdown
actually performing the equipment, communications,
and data flow checkouts . At the Cape, most of the
launch area checkouts such as the spacecraft and
booster are only simulated ; however, /where tie -in
to the network exi sts, the actual checkout is per formed . After liftoff each site receives contact
with the spacecraft in turn and transacts its
voice and data collection tasks . As a standaro
mission operat ion , each site reports to the
Control Center a summary of the telemetry readouts
and a synopsis of the Flight Controller ' s opinions
of the vehicle and astronaut status . These tele type messages a re carefully monitored by the
simulation group to insure that the desired dis plays and data were received by the site and that
the anticipated actions were taken . I f deviations
are noted, the simulation group teletypes new
instructions to the subsequent s i tes to attempt to
get the "mission" back on track . The simulations
normally terminate "lith splash ; however recovery
as pects have been exercised . Not to be forgotten
in the simulations are the debriefi ngs conducted
by t he Flight Dir ector . These debri efings can and
have lasted almost as long as the simulated f l ight
itself and have- lead to many impr ovements i n pr o cedures and equipment usage .

The above system details the closed loop
mission simulation capability at the Control
Center . However one of the requirements of true
mission simulation was to simulate ,mrld wide .
To extend the capability to the remote sites, a
me thod of animating the site displays was needed.
Referring to Figure 7, it can be seen that the
simulated vehicle data was displayed at the
Control Center via operational ground station
telemetry equipment , equipment that is an integral
part of every remote site . Therefore all that was
required ,las to record the data from the trai ner
on magnetic tapes and play these tapes at the
remote sites . The tapes are made prior to each
mission so that the format and calibration of the
data would be relatively similar to the flight
configuration. The other spacecraft data input to
a site, the astronaut ' s VOice, was simulated on
the site by an individual sc,ipted to make the
standard reports and answer any expected querries
from the Flight Control Teams . Both individual
site exercises and integrated network mission
simulations were conducted using this technique .

As may be evident f r om the preceding para graphs , miss i on simulation is more "teChni que "
than equipment . These paragraphs just brush the
surface as to the many varied duti es required
before and during simulations to effect a success ful world -wide simulated mi ssion.

To conduct an integrated network simulation,
spec i al telemetry tapes and astronaut scripts were
suppl ied to each site . Detailed instructions as
to when to play the tapes ( in terms of time from
,liftoff ) and as to the setup of the telemetry
receiving station were also sent to all sites .

I n conclusion, I might summar i ze the trai ni ng
routine that leads up t o each f l ight . Sometime in
the months preceding his f light , the f li ght astro naut par ticipates in a centri fuge program . He
re -acquai nts himself with the techniques of

Preparation of these simulations required care f ul and thorough pl anning and coordination. Since
the simulations are basically open loop, the
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actions of the astronaut and the Flight Controllers
had to be anticipated and these effects included in
the prerecorded tapes . The missions were based on
the flight plan and on the existing mission rules .
A number of abnormalities or faults vre:re included
to exercise the astronaut and flight control proce dures and to test the mission rules .

----------

c i ses . The f l ight astronaut participates in chese
drills as much as possible . The closed loop mode
of Control Center simulation is used so that the
total effect of any decision can be evaluated .
Betveen F - 4 and F - 2 days, full integrated net 1wrk simulations are conducted around the 'lorld .
The astronaut has already "flo,m " these missions
and participates mostly as an interested spectator.

increasing nJ.S accelerati on tolerance and vlith the
acceleration profile as it affects his miss i on
sequencing . A?proximately three months before a
flight, he starts intensive use of the ~rocedures
trainer and the ALFA Trainer to plan the flight
and to become proficient in the inflight duties .
The n~t1·,ork schedule is some"hat more
abridged . About three weeks before t he flight ,
exercises are he l d on the remote s i te trainer '·'ith
the flight astronaut ?artici ~ating if poss i ble .
After de ployment to the remote sites , appr oximately F -7 days , the Control Center \{i th an
assist from Bermuda conducts launch abort exer -

The above routine, in fact the entire simula tion and trai ni ng effort -;ras deve l oped by a
process of evol uti on and continues to deve l op as
the needs of the program grow .
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PARAGLIDER RECOVERY SYSTEMS
By Francis M. Rogallo
Aerospace Technologist
NASA Langley Research Center
The flexible-wing concept, which may be as old
as the pterodactyl and was given serious consideration by Leonardo Da Vinci, was apparently ignored
by the Wright Brothers, Glen Curtiss, and others
whose rigid-wing structures follow~d established
bridge and roof-truss design. Today's airplanes
have evolved from these early rigid-wing designs.
The thin cantilever wings of modern high-speed airplanes are not completely rigid, but they are elastic rather than flexible. They can not be folded
up like a balloon or parachute.
In 1945 it occurred to the writer that if we
could discover how to make flexible wings that
could be packaged and deployed somewhat like a
parachute, such wings would have many new applications as well as replacing some parachutes and
rigid wings. Previous uses of flexible materials
in aerodynamic surfaces - parachutes, kites, boat
sails, and wind mills - were reviewed, and some
crude experiments were performed with gliders and
kites. Before the end of 1948, the device now
generally called a paraglider was evolved and
developed sufficiently to merit a patent applicationl . The study was continued privately as time
permitted, and in 1954 a short paper on the subject2 was presented to an audience of about
50 Reserve Air Force Officers. This paper was
given rather wide distribution, although it suffers
from lack of the many kite and glider demonstrations of the original presentation . Little serious
interest was shown by the aeronautical community,
however, until about a year after Sputnik I. In
Dec ember 1958 the flexible-wing concept was presented to the Langley Committee on General
Aerodynamics with the aid of the hurriedly prepared charts shown in figure 1, faithfully reproduced here for historical purposes.
Of the many configurations and applications
shown in figure 1, it was decided that the twolobe, single-curvature, suspended-load design that
had already shown much promise l ,2 should be
investigated as a possible reentry glider. While
preliminary work of this nature, which is reported
in references 3 to 7, was in progress, information
pertaining to other applications was requested.
The parawing was shown to be a very effective highlift device for aircraft 8 . It was demonstrated as
a wing for a powered aircraft and an air-drop
glider, both radio controlled9 . It was considered
for the recovery of rocket boosters 10, and for the
terminal glide and landing of manned space capsules ll . And to support such applications, basic
information on pressure distribution was
obtained12 ,13. The aerospace industry, particularly Ryan, North American, and Goodyear, has
also contributed paraglider information and has
made feasibility studies of the recovery of
boosters and space vehicles by paraglider. These
studies indicated that such recoveries were
feasible.

received at the January 1961 New York !AS Meeting,
it was thought that a brief mention of NASA work
done since then and continuing, in addition to that
listed in the references, might be of interest.
Langley Film L-688 shows some of this work.
A wide range of wing geometric variables is
being investigated with static wind-tunnel setups
such as those shown in figure 2. Line loads and
complete glider static forces and moments are
determined by the setup of figure 3. Stability
and control characteristics of gliders in flight
are determined by tests of remote-control models,
such as are shown in figures 4 and 5. Space capsule (fig. 4) and booster (fig. 5 ) models were
flown in the full-scale tunnel and also by radio
control after being dropped from a helicopter.
Deployment of the folded wings after dropping was
an important part of the investi gation by the
Outdoor Test Unit of the Recovery Systems Branch
at Langley.
In figure 6 is shown a propel ler-powered model
being flown in the full-scale tunnel, and in figure 7 is a roughly similar gas7Powered radiocontrolled model with which some impressive flight
demonstrations were made. Figure 8 is a static
wind-tunnel model for force test in the 7- by
10-foot wind tunnel, and figure 9 is the Ryan
Aircraft being statically tested in the Langley
full-scale tunnel.
The glider shown in figure 10 just after liftoff by a helicopter is 50 feet long and has 32-inchdiameter inflated fabric tubes at the leading edges
and keel. It has been towed to an altitude of several hundred feet and released for free glide with
weights of about 700, 1,300, and 1,900 pounds with
the small capsule shown. A standard sized Mercury
Capsule will be used next, and weight progressively
increased.
In figure 11 is shown a glider built and flown
by the NASA Flight Center at Edwards Air Force
Base, California. This glider has been towed to
altitude and then released for glide and landing.
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1.- Flexible-wing concept as presented to
Langley Committee on General Aerodynamics ,
December 19, 19 ~8 .

Fi~e

Figure 3.- Wind- tunnel setup for determination of
line loads and complete glider statis aerodynamic
characteristics.

Figure 2.- Typical wind-tunnel setup for systematic investigat ion of the effect of wing geometry on the
static aerodynamic characteristics of fl exible wings .
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Figure 4 . - Remote-controlled model of a paraglider recovery system for space capsules,
shown flying in the Langley full- scal e wind tunnel.

Figure 7. - RadIo-controlled gas-powered mOdel of
a manned flexible-wing vehicle being prepared for
flight by the L angley Recovery Systems Branch.

Figure 5. - Paraglider booster-recovery model
that was radio-controlled after drop from a
helicopter by the Langley Recovery Systems
Branch .

Figure 8. - Static wind-tunnel model of a manned
flexible-wing vehicle in a Langley 7- by 10-foot
tunnel.

Figure 6 . - Remote - controll ed model of a manned
flexib l e-wing vehicle flying the Langley ful l -scale
wind tunnel.

Figure 9. - Ryan flexible-wmg vehIcle setup for
force tests in the Langley full- scale wind tunnel.
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Figure 10. - Fifty-foot inflated-frame paraglider immediately after lift-off by a helicopter .

Figure 11. - Paraglider research ' vehicle built and flown at NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
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IMPACT ATTENUATION METHODS FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
Harold W. Bixby
Chief, Advance Engineering Group,
Paradynamics Systems Section
Northrop Corporation, Ventura Division

Introduction
One of the major concerns in the preliminary design of manned spacecraft is
the selection of the impac t attenuation
sys tem . From a designer's point of view
thi s involves determining a reliable system of minimum weigh t and size to limit the
forces generated in the final phase of
landing.
These forces should not exceed
prescribed deceleration levels compatible
with crew tolerance and vehicle integrity;
e.g., a gentle touchdown alrrost comfortable to the astronaut and non-damaging to
the space cabin will assure the highest
survival probability. Other prime criteria
affecting the design are the manner of approach and surface conditions to be encountered.
The landing approach parameters for
earth let down systems applicable to manned spacecraft are shown graphically in
Figure 1. They divide into two distinct
velocity direction categories; those having
primarily horizontal velocity, in which
sinking speed is countered by the lift
capability of the horizontally approaching
system, and those having a predominantly
vertical landing mode.
The horizontal
landing is exemplified by the Dynasoar
spacecraf t at relatively high ground speeds
and requires sUbstantial runout distance .
The Dormal landing mode for a vehicle
descending with paraglider is also hori zontal, but at more moderate ground spee d s.
A prime exarrple of vertical landing is the
parachute descent system. So called vertical landings are often complicated by substantial horizontal velocity due to wind.
Present generation spacecraft must
land the crew safely under as wide a
variety of terrain, sea-state anc weather
conditions as possible because an aborted
deep-space mission may require return to
earth almost anywhere.
Systems capable
of landing in the vertical mode satisfy
more completely such an emergency landing
requirement. Horizontal landings and
especially high-speed landings are a particular problem because they require a
hard surface prepared runway.
Use of an
ejection seat for emergency escape may be
considered an adequate corrpromise measure
for crew survival with spa cecraft unable
to achieve satisfactory horizontal landings.
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The ensuing landing gear simplicity is a
recognizable advan tage to be gained from
such a design and operational philosophy.
Horizontal landing system requirements
appear to be adequately satisfied by impact attenuation gear such as that employed
by the X-IS .
This paper is concerned with a review
of available energy absorbing material s
and devices, and the results of an example
evaluation of specific techniques applied
to a vertical landing system. Many of
the energy absorbers discussed have been
investigated by Northrop Ventura for use
in lunar as well as earth landing systems.
Design Considerations
The problem of achieving an efficient
highly reliable impact attenuation system
for a vertically landing manned spacecraft
is complicated by the many design conditions which must be sa tisfied. The
principle of solution lies in the application of a controlled impulse to oppo se
vertical momentum, or a controlled dissipation of vertical energy, until only
horizontal motion remains to be taken out
by the friction.
In determining impact attenuator system size, the vertical velocity, of course,
is the most critical factor to consider
since energy varies as the square of the
velocity. Since descent system weight
reduces with increased rate of descent,
and impact attenuation system weight increases, a vertical velocity should be
selected that will provide a minimum
combined systems weight unless impractical
stroke or reduced reliability dictate
otherwise.
Minimum weigh t vertical
landing systems have been t heoretically
optimized at rates of descent of fro m
35 feet per second for parachutes and
airbags, to 7 0 feet per second for parachutes and retro-rockets l . Size of individual energy absorbers will be affected
when friction due to horizontal velocity
introduces unequal loadings. Horizontal
energy dissipation is simpler to deal
wi th than vertical energy dissipation
since translational friction is all that
is involved.
The vehicle attitude at
initial contact is important, and in a

Energy Absorbers

vertical landing system is determined by
the selected parachute suspension angle.
Direction of the vehicle should be such
th at the vehicle plane of symme try coincides with the direction of the wind to
favor an anti toppling position with vehicle attitude.
Several factors peculiar to the spacecraft need to be integrated into the impact attenuator design. The spacecraft
shape which is determined principally by
launch and re-en try considerations may
be of concern in the region of the contacting and bearing surface. The weight
a t landing defines another factor in the
momentum or energy to be overcome. The
mass distribution and inertia of the vehicle influence the response in motion
to eccentrically applied forces.
The
position of the center of gravity with
respect to reacting forces by the energy
absorbers determines the magnitude of
overturning or restoring moments that
may occur. The s tructural strength and
rigidity of the vehicle influence the
a ttachment points of the energy absorbers
and mode of reaction forces which result
from dynamic application. Adequate stowage
space shoul d be immediately adjacent to
the operating position of the energy absorb ers with suitable access provided for
check-out and servicing. The environments
in the stowed area will determine the
materials to be used.
Ease and reliability
of deployment are of major concern in the
system design.
Crew survival based on human tolerance
to accelerations is the primary purpose
of the impact attenuation system, although
redundant cushioning is provided in the
structure of the astronaut's couch and
suspension sys tem. Crew position, direction of force, rate of onset and force
duration must be considered in the design
and application of energy absorbers.
Crew
Earticipation prior to impact should be
utilized to assess the landing situation,
orient the spacecraf t, and if possible
maneuver and position spacecraft over the
best achievable impact si te. Sys tem design should consider wind velocity and
direction, and altitu~or its effect
on vertical velocity.
Surface conditions at impact must be
carefully considered in the design of the
impact attenuator system. A requirement
for suitable touchdown on land or water
presents a wide variety of possible and
probable situations to a non-controllable
vertically descending system. A small
degree of maneuver capability would permit
avoidance of minor obstacles, a reduction
of horizontal velocity due to wind, and
the selection of a clear area of moderate
to zero SlOPt' Surface hardness and
smoothness,
low sliding friction) as
stated before , are favorable to horizontal
runout. Surface roughness (high sliding
friction) and softness cause greater resistance to horizontal runout and increase
pitching moments incucive to toppling .
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The candidates for working components
of attenuator systems include a wide variety of energy absorbers: pneumatic bags,
various forms of fabricated metallic and
non-metallic honeycomb structures, balsa
wood, numerous foamed plastics, combinations
of these materials, hydraulic cylinders,
pneumatic cylinders, metal deforming devices
and rocket motors.
Pneumatic bags have been successfully
employed as energy absorbers in a number
of applications including Mercury. Development of the airbag technique continues to
reveal advantages and irr.proved potential
efficiencies. These bags are constructed
of high streng th fabric, coated with rubber-like material to create an air tight
flexible envelope of desired shape. Bags
are capable of being folded and tightly
contained in a small and even shallow compartment.
They are normally deployed and
inflated during final descent just prior
to impact. Bags are equipped with exhaust
orifices which are sealed by burst diaphragms designed to rup t ure at a preselected pressure level as the gas in the
bag is compressed under impact loading.
A typical force versus stroke curve is
shown in Figure 2 for an airbag using a
fixed area orifice. The curve shows an
adiabatic rise until burst of diaphragms
occurs; then the curve continues upward
at a reduced ra te until the exhaust flow
matches the compression rate, then falls
rapidly as vertical velocity is overcome.
Bag efficiency has been improved slightly
by the use of simple variable orifices
which level the pressure curve by retarding
the escape of air over the latter part of
the s troke. A theoretical optimum has
been determined 2 which shows that a properly
controlled variable area orifice could
achieve at least a 15 percent improvement
of efficiency in an airbag.
Aluminum honeycomb has been used effectively as an energy absorber. This
material is available in a range of cell
sizes and foil thicknesse s in different
alloys, and provides a wide variety of
crUShing strengths for attenuator structures.
Thi s material compressed in the direction
parallel to the cell axis develops an excellent and uniform resistance force by a
characteristic buckling and collapsing
action as crushing progresses. A force
peak occurs at the beginning of the s tr oke
representing a start of crushing action.
This peak may be eliminated by a slight
precrush or modification in shape of the
material. Usable crush distance is approximately 70% of uncrushed height before
the characteristic bottoming out force-rise
starts at the limit of usable strok e for
the material . Reduced crushing strength
at loads applied at angles other than
parallel to the cell axis mu st be considered
in the impact attenuator design.
Honeycombs constructed of other materi als display similar characteristics at

different crushing pressure limits depending upon modulus and density of the
material.
Plastic foams provide a generally
homogeneous structure which perforrrs with
uniform resistance in all directions.
Bottom out force rise is a function of the
density of the foamed structure. Styrofoam is more effective as an energy absorber than other foams.
Polyurethane,
which may be foamed in place, is more
easily adapted to a system.
Balsa wood is an especially efficient
energy absorber and behaves in a manner
similar to honeycomb.
Its crushing stress
changes with angle of force from the grain
direction, and best grades satisfy a
limited range of crush pressure. Various
in-between energy absorbing characteristics
can be achieved by using either foamed
plastic or balsa wood as filler in the
honeycomb cells.
Deformable metal tubes offer another
efficient means of absorbing energy. Such
a technique lends itself to strut arrangements in which the metal tube of known
flexural characteristics is forced over
a die which deforms the metal and causes
flexural failure in a controlled manner.
Frangible metal tubes have been investigatedJ for energy absorption performance
employed in much the same manner and found
to produce consistent results.
Proper
design can result in close to ideal force
stroke patterns.
Pneumatic cylinders provide good
energy absorption, properly applied in
landing strut arran3ements.
The principles of control of force and stroke are
sim ilar to other mechanisms which employ
a variable orifice. Hydraulic cylinders,
oleo-struts and liquid springs corr~only
used in aircraft landing systems may be
emp loyed if rebound is properly controlled.

Such a comparison implies th at the ma teri al
or device with the shortes t s troke is necessarily the mo st efficient.
Performance ef ficiency obtained by thi s method, although
useful wher e mi ni mum stroke is a critical
fac t or, is not sui table for comparative
evaluation of energy absorbers widely differ ent in nature.
A more useful evaluation comes from
a comparison of materials and devices based
on energy absorbed per pound of absorber
weignt. Such a comparison is shown in
Figure 4. On the basis of wei ght, balsa
wood has the g rea test energy capacity per
pound of any inves tigated crushable material; nearly double that of the best
ra ted aluminum honeycomb.
An evaluation on the basis of energy
absorbed per uni t volume of absorber s erves
to ind icate packageab llity and light weight
in overall design.
Figure 5 shows speci fically that although the weight efficient
items generally hold good bulk efficiency,
two devices, liquid spring and airbag show
special advantage as to s towed volume. The
fact that the airbag is a low pressure
energy absorber makes it suitable for large
bearing area applications.
It is appar ent that a minimum weigh t
impact attenuator sys tem cannot be selecte d
based on the prece d ing evaluation methods
without a knowled ge of the load bearing
structure of the spacecraft involved, or
~ the environmen t s to which materials
w'i ll be exposed.
Many effic ien t absorbers
are devices which present a high concentrated load to the structure, and require
additional weight in reinforce me nt to
satisfy the impact attenuation function.
Balsa wood and plastic foams deteriorate
at high temperature. Other fac tors which
will influence the utility,size and weight
of the irrpact at te nuation subsystem will
show up in the application to a sp ec ific
spacecraft design.
Applied Techniques

Both solid and liquid propellant
rocket motors possess the high specific
impulse characteristics required to efficiently perform impact a tte nuation of
a spacecraf t . Landing rocket thrust
initiation and performance are not so
positive as the contact and compression
Jf energy absorbers physically positioned
between approaching load and landing surface.

A preli minary analysis and design
study aimed at the selec tion of a mo s t
suitable impac t attenuation SUbsys tem
for the Apollo Command Module-::- co'nsidered
a number of techniques.
De sign was based
on requirements which affected all methods
alike. Evaluation on a basis of minimum
wei ght , minimum volune, relative cost,
reliability and overall s ystem complexity
revealed very close competition between
the applied techniques examined.

Analysis
One method of evaluating various
energy absorption materials and devices
compares their performance efficiencies
by relating energy capacity to an ideal
unit represented by a rectangular forces troke curve. The area under the curve
equals the required kinetic energy, dissipa ted at a maximum allowable force level
throughout the deceleration stroke. Figure
J shows the relative efficiency by area
ratio for several typical ener gy absorbers .
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Following a review of many methods,
only those techniques employing airbags,
crushable materials, frangible metal tube s,
springs with hydraulic struts and retrorockets were examined in close detail.
_ Results are taken from a sttidy performed for North American Aviation, S&ID
(Contract No. M2H4JX-40600J)

The Apollo Command Module presently
prescribes a state-of-the-art landing
system consisting of three large para chutes in a cluster, supporting the spacecraft at 15 degrees toe-down during final
descent.
The impact point will be subject
to drift due to wind, but direction of the
vehicle plane of symmetry may be controlled to present a most favorable landing
attitude either on land or water. The
edge down attitude plus the ability to
direct the vehicle, permits a concentration of maximum energy absorption in a
smaller portion of the landing structure
than would be feasible without directional
control. Space available for stowage of
the impact attenuation SUbsystem was
limited to two inches between heat shield
and crew compartment, plus reasonable
volume in an annular space inside the
maximum diameter. Heat shield removal is
required before the impact attenuator can
be deployed. Hence, the shield provides
deployment force, positioning control, a
bearing structure and sliding surface for
taking horizontal run out. These advantages to the landing system are considered more desirable than the weight
difference resulting from reduced parachute size for the same rate of descent
without shield.
An airbag system of six self-inflating
cylindrical envelopes between crew compartment and suspended heat shield also
included an arrangement of restraint
cables to control shield deployment and
lateral motion. Bags were designed for
unequal loading under most severe conditions of low leading edge impact into
a 15 degree rising ground slope.
Several strut arrangements were examined using different devices for energy
absorption. Weight of the released heat
shield is used to deploy the system into
operating position. Figure 6 shows three
types of struts and their manner of energy
absorption. A cluster of leaf and liquid
springs provided heat shield support and
lateral restraint in a 4 group strut arrangement. A series of 20 struts employing the frangible tube around the outer
edge of the crew compartment represent
another concept. An arrangement of six
struts employing aluminum honeycomb was
also considered a likely application.
All systems were designed to take out the
total energy in the forward struts, or on
all struts equally without exceeding allowable acceleration limits. The deforming devices provided a two-area profile,
a small area for low force and a larger
area for high force in those struts required to accept extra energy. This two
stage strut technique properly applied
will automatically compensate for unbalance of forces which may be introduced
by lateral drift, sloping surface or high
friction .
Several landing rocket arrangements
were considered. One shown in Figure 7
in which four solid propellant motors
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were arranged around the lower periphery
of the crew compartment employed two tele scoping probes to serve as surface distance
detectors and initiators for the system.
A principal difficulty associated with this
method is landing distance error, due to
initiation means, propellant grain temperature variation and accurate rocket ignition timing. Openings were created through
the heat shield for rocket thrust and probe
extension. An error analysis showed that
by controlling grain temperature and the
use of an adjustable probe plus blow-out
thrust alleviators, a suitable impact velocity could be achieved.
The nurrber of
series events required resulted in a low
potential reliability for this technique.
Shown also in Figure 7 is a new concept by Northrop Ventura in landing rocket
design which employs a peripheral "skirt
jet" principle to produce retro thrust
plus an air cushion between the spacecraft
and the ground on close approach.
Features
of this method include better adaptability,
lighter weight and improved reliability .
The torus form of the combustion chamber
and continuous circular nozzle may be
readily supported in the annular space
around the crew compartment. Heat shield
removal and a probe initiator or other
accurate distance sensing device will be
required as with the four rocket technique.
Because the peripheral jet generates a
strong curtain wall and a region of augmented pressure between the vehicle and
the landing surface, the total rocket impulse is substantially reduced, and very
little jet thrust is required to arrest
the vehicle completely on the air cushion
just before contact. This ac~ion automatically adjusts the effective decelerating impulse to variations in descent
velocity, rocket burning time, the height
at which the reaction is initiated and
other significant variables.
A weight evaluation of the various
applied techniques is shown in Figure 8.
A minimum weight impact attenuatiun system
using a landing rocket is indicated. However, the low potential reliability of
either of the two rocket configurations
described would certainly not be acceptable
for Apollo without extensive development
to increase this reliability. Two of the
strut techniques and the airbag technique
are essentially equal in weight value,
making a selection difficult except on a
basis other than weight.
A comparison of the energy capacity
in absorber material with the energy per
pound of an example system using tnat
material, reveals that less than 10 percent
of the system weight does the work. This
would indicate that in the example cited,
weight penalty for heat shield release,
restraint suspension, attachment fittings
and reinforcement of structure is very
high. Refinement of a design can overcome
some of this difference in efficiency
potential.

An installation of low pressure
crushing material in the bottom s tructure
would appear to be an al ternate technique
which would not suffer from the high dead
weight penalty. Were it not for the
length of deceleration stroke needed, and
the inherent resistance to crushing in
the heat shield, such a method would be
attractive. The ad dition to the landing
face of a spacecraft of low density material of required s troke depth, seriously
affects center of gravity position, hence
aerodynamic stabili ty, and valuable space
needed for crew.
Conclusions
Some aspects of the problem of selecting an impact a ttenu a tion technique
for manned spacecraft applications have
been presented herein. The study shows
th at the materials and device s used for
energy absorption have inherent properties
which make it possible to predict their
relative efficiencies in applied systems
without a specific knowle dge of the de tail s of the application . O~ the other
hand, it is shown that sample impact subsystems may become involved with the de tail characteristics of the application
resulting in a reduced overall efficiency.
A principal determinant of the effect produced by the application is the nature
of the basic structure related to impact
load concentration. A similar in te raction exists between the structure and
the crew system which waf not considered
here. A method of interrelating these
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factors in a more exact numerical solution
is needed which can be useful in evaluating and selectin g optimum subsystem components.
There has been no intent here to present the complete picture of the final
aspec t s of ac tual selection of an impact
attenuation system for the Apollo Command
Module.
Ex amples described were a part
of a preliminary design study and are used
only to point out the evolution of selection
factors.
Techniques described, although
developed for vertical descent systems
usin g parachutes in clusters or gliding
parachutes, are no t limited to strict
vertical landing applications, but may
be adapted to predictable conditions possibl e wi th rotary wing or paraglider flare
out. With proper design allowance for
vacuum environment, most of these techniques will provide suitable attenuation
of the terminal impact phas e of a spacecraft making a ver tic al landing on the
moon.
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EFF'ECT OF STERILIZATION IN SPACECRAFr DESIGN
Albin M. Nowitzky
Head, Spacecraft Sterilization Systems
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern spacecraft design no longer involves
only the Engineering Sciences. To get "the bugs"
out of a system must now be taken literally to
signify erradication of actual free-living micro organisms. A severe impact of a non-sterilized
space vehicle could result in overt, reckless contamination, virtually eliminating a celestial body
as a scientific base for the exobiological phases of
space exploration.
Recognizing the potentially damaging effects of
septic launchs, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in December, 1960 authorized spacecraft sterilization and decontamination as National
policy, thereby elevating the space effort onto a
higher scientific plane. In the NASA directive, the
basic reasons for sterilization were established,
viz.,
to preserve clues to the origin of
life and of the universe, which may
be hidden beneath the lunar strata
or under the atmospheres of strange
planets,
to prevent inadvertent seeding of
extraterrestrial surfaces by earthlife cultures, and
to protect the earth from mutual contamination.

will of course benefit immensely from the pioneering
Ranger experience. The sterilization confidence
level, discussed later, will be markedly increased,
and influence during countdown will be reduced.
The Mariner and Voyager unmanned planet ary flybys , with planet-orbit capability, present a reasonable possibility of extraterrestrial impact. Sterilization of this type of spacecraf t is therefore
notably important, and knowledge of a non sterile
condition constitutes special j ustification for an
automatic hold or fli ght cancellation.
Quarantine inspection and aseptic retrieval
procedures, hopefully established through unmanned
probes and samplers befor e manned-mission escape
velocity, will form part of the routine modus operandi of the manned missions as will aseptic personnel
movement.
III. RANGER AND THE SCOPE OF STERI LIZAT I ON
The Ranger pro gram afforded an advanced opportunity to establish and investi gate the techniques
required to achieve the ultimately steri le spacecraft. In Figure 2, the scope of these techniques
is shown. Final sterility depends primarily upon
precise adherence to previously established standard
operating procedures, involved in perfo rmance of
each sterilization phase.
In brief, all components, su b-assemblies, assemblies, adhesives, l ubricants, s eal ant s, and any other
constituent of which the compl ete spacecraft is composed, are int ernally sterili zed . The internallysterilized part s are then aseptically assembl ed. The
aseptically-assembled spacecraft is enclos ed i n a
sealed spacecraft compartment. Sterilant gas is
introduced into the sealed compartment which is subsequently purged following a previously-estab lished
sterilization soak period. Aseptic removal of the
sterilant gas transfer system is effected and sterile
conditions mechanically maintained until t he spacecraft has left the earth atmosphere.

In light of the foregoing, spacecraft sterilization should be regarded as the most significant
single mission as well as design requirement of
planetary space exploration --- especially if our
objectives are primarily scientific.
II. STERILIZATION AND THE PLANNED SPACE PROGRAMS
The projected timetable of U. S. space exoloration is illustrated in Figure 1. The missions
shown, both manned and unmanned, are those which
would involve sterilization techniques to various
degrees, depending on the nature of the particular
mission. Of these pro j ects, the bulk of practical
experience has been obtained during the current
Ranger series of moonshots.
In the Ranger hard-lunar-impact program, all
present concepts of the broad spectrum of spacecr aft
sterilization were initially established. Spacecraft and spacecraft compartment designers and manufacturers were introduced to the sub ject, and
personnel at the launch site received preliminary
indoctrination. Results of research into the various techniques, materials, and apparatus required to
effect sterilization were implemented, and Qualified
Products Lists were initiated.
Project Surveyor and Prospector, involving soft
lunar landings of unmanned scientific equipment,
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In the case of Ranger, the spacecraft compartment is the Lockheed Agena nose-cone illustrated in
Figure 3, incorporating special filler valves for
aseptic introduction ~ purge of sterilant gas, and
installation and removal of the gas transfer lines.
Further provided are a biological breat her-filter for
pressure equalization caused by ambient thermal
changes during ground handling, and a biologicallytight, out-only relief valve for venting during boost .
The valve and filter are installed in a fibre- glass
diaphragm which together with a special o-ring, se als
and protects the spacecr aft compartment from atmospheric contamination.
Before being placed in the sealed compartment,
the Ranger spacecraft, manufactur ed by NASA's J et
Propulsion Laboratory, was sub jected to aseptic
final-assembly by JPL personnel. Previously , the

spacecraft sub- assemblies and components had been
internally heat - sterilized or aseptically-assembled ,
to the best extent possible, as had the impact limited capsule furnished by Aer onutroni c Di vision
of Ford . The equipment required for aseptic assembl~',
shown in Figures L, S,and 6, is similar to ordinaryhospital - type glove - box apparatus but of course i s
more rup,ged, designed to sustain rigorous assembly
operations involving heavy, bulky spacecraft equipment . In isolated cases , lack of compatibility information prohibited prolonged thermal exposure at
the heat level required for internal sterilization .
The affected parts were installed re gardless , and
the level of sterility confidence became orincioally a function of natural internal contamination
during manufacture and efficacy of the surface terminal sterilization, conducted durin~ countdown .
sterile conditions were maintained by the combined action of the seal between the Agena nose - cone
and forward equipment rack, the out - only relief
valve, and the breather- filter .
Returning to Fi~e 2"~ to establish standard
operating procedures for internal sterilization,
aseptic assembly , terminal surface sterilization and
sterility maintenance , it was necessary to continuously monitor the effect of each procedure and media
on the associated material or component. Compatibility testing became routine in the Range r prog r am ,
including all Agena nose - cone materials, and essentially all of the Ranger spacecraft components and
sub- assemblies. Spacecraft sterilization is a natural, second generation follow- on of aerospace
quality assurance . Sterilization compatibility
assurance is a must for spacecraft constituents of
the future and will constitute a basic requirement
f or placement on the qualified products lists established for each affected project .
Inte gration of terminal surface sterilization
into the otherwise normal countdown procedure is not
particularly difficult. When combined with pr e launch ground cooling and other spacecraft condi tioning procedures, surface sterilization is conducted with minimum influence on other mission
requirements.
Sampling of near and far space for base info rmation concerning cosmic contamination has thus far
been i gnored in current space pro gram plannin~ . Such
valuable information as possibility of ice crystals
and organic fracti on in micrometeorites, and the
knowledge of bacteriological debris of panspermia
outside the sensible earth atmosphere has yet to be
obtained. Such information would serve to establish
requirements for ext raterrestrial sterilization
activity as well as providing information of value
to manned space travel and space medicine . Aseptic
retrieval of a living, reproducible organism from
space would be a vital step in determination of the
origin of lif e.
Termin~l

A mixture which best fulf i lled these require ments is the presently established sterilant, a noncombustibl e , bl end of the m~nopropellant ethylene oxide and the solvent Freon -12. This gas standard
was estab li shed by the Army Chemical Corps at Ft.
Detr ick , Maryland and is currently the accepted
mixture for prel aunch usage at AMR . Gaseous surface
steri lization us ing the ethylene-oxide base steril ant was systemi zed as shown in the flow diagram,
Fi gur e 7. Pre ssuri zed, bottled sterilant is
released thr ough a regulation into a gas generator
"which supplies gaseous flow through a humidifying
group . A requir ed level of humidity. is introduced
into the gas, with the resulting end- mixture ana"l yzed fo r con centr ation, temperature, and watervapor , and subsequently directed into the nose-cone
s eal ed cavity . After a suitable sterilization soak
period, pr eviously established in the biol ogical
laboratory , the cavity is purged with inert nitrogen
gas . The nitr ogen is passed through a filter system
befor e displacing the sterilant from the spacecraft
compartment and into the disoosal system. The disposal consists of a water supply containing an acid
or salt catalyst , which converts the ethyl ene-oxide/
freon -12 mixture into freon gas and ethylene glycol
(ant i - f r eeze) . In Figure 8, the system illustrated
by the fl ow diagram in Figure 7 is shown as a mobile
gas transfer sys ten , currently in use at Cape
Canaveral . Readout consists of sterilant and purge gas f l ow rates; temperature and pressure in the test
plenum; and temperature and pressure in the sealed
comoar tment. Gas concentration and relative humidity are monitor ed by sampling small amounts of gas
at convenience points in the flow cycle.
A more refined system is envisioned for the
soft - lunar- landing Surveyor program. Relative
humidity and gas concentration will be directly
read on the control panel, and the gas cycle will
include aseptic temperature control combined with
ore-launch terminal sterilization, illustrated in
FiP,UTe 9. Utilization of such an aporoach would be
a major step in minimizing effect of sterilization
on the countdown procedure.
IV .

SPACECRAFT DESIGN EFFRCTS

The requirement of sterilization has an effect
on ordinary spacecraft design philosophy in five
major areas as outlined in Figure 10.
Product Qualification
To be truly qualified for use on an extraterrestrial spacecraft, components must demon strate
compatibil ity with such liquid wipe-on ster ilants
as et hyl enimine , beta-propionolactone and pera cetic aCid. Component performance I1lllSt ·remain· unaltered after exposure to sterilizing heat loads
and radiation cycles. Structural materials, surface coatings , cements, sealants, and lubricants
must be capable of withstanding prolonged contact
with sterilant gases .

Surface Sterilization
Many hundreds of comoonents and material sam ples have been compatibility- tested by J.P . L., Fort
Detri ck , Brooks Air Force School of Aerospace medici ne and by industry participants. Results for the
most part i ndic ate no major problens in product
qualification for spacecraft use.

The internally- sterilized spacecraft , having
been placed in the confines of a sealed spacecraft
compartment, must be surface sterilized with a
germicide whic h must demonstrate a combination of:
previously proven lethal sporicidal activity,
maximum compatibility with materials,
suitability for countdown usage by launchsite personnel.

Component Manufactur e
A number of sealed spacecraft parts, especial ly hermetic al ly- sealed electronic comoonents ,
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present a unique sterilization problem in that they
may not be capable of sustaining the internally- ster ilizing heat or radiation without subsequent mal function. The questions of course arise,
a - are the components naturally
contaminated during manufacture?
b - are the materials used in manufacture sufficiently sporicidal
to yield sterile end-products?

equalization valve system between the outside environment am the entrance lock system.
With respect to filters and filtration systems
involved in spacecraft s t erilization, the screening
of all forms of earth life, regardless of infinitesimal size, presents an imposing task . Referring
to Figure 11, the pore size requirement for absolute filtration could result in an excessive filter
flow cross-sectional area unless certain rules are
followed in selecting the fi l ter, viz .,

c - do normal manufacturing heat cycles
yield sterile end-produ::ts?

a - pre-filter the flowing media,
b - provide minimum pore -size and
maximum flow area by combining
unique packaging techniques
with efficient filter materials,

d - are the components compatible with
chemical additives and changes in
manufacturing procedures which may
result in internal sterility?

c - use filter material of highest
dielectric constant, and provide
moisture control to maintain the
electric charge.

Ansl,ers to these and other questions are
presently being sought under various existing government contracts.
Non-sterile
stalled, should be
ture sterilization
or eliminated from

components, before being ineither subjected to post - manufactechniques, aseptically-assembled,
the syst~m .

Worthy of note in Fi~e 11 is the existance
of free -living bacte r ia smaller than many viruses.
The result is pronounced dependence on a hif!hly re liable, highly efficient filter system.

Vehicle Assembly

V.

Aseptic final am sub-assembly of the previ ously internally-sterilized components can be simplified if maintainability and fabrication sequence are
considered in light of the sterilization requirement
early in design. Steps should be taken during ini tial design phases to minimize assembly procedure
steps . Further , reduction of captive pockets and
cells, accidental weldments, and enjoining incasements will naturally enhance the terminal surface
sterilization phase, thereby increasing the sterility
confidence level.

The relationship of sterilization to manned
space flight and manned spacecraft design is far
more critical than that for the unmanned missions.
Not only must the new environment be protected from
contamination by earth - life, but the reverse precaution must now be considered . The unknowns are
indeed appreciatively increased.

Compatibility with sterilization techniques
and media again plays an important role in vehicle
assembly, especially in areas requiring sterile seal ants and lubricants.
Launch Adaptability
The sterilization requirement necessitates
aseptic ground handling and pre - launch conditioning
in order that the sterile condition, once achieved,
is maintained. Biologicall y-tight , out-only pressure
relief must be afforded the s ealed compartment. Filtration must be provided to enable thermal breathing
during ground handling to be accomplished without recontamination. Ground coo ling !TIEl dia must be introduced through a suitable filter system and possibly
maintained in a closed, sterile cycle. The ports for
installation and removal of terminal sterilization
and purge gas lines must be such that asepsis pre vails.

Sterilization for manned missions depends to a
great extent on requirements established by bio medical results obtained from unmanned space probes ·
Invo lved are effects on earth- human tissue of exposure to unknown life forms and, of course, the reve rse effects.
In the main, however, the same gene ral require ments for sterili zation of space mi ssions and vehi cle design apply similarly to manned and unmanned
pro grams, with the fo llowing exceptions:
a - The living quarters (command
capsule ) is not subject to
sterilization .
b - The entrance l ock should incorporate s te rilization apparatus to the extent required
for aseptic crew and equipment
transfer .
c - Compatibility of space-suits,
man-ope rated sampling equioment,
and life support hardware must
be considered.

Crew Acce ssibility
Design of manned spacecraft must be such that
ingress and egress transfer of personnel into and out
of the command capsule or living quarters can be
aseptic. Procedures for such operations have been
routine for years at University of Notre Dame and at
Ft. Detrick Army Chemical Corps headquarters . An
ideal approach appears to be combine sterilization
with the escape lock or decompression lock . Filtration of course would be inte gral with any pres sure252

MANNED RELATIONSHIPS

As outlined in Figure 12, in addition to the
above, important consideration must be afforded
logistics associated with extended parking orbits,
for quarantine inspection preceding aseptic retrieval of manned vehicles, and of course, the associated unmanned orobes .
VI .

CONCLUDING

RE~~RKS

F~e rience

on the Ranger program has borne out

ration, it should be noted that clues to t he origin
of life could be hidden beneath the lunar strata
indigenous or foreign, impregnating what is app~
ently, but not positively igneous matter. Reckless
contamination could destroy these vital secrets or
render invalid, results of biological samples. '

two important facts which should govern future
spacecraft design:
emphasis should be placed on use
of maximum number of qualified
spacecraft components compatible
with internal sterilization by heat.
sterilization should be included as
a design concept in the earliest
possible design phase, in order to
minimize downstream effects.
The desire to implement such an approach was at
the heart of the Ranger design philosophy. However,
being a new requirement, sterilization was implemented mostly after-the-fact, to be emphasized to a
much greater extent on future programs. The Ranger
decontamination confidence level; that is, the confidence of obtaining complete sterility, was not
maximized on the first Ranger lunar impact, since
some hermetically-sealed components had not been
checked for contamination before installation. However, the level of possible contamination was held
to a minimum by aseptic assembly, surface terminal
sterilization and maintenance of the decontamination
level.
Although there is a strong inclination to place
a much higher level of importance on planetary sterilization activity than that related to lunar explo-

For millions of years, the moon has been a
vulnerable target in the path of extraterrestrial
debris; possibly organic, bacterial, and living' almost certainly, if existent, in the lyophilized'
state, and therefore, preserved in a state highly
acclimated to unfavorable environmental extremes.
If these forms do exist and are in any way dangerous
or destructive, their early detection would prove
vital to man's future planetary exploration and to
the protection of earth from mutual contamination.
The returning space probe or vehicle, unmanned
or manned, possibly highly contaminated by exposure
to exobiolo~, should be sub ject ed to quarantine
parking orbit and biomedical inspection, before being reentered through the earth atmosphere. Final
retrieval, in addition, must be an aseptic, biomedically monitored, and closely controlled operation.
In conclusion, if our ob j ectives in exnloring
space are primarily scientific, then we should take
the scientific approach. If they are not then we
should still feel obU'ged to take the app;oach least
likely to upset the biological balance of life on
earth.
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LIQUID PROPELLANT LAUNCH VEHICLES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
by
Wilson B. Schramm
Chief, Advanced Flight Systems Branch
Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Introduction
Launch vehicle technology has probably been
the most controversial aspect of the manned space
flight program as it has developed during the past
twelve months. This paper is a hopefully cORcise
exposition of the present lunar flight system concept, and necessarily represents the concerted efforts of numerous individuals within government and
industry who are engaged in the Apollo/Saturn program, and whose substantial contributions must be
acknowledged at the outset.
In the midst of confusing and complex issues,
we have seen through the year 1961 a period of resolution, reassessment and realignment of the
national goals in space flight. This has been a
period of great expectations, great impatience, intense debate, and concentrated technical effort.
The decisions that have been made are emerging in
broad outline in the contract structure. It is my
purpose here to provide some insight into the
assessment and decision phase that has led to our
present position and course of action.
From the many conceivable lunar mission profiles, NASA has selected the rendezvous approach
for the early Apollo manned lunar flights, based
on the Saturn C-S launch vehicle. Evaluation and
selection of flight systems for lunar missions
have proved a most intricate and demanding task.
That which is technically feasible is not necessarily desirable in the broader sense of achieving
a national objective. One must move far afield in
systems engineering and operations research to
associate mission concepts with the means of accomplishment for specific tasks within a given
time frame. Selection of the present mode has been
made in full recognition that we are stuck with
these basic decisions for many years to come.
Lunar Flight Systems
The C-S rendezvous approach for early manned
lunar missions was identified and selected during
the course of a series of in-house NASA studies
that culminated in the recent NASA-DOD Golovin
Committee. This concept has withstood the rigors
of many months of critical examination. Although
it has only . recently been revealed as an integrated
flight system, the various concepts consolidated in
this plan existed in 1960, and in prior years.
Eventual full development of manned space
flight requires a broad spectrum of mission capabilities extending from early spacecraft qualification flights in earth orbit through lunar
logistics and planetary exploration. The principal
flight systems considered for the lunar mission are
indicated in FIG 1, along with mission phases.
Launch vehicles in three principal performance
classes are required in sequence. The Saturn C-l
is aimed at a growth capability of 25,000 Ib in
earth orbit. The initial concept and objective of
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the booster was to demonstrate operational feasibility of clustered engine systems, to which has
been added the development of large hydrogenoxygen upper stage technology. Its principal
mission in the manned space flight program is to
develop the Apollo spacecraft. The second and
larger vehicle, Saturn C-s, is aimed at initial
manned lunar landing capability. The projected
lunar orbit rendezvous mode provides approximately
90,000 Ib to lunar transfer injection. The earth
orbit rendezvous mode provides 400,000 Ib assembled in earth orbit with a capability to inject
approximately 150,000 Ib to lunar transfer. The
Saturn C- S launch vehicle is utilized in qualification of the entire Apollo flight system, projected
unmanned lunar logistics support, development of
earth orbital operations technology, development of
advanced nuclear propulsion technology, and the
Apollo manned lunar Circumnavigation and initial
manned lunar landing. The Nova is generally conceived to be a direct mode vehicle, having a
400,000 - lb earth orbit capability and a lsO,OOO-lb
injection capability to lunar transfer. Its
applications include the Apollo lunar exploration
phases following initial lunar landings, manned
lunar logistics support of the lunar base, and development and application of both rendezvous and
nuclear propulsion technology for initial planetary
exploration.
In outlining such a program it is only natural
to place reliance on the most accessible technology. Basic elements more or less in hand at the
outset of this evaluation, which began in earnest
one year ago, included the basic Saturn launch
vehicle technology as we know it t.oday, a substantial investment in the F-l engine development, and
a substantial investment in hydrogen-oxygen upper
stage technology with the Centaur, the RL-IO
engine, the Douglas S-IV stage, and the J-2 propulsion system development. At each step in the
decision-making process, we have moved forward
from an established position in launch vehicle
technology.
To place events in perspective, consider the
status of the national large launch vehicle program
one year ago. FIG 2 shows the original Saturn
building block concept in which the S-IV stage of
C-l moves to the third stage of C-2 and a new
large hydrogen-oxygen stage known as S-II, powered
by the J-2 propulsion system, is brought in to
achieve maximum utilization of the 1.5 M lb thrust
S-I stage. Indicated orbital capabilities for
these systems were in the range of 20,000 lb for
C-l and 45,000 lb for C-2. The proposed prime
mission for C-2 at this time was manned lunar circumnavigation with a forerunner of the Apollo
spacecraf t.
As illustrated in FIG 3, detailed conceptual
design of the S-11 stage was well underway \~ith a
260 - inch diameter and a propellant load of approximately 330,000 lb. Concurrently, the J-2 propulsion system was being developed, specifically

tailored to this stage concept.

substantiated within expected funding levels and
within the specified time frame. In successive
iterations we move from the feasible to the desirable.

Moving out from this base line into an evaluation of the lunar program, investigation of many
alternate proposals in this performance class has
shown conclusively that no newly conceived launch
vehicle system would likely become available at a
more rapid pace. The Saturn C-l booster, as
presently conceived, has moved on into the flight
test phase. FIG 4 graphically depicts SA-l at the
instant of lift-off in its successful first - stage
test flight in October 1961. The Saturn C-l, in
its growth ve rsions, is well on the way to becoming the "DC-3" of manned earth orbital space
flight.

Many novel proposals offered to accomplish
early manned luna r missions have not withstood
critical examination. In development of the broad
outline for projected lunar flight systems the contention is not primarily among launch vehicle concepts; it is between Nova class direct flight and
C-5 class rendezvous modes. Studies indicate that
whether we use liquid or solid booster stages is a
relatively minor factor in achieving the desired
performance capabi lities. The large solid booster
concept has been amply tested, and upon the most
careful projections appears deficient as a prime
approach. Its main attractiveness is contingent
upon adopt ion of Nova concepts . If solid motor
development and facilities concepts are aimed at
growth capability for Nova class vehicles, the
projected schedules for motor development and stage
and vehicle integration become incompatible with
lunar mission objectives in a C- 5 class vehicle.

Evaluations of the lunar flight systems summarized in FIG 1 have indicated certain general
fundamen tals. It i s clear that substantially
larger flight systems are necessary; it is also
substantially true that we cannot reach the moon
without mastering liquid-hydrogen technology, regardless of booster configuration. This technology paces the program, and is in fact an awesome development as those familiar with it can
readily tes tify.

The Nova concept itself has also been amply
tested. It has long been recognized that it is
only the logistic support of a permanent manned
lunar base, coupled with manned planetary exploration, that demands a booster of this capability. Only in view of a multibillion dollar
national commitment for such a sustained and ambitious level of manned space flight activity does
a decision to undertake Nova class booster development early make sense.

Prime Approach
A very broad range of possibilities has been
suggested for launch vehicle configurations to
accomplish manned lunar missions . In establishing
the present concept, all facets of advanced propulSion technology have been examined . The
booster stage investigations range from allliquid systems, through hybrid liquid-solid systems, to all -s olid systems. Myriad combinations
of high-energy upper stage systems have been
utilized, each matched in its performance class to
specific booster stages and mission profiles .

With rendezvous, the Sa turn C-5 is large
enough to do the initial mission; with al l factors
conSidered, it potentially provides the capability
for the earliest manned lunar circumnavigation and
manned lunar landing. The major advances in technology required for this concept are the develop ment of hydrogen-oxygen systems and rendezvous
techniques. This conclusion represents the end
product of thous ands of man-hours of homework and
the integrated t echnical judgment of hundreds of
individuals. Confidence in the validity of this
approach is high .

A starting point for establishing the concept
is the projection of mission profiles such as
lunar and earth orbit rendezvous, and the direct
profile . Mission development projection estab lishes performance requirements, and determines
the essential tasks for each mode and the flight
sequence and number of flights to qualification.
Conc eptual design of approximately 50 launch
vehicle systems was undertaken to match the performance requiremen ts. The launch vehicle de velopment projection then determines the flight
sequence and number of flights for stage and vehicle systems qualification. The full mi ssion
model is then employed to integrate mission and
vehicle qualification programs, to develop a
master flight plan for each specific launch vehicle configuration, in which the expected flight
history is projected on the basis of detailed
failure modes analysis of the primary propulsion
and related vehicle subsystems . With detailed
PERT networks, operations analysis can proceed,
incorporating manufacturing and test facilities,
logistics, funding, schedules for engine stage
and vehicle development, to assess the total system cost and capa bility on an operational basis
in achieving the mission objective. Following
initial screening of like ly prospects, the assess ment is recycled in greater depth in all areas of
detailed preliminary design in the launch vehicle,
and its primary subsystems, to establish technical feasibility and performance capability . In
conjunction with operations analysis, the expected probability of mission success must be

The conceptual phases of the assessment and
decision tasks have been concluded and implementation of the lunar flight program is well advanced, as indicated by the commitments represented
in FIG 5 . The Apollo spacecraft system is being
developed by North American Aviation . The
Saturn C- I, S- I stage is being developed by
Chrysler Corporation Missile Division, and the
S-IV stage by Douglas Aircraft Company. The
Saturn C-5 is being designed and developed with
Boeing on the S-IC stage, North American on the
S-II stage, and Douglas on the S-IVB stage which
also has application into Saturn C- I. The C-5
S-IC stage major assemblies will be fabricated at
the newly a cquired plant in Michoud, Louisiana;
the S-II stage will be fabricated at Seal Beach;
and the S-IV and S-IVB stages will be fabricated
at contractor facilities on the West Coast. C-5
stages will be tested at MSFC, during the early
phases of the program, and later at the newly
acquired Mississippi Test Facility. The entire
launch vehicle system will be flown from Cape
Canaveral out of a newly acquired 80,OOO - acre
site now being developed.
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Evolution Of C-S Concepts

I b, depending on the mode selected, and the time
phasing in which the mission capability is rerequired .

Exposition of l unar mission profiles with the
Saturn/Apollo flight system has been ably set
fo r th in many previous papers and recent publications . The review of rendezvous modes herein is
limited to those aspects of the flight system that
ref l ect direct l y in launch vehicle systems enginee r ing, which is approximately to the point of
lunar transfer injection.

Two operating modes utilizing earth orbital
operations with the Saturn C-5 are illustrated in
FIG 8. In the tanking mode the tanker is parked
in orbit with the full load of oxygen required for
the orbital departure stage . The R-l and R-2
stages plus the Apollo spacecraft system are mated
and checked out on the ground, and launched as an
integral unit by the second Saturn C-5 to the high
departure orbit illustrated in FIG 9. Economics
of the weight budget are such that the tanker
r epresents a full load for one C- 5, and the orbit
launch vehicle with its LOX tank empty represents
a full load for the second C-5. Following transfer
of LOX from the tanker to the escape stage of the
orbit launch vehicle, separation occurs at the
designated station (FIG 8) in which case all
equipment associated with rendezvous and propellant
transfer are left behind in orbit. This arrangement has the obvious advantages of permitting
staging to occur at lunar transfer injection so
that the R-2 lunar braking and landing stage
remains sealed until the lunar braking phase is
initiated. This arrangement also provides the
minimum orbital stay time for liquid hydrogen in the
R- l stage, and permits flexibility in loading because the liquid oxygen is most easily ballasted
across the docking interface to equalize the launch
load place on the two C-5 vehicles.

The present Saturn C-S launch vehicle concept
evol ved in detail from conceptual design studies
of the earlier Saturn C- 4. J ust as the Saturn C- l
pr ogram started with a well established H- l engine
pr ogr am, the advanced Saturn concept starts with
t he F- l engine depicted in FIG 6 . This F- l engine
i s expected to approximately equal in thrust the
combined output of the eight H- l engines of the
present Saturn C- l booster. Conceptual designs of
a four-F-l engine booster began at MSFC late in
1960, u tilizing an expanded version of the fourJ- 2 engine S- I I stage already in detailed prelimina r y design for the earlier C-2 . This configuration was affectionally known as "Nova Junior" at
the time, and evolved into the Saturn C-S concept,
shown in FIG 7, concurrently with the development
of rendezvous concepts for the manned lunar
mission.
It is important to note that this launch vehicle configuration is not optimized for a
specific application. Rather it represents a
careful balance of design choice decisions aimed
at preserving mission flexibility throughout the
range of applications in the rendezvous modes.

In the connecting mode, also illustrated in
FIG 8, similar maneuvers are executed with the R-l
escape stage injected to orbit fully fueled. However, the staging ratio of the lunar transfer injection stage and the lunar braking and landing
stage cannot be maintained as favorably. The injection maneuver has the disadvantage that the
parasitic \veight of the docking structure and
auxiliary maneuvering propulsion systems must be
carried part way to the transfer velocity, and
the larger R-2 stage must provide a portion of the
initial transfer injection. This stage thus
arrives at the lunar braking maneuver with partially expended tanks and a used propulSion system
having unpredictable leakage. In this mode an
additional restart of the propulsion system is required on the braking and terminal stage, and the
expected reliability deteriorates. Our present
attention is focused on the tanking mode. The C-5
launch vehicle configurations employed in the
tanking mode are illustrated in FIG 10. The C-5
launch vehicle configuration utilized here as a
two-stage orbital carrier has an approximately
equal payload for the unmanned first launch and the
manned second launch.

Rendezvous is largely a matter of staging
technique and logistics in its effects on launch
vehicle size and development phasing relative to
the mission profile. The Saturn C-S is capable of
two general mission profiles based on rendezvous
in lunar orbit and rendezvous in earth orbit. In
earth orbit mode (EOR), rendezvous defers the
commitment of men until flight readiness in orbit
is verified; thus it is essentially a fail-safe
t echnique . In lunar orbit mode (LOR) man is
committed prior to rendezvous; thus a relatively
higher degree of exposure is anticipated.
Rendezvous in earth orbit comes at a price in
cost, complexity, and performance capability of
the total launch vehicle system . A rather trite
bu t fundamenta l equation can be stated as follows:
2 X C- 5 is not equal to Nova. Depreciation to
approximately 80 per cent of combined vehicle
escape capability of 2 X C-5 results from the
or bital mechanics and weight budgets associated
with EOR.

As mentioned previously, the Saturn C-5 launch
vehicle system is not an optimized system. The
S- IC and S-II stages are basically designed for
maximum orbital capability without sacrifice of the
many other requirements placed on the design.
Propellant optimization of the S-II stage is a compromise between the full five-engine burning case
and the engine- out optimization. In the threestage- escape configuration illustrated in FIG 7,
design studies were undertaken specifically to
assess constraints and compromises in stage configuration and vehicle performance associated with
application of the "building block" S-IVB stage,
whic h is utilized as an escape stage on C- S, an
orbit launch stage for the tanking mode, and as a

In a very crude illustration, the logistics
of earth orbit rendezvous can be summarized as
follows: a plush manned lunar mission can be provided with a flight system based on ten F-l
engines. Now, this capability can be cut in a
number of ways: one flight \vith ten F- l' s (a Nova
class vehicle), two flights with five F- l's, or
f i ve flights with two F- l's. Performance and cost
optimization i ndicate the optimum solution to be
two flights with five F- l's .
As it is presently conceived, the C- 5 flight
system has a flexible capability for lunar trans fer injection payloads ranging from 90 to 150,000
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second stage of the C-l launch vehicle system. In
a ll cases, designs we r e made for t he maximum
flight loads encountered in the limit loads ca se,
e.g., the S-IVB when flown on Sa turn C-l is designed structurally to accommodate the three- stageescape trajectory flight loads in the C-5 app lication. The S-II tankage is sized f or the t wostage-orbit mission , and designed structurally for
a three-stage-escape mission wh ich i mposes the
highest aerodynamic and structural l oads . The
S-IC stage is designed substant i a lly by ground
wi nd l oad and l ongitudina l accelerations, including the r ebound dynamic loads in t he tail
section associated wi t h approximately a t h r eesecond holddown during the F-l engine ignition
pe ri od . Alternate mis sions with the Sa turn C- 5
a r e flown off - loadea as required , wi th consequent
performance de t er i or at ion . But with careful design choices, payload penalties can be limited to
about one to three thousand Ib in escape mi sSions,
which is acceptab l e in the interest of retaining
mission flexibility without altering the basic
stage geometries .
To summarize the C- 5 app lications , this
launch vehicle is conceived as a flexible system
to accomplish, in a two-stage orbit configura tion,
either of the earth orb it rendezvous modes illustrated; or in a three-stage escape configuration
to accommodate t he manned lunar orbit rendezvous
mode as well as direct luna r l ogistics support;
or i n a two-stage escape configuration to a ccommodate the early Apollo lunar circumnavigat i on
flights ; or as a two-stage boos ter, to a cc ommodate
the NERVA nuc l ear third stage for escape missions;
and t o provide in the S-IVB a "bui lding block"
upper stage for the present Saturn S-I in the C-l
program .

reliability advantages are realized . Engine gimbaling for flight control is accomplished by double a cting piston gimbal actuato r s using the RP- l fuel,
bled from the high pressure propellant feed system,
as the hydraulic fluid . A staggered engine start
and shutdown sequence is to be used .
The S- 11 stage, illustrated in FIG 12, wi l l be
approximately 80 feet l ong, 33 feet in diameter,
and equipped with five J - 2 rocket engines that
operate on liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. The
five engines will develop a total thrust of about
1,000,000 lb. Four of the engines will be mounted
on a diame ter of 210 inches, wi th the fifth engine
moun t ed in the center of the conical thrust structure. The propellant containers will be designed
for a capacity of about 900,000 lb .
The basic propellant tank structure is of a
conven ti ona l semimonocoque design with a common,
insulated, double walled bulkhead separating the
liquid oxygen container from the liquid hydrogen
container. The liquid hydrogen , as shown, is to
be locate d above the liquid oxygen.
Control of the S- II stage will be achieved by
gimbaling the four outboard engines . The center
engine wi ll be fixed. All five engines will be
a ligned parallel to the centerline of the vehicle .
The S-IVB stage employs similar technology to
the S-II except for c e rtain accommodations for
adap t ation to orbital launch operations. The prope llan t container design will be cylindrical with
a diameter of 220 inc hes , with propellant capacity
of approxi ma t e ly 230,000 lb. As in the S- II stage,
a common insulated, double walled bulkhead will
separate the propellant containers . The liquid
hydrogen is above the liquid oxygen . This stage
is conc e i ved to be equipped with a single J - 2
engine.

To complete the pic ture of t he Sa turn C-S as
a basic launch vehicle , the booster s t age, shown
in FIG 11, will be app r oxima t e l y 140 feet l ong ,
33 feet in diameter, and powered by five F-l
engines, using liquid oxygen and RP-l fuel a s propellants to deliver a s ea level thrust of abou t
7,500,000 lb. The propellant containers will have
a combined capaci t y of about 4 , 600,000 lb.

Operational Considerations
Returning again to the broad outline of projected luna r flight systems summarized in FIG 1,
it has been shown tha t the principal dependence
for the ea rly manned lunar l and ing attempts is
placed on the Saturn C-S/Apollo system. It appears
like ly tha t there will be substantia l pressure to
fly operationally early in the vehicle R&D program,
which places a premium on the initial reliability
growth history rather than the inherent or opera tiona l probability of mission success . The
l a unched cost of these very large systems is indeed substan tial and it is obv ious that opportuni ties to fly will necessarily be limited by the
avai l ab l e dollars, facilities, and l a unch crews .
Also a s vehic l e capability moves into the 100- ton
r ange, it is obvious that the investmen t committed in spacecraft systems and upper stages with
each l a unc h is tr emendous even when a substantial
portion of this we ight is represented by propellants available in orbit .

The basic prope llant container design will
feature a cylindrical structure that has separate
bulkheads for the pr opellant containers, wi th the
liquid oxygen tank forwa rd and the RP-l t ank aft .
Each container wi ll have slosh suppression de vices . The launcher holddown l oads are distributed to the thrust structure by the l auncher, or
holddown, posts . Thrust l oads introduced by the
center engine are carried out to the ring frame
of the thrust structure by a crossbeam system .
The four outboard engines are to be mounted
on a diameter of 364 inches wi th an aerodynamic
fairing located over each . Thrust loads a r e
sheared out by fo ur vertica l posts over the engines . A separ ate liquid oxygen suction line,
c onnecting each eng ine to the liqu id oxygen container, wil l run through insulated tunnels in the
fuel container. Two fuel suction lines c onnect
each engine to the fuel con t ainer. Fuel containe r pr essurization wi ll be accomplished with
helium. Gaseous oxygen generated i n the engine
mo un t ed heat exchangers may be used for pres suriz ing the l iquid oxygen tank; however, this scheme
may be r eplaced by a he lium system similar to
t hat used by the fuel t anks , if weight and

The desire for high probability of mission
success is evident . Very general statements have
been made to the effect that "new design
phi losophy" must be adopted to achieve an order of
magni tude increase in stage and subsystems re liability. Realistically, we are stuck with the
technology rather as it exists today. The basic
items of propulsion, structure a nd flight control
that will be utilized in the first manned luna r
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landing attempc are in hand. Figura tively speaking, the keel has been laid. In the area of propulsion, H-l engine experience can be extrapolated
but it is doubtful that this much experience can
be gained on F-l and J-2 engines prior to the
point of commitment. Major portions of the engine
system hardware, such as the F-l prevalv es, are
being exercised on the test stands today , and
vital items of this nature are not going to look
much different when the C-S first flies.
The flight history of past programs based on
ballistic missile practice is hopefully not
typical of expectations for the man-rated advanced flight systems utilized in the lunar landing program. Rec ent experience with Minuteman,
Titan II, and Saturn C-l offers encouragement
that technology is i mprov ing more rapidly than

the complexity of the fligh t systems . Holding on
to these gains necessitates a r ather conserva tiv e
design philosophy f or manned fl ight systems,
leading hopefully to an. inheren tly high tolerance
for malfunctions, and a high confidence of early
success. It is felt that the pres ent Saturn C-S
concept represents a v ery sub stantia l adva nce i n
launch vehicle technology tha t will stre t ch both
our capabilities and our courage to accompl i s h .
To place this develo pment in perspective , FIG 13
pres ents a compari s on of the pres ent sta te-of -theart i n Mercury-Atla s with pro jection s fo r Apo ll o
flig h t systems. The intermedia t e l aunch vehicl e
is the Saturn C-l conf iguration u tilized f or the
Apollo ea rth orbital spacecraf t qua lifica tion .
The large model repr esents our present c oncep t of
t he Saturn C-S . It appears t ha t a substan tia l
t a s k lies ahead to achieve manned l unar l anding
\~ i thin this decad e .
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SOLID PROPELLANT BOOSTERS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Colonel Langdon F. Ayres
Director, Large Solid Motor Program
Space Systems Division
Air Force Systems Command
Introduction
Within the past year, large solid propellant
rocket motors have become very prominent in discussions of possible launch vehicles for manned
space flight. This is partly due to active
promotion by the solid propellant rocket industry.
The role that large solid rockets may play in
space launching vehicles is also indicated,
howe ver, by the results of numerous analyses and
vehicle studies that have been made in the past
two ye ars by government and other unbiased
agencies . The promise of the large solid rocket
motor has been further substantiated by major
developme nt accomplishments which have been
achie ved in the past year.

Consider first the ability of a propulsion
system to impart velocity. The magnitude of this
velocity gain for a simplified vertical traject ory (neglecting atmospheric drag) is given by the
following equation:

=

The purpose of this paper is to review some
of the reasons for the dramatic entry of large
solid propellant boosters into the manned space
flight field, to assess their present position,
and to discuss some areas where need for further
work is indicated.

1
1 - Ap

where
gravitational acceleration at earth's
surface. (ft/sec 2 )
gravitational acceleration avera~ed
over powered trajectory . (ft/sec )

It is an historical fact that in many
engineering developments all of the basic tech nology on which a development rested was available for a considerable time before recognition
of both capability and need stimulated the
development of useful products. A comprehensive
study has been made of the circumstances wherein
turboje t engine development occurred simultane ously (and independently) in both England and
Germany in the early part of World War II but
not in the United States l . The necessary stateof-the-art in metallurgy, fluid mechanics, and
machine design seems to ha ve been present about
equally in all three countries . There are
numerous other developments, on the other hand,
where the desirability of creating something
could be fairly well established on the basis of
induction from theoretical principles, but a
breakthrough was required in some branch of
technology before the dream could become a
practical reality . The idea of using nuclear
rocket propulsion for large space vehicles has
probably received serious study for a longer
period than large solid rockets have, but the
road ahead for the nuclear rocket is still long
and arduous. With these thoughts in mind, it is
interesting to regard the situation in the large
solid propellant rocket and space launch vehicle
fields in the recent past.

specific impulse (lbf - sec )
(lbm )
propellant mass fraction
time of burning (sec )
It is obvious that specific impulse and mass
fraction are of direct concern. The history of
the improvement of specific impulse of solid
propellants is shown in Figure 1 . Steady improve ments have been made with the development of more
energetic fuel binders. Improvements in fuel
binder physical properties have also made higher
oxidizer content and more nearly stoichiometric
oxidizer to fuel mixture ratios practical. The
largest single increase in Isp of solid propellants in recent years, however, has come about
through the introduction of the aluminized propellants about 1955. Presently available, well
proven propellants deliver approximately 245 sec
Is~ at standard conditions of comparison (1000
ps~ . Pc expanded to S .L. pressure) . When operated at chamber pressures optimized for overall
system design and with nozzle expansion ratios
likewise near optimum from a system design stand point, deli vered Isp of 230 sec . at sea level
and 261 sec. at alt~tude have been available for
several years.

General Characteristics of Solid Rockets
As They Relate To
Space Launch Vehicle Requirements

Along with increase in Isp has come a steady
improvement in propellant phys~cal properties .
Tensile strength of 150 psi . is commonly obtained
in propellants of 245 sec . Isp against a value
of about 80 to 100 psi. 7 years ago. Even
greater improvements have come about in reducing
the tempe rature coefficient of tensile strength .

The purpos e of the primary propulsion system
in any l aunching vehicle stage i s to impart a
velocity gain to the vehicle. Ther efore, the
relative merits of propulsion systems are
usually judged on the basis of minimiz i ng
vehicle gros s weight or cost for a gi ven velocity

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

increment . Other factors including reliability,
safety and serv~c~ng requirements may be considered in the selection . Finally , the flexibility of
design afforded by a particular type of propulsion
system may influence its selection . For example,
constraints on the vehicle flight path such as
maximum acceleration and dynamic pressure may be
more compatible with one type of propulsion system
than another .
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Elastic modulus has been reduced, and up to 30%
elongation is possible over a wide temperature
range. Advancements in stress analysis methods
and laboratory tests devised to evaluate the
most significant physical properties of propellants have given designers the ability to proceed beyond previous limits with greater assurance • A program is now under way to conduct a
thermal grain structural analysis for the purpose
of determining environmental limitations and
modes of failure of large propellant grains.
Suitable experiments will be conducted to confirm
the theoretical studies and the analysis methods
will be reduced to engineering practice.
Considering next the problem of obtaining
favorable mass fraction, some significant
advancements have been made in recent years in
reducing the weight of inert parts. For cases,
both steel and fibreglass have afforded about
equal gains and remain competitive with titanium
also in the picture. When reviewing developments
in this field, it is well to keep in mind that
for years the primary application of solid propellants was to JATO and armament type rockets,
so little stimulus existed to strive for improved mass fraction in large size motors. The solution of other problems such as TVC and thrust
termination opened the way to the application of
solid rockets to ballistic missiles, creating
the immediate need for mass fractions of about
0.86 or better. This need was met satisfactorily in a variety of ways. In the Minuteman program, the Stage I engine has a case fabricated
from ring forged and machined components of D 6
AC alloy (without longitudinal welds) treated to
an ultimate tensile strength of 215,000 psi.
The second stage engine is now being produced in
titanium alloy, 6 Al 4 V. The third stage engine
has a fibreglass wrapped case. Case designs do
not tell the whole story, of course, as the four
movable nozzles, thrust termination devices,
etc., are also involved on Minuteman. For certain final stage applications, very efficient
rocket and case designs have been produced having a mass fraction exceeding 0.95. It is thus
evident that very favorable mass fractions can
be obtained in solid propellant rockets, at
least for selected applications. Examination of
the possibility of application of large solid
motors to space launch vehicles must, therefore,
seek to establish what the trend of mass fraction
will be as sizes grow larGer. Increasing
vehicle size generally makes possible more favorable mass fraction in pump fed liquid propellant
rocket vehicles.
Consider a solid rocket motor as shown in
Figure 2. Assume for the purpose Of this analysis that as the size of the motor is varied,
the following are held constant: L/D, Pc, case
stress level, grain configuration, and web
fraction.

Wprop = Kl (D3) under the assumption of
constant L/D and web fraction.
Taking into consideration the influence of motor
diameter on case wall thickness

Since the insulation over most of the inside
surface of the case is exposed to the flame only
at the moment of propellant burnout, the required
thickness can be considered to be relatively
independent of'size. The weight required will
then be a function of the surface area to be protected, or

The area of the nozzle throat must be proportional to the area of propellant burning surface if
the assumption of constant Pc is to be maintained.
The weight of the structural parts of the nozzle
may be expected to vary with diameter in approximately the same manner as the case does. The
weight of throat inserts and parts exposed to
high temperature gases will be dependent upon
the duration of exposure. As will be seen later,
the duration is likely to become longer as size
increases, so it seems reasonable to assume as a
first approximation that the thickness of nonstructural heat resistant parts will also vary
about as the cube of ' the diameter.

Roughly, then for the assumed relationships
Mass
fraction:

K2

K, (D3)
(D3) + K3 (D2) + K4 (D3) + Kl (D3)

•

In a typical rocket in the 100-inch class the
value of the constants in the above equation
are approximately

=

0.190 lbm/in3

K2 =
K3 =
K4 =

0.015 lbm/in3

Kl

0.470 lbm/in2
0.003 lbm/in3

So that for the type of rocket pictured in Figure 2 the mass fraction may be expected to vary
with diameter according to the relationship
Mass
fraction

Mass
Wprop
fraction : Wcase + Winsul + Wnozzle + Wprop

=

0.190
0.208 + 0.470
D

This trend is illustrated on the curve in Figure
3. It is obvious that for a given state of art
in case material, charge design, and nozzle
technology, little improvement in mass fraction
will be associated with increased size. This

To determine the probable influence,of size on
mass fraction, an approximation of how each of
the terms is likely to vary with size can be
made:
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observation ignores, of course, the influence
that optimizing other parameters such as p may
have on mass fraction. Requirements for aadi tional inert hardware peculiar to a given system,
such as thrust termination ports, skirts , etc . ,
usually result in actual mass fractions slightly
lower than shown in Figure 3.
The burning rate of propellants otherwise
suitable for large rockets may be rather readily
varied from about 0.3 in/sec. to about 0.7 in/
sec. by changes in oxidizer grind, use of
catalysts, and other techniques .
The constraints on web thickness as a function of diameter are grain stresses and erosive
burning as the port becomes too small. A small
port area is desirable to achieve high volumetric loading. Typical practice limits the web
thickness to about 55% of the radius. The
approximate range of durations readily obtainable
in rockets of from 100" to 300" diameter is
shown in the shaded zone of Figure 4. This
fairly well brackets the burning times most
frequently required for individual stages in
multi stage vehicles.
In some recent rocket motor developments,
notably Minuteman, nozzle development became a
major problem. The circumstances of this problem must be examined to see if the nozzle may
become a major obstacle to further exploitation
of large solid rockets.
The development problems with Minuteman
nozzles stemmed from two requirements. These
were an essentially non-eroding throat to
maintain almost constant chamber pressure and
motor performance, and a swiveled nozzle for
thrust vector control (TVC). The requirement
for a non-erOding throat was met through use of
tungsten or tungsten alloy throat inserts. These
refactory metal throats easily provided the
necessary erosion resistance, but the retention
of the throat inserts in the surrounding graphite parts proved troublesome. This difficulty
was partly related to the requirements to swivel
the nozzle. The geometry of the movable joint
limited both the space available and the path
through which the loads could be taken out. The
other part of the swiveling problem was associated with sealing the joint against gas leakage while keeping actuating torques to acceptable limits, and protecting the seal from the
hot gases.
The advent of fluid injection TVC, where
used, will obviate the need for movable nozzles.
This is fortuitous for as nozzles become larger,
it might be expected that increasing difficulty
would be encountered in maintaining satisfactory
seals. "0" Rings have proven satisfactory in
present applications but the close control of
tolerances necessary to insure proper compression
might be more difficult to achieve, and the
thermal expansion over the diameter would be
more difficult to cope with.
If it could be assumed that the rate of
ablative type materials is constant for a given
gas temperature and velocity, the percentage
increase in nozzle throat area with time is
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approximately inversely proportional to the
throat diameter, i .e., the larger the throat, the
smaller the f ractional area increase. The suc cess achieved with large nozzles to date indi cates that another factor working in favor of the
larger sizes may be a thickening of the boundary
layer as the exposed surf ace is extended in the
direction of flow, thus effectively reducing the
abl ation rate at the throat.
One of the development hazards in liquid
rocket development has been combustion instabil ity. AnalYSis of the causes and conditions under
which combustion instability will occur has not
led to successful techniques for scaling satis factory small chamber designs to large size .
Baffled injectors presently are the only satisfactory way of preventing the propagation of
combustion disturbances leading to standing waves
of destructive amplitude . Combustion vibration
has been encountered in small solid motors in the
past, but since the advent of aluminized compos ite propellants instances of combustion vibration
have not been reported with this type propellant .
Initial tests of large motors have not indicated
the presence of any problems.
Summing up what might be reasonable to
expect of solid propellant motors scaled to very
large size using today's component technology,
we see a specific impulse of about 245 sec. in
the propellant, a mass fraction not significantly
different than that being obtained in today's
test motors, burning times tending to want to get
longer as sizes get larger, this tendency not
pOSing a critical problem in nozzle design.
There appear to be no fundamental problems attendant to large size.
The facts on which this assessment rest have
been in existence or ascertai nable for several
years, with the exception of fluid injection TVC,
which has been reduced to practice only recently.
The development of very large solid motors then
awaited acceptance of feasibility engendered by
successful conclusion of development of Minuteman
and Polaris size motors, or the indication of a
requirement, or both .
Let us turn next to the question of where
such rocket motors might be useful.
Results of Launch Vehicle Analyses
Since 1957, scores of studies have been
made of space launch vehicle possibilities.
Every study has its particular objective. The
objective may be to find an expedient way of
launching a certain payload at the earliest
possible time; a study may seek to show the
variety of uses possible for an existing system;
it may show attractive applications for a parti cular type of equipnent . Many studies have
endeavored to establish a relation between the
probable trend of future requirements and the
expected advancements in the state-of-the-art,
with the view toward identifying the direction
toward which new developnents should be pushed.
The Air Force Space Systems Division and its
closely associated contractor, the Aerospace
Corporation, have made many such studies.

-

Among the SSD/Aerospace studies pertinent to
the present subject was a study -- or really a
related series of studies -- begun by the Space
Technology Laboratories in early 1960 and recent ly concluded by the Aerospace Corporation. This
effort is known as the Phoenix Study2. It was
undertaken as the result of a review of the
course of events in aeronautics and science over
the last 60 years in broad historical perspective,
to seek the answer to what really needs to be
done to make space travel - - particularly
military space operations -- more practical . The
answer seemed to be that the cost of putting
objects into space needs to be reduced by one or
two orders of magnitude, in terms of dollars per
pound of payload . The purpose of the Phoenix
Study, therefore, was to explore possible ways
of accomplishing this objective. Much of the
work is just now being formally reported, and
undoubtedly many of the interesting aspects will
be published in the future by the various
authors. Suffice here to summariza a few con clusions significant to the use of solid propellant rockets in manned space vehicles.
The relative cost effectiveness of liquid
and solid propellant multi-stage vehicles is
shown in Figure 5. The position and shape of
the curves have been exaggerated slightly to
clarify the trends. A single solid propulsion
stage is simple, reliable, readily serviced, and
is indicated to be the lowest cost method for low
velocities. For a given state-of - the-art in
propellants (Isp) and motor design (mass fraction )
a glance back at the equation for velocity gain
and the discussion of the influence of size on
mass fraction shows that there is an upper limit
to the velocity obtainable with a single stage
no matter how large the size (and, therefore,
cost). Use of additional stages has the effect
of increasing the mass fraction so that higher
velocities can be achieved, but the vehicle
size (and hence cost) to launch a pound of pay load still becomes enormous at velocity
increments of practical interest . The oxygen hydrogen stage cost effectiveness is shaped by
the same considerations, differing in degree .
The complexity of the system is the main factor
underlying the estimate of somewhat higher cost
effectiveness for stages (or multistage vehicles)
where low total velocity gains are required.
The considerable spread in cost effectivensss at
higher velocities is attributable almost entire ly to the superior specific impulse of the
oxygen-hydrogen combination.
The trends illustrated in Figure 5 led to
consideration of the possibility of employing
both types of stages in the same vehicle . When
parametric studies were made of optimum staging
ratios to minimize gross weight, it was found
that when the performance of the first stage is
appreciably lower than the upper stages, the
highest value of payload ratio is obtained in a
three stage vehicle at a first stage ratio of
1.0, that is, the first stage disappears and
the vehicle becomes a high performance vehicle
of two stages. For two stage liquid and sol id
combinations the maximum payload ratio occurs
at a first stage ratio of about 1.5 . These
t r ends are illustrated in Figure 6.
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When a cost analysis was made it indicated
that the most favorable first stage ratio for a
two stage vehicle occurs at about 2.0, when the
ratio of cost per pound of the first stage is half
the cost per pound of the second stage. For the
three stage case, it was found that a preferred
first stage ratio does exist when the vehicle
stage ratios are optimized on a cost effectiveness
basis . This ratio is around 2.0 also. These
trends are illustrated in Figure 7·
The conclusions of these studies were that
two and three stage solid and liquid "hybrid"
vehicles have optimum stage proportions resulting in minimum costs. These stage proportions
for minimum cost differ from the stage proportions for best performance, sometimes significantly. Costs for the cost optimum two stage
vehicle were estimated to be lower than costs for
the all - liquid two - stage vehicle.
While the studies just mentioned show that
solid motors of themselves do not provide the
order of magnitude cost reductions sought, they
do give one indication of the potential usefulness of large solid motors for space launch
vehicles. Other factors which could significantly
influence the choice of propulsion systems to put
into development are development time, desire to
provide alternate approaches in areas of development risk, and the way proposed motors or stages
fit into some larger scheme of things as space
"building blocks . "
Present Program on Large Solid Rockets
The present program on large solid rockets
is the outgrowth of feasibility experiments
initiated two years ago and the more recent
recognition of possible requirements.
Following its established policy of pursuing
applied research, technical development and
feasibility demonstrations in fields where military usage of the results of such work are foreseeable but sometimes speculative , the Air Force
began the study of larger solid propellant
rockets as soon as the feasibility of the size
rocket used in the Minuteman first stage was
accepted as a reality. First recommendations
for experiments in the million pound thrust class
were made in late 1957. Proposals were obtained
from industry for the demonstration of a 20 million lb .- sec . motor in December 58. After much
review of the principal requirements of the
specification and various possible program plans,
a contract for a feasibility demonstrat i on program on 100" diameter segmented motors was
awarded the Aerojet-General Corporation in July
1960. The first firing of a single center segment motor de l ivering over 400,000 lbs. thrust
for nearly 50 sec . took place in June 1961. The
test was successful in every respect. , The
original program plan called for demonstration of
additional one segment motors, but after the suc cess of the first test, it was decided to proceed directly to a two segment motor, which was
successfully fired on 29 August 1961. This motor
delivered about 440,000 lbs. of thrust and
operated over 60 sec.

In the spring of 1961 inquiries into ways
of augmenting the nation's space effort by an advisory committee appointed by the President
afforded the solid rocket industry the opportunity
to present the case for the large solid rocket
booster. The necessary impetus was given by the
President's Special Message to Congress on 25 May
1961 in which he urged a greatly expanded space
program, one objective being to attempt to put
a man on the moon in this decade. Noting that
much larger rocket boosters would be required,
the President recommended that both liquid and
solid approaches be taken. Acting on this
recommendation, the Congress appropriated $50
million in FY 62 to support .~he solid motor
development effort.
.
By agreement between the Secretary of
Defense and the Administrator of the NASA, the
Air Force was assigned responsibility for the
program. Planning commenced immediately to
organize and conduct the program on a high
priority basis.

two segment motor which will incorporate the more
promising results of the current work.
The original Aerojet feasibility demonstration program was modified and expanded under the
present technology program. The earlier firings
had been so successful that it was decided to
modifY the three segment motor to provide the
longer burning time and regressivity which were
emerging as requirements for booster motors. The
3-segment firing was made on February 17, 1962.
It burned for about 90 seconds, produced a maximum thrust of slightly over 600,000 pounds, and
incorporated a TVC experiment. Again, it was
highly successful. This motor is pictured in
Figure 9 and the firing is shown in Figure 10.
The Aerojet 100" technology program will be completed in June with the firing of a 5-segment
motor containing over 300,000 pounds of propellant
and delivering about 700,000 pounds of thrust.
This motor approximates in size and general
characteristics the motor envisioned for use with
the Titan III space launch vehicle.
The Lockheed Propulsion Company was awarded
a contract for the development of a tapered pin
clevis joint design under the original Air Force
feasibility program, the design to be proven by
a full scale hydrostatic test of a 120" diameter
joint. Under the expanded technology program,
the decision was made to load and fire the
complete motor, the completion of the case having
been privately financed. The firing is scheduled
for May 1962.

When it became apparent in mid-summer 1961
that the detailed and exhaustive studies which
were necessary to define explicit space launching vehicle requirements would consume several
months, during which no specification would be
possible of the requirements for large solid
motors, the Air Force recommended that the
existing tec~~ology program be immediately
expanded and diversified to provide as SUbstantial a base as possible on which to build when
the launch vehicle reqUirements crystallized.
This recommendation was followed.

Throughout the series of firings described,
as many TVC experiments as possible are being
performed. These experiments are being supported
by extensive analytical and subscale work. The
scope of investigation includes a variety of
fluids, location of ports, the limits of side
forces obtainable, and the efficiency of injection. It appears that for first stage booster
application, the dominant factor in the design
may be the maximum side force required.

The most urgent need w~s for more firings
of large size motors to further prove out basic
design practice. Additionally, development work
was needed on various components and materials
to explore alternative design approaches. Prominent in this area were nozzle design techniques
and materials. A very substantial effort was
needed to investigate fluid injection thrust
vector control as applied to large size motors.

A premise of the whole program has been that
very large solid boosters having acceptable performance are feasible using existing state-of-theart in the various fields which are pertinent.
The principal problem foreseen is reducing this
state-of-the-art to practice in the sizes
required.

The bulk of the work was undertaken by three
companies who had large motor case hardware
available·or in an advanced stage of fabrication.
These firms were Aerojet-General Corporation,
The United Technology Corporation, and the
Lockheed Propulsion Company (then Grand Central
Rocket) •

Considerations in DevelOpment Programs for
Manned Space Launch Vehicles

The United Technology Corporation (UTe)
began privately financed work on large solid
motors in the summer of 1960. Some NASA support
was obtained and a one segment tapered motor,
96" in diameter at the largest end, was fired in
August 1961. It was highly successful. A second motor containing two center segments was
successfully fired in December, this firing
being partially financed under the Air Force's
expanded technology program (See Figure 8).
Preparations are currently being made by UTC to
fire two single segment motors on which will be
performed a variety of TVC experiments. Different nozzle materials and ignition techniques
will be investigated also. The program at UTC
will culminate in July 1962 with the firing of a

In planning a development program for solid
boosters for manned space launch vehicles, the
characteristics required of the motor may have an
important influence on the schedule and cost, to
the extent that they present difficult design,
manufacturing, or test problems. A motor which
adequately demonstrates its feasibility may fail
to meet exacting vehicle requirements in a number
of respects.
The preliminary design of a launch vehicle
will represent a number of design compromises,
hopefully made to permit the solid motor design
to stay comfortably within the limits of burning
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case. Existing heat treatment furnaces having the
capability of processing the types of alloys
expected to be used are limited to a working
diameter of about 140". Undoubtedly, larger furnaces will become available as the requirement
becomes firm . As the size of the part increases,
the problem of maintaining dimensional stability
during hE'3.t treatment may be expected to increase.

time and thrust inherently available in a given
size motor as discussed in a previous section.
Beyond the parameters of total impulse and burn ing time, the motor specification must take into
account numerous constraints and special require ments . Important among these are the maximum
acceleration and dynamic pressure which the
vehicle will withstand. These may considerably
influence the distribution of impulse over the
burning time, or in other words, the thrust
time curve. In order to allow the motor designe r
as much latitude as possible in devising suitable
charge configurations, the method of specifying
the impulse - time relationships shown in Figure
11 has been devised . Limits are established for
maximum acceleration, maximum dynamic pressure,
and the degree of regressivity thought prudent
to permit without exceeding the state - of - the-art.
The enclosed area represents the possible ratios
of impulse delivered during the fi rst half of
burning to the total impulse which do not result
in the established limits being exceeded . It
should be noted that the limits are valid only
for the burning time stipulated.

Graphite in one of its various forms is the
presently preferred material for nozzle throats.
In some grades blocks of sufficient size to yield
one - piece rings for 120" motors are not yet availabl e. Orders have been placed for experimental
blocks in the required size. Investigations are
being conducted on other throat materials, in
particular, ablating graphite cloth phenolic
compositions . This type of material and also
asbestos-phenolic moldings are used for the nozzle
expansion cone. A question exists over the molding pressures that will be required. Various
techniques have been discussed including matched
die molding, hydroclaves, and some rather novel
schemes. Although sufficient evidence on erosion
rates and structural integrity is not in hand to
definitely state a requirement, some manufacturers are placing themselves in a position to
furnish higher pressure moldings should the need
be confirmed.

While the exact shape of the thrust time
curve is thus allowed considerable freedom, the
motor-to-motor deviation allowed from an established thrust - time curve may be rather precisely
specified in order to assure satisfactory
vehicle operation when motors are employed in
parallel or clusters. Other parameters likely
to require establishment of limits in t he
specifi cation are ignition de lay , rate of onset
of thrust , rate of thrust decay , and tail - off
residual impulse.

Discussions of solid propellant motors for
manned space launch vehicles always bring up the
subject of "man rating." People have different
interpretations of this term, but in general it
seems to reflect agreement that special consideration must be given to the matter of crew safety .
Requirements for man rating might include higher
reliabili ty , increased factors of safety, malfunction detection, and explosive classification.

Thrust termination is required on the final
stage of both Minuteman and Polaris for ve locity
control. The devices are fairly simple and are
proving quite reliable . The need for thrust
termination capability on f irst stage motors has
been widely debated. Two possible requirements
are to insure simultaneous cessation of forw ard
thrust of two or more motors, and to terminate
thrust in an abort situation to permit the
manned component of the vehicle to be separated.
The latter requirement dictates that the thrust
termination feature be operable on command any
time after ignition.

The impressive reliability records of solid
propellant JATO rockets used to assist "launch"
of piloted aircraft was achieved after extensive
development programs culminating in large numbers
of firings of production units to statistically
demonstrate the reliability of the motor. The
enormous cost of giant solid motors for space
launch vehicles makes the same development
approach impractical. Instead there will have to
be more emphasis on rigorous analysis, ample
safety margins, and intensive reliability effort
through manufacture and prepration for firi ng .

Ignition of large motors has not been a
problem in the s izes fired so far. Conventional
techniques -- both pyrotechnic and small rocket
type -- have been successfully used . Other
methods are under investigation. These include
hypergolic fluids and devices inserted through
the nozzle . It is felt that with a launcher
mounted ignition system a higher degree of
ignition reliability might be more readily
achieved us ing more redundancy. A special study
of the problems of igniting clusters of large
rockets is being made .

Studies are presently under way to identify
the parameters which should be monitored to pro vide the first indication of operating malfunc tion . Preliminary results lead to the belief that
a number of dangerous conditions can be sensed in
sufficient time for an escape system to react.
The question of man-rating solid motors was
first faced years ago with the JATO rockets. The
largest solid motor presently used for launching
manned vehicles (F-100's) is the Rocketdyne M-34
ZEL . There is no reason to believe that as motors
get l arger , the problems of man-rating change in
any fundamental way.

In the manufacture of large segmented
motors , it has already been shown that all
components can be succes sfully made up to 120"
size . Processing has been demonstrated . The
same techniques and processes appear s atisfactory
for motors up to the 156" in s ize. The principal
problem foreseen in the mal1.ufacture of 156" si ze
segmented motors is the f abrication of the steel

The explosive classification of solid propel lant motors is a factor affecti ng manufacturing
and test facility layout probably more than
safety of manned flight . Safety people require
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The conclusions and recommendations of the
studies and reviews of large launch vehicle re quirements for the lunar landing and other mis sions, point to an important role for even larger
solid rockets in the nation's most ambitious
manned space flight program . The objectives and
schedules which can be reasonably expected to be
achieved are being developed in light of critical
milestones in the lunar landing program. Planning
for prototype motor development in the largest
size that appears practical for segmented motors
(about 156" because of transportation limitations )
is well along, as are plans for demonstration of
the feasibility of various steps in the development and operational use of very large (240 - 260
inch) non - segmented solid rockets . In formulating
the plans for these programs, the Air Force is
fully responsive through the Department of Defense
to the stated views and indicated requirements of
the NASA.

proof by actual test of the explosive behavior
and detonability of lar~ motors. The initiating charge requirement is becoming so large as
to raise a question about the realism of the situation being simulated. The prediction of the
critical diameter for a given propellant or the
criticality of a given grain geometry appears
impossible or at least unconvincing with available analytical techniques. Additional theoretical and experimental work on this subject is
desirable.
Future Prospects
The role of solid propellant boosters in the
manned space flight picture is now emerging as
plans for the various manned space flight pr'ograms take shape.
About a year ago the conviction was growing
that a degree of standardization was essential
for space launching vehicles. The wide variety
of combinations that had come into being and
were being suggested multiplied development costs
and flight test problems. The reliability growth
that should come with repeated use of identical
equipment was impossible to achieve. Independent
studies by the Air Force and the Institute of
Defense Analysis concluded that a significant
degree of standardization is feasible . for basic
components of space launching systems. These
components might be regarded as "building blocks"
which might be "stacked" in suitable combinations
permitting the flexibility to perform a wide variety of missions. The studies further indicated
that the Titan II missile had characteristics
which made a good "core" around which to associate other building blocks. Accordingly, studies
were initiated to confirm the technical feasibility of this approach and to develop an improved
management approach to the enormous problems of
bringing such programs to timely fruition in an
orderly and economical manner, Recognition is
growing that in the space age the problems of
management of the complex undertakings transcend
the numerous and often formidable technical
problems.

The approach and immediate goals of these
two efforts are being set in accordance with the
accepted feeling about the uncertainties involved.
The feasibility of the 156" size segmented motor
is generally conceded, hence the expectation of
proceeding directly to a prototype which repre sents as nearly as possible a flyable model based
on available information on requirements. The
larger monolithic motor, on the other hand, while
expected to be designed using existing state - of the -art in propellants, metallurgy, plastics, and
proposed to be handled by methods which appear
possible, represents such a departure from
present experience that the feasibility is less
certain. Probably there will be some difference
of opinion over the definition of feasibility.
As it has been employed in connection with the
very large motor, the term means the capability
of reducing to practice that which on paper
appears possible.
Conclusion
In Summing up the discussion of solid rocket
boosters for manned space flight, it appears
correct to say that for all, except the largest
Sizes, the technology exists to satisfy immediate
needs . The attractiveness of large solid pro pellant rockets as first stage boosters has been
shown from an overall cost effectiveness standpOint. The role that solid motors ultimately
will play in the nation's manned space flight
endeavors will depend on events and decisions
still in the future. Certainly the ability of
both the liquid and solid rocket industry to meet
their commitments with regard to performance,
cost, and schedule will have an important bearing
on the outcome.

The study and program planning phase for a
standardized space launch vehicle employing a
modification of the Titan II missile in conjunction with two large solid booster rockets is
nearing completion. Among the many missions for
which this launching system can be used are at
least one involving manned space flight. If
the result of the final evaluation is favorable;
this would become the nation's first space launch
vehicle employing laree soli d boosters which
could be used for manned space flight.
The motors for the Titan III, as it is now
being called, will be the segmented type approximately 120" in diameter. Loaded weight of the
motor will be almost 400,000 lbs. and the thrust
will be in the million pound class. Burning
time will exceed by a very modest amount times
that have been achieved in experimental motors.
About 40% regressivity is required. FollOWing
the philosophy of the program an effort was made
in drawing up the specifications to equalize the
tecP~ical risks in development of various parts
of the system.
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THE POTENTIAL FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION FOR MANNED SPACEFLIGHTS
Maxwell W. Hunter, Jr .
Member, Professional Staff
National Aeronautics and Space Council
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear propulSion for rocket application
can be separated into several categories. Probably the most obvious approach to utilizing
nuclear energy is a nuclear thermal rocket consisting of a reactor made of solid material used
to heat a propellant which is expelled in a hot
jet to give useful thrust. Unfortunately, high
specific impulse in a thermal rocket requires a
high temperature in the exhaust stream. Therefore, fundamental performance limitations
appear which are high temperature reactor
material problems rather than limitations on
the amount of nuclear energy available. It is
well known that these limitations tend to give
the order of magnitude of twice the specific
impulse of high energy chemical systems, even
when hydrogen, with its low molecular weight,
is utilized as the propellant in order to yield the
lowest possible temperatures. The Rover Project is developing a modest-sized rocket of this
type. A doubling of the specific impulse is a
very substantial performance gain, and the use
of upper stages powered with these rockets,
combined with conventional chemical lower
stages substantially increases performance.
Such stages would tend to double the earth
orbital payloads of large chemical rockets such
as Saturn, and decrease the size of interplanetary orbit-to-orbit shuttle vehicles by one order
of magnitude 1 .
Those performance impro v ements are worthwhile goals, and it is important that they be
pursued with vigor. The situation is, however,
still very frustrating on two counts. First, the
cost of deploying people and equipment throughout space is still extremely high, and it would
be most desirable to make a really fundamental
reduction in this important basic quantity.
Second, the energy potential of nuclear reactions
is far higher than that which can be released in
solid core fission rockets with current material
limitations, so that vastly greater performance
improvements are latent in the nuclear process.
Attempts to get around this second frustration
of "fundamental" performance limitations have,
so far, split into two families. The first family
utilizes a nuclear thermal rocket modified so
that part or all of the energy release takes place
in a gas so that no fundamental temperature re striction exists. Two sub-groups of this family
are: (a) The use of nuclear bombs which detonate
behind the ship and throw debris against a cunningly mounted striker plate as a method of obtaining thrust (Project Orion); and (b) The running of a contained reaction in a thrust chamber

with the energy release actually occurring in
the gaseous phase, the so-called gaseous fission
reactor. The second family utilizes electrical
methods of accelerating the propellant to avoid
completely the need for high temperatures. This
family has spawned a fair amount of research on
various electrical propulsion schemes and, as a
by-product, a large number of mission performance analyses.
A one-sentence-each summary of the recent
state of such advanced propulsion follows. The
present version of Orion is limited to huge payloads, and certainly was impossible to test ade quately while a nuclear test ban was in effect.
Electrical rockets have extremely low thrustweight ratios due to the weight of power conversion equipment required, and their performance
is consequently severely attenuated in spite of
yeoman efforts in mission performance analysis.
No one has yet come forth in a convincing fashion
with a constructiv e idea for making the gaseous
fission rocket work at all .
This paper will first review certain lines of
reasoning which led to a possible scheme for
greatly reducing the cost of space travel, even
if only solid fission rockets were available. An
attempt will then be made to expand the same
line of reasoning to the utilization of gaseous
fission rockets, an approach inspired by a number of new suggestions which have materialized
recently with respect to gaseous fission reactors.
Reference to Orion, nuclear electrical rockets,
and fusion rockets will be made occasionally, if
appropriate, but no attempt to present a completely comprehensive treatment of all types will
be made. The discussion will be limited to solar
system transportation requirements.
SOLID CORE FISSION ROCKETS
If one examines the reasons for the high cost
of space travel", he is usually impressed with the
apparent fact that everything seems hopeless.
Large installations such as Cape Canaveral are
evidently necessary, and expensive pieces of
hardware are effectively placed almost beyond
recovery on each flight, particularly after being
spread around the planet and throughout local
space during the operation. The very high velocities required in space flight would seem intuitively to involve such tremendous energies
that it is natural to expect everything to be fantastically expensive anyway, so that the hopeless
feeling tends to increase.
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A really high performance rocket is capable
of making fundamental improvements in this
picture. If performance can be made high enough
so that single- stage rockets ha ve' adequate capability , it becomes possible to re-use equipment
exactly as in transport airplane practice. Although a single-stage, re - usable, high-energ y
chemical rocket can almost certainly be de ve loped for ea rth orbital operations, nuclear
energy is requir ed for v irtually all deep space
missions. Except p ossi bly for safety provisions
surrounding the engine, there is n o reason why
a single-stage nuclear rocket should be any more
complicated than a standard transport airplane,
and no reason why it should be much more expensive in production, except for the price of
the nuclear inventory which it must carryon
board for reactor criticality requirements.
True, the temperature inside the reactor (and
in the exhaust jet) will be substantially higher
than that to be found anywhere near a normal
transport aircraft. On the other hand, the
rocket accelerates out through the atmosphere
slowly, and hence, is never subjected to severe
external environmental factors such as supersonic transport aircraft face . In space, conditions are mild, although someti mes too radiantly beautiful. Should aerothermodynamic
loads on unpowered re- entry pro ve too distressing , a really high performance rocket could reenter the atmosphere on jet thrust. The high
reactor core temperature, hence, is really the
only major ve hicle difference, and if that problem can be solve d, all else settles into a normal
pattern which could well be an easier environment than most modern aircraft encounter.
It is felt by the author that most p eople tragically underrate this point. Five- stage rockets
of the large man-and-cargo variety tend to spawn
large, complicated launching systems, fantastic
numbers and types of engines, vast real estate
developments, and similar complicating phenomena . As a matter of fact, one of Hunter's additions to Parkinson's laws is: "The management
structure (total number of companies and agencies) involved in large manned rocket programs
is at least directly proportional to the gross
weight times the number of stages of the ve hicle."
Most of us intuitive ly, if not always consciously,
understand that Parkinson would ce rtainly have
discovered his laws in the spa ce launch ve hicle
business if the British Admiralty and Foreign
Service had not already pro v ided his source
of inspiration. We are duty- bound to keep a
stiff upper lip, however, and should not be blind
to the fact that it never takes more than one
adequate propulsion system to give a simple,
reliable vehicle which might be no more difficult
to prepare for the next flight than the average,
equally complicated, transport plane (regardless
of the exhaust temperature when the throttle is
opened).

might well yield tremendous cost reductions in
both hardware and ove rhead costs . One of the
more startling aspects of nuclear rocketry is
that, in addition, the energy costs turn out to be
relatively reasonable. At first thought it would
seem that the energy expended in generating
60,000 fps total velocity for a lunar expedition
would be far greater than any normal transportation requirement. The total veloci t y is almost
twice earth escape speed, and even earth escape
speed had not been obtained with any appreciable
payload only 5 years ago. It turns out, however,
that this is about the same amount of energy
which a transport airplane utilizes in suspending
itself in the air long enough to make a flight from
Los Angeles to New York. If one assumes a jet
transport to be cruising for 6 hours at an LID of
12, this means that the engines were applying
1 I 12 of the weight of the airplane for the six hour
period. If somehow this could have been applied
in field-free space, the airframe would ha ve accelerated at 1 I 12 of a g for 6 hours and would
have generated 58,000 fps, essentially the total
velocity required for a lunar transpo rt. Thus
normal cruising aircraft utilize the same or der
of magnitude of energy as required for a modest
space transport system, essentially because they
fight gravity inces santly dunng their whole flight
In space, transports fight gravity quickly and
efficiently in the early part of their flight and
coast through space to their destinations. Looking at it another way, a Nova-type ve hicle would
use about 10 7 pounds of chemical fuel to give
2xl04 pounds of payload a lunar round trip. This
is 500 pounds of propellant per pound of payload
and, at an average energy of 3000 KCAL/KG, i s
approximately 1000 KW-HR of energy per pound
of payload. Sinc e th e current rates for commercial electrical energy (in Washington, D. C. ) are
about I ¢ per KW-HR, $10 is the terrestrial price
of the energy per pound of payload. Hence, space
flight is expensive not because the energy required is high, but because no way has yet been
found to package and utilize these energies out ir.
space. Only the nuclear rocket achieves high
enough ex haust velocity to create the necessary
performance in a single- stage vehicle . If it were
possibl e to build a nuclear rocket with perfect
fuel containment, the price of uranium burned
to generate the required energy would be only a
fraction of a cent per pound of payload. This is
much lower than the chemical rocket example
quoted, since not as much energy must be expended accelerating inefficient fuel to high kinetic
energies. The difference becomes even more
pronounced at higher velocities.
These various points have been explored,
v arious ways of presenting them have been given,
and analyses have been made as to velocity re.
t s f or varIOUS
.
f utur e space mls
. Slons
.
2-6
qUlremen
Perhaps the most concise way to summarize this
data is shown in Figure 1, where dollars per
pound of cargo delive red is shown vs velocity of
mission for chemical rockets, solid fission
rockets, and two examples of gaseous fission

It is clear from the above discussion that
s ufficiently high rocket performance capabilities
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rockets. Figure 1 assumes values of hardware
costs consistent with current airframe practice,
weight ratios of vehicles consistent with current
rocket practice, and the a~hievement of re- se
consistent with transport aIrcraft expenence .
Chemical rockets can be used as orbital trucks
without causing more than a few dollars per
pound increase in operating cost for the missions. The only effective way to keep costs in
bounds for high velocity flights, however, is
with high performance nuclear rockets. The
additional assumptions in the gaseous fission
cases are rather difficult to meet since they
presume perfect containment of the reacting fuel
and high thrust-weight ratios, regardless of the
specific impulse obtained. The difficulty o f
meeting either of these assumptions explains
why gaseous core rocket development to date
has been confined to theoretical and some experimental detailed investigations, rather than
any large scale development. It can be seen
that even i f only t he lower performance gaseous
fission rocket is achleved, interesting additional missions are feasible compared to solid
fission systems. Therefore, the state of gaseous fission rockets will be investigated.

6

One other point should be elaborated from
Figure 1 before proceeding. One cannot operate
in the high velocity regions by the simple pyramiding of chemical rockets in any reasonable
fashion. This is due to the logarithmic nature
of propellant weight requirements. This effect
is shown by the example in Figure 2, where
number of launches required for 60, 000 fps,
120,000 fps, and 180, 000 fps missions are
shown for chemical rockets, solid fission
rockets and gaseous fission rockets. Figure 2
assumes all higher performance missions to be
achieved by refueling rather than staging. If
staging were us ed, the values shown represent
roughly the total weight to be launched, rather
than number of launches.
GASEOUS FISSION ROCKETS
Most of the earlier ideas for ways of utilizing
gas eous fis sion cavity reactor s for propulsion
involved diffusion of the propellant through the
gaseous fuel so t}:lat heating occurred by direct
conduction and convection. It was then necessary to separate the two gases and hopefully retain virtually all of the fuel on board while
exiting all of the propellant. Hydrogen was normally assumed as propellant since low temperatures are always comforting, even in non-temperature limited cases. Schemes such as magnetic field containment or the use of centrifugal
separation in some form of vortex, were considered. Weight of magnetic equipment was, as
always, a problem, and the details of vortex
stability and containment with any substantial
diffusion rate have remained vexing.
Another family of systems has orignated from
these investigations. Although deceptively

similar in appearance, they operate on a basically different principle. These are systems which
heat the propellant by means of radiation from the
fission plasma, rather than direct intermixing .
The containment problem, therefore, is not one
of separation but rather one of the prevention of
mixing. This is a fundamentally different con tainment problem. Vortex stabilization criteria
will certainly differ when hydrogen is not diffusing through the core . If magnetic forces are
used in any of the schemes, they become of the
intensity required to prevent boundary layer mix ing, almost obviously a much smaller field requirement than that for containment of a fission
plasma in the face of hydrogen diffusion. A co axial flow reactor has been suggested where a
central, slow-moving, 'stream of fission fuel heats
an annular, fast-moving stream of hydrogen solely by radiation, with separation obtained by velocity differential 7
The scheme has even been
suggested, in the "glow plug" reactor , that the
fission plasma be contained in a quartz (or similar material) bottle 8 . It is possible to cool the
bottle to reasonable temperatures while still heating the propellant to high temperature by radiation, if the bottle transmits most of the radiant
energy . This system would yield perfect containment, and is hence a very exciting thought.
New ideas are afield in the gaseous fission reactor arena, and an attempt will be made to catalogue the limitations and capabilities of some of
these schemes .
The specific impulses the oretically achievable
with fission rockets are basically very high, but
extremely difficult to achieve in practice since
very high temperatures are required. Economy
is a problem, since separation ( ratio of mass flow
rates of unburned fuel to propellant in the exhaust)
must be of the order of 10 - 4 to reduce fuel cost to
a value comparable to propellant cost, Figure 3.
Separation ratio as lax as 1 . 0, however, does not
strongly deteriorate specific impulse . The propellant costs in Figure 3 are for a hydrogen/uranium mixture, assuming a hydrogen price of 25 ¢
per pound, and a uranium price of $5, 000 per
pound. It can be seen that for very high performance, fuel costs become very high even with perfect containment. Hence, a fusion rocket would
be very desirable due to low fuel costs as well as
lack of fission product production .
An analySiS was previously performed by
making 'use of the data of Figure 3, and assuming
that it would be possible to create fission rocket
propulsion systems with thrust-weight ratios
comparable to solid fission systems over the
entire performance spectrum 6 .
This was a very
great assumption indeed, for high temperatures
not only force gaseous phase heating which complicates containment, they also generate such
intense thermal energies that any spurious fluxes
may be of large magnitude, and ·their consequent
dissipation may create basic performance limitations. The reason for such a theoretical
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fission products which escape in the exhaust no
longer contribute their share of nuclear radiation,
again yielding increases in performance . As indicated previously, this is very likely to occur in
gaseous fission systems. These latter two effects
are illustrated in Figure 6.

exploit was to see if a limit on desi r able performance existed for solar system transporta tion, regardless of engineering difficulties . The
results were that even for relatively fast transits
as far as the planet Pluto (less than two years),
specific impulses of much beyond 20,000 seconds
were not desirable. This was the reason for
showing 20,000 seconds as the highest specific
impulse in Figure 1. It can be seen from Figure
3 that this result could have been anticipated,
considering the rapid increase in fuel cost which
occurs at higher specific impulses . Figure 4,
reproduced from Reference 6, shows that optimum operating costs (with high re - use assumptions) were achieved with single- stage vehicles
with fuel to gross weight ratio varying from 20"/0
at low velocities to 60% at high velocities.
The problem of achieving even 20 , 000 seconds
with high thrust-weight ratio is still difficult.
Even if perfect containment, either with some

If engine performance is extended beyond the
values achievable with regenerative cooling, a
radiator must be added to reject the excess heat,
and the thrust - weight ratio immediately suffers
as a result of radiator weight. This tends to be
a severe penalty, since the desirable specific impulse is of the order of 10 or 20 times that
achievable in a solid core reactor, and, consequently, huge quantities of energy must be rejected through the radiator system. The specific
impulse ratio achievable for the case of all fission
occurring in the gaseous phase (£=0), both for the
case of no thermal radiation from the gas (I's=o),
and for the case of representative values of ther-

new vortex configuration or with a glow plug con-

mal radiation froITl an opaque gas , is shown in

Figure 7, reproduced from Reference 10. The
opaque gas assumption is used as beIng appropriate to systems where the propellant is heated
by radiation rather than diffusi on. The radiator
power fraction (Y) is the energy which must be
rejected from the radiator sys tem compared to
that handled by regenerative cooling. It can be
seen that this value must be 10 to 100 if specific
impulse improvements of 10 to 20 times that
achievable in solid core reactors are to be generated .

cept, were obtained, the problem of handling the
energies involved still tends to limit engine per formance seriously, as previously indicated. The
portions of the rocket system which must remain
solid have to be cooled in some way, even though
no fission energy release takes place there .
These thermal balances have been treated in
generalized fashion by Meghreblian 9, 10 . The
thermal loads are intense, and are determined
by whether or not any fissioning takes place in
the solid material, the fraction of energy that
appears in nuclear radiations which will heat
the solid surfaces, and by the question of
whether the hydrogen propellant is transparent
or opaqu~ to thermal radiation. If the solid
surfaces are cooled by regenerative cooling only,
there is a limit to the amount of cooling capacity
in the propellant at the temperature of the solid
elements, and, therefor e , there is a limit to the
amount of specific impulse achievable with regenerative cooling. Even if no thermal load is
radiated to the structure from the gas stream,
the nuclear radiation tends to limit the specific
impulse to about three times that obtainable with
a solid core reactor. The actual limit is shown
in Figure 5 related to the fr~ction of energy re lease (t ) which appears as thermally effective
nuclear radiation. This fraction is assumed
to be 100/0 in Meghreblian's work, but it is a
strong factor, and the possibility of going to
smaller fractions by means of thinner reflectors
and/ or relatively gamma transparent Shells
should not be neglected. Only the neutrons
must be reflected, and hence their energy
absorbed in the reflector, in order to contribute
to reactor criticality. It is logical to balance
the neutron reflectlve properties of materials
with their relative gamma transparencies
and thermal cooling properties to give optimum
reflectors for these applications. The use of
a deliberately thinner reflector would require
a modest increase in nuclear inventory for
criticality , but would yield both higher thrust weight ratio and higher basic performance . Any

Attempts have been made by various authors
to estimate the thrust-weight ratio achievable with
such systems . A typical exaq-nple is shown in
Figure 8 as the lowest curve. Specific impulse
ratio is defined as :the as the ratio of specific impulse achieved ' to that of the propellant operating
at the temperature assumed for the solid portions
of the reactor . This curve clearly indicates that
very low thrust - weight ratios are to be expected.
Two justified changes in assumptions to this curve
yield, however, startling results. The curve presented assumed a thrust-weight ratio of about one
to be achievable with a solid core system, and
also assumed a radiator temperature of 1000oK.
A value of "Rover- equivalent" thrust-weight ratio
of 5 was used for the remainin g curves of Figure
8. Although this value can be assumed as high
as 20, such estimates make no allowance for
pump weights or pressure shells 11. Such items
were considered in the analyses of Reference 12,
and the assumptions used here amount to adjusting the generalized expressions of Reference 9 to
match the more elaborate single point of Refe rence 12.
Changing the "Rover-equivalent" thrust-weight
ratio to 5 still indicates very low thrust-weight
ratios at high specific impulse values as shown i n
the next-to-lowest curve in Figure 8. A review
of radiator assumptions was therefore thought to
be in order. All analyses of radiator
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configurations for nuclear propulsion known to
the author have centered around the requirements
for nuclear electric systems for either propulsion or auxiliary power. In at least two respects
these requirements are totally different from
those for gaseous fission rockets. The first
point is that nuclear electric systems must be
designed for long operating times (of the order
of years) so that such problems as meteoroid
penetration of the radiator surface must be considered in terms of long-time probabilities.
This point strongly influences radiator weight.
A high-thrust gaseous fission system would only
operate for periods of minutes at a time and,
therefore, an investigation of short-life radiators
is pertinent. It is true that the radiator must
survive for the total flight duration, not simply
the engine burning period, since the engine must
be used for braking at the terminal. However,
total flight times will be much shorter than for
electrical systems, the radiators might be pro tected while not radiating, and the loss of a radiator segment would not be very crippling to mission performance. Secondly, and considerably
more important, the radiator temperature of the
gaseous fission system can ·be as high as it is
possible to build radiators. In a nuclear electric
system, a balance must be struck between the
efficiency of the conversion process, which requires the rejection of heat at a low temperature,
and the decrease of radiator weight which, in
general, occurs at high temperature. As a result, radiators usually want to operate at a temperature on the order of three-quarters of the
maximum cycle temperature, and the maximum
cycle temperature is determined by the ability
of either rotating machinery or thermionic
systems to operate for periods of years. Therefore, radiator's for gaseous fission rocket cooling systems should be operated at much higher
temperatures than those for nuclear electric
systems, and might be easier . to design because
of the vastly shorter operating time require.ments.
The upper curves of Figure 8 compare the
thrust-weight ratios of systems with radiators
of 1000, 2000, and 3000 0 K temperature and, for
comparison, a zero area case (TR" ro). The
radiator weight per unit area may well increase
step-wise as temperatures increase due to the
need to utilize different materials which are
usually heavier at higher temperatures. A constant value was assumed here and although
Reference 11 used a 5 LB/FT 2 radiator system
weight, the value of 1 LB/ FT2 of Reference 9 is
felt more appropriate in light of the short operating times. It can be seen that even at specific
impulse ratios of 20, a thrust-weight ratio of
0
over one is achievable with only a 2000 K
0
(3140 F) radiator temperature. Thus, if the
radiator loop were operated in the same temperature region as the primary heat exchanger
loops being considered for advanced power
systems, high thrust-weight ratios result for

gaseous fission rockets . Clearly, special radiator designs appropriate for gaseou s fis s ion
reactors should be the subject of intensive investigation.
The ability to reject heat through a radiator
and still keep a high thrust-weight ratio, leads
to other interesting viewpoints on desirable propulsion systems. If a vortex containment system
is used, although the containment may be very
good, it is doubtful that it can be made perfect.
As indicated, imperfect containment will adversely affect fuel costs. If a "glow plug" system can
be made to work, it will have essentially perfect
containment . It will have a lower peak performance, however, since the material in the plug
itself will be heated by nuclear radiation, and,
hence, the fraction of energy diSSipated in solid
heating will be higher than if no glow plug were
used. If in a vortex system, 10% of the energy
were dissipated in heating the solid elements,
perhaps an additional 3% would be diSSipated in
the glow plug. The two cases are shown in
Figure 9, which indicates only a modest degradation of the glow plug with respect to the vortex
system. Utilization of the high temperature radiator obviously strongly influences this conclusion.
Note that Figure 9 is plotted vs specific impulse
with 2000 0 K material temperatures rather than
specific impulse ratio as in Figure 8 .
The utilization of either system at the higher
specific impulses involves more than simply the
provision of high temperature radiators. In
general, hydrogen must be seeded with some
other material in order to increase its absorptivity sufficiently to make radiant heat transfer
practical. The amount and type of such material
would be expected to vary with radiating temperature. In the glow plug, in addition, higher temperatures may shift the radiation spectrum so far
toward the ultra-violet that it is moved essentially out of the region of transparency of the plug
material. Internal seeding to shift the spectrum
may solve this problem. The plug material may
have to be at a lower temperature than other solid
elements to maintain transparency, and, consequently, the assumed additional 3% loss may be
optimistic. It is evident that all detailed problems
of these systems have not yet been solved. The
essential point is that as they are solved, high
thrust-weight systems will be available with high
specific impurse.
The curves of thrust-weight ratio presented so
far have shown performance limitations for the
idealized assumption of no energy deposited in the
structure by thermal radiation from the gas
stream. The radiators inCluded were required
to reject the energy deposited in the structure by
the nuclear radiation, and the decreased thrustweight ratio at high specific impulse was caused
both by the inclusion of these radiator weights,
and by the fact that more energy is required to
generate higher specific impulses . For a constant
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value of thrust, the energy required is directly
proportional to specific impulse, and, conse quently, the weight of the basic rea<;tor increases
with specific impulse due to the assumption of
constant energy density in the solid portions of
the reactor. With this simplified assumption,
the thrust-weight ratio for the case of no radia tor decreases exactly inversely with specific
impulse as shown in Figure 8 . The thermal load
deposited in the structure from the gas stream
is strongly dependent upon whether the gas is
transparent or opaque to nuclear radiation.
Since only systems which transmit energy from
the ' nuclear plasma to the propellant by radiation
are being considered here, it is implied that
virtually all such radiation is absorbed in the
gas stream and, consequently, the opaque gas
assumption is logical. The effect of inclusion
of thermal loads is shown in Figure 10. The
assred value of the radiation parameter,ls of
10- is representative of a gaseous fission systan
which has all fissioning plasma elements at
least two optical thicknesses within the propellant mass. It can be seen that although thermal
radiation becomes increasingly important at
large values of specific impulse, thrust - weight
ratios of about one are still possible throughout
the regions of interest for interplanetary transportation.
GASEOUS FISSION PROPULSION APPLICATIONS
The previous section has indicated that gaseous
fission reactors are capable of yielding thrust weight ratios of about one up to a specific impulse as high as 20, 000 seconds, if appropriately
high temperature radiators are utilized. Radiator temperatures as well as the temperatures of
all solid structure portions of the propulsion
system can be held as low as 2000 o K, and still
achieve this performance. The containment problem must, of course, be adequately solved.
Many uses can be envisioned for such propulsion systems. The remaining discussion will be
limited, however, to the examination of the possibility of the provision of a single highly effective
versatile, sp~ce transportation system to handle
all reasonable solar system missions. Space exploration (and competition) will spread as far
away from the earth as technical and economic
factors permit. If one is to keep from drastically
revising his large vehicle program every year,
he must anticipate, with vigor, the performance
regions of interest. For manned exploration,
interest centers around relatively large payloads,
perhaps on the order of 50 tons. Although this is
a small payload as far as sea transports are concerned, it is nonetheless representative of a
fully loaded C - 133 airplane. In terms of the feats
of air transport logistics to date, it is perfectly
clear that the ability to place 50 tons at predetermined locations in the solar system on a reliable and convenient schedule, would constitute
a very commendable early space logistics

capability . The velocity requirements for
various missions of interest are shown in
Figure 11, along with typical payload vs velocity
curves for chemical rockets and the various
classes of nuclear rockets discussed. It is clear
that versatility demands the payload to be delivered over a very wide velocity region; tremendously large payload weights which are
limited to low velocities should only be of
interest to civil engineers. Many missions of
extreme interest in planetary exploration occur
in the velocity regions of several hundred thousand feet per second. If a spaceship were available which could deliver a 50 ton payload to these
speeds, it would have the desired tremendous
utility, and would be a very tough competitor,
indeed. It is interesting to note that single- stage
ga seous fis sion rockets of 5000 seconds specific
impulse are capable of effectively penetrating
these speed regions. (Even at only 2500 seconds,
very interesting performance is possible.) Note
in Figure 11 that different gross weights were
assumed for the different classes of propulsion.
The velocity shown for inner planet transportation is that which gives one-way travel times of
about 3 months to Mars or Venus even at the
most adverse time of the synodic period. A propellant supply (but not fuel) is required on each
terminal planet for such operations. It is clear
that the missions which gaseous fission rockets
can perform span the whole solar arena at a
quite reasonable operating cost, with travel times
at least to the inner planets no worse than typical
"windjammer" times of last century, and with
the convenience of year- round operation to all
points. A possible analogy between the frigates
and galleons of old comes to mind. If slow,
clumsy ships were the way to conquer the sea,
this paper would be written in Spanish. Of all
nations, the one most famous for "clipper ships"
should be the first to grasp the many intrinsic
advantages of short travel times in space. Historically, these advantages have invariably been
overpowering.
A common complaint unites all people involved
in space programs, be they technical, military,
or political. The complaint is that programs are
never sufficiently stable to permit the development
of useful, reliable equipment in any reasonable
time scale. It is usually felt, furthermore, that
our competition is always doing a better job of
such programming, and this is inevitably excused
by reference to his non-democratic decision processes . It is submitted that this excuse is badly
overworked, and that at best it is indeed a poor
replacemen:t for inspired advance planning. The
problem can be seen at a glance in Figure II.
There are many missions to be performed in
space. It is possible to foresee them, and it is
possible to build one class of ship to do them.
Unstable programs result from not facing the
reality of the exotic missions as soon as they become feasible. If the lesson inherent in Figure 11
is not learned, our fate is to be driven violently
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about by our competition. The question is not
only what nuclear spaceships can do for you,
but what nuclear spaceships might do ~you.

tation. Since the fissionable material is always
in the gaseous phase, if it should have to be jettisoned in case of emergency, it already is prevaporized for safe deposit in space or in an atmosphere. Assuming that calculations on gase ous fission reactors for booster propulSion give
a reasonable estimate of reactor characteristics
for spaceships, the nuclear inventory on board
would be less than 10 kilograms for a BeO moderated system 13
Thus, atmospheric contamination either in normal operation or during emergencies is truly negligible. A solid core fission
rocket accumulates fission products during use,
and hence is quite radioactive on return and difficult to leave, approach, unload, or maintain.
A fundamental advantage to the gaseous core is
that the fission products can be safely disposed
in space, or the atmOSphere, and the vehicle
landed by aerodynamic means (auxiliary chemi cal propulsion would be needed on atmosphereless bodies). It is, consequently, safe to ap proach and work around essentially immediately
after landing. A glow plug reactor would have
perfect containment at launch, but retain fission
products at landing, unless the plug were jettisoned. A vortex containment reactor would not
be as perfect at launch, although it has the same
inherent nuclear safety once aloft. Thus, the
gaseous fission rocket has the potential to meet
the most stringent safety requirements devised.

THE DESIGN OF SPACESHIPS
In the opinion of the author, too many words
have been written about the design of aircraft
and the design of guided missiles, and too few
about the design of spaceships. Manned space
flight is the subject of this paper, and therefore,
speculation on manned spaceship design is appropriate. Guided missiles have grown up in the
the throw-away-everything atmosphere of
bullets. Recovery and re-use has been looked
upon as something mysterious, and achievable
only at great expense and low reliability, partly
because very little effort has been put into it.
A difficult component development problem
occurs since the equipment is rarely available
for examination afterwards. It is hard to get
enthusiastic about recovery, when it is not part
of the operational scheme. Redundancy of design has usually been held to a minimum. High
acceleration loads are tolerated both on launch
and re- entry, sometimes because the equipment
can take them, sometimes because they cannot
be avoided, and sometimes because they are
ve ry de sirable fo r traj ectory efficiency . Aircraft, on the other hand, are re-used constantly, contain many redundant items so that missions are almost always completed, and, fortunately, constantly utilize almost perfect recovery reliability. This creates a tendency to
feel that anything which breathes air a~d has
wings is always economical to operate. This
thought, if extended blindly into reglOns of poor
payload carrying ability, will lead to uneconom·
icaloperatlon, regardless of past history.

Landing Gear Design
In spite of a fundamentally safe operation,
it is conceivable that for emotional reasons,
such ships would not be permitted to take off
directly from the earth on nuclear th rust. Auxiliary propulsion might, therefore, be required.
If so, it could be one of three categories; namely,
liquid chemical rocket, solid chemical rocket,
or air breathing engines and wings. In view of
the tremendous performance potential of nuclear
rockets, it is perfectly clear that only minimum
auxiliary chemical propulSion should be tolerated
The proper perspective is maintained if it is
realized that the s e auxiliary chemical systems
correspond, in a good spaceship, to landing gear
design in a transport airplane . It should al s o be
pointed out that the spaceship is primarily a
vacuum-dwelling rocket-thrust vehicle which is,
however, interested in periodic return to planetary bodies. If the proper shape and construction of propellant tanks and other structure can
give better re-entry conditions, without severe
weight penalties, it would be desirable. This is
analogous to wing flap design in aircraft , another
auxiliary function. In actual operation, this may
be only a desirable eme r gency provision, since
the extra price of fuel involved in a power letdown is not great. True spaceship deSigners will
start to come forth whenever the potential for
handling these auxiliary requirements without
appreciably crippling basi.c spaceship performance becomes evident.

The true spaceship will be neither missile
nor airplane . It must have the extremely high
performance of the missile, in fact, much
higher than any built today. It will probably be
single stage. Wings and/or air breathing
engines, which can only aid in the first 50/0 of
the mission, will not be tolerated if they should
unduly deteriorate the performance of the other
950/0 of the mission. The spaceship will be as
redundant and reliable as a transport aircraft,
and there is no -reason why it cannot land as
reliably and safely as an aircraft. Since it will
carry soft cargo and normal people, it will
throttle its engines after take-off, and use lifting entries at landing in such a way as never to
place more than perhaps Zg acceleration on the
passengers except in emergencies. It will be
able to operate at variable specific impulse
levels for optimum economy with different
missions. Typical design fuel weight and
specifi c impulse as a function of velocity of the
mission are shown in Figure lZ.
It should be possible to make spaceship operation as safe as any other form of transpor-
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would be completely prohibitive since such
systems use much more energy to achieve
. 1ent per f ormance 16
eqUlva
The effects of major
solar bursts are confused at the present time.
If they do remain a problem (there is some
evidence that even major bursts may not be),
then the very short flight times or out-of-ecliptic
capabilities possible with high performance gase·ous fission ships becomes even more desirable.

Shielding
Shielding of biological payloads from both
the propulsion system and the natural environment is of extreme importance. Fairly extensive shielding analyses have been made which
indicate that if multiple materials are used as
appropriate, and clever use is made of propellant, food supplies, and equipment to aid in
shielding, shield weight penalties are not overburdening in terms of nuclear rocket payloads 2 ,
14, 15
The shield weights for nuclear space
transports are reasonable even though shield
weights have been one of the major problems of
the nuclear aircraft program . Although the re3.ctor power of an aircraft is &everal hundred
times lower than that of a spaceship, shield
weight is a function of power times operating
time. The purpose in building nuclear aircraft
is to obtain long duration flights so that the operating time is days or weeks. The nuclear
spaceship, however, uses its main propulsion
system for perhaps only 10 minutes at the beginning and end of each voyage. If we compare
typical values of power times time, the nuclear
spaceship is characterized by a value only onequarter of that for the aircraft. Furthermore,
the aircraft by definition must always operate
in the earth's atmosphere, and hence is continually subject to the radiation scattered back
from the earth's atmo sphere. This scattered
radiation accounts for the largest contribution
to the shield weight. The spaceship, on the
other hand, climbs quickly out of the atmosphere. 'Estimates of the equivalent power times
time that each device would experience operating at sea level (a measure of the total scattered radiation) indicate a factor of 25 in favor
of the nuclear spaceship. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the shield weights required for
the nuclear spaceship are an order of magnitude
smaller than those for nuclear aircraft. As indicated previously, the use of gaseous fission
reactors greatly reduces shielding requirements
after landing. The higher performance Ship
thus would almost certainly be easier to handle
and require less extensive ground facilities than
either a solid core nuclear rocket or a nur:lear
airc raft.

Other Propulsion System Considerations
The propulsion system thrust-weight ratios
of Figures 8 through 10 are still somewhat tentative . Even though these curves are approximate,
it does appear firm that high temperature radiators are fundamentally important. The thrustweight ratio will decrease at the higher specific
impulses, but perhaps not as much as indicated
due to two strong compensating effects not in,,..
cluded. These are the decrease in pump weight
due to the lower fuel flow rates required at high
specific impulses, and the decrease in reactor
size due to the smaller radiant plasma area required to generate the necessary power at high
temperatures. An interesting sidelight of the
latter point is that the throttling of gaseous fission rockets may involve unusual design techniques since the power per unit plasma radiant
area is constant at a given temperature, and
hence some area must be removed from effective
radiation in order to throttle at a constant specific impulse. Unless these effects cause the
thrust-weight ratio to become almost independent
of specific impulse, however, there will be an
interest in multiple use engines which carry both
the radiator required for high specific impulse
and the pumps required for higher thrust at low
specific impulse. Such ships can then take off on
the highest thrust m o de, and switch to the high
specific impulse mode after orbital speed is
attained'. One example of the effect of carrying
such extra radiator area, compared to designing
an optimum engine for each specific impulse, is
shown in Figure 13. It is practical to consider
such two-phase engines. Figures 12 and 13 are
not consistent. Figure 12 was derived assuming
substantially higher thrust-weight ratios than
even the peak values of Figure 13, and no attempt
was made to analyze two-phase engine operation.
A more accurate derivation of Figure 13, followed by a re-derivation of Figure 12, would yield
more accurate spaceship design parameters.
One other interesting fact arises from the
gaseous fission thrust-weight values presented.
It is normally considered that such rockets would
use hydrogen as a propellant. As long as radiators could not be used to improve gaseous fission
reactor specific impulse due to their weight, it
was still important to use hydrogen, both because
of the relatively high specific impulse it provides
for a given structural temperature, and also the
high heat capacity, and, therefore, degree of regenerative cooling which it permits for a given
structural temperature. It is clear that these
restrictions do not apply for high temperature

An extensive shielding analysis will not be
presented here, but a few remarks based on
the References (which did not consider gaseous
fission reactors in detail) are appropriate. A
cursory analysis of the effects of the greater
energies inherent in higher specific impulses
and high velocity increments indicates no substantial effect on shield weight. Thi s is primarily due to the logarithmic effects of shield
thickness ; a little more shield thickness gives
a lot more protection if the shield was already
thick enough to have reduced the flux by many
orders of magnitude. If this were not so, the
shield weights on electrical propulsion systems
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radiators. It is thus interesting to look at more
suitable propellants from the point of view of
cost, density, and space storability. ,Many
substances come to mind, such as diborane,
ammonia, or the most convenient of all, water.
Availability on other planets might well become
the single governing item on propellant s election . The performance of a gaseous fission
reactor operating on water, compared to operating on hydrogen, is shown approximately in
Figure 14. This curve does not utilize an accurate estimate of enthalpy of water at high
temperatures, but is probably a lower limit
since complicated dissociation modes at high
temperatures were ignored. In addition, allowance was not made for the fact that water pumps
would be of considerably lighter weight than
hydrogen pumps for these systems. It is clear
that the water rocket should be actively pursued.

pay-off is greatest. Single stage, very high
velocity spaceships are almost the toughest
competitors imaginable in the solar a r ena. To
be unprepared for their advent could be somewhat more than disadvantageous.
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MANNED LUNAR LANDING VIA RENDEZVOUS
Fred E. Digesu
Chief, Advanced Studie s Branch
Astrionics Division
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

F irs t it can be established that the "parking
orbit" technique is the desired approach. This is
dictated by the possible lift-off delay of the chaser
v·e hicle. 1£ launch from other than the equator is
considered, there is a two fold constraint upon
the lift-off time. These are:

In any mission description, the vehicles, the
flight profiles, and the astrionics hardware to im plement the mis s ion are all tightly inte rwo ven
things. A final result evolves only afte r many
ite r ations to the solution are made. This paper
will describe one of these ite rat ions in the Saturn
C-5 Earth Orbit Rendezvous approach to the
Manned Lunar Landing Pr ogram . Since the iter ation to be described in an nth one, there exists
some basis for the hope that the perturbation from
the final solution is small.

1. The chaser and target orbits are coplanar
("dog - leg" requirement).

2 . That chaser and target meet at the same
point in space and time.

This paper is not concerned with the landing
itself, but only with those operations leading to
injection of the space craft into the lunar transfer trajectory. However, as is to be expected,
it is the target conditions which set the pace for
the overall operation . The entire ope r ation must
be sized to culminate at a time and place which
places the lunar target in an attainable position.
The procedure would call for a burst of activity
lasting over a relatively short time as compared
to the long and extensive preparations leading up
to it .

(Phase Requiremen t)
It is possible to meet both of these require ments (even when launch i s not in the equatorial
plane) by so called "Rendezvous Compatible
Orbits". These are orbits whose periods are an
integral division of the earth sideral period. Thu s ,
they can be designed such that , for instance, onc e
a day the satellite target will appear over a given
earthsubpoint . Since, how ever , this condition
holds for only an instant of time, a "direct as cent" rendezvous would presume ze ro launch delay
time. The velocity penalty for lift-off delay can
be placed into two categories.

The activity must be aimed at the opening of
the lunar "launch window". Figure 1 illustrates
the variation in the velocity increment required
to launch a vehicle into a lunar transfer trajectory
from a 485 kilom eter earth orbit . The minima
are at i rr egularly spaced intervals and are a function of the inclination of the lunar and the earth
satellite planes and of the position of the moon in
its orbit around the earth (i. e., the day of the
month). In an operations analysis these spacings
will influence the number of vehicles on the launch
pad (primary and back-up), their state of read ine s s, the firing rate, and also the flight profile to
be chosen. Whether it is decided to go by "connecting" or by "tanking" mode, the objective must
be to get the spacecraft in the launch ready state
at the opening of one of these launch window s. It
may be desired that the first vehicle be capable of
remaining in a functionally capable state even after
bridging one or more of the gaps between the
windows. This consideration will influence the
design of the vehicles as well as the ope rat ional
modes to be designed into the flight control hardware. For example, a sleep switch may be desirable from the standpoint of savings in battery
weight.

1. That required to "dog - leg back into the
target plane".

2.
target.

That requ i red to "catch up" with the

The "dog_leg" requirement ve rsus time
(plotted in terms of velocity inc rement , 6,. V) f o r
a chaser launched at 90 degrees azimuth from
Cape Canaveral in to a 225 kilometer orbit inclined at 28 . 3 degrees to the equator is shown in
Figure 2. If a variable azimuth launch for the
second vehicle is presumed, the curve takes the
shape indicated in Figure 3 .
In the second category, the "catch up" maneu ver manifests "itself in essentially an off optimum
ascent trajectory for the second ve hicle. The 6,. V
penalty versus time for launch delay of a vehicle
to meet the target depends on the ability to optimally guide to the desired end conditions. For
one minute launch delay the cost can be of the
o rde r of 80 m/sec to meet a target in a 250 n. mi.
orbit.

The Flight Profile

It can be seen that the second constraint poses
a stiff requi rement upon lift-off delay, while the
first is a much more lenient restriction.

With the end objective in mind, let us start to
define the flight profile.
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Since lift off delays are inevitable (the present
best estimate for S aturn is that launch dela y s up
to fifteen minutes are possible, eve n in the oper ational ve rsi on, not considering the manned aspect) it is clear that l aunch into the plane of the
first vehic l e be the designing crit e rion and that
other less expe ns ive means be found for the phasing problem.
It turns out that a parking orbit for the chaser
meets the r e quir ements . If the orbits of the two
ve hicles are of di fferent altitudes, the period difference a ut omati cally causes a catch up in phas e .
When the pr oper constellation is reach e d (Figur e
4) the chaser can be injected into a Hohmann
tran s fer e llipse to rendezvous with th e target. Of
course launch d elays can occur e.ven her e , but
these can be shown to be much l ess severe. Consider Figure 5. The ~ V required for transfer of
t h e chase r from th e lo wer to the upper orbit can
be shown as a function of the central angle traversed (from perigee) by the chaser. This can be
translated into " l ead angle" deviation from nom inal by the target, which in turn (due to the dif fere nc e in angular ve lo city of th e two vehicles)
can be plotte d as ~V penalty versus chaser launch
delay time, 'as is shown in Figur e 5.

A parking orbit for the chaser can ther efo r e
be established as a r e quir ement .

chaser in the Connecting Mode , it is not quite so
conclu sive as in th e Tanker case.
The point of view taken here is that the unmanned vehicle do es the maneuvering and that
this maneuvering in the terminal (that is, the
actual r ende z vous phase) is done under close
radio and radar supervision of the manned ve h i cl e. It is quite likely that the actual docking
(that is, from the last few feet up to mating of
th e vehicles) will be done by "man acr oss the
loop" .
We are now in a position to establi sh the
ope rational flight p rofile.
The unmanned vehicle is launched into the
lo wer parking orbit. The lead time over the
opening of the Lunar Launch window will be determined by th e nominal time required to ready
and launch the second (manned) vehicle. The
stay time in th e parking orbit can vary from as
little as an hour or two, to as much as ten days.
This is, of course, a direct function of the firing
rate at the cape, lift-off delay of the second
vehicle (and thus the phasing which must be done)
and the opening of the first and subsequent (if
necessary) lunar launch window.
Provision will be made for a chaser "midcourse" man e u ver . This midcourse correction
is defined as that impulse which either (1) injects
the chaser into the perigee of a Hohmann trans fer up to target acquisition point, or (2) corrects
the existing chasing ellipse so that chaser will
come into nomina l target acquisition conditions.
Thus, it can be seen that the question of a circular versus e lliptical parking orbit loos es significance as fa'r as guidance is concerned.

The next consideration concerns th e sequence
of launchings, manned first or s econd? This has
ramifications in tracking requirem ents a s well as
abort precautions for th e manned ve hicle , since a
variab l e azimuth l aunch will be mandatory for th e
s ec ond vehicle.
There are , however, two primary factors to
be considered.
1. That man should not be committed until
as late as possible in the operation , and
2. The first vehicle may have a prolonged
orbit stay tim e . This means that (a) it must be
penalized with heavy insul ation and micrometeo rit e protec tion, and (b) the possibil ity must exist
for turning off all e quipment so that weight savings
in the primary power source can be attained.
Thus, the unmanne d ve hicle should go first.

The 'manned vehicle will b e placed into the
higher orbit by a launch phase which injects it
into the perigee of a transfer e llipse with a subsequent circularizing apogee kick . Ground
tracking will establish the two e phemerides and
ground computation will determine the time,
magnitud e, and the direction of the chaser midcourse impul se.

The question as to which vehicle (the manned
or the unmanne d) should do the orbital maneuver ing would tend to indicate a profit in prope llant if
the lighter of the two were the chas e r. Sinc e the
maneuvering will probably be don e with auxiliary
propuls ion systems ' with lower specific impulse
than the primary propulsion, and since th e chaser
will be required to tak e the p e nalty of the reserve
~V's in the velocity budget, it wou ld seem expedient not to thus burden th e manned vehicle .

The chaser ascent ellip se is so designed that
at nominal acquisition range of 40 kilometers the
relative closing velocity is 63 mls and th e angular rate of the line of sight in inertial space is
zero. S ee Figur e 6. The guidance logic is to
hold the line of sight rate zero (thus maintaining
a collision course) while breaking the closing
velocity to essentially zero at some small distanc e ahead of the tar get. It is to be noted that
this breaking thrust is in actuality boosting the
chaser into the higher energy orbit and for the
normal case is essentially nothing but a well
timed apog ee kick.

The desirability of the tanker b e ing th e chaser
in the Tanking Mode can be es tablished; while evi d e nce seems to favor the R-l ve hicle being the

D ocking can be accomplished by allowing a
small closing velocity to remain after the rendez vo us thrust. Alternately , the chaser can be
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mission analysis) as 15 minutes. The probability
of liftoff is a constant over the 15 minute interval.

brought to a virtual stop and the vehicles guided
together under the close supervision of the man
across the loop. In either case the touching velocities and the docking dynamics will be very
much determined by the close in accuracy of the
sensor s and it is quite likely that some form of
optical sensor, perhaps TV, will have to be used
for this phase.

A mitigating circumstance is that the Saturn
ascending burn is long enough (that is, the central
angle traversed is large enough) so that the maneuver of doglegging on the way up begins to pay
off. In other words, the turning is done at the
relatively lower ve locities and, as is indicated in
Figure 7, an overall saving in t:;. V can be made.
This is being investigated within the framework of
the Saturn path adaptive guidance concept and thus
the notion of variable azimuth launch begins to
include the idea of some variation in the azimuth
during Saturn boost to injection.

After docking, and loxing in the case of the
tanking mode, the space craft must be checked
out and counted down for orbital launch. Although
a given lunar launch window may be open for several hours, the actual orbital launch point will be
optimum at only one place in the orbit. Specifically this means that inside of the larger launch
window are smaller windows (in the order of several minutes) which occur once each orbit. The
actual launch must take place inside these smaller
launch windows, and since these windows appear
at about one and a half hours intervals, provision
for extended launch ready standby as well as updating of the guidance system must be made. This
will be required if holds are encountered which
cause misses of these windows.

Two things come immediately to mind under
the heading of the influence of physical phenomena.
These are (1) the effect of atmospheric drag upon
the lower veHIcle, and (2) the difference in the
nodal regression rates of the orbital planes of the
upper and the lower vehicles .
The lower orbital altitude is a compromise
between vehicle performance, remaining atmos pneric drag, and the desirable difference in perIod
between the upper and the lower venicles (i. e ,
the "stalking" rate). At the lower orbits con sidered, the air density is appreciable but its
magnitude is unknown to the extent that calculations
of orbit lifetime must be given a tolerance of 5U%.
This is an error source Which must be accounted
for in the velocity bUdget.

Velocity Budgets and Error Analysis
Earlier in this paper, mention was made of
the propellant contingency which must be designed
into the chase r. This section will point out those
places where tolerances must be designed in and
will indicate the propellant contingency requirement in the form of a velocity budget. A detailed
description of the analyses made is beyond the
intent of this paper. However, it is felt that a
description of the overall approach which was
taken to e stablish the maneuver velocity budget
would be informative. The impact of the analysis
upon vehicle d e s·ign can be felt when it is realized
that the chaser burns about 100 lb s. of propellant
per meter per second velocity increment.

The regresslOn of the nodes of satellite is,
as is well known, due to anomalies in the attracting body's gravitational field. For the earth these
regression rates are a function of the inclination
of the satellite and earth equatorial plane and of
the orbital altitude of the satellite, and can be
fairly well predicted. Figure 8 shows the nodal
regression rate as a function of altitude for an
orbital inclination of 28.3 degrees to the equato r.
This shows that the difference in rates can l ead
to an inclination of 1.1 degrees between Target
and Chaser orbital planes for a stay time of one
day. This, of course, translates into a dogleg
requirement for the chaser which must be budgeted.

Error sources which contribute to the velocity
budget must be analyzed in detail and in themselves are an interplay between operational analyses, guidance scheme and hardware inaccuracy,
navigational uncertainties, and the influence of
physical phenomena upon the flight profile.

The velocity budget for hardware and scheme
errors can be determined by the following
approach.

Under the heading of operational analysis we
have the earth and orbital launch window influence.
The effect of launch delay in the required ve locity
has already been shown. It remains that a figure
of merit for the launch operation be established.
This in itself requires a detailed evaluation of
checkout and countdown procedure s. The degree
to which automation is involved in the countdown
must be evaluated, among other things against
the number of operations to be done, the number
of checks which are to be made, and the length of
time the various subsystems can be expected to
reliably remain in the launch ready state. As has
been already mentioned, the tolerance upon Saturn
launch is established (at least for purposes of

An analysis of the accuracy with which the
target and chaser can be injected into their respective orbits is made after error distributions
of the guidance components and of the guidance
schemes have been established . This will indicate what must be added to the nominal t:;. V for
transfer between the nominal orbits.
Next an error analysi~ is made of the accuracy with which ground tracking can establish
the ephemerides of the two vehicles. A correlation of the accuracy with which the chaser
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The guidance computer will be an all solid
state, core memory type, general purpose computer. Triple redundancy with voting circuitry
will be employed in order to ensure reliability
of operation. In addition to the guidance computation, one of the major fun ctions of the computer
will be its role in the orbital checkout procedure.

hardware can deliver the midcourse maneuver impulse is then made to establish the accuracy with
which the chaser can be injected into its transfer
ellipse. This is in turn reflected into the deviation of the chaser from its nominal at the target
radar acquisition point. Error in target orbit
determination can be analyzed as being deviation
of the chas er state variables from nominal at the
acquisition point.

The Guidance Signal Processor is the input/
output box for the computer. The computer communicates with this device only. It contains resolvers to transform the Euler angles computed
in the computer into direction cosines which the
platform gimbal resolvers translate to the missile
body axes. In addition it can be seen that the GSP
accepts and distributes the intelligence commands
generated on board or externally. It thus can be
thought of as the central distribution point for the
guidance and control signal flow.

Having now established an error space at
radar acquisition point, the error analysis proceeds to establish the velocity budget for the terminal phase. These errors fall into the two categories of hardware and scheme. Since the rendezvous guidance is basically a homing technique, the
errors are convergent and the attainable end conditions (docking velocity zero at a given relative
range) are directly functions of the close up sensor accuracy. Accuracy at the longer ranges
(as well as dispersions from nominal conditions
at acquisition) can be visualized as causing extraneous maneuvering which results in over expenditure of velocity increments.

The control computer contains the servo
electronics which position the control elements
(engine throw angle, attitude control jets, etc. )
in pitch, yaw, and roll in accordance with the
guidance commands and the error signals resolved
from the platform gimbal angles. The control
computer also contains the electrical shaping
networks required for rigid and flexual mode
stability.

The accuracy required of the sensors close
up can be analyzed in a docking dynamics study
as shown in Figure 9.
Let it be hypothesized that the conditions necessary for docking are that th e cone tip and ve locity vector of the chaser enter the cone of the
targ e t. (These are, of course, not sufficient conditions since relative closing velocity, cone angle.
and friction coefficients will determine the cone
pe netration and thus the actual docking and
latching).

Injection of the tanker into the l ower parking
orbit is done by the basic Saturn Guidance and
Control system just described.
In order to save power in the parking orbit,
all subsystems except a command receiver and
a tracking beacon are de-energized and the vehicle
is permitted to tumbl e randomly. Should the required orbit stay tim e turn out to last for several
days, a check is maintained on the operational
hardware by subjecting the vehicle to an orbital
checkout at least once a day. The orbital checkout will be initiated by ground r equest through the
digital radio command link. See Figure 13.

The hypothesized necessary conditions can be
thought of as guidance criteria which can be used
to define the sensor inaccuracies (as well as the
minimum controllable impulse and cutoff dispersion) as illustrated in Figure 10.
rlardwar e Instrumentation

The inputs to the high capacity solid state
multiplexer contain all the analog channels to be
used in the checkout. The multiplexer samples
each channel at presel ected rates. An analog to
digital converter in the Vehicle PCM Telemetry
System digitizes each analog data sample and
formating and logic circuitry interlaces other
data that orig inated in digital form in the vehicle.
Thus, each channel of data in the vehicle becomes
ava ilable for analysis by the spaceborne computer,
transmission over the telemetry system and/or
recording in the vehicle for later playback.

This section will discuss th e various items of
the Saturn instrumentation package and their
functional use in the given flight profile.
Consider the. tanking mode and the unmanned
tanker first launch. The instrumentation packag e
is contained in the instrument unit shown in Figure
11. A typical component layout is shown in block
diagram form in Figure 12, where the basic
Saturn inertial guidance and control system is
enclosed by a dotted line.
The ine rtial unit is a four gimbal, full angular f re edom, platform stabilized in inertial space
by three air bearing gyros. Three mutually orthogonal pendulum integrating gyro accelerometers
are mounted on this stabilized reference frame.

The spaceborne computer is programmed
with sub -routines for total vehicle checkout,
stored conditions for channel analysis, and self
checking sub-routines. The checkout sub-routines
would perform such test as, for example, "static"
tests (tank pressures, temperatures, vehicle
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voltages, etc .) "dynamic" tests (such as hardware resp onse to t e st stimuli) and t ests of the
control and guidance systems (to rquing of rate
gyros, accelerometer re a douts, etc .). The compute r would analy ze th e results for a go -no - go
decision. In case of a "no-go", some fau lt iso l ation could be done by prestor ed analytical subroutines. In other cases these analytical programs
will have to be transmitted up from the ground and
into the computer through th e radio command
link.
The manned vehicle is now launched into orbit.
Again the primary l aunch guidance w ill be th e
iner tial system. Injection will be into a "coast
up" e llipse which has an a pog ee at th e operational
orbit a ttitude . The inertial sys t em will compute
and direct th e vel o city increment for the circularizing kick in th e apogee . This w ill be ver i fi ed
for th e astronauts by ground tracking and command
prior to exe cution.
Onc e in orbit, th e ephe rmis of the manned
vehicle will be establish ed by g r ound tracking.
The time, direction, and magnitude of the ve locity i nc r ement r equir ed for chaser midcourse will
be computed on the ground .

than will actually be needed. Radar, optics, TV,
even a w'inaow or a periscope! The instrumentation and ac tual techniques as well as man's effect
across the loop can evol ve only after actual docking experimentation in orbit .
Finally it might be mentioned that by and
larg e th e job of earth orbital rend ezvous can be
done with r e l a tively c onventional app r oaches to
the guidance and control hardware. Only modest
(a t most) advances are called upon. More exoti c
implementations like cryogenic gyros and computers can b e l eft for late r deve l opmental effort.
Such exotic systems, while quite attrac ti ve for
talking purposes, are not considered safe risks
for hard planning purposes as yet.
It is considered that the overriding philosophy
for th e on board instrumentation will be a require ment for reliability and long life. The greatest
advances will be r e quir ed in these areas and it i s
expected that design and testing of components
will b e geared t o this goal.
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Intr oduc tion

antidote to fear is to know a ll we can about a situation. It is lack of knowledge which often misleads people when they try to imagine the feelings
of a astronaut about to launch . During the years
of preparation for Project Mercury, the unknown
areas have been shrunk, we feel, to an acceptable
level. For those who have not had the advantage
of this training, the unknowns appear huge and
insurmountable, and the level of confidence of the
uninformed is l owered by an appropriate amount.

The test objectives for the MA-6 mission of
Friendship 7, as quoted from the Mission Direc tive, were as follows:
(1) 'Evaluate the performance of a man-spacecraft system in a three-orbit mission
(2) Eval uate the effects of space flight on
the astronaut
( 3) Obtain the astronaut's opinions on the
operational suitability of the spacecraft
and supporting systems for manned space
flight

A ll the members of the Mercury team have
been working towards this space flight opportunity
for a long time . We have not dreaded it; we have
looked forward to it. After 3 years we cannot be
unduly concerned by a few delays. The important
consideration is that everything be ready, that
nothing be jeopardized by haste which can be preserved by prudent action .

These are obviously broad objectives . Previous papers have described in some detail the
operation of the spacecraft systems and, · to a degree, man's integration with these systems .
My report is concerned mainly with those items
in a ll three objectives where man's observation
c'l.pabilities provided information not attained by
other means. It is in this type of reporting that a
manned vehicle provides a great advantage over an
unmanned vehicle, which is often deaf and blind to
the new and the unexpected . My report, then, will
stress what I heard, saw, and felt during the orbit al flight.
Preparation and Countdown
Preparation, transfer to the launch pad, and
insertion into the spacecraft went as pl anned . The
technicians and I had been through the entry to the
spacecraft many times.

Launch
When the countdown reached zero, I could fee l
the engines start. The spacecraft shook , .not violently but veJ:Y solidly. There was no doubt whc.,
lift-off occurred. When the Atlas was released
there was an immediate gentle surge that let you
know you were on your way. The roll to the correct
azimuth was noticeable after lift-off. I had preset
the little window mirror to watch the ground . I
gl anced up after lift-off and could see the horizon
turning. Some vibration occurred immediatel y
after lift - off. It smoothed out after about 10 to 15
seconds of flight but never completely stopped .
There was still a noticeable amount of vibration
that continued up to the time the spacecraft passed
through the maximum aerodynamic pressure or
maximum q, at approximately T+ 1 minute. The
approach of maximum q is signaled by more intense
vibrations . F orce on the outside of the spacecraft
was cal culated at 982 pounds per square foot at this
time . During this period, I was conscious of a dull

As with every countdown, short dela ys were
encountered when problems a rose. The support
for the microphone in the h e lme t , a n item that had
been moved and adjusted literally thousands of
times, broke and had to be replaced . While the
spacecraft hatch was being secured, a bolt was
broken and had to be repaired . During this time
I was busy going over my checklist and monitoring
the spacecraft instruments.
Many people were concerned about my menta l
state during this and earlier delays, which are a
part of preparation for a manned space flight.
People have repeatedly asked whether I was afraid
before the mission . Humans always have fear of
an unknown situation - this is normal. The important thing is what we do about it. If fear is per mitted to become a paralyzing thing that interferes
with proper action, then it is harmful . The best
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The initial unusual experience of the mission
is that of being on top of the Atlas l aunch vehicle
after the gantry has been pull ed back . Through
the periscope, much of Cape Canaveral can be seen .
If you move back and forth in the couch, you can
feel the entire vehicle moving very slightly. When
the engines are gimbaled , you can feel the vibration . When the tank is filled with liquid oxygen,
the spacecraft vibrates and shudders as the metal
skin flexes. Through the window and periscope the
white plume of the lox (liquid oxygen) venting is
visible .

- - - ,
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astronauts have often had a similar sensation during training on the centrifuge. The sensation was
much l ess during the flight, and since the spacecraft did pitch down at this point it may have been
a result of actual movement rather than an illusion.

muffl ed roar from the engines. Beyond the high q
area the vibration smoothed out noticeably. However, the spacecraft never became compl etel y
vibration free d uring powered flight.
The accel eration buildup was noticeabl e but
not bother some . Before the flight my backup pilot,
Astronaut Scott Carpenter, had said he thought it
would fee l good to go in a straight -line accel eration
rather than just in circles as we had in the centri fuge and he was right. Booster engine cut-off occurred at 2 minutes 9.6 seconds after lift - off. As
the two outboard engines shut down and were detached, the accel eration dropped but not as shar,pl y
as I had anticipated . Instead, it decayed over approximatel y l /2 second . There is a change in
noise l evel and vibration when these engi n es are
jettisoned. I saw a flash of smoke out the window
and thought at first that the escape tower had j et tisoned ear l y and so r eported . However, this flash
was apparently deflected smoke coming up around
the spacecraft from the booster engines which had
just separated . The tower was jettisoned at 2 minutes, 33.3 seconds, and I co rrected my earlier
report. I was ready to back up the automatic sequencing system if it did not perform correc tly and
counted down the seconds to the time for tower jettisoning . I was looking at the nozz l es of the tower
rockets when they fired . A l arge cloud of smoke
came out but little flame. The tower accel erated
rapidly from the spacecraft in a straight lin e . I
watched it to a distance of approximately l / 2 mil e .
The spacecraft was programmed to pitch down
s l owly just prior to j ettisoning the tower and this
maneuver provided my fir st real view of the horizon and clouds. I could just see clouds and the
horizon behind the tower as it jettisoned .
After the tower fired, the spacecraft pitched
slowly up again and I lo st sight of the horizon . I
remember making a comment at about this time
that the sky was very black. The accere l ation
built up again, but as before, acceleration was not
a major problem. I could communicate we ll , up
to the maximum of 7.7 g at insertion when the sustainer - engine thrust terminate s .

There was no doubt when the clamp ring between the Atlas and the Mercury spacecraft fired.
There was a loud report and I immediately felt the
force of the posigrade rockets which separate the
spacecraft from the launch vehicle . Prior to the
flight I had imagined that the acceleration from
these three small rockets would be insignificant
and that we might fail to sense them entirely, but
there is no doubt when they fire.
Imm ediatel y after separation from the Atlas,
the autopilot started to turn the spacecraft around.
As the spacecraft came around to its normal aft
viewing attitude, I could see the Atlas through the
window . At the time I estimated that it was "a
coupl e of hundred.yards away." After Lhe flight
an analysis of the trajectory da ta showed that the
distance between the launch vehicle and the spacecraft should, at this point, b e 600 feet. Close enough
for a rough estimate. I do not claim that I can
normally judge distance so close. There was a large
sized luck factor in the estimate; nevertheless the
facts do give an indication that man can make an
adequate judgment at least of short distances to a
known object in space. This capability w ill be
important in future missions in which man will
want to achieve rendezvous, since the pilot will be
counted on to perform the final closing maneuver .
I was able to keep the Atlas in sight for 6 or 7
minutes whil e it traveled across the Atlantic. The
l ast time I reported seeing it the Atlas was approximatel y 2 miles behind and I mile below the spacecraft. It could be seen easily as a bright object
against the black background of space and later
against the background of earth.
Orbit

Just before the end of powered flight, there
was one experience I was not expecting . At this
time the fuel and l ox tanks were getting empty and
apparentl y the A tlas becomes considerabl y more
flexible than when filled. I had the sensation of
being out on the end of a springboard and could
feel oscillating motions as if the nose of the l aunch
vehicle were waving back and forth slightly.

Insertion into Orbit
The noise a lso increased as the vehicle ap proached SECO (sustainer engine cutoff) . When
the sustaincr engine cutoff ~t 5 minutes, 1. 4 seconds and the acceleration dropped to zero, I had a
slight sensation of tumbling forward . The

The autopil ot turned the spacecraft around and
put it into the proper attitude. After my initial
contact with Bermuda I received the times for firing the retrorockets and started the check of the
controls. This is a test of the control systems
aboard the spacecraft. I had practiced it many
times on the ground in the Mercury procedures
trainer and the test went just as it had in the trainer .
I was elated by the precision with which the test
progressed . It is quite an intricate check. With
your right hand you move the control stick, operating the hydrogen peroxide thrusters to move the
spacecraft in roll, pitch, and yaw . With your left
hand you switch from one control system to another
as the spacecraft is manually controlled to a number
of precise rates and attitudes.
This experience was the first time I had been
complete manual control, and it was very reassuring to see not only the spacecraft react as ex-
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pected, but also to see that my own ability to control was as we had hoped.

orbit, the ground appears to move parallel to the
spacecraft longitudinal axis . During the flight I
developed a procedure which seemed to help me
use this terrain drift as a yaw reference. I would
pitch the small end of the spacecraft down to about
_60 0 from the normal attitude where a fairly good
vertical view was availabl e. In this attitude, clouds
and l and moving out from under me had more ap parent motion than when the spacecraft was in its
normal orbit attitude and I looked off toward the
horizon.

Following this controls check I went back to
autopilot control and the spacecraft operated properly on autopilot throughout the first orbit.
Thruster Problem
Because of a malfunction in a low-torque
thruster at the end of the first orbit, it was necessary to control the spac.ecraft manually for the
last two orbits. This requirement introduced no
serious problems, and actually provided me with
an opportunity to demonstrate what a man can do
in controlling a spacecraft. However, it limited
the time that could be spent on many of the experiments I had hoped to carry out during the flight.

At night with the full moon illuminating the
clouds below, I could still determine yaw through
the window but not as rapidly as in the daytime .
At night I could also use the drift of the stars to
determine heading but this took longer and was less
accurate.

Flight Plan
The Mercury flight plan during the first orbit
was to maintain optimum spacecraft attitude for
radar tracking and communication checks. This
plan would provide good trajectory information as
early as possible and would give me a chance to
adapt to these new conditions if such was necessary.
Other observations and tasks w ere to be accomplished mainly on the second and third orbits.
Since the thruster problem made it necessary for
me to control manually during most of the second
and third orbits, several of the planned observations and experiments were not accomplished.

Throughout the flight I preferred the window
to the periscope as an attitude reference system.
It seemed to take longer to adjust yaw by using
the periscope on the day side. At night, the cloud
illumination by the moon is too dim to be seen well
through the periscope.

Attitude Reference
A number of questions have been raised over
the ability of a man to use the earth's horizon as
a referellce for controlling the attitude of the space
vehicle.
Throughout this flight no trouble in seeing the
horizon wa s encounter ed. During the day the earth
is bright and the background of space is dark. The
horizon is vividly marked. At night, before the
moon is up, the horizon can still be seen against
the background of stars. After the moon rises ·
(during this flight the moon w as full), the earth is
well enough lighted so that the horizon can be
clearly seen.

Three times during the flight I turned the spacecraft approximately 180 0 in yaw and faced forward
in the direction of flight. I liked this attitude-seeing where I was going rather than where I had beenmuch better . As a result of these maneuvers my
instrument reference system gave me an inaccurate
attitude indication . . It was easy to determine the
proper attitude, however, from reference to the
horizon through the window or to the periscope.
Maintaining orientation was no problem, but I
believe that the pilot automatically relies much
more completely on vision in sapce than he does in
an airplane, where gravity cues are available. The
success with which I was able to control the spac e craft at all times was, to me , one of the most significant features of the flight.
Weightlessness
Weightlessness was a pleasant experience . I
reported I felt fine as soon as the spacecraft separated from the launch vehicle, and throughout the
flight this feeling continued to be the same .
Approximately every 30 minutes throughout
the flight I went through a series of exercises to
determine whether weightlessness was effecting
me in any way. To see if head movement in a zero
g environment produced any sy.rnptoms of nausea
or vertigo, I tried first moving , then shaking my
head from side to side, up and down, and tilting it
from shoulder to shoulder . In other words, moving
my head in roll, pitch, and yaw. I began slowly,
but as the flight progressed, I moved my head more
rapidly and vigorously until at the end of the flight'
I was moving as rapidly as my pressure suit would
allow . In figure 12-1 the camera has caught me
in the middle of this test, and this photograph
shows the extent to which I was moving my head.

With this horizon as a reference, the pitch and
roll attitudes of the spacecraft can easily be controlled. The window can be positioned where you
want it. ' Yaw, or heading reference, however, is
not so good. I believe that there was a learning
period during the flight regarding my ability. to
determine yaw. Use of the view through the window and peris c ope gradually improved.
To determine yaw in the spacecraft, advantage
must be taken of the speed of the spacecraft over
the earth which produces an apparent drift of the
ground below the spacecraft. When the spacecraft
is properly oriented, facing along the plane of the
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In another te st, using only eye 'motions, I
tracked a rapidly moving spot of light generated
by my finger-tip lights . I had no problem watching
the spot and once again no sensations of dizziness
or nausea. A small eye chart was included on the
instrument panel, with letters of varying size and
with a "spoked wheel" pattern to check both general vision and any tendency toward astigmatism.
No change from normal was apparent.
An "oculogyric test" was made in which turning rates of the spacecraft were correlated with
sensations and eye movements. Results were normal. Preflight experience in this test and a calibration had been made at the Naval School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla., with Dr. Ashton
Graybiel, so that I was thoroughly familiar with
my reactions to these same movements at 1 g.

Color and Light

To provide medical data on the Cardiovascular
system, at intervals, I did an exercise which consisted of pulling on a bungee cord once a second for
30 seconds. This exercise provided a known workload to compare with previous similar tests made
on the ground. The flight surgeons have reported
the effect that this had on my pulse and blood pressure. The effect that it had on me during the flight
was. the same effect that is had on the ground- -it
made me tired .

As I looked back at the earth from space, colors and light intensities were much the same as
I had observed when flying at high altitude in an
airplane . The colors observed when looking down
at the ground appeard similar to those seen from
50,000 feet. When looking toward the horizon,
however, the view is completely different, for then
the blackness of space contrasts vividly with the
brightnes s of the earth. The horizon itself is a
brilliant, brilliant blue and white.

Another experiment related to the possible
medical effects of weightlessness was eating in
orbit. (See fig . 12-2. ) On the relatively short flight
of Friendship 7, eating was not a necessity, but
rather an attempt to determine whether there would
be any problem in consuming and digesting food in
a weightless state. At no time did I have any difficulty eating. I believe that any type of food can be
eaten as long as it does not come apart easily or
make crumbs. Prior to the flight, we joked about
taking along some normal food such as a ham sandwich. I think this would be practical and should be
tried.

It was surprising how much of the earth's surface was covered by clouds. The clouds can be
seen very clearly on the daylight side. The different types of clouds--vertical developments, stratus
clouds, and cumulus clouds - -are readily distinguished. There is little problem identifying them
or in seeing the weather patterns. You can estimate the relative heights of the cloud layers from
your knowledge of the types or from the shadows
the high clouds cast on those lower down. These
observations are representative of information
which the scientists of the U. S. Weather Bureau
Meteorological Satellite Laboratory had asked
Project Mercury to determine. They are interested
in improving the optical equipment in their Tiros
and Nimbus satellites and would like ' to know if they
could determine the altitude of cloud la yer s with
better optical resolution. From my flight I would
say it is quite possible to determine cloud heights
from this orbital altitude. (See figs. 12-4 to 12-8.)

Sittir.g in the spacecraft under zero g is more
pleasant than under 1 g on the ground, since you
are not subject to any pressure points. I felt that
I adapted very rapidly to weightlessness. I had no
tendency to overreach nor did I experience any
other sign of lack of coordination, even on the fir st
movements after separation. I found myself unconsciously taking advantage of the weightless condition, as when I would leave a camera or some other
object floating in space while I attended to other
matters. This was not done as a preplanned maneuver but as a spur-of-the-moment thing w4en another system needed my attention . I thought later
about how I had done this as naturally as if I were
la ying the camera on a table in a 1 g field. It
pointedly illustrates how rapidly adaptable the humall is, even to something as foreign as weightlessness. (See fig. 12-3.)
We discovered from this flight that some problems are still to be solved in properly determining
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how to stow and secure equipment that is used in a
space vehicle. I had brought along a number of instruments, such as, cameras, binoculars, and a
photometer, with which to make observations from
the spacecraft. All of these were stowed in a ditty
bag by my right arm. Each piece of equipment had
a 3-foot piece of line attached to it. By the time 1
had started using items of the equipment, these
line s became tangled. Although the se line s got in
the way, it was still important to have some way of
se0uring the equipment, as I found out when I attempted to change film. The small canisters of film
were not tied to the ditty bag by lines. I left one
floating in midair while working with the camera,
and when I reached for it, I accidentally hit it and
it floated out of sight behind the instrument panel.

Only a few land areas were visible during the
flight because of the cloud cover. Clouds were
over much of the Atlantic, but the western (Sahara
Desert) part of Africa was clear. As I passed over
it the fir st time I took the picture shown in figur e
12-9. In this desert region I could plainly see dust
storms . By the time I got to the east coast of
Africa where I might have been able to see towns,
the land was covered by clouds. The Indian Ocean
was the same.
Western Australia was clear, but the eastern
half was overcast. Most of the area across Mexico
and nearly to New Orieans was covered with high
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cirrus clouds. As I came across the Unite d States
I coul d see New Orl eans, Char l eston and Savannah
very clearl y. I could also see rivers an d l akes .
I think the best view I had of any land area during
the flight was the clear desert region around El
Paso on the second pass across the United States.
I could see the col ors of the desert and the irri gated area north of El Paso.. As I passed off the
east coast of the United States I could see across
F l orida and far back a l ong the Gulf Coast. (See
figs . 12- 10 and 12 -1 1.)

storm areas . Weather Bureau sc i entists had
wondered whether li ghtnin~ co ul d be seen on the
night side, and it certainly can . A l arge s to r m
was visibl e just north of my track over the Indian
Ocean and a smaller one to the south. L ightning
could be seen fl ashing back and forth between the
clouds but most prominent were light n i ng flashes
within thund e r hea d s illuminatin g them like ligh t
bul bs.

Over the Atlantic I saw what I assume was the
Gulf Stream. The different col ors of the water are
clearly visible.
I also observed what was probably the wake of
a ship. As I was passing over the recovery area
at the end of the second orbit, I looked down at the
water and saw a little "V". I checked the map . I
was over recovery area G at the time, so I think
it was probably the wake from a recovery ship .
When I looked again the little "V" was under a
cloud. The change in light reflections caused by
the wake of a ship are sometimes visibl e for l ong
distances from an airplane and will linger for
miles behind a ship . This wake was probably what
was visible .

S ome of the most spectac ular sight s d uring
the flight were sunsets . The sunsets a l ways oc curred s li ghtly to my l eft, and I turned the space craft to get a better view. The sunlight coming
in the window was very brilliant, with an intense
clear white light that reminded me of the arc lights
whil e the spacecraft was on the launching pad .
I watched the first sunset through the photometer (fig . 12-12) which had a pol arizing filter on the
front so that the intensity of the sun could be re duced to a comfortable l evel for viewing . L ater I
found that by squinting, I could l ook directly at the
sun with no ill effects, just as I can from the surface of the earth . This accomplished littl e of val ue
but doe s give an idea of intensity.
The sun is perfectly round as it approaches
the horizon. It retains most of its symmetry un til just the l ast sliver is visible. The horizon on
each side of the sun is extremel y bright, and when
the sun has gone down to the l evel of this bright
band of the horizon, it seems ~o spread out to each
side of the point where it is setting. With the
camera I caught the flattening of the sun just be fore it set (fig . 12-13 (b)) . This is a phenomenon
of some interest to the astronomers .

I believe, however, that·most people have an
erroneous conception that from orbital a l titude,
little detail can be seen . In clear desert air, it
is common to see a mountain range 100 or so
miles away very clearl y, and a ll that vision is
through atmosphere. From orbital altitude, atmospheric light attenuation is only through approximately 100,000 feet of atmosphere so it is
even more clear. An interesting experiment for
future flights can be to determine visibility Df ob jects of different sizes, colors, and shapes .
Obviously, on the night side of the earth, much
less was visible. This may have been due not only
to the reduced light, but also partl y to the fact that
I was never fully dark adapted. In the bright light
of the full moon, the clouds are visible. I could
see vertical development at night. Most of the
cloudy areas, however, appeared to be stratoform .
The lights of the city of Perth, in Western
Australia, were on and I could see them well . The
view was similar to that seen when flying at high
altitude at night over a small town . South of Perth
there was a small group of lights, but they were
much brighter in intensity. Inland there was a
series of four or five towns lying in a line running
from east to west. Knowing that Perth was on the
coast, I was just barely able to see the coastline
of Australia. Clouds covered the area of eastern
Australia around Woomera, and I saw nothing but
clouds from there across the Pacific until I was
east of Hawaii . There appeared to be almost solid
cloud cover all the way.
Just off the east coast of Africa were two large
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As the sun moves toward the horizon, a black
shadow of darkness moves across the earth unti l
the whol e surface, except for the bright band at
the horizon, is dark . This band is extremel y
bright just as the sun sets, but as time passes the
bottom l ayer becomes a bright orange and fades
into reds, then on into the darker colors, and
fina ll y off into the b l ues and blacks . One thing
that surprised me was the distance the light extends
on the horizon on each side of the point of the sunset. The series of pictures shown in figures 1213 and 12 -1 4 illustrates the sequence of this or bital twilight. I think that the eye can see a little
more of the sunset color band than the camera
captures . One point of interest was the length of
time during which the orbital twilight persisted .
Light was visibl e a l ong the horizon for 4 to 5 min utes after the sunset, a l ong time when you consider that sunset occurred 18 times faster than
norma l.
The period immediatel y following sunset was
of special interest to the astronomers . Because
of atmospheric light scattering, it is not possible
to study the region .close to the sun except at the
time of a sol ar eclipse . It had been hoped that
from above the atmosphere the area close to the
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ticles might be .

sun could be observed. However, this would require a period of dark adaptation prior to sunset .
An eye patch had been developed for thi,s purpose,
which was to be held in place by special tape.
This patch was expected to permit one eye to be
night adapted prior to sunset . Unfortunately, the
tape proved unsatisfactory and I could not use the
eyepatch . Observations of the sun's corona and
zodiacal light must await future flights when the
pilot may have an opportunity to get more fully
dark adapted prior to sunset.

Other Planned Observations
As mentioned earli.:r, a number of other observations and measurements during orbit had to
be canceled because of the control syst e m problems.
Equipment carried was not highly sophisticated
scientific equipment. We believed, ho w ever, that
it would show the feasibility of making more comprehensive measurements on later missions.

Another experiment suggested by our advisors
in astronomy was to obtain ultraviolet spectrographs of the stars in the belt and sword of Orion.
The ozone layer of the earth's atmosphere will not
pass ultraviolet light below 3,000 angstroms. The
spacecraft window will pass light down to 2,000
angstroms. It is possible, therefore, to get pictures of the stars from the Mercury spacecraft
which cannot be duplicated by the largest telescopes on the ground. Se v er a l ultraviolet spectrographs were taken of the star s in the belt of Orion.
They are being studied at the present time to see
whether useful information was obtained .
The biggest surprise of the flight occurred at
dawn. Coming out of the nigh,t on the first orbit,
at the first glint of sunlight on the spacecraft, I
was looking inside the spacecraft checking instruments for perhaps 15 to 20 seconds. When I
glanced back through the window my initial reac tion was that the spacecraft had tumbled and that
I could see nothing but stars through the window .
I realized, however, that I was still in the normal
attitude. The spacecraft was surrounded by luminous particles.
These particles were a light yellowish green
color. It was as if the spacecraft were moving
through a field of fireflies. They were about the
brightness of a first magnitude star and appeared
to vary in size from a pinhead up to possibly 3/8
inch. They were about 8 to 10 feet apart and evenly
distributed through the space around the spacecraft. Oc c asionally , one or two of them would
move slowly up around the spacecraft and across
the window, drifting very, very slowly, and woUld
then gradually move off, back in the direction I
was looking. I observed these luminous objects
for approximately 4 minutes each time the sun
carne up.
During the third sunrise I turned the spac ecraft around and faced forward to see if I could
determine where the particles were coming from .
FaCing forwards I could see only about 10 percent
as many particles as I had when my back was to
the sun. Still, they seemed to be coming towards
me from some distance so that they appeared not
to be corning from the spacecraft. Just what these
particles are is still subject to debate and awaits
further clarification. Dr. John O'Keefe at the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is making a
study in an attempt to determine what these par-
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Some of these areas of investigation that we
planned but did not have an opportunity to check
are as follows:
(a) Weather Bureau observations:
(1) Pictures of w eather areas and cloud
formations to match against map
for e cas t s and Tiros pi c tur e s
(2) Filter mosaic pictures of major
weather cente rs
(3) Observation of green air glow from
air and weather centers in 5,577angstrom band with air glow filter
(4) Albedo intensities-measure reflected iight intensitie s on both da y
and night side
(b) Astronomical observations:
(1) Light polarization from area of sun
(2) Cornets close to sun
(3) Zodiacal light
(4) Sunlight intensity
(5) Lunar clouds
(6) Gegenschein
(7) Starlight intensity measurements
(c) Test for otolith balance disturbance and
autokynesis phenomena
(d) Vision tests:
(1) Night vision adaptation
(2) Phorometer eye measurements
(e) Drinking
Reentry
After having turned around on the last orbit
to see the particles, I maneuvered into the correct
attitude for firing the retrorockets and stowed the
equipment in the ditty bag.
This last dawn found my attitude indicators
still slightly in error. However, before it was
time to fire the retrorockets the horizon- scanner
s l aving mechanism had brought the gyros back to
orbit attitude. I crosschecke d repeatedly between
the instruments, periscope presentation, and the
attitude through the window.
Although there were variations in the instrument presentations during the flight, there was
never any difficulty in determining my true attitude by reference to the window or periscope.
I received a countdown from the ground and the
retrorockets were fired on s c hedule just off the
California coast.

I

I could hear each rocket fire and could fee l
the surge as the rockets s l owed the spacecraft.
Coming out of zero - g condition, the retrorocket
firing produced the sensation that I was accel er ating back toward Hawaii (fig. 12-15). This sensation, of course, was an illusion.

point, I was unknowingl y left with onl y the fly -bywire system and the oscillations increased ; so I
switched to auxiliary damping, which controll ed
the spacecraft until the automatic fuel was a l so
expended. I was reaching for t h e switch to depl oy
the drogue parachute earl y in order to reduce these
r eentr y oscillations, when it was depl oyed auto matically. The drogue parachute stabilized the
s pacecraft rapidly.

Following retrofire the decision was made to
have me reenter with the retro package still on
because of the uncertainty as to whether the landing bag had been extended. This decision required
me to perform manually a number of the operations which are normally automatically programed
during the reentry. These maneuvers I accomplished. I brought the spacecraft to the proper
at~itude for reentry under manual control.
The
periscope was retracted by pumping the manual
retraction lever.

At 10,800 feet the main pa r achute was de ployed . I could see it stream out behind me, fi ll
partially, and then as the reefi ng line cutters were
actuated it filled completely. The opening of the
parachute caused a jolt, but perhap s less than I
had expected.
The landing decel eration was sharper than I
had expected. Prior to impact I had disconnected
all the extra leads to my suit, and was ready for
rapid egress, but there was no need for this . I
had a me s sage that the de stroyer Noa would pick
me up within 20 minutes. I l ay quietly in the spacecraft trying to keep as cool as possibl e. The temperature inside the spacecraft did not seem to diminish . This, combined with the high hUnlidity of
the air being drawn into the spacecraft kept me
uncomfortably warm and perspiring heavily. Once
the Noa was a l ongside the spacecraft, there was
little delay in starting the hoisting operation. The
spacecraft was pulled part way out of the water to
let the water drain from the landing bag.

As deceleration began to increa.se I could hear
a hissing noise that sounded like small particles
brushing against the spacecraft.
Due to ionization around the spacecraft, communications were lost. This had occurred on earlier missions and was experienced now on the predicted schedule. As the heat pulse started there·
was a noise and a bump on the spacecraft. I saw
one of the straps that holds the retrorocket package swing in front of the window.
The heat pulse increased until I could see a
glowing orange color through the window . Flaming pieces were breaking off and flying past the
spacecraft window. (See fig. 12-16.) At the time,
these observations were of some concern to me
because I was not sure what they were. I had as sumed that the retropack had been jettisoned when
I saw the strap in front of the window. I thought
these flaming pieces might be parts of the heat
shield breaking off. We know now, of cour se, that
the pieces were from the retropack.

During the spacecraft pickup, I received one
good bump. It was probably the most solid jolt of
the whol e trip as the spacecraft swung against the
side of the ship. Shortly afterwards the spacecraft
was on the deck.
I had initially planned egress out through the
top, but by this time I had been perspiring heavily
for nearly 45 minutes . I decided to come out the
side hatch instead.

There was no doubt when the heat pulse occurred during reentry but it takes time for the heat
to soak into the spacecraft and heat the air . I did
not feel particularly hot until we were getting down
to about 75,000 to 80,000 feet. From there on
down I was uncomfortably warm, and by the time
the main parachute was out I was perspiring profusely .

General Remarks
Many things were learned from the flight of
Friendship 7 . Concerning spacecraft systems
alone, you have heard many reports today that
have verified previous design concepts or have
shown weak spots that need remedial action.
Now, what can be said of man in the system?

The reentry deceleration of 7. 7g was as expected and was similar to that experienced in
centrifuge runs. There had been some question
as to whether our ability to tolerate acceleration
might be worse because of the 4 1/2 hours of
weightlessness, but I could note no difference between my feeling of deceleration on this flight and
my training sessions iJ;l. the centrifuge.

Reliability
Of major significance is the probability that
much more dependence can be placed on the man
as a reliably operating portion of the man-spacecraft combination. In many areas his safe return
can be made de pendent on his own intelligent actions. Although a design philosophy could not be
followed up to this time, Proj ect Mercury never
considered the astronaut as merely a passive passenger.

After peak deceleration, the amplitude of the
spacecraft oscillations began to build. I kept them
under control on the manual and fly-by-wire
systems until I ran out of manual fuel. After that
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craft has proved that man can adapt very rapidly to
this new environment. His senses and capabilities
are little changed in space. At least for the 4. 5hour duration of this mission, wei ghtlessness was
no problem.

These areas must be assessed carefully, for
man is not infallible, as we are all acutel y aware .
As an inflight exampl e, some of you may have
noticed a slight discrepancy between launch photographs of the pilot and similar reentry views. The
face plate on the helmet was open during the reentry phase. Had cabin pressure started to drop,
I c ould have closed the face plate in sufficient
time to prevent decompression, but nevertheless
a face-plat e-open reentry was not planned.

Man's adaptability is most evident in his
powers of observation. He can accomplish many
more and varied experiments p er mission than can
be obtained from an unmanned vehicle. When the
unexpected arises, as happened wi th the luminou s
particles and layer observations on this flight , he
can make observations that will permit more
rapid evaluation of these phenomena on future
flights. Indeed, on an unmanned flight there
like ly would have been no such observations.

On the ground, some things would a lso be done
differently. As an exampl e, I feel it more advis able in the event of suspected malfunctions, such
as the heat-shield-retropack diffi culties, that require extensive discussion among gound personnel
to keep the pilot updated on each bit of information
rather than waiting for a final clearcut recommendation from the ground. This keeps the pilot fully
informed if there would happen to be any communication difficulty and it became necessary for him
to make all decisions from onboard information.

Future Plans
Most important, however, the future w ill not
always find us as power limited as we are now.
We will progress to the point where missions will
not be totally preplanned. There will be choices
of action in space, and man's intelligence and
decision-making capability will be mandatory.

Many things would be done differently if this
flight could be flown over again, but we learn from
our mi stake s. I never flew a te st flight on an airplane that I didn't return wishing I had done some
things differently.
Even where automatic systems are still neces sary' mission reliability is tremendously increased
by having the man as a backup. The flight of
.
Friendship 7 is a good example. This mission
would almost certai:ply not have completed its
three orbits, and might not have come back at all,
if a man had not been aboard .

Space explor ation is now at the same stage of
development.
I am sure you will agree with me that some
big steps have been taken toward accomplishing the
mission objectives expressed at the beginning of
this paper.

Adaptability
The flight of the Friendship 7 Mercury space-

Fig. 12 -1. - - Pilot looks to his right. Note the
distance his head can be turned in the pressure
suit.
(Note:

Our recent spac e efforts can be likened to the
fir st flights at Kitty Hawk. They were fir st un lTlanned but were followed by lTlanned flights, COlTl pletely preplanned and of a few seconds duration.
Their experiments were, again, power limited,
but they soon progressed b eyond that point.

Fig. 12 - 2. --Pilot opens visor to eat.

All the originals of these photographs are in color and some detail is
lost in the black and white reproduction of the s e photographs. )
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Fig. 1 2 - 3. -- Afte r his snack of applesauce, the pilot leaves
his expended tube hanging in air momentarily.

I

I

Fig . 12 - 4 . - - Photog r aph taken over the Pacific O cean at the end of the first orbit. The cloud panorama
illustrates the visibility of different cloud types and weather patte.rns. Shadows produced by the rising
sun aid in the determination of relative cloud heights .

,I

I

I

I

I
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Fig . 12-5 . -- Just before sunset on the first orbit, the pilot's came r a catches the darkening earth.
photog r a p h shows how the shadows help to indicate cloud heights.

The

Fig. 12 - 6. - -O ver the Atlantic on the third orbit, the pilot's camera shows an overcast region to the north west and patte r ns of scattered clouds in the foreground .
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Fig. 12-7. --View from Tiros IV of approxilnate1y the same area in the Western
Atlantic as that in figure 12- 6. This view shows the appearance of the cloud as
televised from a h~ight of about 440 miles. Actual time of the photograph was
14?8 G. c. t. Photograph is of the general vicinity of latitude 30 0 N. ,longitude
60 0 W. (U. S. Weather Bureau photograph).

(a) First orbit.
(b) Second orbit.
Fig. 12-8. --The Western Indian Ocean was overcast on the first and second orbits.
hei ghts of the cirrus and the cumulus clouds can clearly be seen.
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Fig . 12 - 9. - - View l ooking back toward the African coast on the first orbit. The photograph
from the pilot's camera shows the desert with blowing sand in the foreground .

Fig . 12 - 10. -- At the beginning of the third orbit, the pilot catches a panoramic view of the Florida
coast, from the cloud covered Geo r gia border to just above Cape Canaveral.
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Fig . 12-11. -- View of the Florida area from Tiros
IV taken at 1610 G. c. t. on Feb. 20,1962. This
photograph shows the bank of clouds (across Southern Florida) which had moved away from Cape
Canaveral earlier that morning. The clouds just
north of Florida are apparently the ones plainly vis ible in fig. 12 - 10. (U. S. Weather Bureau photograph;
major land masses are outlined in white ink . )

Fig. 12-12. --During sunset, the pilot used the
photometer to view the sun.

Fig. 12-13. - -The third orbital sunset as shown by a series of three photographs .
the flattening of the solar disk just before the sun disapp ears beIow the horizon.
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METEO ROID EFFEC TS ON SPACE EXPLO RATIO N
by
Mauric e Dubin
Nation al Aerona utics & Space Admin istratio n
Washin gton, D. C .
ABSTR ACT

Althou gh the meteor oid hazard has not been
adequa tely evalua ted for proper design of space craft for mi s sions throug h cisluna r and interplaneta ry space, the extent of meteor oid interactions on space explor ation may be estima ted.
The availab le inform ation about meteor oids and
cosmic dust obtaine d from ground -based observations and satelli te measu remen ts is review ed .
This data is presen tly limited to meteor oids and
cosmic dust with helioce ntric orbits interse cting
the plane of the eclipti c at one astron omical unit
and interac ting with the earth - moon system .
From such inform ation the expect ation of the
numbe r of impact s with interpl anetar y matter as
a functio n of expose d spacec raft surfac e area,
exposu re time, and meteor oid mass is presen ted .
An estima te of the hazard has been made using
approp riate hyper velocit y crateri ng criteri a.
Some results of other author s are compa red with
the expect ation of meteor oid interac tion effects
herein presen ted. The probab ility of damag e to
spacec raft is appare ntly consid erably differe nt
and a bit less than some earlier estima tes.
INTRO DUCTI ON
Interpl anetar y space is popula ted by debris
in helioce ntric orbits known genera lly as
';meteo roids". It is quite eviden t that a meteoroid impact with a space vehicle is a catastr ophic event. The dynam ic conditi ons of such an
impact allow for impact ing velocit ie s rangin g
from a few kilome ters per second to about 75
km sec -1. The effects of the interac tions of
meteor oid impact s on space vehicle s are a ,
matter of concer n in the design of spacec raft for
variou s cisluna r and interpl anetar y missio ns.
The hazard from meteor oid impact s may be
evalua ted from (a) knowle dge of the distrib ution
of interpl anetar y matter in the solar system , and
(b) knowle dge of the charac teristi cs of impact
crateri ng and penetr ation from meteor oid impacts on spacec raft structu res. The distrib ution
of interpl anetar y matter in the solar system may
be describ ed by a mappin g function~"'- , where

\T ::

'1(~

::!

-rr-

is the ensem bl e of the all small 11": .
where
'/(.; is a descrip tion of the individ ual meteor oid
structu re and positio n in the solar system at any
t'lme. "'"
m 1S th e mass, ')f'I"1\1 t h e d ensity, and
Sm is a param eter definin g the structu ral makeu p
of the meteor oid.
~ a., e )l) Sl :.~~ · define the meteor oid orbit, and the
tim e, - t, define s its actual positio n. "a" is the
semi - major axis of the elliptic al orbit, e the
eccent riCity, "i" is the inclina tion angle of the
plane of the orbit with the plane of the eclipti c.
~ fl" , the ascend ing node, is the point where
meteor oid crosse s the eclipti c traveli ng north,
and; "w ", t~~ _~rgument of the perihel ion, is the
to the perihe lion measu red in
angle from , Il "
the orbital plane of the meteor oid. The magnit ude
of the velocit y of the meteor oid depend s on the
radial distanc e "r" of the meteor oid from the sun
and is given by:

where Go is the solar gravita tional consta nt . Thus,
if the mappin g functio n were known, the proba bility of a spacec raft impact ing with a meteor oid
anywh ere in interpl anetar y space would be known.
In fact, if the mappin g functio n.' /T were suffi ciently accura tely known catastr ophic impact s
with meteor oids could be avoide d.
A great deal is known about the mappin g functio n,
equal to one
'1T , for the ascend ing node,
at 1 a . U. is not well
astron omical unit. IT
enough known to give discret e predict ions for
encoun tering a microm eteoro id. Howev er, sta tistica l data from encoun ters of meteor oids with
the atmosp here and spacec raft sensor s have been
suffici ent to define a distrib ution functio n, I (m),
which is mainly depend ent on the mass of the
meteor oid. I{m) is given in terms of the numbe r
of impact s by meteor oids of mass m and larger
per unit area and time at 1 a . u. in the pl ane of
the eclipti c and n~ar the earth. That is to say,
that I{m) near the earth may be derive d from the
IT is
Actual ly,
mappin g param eter
practic ally an unknow n f.:mctio n except f~r about
2000 known astero ids in orbit betwee n Mars and
Jupite r, severa l score known comets , and meteor
shower s usually associ ated with known comets .

IL

If

f '" ,

of
The specifi c gravity or density ,
meteor oids may vary consid erably . . Meteo rites,
meteor oids recove red on earth and appare ntly of
astero idal origin, are solid bodies made of stone
or iron. The great majori ty of meteo rites are

2. . '1'll
1'1', (m, p. . , ~'" ~ a., e, i ,11, w, i;)
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stones with density of about 3. 5 gm cm - 3 , while
less than 10% are iron or iron nickel with densities
of 8 gm cm- 3 or slightl y l ess. Most of the meteors
detected by visual, optical or radio methods have
characteristic s defining a fragil e and pos sibl y
fluffy structure. The orbits of the meteors vary
considerably from the asteroid or·bits. Hence,
meteors in general probably have a cometary ori gin . The densities,
of the meteoroids ob served in the earth's atmosphere as meteors are
probably less than that of meteorites and probabl y
between O. 3 and 3 gm cm - 3. Although the struc ture of comet material has been hypothesized from
various comet models, this structure is practi call y unknown and difficult to simulate.

f ..

To assess the effects of meteoroids on space
vehicles at 1 a. u. the distribution function I{m) has
been derived from available knowledge and data.
I{m) defines the expectation of an impact per unit
area and time at 1 a . u . The function I{m) combined
with cratering and penetration conditions defines
the meteoroid hazard. The depth of penetration,
p, depends upon the structural parameters
and S of the meteoroid, the target material St and
density
and the rel ative ve l ocity v of the im pact {as well as the angl e\. Thus pefetration depth
is a function,
('1'1"\,
, ~ ~'I:)f\-,V) . The penetrating flux may be derived from the combmatlOn
of the function of penetration depth ~ , and the
expectation of impact, I{m).

m' f"" ,

A,

r

p. . . . ,

A number of papers have been written on the
subject of penetration of spacecraft by meteoroids.
Several papers are listed in reference 1 through 6 .
These and other references are considered in re veiwing"the expected meteoroid effects. Some
parts of references 2 to 6 will be compa red critic ally below.
RATE OF METEOROID IMPACTS
The rate of meteoroid impacts upon the earth
or per unit area and time, I{m) has been obtained
from a variety of measurements of meteors and
micrometeorites. Reference 7 reviews the deri vation of I{m) from data obt ained from visual,
optical, and radio -obs ervations of meteors, from
accretion measurements in the atmosphere and on
the earth's surface, and from direct measurements using satellit es.

servations the number of meteors as a function of
visual magnitude against a star background is
a lmost directly obtained. Radar methods have
been used to measure distribution and number of
meteors as a function of the electrons density per
unit length of the meteor trail. The electron line
density is a l so related to the visual m agnitude and
particle mass of the meteor. Some solar radia tion pressure limits for several dens.ities are
also included on the abscissae. For
of 1 gm
cm - 3 • particles of mass less than 10- 12 gm
would be subjected to a solar radiation pressure
force greater than the solar gravitational attraction. The fact that dust particles of mass less
than 10- 12 gm have been detected, indicates that
the dust particles have densities which are generally greater than I gm cm- 3 .

\
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The accretion rates represented by the curve
labeled "Watson (1941)" were plotted from reference 8 as a function of particle mass. The dashed
curve l abeled "Whipple (1957)" is plotted as a
function of visual magnitude and was obtained
from reference 3. This method of plotting the
two distributions serves to illustrate the kind of
uncertainty involved in displaying the impact
rates as a mass distribution. This uncertainty
will be discussed later.
The curve l abeled "Millman and B urland
(1956)" obtained from reference 9, is presented
in three segments and covers the range from -10
~ 'Mv ~
10. This curve is representative of
meteor observations from optical, telescopic,
and radar methods. In reference 10 the cumulative influx rate of photographic meteors in the
range of visual magnitude 0 ~ \'v\v!!S" was determined using a sample of over 300 meteor photo- .
graphs. The naked-eye visual meteors and photographiC met"eors number several tens of thousands.
The number of radio meteors observed is greater
still by at least another order of magnitude.
In the range of visual magnitude s of 2.0 ~ ~v
-'1-)
10 ~m ~ 'M. ~ I D ~m)
almost no data exists to define a distribution
function. This range of particle mass is too
small to interact with the earth's atmosphere
and form meteors large enough to be detected by
ground-based radio techniques and telescopes.
A small amount of radar data has been reported
in reference 11 out to visual magnitude 14. This
same range of particle mas s populate sinterplanetary space quite sparsely; so much so that
the exposure times and exposure areas of
sensors on satellites have so far been inadequate
to obtain any measurements. This same range
of mass is of importance in th e penetration and
damage of space craft structures .

£ 10 ) or particles masses of

The cumul ative mass distribution, I{m), for
the omnidirectional flux of dust particles and
meteoroids is plotted from reference 7 in figure l.
I{m), the cumulative influx rate in particles per
square meter per second on the earth is plotted
as a segmented function of the particle mass in
grams using a log-log plot. The cumulative influx rate is plotted also in equival ent visual magnitude, Mv. The visual magnitude is an astronomical scale for comparing the light intensity of
stars and meteor trails . It is a logarithomic
scale of brightness, with 5 magnitudes represent ing a factor of 100 . . From optical and visual ob -
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On the other hand, particles of mass smaller
than 10- 8 gm are relatively more numerous and
have been detected with probes and satellites.
The curve lab el ed "McCracken et al (1961)" is
based on experimental data by direct measure-
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collections and an earli er estimate of 4 x 10- 3
tons per day based on deep sea sediments . Reference 16 gives an influx of 10 - 1 3 gm cm - 2 sec
-1 (5 x 10 4 tons per day) for particles of radii
greater than 1," based upon observations of the
ea rth' s shadow during l unar eclipse s.

ments as described in references 7 and ,12. The
curve was obtained with sensors which were cali brated to measure particle mass rather than
visual magnitude. This segment of the curve was
obtained from experimental data from rocket
probes, and satellite measurements as plotted in
figure 2. For the interval of particle mass
10- 10 'M ~ '1n ~ ICf\'m )
the cumulative distribu 5
tIOn curve 01 lrulUX rate of dust particles as a
function of particle mass may be described by the
equation :
log I

-17. 0 - lo g m

whe re I is in particles M - 2 sec-I . The function
I(m), however, cannot be correctl y described by
a single fir st degree equation with l ogarithomic
parameters.
The two segments for visual magnitude
30 \'1\.., f JfD in figure 1 were obtained in the
analysis of reference 13, whil e the segment
marked "Soberman and Hemenway (1961)" was
obtained by collecting dust with an Aerobee rocket
trapping device as described in reference 14.
The interpolated region between visual mag nitudes 10 and 20 represent a region of concern for
spacecraft design as particles of mass between
3
10 - gm and 10- 7 gm may penetrate surface mat erials used on spacecraft. The cumulative distribution function I(m), in figure 1 may be ana lyzed
with greater ease if d n,..>jJrrn ) the incremental mass distribution as il. function of particle
mass or visua l magnitude "I{", V~ . clmiJMv
is pl otted. Figure 3 is the incremental mass distribution curve derived from figure 1. The rate
of accretion by the earth per day in grams per
visual magnitude per day (when divided by 1. 3 x
10- 19 this becomes the influx in particles M-2 sec
-1 per visual magnitude) is plotted as a function of
Mv and particle mass in grams. The curve has
been smoothed to remove the effects of using a
segmented cumulative mass distribution curve .
The uncertainty of spread in mass influx per visual
magnitude in the range of visual magnitudes from
+ 10 to 0 is bordered between the curves marked
"Whipple (1957)" and "Watson (1941)" . The va lue
of 25 grams for a meteoroid of zero visual magnitude and 28 km sec -1 average velocity (reference
3) was used in rel:iting visual magnitude to particle
mass.
The accretion of interplanetary material on
the earth is shown in figure 3 to be dominated by
dust particles with masses less than about 10- 6
grams . The accretion rate of interplanetary dust
particles is about 5 x 10 4 tons per day. A conservative estimate of 10 4 tons per day should prob ably be used until improved satellite measurements gi vin g particle orbits are obtained . The
accretion rate derived from direct measurements
is in fair agreement with the estimate (reference
14) of 4 x 10 4 tons per day based on mountain top
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The curves figure 1 and figure 3 are aver aged in time . The character of all meteor and
interplanetary dust measurements has been de fined mostl y from ground-based observations.
The influx rate of particles usually undergo temporal variations; the major variations are often
associated with meteor streams and showers .
These showers are well described in the literature, references 9, 17 , 18, 19 and 20. During
short periods of time, a few hours to several days,
the influx rate may increase by one to two orders
of magnitude above the average rate. The observations of very faint rada r meteor s ( Mv:: 14),
reference 11, have shown that a l arge fraction of
meteors occur in streams or "sporadic showers" .
The l arge fluctuations in influx rates of faint radar
meteors with mass ~. 10- 5 gm have also been
observed from dust particle measurements from
probes and satellit es (references 7, 21 and 22) .
The distributions of showers and 'isporadic
showers" in interpl anetary space are probably
very simil ar to the distribution near the earth.
The orbits of showers and sporadic meteors have
been described in references 17 , 18 , 20 and 23.
From these and other observations, near ly a ll the
meteoroids observed as meteors appear to be of
cometary origin and are travelling in direct helio centric orbits . Although it had been apparent that
near l y all meteors in the visual and radar range
have only small inclinations angles with the pl ane
of the ecliptic, a "toroidal" group discovered at
the J odrell Bank Experimental Station, Engl and ,
has been confirmed (reference 23) to represent an
important fraction of meteor s with Mv Z 10; the
toroidal group is represented by short period
orbits and inclination angles ' , as high as 60 0 ,
EXPECTATION OF IMPACT BY METEOROIDS AS
A FUNC TION OF MASS
The expected impact rate of meteoroids as
a function of mass may be obtained from figures
1 and 3. These figures a r e derived from experimental data averaged to smooth effects from larg e
fluctuations and showers . The expectation of impact and penetration of surfaces could be esti mated from such a curve .' However, the variations
appear excessively larg e in the range of visual
magnitudes from 0 ~ VViv ~ 10, because of the
l arge spread in the influx rate bounded by the
curves l abel ed "Whippl e (1957)" and "Watson
(1941)" . Actuall y, there is no discrepancy or
spread in the influx rate as a function of visual
magnitude. Both photographic and visual data of
the numbers of meteors M-2 sec -1 as a function
of visual magnitude give indentical results except
for a small correction factor of 1. 8 visual mag nitudes concerned with the photographic process.

I

The major discrepancy shown in figure 3 res ults
from the estimates of the mass of a meteor res ult ing in a trail of given visual magnitude . The curve
label ed "Watson (1941}", a zero visual magnitude
meteor, wa s estimated to have a mas s of O. 25
grams and a velocity of 55 km sec - 1 . ;"" of the
meteor was assumed to be about 3 gm cm - 3 . The
curve labeled "Whipple (1957)" is based upon the
same distribution with p.... of O. 05 gm cm - 3 and
an average velocity of ~ km sec - I. In this case,
a zero visual magnitude meteor would have an
average mass of 25 grams . The discrepancy is
dependent upon the luminous efficiency and assumptions re l ating to the specific gravity of the
meteoroid. Recently measurements of l uminous
efficiency have been made (reference 25}.which
would suppo rt a higher; ... · than given in reference
3. The reference 3 val ue"bf was recently reconsidered by the same author (reference 26) as
pos_s~bly being .too low; an average
of o. 3 gm
cm
1nstead of O. 05 gm cm - 3 wa s g1 ven .

t. . .

From reference 9 the val ues given by various
authors of the mass of a zero magnitude meteor
may be compared as in Table I based on several
references. Except for the change to 0.05 gm cm - 1
by Whi pp1e (reference 3, 17) the mass of a zero
magnitude meteor has been estimated between 0.05
and 1 . 3 grams.
This mass range is mo~e than
a factor of 20 less than the mass of 25 grams
given in reference 3. The val ue of 25 grams for a
zero magni t ude meteor was derived from the
assumption that the
of meteors generall y had
a val ue of 0.05 gm cm- 3. Although, it is well
confirmed that the structure of meteoric bodies is
wea,k and fragile, only a singl e (henfe not signifi cant) measurement of such a low
has been
reported. A j>... close to 1 gm cm - 3 is to be
preferred . Thus~ the expected impact rate by a
meteoroid as a function of mass per unit time and
area is really fairly well known .
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Both figures 1 and 3 should be considered as
plots of impact rate as a function of particle mass
rather than visual magnitude. Since there is
evidence (reference 27) that penetration depth is a
function also of ,1.) ... (as will be discussed later)
the cumulative 'influx rate as a function of particle
mass in grams should be a curve consisting of the
c urves labeled "McCracken et al (1961)" and
"Watson (1 9 41) " and with an interpolation between
th e t w o distributions, figure 4. The e ffective / '"
to be used should be 1 or 2 gm cm - 3 Th1s 1S the
c urv e and the ~'" to be used to determine the
ex p ec tation of impa c t by a meteoroid.

without the attendant change of the rna s s of the
meteo r oid would be quite inconsistent with obser vations . The distributions from reference 9 and
10 we r e derived with a similar assumption relating to the mass of a meteoroid as a functi'on of
visual magnitude.
There is some indirect evidence from measurements of the F component of the solar corona
and the zodiacal light that the satellite distribution
curve may change in interplanetary space. The
influx rate might drop by two or three orders of
magnitude as discussed in reference 7. Hence,
t he expected mass distribution curve might be
approximated in interplanetary space by the curve
l a b e l ed "Watson (1941)" together with the curve
lab el ed" McCracken et al (1961)" lowered by two
to three orders of magnitude in the range of particle mass from 1 0- 10 to 10- 12 gm.
T hus, in designing spacecraft for journeys
in satellite orbits and heliocentric orbits at 1 a. u.
the hazard from meteoroid impacts should be
eval uated based on the expectation of impact by a
meteoroid of a given mass or larger using the
avail abl e data' as described in figure 4. It is
doubtful that this curve is greatly in error. The
influx rates as a function of mass would probably
never be more than an order of magnitude greater
than the natural influx rates ex cept duriIlg periods
of recognizable sporadic showers and several of
the known meteor streams.
PENETRATION AND DAMAGE FROM
MICROMETEOROID IMPACTS
The mechanism of crater formation is essentiall y one of cavitation, resulti ng from an intensive
pl astic deformation wave formed during the impact. The size of the crater and its shape are
determined by the properties of the wave and the
target material. The initial conditions of occurring
during the early stag e s of the impact determine the
amplitude and shape of the deformation wave .
Eichel berger (reference 32) further describes the
initial stage of the impact or primary penetration
as characterized by a very rapid plastic deformation of the target and impacting proje c tile. If
the impact velocity is very high, the surface pressure so far exceeds the yield strength of the material that a hydrodynamic treatment is quite
accurate.
The shape of the plastic deformation is
determined during a time proportional to

One may not in arry case realistically use the
c urv e lab e l e d "Whifple (1957)" with a / .... other
than 0.05 gm c m - . If
for this curve were
a ssumed to be 3 gm cm- 3 . then the curve would
b ec ome the " Wa tson (1941)" curve. The decelera tion as we ll a s visual magnitude of meteors has
been accur a tely measured by photographic
methods; su c h an assumption in the change of
ar e a to mas s r a tio by assuming a
change

t... .

I
I

in the initial stage of c rater formation. This time
define s the width of the deformation wave. The
amplitude of the deformation may be · estimated
from Bernoulli I s equation as

f ... ·

r

I
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target material wi th a constant projectile mass
and a cons t ant impact velocity of about 2 km sec-I.
A range of densities of projectiles from 1. 5 gm
cm - 3 to 17 . 2 gm cm - 3 was tested by using different metals. The dependence on
was described
by the equation

t ...

The deformation wave propagates into the target,
displacing material as it disperses. Hence the
effects in the target depends upon the properties
of the target material as described by the equationof- state of the material. The crater dimensions
will be determined by the distance of travel of the
deformation wave while its intensity is greater
than the strength of the target material. The
model described is essentially the same as that
used by Bjork (reference 33) in his theoretical
treatment of c ratering.

where v s is the speed of sound in the target, d is
the diameter of the projectile . The penetration
depth probably depends upon the density ratio between the meteoroid and the target material at the
higher ve locities of impact, a lso . For this reason,
the cumulative distribution of meteoroids as a
fun ction of mass given in reference 3 must be used
with consideration for proper dependence of penetration depth on the density of the meteoroid.

The effect of a meteoroid impact at velocities
between 10 km sec- 1 and 75 km sec- 1 may be
determined theoretically. Some experimental
studies have been made at low velocities; in some
cases up to about 15 km sec-I. Bjork has shown
that the impacts at meteoroid velocities behave
hydrodynamically. Using the equation of state,
Bjork solved the impact equations for cylinders on
semi-infinite iron (references 4 and 33) . Calculations were made for impact velocities of 5.5, 20
and 72 km sec -I. The impact forces exceed the
strength ,of the materials impacted by a large
factor, so that material strength was neglected
in the calculations. Viscous effects and heat
transfer were also neglected. The calculations
agreed for craters produced in aluminum at 6. 3
km sec -1 and iron at 6.8 km sec -1 with experimentally determined crater sizes and shapes.

The penetration depth to projectile diameter
ratio h as been plotted as a function of velo city in
figure 5 (r eference 36) to indicate how the theoretical analysis of Bjork compares with extrapolations of experimental r esults obtained by
Summers and Charters (reference 35) , Collins and
Kinard, and Atkins . It is noteworthy that such
extrapol ation's l eads to very large errors in penetration depth which cannot be correct because of
energy and momentum conservation requirements.
Another condition resulting from the deformation wave following the impulsive loading" by the
meteoroid impact is spallation. The intensive
compressive shocks from the impact may rupture
and eject material over an extended region around
the crater as well as the far surface of the impacted sheet. The diameter of the section spalled
is usually several times the sheet thickness, and
the spall thickness, may be a tenth to a half the
thickness of the sheet. In reference 5, an analyt ical derivation is used to indicate an energy r ather
than a momentum dependence for ,the volume of
spalled material. For alloy a l uminum a char acteristic distance Din cm for spalling is given by

The penetration depths pin cm may be described by the equations:

~ ...

AI •."

AI

and

where m is the meteoroid mass in gm and v the
velocity in km sec -1. Experimental data for
impacts on lead results in a si=ilar equation
(reference ,34)

f>

= I. '] (>nv)

-

and for steel,

1/1

The cal culated craters were hemispherical with
radius
Craters formed by impacts at
oblique incidence were a lso hemispherical.

F

where E is the kinetic energy of the meteoroid in
ergs . Spallation can occur in sheet thicknesses
two or three times greater than necessary to prevent perforation.

Although cal culations were made for thick targets, enough information was obtained that if a
meteoroid penetrated a depth
in a thick target,
it would just penetrate a sheet of the same target
material which was 1. 5 P thick .

f

I

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The estimation of meteoroid effects on space
expl oration at 1 a . u . and particularly near the
earth depends on the expectation of impact by
meteoroids l a r ger than some critical mas s so that
penetration of the skin of a spacecraft ,occurs, and

Experimental impact data have been obtained
from which the dependence of depth of penetration
on projectile density was determined (reference
35). A series of impacts were made on the same

I
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it depends on the under standing of the extent of
damage resulting from one or an ensemble of such
impacts. The expectation of a meteoroid impact
per unit area and time may be determined from the
cumulative mass distribution curve, figure 4,
consisting of the section derived from satellite
measurements, the section derived from groundbased measurements approximately represented
by the curve labeled "Watson (1941): and on the
interpolation between the two curves (Figure 1).
The density, which may be used with this distribution for determining penetration rates and spallation effects ,./''"''- is 2 gm cm - 3. A nominal
velocity for such impacts should be 30 km sec- 1
For short exposure times to the space environ ment, adverse effects may be present during
known or sporadic meteor showers. However, for
long exposure times this distribution curve should
be an effective expectation of the impact frequency.
The impact rate at 1 a. u. but away from the neighborhood of the earth may be different, but only for
particles of mass less than 10- 6 gm. In the vicinity of Mars, radial distances from the sun between
1. 5 a. u. and 5 a. u. the ' collision hazard from asteroidal debris may be greater than at 1 a. u. For
distances less than 1 a. u" the concentration of
meteoroids should increase with a decrease in
solar distance. Although most of the meteoroids
are moving in direct heliocentric orbits, a retro grade component is known to exist. Radiation
pressure forces leading to the Poynting - Robertson
effect, the Yarkovski-Radzievski effect (reference
20) and other effects should decrease the eccentricity of the meteoroid orbits and gradually cause
the particles to spiral into the sun. The inclination angles of the orbits, particularly the toroidal
orbits, are indicative of a substantial component
of the meteoroid population with orbit pl anes intersecting the plane of the ecliptic at considerable
angles; hence, the meteoroid impact velocities
with a spacecraft in interplanetary space should
be considered out to 30 km sec -1 anq higher.
A good 'representation of the penetrating power
of meteoroids is given by the theoretical solution
of B j or k. So far, from the limited data a vaila ble
from direct experiments (reference 13) on satel lites, Bjork's penetration condition with the expected cumulative distribution as a function of
mass, figure 4, has been supported by experiment.
Penetration and fracture experiments have been
flown on Explorers I, III, XIII, Vanguard III,
Midas II, and Samos II.
Comparison of several reference (references
3, 4". 5, 6) ~hich treat the hazard from meteoroid
impacts may be made. Whipple (reference 3) uses
a~ .... of O. 05 gm cm - 3 , a value which must be
used to determine penetration depth. Whipple's
penetration formula is considerably less to, be
preferred than Bjork's (reference 4). Bjork's
treatment of the problem is generally good. However, there is not sufficient reason for him to use
the Whipple distribution (reference 3) while at the
same time over estimating the meteoroid density.

In fact, the correction for the mass of zero magnitude meteoroid, a factor of a hundred, would decrease the required armor thickness by a factor of
5!
Jaffe and Rittenhouse (reference 5) have used
the Bjork penetration condition. However, the
selected curves of cumulative mass distribution
for low satellite altitudes and far frnm the earth
are not recommended. Davison and Winslow
(reference 6) have considered an upper and lower
limit, curves I and II, (their figure 8) in their
estimates of rates of penetration of stainless steel.
The cumulative distribution curve used in deriving
curve II is recommended (their figure 5). They
used the Summers' penetration criteria rather than
Biork's with an imfact velocity of 15 km sec -1 and
of 1 gm cm- . In deriving their curve I
they also used the Whipple distribution (reference
3) but with
of 2.7 gm c m- 3 . They concluded-that their curve p may be reasonable and
that curve I represents a high estimate of the penetration rates of the material investigated.

t .,.

aI''''

Thus, there appears to be a preferred approach to the prediction of th e rate of penetration
of the skins of a spacecraft from meteoroid impacts. It is evident that theory and available experimental data support this singular method of computing the meteoroid hazard. The estimated rates
of penetration determined by c ombining (a) the
expected cumulative distribution as a function of
mass, figure 4; (b) the Bjork penetration criteria
together, with a pot" of 2 gm cm - 3 and an average
fmpact velocity of./30 km sec -1 is recommended
for design purposes. The me teo roid penetration
rates computed in this manner represent a c onsistent estimate based on available knowledge.
The conservative designer may incorporate his
own safety factors to establish the required reliability. Additional measurements from satellites
to confirm the predicted penetration rates are
certainly desirable. The extent of the hazard ap'pears to be considerably less than some earlier
estimates, hence experimental data in the space
environment will require relatively long exposure
times over extended surface areas.
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Tabl e I
MASS ON C>RAMS OF A METEOROID O F ZERO VISUAL MAGNITUDE

Mv

Mass in grams

Ve l ocity in Km sec - 1

Author

0

O. 25

55

Watson (1941)

8

0

1. 25

40

Whipple (1952)

28

0

O. 055

40

L evin (1956)

29

0

25 . (dustball)

28

Whipple ( 1957)

3

0

O. 15

30

Whippl e & Hawkins
( 1956)

30

0

o. 29

42

Opik (1958)
by McKinley

31 & 9

1. 29 (dustball)

Reference
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